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FOREWORD 

THE Legal Research Committee of the Commonwealth Fund 
has. continued the work, begun about ten years ago, of an ex

amination of the field of administrative law. It was intended to 
secure a general survey of administrative powers revealing, so far 
as the face of legislation can reveal it, the extent to which adminis
trative control has, by modern legislation, been in fact conferred. It 
was intended to follow this with a series of special studies disclosing 
the actual workings of carefully selected administrative organs, it 
being deemed that such intensive studies in administrative law and 
practice are the prerequisite to an appraisal of what administrative 
law really does and a guide to what ought yet to be done. Two 
notable contributions have been made. The general survey above re
ferred to resulted in the publication of the study by Professor Ernst 
Freund, Administratitle Powers Otler Persons and Property. The first 
of the intensive studies was that of The Federal Trade Commission, 
by Gerard C. Henderson. There now follows a special study of The 
Interstote Commerce Commission, by Professor I. L. Sharfman. This 
is the result of research continued for more than five years past. It 
will consist of four volumes, of which the second is now published. 
While the study has been conducted under the auspices of the Legal 
Research Committee and is published by the Commonwealth Fund, 
the author has been allowed entire freedom and the responsibility for 
the opinions expressed is fully and solely his own. 

September, 19J1. 
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INTRODUCTORY NOTE 

BROADLY speaking, the jurisdiction of an administrative tri
bunal charged with control over commerce or industry compre

hends the entire complex of power which that body lawfully exer
cises. It embraces not only the kinds of enterprises subject to regula
tion and, under our dual form of government, the territorial extent 
of these enterprises, but the limits of the general authority which is 
invoked and the specific directions through which this authority is 
asserted. It might even include, perhaps, the procedural processes 
whereby this entire sweep of power is enforced. In such an approach, 
an inquiry into jurisdictional scope wonld traverse the entire field of 
the tribunal's activity. For purposes of analysis and appraisal, how
ever, it is desirable that the problem of jurisdiction be more narrowly 
conceived. With reference to railroad and public service commissions, 
it is generally confined to the classes of utilities subject to control and 
to the state or interstate character of the services which they render. 
Section I of the Interstate Commerce Act, for example, which speci
fies the carriers and the commerce to which the statute applies, is 
commonly designated "the jurisdictional section." In examining the 
scope of the Commission's jurisdiction, as asserted in practice, we 
shall necessarily be concerned with the principal types of utilities, 
especially in their interrelationships, over which the Commission ex
ercises some measure of power, and with the legal and practical 
problems arising from the numerous intimate contacts between intra
state and interstate commerce. But the character of the Commission's 
authority-of its administrative power as such-may likewise be 
deemed an essential manifestation of its jurisdictional scope. This 
authority springs from its general status as an administrative agency 
-from the statutory structure as a whole, rather than from any dis
tinct grant of power-and involves the Commission's relationship to 
both the Congress and the courts, as well as the important practical 
issue of the maintenance of administrative independence. An analy
sis of the extent and limits of this administrative power will throw 
light upon the Commission's status in the regulatory scheme, and 
will thus provide a necessary background for our subsequent survey 
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of the character of its activities and of the safeguards against arbi
trary or improper determinations provided by its organization and 
procedure. . 

In this volume, then, on the scope of the Commission's jurisdiction, 
we shall dea~ successively, with railroad regulation and the control of 
allied utilities, with the assertion of federal power over intrastate com
merce, and with the exercise of administrative discretion. 
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CHAPTER vm 
RAILROAD REGULATION AND THE CONTROL OF 

ALLIED UTILITIES 

THROUGHOUT the history of the Interstate Commerce Com
mission, its work has been predominandy concerned with rail

road regulation. The Act to Regulate Commerce was originally 
passed to meet the evils embraced by the so-called railroad problem, 
and most of its subsequent amendments and supplements have been 
primarily designed to strengthen the Commission's effectiveness as 
an agency of railroad control. Whatever aspect of the regulative proc
ess we may examine, we shall find the Commission's activity and de
terminations in the railroad field the most enlightening source of 
data bearing upon its administrative status and tendencies. We have 
noted, however, in tracing the development of the legislative struc
ture, that the Commission's jurisdiction was extended, from time to 
time, to utilities other than railroads. The present Interstate Com
merce Act applies to common carriers engaged in the transportation 
of passengers or property, or in the transmission of intelligence; and 
the "common carriers" thus brought under the Commission's juris
diction expressly include not only railroads, but carriers by water 
(under specified conditions), express companies, pipe-line companies, 
sleeping-car companies, and telegraph, telephone, and cable com
panies. It is true, of course, that public service undertakings constitute 
a general class of business enterprises subject to extraordinary com
mon-law obligations;' and that even the principles of control devel
oped under the modern system of commission regulation are, on the 
whole, equally applicable to all the utilities over which jurisdiction 
has been asserted." Under these circumstances it may very plausibly 
be contended that the character of the power and activity of the Com
mission in the railroad field, which involves the performance of all of 
its major tasks, is sufficiendy representative of its administrative func-

I See Bruce wyman, Tk sp«Url Urw Go......;.r PobIic s.r.w corporwtiolu .
AU ap.., Bap~ i. p.,6/ic E .. ploY""'" (oommonlJ cita! as w,.... .. PobIic 
s.r.w corporwtiolu), • 'fOIL (.gll). 

I See HCIIIJ Co SpuII, G,,;m,r Pri"';pI .. of PobIic s.r.w kpl __ • Vol. I 

(.go4), Vol •• (.go5). Vol. 3 ('9.6). 
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tions and processes to render unnecessary any distinct treatment of its 
relationship to other utilities. There are at least two significant con~ 
siderations, however, that necessitate this excursion beyond the field 
of railroad control. First, it will contribute to a more complete grasp 
of the extent of the Commission's tasks. Since the very magnitude o~ 
the Commission's administrative burden, as it has developed through: 
the years, interposes serious obstacles to the realization of maximum 
effectiveness, the mere time and effort involved in the regulation of 
carriers other than railroads should emphasize its difficulties as a 
functioning body. Second, and more important, it will disclose soml1 
of the problems encountered by the Commission in the exercise of i~ 
primary powers of railroad regulation. Most of the carriers subject to, 
the Commission's jurisdiction, in whole or in part, are engaged in th9 
performance of some phase of the transportation function. The &cq 
that the services involved are frequently rendered by diverse agencie~ 
is largely the result of historical accident. The services themselves ar~ 
either complementary to those rendered by the railroads or in com1 
petition with them. Full control of the transportation function, ther~ 
fore, depends not only upon railroad regulation, but upon the asser~ 
tion of jurisdiction over carriers other than railroads; and railroad adi 

justments themselves are frequently molded by the policies and pra~' 
tices of other transportation agencies. In other words, the relationshi 
between railroad control and the control of allied utilities constitute 
a significant factor in fashioning the character and tendencies of th 
Commission's determinations. There is the added problem, moreover, 
that in numerous cases no clear<ut separation exists between tran~ 
portation and industry, either in ownership of facilities or in actu 
operations. The course of rail carriage frequently involves the use 0 

"private cars," and transportation services are often performed b 'I 
business concerns, for outsiders as well as for themselves, through "inj 
dustrial railroads" or "tap lines" under their control whose status ~ 
bona fide common carriers or as mere plant facilities raises difficult 

, controversial issues. The nature and scope of the Commission's juriS:! 
diction in these circumstances bears directly upon the effectiveness 
of its railroad rate control. The present chapter, therefore, is devoted 
to a survey of jurisdiction in terms of the kinds of carriers and serv
ices over which regulatory power is being exercised. 



JURISDICTIONAL SCOPE: TYPES OF CAlUUERS s 
h. RAILROADS 

Common carriers engaged in the transportation of passengers or 
property by railroad constitute the primary agencies subject to the 
Commission's control The entire range of power conferred upon the 
Commission is generally applicable to railroads, and its jurisdiction 
attacbes to all of their physical facilities and to all transportation serv
ices rendered by them. The £acilities and services thus embraced ex
prcssly include all bridges, car floats, lighters, and ferries operated in 
connection with any railroad; all the road in usc, whether owned or 
operated under contract or leasc; all switcbes, spurs, tracks, terminals, 
and terminal £acilities of every kind "used or necessary" in the trans

portation of persons or property; all freight depots, yards, and 
grounds "used or necessary" in the transportation or delivery of prop
erty; locomotives, cars, and other vehicles; all instrumentalities of 
shipment or carriage irrespective of ownership or contract; and all 
services in connection with the receipt, delivery, elevation, transfer in 
transit, ventilation, refrigeration, storage, and handling of property 
transported. The enumeration is sufficiendy exhaustive to enable the 
Commission to reach, without difliculty, the property and business 
of all carriers by railroad engaged in interstate commerce. There is 
ample evidence of this complete jurisdictional scope over railroads in 
all aspects of the Commission's activity. It is necessary to note only 
whether transportation "by railroad" has been narrowly or liberally 
construed by the Commission. How mr has the Commission asserted 
authority over transportation agencies not exprcssly mentioned in 
the Act? 

One important group of contested issues has arisen in connection 
with the limits of railroad terminal mcilitic.-whether various serv
ices, supplementing the line-haul of the carriers and performed by 
companies scparately organized, arc subject to the Commission's 
control The Commission's attitude in these circumstances, supported 
by the courts, has been determined by the realities of the transporta
tion situation rather than by the formal character of inter-company 
arrangements. Thus, fur example, without seeking to extend its juris
diction arbitrarily, the Commission has assumed control over stock
yard companies, declaring them to be common carriers engaged in 
interstate commerce and constituting in mct the tcrminals for receipt 
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and delivery of live stock of the railroads utilizing them.s Similarly, 
wharfage companies, though separatcly organized and apparently not 
engaged in transportation as such, were hcld to fall within the Com
mission's jurisdiction, in so far as they constitute a necessary link in 
the chain of interstate commerce. The Commission quite soundly 
asserted that it "is not concluded by the form but looks to the sub
stance of the rclations between corporations engaged in interstate 
commerce ... • But the Commission has sought to keep within the 

a Litle Stock Loading and Unloading Charget, 52 I.C.C. 209 (1919), 58 I.C.C. 164 
(1920). In the latter proceeding, the Commission reversed its original finding that the 
loading and unloading of live stock at the Chicago stockyards is a dury of the shipper, 
and recognizing that this duty devolves upon the carriers, it held that the collection of 
separate charges for these services was an unlawful practice. It adhered to its former 
finding, however. that the stockyard company, in providing terminal facilities for the 
railroads, is a common carrier subject to its jurisdiction, and asserted its right to regu· 
late the charges that the stockyard company may impose upon the line·haul carriers. 
··Standing alone," said the Commission, "the stockyards could Dot readily be availed 
of by shippers. Were it not for the tracks of the JUnction company delivery of cattle ill 
carloads would not be possible. It requires the line-haul carriers, the Junction companYI 
and the stockyard company to make the stockyards an' effective agency of interstatl: 
commerce. Under this state of facts we are of opinion and find that the stockyards are 
in effect terminals of the line-haul carriers. the Junction company, and the stockyard 
company" (pp. 167-168). And without passing upon the reasonableness of the loadina 
and unloading charges involved in the instant proceeding, the Commission said: '"The: 
apprehensions of the line haul carriers that the stockyard company may make any char~ 
it pleases, which they will be required to pay, arc not well founded. Upon their com
plaint or upon the complaint of any party, we can examine any of the charges which 
make up the sum of the through charges, and may prescribe just and reasonable rate. 
for all carriers concerned. either by prescribing through routes and joint rates and the 
divisions thereof; or otherwise. as the facts may warrant" (p. 167). These conclwioDi 
were in conformity with the views of the Supreme Court in an earlier proceeding, in 
which the Commission sought to compel the stockyard company to file tarim and re
pom. UniJeJ SIIMI v. Union Stock Yard, 226 U.S. 286 (1912), reversing as to the 
stockyard company the decision of the Commerce Court in 192 Fed. 330 (19U). 

f. Eichmb"g v. Southern PIlCi/ic Co •• 14 I.C.C. 250, 266 (1908). The Commission 
supported its judgment in these words (p. 265): "It is true that the different corpora
tions under consideration are operating under ICparate and distinct charters, but, never .. 
theless, they constirure a single system. To complete that system the Terminal Com .. 
pany is a necessary part. Shipments over the Southern Pacific System, not for es.port, 
but from and to different states in the Union. all pass ovct the docks of the Termioal 
Company. It is conceded that the railroad companies carrying interstate shipments to 
and from Galveston though owned by the Southern Pacific Company are subject to 
our jurisdiction, but the contention is made that the point where the railroad lines end~ 
and the tracks of the Tenninal Company begin is the point beyond which the power 
of the Commission does not extend. We can not yield assent to this proposition. The· 
Terminal Company is part and parcel of the system engaged as a whole in the b'aDJ ... 

portation of commerce, and to the extent that such commerce is interstate the Commis
Ilion has jurisdiction to supervise and control it within starutory limits. To hold other ... 
wise would in effect permit carrier. generally through the organization of separa~ 
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bounds of its statutory authority, and has refrained from extending its 
jurisdiction to transportation agencies not expressly mentioned in the 
Act unless they perform a service integrally related to that rendered 
by the railroad carriers. It has held, for example, that the provisions of 
the Act do not apply to transportation by team or wagon, when these 
facilities are operated by arrangement with a railroad carrier as a 
means nf extending the territorial limits of its line." A similar conclu
sion was reached with regard to a company, under railroad control, 
affording transportation by stagecoach as a supplement to the rail
road service nf the principal carrier.s More significantly, local trans
fer companies of passengers and baggage, though admittedly com
mon carriers exercising important functions in the movement of the 
stream of interstate commerce and performing services nften ren
dered by connecting belt-line railroads, have been held to fall without 
the scope of the Commission's jurisdiction.- The Commission recog-

-pontions, II> exempt aU their tmninal. and tmninaI 6.ciIiti .. &om our .. guIating 
authority:' But mmpue W, .. /i,.. Had/ing • .,,4 sw.g. C"',. •• 59 I.C.C. 488 
('920). in which the Commission held that the city of Norfolk, Vuginia, in providing 
terminal facilities used in connection with in~tate and foreign commCl'Cle, is not • 
common carrier subject to the Interstate Commerce Act. 

• C..., •• E_k. Spring. R. Co. 71.CoR. .86. 3.0 (.897): "The provision. of said 
act do not apply II> transportation hy \Hm or wagon, and neither the joint urifli, nor 
the arrangement of defi:ndanll with the Harrison Transportation Cotnpany. make them 
joint carricn." 

• W)'i" Y. Non""" P. R. Co. n I.CoR. '45 ('905). The Commission lOund that 
the ... _eh mmpany was not engaged in the transportation of passengers or prop
erty "hy railroad," and that the railroad mmpany and the 1Ib~ mmpany weJO 

not mmpet<nt II> IOrm thIOugh routes and abblish joint ...... A carrier aubject II> the 
Act may ....... pan"'y in ill tarifF the ehasges of mnnecting road servicles; and in one 
instance, with _ CIIIIUDissionen diasenting, the quoting of proportional ntes 10_ 
than local ...... II> he used with proper aafi:guuds in mmhinotion with the .. lOS of 
motor c:arrien, was permi ...... T";/Ii E",IJroci.g M_T~ or W.,.. Tras{ir ~ 
ft. gl I.C.C. 539. 5411-553 ('9'4). A> put of a proposed genen.1 scheme of intersta .. 
molDr-carrier leguIation the Commiuion 10'" ..mmmended: "Railroads, whetlw ....... 
or electric. and water carriers. subject to the intustate commerce act. and their motor 
carrier operations mould he authoriJ<d, but not JOqw..d by law at this time, II> putici
pa .. in joint "lOS and thIOugh routes with mmmon-carrier motor-bus or m ......... ck 
lines holding ca1ificates of _venienoe and necessity &om some ..gWn1DrJ bod,. and 
aueh .. tes ahould he mode subject II> the provisions of the in ........ _ act. n 

11_ Bat ..tI M_ ~ 0,.,-.. '40 I.C.C. 685. 745""'146 (.g.8). Wbm a nil
road .. tends i .. lines by ........ of motor-carrier subsidiaries, fi:denl ca1ificatiOD is _ 
JOqw..d under the Act. ,olot! T. S,.k_. P. & S.19- Co. '5' LC.C. 758 ('929). 
,-~ of hw~ • .. I.CoR. 390 4" ('907): "Aside """ the pipe 

lines and aleeping as and """""' mmpanio:s. which ... nanaed in a specific and .. pa_ 
.... da_ the 0Dl, CI>IIUDOIl _ 1D which the pro_ of the act oppl, • • • 
... ~ engaged in the transporlItioa of _ or propeRJ "'boll, by railroad 
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nizes its jurisdiction as a purely statutory jurisdiction. Transfer com
panies, as such, are not embraced in the Act. Congress has enumer
ated the specific kinds of interstate carriers subject to regulation; the 
Commission has not felt free to extend its authority beyond this ex
press statutory enumeration. Only when the facilities furnished are 
operated in connection with the terminal services of a railroad or 
other carrier subject to the Act does the Commission assume juris
diction, and then only of the transportation service involved rather 
than of the outside agencies as such.· The problem has become acute 
in recent years through railroad use of the facilities of motor-truck 
companies for auxiliary services. Standing alone, the term "trans
portation," as used in the Act, is broad enough to include every form 
of motor-truck service. It embraces all instrumentalities and facilities 
of shipment and carriage, and all services in connection with receipt, 
delivery, and transfer in transit of the property transported. But the 
meaning of "transportation" is conditioned upon the facilities being 
furnished and the services being rendered by carriers subject to the 
Act. Motor-truck companies are not "railroads," and hence are with-

or partly by railroad and partly by water: And ccrtainIy the petitioner (the Frank 
Parmelee Company, engaged in carrying. by means of omnibuses and express wagons, 
pasoengeu and their baggage between railroad ... tiona and botel. and private resi· 
dencc.s in the city of Chicago I is engaged in uanaportation neither by rail nor by 
water. It iI said) however. that the service performed by the petitioner in transferring 
passengers and baggage in its omnibuses and express wagons aero .. the city of Chicago 
from the arriving to the departing uain is the same rerviee that would be pctformed 
by a connecting belt railroad, if the transfer from ODe station [0 the other were made 
in that way. as it doubtless is in lOme cases. In its results the IUVice is the same in 
each case. But in one case the carrier is a rail line and in the other an omnibus line. 
The former is included within the act and is I11bject to all its provisions. The latter ia 
omitted, and by ncccssary implication it excluded altogether from the dfecu of the: 
act." In so far as the service rendered has bceD. undertaken by the railroad, it iJ sub-
ject to the Commission', conuol, though pctformed by the transfer eompsny; hut the 
transfer company itself is not subjec:t to the Act. Compare Cosby v. Riehmotul Trtml
ftr Co., 23 I.C.C. 72, 74 ('912): "Ha. Congress intended to give this Commission 
jurisdiction over local baggage uansfer agencies? In answering this question we turn 
first to the provisions of the act" and in the second place inquire whether the railroad 
itself undertake. to give this rerviee of gathering and delivering bsggage at residences. 
To the first question we can find DO other answer than that the language of the act, 
while extremely broad, cannot fhlrly be interpreted to bring auch agenciCi within our 
jurisdiction; and to the RCOnd question we think the answer mUlt be that the railroad 
does not undertake to provide this 1e1'Vice, but rather, for the ac:commodatioD of its 
puscngers, permits a transfer agency to usc ill traiDJ to IOliclt busineu, and to checlr. 
baggage at residcoc:et." 

• See 51. Louu Ttrmi.oI Cue, 34 I.C.C. 4S3 ('9'S), 
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out the scope of the Commission's control. That does not mean, how
ever, that all of their services are likewise beyond control. The term 
"railroad" embraces terminal facilities of every kind used or necessary 
in the transportation of persons or property. Motor-truck services, 
therefore, when properly constituting railroad terminal facilities, fall 
within the ambit of the Commission's regulatory power; only when 
such services constitute a line-haul extension beyond railroad terminal 
districts are they entirely removed from the operation of the provi
sions of the Act.· The Commission, in all these circumstances, has 

• Tari/fi Bmbraei., U.""...T_k or W .go. Transf ... S ... uie •• 91 I.C.C. 539. 547 
(1924): ·'While motor-truck or wagon transfer companies are not common carriers 
lubjcct to the act, truck. or wagon transfer services performed in connection with termi
nalservicel of a common carrier subject to the act, or with transfer of freight in transit 
at an intermediate point by such common carriers, are subject to our jurisdiction. Such 
lCl'\I'ice is a part of • transportation service by a carrier over which we have jwisdic-
don. ••• We have no jurisdiction over the linc .. haul rates of motor-truck companies 
operated AI an extension of the lines of rail or water carriers. In many cases it is dif6. .. 
cult to distinguish between • line-haul service and • terminal service, and we ha.e 
always decided each case upon its merits in that respeeL" Qui .. outside of terminal 
&real, but in • way that does not extend their lines but is rather an integral part of 
existing service, • number of railroacb ha.e substitu .. d mom trucks for way or peddler 
.&eight trains in the line-haul movement of .freight at rail rata; between rail stations. 
The Colllll1iuio.o. recognized. this development in the instant proceeding, but the mat
... of its authority waa not befon: it for delOrmination (p. 550). 

The iocreaaing use of road vehicles by railroads in their terminal operations bas 
produced. a number of situations requiring the Commission's attention. While the em
ployment of motor trueb in inter-line transfers is commonly only an operating ques
tion, occ:uionally changes "'" proposed which involve. rearrangement of joint .. lOs 

and through rou .... lUu. from N.", Bog/.od. 1461.C.C. 429 (1928). The Commis
lion gave early approval to tho operation of off-track stations in St. Lo";' T......m.l 
C .... 34 I.C.C. 453 (1915), but the praetice of tho coOperating roilroacb of employ
ing a lingle transfer company lOr this purpose .wailed sanetion in • 1 .... proceeding. 
Trwrufor i_ SI. Lo.it ... d B4tt SI. Lo";' by Dray ... d T ...... t '55 I.C.C. 129 (1929). 
Det<cting the possibility of .buse in existing rel.tionships with transfer companies, 
Commissioner Ealtman pointed out that the Commission lacked the necessary authority 
to control them (pp. 164-167). Constructive station service, involving the movement 
of good. diRet to consignee, though with roilroad responsibility and .. lOS .pplying 
nn1y up to a defined point in tho mo.emen~ was .ppro....!, but two commissianen 
dissenled on tho ground that roilroocb eannot perfOrm their fUU duty at IIUCh stations 
(pp. 1$1-'590 170-171). Similar issues ...... invol.ed in an investigation of praetiees 
OIl NanhattI.D. Island; but in this cue construc:tive atio.a.. service, u carried on. and 
certain other .,... of mom truc:lu, ...... pronounced in .,;.,Jation of sections 2 and 3 of 
tho Aa and incompatible with section lsa. Corutrwti~ .. II Otf.T_~ Fm,At Sttttitnu. 
'56 I.C.C. 20$ ('929). The mom truck baa stimul.1ed agitation lOr railroad colle<
tion and deli..., of li<igh~ of which two earlier install"" ....... discontinued with tho 
Cnmmiaion'. _to W"''''''''''_' D.Cq SIoro-Dooir Ddi".". 27 I.C.C. 347 (1913l< 
M~ lit M-/i<trtr<rI .4#0. Y. B. & O. R. R. COq 30 I.C.C. 388 (1914). While 
the Cnmmission baa staled that theIe is nothing in the Aa to pr< .... t atore-door de-
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sought to render its railroad control complete and effective, but with
out asserting jurisdiction beyond express statutory limits. 

But the statute does not specify the kinds of railroads subject to the 
Act, and the Commission early encountered the debatable issue as to 
whether its jurisdiction is confined to steam railroads, or embraces 
also electric railways. There can be no question that the Act to Regu
late Commerce was designed primarily to meet the evils that had 
arisen in connection with the practices of steam railroads. The lan
guage of the statute, however, is couched in general terms. It applies 
to common carriers "by railroad," without differentiating between 
railroads operated by steam and those utilizing electricity or any 
other available motive power. Assuming that there is no basis for dis
tinction because of differences in motive power, are all interstate dec
tric railways subject to the Act, whether performing an interurban 
freight and passenger service that is comparable to, and frequently in 
competition with, that rendered by steam railroads, or furnishing an 
essentially different "street car" service?'· The Commission, relying 
upon the generality of the language of the Act, assumed jurisdiction 
of all dectrics engaged in interstate commerce, including street rail
ways rendering urban and suburban service. It first asserted this au
thority over an dectric road lying pardy in the District of Columbia 
and pardy in the State of Maryland which was constructed upon the 
public highways and was essentially a street railroad engaged in the 
transportation of urban and suburban passengers." Such roads, it 

livery, Tariffi Embrllt:;ng Motor-TrtKk, or Wagon Traruf~ Smlke. 91 I.e.c. 5.,. it 
took occasion further to assen in the MlJnnatllln case that it is without authority to re. 
quire .uch service (156 I.C.C., at p. 233). In the same genetal category belongs the 
growing ptactice of handling l ... ·thao-carload freight in standatd cnntainen loaded by 
.hippeto-frequendy frcight.forwatding cnmpanieo-aod moving by truck aod specially 
constructed freight cars. An investigation of their use has been undertaken by the 
Commission. Docket No. 21723. In passenger service the aeatioD of off..track statiom 
is significant ehleRy for its bearing up.»n the competitive position of railroads. A peti
tion for specific examination of this practice hu been denied by the Commission in 
I. & S. Docket No. 34I6i but it will be covered in a comprehensive investigation. under
taken during 1930, of the interrelationships of motor and tail carriers. COOt'ditu#iotJ 
of MolOr TransportatiOtJ, Docket No. 23400. 

10 In Louisville IT Ponltmd IL R. Co. v. Louinlille City Ry. Co., 2 Duvall 175 (1865), 
the Coun of Appeals of Kentucky declared that ". street railroad. in a technical and 
popular seD5C, i •• s di.ffCrcnt from an ordinary railroad u a succt is ttom a road. II 
Quoted by Jwtiee Lamar in Oma/,tI Street Ry. v.I.C.C.~ 230 U.S. 324 (191,3). 

11 Willson •• Rock Creek R. Co .. 71.C.R. 83 (1897). 
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found, are within the scope of its jurisdiction, despite the fact that 
they probably were not within the express contemplation of Con
gress when the statute was enacted. "We cannot sustain defendant's 
contention that the Act to Regulate Commerce applies only to the 
ordinary stearn railways by which interstate traffic is mainly carried, 
and that street ~urface roads for urban and suburban passenger travel 
are exempt from its provisions. It may be conceded that this class of 
railroads was not specifically within the contemplation of the framers 
of that law, for the evils which it was intended to remedy would, in 
the nature of the case, but rarely arise in the management of such 
roads and their dealings with the public. But the terms of the statute 
in this regard are broad and general, and it contains no exception in
dicating a design to exclude from its operation those interstate roads 
which are constructed upon public highways, to provide the means 
for local passenger transportation in the streets of towns and cities 
and their various suburbs. We see no reason to doubt that the au
thority of this enactment may be invoked for the regulation of 
carriers like the defendant, if their business is actually interstate, 
whenever occasion arises for subjecting them to its restraints and 
requirements."l1 

Does this constitute a reasonable interpretation of the Commis
sion's authority? The word "railroad," as used when the Act was 
passed, did not necessarily include or exclude "street railroads." The 
courts had placed conflicting constructions upon it in varying cir-

1I11H4. P. 88. Th.jurisdiction thus asoert<d was applied to street railroads in Wen 
B.IlI .. /WO ....... C/d •• o. & C. B. R,. & B. Co., 17 I.C.C. 239 (1909); Bull •• 
W. A. & AI. V. R,. Co .. 20 I.C.C. 406 (1911); CilU .... of So_ •• W .. "mg_ 
Ry. & lllmrk Co ... I.C.C. 187 (1912); SiI .. _ •• C. & S. R,., .. I.C.C. 201 (1912). 
In c. & AI. BI«. R. R. Co ••• 1I1i .... C ...... R. R. Co .. 13 LC.C. 20, 2M7 (1907), 
in mruideriog an applicationlGr the establWuncot of through routes aod joint ra .... the 
Commission mad. the fOllowing prooounc:emeot conc:erning i .. geoen! jurisdktion 
0 .... electric nilwoys: "It is acaroeIy necessary to add that the apJHd>eosion of counsel 
that the men .. of complainant's coo_tion may he prejudiced or obocun:d by the 
fact that it is aD. electric line is without foundation. The act makes no distinction be--
....... railroads that Ale operot«! by e1ectricilJ and those that use ....... ; DOr baa the 
Commiaioo thought at lOy time to make such distinerioo. Both .... mbjea to the act 
wboo CIIgIj!I:d in in_ .... traIIspoltation and ... eotitled to equal mruiden.tion in lOy 
COD .... ...., helGre us. Moreo_, progress in the .a...a: of e1ectric:i1J and the rapid 
in_ of new devices for i .. application h ... led mlOY prac:tical nilroad moo to 
think that .. may he meuurably .. COl i .. geoenI use as the chief moti .. power in 
transportation.» 
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cumstancesf8 There was general agIeement, however, upon the rule 
of statutory interpretation that must prevail. As stated by one of the 
lower federal courts: "The meaning of the word must always depend 
upon the context and the legislative intent of the statute in which it 
is used, from the occasion and necessity of the law, from the mis
chief felt, and the object and remedy in view."" The problem for the 
Commission, therefore, was to ascertain the probable CongIessional 
intent. The fact that statements had been made in the course of de
bate upon the Act that it was not intended to apply to "street rail
ways" would not be controlling in the ascertainment of its mean
ing." The Act must be interpreted in the light of its own terms. The 
character of the statute, and the evils it was designed to remedy, must 
determine its jurisdictional scope. Thus recognizing the nature of its 
task, the Commission was influenced by the following circumstances. 
The Act was made expressly applicable, without exception, to any 
common carrier by railroad in interstate commerce. While the abuses 
responsible for its enactment were largely concerned with the carriage 
of freight, its incidence was extended throughout to the transporta
tion of passengers as well as of property. Street railways as such, 
serving single communities and rarely resorting to the prohibited 
practices, are automatically excluded from the scope of its provisions, 
because engaged in purely local commerce. When these lines, how
ever, by serving several communities, virtually as interurban roads, 
engage in interstate commerce, they become subject to federal au
thority and actually fall within the broad scope of the jurisdictional 

11 In Omaha S~eI Ry. v. I.C.C .• 230 U.S. 324. 334 (1913), the Supreme Court 
said: "'The statute in terms applies to carriers engaged in the transportation of pas
sengers or property by railroad. But, in 1887. that word had DO fixed and accurate 
meaning. for there was then, as now, a conHict in the decisions of the state courts u 
to whether street railroads were embraced within the provisions of a statute giving 
rights or imposing burdens upon railroads. The appeliUllS cire decisions from twelve 
ltates holding that in a statute the word 'railroad' does not mean 'street railroad: The 
defense cite decisions to the contrary from an equal number of states. The present fCC-' 

Old discloses a similar disagreement in Federal tribunals:' 
If Mamze/Jruelll Loan 6- Trust Co. v. Hamilton. 88 Fed. 588, 591 (1898). In its de .. 

cision in the OmaAa case, mpra, the Supreme Court laid: "Sut all the decisions bold 
that the meaning of the word is to be determined by construing the statute II a whole. 
If the scope of the act is such as to show that both classes of companies were within 
the legislative contemplation, then the word "Railroad· will include Street Railroad. On 
the other hand, if the act WII aimed at Railroads proper, then Street Railroads are ex .. 
cluded from the provisions of the .atute." 

10 Congressional Record, Vol. 17, p. 347~. 
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section of the Act. As interstate carriers of passengers, they may well 
resort to the same general types of abuse which have characterized 
the steam railroads. The fact that not all of the requirements of the 
Act are, in their very nature, applicable to such roads would not ex
clude them from the Commission's control; many of these require
ments are equally inapplicable to common carriers (such as pipe 
lines, express companies, sleeping-car companies, and water lines) 
that are specifically mentioned in the Act. On the basis of such con
siderations, and in conformity with its prior holdings, the Commis
sion assumed jurisdiction in the so-called Omaha case.'" It ordered a 
reduction in the passenger fares charged by the Omaha and Council 
Bluffs Street Railway Company between Council BluffS, Iowa, and 
Omaha, Nebraska. But the jurisdictional issue was contested in the 
courts and the Commission's authority in the premises denied.IT The 
Supreme Court found that "the company was chartered as a street 
railroad, and hauls no freight and is doing only business appropriate 
to a street railroad";" and it held that the scope and purpose of the 
Act indicated that such "street railroads" were not within the legisla-

11 w ... B.tllmpro ....... ' Clob v. O. It C. B. Ry. III B. Co., '7 I.C.C. 239, '45-
246 (.gog), "Even admitting that in i .. popular acceptation the word 'railroad' usually 
appliea to .tandard commercial railroads, we think it plainly evident that it was the 
inlellt of the Congra> to include within the provisiom of the act any and all c:ommon 
carriers eDglIged in in_te carriage by railroad. No provision of the law is ... 
pugnant to that thought, and there are no qualifYing worda which suggm a cIitfuent 
conclusion. The pat body of strictly street nilwayo are engaged in ICIVing purely 
local need.. lie wholly within the confines of a lingle .ta... and, by the ex_ 
term. of the ltatute. are not within our jurisdiction because Dot engaged i.a. inter .. 
state transportation. It would be a IWTOW. strainedJ and illiberal CODSuuction to hold 
that desigoating an in ........ ban nil .... d a 'street nilway' waa sufficient to excuse such 
niltoad, when eDglIged in in..,.tate transponation, &om the operation of the law. So 
Dr as the practicos of common carrien of passengers are conczmed, in~ nil
roads might u certainly. to the same extent and in the same manner IS any other car
rier or nilroad, cause the ahusea denounced by the law; they might discrimiDate as 
unjustly and cbarge as unm.sonable &rea as the nilroado denominated as commercial, 
It rotloWl that they are within the 'mischief Cd, and the object and mnedy in oiew.' 
If in..,. ..... they are clearly outside the jurisdiction of the individual ...... and where 
they are '<:ommon carriers eDglIged in the transponation of passengers or property: u 
opocified in the aet, we entenain DO doubt of their amenability to i .. pro'fisioDs. • 

11 O...A. SlIM Ry. v. I.C.C. 230 U.s. 3'4 ('913), Ievening the decision of the 
Commerce Coun in .g. Fed. 40 (.gll), which had upheld the Commissinu, and mak
ing permanent the dectee of the Circuit Coun lOr the District of Nebraska in '79 Fed. 
'43 (.g.o). 

"The Commission had said ('7 LC.C. at P. '43): "In the inltant .... it should 
be temembered that the defi:ndan .. have the cIwac:II:ristic of an in~ line II wdl 
as of • meet nil-J' They operate 136 aingl ........ mil .. of !Old: the nila lie .... 
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tive contemplation.'· While street railroads, in carrying passengers 
across state lines, are engaged in interstate commerce, it is not "the 
commerce which Congress had in mind when legislating in 1887," 
argued the Court, and hence is free from the Commission's control. 

But the rule of the Omaha case is limited by its own special /acts. 
It excludes from the Commission's jurisdiction street railroads carry
ing passengers between cities divided by a state line, but it casts no 
doubt upon the validity of the Commission's general holding that 
the term "railroad" embraces electric railroads as well as steam rail
roads. The practical effect of the Supreme Court's decision, there
fore, was merely to require a distinction between urban and suburban 
street railroads on the one hand, and, on the other, interurban roads 
which, while incidentally using city streets, are primarily engaged in 
transporting passengers or property in interstate commerce. Accord
ingly, although the Commission has recognized its want of authority 
in special circumstances corresponding to those disclosed in the 
Omaha case,20 it has assumed general jurisdiction over interstate elec
tric railroads." It has regulated their accounts and has required 

all laid in public streets and highways, but for some distance run over private right of 
way; they operate over the bridge across the Missouri River, and through sparsely 
settled sections over expensive culverts not conforming to the level of the streets or 
roads; they carry the United States mail and do not serve the needs of a single city and 
its suburbs, but of twGt cities and several towns, villages, and resorts:· 

19 "Street raiIroada' not being guilty of the mischief sought to be corrected, the 
remedial provisions of the staNte not being applicable to them. commancb upon every 
railroad 'subject tP the act' being such that they could not be obeyed by weet railroads 
because of the J)anuc of their business and character and location of their tracks, it it 
evident that the case is within that large line of authorities which hold that under such 
a statute the word 'railroad' cannot be construed. to include street railroad." 230 U.S .• 

"P·337· 
2. See D<p'<datio. Ch"g" of W. Ry. 6' E. Co., 85 I.C.C. 126 ('9'3), in which 

the Commission, in refusing to assume jurisdiction, concluded as follows (p. 129): 
"'The facts in the Omaha ClUe are similar to those in the present case. The Washington 
Railway &; Electric Company, together with its subsidiaries, operates a 'local' .uect 
railway sysrcm which hauls no freight and transports passenger. principally 'from street 
to street' within the city of Washington. As an incident to its street railway busio.es.s. it 
conducts a passenger suburban service into Maryland. We believe thU transportation 
system f3J.ls within the class of meet railways excluded. from the aa under the decision 
in the Omalla elUe/~ But compare Betlll v. W. T. Co.~ 60 I.C.C. 600. 606 (1921). 

21 In 'witdiction Ofler' U,ban Eleane LineS', 33 I.C.C. 536 (1915). after referring 
to the Omaha decWoD U ". particular case," the Commission oaid (po 539): "It may 
be that the framers of the variow statutes relating to intustate commecce by railroad, 
under which this Commission operates, were chie.8y concerned with the steam railroadJ, 
but it would seem. that the promotion of safety of interstate ttave1 by dectric: lines and 
the ptcvention of such abuses as may arise in their opcratioD. and management are 
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them to submit reports of finances and operations and accidents." 
It has established through routes between these lines and steam 
roads." It has prescribed their charges even when engaged in pro
viding only passenger service." It has included electric lines in au
thorizing general increases in freight rates." It has asserted its au
thority to order divisions of joint rates as between these lines' and 
steam roads."· It has prescribed intrastate passenger fares for electric 
railroads as a means of removing unjust discrinlination against in
terstate commerce."' 

The Commission's sweeping jurisdiction over electrics as thus ex
erted is based not only upon the generality of the language of the 
original Act in naming the common carriers to which it applies, but 
also upon the implications contained in subsequent amendments of 
its substantive provisions. Some of the powers of the Commission 
were expressly made inapplicable to various types of electric rail
roads, and this very exclusion, in specific terms. was reasonably con-

also matten of concern to Congress. and unless it c::an be more dearly shown that there 
is something in the purpose of one or the other of the acts that would exclude electric 
linea. we must continue to hold. with the qualifications resulting from the decision in 
the Om.b. CIW • • • that electric railways engaged in interstate transportation arc 
IUbject to our jurisdiction. II 

IllfIristlic';o,. 0"" Urbtm El«me LI'nel, 33 I.C.C. 536 (X915). AJJ. investigation of 
the cia .... of depreciable property of electric.railway companies and of related per
centages of depreciation i. pending. Annual lie".,.. 1930, p. 70. 

I. C • .,. M. Elet:. II. II. CO. Y. /l/inoil C ...... 111 R. II. Co .. 13 I.C.C. 20 ('90,); C.d"" 
R4pids .,. 10_ City Ry. Co. v. C • .,. N. W. Ry. Co .. 13 I.C.C. 250 ('g08); C. & C. 
T"""lio. Co. v. B.'" O. S. W. II. II. Co .... I.C.C. 486 ('911) • 

.. City of Stndoert,,;u •• OAio. Y. Tri-S .... R. & B. Co .. 38 I.C.C. .8, ('9.6). ··1....-_" '920. 58 I.C.C. .... '53-'54: "The operating ""to of these lines 
have. on the whole. inc:reued in approximately the: same ratio as those of steam rail
roads. In IOIl\C instances then:: is competition between the electric 1io.es and the: stQm 
railIoacb. We conclude that the &eight ,.,tea of electric lines may be inaeued by the 
same percentages u ... approved herein fOr trunk lines in the AIDe territory." 

.. Spok ... & _ Ry • .,. P. Co. v. S. P. & S. Ry. Co .. 10gl.C.C. 713 ('9.6). In 
this proc:<eding the complaint was dismissed without prejudice because of the insulli
ciency of the JOCOrd for • satis6l<twy adjwtm ... t of divisiODS, but the Commission 
said (p. 716): "We are authorizect however, to establish joint rates on traJIic: inter
changed be~ ~ road. and electric lines engaged in the genera1 businoss of 
transporting &eight, and th ... ia no doubt that upon • proper JOCOrd "" can pa .. upon 
the j_ ........ bl ....... and equitabl ...... of the divisions of the .. tea fOr IIIch 
inter<hanged tralIic." 

•• Broll v. W. T. Co. 60 I.C.C. 600 ('9"); OAio _" F.,., ... CAIIr,.,. 64 
I.C.C. 493 (1921); OAio .. hllruyl...u. _ •• F ........ CA"",. •• 64 LC.C. 5'7 
(.g.,). See al .. U~ s.... ••. ViII_,. of H...-•• 66 U.s. 474 ('9'5). "' ........ 
the _ of the 10 .... mUtt in ." Fed. 754 (,g22) and upholding the Commission'. 
orden in the lut two of the abo ... proceediDaI. 
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strued as a confirmation by Congress of the Commission's general 
assumption of jurisdiction. The Mann-Elkins Act of 1910, for ex
ample, provided that the Commission shall not establish any through 
route, classification or rate "between street electric passenger rail
ways not engaged in the general business of transporting freight in 
addition to their passenger and express business, and railroads of a 
different character."28 This was the first mention of electric railroads 
in the Act, and was in the form of a specific restriction. In con
formity with the Commission's established policy, however, no gen
eral distinction was made between railroads operated by steam and 
those operated by electricity. Similarly, when the scope of the Com
mission's powers was extended in various directions by the Trans
portation Act of 1920, electric railways were expressly excluded un
der certain conditions from the incidence of some of these powers. 
The Commission's authority to issue certificates of public convenience 
and necessity for extensions and abandonments was not to apply to 
street, suburban, or interurban electric railways which are not oper
ated as part of a general steam railroad transportation system." The 
Commission's power over security issues was limited in like fashion.so 

The rule of rate-making and the recapture clause, for the determina
tion of a £air return to the carriers, excludes by express terms, first, 
street or suburban electric railways unless operated as part of a gen
eral steam railroad system, and second, interurban electric railways 
unless, as in me' case of street or suburban roads, they are operated as 
part of a general steam railroad system, or, as an alternative, they are 
engaged in the general transportation of freight.s1 The Commission 

.. Sec. IS, par. (3). See Hood Coal Co. v. M. V. T. Co .• 13 I.C.C. 54, 57 (1922). 
2B Sec. I, par. (22). 

10 Sec. 20a, par. (I). 
11 So:<:. IS', par. (I). See Applkalio. of s«tio. 15.10 EI«rrk Rys .• 86 I.C.C. 751 

(1924). Increased participation of dcctric lines in the carriage of freight, induced 
largely by motor competition in the passenger field, has led the Commission to $late: 
"Where the functions of an electric line arc substantiaUy the same as those of an ordi· 
nary steam railroad the public interest would seem to justify the exercise of our jun... 
diction in the matters of securities, construction or abandonment, regulation of rates, 
recapture of excess earnings, and CODSOlidatioD with other carriers or acquisition of 
control of one carrier by another, to the same extent as in the case of steam railroads." 
Jfnnual Report, 1928. p. 80. It has, therefore, recommended: '"That the present exemp"
tion provisioDl of paragraph (22) of section 1. paragraph (1) of section ISa, and 
paragraph (r) of JeCtion 208. applicable to dcctric: railways. be amended by substi· 
lUting provisiODl exempting all dcctric: railways except such u interchange standard 
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has uniformly construed these restrictions as limited to the special 
powers involved, and hence as strengthening rather than weakening 
the validity of its exercise of general jurisdiction over dectric roads 
engaged in interstate commerce. In this attitude the Commission has 
received the full support of the courts." On the whole, therefore, the 
Commission is exerting its powers of control over every type of car
rier "by railroad" engaged in interstate commerce. 

h. WATEll CARRIERS 

Carriage by water-in foreign commerce, in the coastal trade, along 
navigable rivers, through canals, and on the lake9-preceded the de
vdopment of railroad transportation. With the emergence of the rail
road, that instrumentality rapidly established itself as the dominant 
means of transport, but water carriage continued to playa substantial 
rble in moving the nation's commerce, both as a supplement to rail 
transportation and in competition with it. It is performing an in
creasingly important service in both of these directions today. Because 
the highways of transportation by water are free to all, however, the 
carriers engaged in such transportation have not been subjected to 
the type of public control exercised over railroads.sa The foree of 

&eight equipm .... t with Iteam railwayo and participa .. in through in ........ &eight 
raIlS with IUch coni ..... pIOvision II> be _de for exemption of particulor el-;' rail
wayo &lling within the exc:epted c1 .... if upon applicatiDn they are able II> show II> the 
oatWaction of the COIIIIIIissi .... after 1lOtic:e and oppommity II> be heaId, that they aft 

Dot aft"ected. with an important national interest so fi.r as the provisions in question are 
concerned,lI Annul &poru: 1928, p. 83; 19291 p. 8g; 1930, P. 96. 

"'In UrUml S_. Y. ViII.,..f HIlMIIITtl. 266 U.S. 474 (19'5), in which the ques
tion wao "Iuwy _ted II> the Court .. II> ''whcth .. in!l:rUIhao electric rai1IoocIs 
engaged in in ........ COIIUIleIte are .uhject gcneraIly II> ICgUlation by the In_ 
CommeIte Commission," Justic:e Brandeis said: "The hosis fOr the jurisdic:tion of the 
Commission OVOI th ... is the gcneraIity of the IlDpge of the origina1 act. • • • As 
the act mlde 110 clislincti<m between rai1IoocIs operated by steIDl and those operated by 
electri.cityJ the Commission made none. • • • The correctnesa of the Commission'. 
acti<m in aosuming jurisdiction OVOI the in!l:rUIhao IOIdo is c:oDfinncd by the ocWm of 
Qoostat. which, in ...... t om .... dm ...... of the Au II> Regula .. Comme=, limited, in 
n:spcct II> certain auhjects, the IUthority 0_ theIO. • • • Theac pn>visiooa indica .. that 
Congms did not inleod II> d .... , the Commission the po_ II> ICgUlo .. in!l:rUIhao 
railwayo in othOl Ielpccta" (pp. 478-480). 

"1D. • CDIlcurring opinion in IfIristlictio. Oftf' W.ur C~, 15 I.C.C. 205. 213 
(1909), CommissiODeI Cockrell traced the dcvelopmeot, up II> thot time, of the Con
a=sioDIl attitude II>waId _ ... tnoIportatiDn: ''CoDs=s hOI W1I<Stricted 'po_ II> 
ICgUlaIIC commeIte with fOrcip utioos and between the _ and with the IndiOD 
tribca.' Why hOI it Umited the jurisdicti<m of this CommissioD 0_ fOrcip _ 
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competition has been largely relied upon to produce reasonable and 
non-discriminatory rates and practices among the water carriers 
themselves; and these agencies, in so far as they furnish alternative 
transportation routes, have been deemed to supplement the coercive 
control of the Commission over railroads, by providing a competitive 
check upon excessive or unjust rail charges. Reliance upon this com
petitive check has been especially noteworthy as applied to the trans
continental rail carriers since the opening of the Panama Canal in 
1914, as evidenced by the compulsory relinquishment of ownership 
or control by these carriers of competing water lines plying through 
the Canal. Neither by the original Act to Regulate Commerce, there
fore, nor by any of its subsequent supplements or amendments, has 
the Commission been intrusted with direct jurisdiction over water 
carriers. 

to the transit of such commerce to and from ports of transshipment and ports of entry, 
and over coastwise, rivet, and lake commerce only when such commerce is transported 
partly by railroad and partly by water under a common control. management, or ar· 
rangemcnt for a continuow carriage, or shipment? The answer u that Congress began 
legislating for the control and regulation of foreign commerce and commerce wholly 
by water along our coast and aD ow- river. and lakes at the very lim session of the 
first Congress held under the Constitution, and has evet since, from Congress to Con .. 
grcBS. been enacting additional and amendatory legislation deemed necessary for the 
control and regulation of such commerce, and placed the enforceme.ot of .uch laws 
under the Treasury Department up to February 14, 1903. when the control and rep· 
lation was transferred to the Department of Commerce and Labor, where it still rc .. 
maim, and has placed such common carriers wholly by water under the antitrusl: law, 
leaving them practically uncontrolled or unregulated only as to their rares, fares, and 
charges. and as to these they are subjCCl: 1:0 the common law and can only charge rca
sonable and jusl: rates. In the discussiOll: and passage of the interstate commerce law 
in 1887 mention. was made of these water carriers, and also in the passage of I:hc Hep
burn Act: I:hcy were in the minds of Congress, bUI: yel: Congress has nol: deemed it 
necessary or besl: to place them under thiJ Commission. Transportation wholly by 
water is entirely dilfercnt from transportation by railroad, or pardy by railroad and 
panly by water. On our coastwise, river, and lake tralIie the water is free and ample 
for all passengers and shippen 1:0 use their own vehicles for IUch transportation. just: 
81 on our roads or country highways; but in transportation wholly by railroad or 
panly by railroad and partly by water, passengers and shipper. can not use their OWJl 

vehicle. or means of transportation:' But see, for subsequent developments, Shipping 
Board Act of September 7, '9.6 (39 StaL 738) and Merchant Marine Act of June 5, 
'920 (41 StaL 988). For a discumon of the relationship between the UnilCd Sta.,. 
Shipping Board and the IntCllitate Commerce Commission, see the Commission', An
tI"a/ Reporl~ 1921, pp. 11-14, and its repon of June 29. 1922, to the Ch.airma.n of me 
Committee 0Jl Interstate and Foreign Commerce 0Jl HA 12021, 61th Cong., 2d. Seu. 
For the Commission', latest recommendatiom in the premiset, ICe An,,1UI hpon~ 
1930, P. 96. See abo Seen •• 2IJ .f Merch •• t M.,.j •• ACI, 88 I.C.C. 645 <'924); RMI
Lak .... d·1WI &ne •• ;. C •• ad., 96 I.C.C. 633 ('925). 
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But transportation by water could not be entirely withheld from the 
Commission's authority without impairing its control over carriers 
by railroad. It is not possible to segregate all movements of persons 
and property into separable and independent transport by rail and 
transport by water. Not only are water carriers and rail carriers fre
quendy under common control or management, but arrangements 
for through carriage are often made between independendy organized 
railroads and water lines. & a means, therefore, of rendering public 
control of railroads coextensive with the actual scope of railroad 
traffic influence, such joint carriage by rail and water was from the 
very beginning subjected to the Commission's regulatory jurisdiction. 
In due course, moreover, as a means of stimulating water transporta
tion and promoting competition between rail and water carriers, the 
Commission was empowered to establish the physical connections 
essential to through carriage and to regulate the terms and conditions 
of the joint transportation service that might result from the exercise 
of its powers. Furthermore, in conformity with the basic Congres
sional purpose of relying upon competitive adjustments as between 
rail carriers and carriers by water, it also became necessary to require 
the separation of common ownership or control of railroads and 
water lines, in order that competition might be rendered operative 
in practice, as it was assumed to be operative in the formulation of 
legislative policy whereby transportation by water as such was with
held from the scope of the Commission's authority. But this separa
tion was not to be achieved by a mere statutory rule, cnforoeable in 
the courts. Because the existence or possibility of competition between 
railroads and water lines is not a simple objective fact which renders 
railroad control of competing water carriers amenable to rigid legis
lative prohibition, but is dependent upon a complexity of circum
stances peculiar to each particular case, jurisdiction was conferred 
upon the Commission to determine the facts as to the existence of 
actual or potential competition, with power to permit the continuance 
of railroad operation of water lines (other than through the Panama 
Canal) when deemed in the public interest. The main channels of 
the Commission's jurisdiction over water carriers, then, arc confined, 
first, to the regulation of transportation of persons or property pardy 
by railroad and pardy by water, when both arc used under a common 
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control, management, or arrangement for a continuous carriage or 
shipment, with power in the Commission itself to establish the con
ditions of such joint carriage; and second, to the administration of 
the provisions prohibiting the ownership, control, or operation of 
water lines by railroads." Under these circumstances, the Commis
sion's jurisdiction not only fails to embrace the entire field of water 
transportation'" but it subjects the regulation of rail carriers to the 
difficulties that flow from the competition of these two agencies, the 
rates and practices of only one of which are subject to the Commis
sion's control. These difficulties, moreover, are accentuated by the 
declaration 'in section 500 of the Transportation Act that it is the 
policy of Congress "to promote, encourage, and develop water trans
portation, service, and facilities, and to foster and preserve in full 
vigor both rail and water transportation." The nature of the Com
mission's administrative processes under these conditions appears 
both in the exercise of its limited jurisdiction over water carriers and 
in its attitude toward railroad rate situations affected, direcdy or in
direcdy, by the competition of water lines free from its control. 

The Commission's jurisdiction over joint rail and water transport, 
being conferred by the original' Act, was effective for a period of 
some twenty-five years prior to the establishment of its authority, by 
the Panama Canal Act, over the relinquishment of railroad owner
ship or control of competing water lines. Since, however, this prior 
jurisdiction is but incidental. to the exercise of the Commission's 
powers over railroads, and since the operation of competitive forces 
constitutes the primary public reliance for control of water trans
portation, we may properly follow the logical rather than the chrono
logical procedure and note, first, the character of the Commission's 
assertion of authority in connection with the dissociation of railroads 
from competing water lines.s• 

81 For a detailed analysis of the statutory provisions dealing with the Co.mmiasion'. 
authority over the relations between rail and water carriers and over the conditions of 
combined rail-water carriage, see Part I. pp. lOS-XII. 

ae; In addition to iu jurisdiction over joint rail and water transportation, the Com .. 
mission is empowered to regulate water lines permitted to be owned. controlled. or 
operated by rail carrien, evc:Jl in the absence of through transportation service. AU 
water carrien operating through the Panama Canal, howevCl. and aU independent 
water carrieD operating dscwhere are free from the Commission'. CODb'Ol unlCSl the( 
are wed joindy with rail carrien for through carriage or thipment. 

lOIn I'Clponse to Senate Resolution No. 457. the ColDlXlission hal IUmmarizcd the 
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The basic statutory prohibition is absolute in its terms. A railroad 
may not own, control, or operate a water line with which it "does or 
may compete for traffic." The primary function of the Commission, 
upon application of a railroad company or other carrier, or in the 
absence of such application, upon its own motion or the request of 
any shipper, is "to determine questions of fact as to the competition 
or possibility of competition," by way of enforcement of the statutory 
prohibition. Since, however, the language of the statute also speaks, 
in more general tenor, of the filing of applications "for the purpose 
of determining whether any existing service is in violation of this 
section," the Commission has assumed jurisdiction to determine 
whether the prohibited dement of ownership or control is present as 
wdl as the £act of vitiating competition. It has looked to the substance 
rather than the form of the control relations between railroad carriers 
and boat lines, and on this basis it has made findings with regard to 
the railroad interest in the water carriers involved as a necessary pre
liminary to its consideration of the existence or possibility of compe
tition." This procedure appears to be fully justified, not only in view 

",ul .. of i .. administration of paragraph. (g), (.0), aod (II) of section 5 of the In_"Ie Commerce Act which are here involved. RlJiJrood 0,....;0 ... 4 Conlrol of 
w_ C""""I,71 LC.C. 749 ('923). 

at In App/iulion of Uniutl SUIOI S..., Prodw:u Co., 57 I.C.C. 5'3, 514 (.g20), 
the Commission squue1y assumed jurisdiction of hoth e1emcn.. embn.ced in the 
aatulDlY prohibition: "We have ID delerlDiDe, fin<, whether the rail .... ds named '0_ 
leur:. operate. control, or have any interest whatsoever ~ • .' in said boat lines, and, 
in the ...... of ao af6nnative conclusion, whether the railroads may 01 do compele for 
tnlfic: with the boa. 1ineo." In this case join. applications were filed by the Uniled S ..... 
Sleel Prod..... Compaoy, nineteen railroad companies, and the Uniled Sill ... Sleel 
Corpotation. The Sleel Corpotation owned the atocIr. of the Sleel ProduCla Compaoy 
and of the raillOld carrien. The Sleel Prod ..... Compaoy operaled two steamship lines 
thtough the Paoama Canal, aod there was no diI<a telatiDlUbip between the railroads 
and the wa .... lines thus operated. Looking at the IeOliIies of the situation. ho_, the 
Commission Ii>Uod that the common amuol exer<ioed by the SIeeI Corpotation CODSti-
tuled a rail_d in ...... in the _ .... carriers within the meaoiDg of the aatulDlY pr0-

hibition (pp. 5'M'S): '"l'be ...... eotpotation is a holding compaoy aod ow". either 
the capital atocIr. of the prod ..... compaoy aod of the applican. railIOlds or the capital 
atocIr. of the compaoies owning said ,tock. They .... all dearly undet one CXJIDIDOD 

amuol. There lie no cIi=tDn CXJIDIDOD ID the producta compaoy and the applicant 
rail.roadt, bu. the chairman of the hoatd and two other cIi=tDn of the hoatd of the 
_ eotpotalion ate on the hoatd of the producta c:ompaoy and there .... cIin:ann 
common ID the _ cmporation and oertaiD o£ the applican. railIOld compaoios. • _ • 
In oriew o£ all these cimunaances _ deem it unq_e that the railIOld appli
...... ha~ an in ...... in the Isthmian 5teamsbip Lines and the New YorIr. It South 
American Line within the moaning of _ 5 o£ the aa..' Tho Commission Ii>Uod ... 
'fiolalion o£ the aatule boca .... the competition in'fOlved between the applicant curien 
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of the general intent of the statute to constitute the Commission the 
primary agency of enforcement, but as a means of avoiding the neces
sity of additional resort to the courts for the resolution of what is for 
all practical purposes a single issue. 

But the Commission's chief task is concerned with the determina
tion of the existence or possibility of competition between the rail 
carrier and the water line. In the absence of actual or potential com
petition, there is no violation of the statute, whether the water lines 
are operated through the Panama Canal or elsewhere. Upon a finding 
that the two transportation agencies do or may compete for traJlic, the 
Commission is authorized, as to transportation by water other than 
through the Panama Canal, to permit a continuance of railroad con
trol or operation of water lines, provided it finds, further, that the 
service by water is being operated in the interest of the public and is 
of advantage to the convenience and commerce of the people, and 
that such continuance of railroad control or operation will neither ex
clude nor reduce the competition by water. Freedom from the penal
ties for violation of the statute and the privilege of continued opera
tion of water lines are thus alike dependent upon the Commission's 
findings as to the existence of actual or potential competition. As in 
so many of its tasks, the Commission must look to the future as well 
as to the present-it is called upon to consider not only existing com
petitive conditions but such conditions as would arise upon the sepa
ration of the common control of the rail and water lines. Its determi
nations, in these circumstances, have necessarily been based upon the 

and the .teamer lines W2I held to be "unsubstantial and merely nomins!·· (p. 5'7). 
But compare the following from the ,partiy concurring opinion of Qlmmiuioner Hall 
(p. 5'9): ·'The fioct of noncompctition mOl dctcrmincd, it becomes inlm2tcrial whether 
'any railroad company or other carrier subject to the act' does or does DOt 'OWn, lease. 
operate, control. or have any interest whatsoever,' directly or indirectly. in the walei' 
carrier or vcssel. Two elementl. takeD together, constitute the unlawfulDCSl under the 
Panama Canal amendment to section 5 of the interstate commerce act: One is the 
ownership or inlel'eSt; the other is the competition. If either element ia lacking the 
statute is not violated. The jurisdiction conferred by the Panama Canal amendment 
upon the Commission iJ to determine question. of fact 81 to the dement of competi .. 
lion, DOt to determine the other questions which eoter into the element of ownership, 
or in .... 1I, and which. II I conceive, arc properly within the jurisdiction of the courts. 
The majority undertake to pass on these qucstionl of ritle or interest. 10 my opinion 
this is beyond our province, and the discussion u well as the coo.clusions expreued arc 
IUperftUOUI and UDDCCCII2rf and should be omitted from the report, ..... if the conclu
sions were well founded in law. which I doubt." 
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particular facts, as to operation and traffic, developed upon the record 
of each case. By way of general principle, as a controlling guide for 
effectuating the policy of Congress, it has merely held that the com
petition which renders common control of rail and water lines un
lawful is not a vague, indefinite, remotely possible, but actually 
improbable, competition, but such a real and substantial rivalry for 
traffic as might come into existence upon the water carrier being 
divorced from the railroad.·· "Whether or not there would be a 
normal, active competition between the rail line and the water line 
if operating independendy of each other is the best practical test of 
competition:'·· 

In accordance with these guiding considerations, the Commission 
has found, in many instances, that there is neither actual nor potential 
competition between the petitioning rail carrier and the water line 
or vessel under its control, and hence no violation of the statute.tO Its 
findings of fact under these circumstances, without express grant of 
the applicant's petition, are sufficient to support the maintenance of 
the Stalus quo. Upon a finding of existing or possible competition bOo 
tween the interrelated rail and water carriers, the Commission has 
denied relief unless both stipulations of the statuto--that the service 
is in the public interest, and that it will neither destroy nor lessen 
the competition by water-were fulfilled.'" The most far-reaching 

aa Applicotio. s. P. Co. i. ,. 0"''';0. S. S. Co •• 3> I.e.e. 6go. 694 (1915) • 
.. s. P. Co. O ...... ,Ai' of Oil s .......... 371.e.e. 5>8. 536 (lgI6): "Competition 

it a question of filet m be determined by the ciIcums .... cos in each case. It ......... 
IOmething mons than an occasional. movement via • rail line which parallels a water 
line, where the nil line operates at a seriOUI disadvantage in that it docs Dot and can ... 
not offi:r ral<l and _icc on anythins like equal ... ms with the wa ... line. • • • If 
petitioner ...... requimlm dioccntiouc the service of its oil steamers, thio tralIic would 
continue to move 'Via water; the rail transportation would in no wise be incrused and 
a water competitor would be eliminated. The act was not intended to prevent water 
linea competing with rail caniers, but, on the other band, it am_plal<l encourage
ment of mch competition by diYOtCing the wa ... line fiom the rail carrier when it it 
found Wt the raillinl: iI using the wa ... carrier m stiSe competiti .... or is IIOt operat
ing it in the best interes\l of the public .. • 

.. RIIiI_ O ...... ,Ai, of BOG liM 0.1Ak. T ..... 33 I.c.e. 4>6 (1915); G. F.'" 
A. Ry. Co. O_Aip of _liM. 33 I.e.e. 63> (1915); Eri< R. R. Co. Operllli .. of 
1Ak. K~. N"',..... Co •• 34 I.e.e. >1> (1915); S. P. Co. O ....... Aip of Oil Stuno
-.37 I.e.e. 5>8 (1916); AI ..... C ..... BOG li .. ,. 40 1.e.C. >7> (1916); NtIIAlIilhr. 
CA_I" .,. $I. LoW Ry. B _ _ s.,., (investigation OIl Commiotion·. own 
motion), 49 I.e.e. 737 ('918) • 

.. See O_Ai, of 1Wl ... l'orIlall .,. ,, __ N"'gIIIi .. Co. 33 I.e.e. 46> 
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denial of relief was made in the proceeding in which the railroads 
were compelled to relinquish control of their water lines on the 
Great Lakes." The Commission based its findings of vitiating com
petition not only upon the £act that the rail and water routes of the 
petitioning carriers were in some instances, in view of inter<ompany 
relations among the various railroads, indirectly parallel and thus 
served common points,'s but upon the more remote competitive in
terest of some of the owning railroads which resulted from their 
participation in through all-rail traffic, from their relationship to fast 
freight line arrangements, and from their membership in an associa
tion of railroads owning boat lines whose general function was to 
further the interests of their rail traffic at the expense of the water 
lin .. es. 

(1915); S. P. Co. Ownership of Oil Suomers. 34 I.C.C. 77 (1915), which was de
clared, upon rehearing, not to be in violation of the Act (37 I.C.C. 528 [1916]); 
S. P. Co. Ownership of A,lontic S,eamship Lines. 58 I.C.C. 67 (1920). which applic2-
lion, upon further hearing, was laIgely granted (77 I.C.C. "4 [1923]) • 

• 2 Lake u'"e Applicationt under Panama Canal Acl. 33 I.C.C. 699 (1915). Upon 
a reconsideration of the issues, in connection with the Lehigh Valley Railroad Com~ 
pany's ownership of the Lehigh Valley Transportation Company, the denial of relief 
was affirmed in 37 I.C.C. 77 (1915). A bill to prevent the enforcement of the Com~ 
mission's order was dismissed in the District Court, :334 Fed. 682- (1916), and the 
decree was affirmed by the Supreme Coun in uhig! Valley R. R. Co. v. U.s., 243 
U.S. 4'2 (1911). 

fa "The first controlling question arising under these applications is whether or not 
... there is or may be competition for uaffic between the vessels operated and the 
railroad interested in them. This question would be easily answered in the affirmative 
if the ports of call were served in common by the boats and by the paIaileling rails of 
the owning railroad. The physical situation would itself es[3blish the case. It appears. 
though, that no such case is made, out on the record here presented, since no two 
ports of call ale served in common by the boats and the paralleling rails of the paIbcu
lar owning railroad entity. It is a &'ct, however. that in the case of the Pennsylvania 
Railroad Company, New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company, Erie 
Railroad Company, and the Grand Trunk Railway Company of Canada, the railroad 
entity owning the boats or the interest therein also owns, or has an interest in, other 
railroad entities whose paralleling rails do serve ports of call in common with the 
boats. It i. urged that this does not establish a case within the meaning of the act and 
that the act only applies to cases where there is competition, actual or potential, be
tween the boats and the rail. aemallyoperated by the owning entity. This position takes 
no account of the extremely broad language used, [0 define the character of inter
ownership which the act was meant to reach. . . . The unsoundness of the conten
tion is a[ once manifest when it is seen how in every case the act could be evaded by a 
reorganization incorporating the paralleling rails which reach the pon of call into a 
railroad entity distinct from the entity owning the boats, with the real ownership. 
through stock control, remaining 81 before." LAke Li"e ApplicllJiollS ""tln- Piltuml. 
Canal Ac,. 33 I.C.C. 699. 103-705 (1915). 

6f, Ibid .• pp. 706-710. Upon a recomideration of the issues in 37 I.C.C. 11. the 
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But despite the Commission's view that the statute was designed to 
restore the conditions which prevailed when rail carriers were neither 
interested in nor exercised control over water lines, numerous appli
cations for a continuance of common control or operation have been 
granted by the Commission, on findings that the water service is 
being operated in the public interest and that its competitive effective
ness will be neither destroyed nor weakened .. a The Commission, 
under these conditions, has not only granted petitions for the con
tinuance of "existing specified service," but has authorized the in
stallation of new water services under railroad control"· In all in-

Commission said (pp. ,8-79): l'The participation of the railroad company in mst 
freight lines, joint rates, and through routes, which run parallel to through routes in 
whieh the lake line participates, were deemed significant as showing that in addition 
III the purely local traflic of the railroad and the lake lin., as to which there could be 
no competition, these companies were largely interested in through traffic as to which 
there might be competition. The above circumstances, together with the large volume 
of evidence showing aggressive activities of the Trunk Line Association and the Lake 
Lin .. AaociatiOD, III which the Lehigh Vall.y Railroad Company was a party, in de
Yeloping ood .. tending the traflic over the all-rail through routes at the cxpcruc of the 
lake-ood-rail rou .... including that in which the lake line participatod, dcmoDstratod 
that the possibility of competition for through traflic hctwccn the railroad company 
and its rail coancctiona and the lake line was real and substantial--so real and sub
stantial that the railroad company acting with other trunk lines organized ood main
tained the Lake Lines Association, a chief' function of which was the controlling of 
lake: ratel and service in such a manner as to advance the interests of the all-rail routes." 

•• Sec, for .. ample. IlppUc"; •• S. P. c •. i. ,. OperlJli •• S. s_ C ... 3' I.C.C. 6go 
('9'5); O.-W_ R. R . .,. N. Co. Ow .... ,Aip.f S,."",bo"". 33 I.C.C. 658 ('9'5); s_ P. 
Co. SlHmboGU o. Stlmlmenlo RiIlW. 34 1.e.C. J74 (1915); Skamw Li"es 0" CMS.
p<tII(. BIIJI. 35 I.C.C. 6g. ('9'5); O«a SktIm,Aip C._ .f S ..... ,u.. 37 I.C.C. 4" 
('9'5); 1><1.,.,.,..,. HNdto. Boot liM'. 40 I.C.C. '97 (.g.6); _ • .,. Moi •• Boal 
Li .... 40 I.C.C. 565 (.g.6); C ... "al V ......... Boot liM,. 40 I.C.C. 58g ('9.6); 
S,..,. ... Li ... fio'" NorfOlk 10 Balli", ... ."d OlA., Poinu. 4' I.C.C. .85 (.g.6); 
S. P. C •• O_ .... Aip of Il,I .. 1i< S,. .... Aip Li .... 43 I.C.C. .68 ('9'7), 45 I.C.C. 505 
(.g.,). 58 I.C.C. 6, (.g.o), 77 I.C.C. 124 ('9'3); IlppliclJli •• of G,."d T ..... k Ry_ 
c •.• f C ... d •• 43 I.C.C. .86 (.g.,); S,.."' ... Li ... on lA.,lls/ad S.N.d. 50 I.C.C. 
634 (.g.8) • 

•• Il,ItI4I>JJt>-Port MoiddlUl C.,..Ferry S...m.. 40 I.C.C. '43 ('9.6); C ... /Tal V .... 
..... Boot Lis.,. 40 I.C.C. 589 (.g.6); S. P. Co. O ....... ,Aip of Ild .. 1i< S,. .... Aip 
Wet. 77 I.C.C. "4 ('9'3); S. P. Co. SIft ... _ ... S __ IIi ...... 0. I.C.C. 658 
('925). While paragraph (Il) of _on 5, which authorius the Commission lD .. tend 
the cflCctivc do", of the s .. tutory prohibition of common owD<nhip or control, men 
only III ".xisting specified .... icc, .. the Commission has inl<lpfttCd the _on as a 
wholea and on this basis it hal assumed jurisdiction to authorize the install.tion of new 
servi .... In S. P. Co. O __ Aip of Illl...w S_Ai, LiM •• "'fIN. the Commission 
&aid (pp. 128-12g), "The ...,tion provides that applications may be 'filed for the pur
pooo of dctormining whether any existing service is in oriol.tion of this section aod 
pray for an order permitting the continuance of ooy ....,.( or .....u alrcady in opera
tion, or lOr the purpooo of asking an order III install new scrncc not in conlIict with 
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stances of favorable action, authority has been granted neither in 
perpetuity nor for definite periods of time, but always subject to the 
further orders of the Commission.47 While the competing water 
carriers thus permitted to remain in railroad ownership or control 
are in all cases required to file their rates and practices with the Com
mission, and thereupon become subject to the Interstate Commerce 
Act in the same manner and to the same extent as the rail carriers 
which dominate them,4. the Commission has not sought to extend its 
jurisdiction by this device, substituting its own policy of positive con-

the provisions of this paragraph.' The word 'paragraph' clearly docs not refer to that 
in which it is wed because this paragraph contains DO prohibitions. The word 'para. 
graph' in an act of Congress will be construed to mean 'section' whenever to do 10 

accords with the legislative intent. • . • No order is necessary unless competition does 
or may exist. and considering the whole section, using the word paragraph to mean 
section, the intention of the act must be to permit the installation of Dew operations 
which are found to be in the public interest; otherwise the language used has no ap
plication. The same c:onsideratioD of advantage to the convenience and commerce of 
the people which applies to the continuance of an existing service would have: equal 
application to the installation of a Dew service, and it does not appear that it wu the 
intention of the Congress to permit the continuance of an existing line. but to pro" 
hibit the further development of service when traffic offering warrants aDd it is in the 
interest of the publico" But compare the dissenting opinion of Commissioner East· 
man (pp. 138-140), which is based upon a strict interpretation of the language of 
paragraph (II). The majority view appears to be the more soundly grounded. Not only 
CaD the language of the statute with regard to the installation of new service be given 
effect in no other way than as construed by the Commission, but the practic:aJ effect 
of the adoption of the dissenting view would be merely to postpone the Commission', 
order until after the service had been installed. The phrase "existing specified service" 
is not limited by reference to any definite date, but refers. rather, to the time of the 
application and hearing. It would appear, therefore, that a railroad carrier might itself 
initiate a new waler service, and then petition the Commission to determine the ques" 
tion as to the existence or possibility of competition and to authorize its continuance if 
deemed in the public: interest. In both cases, the Commission', decision is on the merits. 
The assumption of jurisdiction prior to the installation of the new service possesses the 
added advantage of forestalling the possibility of fuwe commitments and unlawful 
operations. " • 

" Railroad Op .... /lio ... d 'co.woI·o' Water C.m...s, 77 I.C.C. 749, 75' ('923) • 
•• See, for example, RItiJ-a"d .. WtUer RJ#el fro", Allantic Sellbotrd. 63 I.C.C. 267. 

275 ('921), and Red_a Rates from N.w York Piers, 8. I.C.C. 312, 330 ('923). in 
which the Commission held that the Southern Pacific: Company'. Adantic Steamship 
Lin.., permitted to be owned and operated by the railroad company in 45 I.C.C. '05 
('9'7) and 77 I.C.C. 124 ('923), had the status of rail carriers, and that the Com
mission had the same power over them to fix minimum ralCs as in case of all-rail car
riers, despita the provision of section IS, paragraph (3), thar the Commission might 
prescribe only mllZimum through chacget when one of the parties to the joinr nICS is a 
water carrier. UlI'he rates and practices of the Morgan Linc." &aid the Commission" "are 
.ubject to the provision. of the act in the same manner and to the same exrent AI arc 
those of the railroad controlling it." 63 I.C.C. 267. 275 ('921). 
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trol for the Congressional mandate of enforced competition." It has 
recognized that the dissociation of railroads from water lines might 
in some instances lead to a discontinuance of the service, to the in
jury of particular localities and shipping interests, but it has left the 
question of the relaxation of the terms of the statute under such 

"In Lak. U •• Applicatioru und.,. Panama Canal Act, 33 I.C.C. 699 (1915), it 
was urged on behalf of the railroad carriers that the increased. powers of the Com .. 
mission under the new legislation "confer full jwisdiction to regulate and control the: 
lake line situation, 10 that the railroads can DOt in the rotuR: so use the boat lines they 
own as to stifle competition on the great lakes" (p. ?tI). This effective authority, it 
was argued, would ,pring not ODly from the Commisoion's power to order physical 
c:onnec:tiom between rail carriers and water lines, to establish through routes and maxi
mum joint rates, and to prescribe maximum. proportional rail rates in connection with 
water carriage, bur: &om the fact that "where there is an cxteJl5ion of the joint service 
as now operatod, the ralel, Khedules, and practiczs of the wa ... carriers will have to 
he filed with the CellllDiDion and he subject to the same supetvision as that aen:ised 
over the railroad. in this respect" (p. 712). The CeIIIIDiDion found this argument 
without merit as • ground for authorizing the continuance of railroad control or opera
tion of the boal lines. ''The public will enjoy all the benefits amtained in the omcnd
menl thtough the enIargemenl of the Commission', jurisdiction with respect to w .... 
transportation. and at the aame time, and in addition. there will accrue such benefits 
as will mult when water rates and service are: influenced. by competition. After divorce
ment this CeIIIIDiDion may ,till regula.. just as fully as undot joinl amtrol. the 
thtough raiI-and-wa .... ra .. , fixing a reasonable maximum. II =y also fix the maxi
mum rail pzoportional of ouch thtough ra ... It may ,till require the phyaic:al connec
tion between the dock of • water line and the rails of any and all carriers serving a 
port of inlOrehange" (p. 715). AI to the poWeta of fUll supervision over the wa .... 
carrien that would fOllow an authorization of continued joint COD.tr04 the Commis
sion did DOt dignify the contention with •• pec:ific reply. These powers ue obviously. 
mete aa:ompanimenl of relict; granlOd on independent grounds, rathot than • basis 
lOr aa:ordiog reliet UDI ... the Commission finds that the oontinuanoe of jnial OWnet

&hip or operation ia in the public in ....... il ia withoul jurisdiction to relu the pro
hibitiou of the ItI.tute. even though its OWD powen of positive am.trol in the premises 
would he incm.oed theteby. The Commisoion'l answer is to he muod in its unre
stnined oondemnatioo of the sti8ing of competitive oonditions prodw:ed by, and likely 
to continue under. the method of jnial control. "Th_ boal lines undet the control 
of the petitioning raiI_ds ha.., been lint • awon\ aod then • shield. When these 
_ds IUCCIOeded in pining amtrol of the boal lines which had been in competition 
with paralleling rail. in which they Wete inlOreslOd. and ....... dI<md their combina-
tion thtough the Lake Line ~tion, by which they ..... able 1D and did drive all 
independenl boats fiom the thtough lake-uuI·rai1 ...... ponation, they thereby destroJ<d 
the poaibility of competition with their railroad. othet than such competition .. they 
__ of a mind to permit. Having disposed of real competition via the lakes, these 
boats ate now held ... shield against poaible competition of new indepcndcna. Sin<e 
it appean from the ......... thai the raiI_ds are able to opera .. their boal lines al .1 .... 
whete Ihete ia now no competition from independent lines, it is maDifest thai they 
could and would opera .. at a fUnher 1011 in • ra .. war against indepeodcna. The large 
financial ___ of the owning railroads make it impoaible lOr ao independent to 
.... in a .... war with a boalline .. 6nanced" (po 716). 
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circumstances for Congressional determination.1IO The Commission 
conceives its jurisdiction as primarily concerned with the enforcement 
of the legislative prohibition of joint control of competitive rail and 
water carriers; it authorizes the continuance of such control only in 
exceptional cases, and is then guided by the strict terms of the statute. 

What degree of finality attaches to the Commission's findings with 
respect to the legal status of railroad control or operation of water 
lines? The statute expressly provides that the orders of the Com
mission, upon inquiry as to the existence or possibility of competition, 
shall be final; and as a practical matter the railroads have either re
linquished control on their own initiative, in conformity with the 
prohibitions of the statute, or have proceeded to divorce themselves 
from their water lines or to continue their operation in accordance 
with the findings of the Commission. In the one instance, however, 
growing out of the lake-line applications,51 in which the validity of 
the Commission's determination was judicially tested, the language 
of the Supreme Court clearly suggests that the Commission's findings 
are final only as to the objective ncts which support its conclusion, 
rather than as to the ultimate fact of the existence or possibility of 
competition which constitutes the basic element of the offense." 

The subsidiary ncts involved in this proceeding were undisputed. 
The rails of the Lehigh Valley Railroad Company extend from 
Jersey City to BuffiUo. At BuffiUo the railroad connects with other 
rail carriers, and also with the Lehigh Valley Transportation Com
pany, plying boats on the Great Lakes, of which it was the sole stock-

'.1.0 its Annual Report for 1916, the Commission said (pp. 63-65): "ease. •.• 
have come forward and are DOW pending in which the competition is real, substantial, 
and not denied, but in which there is abundant testimony on behalf of shippen and 
shipping interests generally In the lerritory served, frequendy not contradicted in any 
degree. to the effect that the service is in the interest of the public and of advantage to 
the coDvenience and commerce of the people, and that • discontinuance thereof would 
be substantially injuriow to them and to their localities instead of working any public 
benefiL ••• We think that these ficts .hould be brought to the attention of the Con
gress, so that in the light of those acts it may determine whether or DOt authority shall 
be conferred upon the Commission to permit. in auch easel and under IUCh circum
stances, a continuance of the railroad ownership, control, or operation of the walei' 
lin.., IUbject to .uch further and diJlerent orders u the Commissinn may IUbsequendy 
enter upon • further hearing and a showing of lubatantialJy c:hanged circumJtanc:eI 
and conditions," See also A.rmual &pon. 1917. p. 54-

1133 I.C.C. 699 (1915); 37 I.C.C. 77 ([9[5) • 
• 1 Lehigh Vall." R. R. Co. Y. U.s., '34 Fed. 68. (1916); '43 U.s. 4" ([917). 
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, holder. The raillinc and the water line are not parallel, and except 
at the interchange port of BuBalo they serve no common points. But 
while each was physically a mere prolongation of the other, the rail
road company participated in through routes and joint rates with 
other rail carriers to ports served by the boat line, and it was also a 
member of an association of boat lines which operated to subordinate 
the interests of the water carriers to those of the rail lines. .. On the 
basis of these facts the Commission held that the railroad company 
did or might compete with its boat line and by order denied the appli
cant's petition for a continuance of common control After the rail
road company had failed to have a suit for the penalty instituted by 
the Department of Justice, to test the meaning of the statutory pro
hibition, it brought a bill in the District Court for the Eastern District 
of Pennsylvania to enjoin the enforcement of the Commission's or
der. The District Court, three judges sitting, dismissed the bill, and 
its decree was allirmed by the Supreme Court. The significance of 
the proceeding lies in the opinion, rather than in the decision, of 
the Supreme Court. The injunction was denied because of the ab
sence of jurisdiction in the courts to review an order of the Commis
sion denying the relief sought." Justice Holmes declared that "there 
is nothing for a court of equity to enjoin if all that the Commission 
has done is to decline to extend the time during which the railroad 
can keep its boat line without risk"'" The risk of the imposition of a 
heavy penalty fur each day's violation to which the plaintiff was sub
ject sprang from the terms of the statute rather than from the order 
of the Commission. In thus holding, the Court was following estab
lished precedent for the maintenance of the primacy of the adminis
trative method, and it was giving its approval to the reasoning, rather 
hesitatingly ventured, of the lower federal tribunal." But the District 
Court, though not called upon to do so by the issue of the instant pro-

1Is.e DOte 440"""" 
•• _". GoM6k Co. ~. u.s. 225 U.s •• 82 (1912). s.e Pan I, P. 66, DOte 74-
u 243 u.s.. at P. 414 • 
.. -We hne oerious doubt whether injUDCtimJ is an appropriate JaD<dy in tile pa

.... d_tioa. • • • What tile O>mmisoion baa .....u, dcme is _, '" muse '" act; 
it baa ckcliDed '" suspend tile opel&tioD of tile statute in tile p1aintill'> 1iI_. No _ 
of di_t or any other af6nnati"" ClOIIIIIWld baa ..,... issur:d. The order CX>III

p1w..! of II pwely ..... tioe, and JJOthiDg d .. is he{"", ..... 234 Ftd. 682. at pp. 69s. 
6g6. 
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ceeding, considered the case on the merits and held the Commission's 
findings as to the existence or possibility of competition to be final. 
The Commission's order is reviewable, argued the Court, only for the 
purpose of ascertaining whether the fundamental requirements of a 
hearing had been observed and whether the findings were based 
upon relevant and substantial evidence; in the absence of arbitrary 
action, the weight and effect of the evidence are for the determina
tion of the Commission.·' Justice Holmes summarily disposed of 
these contentions. "We assume,'" he said, "that the question whether 
the filets found by the Commission present a case of real or possible 
competition within the meaning of the statute is a question of law 
that could not be conclusively answered by the Commission."·· The 
risk to which the railroad is subject, he concluded, "is the same that 
. . . it would have been if appellant had not applied to the Com
mission, except so far as the findings establish filets that we believe 
there is no desire to dispute."·· 

On this basis, it would appear, the Commission's investigations and 
findings possess no binding significance. We have noted that in many 
instances the Commission has disposed of applications by finding 
that the rail and water carriers do not and may not compete for traffic 
and that the joint control or operation does not, therefore, constitute 
a violation of the statute. Are railroads so circumstanced still exposed 
to the penalties for violation, ·the Commission's findings to be recog
nized in the courts only to the extent of the objective facts disclosed 
at the hearing? In other instances, we have seen, the Commission has 
found real or possible rivalry for traflic and has denied petitions for 

IIf "Its findings are made final, and final they must remain. but with one qualifica
tion-certain fundamental rUles must have been obeyed. In spite of the statutory 
declaration of finality, the courts still retain a limited power of lupecvision-cnougb 
to see that the consti!urionai requirements have been observed. . . . There must have 
been a Ihearing,' with the eSSClltiais involved in that word, and the action of the com
mission must Dot have been arbiuaryi but in other respects we have no right to review 
what has been done, or the manner of doing it. We cannot substitute our judgment 
for the judgment of the commission on the weight or the effect of the evidence, or cor
rect mistakes that may have entered into the findings of fact. Now the finding, that the 
plaintiff docs or may compete for traffic, is the finding of aD ultimate &ct, exactly aJ 

the finding of discrimination was decided to be in Meeker v. RIliJroaJ Co., 236 U.s. 
427 . . . j and the only question that remains is whether such. finding was made 
without evidence, or by disregarding the evidence plainly and arbiuarily," Ibi4 •• po 697. 

tiS 243 U.S., at p. 414. 
181biJ. 
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a continuance of common control. May the railroads involved per
sist in their operation of such competing water lines and be subject 
to penalty only upon independent determinations of the courts as 
to the existence or possibility of c?mpetition ? Under ~ch circum
stances, it would seem, the Commission is merely constjtuted an 
agency for receiving evidence. It is true that penalty suits for violation 
are brought by the United States, and that the Commission is not ex
pressly authorized to order a separation of common ownership or 
controL But not only is provision made for railroad applications to 
the Commission to determine the existence or possibility of compe
tition and whether any existing service is in violation of the terms 
of the enactment, but the Commission is empowered to proceed for 
these purposes on its own motion or upon the request of any shipper; 
and the Commission's orders in all such cases are expressly declaEed 
to be finaL It is the obvious intent of Congress to have these issues 
settled on the merits by the Commission. Without attempting, at this 
point, to consider the difficult problems that arise in differentiating 
between "questions of mct" and "questions of law," it may be noted 
that findings as to the ultimate met of the existence or possibility of 
competition are peculiarly adaptable to determination by an expert 
administrative body charged with special knowledge of transporta
tion conditions and of their effect upon competitive relationships. 
The nominally concurrent jurisdiction of the Commission and the 
courts in these circumstances, with no power to order a separation 
of the prohibited joint control and with the sole sanction against 
violations consisting of penalties judicially enforced, appears to de
prive the administrative findings, as such, of both legal effect and 
practical significance. 

But the Commission's authority with respect to the dissociation of 
common ownership or control of rail and water lines is merely de
signed to maintain and stimulate competition. The Commission is 
also endowed with a considerable measure of positive jurisdiction 
over water carriers. From the beginning this jurisdiction bas been 
confined to carriers engaged in the transportation of passengers or 
property partly by rail and partly by water, when both arc jointly 
used for a continuous carriage or shipment. Transportation wholly 
by water (except, as previously noted, by water lines permitted to 
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remain under railroad control) has been withheld from the incidence 
of the Commission's power; and . the Commission has uniformly 
recognized its want of authority over all-water carriage, whether in
volving port-to-port rates on inland commerce60 or ocean rates in 
foreign co~erce.·' • 

This result was achieved in the first instance by the Commission's 
narrow construction of the scope of its jurisdiction over water car
riers when joint rail-and-water transport is involved. Once a water 
line, because of a specific transportation arrangement with a railroad 
company for a through haul, falls within the Commission's regulatory 
jurisdiction, does the Commission's authority extend to all of the 

.0 Corona Coal Co. v. Secretary of War, 69 I.C.C. 389. 39' ('922). 
81 Cosmopolitan Shipping Co. v. Hamburg-Amer. Paeket Co., '3 I.C.C. 266 ('908), 

in y.ohlch the Commission was petitioned to restrain and regulate the practices of ocean 
carrien engaged in the transportation of property moving OD through bills of lading 
uom points in the United States to foreign countries not adjacent to the United States. 
A demurrer to the complaint was sustained by the CommimoD. on the ground of want 
of jurisdiction. The Commission first emphasized the f2.et that all~watet carriage iI 
exempt from the provisions of the Act. lOAn inland movement of export or import 
traOic is a condition precedent to the attaching of jurisdiction. There may be au un· 
limited volume of all~water commerce from the American seaboard to the Europea.a. 
seaboard, but over such commerce. or the carriers engaged therein. this Commission 
has DO regulating power whatsoever so long as the shipments originate at the seaboard 
and are not transshipped to the ocean carriers. This exemption appears of great signi6~ 
cance in the construction of the law, for the question at once is raised in the mind: 
Why should Congress distinguish between that foreign commerce which originates at" 
or is destined to, a seaboard city and that which is sent from, or taken to, an interior 
point? The answer is found in the fact that Congre5S has not sought to exercise control 
over al1~water carriage, either transoceanic or inland. The act to regulate commerce 
arose out of the unjwt and di.scrimin.atory practices of the rail lines; and all other car .. 
riers. when entirely independent thereof, were exempted from the restrictions imposed 
by thU act and denied its benefits. Indeed, it may be said that the prim:uy purpose of the 
law, judging from the reports and debates of Congress prior to and lucceeding the 
enacttnent of the act of 1887, was to regulate rail carriers; but for the purpose of sue.-
ccssful regulation of these it was found necessary that water carriers operated in con
nection with rail carriers should be made subject to the same regulating p>wer. At;. 
cordingly it has been the uniform interpretation of the law that an all~water carrier 
engaged in carrying freight originating It New York or at New Orleans may engage 
in such traflic between IUch ports without filing its rates with this Commission, and 
10 may the steamships plying betwCCJl Seattle and San Francisco. or the carrier which 
transports freight from Duluth to Chicago on the Great Lakes, or the river carrier from 
Memphis to New Orleans; but if such water carriers are controlled or managed by the 
JaJ11e corporation as controls or manap a rail line, or if between a rail and a water 
line there is an arrangement for continuow carriage, then such water line becomes sub
ject to all the provisions mandatory and prohibitory of the act to regulate commerce" 
(p. 270). But even the exislenc:c of a raiI~and~water arrangemCDt for continuous car .. 
riage (such as prevailed in thU proceeding from the we of thtough bill. of lading) 
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interstate traffic of the water line,' m:. is it limited to that portion only 
which is carried partly by railro:id. and p>frtly by water under such 
common arrangement? Iu carlyas 1909,·by a four to three decision, 
the Commission, reversing a previoW! aduiinislntive ruling, hdd that 
interstate carriers by water are subject to the Act only with respect 
to the traffic joindy transported with rail carriers and that they are 

does DOt, it held, aubject the ocean c:anion involved to the Commission'. jurisdiction. 
Alia: a """fill analyais of the history of the A<t. and the nature of its various provi
lions, the Commission concluded that ia po .... 0= c:anion .. gaged in c:ommorce 
to and &om • DOD-adjateD.t foreign country begins at the port of entry OD import 
traftic and .. ell at the port of transshipment on export traftic. ''On r.x.ign comm .... 
to a aonadjlcent country the jurisdiction of the Commission .... the carrion therein 
.. gagecI .. eII at the _board" (p. '79). 

It must be DOted. however. that subsequent additions were made to the Commission-, 
authority over ...... c:anion in r.x.ign COII1IDeI<e. Section '5 of the Act, added by the 
Ig20 l.gialation, ponded that every common c:arriez by water in foreign COIDDlq<e 
"hose _ • .,. .. gister<d under the laws of the United s ..... shall 61. with the 
Commi ...... oehedul .. of informatio.n for eoeh _ in .... ded to load general cazgo. 
This informatio.n was to include potts of loading, cia ... for r<eeip. of freight and cia ... 
of ailing, ........ and itineraries to he followed, and potts of eoIIto which cazgoeo will 
he carried. The Commission was authorized to make .. gulatio.ns go=ning the ouh
miooion of _ cia.., and it was ""luir<d to publish the substance of the oehedul .. 
and to furnish _ publication. to the niIIoad. as a means of keeping shipping com
munities adequatoly informed. The Commission •• lIy found that _ shipping lisa, 
largel, beca .... of the lIuetuating _ of the da .. involved, were "of littl. if any 
practicable benefit to the shippen." and _ded that it he zelieved of its dutiea 
in the pr<miJeo. 4 ...... Rrpon. Ig"", pp. .,...s. This r<comm .. clatio.n was adopted 
by Pub. A<t. No. 41, 69th Cong. and on July I, Ig:&6, the publicatio.n of the ship
ping !iJa wu diJcontinued, " •• .." ~, Ig.6, P. 45. But section '5 also provided 
for the iuuanee by _ell of through bills of lading to r.x.ign deotinatio.ns wben 
opace at pr<1Iiowly ascertained 111'" is ......... on ..... 1. as .pecified in the statute, 
and the Commission was ""luir<d to pn:sc:rihe the form of such through biIJs of lading, 
Prior ID the eDaCtmeDt of thia ItCtioDI the Commission. OD the basis of its existing au
thority, had pn:sc:ribod uniform bills of lading for both dnmestic and ""port tnfIic. 
BiIh of lMior, 52 I.e.e. 671 (Iglg). In 4l .. ~. __ , Co. Y. u.s. 259 Fed. 713 
(.glg), the Conzmiooion'o ordez wu enjoined for want of jutisdiaion. 0.. appea1, the 
Supremo Court held thai the _ had heeo ... der<d _ by the JIOISI&" of the 

Ttansportatio.n Aet, and beoce .. =sed the order of the district court, merving to 
onmplainana the righ.to attadt futuro onIen prescribing bills of I.ding under the new 
legislation. 253 U.s. 113 (1920). In BzporI Bill of lMi.r, 64 1.C.e. 347 (1921), the 
Conzmiooion pn:sc:rihed the form and __ of duough export bills of lading to he 
issued by nihoacIJ in the transpottstion of property iD __ with ocean canion 
operating _. under United s.. ... regUtry &...a points in the United _ to points 
in _...tjacel1t ........ oounm... See also _ Bill of lMior .. u.. SI8a\ 
ee-, 64 Le.e. 357 (1921), in which the Commiaion JftSCribod, iD eonformity 
with the ""luilemena of the Igzo legislation, the form and __ of domestic bill. 
of lading to he _ lOr the transpottstion of shipmena to adjacent r.x.ign countries, 
incIudint ouch transportation in r.x.ign _ by ...... canion operating -...cIs 
"""'" United _ regUtry. 
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exempt from its provisions with respect to all other traffic." There 
"'as some ambiguity in the language of the jurisdictional provision. 
The Commission's power Over water carriers was not expressly con
ferred only in so {ar as·or 10 such .extenl as they transport traffic under 
a common control, management, or arrangement with railroad car
riers; its jurisdiction was established, and made applicable to the rail 
and water carriers involved rather than to the transportation as such, 
when carriage is effected partly by rail and partly by water under a 
common arrangement. Under the language of the statute either con
struction might have been achieved without resort to unreasonable 
or arbitrary interpretation. The majority reached its restrictive con
clusion in reliance upon the legislative intent, as evidenced by the 
primary purpose of the Act to regulate railroad transportation." 
Furthermore, the Commission argued, the subjection to control of all 
the interstate traffic of a water line engaged in any degree of joint 
carriage with a rail line would burden such water line in competition 
with independent water carriers entirely free from control, and 
"might force water carriers to withdraw from their port-to-port busi
ness or from their arrangements for through carriage in connection 
with railroads."" Such an outcome would hamper the Bow of com-

82/urisdiction over Watn' ClI11'in's. ]5 I.C.C. 205. On May 4, ]908 (Co"feren~e 
Rulings. Bulletin No . .2), the Commission had announced that a steamboat line could 
not establish joint rates and through routes wilh a railroad company on panicular 
traffic: without IUbjecting aU of its interstalC uaffic to the Commission', jurisdiction 
under the Act to Regulate Commerce. This adminisuative ruling was reversed by the 
above proceeding. 

68 "Looking at the history of the enactment • . . there can be no doubt that the 
maio purpose of the act was to -regulate transportation by railroad; that the regulation 
of water lines was merely incidental and collalelal, and was included in order that 
the regulation of railroads might be effective and Dot vinually nullified by arrange
ments between railroads and water lines. It is Dot necessary to recite the reasons which 
induced the legislation; it is lufficie.ot to determine the intention of the law-making 
body." Ibid •• p. 207. 

If''Ibid'l pp. 208-209. By way of explanation the Commission continued, through 
Chairman Knapp: "If one water carrier by becoming a pany to • joint rate with • 
railroad is thereby required to publish and adhere to its rates between porta. it could 
not hope to compete with • carrier which is not required to publith and maintain its 
ratea, and the result would be that the actual operation of the law, instead of tending 
to promote and facilitate commerce, would tend rather to its injury by making UD~ 
profitable the instrUmentalities provided for the carriage of that commerce. Under 
such a construction of the law there would exist the commercial anomaly of two 

water carrien betwec.D. the same porb attempting to secure the transportation of com· 
petitive traffic, the one bound to obJerve and collect rates which it had published thirty 
day. in advaocc, the other able to make any rate which would ICCW'G the traftici one 
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meree rather than promote or facilitate its devdopment; and the v~ 
possibility of such results renders the assumption of broad jurisdic
tional authority beyond the scope of legislative contemplation. The 
minority commissioners, on the other hand, reached an opposite con
clusion, both as to Congressional intent and as to transportation con
sequences. The Commission was largely established, they contended, 
to prevent unjust railroad discrimination between persons and locali
ties; and in order to attain this object it was deemed necessary to ex
tend its jurisdiction to water lines operating under a common ar
rangement with rail carriers. If the Commission's jurisdiction over 
such water lines is restricted to rail-and-water carriage, their port-to
port rates might be effectively used as a means of favoritism and dil>
criminatory adjustments."" Neither group of contentions lacked sub-

within the law and subject to severe penalties for its violatioD, the other without the 
law and governr:d only by its business in ..... t. That the CoDgrus in .... dr:d to produce 
IUch a condition--co create in • commercial sense a fi.vored class of water carriers DOt 
lubject to the aCl!-aD.d penalize other water carriers for their attempt to facilitate COM
merce by joining in through routes with nil carriers, seems unreasonable and might 
well be held uncorutitutinnal. u depriving the la_ cia .. of earrius of the equal pr0-
tection of the law." 

til The dissenting opinion DOt only met the majority view on its own grounds. but 
laid primary emphasis upon the tondency to discrimination that might be generated by 
the Commission's restrictive interpretation. Commissioner Clark. speaking also on be
half of Commissioner Clements and Commissioner Hulan. argur:d in reply that the 
outa>me teated by the majority wu one of the al .... nati_ CODtempiated by Congress. 
"It is true that enfon:ement of the Commission'. ruling of May 4_ 1908, 'might force 
water carriers to 'withdraw either from their port-to-pott business or from their ar .. 
rangements lOr through carriage in connection with niI ... d .. • It seems that that is 
exactly what the Congrus in .... dr:d they mould d"""';!her be amenable to the act or 
exduded &om its terms; and inasmuch u the water carrier is left free to dect whether 
or not it will enter into any arrangement with a rail carrier. it is dillicu1t to see how the 
act caD. be conatrued as having crea.ted 'in a commercial. sense a mvored. class of water 
earrius not subject to the act'" (pp. .,HI7). But the minority also adducr:d positi.., 
eonsideratioru lOr the more Iibenl CODStIUCtion of the jurisdictional section. ''Publicity 
of ..... and nondiJcriminatury Ipplication of ..... are the fOundation and comer '1ODe 
of the act. II all the ra ...... publishr:d and both carriers and shippen are bound 
thereby. DO carrier and no shipper is diJcriminated agains" unI .. with in .... " and 
there is DO diJliculty about preving the purpose or in .... t of devislion therefiom. II I 
put of the ..... ucr:d DOt be publishr:d and c:arrier and shipper are IS ID th ... rala free 
to eonl1'lCt lOr IIIDSponalion under any tenns which they tDay agree upon and to 
mo .. that 1I'IfIic between the ...... points and in _lion with the onftic of the 
__ shipper which is mo ..... under ra ... that by Ilw are required to be publishr:d lad 
............. ID elIOrt to pre .. intent to ...de the "W on put of either c:arrier or ship.,... 
or to liz ... ponsibility or liability upon either of them fiw ...... wtW diJcrimination or 
lOr departure &om. or evasion 01; the in .... t of the ..... or of the conditions which it 
undertakea to im.- upon both c:arriers and shippen. will be idle and futile. • • • The 
..-...lion aiven ID this prooision of the let by the majority of the Oommissioa 
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stantial merit. But while there was ample basis for the Commission's 
CIecision, it is questionable whether so close and important an issue 
should have been foreclosed against judicial determination. By re
solving all doubt against its own jurisdiction, the Commission de
liberately relinquished the opportunity for authoritative setdement 
in the courts. The Commission's uniformly restrained attitude in 
matters of jurisdiction, through rather strict adherence to express 
statutory authority, is generally to be commended; but the language 
of the statute is not self-interpreting, and when legitimate, though 
inconclusive, grounds exist for the assertion of jurisdiction, self-deny
ing administrative determinations may thwart the legislative intent. 
There is a wide gap between a grasping extension of administrative 
authority and the reservation of controversial issues for judicial 
decision. 

But the Commission's withdrawal from control of port-to-port 
traffic of water carriers otherwise subject to its jurisdiction has been 
upheld by subsequent Congressional enactment. It is now expressly 
denied the right "to establish any route, classification, or practice, or 
any rate, fare, or charge when the transportation is wholly by water:oeo 

But this statutory declaration of the Commission's position, it must 
be noted, imposes limitations only upon its general jurisdiction and 
regulatory power. The Commission's practice with regard to the 
accounts and reports of wat~(carriers subject to its control by virtue 

affords aD invitation to rail carriCl!l to provide themselves with water connectiOJll 
owned or controlled by themselves and to use them as an agency through which to de· 
feat the prime purpose of this legislation. It seems plain that the Congress intended to 
leave water carriers free to compete with each other and with rail carrien except when 
IUch water carriers see fit ~ enter into lOme common ownership, control, or arrange .. 
ment for through carriage at shipment with a rail carrier, and that when a water car .. 
rier does enter into IUch an «rrangement with a rail carrier it subjects all of irs inter
state transportation to the requirements of the act to regulate commerce" (pp.215-216-
";>-2.8). 

88 Sec. 15, par. (3). The ltipulation is added that naoy transportation by water 
alfected by this Act ohall be IIlbjcct to the law. and regulations applicable to tr ..... 
portation by water:' It may be noted, also, that the Commission', jurisdiction Iw been 
fwther restricted even in the cue of rail..and-water carriage. The mere absorption by 
a water line, out of its pon-to-port rates or out of ill through propmional rates, of 
switching or allied charges iocum:d by a rail aurier does not .ubject the aurier by 
water to the provisions of the Act; and the issuance by a rail carrier of • through bill 
of lading covering lhipmcoll by rail and water in foreigu commerce doea DOl: consti .. 
tote "an arrangement for continUOUI carriage or lhipmento

• within the meamng of the 
Act. See.', par. (.) (e); See. '5, par. (5). 
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of common arrangements with rail carriers-its requirements em
bracing not only detailed information concerning interstate rail-and
water shipments, but like data concerning port-to-port trallic, state 
and interstate-has been upheld by the courts and has not been dis
turbed by subsequent legislation. 8T 

Moreover. even the Commission's general jurisdiction over water 
lines, which arises from the existence of common arrangements with 
rail carriers, is not entirely dependent upon the voluntary agreement 
of the transportation agencies involved in participating in joint rail
and-water traffic, The Commission's power to establish through 
routes and joint rates is expressly made applicable when one of the. 
carriers is a water line, tI8 and this authority has been repeatedly as-

If Despi .. the Commission', ruling that water carrien an: subject to its jurisdiction 
only in 10 &r as they are operated under a common control or arrangement with rail 
lines for continuous carriage in interstate commerce, ita requirements as to acxountl 
and ftpom coyer the entire: business of such water carriers. In ,.,.4141e COrDmer«' 

COffl".;,nO. v. Goodrit:A Trasil Co., 224 U.s. 194 (1912), the Supreme Court, re
....mg the judgment of the CoJllllltla: Court in 19o Fed. 943, tompletely uplte1d the 
Cotomission'l praaice. In amfonnity with the Cotomission'l w.w.. a cIistinc:tion wao 
drawn be ....... the _po of regu1alDrf jurisdiction and the po ..... to secure iofarma
tion as • buia lOr regulating the carrien expressly embraced, and it wao lOund that the 
pmvisiOlll of IeCtion ao of the Act. whole constitutionality was sustained, provided ade-
qua .. IUpport for the lidl disclosureo requited by the Commission. ''We think this 
aection COIltainJ ample authority for the Commission to require a .,...... of aa:ounting 
as provided in its orden and a report in the form shown to ba"" beeo requited by the 
order of the Commiotion. It is trUe that the a_unts requited to be kept are general 
in their nature and embrace bwineso other than auch u is Deczs&arf to the c\iscbaJp 
of the duties requited in carrying puotI18<lI and &eight in interom .. commen:e by 
joint arranpnent belwoeIl the roiIroad and the water carrier, but the Commission is 
c:barged under the law with the supervision of such rates as to their reasonabl ...... and 
with the general duty of making report> to Coogteso which might require a koowledge 
of the busin ... of the carrier beyond that which is strictly of the charaeter mentioned. 
If the Commiaion is to ~Iy perform its dutieo in respect to _ ra .... 
undue clilaiminations and i."""tUm, it must be inIOrmed .... the bwineso of the 
carrien by a lyatem of .-unting which will .... permit the pouibIe concealment of 
IOrbidden practicca in _unts which it is .... permitted to ... and c:onceroing which 
it .... require no ioforman .... It is a misIake to IUppose that the requiring of informa
tion _cen>ing the bwineso _ of such mrporatioDs, as shown in their aa»uIlb, 
is a regulation of bwineso DOt within the jurisc\iaiou. of the Commission, .. __ to 

be argued by the mmplainants. The object of requiriDg soch _" .. be kept in a 
WIiform war and to be open II> the inapectioD of the Commiaioa is DOt .. eaobIe it 
to regula .. the aITain of the corporations DOt within its juriadi<:tioa, but to be informed 
amcen>ing the business methods of the corporations subject to the oct that it mar 
proped, regul ... soch mo ....... are ...nr within its jurisdictioa. Further, the n:
quiriDg of information amcen>ing a bwineso is DOt regulation of that business" 
(p. 211), See a\so Clyk _., Co.,.., y, U.s~ .al U.s. 744 (1930)-

.. See. ISo par, (3), 
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ser~ed. 69 The common arrangements which are essential to control 
may thus be brought into being by the Commission itself, even in the 
absence of any prior jurisdiction over the water carriers concerned.'o 

Nor does the fact that satisfactory through routes are already in exist
ence constitute a bar against this assertion of the Commission's power 
to bring water carriers within the scope of its jurisdiction." Recog
nizing that the promotion of free commercial intercourse constitutes 
the basic purpose of its power to order through routes and joint rates, 

ee Bowling Green Prok~h'"e Asso. v. E. 6' B. G. P. Co.~ 31 I.c.e. 301, 306 (1914), 
and cases cited. 

fO In DecaJUI' NtUligatiotJ Co. v. L. & N. R. R. CO' I 31 I.C.C. 281 (1914), this juris .. 
dictional issue was squarely presented to the Commission. The defendants contended 
that the power to establish through routes and joint rates under section 15 was limited 
to carriers subject to the Act as defined in section I. Since there was DO common con .. 
trol, management, or arrangement for continuous carriage between the complainant 
water line and the defendant rail carriers, it was urged that no duty rested upon them 
to provide through routes and no power resided in the Commission to order their es
tablishment. The Commission, in rejecting this contention, characterized it as "a 
rather novel interpretation" of the statutoey provisions. ''The Commission bas fre· 
quently compelled the establishment of through routes and joint rates between rail 
carriers and water carriers with which latter the roads were previously entirely un· 
connected. • • • A natural waterway, improved by the expenditure of public funds, 
should be thrown open as tar as possible to the free and unrestricr.d we of all tho", 
who desire to avail themselves of it. ••• A navigable river is a public highway, a 
natural avenue of commerce, and the public interests demand that its advantages be 
utilized to the fullest extent. It is uue that the act to regulate commerce, in giving to 
this Commission authority to establish through routes and joint rates, was DOt intended 
to require us to establish such through routes and joint rates whenever requested to do 
so, without regard to the pecUliar.-drcUDlSta.nces of each case. In view of the faa: that 
the act was designed to promote the free movement of interstate commerce, and bear .. 
ing in mind that a large river is a nawral artery of commerce, it would seem that any 
responsible common carrier operating on the river in question would be prima fide 
warranted in requesting this Commission to allow that carrier to participate to the 
fullest possible extent in the interstate traffic originating on that river" (pp. :187-288). 

T1 In Flo .... City s. s. Co. v. L. V. R. R. Co., 24 I.C.C. '79 ('912), the Commission, 
after noting that it is the theory of the statute .. that c:arricrs should freely interchange 
freight betwccn their respective lines to the end that intentate commerce may move 
without interruption or delay" (p. 184), and that Congress plainly intended "that 
every reasonable and proper facility shall be extended equally by a carrier to all of its 
connections" (p. 18S), concluded as follows: ·'Prior to 1910 our power to cstablish 
through routes was limited to instances in which no satisfactory through route existed. 
The elimination of this limitation placed within the discretion of this Commission the 
establishment of additional through routes. In the exercise of this discretion the cxist~ 
ence of through routes capable of adequately and expeditiously handling all uafIic 
offered is entitled to much consideration. but no longer constitutes a barrier to another 
through route. The lower charge proposed to be made via the DeW route. we leave for 
consideration when we come to fix the joint rate. All we here hold is that it is within 
the power of this Commission to establish an additional route in connection with the 
complainant steamship company provided that company is ruth a common carrier u 
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the Commission has consistendy employed this grant of authoritt as 
a means of encouraging the fullest utilization of water fitcilities and 
of preventing unjust discrimination against particular water car
riers.'a In pursuing these ends it has not permitted the interests of the 
rail carriers to dominate the situation. It has condemned, for example, 
as discriminatory against a complaining boat line and against ship
pers desiring to use its fitcilities, the restriction of proportional rates 
to all-rail connectionsjTa and by way of affirmative encouragement of 
transportation by water, it has not desisted from establishing through 
rail-and-water routes which short-haul the rail carrier'" 

is contemplated by the law" (po 185). And in Gulf Alkmtic SteamsMp Co. v. A. C. 1.. 
R. R. Co .• 46 I.C.C. 309 (1917), in <omparing the proceeding with the Dec_ No";· 
plio_ Compoay cue: (no .. 70, "'pro) upoo which re1ianc:e was placed by the com· 
plainants, the Commission said (p. 313): ''There is one distinction to be noted, however, 
in tha~ in that ca .. il was dearly shown that the ..... ice of the existing boa, line was far 
liom oatiaW:tory to shippen. whereas in the cue: a' bar the evidence on this sc:ore is 
con8ic:ting. Withou, determining whether uncballenged exedlence of servia: would 
warrant us in declining to open a competitive route. the situation here disclosed does 
not justiIJ us in oanc:tinning an arrangemen, restrieting the field and exduding there· 
from I line which oeeko entry upoo the oame basis as that enjoyed by its eompotitor." 

II See, for example. P«i/ic Ntllligalioll CO. Y. $outAn-n Pacific Co., 31 I.C.C. 412 
(1914); Gulf AIl ... ti. S ... msAip Co. v. A. C. 1.. R. R. Co., 46 I.C.C. 309 (1917); 
CoIo.iol N ... 'gotio. Co. v. N. Y .. N. H. & H. R. R. Co •• 50 1.e.C. 6., (1918); WM .. 
S"" Ii •• y. N. Y. C. R. R. Co .. 83 1.e.C. 473 (19'3). The ratinnale of the Commia· 
lion', policy was explained .. lOlloWl in the fin. of th ... proceedings: "If rail carriers 
are permitted to eb .... the partieu1ar boa, 1ines with which they will estab1isb through 
IOUtes and join, ra .... they will be able to di ..... wbo thal1 opera .. on the water aod 
who thal1 no~ for a boa. line which is aec:orded a monopoly of the through rail-and· 
water tnJIic will lOon be abl. to drive its compotil<lrS ou, of business. The spiri' of the 
let to regula .. commerce is to maintaii>. the Iieedom of our ports and to allow boat 
lines to engage in tnfIic upoo equal termL To permi' the rail carriers serving a port 
to IioYO< _ boa, lin. or another would destroy the Iieedom of competition between 
boa, lines wbieb the act is in .... ded to _ and would practically dose ports to 
all bu, the IioYOred vessel." (pp. 479-480). 

II C",-oo,. ,...~ .. Co. v.I. C. R. R. Co., 331.e.C. 384 (19IS). The Commission 
aI .. emplwiaod the effi:ct of such practices upoo the maintenance of water competi. 
tion. "If carriers are permitted to apply higher rates lOr the lame servia: on tnJIic 
lOUted over connec:ting water lines than on tnJIic via their all·rail connec:tions, thqo 
will be in • position to desaoy all water competition and '" dopri.., shippera of the 
adY80uge of their location upoo navigable _" (p. 39')' 

.. Uti ..... & CcroIiu S. S. Co ••• A. C, L. R. R. Co. 49 Le.e. 176 (1918), Prior 
to 1920. IeCtioo. 15 contained. the limitation that in establishing a through roUII: "the 
Cammissioa ahall not require any company, without its c.omen.t. to embrace in such 
IOU" .ubatantially I ... than the eotire length 0( its rai1road." But the Panama Cana1 
A~ in amending section 6, authoriaed the Commission to establisb through IOUtes aod 
join, rates between rail and water lines withou, express _on and without rekr
ence '" the limitation 0( section IS. $ina: the powers c:ontemd by this amendment 
weft granted "in addition to the jurisdic:tion gi .... by the act '" regula .. _» 
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':fhis extensiveness of the Commission's jurisdiction, which is inde
pendent of the existence of voluntary rail-and-water traffic arrange
ments, is derived not only from its general authority to embrace water 
lines in the establishment of through routes, but from the special 
powers over rail-and-water carriage conferred upon it by the Panama 
Canal Act of 1912. Provision was there made, it may be recalled, that 
when property is or may be transported by rail and water from point 
to point in the United States, and not entirely within the limits of a 

the Commission did not deem itself restrained against shon-hauling railroad carriers. 
Chairman Hall said (pp •• 83-184): ''The Congress wu here dealing .pcciJieally with 
rail and water carricn and mwt be presumed to have expressed its intent. It gave DO 

indication of inteDt to limit our power to instances where the rail carriers would not 
be short hauled. This interpretation best comports with the manifest intent to cncour .. 
age transportation by water, and under any other construction a pon could be closed to 
through transportation by water and rail because it was Dot the terminus of the rail car .. 
rict .••• The limitation in section IS refers speci.fica11y to railroads and apparently wu 
intended to insw-c to the originating rail line as large a share as possible of the mo~ 
ment of freight by rail. That the limitation should be projected into IeCtioD 6 10 as to 
force a shipper to move his property by rail when he wishes to send it a portion of 
the way by water is utterly inconsistent with the policy of the Congress manifested 
in the passage of the Panama Canal Act, the federal shipping act, and the improvement 
of riven and harbors."' Furthermore, the Transportation Act, 1920, expressly removed 
the limitation against short-hauling "where one of the carriers is a watct 1~" and the 
Commission has condemned the imposition of local rail charges as divisioDi for the 
haul. to and from perts undeI luch circum,tan<eo, because .uch charges. by mmulat
ing long-haul rail carriage and discowaging ttaDsponation by water. constitute an in
direct means of thwarting the legislative intent. Unikd SillieS W .. DepflTtmenl v. 
A. 6- S. Ry. Co., 77 I.C.C. 3'7 ('923). In the word. of Commission .. Euman 
(pp. 355-356): ''While the law·does not pennit us to lequire rail carrien to establish 
through rou ... which ... ult in the short-hauling of one carri .. which bu • teuonably 
direct route of its own, it is, perhaps, DOt a necessary CODclwion, when such roUtel 

and joint rates are established, that local rates are fait divisions for the carrier which is 
mort-hauled. However, the law now authorizes w to require the establishment of 
through rail-and-watct routes and joint rate. which ahort-haul • rail carrier, and the 
reasons are evident. If a water route were dependent for fecden upon rail lines which 
can deliver rraJlic to it without shorr-hauling themselves, it would draw little traf'lic 
from the inrerior except at perts, like St. Low.. which happen to be a meeting peint 
of rail linc. serving different territories. • • • It follow., whatever may be the case as 
between rail lines, that joint rates over rail-and--water routes ought to be divided with
out IOgard to the exlent to which rail carrion may be short-hauled, and not upen a plan 
designed to discowage or render impractic:able the we of such joint nICS. The record 
shOWI that the euction by rail 1ineo of their local " ..... divisions undeI Ncb eir
cumstanCOl bu for its admitted purpo .. the protection of the long haul. In otbel 
words, it is a means of accomplishing indirectly what Congress, in the law respecting 
the establishment of through routcl and joint rates, has mught to prevent." The Plin
clplCl governing the divisoD of joint rates between rail and water linCi were developed 
fiuth .. in two IOhearings of thi. case: '5' I.C.C. 9' ('929) and '55 I.C.C. 343 ('929). 
See also DMsiotU 0' Frng"t1l4kt, '56 I.C.C. 94> .0. (.g2g). 
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single state, the Commission shall have jurisdiction over the com
mon carriers engaged in such transportation in various particulars, 
in addition to its prior powers under the Act to Regulate Commerce.'G 
This additional jurisdiction is very broad in its scope. It empowers 
the Commission, without limitation, to establish through routes and 
joint rates over such rail and water lines; to determine the terms and 
conditions under which these lines sball be operated in handling the 
traffic embraced; to establish maximum proportional rates by rail to 
and from the ports of the water carriers; to determine to what traffic, 
in connection with what vessds, and upon what terms and conditions 
these proportional rates sball apply.T8 Furthermore, the Commission 
may order the establishment of physical connection between the lines 
of the rail carrier and the dock of the water carrier, thereby render
ing possible, in all practicable instances, the performance of the 
through rail-and-water service to which its powers extend. Physically, 
therefore, as wc1l as from an operating standpoint, the Commission 
may itself create the common arrangements for continuous carriage 
or shipment with rail lines which are generally held to constitute the 
basis of its jurisdiction over water carriers. Only rcccndy have the 
full possibilities of these powers been recognized; their significance 
will appear from an analysis of the filets, issues, and outcome of this 
proceeding." 

The State of New York owns and controls the Erie Barge Canal, 
including docks, wharves, and termina1s used in connection with it. 
The Erie Basin terminal, situated upon the harbor at BuffaIo, is ad
jacent to the right of way of the New York Central Railroad Com
pany. whose main line parallels the barge cana1 between BuffaIo and 
New Yark City and which serves, dirccdy or through its connections, 
many important traffic points. The tcrmina1 includes piers and equip
ment for loading and unloading freight and considerable railway 

.. Thr:so prooisioos of the Puwna Caoal Act DOW appear u section 6. par. (13). of 
the III ........ Comm .... Act. For a genen! .......,., of Iheir llllture and oigDiIic:a-. 
with special ..terence to the limitalion .pm. Ihort-bauling and to their applicabililJ 
to puoeoger oenice, _ Col ..... N"'ptioro Co. •• N. Y ~ N. H. & H. R. R. C ... 50 
I.C.C. 605. 6>7-633 (1918). See also Part I. pp. lOS-ill • 

.. See BoIIitroGro & Coro/i ... S. S. Co ....... C. L. R. R. C ... 49 I.C.C. 176 (1918). 
"_ of N.., Yon\ •• N. Y. C. R. R. Co.. 95 LC.C. 119 (1_); U ..... _ •• 

N. Y. c..t. R.II~ 373 U.s. 457 (1936). n:Yening the judgmeat of the DisIrio:t Ooutt 
IW the Northern DUuict of New York ill 13 Fed. (3d) aoo. 
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trackage for switching and storage. The State owns no barges or roll
ing stock, and it does not operate the canal or engage in the trans
portation of merchandise. The waterway and its facilities are open 
to free public use, however, and about three-quarters of the traffic 
passing through the canal is interstate in character. In May, 1919, 
under a contract between the Director-General of Railroads and the 
State of New York, physical connection was established between the 
state-owned railroad tracks within the terminal and the adjacent New 
York Centra! tracks. In order that traffic might be interchanged be
tween the rail lines and the canal, at this termina~ a rail transportation 
service must be furnished over the physical connection thus estab
lished and switching and spotting operations must be performed over 
the public terminal tracks. The State possessed no facilities for this 

. purpose, nor was it engaged in the conduct of transportation. The 
New York Central's refusal to perform this service, largely as a means 
of preventing the diversion of rail traffic to the canal, precluded the 
interchange of freight between the rail carriers and the canal carriers 
at Bulfalo. The State of New York first sought relief through its 
own Public Service Commission, under statutory provisions sub
stantially identical with those of the federal law. The administrative 
relief was granted, but the New York Supreme Court, on appeal, 
vacated the state commission's order, on the ground that Congress 
had assumed exclusive jurisdiction in the premises:· This decision 

f8 People ~~ rei. N. Y. C. R. R. Co. v. P. S. Comm .• 198 App. Div. 436, 442 (1921): 
"Congress having exerted its authority to regulate interstate commerce by the direction 
and control of connections between rail carriers and water carriers, the c.ntirc subject 
of such connections is removed from the operation of the authority of the ltate, and 
the power of the state to regulate such connections and the operation of them ceases 
to exist; when the federal goverruncnt hal exercised its power, it coven the whole field. 
and even if, in certain details, the state act differs from the federal act, such ,tate act is 
still inoperative." It should be DOted. however, that on the merits the New York court 
found DO legal batrier to this assertion of power. "No provision of the state or federal 
Constitution is violated by the enactment of the statute or by the order of the Public 
Service Commission. The service required to be rendered by the relator is a part of 
transportation which railroads may be required to perform. The order is a regulation 
of the business of the corporation, and is not an appropriation of its property for the 
use of the ltate or of another. . • . For the services rendered the relator is to be 
compensated. Neither the rolling stock, nor the men furnished. are taken from the 
possession and conuol of the relator. The order is made by the Public Service Com .. 
mission, under the authority of the starute and after a fuU hearing of which the relator 
had notice and at which the relator attended and was heard. The due proc:ess of law 
provision and the just compensation provision of the Constitutions are DOC violated" 
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was affirmed, without opinion, by the New York Court of Appcals,'I1I 
and a petition for a writ of certiorari to review the federal question 
involved was denied by the United States Supreme Court. 80 Com
plaiot was thereupon filed with the Interstate Commerce CoIllInis
sion. The State of New York and its Superintendent of Public Works 
were the only complainants, and the New York Central Railroad 
Company was the sole defendant. The Commission was requested, 
under the powers conferred upon it by the Panama Canal Act, 81 to 
require the defendant railroad company to furnish transportation 
service between the Erie Basin terminal and sbippers located on its 
own tracks or on those of its rail connections, sucb service to embrace 
an interchange of all traffic, state and interstate, between the rail lines 
and the barge canal. Since the physical connection between the de
fendant's line and the terminal tracks was already in existence, the re- . 
lief sought was confined to a prayer that the New York Central fur
nish motive power and rolling stock and perform the necessary trans

portation service and incidental operations over the connecting and 
terminal tracks. The Commission assumed jurisdiction, found it "in 
the public interest that defendant should perform the transportation 
and operating services" requested by the New York authorities, and 
entered an order to this effCct; but the Commission's assertion of 
power disclosed sharp divergence of opinion among its own mem
bersbip,- and its disposition of the issues awaited the approval of 
the Supreme Court. II 

The contention upon whicb primary reliance was placed by the 
defendants was that the Commission's jurisdiction could not attacb 
unless, in addition to the rail carrier complaioed against, there ap-

(po 440). A ..... ocript of tbe proa:odings beIi>re tbe .. ~ CXJIDJIJisaao ..... .w-.-dJ 
iIlIrodua:d ill ..ro.- at tbe Jarings Won: tbe m-~ Commaoe CommiaioD. 

n 232 N.Y. "" ('9U). .. 258 u.s. 6n (,gu) • 
.. Sec. 6, par. ('3), of tbe -.. Commaoe A<t. 
u awrm... HaU, ill ID eIaban1e cIiaemiDg opiDioD (which _ <DII<IIIftd ill lip 

Qvnm;";"""" _), aid. '"lbe maailat impomDlZ of Ibis cue, _ ill iaI:If ODd 
u • ..-.. ODd my "",.;a;." _ tbe ooodasioas ODd anIcr of tbe majority ore 
u.-..cilable wi ... tbe .. ~ __ upoa w_ they parpart .. .-. ha ... 
pwnpood Ibis 0lIpn:aiaa of disseDt"; ODd Commjssjoner Eutmao, ~ _ 
--..;., of tbe ooodasioas .-bod ill tbe disseDtiDa opiDioD ore of IIICb _.....:biDg 
impomDIZ _ they aocrit _ aMid aJDSidcra ...... • filcd ......... -.rriDg 
apiDioD. _ 01 N_ Y~ 9. N. Y. C. R. R. eo.. 95 LC.C. "" 136-148. 130-136. 

.. VIIiIN _ Y. N. Y. c..u. R. R.. 272 U.s. 457 (,926). 
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peared before it, as a party to the complaint, a water carrier with 
which the interchange of traffic was to be effected. In other words, 
the right to establish the connecting service as such, to be subse
quently utilized by water carriers operating on the canal, was denied 
to the Commission. We have noted that the State of New York, 
through its appropriate official, was the only complainant. Two canal 
carriers, it is true, had intervened in the course of the hearings, but 
there was no evidence that these carriers were engaged in interstate 
commerce, and they sought no relief specifically applicable to them
selves. Technically, therefore, it was urged that the complaint must 
be dismissed for want of necessary parties. The Commission was 
empowered to facilitate through carriage by rail and water, but with
out the parties to such carriage before it, its authority in the premises 
could not lawfully be exercised. This claim, and the reasoning upon 
which it is based, was strongly supported in the dissenting opinion." 

., Chairman Hall said (95 I.C.C., at p. 145): "As already observed, the object of 
paragraph (13) is that traffic may move by raU •• d ,.,",". When that end is BOught 
through an exercise of jurisdiction on. our part, it is in terms to be attained through 
an exercise of that jurisdiction which we shall have over the through 'transportation' 
and over the 'carriers, bot" by ,ail and by WfIII!r: which arc to comprise the necessary 
through route. UnlCSII and until we have jurisdiction of both common carriers. the 
carrier by rail and the caaier by water, we have jurisdiction over neither in the par
lieul ... set forth in paragraph (13). It is for the establishment of a through route, 
partly by nil and partly by water, that we are to act, if we act at all. That is the un
mistakable intendment of the paragraph. Only such action as would accomplish that 
end would or could promote the manifest legislative intent. Even apart from what 
the act itself requires, it would not be in the public interest to end: such JeJ'V .. 

ice from a common carrier by rail without appropriate assurance of the rcquwte 
participation by some certain common carrier or carriers by water. It is not made to 
appear that either of the canal lines which intervened in this proceeding holels itself 
out or seeIu to participate in through transportation subject to the act. including the 
foregoing provisions. or is now a common carrier by water subject meretoj and, u DO 

omer carrier by water is a party, the proceeding must be dismis5cd for lack of aecessary 
parties." This construction of the Commission's statutory power was affirmed by the 
lower court. 13 Fed. (2d) 200. The Supreme Cuurt slllIlllWiz<d the finding u foUoWl 
(272 U.S., at p. 46,): "In granting the injunction, the district court disregarded the 
interVention of the two canal carriers on the ground that they wcte not shown to be 
cogaged in intcnta[C commerce. Section 6, par. 13, of the amended Interstate Com .. 
merce Act insofar u it confers authority on the commission to order the operation of 
the connecting tracks and to determine the sum to be 'paid to or by either carrier' waa 
construed to require the presence of two carriers before the commission subject to its 
juriadicti.on. It therefore held that the commission wu without jurisdiction to grant the 
relief lOugbt because there were not two carrier. before it. and further, that the com .. 
plainant, a IOvereign State, u owner of the tuminal but DOt • carrier, was beyond 
its regulatory powers. and presumably could not invoke itt jurisdiction." 
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But the Commission found itsclf subject to no such limitation. It was 
empowered, under the Panama Canal amendment, to do a number 
of distinct things: to order physical connection between the rail lines 
and the dock at which traffic is to be interchanged; to establish 
through routes and maximum joint rates between the rail and water 
lines; to prescribe rail-line proportional rates to and from the port at 
which the transportation by water begins or ends. Only the establish
ment of through routes and joint rates necessarily involves the direct 
participation in the proceeding of a water carrier as well as a rail 
carrier. The authority over physical connections and over proportional 
rates may, by its very terms, be asserted solely against rail carriers. 
The instant petition merely requested the performance of a rail 
transportation service; no action was required of the canal carriers 
and no power was invoked involving the adjustment of financial or 
operating relationships between the defendant railroad and any car
rier by water. The majority of the Commission, therefore, found no 
barrier, because of lack of necessary parties, against its assumption of 
jurisdiction;u and the Supreme Court, after directing attention to 

.1 Commissioner McChord, speaking for !he majority, oaid (95 I.C.C., at p. 129): 
"It is to be oblenecl that the p-csence in any case of a common carrier by water is an 
essential element only in an establishment of through routes and joint ntes. In the na
ture of things, lOr such • purpose the pzosenc:e of a raiJ line and a water line .... u1d be 
1ICC<SSOl'f. In an _b1ishment of raiJ·liDO proportional ra ... we may aI .. desigaa'" !he 
-. ill oona_ with which they an: 1D .pply. but that is DOt obIigamry. But 
Deither tIuough routes and joint ra ... DOl' proportional ralOS an: hore sought. All that 
is ukt:d is that delCndaat, with ito already .vaiIab1e mati .. power and other equip
meat, pro1lide !he ..... portation oenia: and perform upon !he termiDaI tracks the 
operating oenia: IICC<SSOl'f 1D an iIl ........ ge of traffic at the terminal. UDder the terma 
of !he 110m", our power 1D tequin: it is distiact and compl_ UDder another IIOdioa 
of !he .ct we ha .. power 1D tequin: a railroad 1D _d ito Iioe, and lOr oh1Iious 
........ this iaclud .. authority 1D tequin: !he carrier 1D opera'" !he ezll:OsioD. So, our 
power 1D tequite this de1Cadaot raiJ line 1D CX>Dstruct or <OIIIII:Cl with the termiaaI 
tracks -my iacludn the power 1D tequin: that liDO 1D perform the opemiog 
..me.. 'Ibo. po_ is expmsIy iIl'fOked ill this caJO, and nothing is ukt:d of the 
canal Iines.. Compan: aI .. the mnowing &om Commissioner Eastmao's COD<Urriag 
opiDioa (at pp. 13rI35): "EDmiDa1ioo of paragraph (13) of or:aiOD , _ Ihat 
it ....... p1 .... ai_ii"" methods of oooduaiag the raiJ_-we ... traDIportaboa. 
UIldeJ _ method, die raiJ and water liD .. join ill tbrough routes and joint ra .... 
UIldeJ die odie! method, 00 NCb thIough IOU'" and joint ..... an: _blisbed, but 
the raiJ liDO is tequited 1D mo"" _ 1D and &om die docb, chugiog either IocoI or 
proportional rata lOr this..me.. Suhdioiaion (c) spoeifica1lyempowen III 1D tequin: 
die eaabliahmeot of NCb proportional ...... Tbia power is DOt iIl'fOked h=, hut, if 
it wen: iIl..wd, deuly it would be IICC<SSOl'f 1D ..... ooly die raiJ line ... defi:ndaat. 
'!'be __ is DUe of lUhclioiaion (.). which empowen us 1D tequite the _isb_ 
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the £act that complaints under the Interstate Commerce Act might 
be brought by a state as well as by a carrier, and that the Commission 
might even proceed without complaint, on its own initiative, likewise 
concluded that the Commission possessed the necessary power to 
make the order under attack.B• 

and operation of a physical connection between the rail and water lines. Under this 
subdivision. complaint may be directed. against either the rail line or the water line or 
against both. No reason appears why complaint should not be directed against the 
rail line alone. if it can be shown that public convenience and necessity require that 
the physical connection be established or opetated by the rail carrier. This is precisely 
what is shown by the record in this case. The State of New York has laid rails con· 
necting the New York Central tracks with the docks. No water line is equipped to 
operate over these rails, or could so equip itself without disproportionate expense. The 
New York Central is 10 equipped and can operate over these rails, which the State has 
laid, as readily as it DOW operates over many other similar spur.track connections in 
Buffalo. In prescribing the 'terms and conditions upon which these connecting uack.s 
shall be operated: we havc only prescribed that they shall be operated by the New 
York Central. Other terms and conditions are, for the prcseo.t, left to be agreed upon 
by that railroad and the State. The railroad can hardly complain of this arrangement, 
for it is left free to publish such tariff charges for the service as it sees fit, subject to 
subsequent protest or complaint. The State might conceivably be aggrieved. for the 
compensation, if any, which it shall receive for the use of its property is left undeter
mined. However, the State has Dot asked that we fix such compensation. Since no prop
erty of water lines is to be used and since no new service is to be required. of them. 
they do D~t enter ioto the problem." 

88 In the words of Justice Stone: "We may assumc. without deciding, that the com .. 
mission may not determine the amount to be paid to or by either carrier concerned 
without having both before it. But the commission is not required by the terms of the 
statute to make such a determination and here it did Dot do 10. A determination with 
respect to construction costs was not necessary since the physical connection had already 
been established. There could be no need for directing a conuibution of operating ex .. 
penses since the rail carrier was ordered to furnish the cntUe car service. It wu free to 
establish such rates as it deemed reasonable, .ubject to review by the commission if 
necessary. The only parties concerned in the order actually made were those before the 
commission: appellee, which was required to furnish the service, and the Stale of New 
York., whose terminal &cilitie! were thw to be used. To have required the presence of 
one or more canal carriell before the commission for the purpose of making this order 
would have been an idle ceremony. The constrUction of the Act conlendcd for is un· 
warranted by its language and incompatible with irs purpose to creale an administra
tive body with authority to facilim:tc the interchange of interstale traffic between rail 
and water carrier .. by a less formal procedure than prevail! in courts of law. We con
clude that the commission had authority to make the order and that its 6.ndings were 
IUpportcd by the evideDce" (272 U.S •• at p. 463). The Supreme Coun also IUpportcd 
the Commission in denying merit to the claim that the sweep of its order constituted 
an unlawful interference with intrastate commerce. About thrc:e--quarten of the water 
traflic involved was admittedly interstate in character. Because of this lict, and be· 
cause the ltate and inlUState movements were inextricably interwoven. the New York 
Central had itself insisted upon the exclusiveness of the federal jurisdiction (when the: 
state commission'! order waa under review), and ill position was upheld by the ltate 
couru (198 App. Diy. 436; 232 N.Y. 606). The I<Itriction of the CommisIiDn·, order. 
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But the divergence of view within the Commission was not con
fined to the rather narrow question of whether water carriers must 
be made formal parties to every proceediog involving the establish
ment of a connecting transportation service by rail. The requirement 
of such service provides the requisite physical basis for joint carriage 
by rail and water, and hence provides a means for extending the Com
mission's jurisdiction to water carriers otherwise exempt from its 
regulatory power. The basic issue was whether the Commission is 
empowered, through its own action in the premises, to bring carriers 
by water within the range of its contro~ or whether its authority 
over the establishment and operation of physical connections, and 
over the through routes and joint rates that would naturally follow, 
is restricted to water carriers which, because they are under common 
management or control with a rail carrier or because they have volun
tarily entered into some arrangement for continuous rail-and-water 
carriage, are already subject to the Act. The grant of power to the 
Commission is conditioned upon the transportation being by "a com
mon carrier or carriers." According to the reasoning of the dissenting 
opinion, the carriers thus referred to are those which are embraced 
within the Commission's jurisdiction by section 1 of the Act. In the 

under theR dmunltaD.ces. to the performance or an interstate transportation aervice 
would Dot cmly I .... an open gap in the .. gutali .. p_ but would .... der the 01>
lel'Yance of !SUCh order practically impossible. "Indeed. it seems to me that. in view of 
the m&DIler in which poaible aclion by the Public Service Commission of New York 
with ... pect '" the intras .... ..moe bas bccD eliminated .. • coneluded Commissioner 
Eastm .... "we ahould be derelict in our duty if "" did Dot attempt '" cover the OlIn.. 
field by our order" (95i.C.C., at p. '36). The Sup=e Court disposed of the issue as 
fOllows: '"The commission having jurisdiction over the carrion and the W:ilitics by 
which the tnD.ponalion is carried .... the question is IIlIlIOwcd '" whether its juris-
diction ...... ds '" the eon.. c:uneDt of commerce Sowing thIOugh this termina1 al-
though intra ..... in put. When "" c:omider the nature and ...... t of the c:ommingIing 
of inten .... and intras .... commerce, and the dilIic:ulty of .. pgaliog the might pass
ing thIOugh the terminal, "" think it dear that Congress in employing such hroacIlan
PI" u "the commissioD ahall ha-.e tiill authority '" cIetermino and ~ the 
Ienn. and conditions upon which th ... c:onnecting traelts ahall be operated· in .... dod 
to conter upon the CDIDDIissioD power '" .. guta .. the OlIn.. .tn:Im of c:omm ..... Wbe.. 
.. here in_to and intrastato traDSaCtiODs ... in ...... _ the I<guialion of the la_ 
is .. incidental '" and inseparable fiom the ..gutalion of the _ as pIOper\y '" be 
deemed included in the authority 0_ intenta .............. COIIIi:ned by statute. This 
.... the oiew of the ..... court. • • • AD inlelp1'Otalion of the statute which would in 
ptactice ..quile the sepgalion of all shipments in in_to ............ would make 
compliance with the CDIDDIissioD·. orden impoaible aDd cIefaot the purpose of the ltD!' 
('7' U.s., at p. 464). 
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absence, therefore, of existing common control or joint carriage, 
water lines are not amenable to the regulating authority of the Com
mission. "It should be observed," insisted Chairman Hall, "as lying 
at the root of the present inquiry, that whether or not a carrier is a 
common carrier subject to the act depends upon what it is, or does, 
or holds itself out to do, and not upon what we do. No authority is 
given to us, anywhere, to lay hold upon a carrier which is not subject 
to the act and convert it by some order or requirement of ours into 
a common carrier subject to the act, bound by out order :'.7 The 
water carriers, as well as the rail lines, according to this view, must 
fall within the express statutory jurisdiction of the Commission, in
dependendyof the exertion of its authority." 

But this legalistic interpretation did not commend itself to the 
Commission. It was swayed by the plain tenor of the statutory pre
visions and by the manifest intent of the Panama Canal amendment. 
As in other parts of the Act, the phrase "common carrier" is not ex
pressly restricted by the limitations of section I; and the authority 
conferred upon the Commission by the 1912. legislation in the several 
specified "particulars" is granted "in addition to the jurisdiction given 
by the Act to regulate commerce:'·· As a practical matter, moreover, 
the restrictive construction contended for would reduce the law, in the 
words of Commissioner Eastman, "almost to a nullity and certainly 

81 95 I.C.C., at p. 141. 
88 "We can make DO orden which are enforceable except against common carriers 

.ubject to the act. Private carriers arc not subject to the act. Common carriers by 
vehicles on highways, or by air craft, are not subject to the act. Common carriers by 
railroad engaged exclusively in intrastate commerce are not subjec:t to the act. Whether 
and to what extent common carriers by water are subject to the act is the subject now 
before us. ••. What, then, are these water carriers upon which paragraph (13) is to 
operate? Arc they common carriers subject to the act, ott at least, must they be IUdt, 
as is the defendant rail carrier. when we es.say exercise of the jurisdiction given in 
these particulars by requiring the rail carrier. or the water carrier. or both, to do thU 
thing or that included among the ·particulars·/ Nothing in the wording of the para
graph iDdicatcs that the two kinds of carrieo arc to stand before w on a dilferent foot
ing. We can only 'require' by order. H the rail carrier were Dot subject to the act the 
naming of it in this paragraph would Dot make it amenable to our order. and the 
same would seem to be equally true of the water carrier, Both must be there, and alike 
amenable to order, if we arc to be fR:e to exercise the jurisdiction conferred.. • . . 
From beginning to end of the act is manifested the intent of CongrCSl that carrien by 
water shall Dot be IlIbject to the provisions of the act, and thw to our jurisdictioo, 
unless they make with rail carriers an arrangement for continuow carriage or ship
ment in interstate or foreign commerce." Ibid .• pp. 141-142. 

It See Commissioner Eastman's concurring opinion, pp, 133-J33. 
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to an absurdity.- The conditions would seldom arise for the exercise 
of the Commission's powers; the very existence of common control 
or joint carriage with rail lines would largely accomplish the ends 
designed to be achieved by the legisIative enactment. And there 
would be no meaning.in restricting the power to require physical con
nection and operation to circumstances under which such connection 
and operation are already in being. The intent of the enactment was 
to Dcilitate the development of water traffic through the establish
ment of rail connectiOns.81 Toward this end, mandatory power was 
conferred upon the Commission, to be exercised in the public interest. 
It was no mere gesture, designed to maintain the _ quo as molded 
by the carriers themselves. The endowment of the Commission with 
jurisdiction when property "may be transported" by rail and water 
obviously contemplates administrative action, requiring connecting 
service, as one of the means whereby the literal possibility of c0m

bined rail-and-water transportation may be brought about. 
This interpretation, which was not questioned by the Supreme 

Court, clothes the Commission with extensive jurisdiction over water 
carriers. It praetically obliterates the jurisdictional limitation of sec
tion I; for the Commission is itself free to create the conditions essen
tial to joint carriage by rail and water upon which the exercise of its 
authority depends. The implications of the Commission's c0nstruc

tion are strikingly voiced, though by way of protest, in the dissenting 
opinion. "[For] it would make our jurisdiction in these additional 
particulars, and also under the entire act, extend to all common car
riers of property by water in interstate commen:r, whether subject 
to the act or not. At one gulp it swallows all these carriers by water, 
whether on riws- or canal, the Great Lakes or the high seas, many of 
them already subject to the shipping act, 1916, and the merchant 

.. IIfL. P. 13:1. 

.. Campont .... IiIIIowiDc &am If. L lIeport No.. 4230 bI eo..g.. 3d Sea., Mardl 
16, I"a: -nua __ abo pm __ .... ~ '" nm-Io ia dm>ugb_ 
ODd joiDt ..... wi ... _ c:urion ia 011 ~ ...... ia __ wi ... their 

pra<IiIzo ia ~ ..... .....a ""8"8"'i ia IOn:igD aado. 111' ................ beadiD 
'" .... c:aaoI COD be cIisoribuIod dm>ugb .... __ ODd eaabI ........ ~ 0IIUIlIIJ ID 

... joy ...... aood -..- '" ..... petia, ..... - by IUIUIiag .....a dm>ugb .... c:aaoI, .... niJnJoda COD pediwm .... __ ODd n1uah1e ....... '" 
--... OIl ....... _ ..... -.-.De .....a possiag lbmagh .... c:aaoI, ODd, by 
joiat ..... ODd dm>ugb ........ albd .... ...,;.", a:bedules ODd fUr nIlS ODd __ 
..... '" ............,. ID people Iiriag IIIODJ hUDdn:do '" mil<s iaIaad &am __ • 
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marine act, 1920. They are not subject to our act, and do not desire 
to be, but when the conditions coincide they would be brought per
force and against their will within our jurisdiction. . . . Thus, 
everything that the· act requires of common carriers by water sub
ject to the act we may call upon these water carriers to perform. They 
must file with us and strictly observe their tariffs. Their rates must be 
just, reasonable, and free from unjust discrimination, undue preju
dice, or undue preference. Complaints against them for violation of 
the act may be heard and determined by us. With our orders they 
must comply."·' 

This jurisdiction over water carriers is subject to one limitation, 
however, which imposes a serious hampering influence upon the ex
ercise of the Commission's power, both as against the water lines 
themselves, and in the regulation of railroad rates which must be 
adjusted to the pressure of water competition. In establishing through 
routes where one of the carriers is a water line, and in fixing joint rail
and-water rates, the Commission is expressly restricted to prescribing 
maximum rates, fares, and charges." Not only are the all-water car
riers as such entirely free from the Commission's control, but even as 
to joint rail-and-water carriage it is without power to prevent reduc
tions in charges. Its authority to prescribe minimum as well as maxi
mum rates," and thus to establish the exact charges governing freight 
traffic, is specifically made inapplicable under such circumstances. 
Control of the. competitive influence of water carriers is thereby 

82 95 I.e.c., at pp. 142-143. In order further to ClIpedite the development of inland 
water transport. Congress, through the Denison Act of May 29, 1928 (45 Stat. 978), 10 
amended section 3(e) of the Inland Waterways Corporation Act (43 Stat. 360) that 
common carriers on the Warrior and Mississippi rivers. including the Inland Water
ways Corporation, may apply to the Commission and obtain certificates of public 
convenience and necessity; whereupon the Commission is directed to require all (:On" 
netting common carriers to join with such water lines in establishing through routes, 
joint rates, reasonable minimum ditferentials between these joint rates and all-cail rates. 
and equitable divisions of such joint rates. This amendment has been interpreted II 
authorizing the grant of IUch certificates and the issuance of such orden without prior 
public hearings. Prrxedure under Bllrge liM Act. 148 I.c.e. 129 (1928). For the 
disposition of applicatio05 under the Denison Act. see TAro"gA Rowes ad loint &des. 
153 I.C.C. 129 (1929). 156 I.C.C. 141 (1929). 156 I.C.C. 124 (1929). 161 I.C.C. 201 
(1930). 163 I.C.C.,16 (1930). 1611.C.C. 385 (1930); ThroughIW.,.,.nJ 11m" ";,h 
BeQf'ds/~ LtutncA. 165 I.e.c . .loa (1930); ApplictztiotJ 01 Mi.lnsnppi VtJIley B. LCD., 
1671.C.C.41 (1930). See also A.nual Rrpom: 1929. p. 18; 1930. pp. 12-'13 • 

•• Sec. 15. par •• (I) and (3). 
II. Sec Part I. pp. 197-201. 
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placed beyond the scope of the Commission's jurisdiction. The Com
mission is faced with the difficult problem of effectuating the policy 
of Congress "to foster and preserve in full vigor both rail and water 
transportation" under a system of one-sided control. Railroad rates, 
because of their complete dominance by the Commission, can be pre
vented from serving as instruments for the destruction of water com~ 
petition; and when such rates are once voluntarily reduced, their 
subsequent increase must be justified by the carriers on grounds of 
"changed conditions other than the elimination of water competi
tion:'" Ample power is thus available to check the undue develop
ment of rail traffic at the expense of water carriers. But the boat lines, 
both in all-water transport and in joint rail-and-water carriage, are 
subject to no limitations other than their own interests, immediate or 
ultimate, with regard to the lower level of their charges and to the 
inroads which they may make upon the traffic of the railroads. Under 
competitive conditions the rail carriers, in order to secure a reasonable 
proportion of the business, must meet the tariffS established by the 
water lines; and they must assume the risk of loss of revenue even 
upon traffic in hand, through the freedom of their competitors fur
ther to reduce the rates by water and thereby to reestablish the prior 
apportionment of the available freight offerings. The fact of water 
competition constitutes a significant consideration in the Commi. 
sian's adjustment of railroad rates, but the nature and course of that 
competition must merely be accepted as a conditioning factor, free 
from its regulatory power. In these circumstances the Commission 
may be thwarted in its efforts to protect the rail carriers and tends 
to encounter serious difficulties in attempting to coordinate rail and 
water transportation. 

The most striking emergence of these difficulties has occurred in 
connection with applications for relief from the long-and-short-haul 
clause in transcontinental rate adjustments. The pressing problem, 
stated in general terms, has been whether west-bound rates to Pacific 
coast terminals might properly be lower than the rates to intermediate 
points, and if so, to what extent and from what points of origin. The 
practices of the railroads, as developed under conditions of free com
petition, had been not only to impose extensive discriminations 

.. See S~.i_ ... w, c..,. •. u.s~ ,.., u.s. 557 (1",). 
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against intermountain territory (the intermediate charges being fixed 
in most instances by adding to the through rate the local rate back to 
the intermediate point), but the low rates to coast terminals were 
blanketed over a very wide originating area (generally being the 
same for the entire territory east of the Missouri River, regardless of 
whether the point of origin was on the Atlantic seaboard or up to 
more than 1600 miles inland). The alleged justification for these prac
tices was the pressure of water competition. The Commission's origi- • 
nal determinations, upon the rehabilitation of the long-and-short-haul 
clause in 1910,0. recognized the potency of water competition and 
accorded fourth-section relief,97 although the excess of the inter
mediate short-haul rates over the long-haul terminal rates was sub
stantially reduced, and such excess as was authorized was graded on a 
percentage basis, depending upon the zone of origin of the traffic 
and corresponding to the effectiveness of the competitive influence of 
water transportation operative in each zone." The opening, soon 
thereafter, of the coast-to-coast route through the Panama Canal in
tensified the competition by water in the movement of certain low
grade commodities, and this development led the Commission to 
authorize further reductions in rates to coast terminals, without corre
sponding reductions to intermediate points." Under pressure of 
water competition, therefore, the percentage relationships previously 
established were, as to the particular commodities embraced by the 
order, destroyed. Then followed the closing of the Panama Canal be
cause of slides and, upon its reopening, the diversion of tonnage to 
trans-Atlantic service because of the shipping demands of the war. 
As a result of these developments, coast-to-coast water competition 
became negligible in volume and feeble in effect. Under these cir
cumstances the Commission first rescinded, in whole or in part, a 
number of its earlier fourth-section orders;'" and subsequently, upon 

•• See Part I, pp. 54-58. 
If Railrotul Commisnon 01 N~"tuld •• S. P. Co .• 21 1.C.e. 329 (19U); City 01 

Spoka.e v. N. P. Ry. Co., .. I.C.C. 400 (1911). 
88 This exercise of power wu upheld by the Supreme Court: in l","",ountai" Rl1U 

ClUes, '34 U.s. 476 (1914), reversing me decree of Ihe Commerce Court in 191 Fed. 
856 (1911). 

"" Commodity RIZIel tD Paci{je COIUI Terminals, 32 I.C.C. 6u (191,), 34 I.C.C. 13 
(1915). 

, •• Reopeni'g Fo""~ S.mo. ApplkaJio .. , 4. I.C.C. 35 (1916). 
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a finding that no existing competitive necessity arising from water 
ttansportation between the two coasts warranted the rail carriers in 
maintaining lower rates from eastern defined territories to the Pacific 
coast than to intermediate points, it withdrew all the relief it had 
previously granted in the matter of long-and-short-haul violations"OI 

The mere interruption of service through the Canal, though ad
mittedly involving no permanent elimination of water competition, 
was deemed sufficient to deprive the Pacific coast terminals of the 

• special advantages flowing from their strategic location ..... Once the 
slate was thus cleared, as of March IS, 1918, and in view of the more 
rigid requirements of the Transportation Act;oa it has been increu
ingly diflicult for the railroads to secure relief from the prohibitions 
of the fourth section, despite the restoration of vigorous water c0m

petition. Although the canal carriers had made sharp inroads upon 
the revenues of the ttanscontioentallines, and were enjoying a greater 
intercoastal movement of traffic than at any time in the history of the 
. Canal, the Commission denied the principal applications of the 

1 .. T __ 1fnIIrIl lIMe., 46 LC.C. 236 (1917). See obo ~ c ... -
.-;,., _. 48 LC.C. 79 (1918), in which the curien weft: authoriRd b> """".., 
the pnoCxisting dixrimination against inwmedia", pain .. by inaasing their ..... b> 
the c:out 1mDinal .. 

• oo The CommiIsioD ulicipa .... the 1920 IIDOIIdmcnt of the IOurth oecticm whereby 
it .. DOt b> ...... miof .... I<IOOWlt of mady poceotial ...... oompetition DOt au
ally in --. U Compare the lOIlowing liom Commjssjo_ HarI ... •• dissenling 
opinion in 'TroIuco...u...u.l lIMe., 46 I.C.C. 236, 27k81 (1917): -Although it 'has 
...aa.d on in"""'pIioo.' the majority .. port lIaIIUIingIy predicts that 'this oonice' 
duough the cua1 'will be ft<ItIblished. in time. It pain .. out also that 'the cua1 aDd 
the ....... ale IIiIl aftilable lOr _. at this time. Nevertbelea, .. fir as its preo
tilt in8uence OD the c:out b> __ commerce is amc:emcd, the majority look upon the 
__ CaDal u a uegligible qUIDtity. To this 'ricw of the present Ielation of that 
...... utionsl enoerprise b> the _ of the CX>WltIJ I am UDlIble b> gi.., my 
_ CUe _ cue may be ci .... liom the zepom:d cIociDoDS of the CommiIsioD 
_ aauaI ...... oompetition had a1tugether eessecI ODd the eootin ........ oflUCb ..., 
Ielatioubipa _ ...-.heI ... _ ODd appm....t beeause of the poa:ntial __ 
petition growiog out of the anilability of lID open _lOr IOII1e. '11Iis principle is _ 
set aside, .. I !ad the majority report. with the result that the esIObIisbcd tnde aDd 
CDIDIIIOI<iaI J<Iatioubipa of the __ citiet, in the GmIIIIOdibo:s aDd men:budise 
a&:t<d by the .. '" adj_a leCJuUed _ the IOport. may be 1DI1l up by the 
_ • • • In my judgmeDt ..... aDd tnde ..Jatioas, boxd OD CX>IlditioDs .. ponDIl-_ ODd eocIuriajr as the __ lD ___ rouII: duough the __ 0auaI, ought 

... be otabIe aDd _ agaiDst .....u... 8u<aatiom, aDd I _ lID ......... either in the 
law or upon the -.I lOr _ thIowing both in .. oaddoD aDd .--m.;.., be
.. _ of purely _ aDd _poruy coaditioDa." 

.oo See Put 1. pp. OOs-a07. 
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rail carriers for the establishment of lower rates to Pacific coast termi
nals than to intermediate points."" 

In large measure the constant agitation with regard to transcon
tinental rates, as briefly outlined above, has arisen from the dynamic 
character of the traffic situation. While rate stability is highly de
sirable, it would be secured at too great a sacrifice of legitimate inter
ests if rail charges were not flexibly adjusted to the demands of 
changing transportation conditions. It must be kept in mind, too, 
that the course of water competition has by no means been the sole 
controlling factor in the determinations of the Commission. This has 
been especially true in connection with the more recent applications, 
since the competitive influence of the Panama Canal was restored. 
In the 1922 proceeding, the failure of the rail carriers to establish 
aflirmatively, to the satisfaction of the Commission, that the proposed 
long-haul rates were "reasonably compensatory" (at least in the sense 
that they would not impose any undue burden on other traflic and 
would not impair the fair return on railroad property as a whole)' 
was perhaps the dominant factor in the denial of relie£'o. In the 
icp6 proceeding, the Commission's adverse decision was largely in
fluenced by the fact that the depressed rates were chiefly sought be
cause of the exigencies of "market competition," rather than as a 
result of direct rivalry for traflic by alternative transportation agen
cies.'06 In removing the flagrant maladjustments that had been arbi-

10'TrllfUCOntinn.lal qases '0/ 19:J2, 74 I.e.c. 48 (1922); Commodity R4iel 10 
Panfie Com Terminals, "107 I.C.C. 4:11 (1926). 

105 TrpsconUnentaJ ClUes of .1922, 14 I.e.c. 48, especially at pp. 76-83-
10& Commodity Rates 10 Pacific COIISI Term;ntlll, 107 I.C.C. 421, especially at 

pp. 436-437. Compare also the following from Chairman Eastman's separate concur· 
ring opinion (pp. 439-'440): "Relief from the fourth section is sought in this case 
chie8y because of what iI called market competition. Broadly speaking, there is no 
carrier competition between the origin territory in question and the Pacific coast which 
makes it necessary to depress the rates, but relief is sought because competing terri
tories of production in the East are so located that by use of the ships operating 
through the canal they can reach the Pacific coast more cheaply. In a separate expres· 
sion of opinion in Pap" anti PdlJn' Artieles 10 Nelli Orletuls, 88 I.C.C. 345. 351-353. 
[ gave my views as to market competition as a basis for fourth-section relief. Without 
repeating all that was there .said. I indicated that while we may lawfully grant relief 
because of such competition. we have discretion to grant or deny. and I expressed the 
opinion that we ought in aU cases to deny relief where market competition is offered 
as the justification. Among other things I said that 'the theory of market competition. 
if followed consistently. will inevitably lead to all manner of cros.s-hauling and waste
ful competition for which the country mwt in the end pay: •• 
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trarily built up by the railroads through blanket reference to the pres
sure of water competition, the Commission has made a notable ap
proach toward the goal of rationalizing the transcontinental rate 
structure. But in view of the Congressional pronouncement that both 
rail and water transportation must be maintained in full vigor, the 
task still remains of coordinating, on a more positive basis, the traffic 
inIl.uence of the rail carriers and the water lines, and securing thereby 
reasonable stability in rate adjustments and the most efficient utiliza
tion of rail and water facilities. The chief obstacle to the achievement 
of this end, as previously indicated, lies in the Commission's want of 
controlling jurisdiction over the competitive conduct of water car
riers. To a great extent this want of jurisdiction has been at the root 
of the long process of inconclusive controversy. 

The Commission directed attention to this difficulty as early as 
I9I7, while competition through the Canal was dormant and negli
gible. "Competition involves a striving between or among two or 
'more persons or organizations for the same object. There can exist no 
even-handed striving between two persons when one is bound and 
the other is free, and the maximum of real and effective competition 
can not exist between these boat lines and rail lines when one side is 
free promptly to make any rate it desires, while the other is so restricted 
by statutory requirement as to be unable to take the necessary steps 
for the prompt protection of its business."'" In the latest of the pro
ceedings considered above, after the restoration of aggressive com
petition by water, the controlling character of these circumstances 
was accorded repeated recognition"" The dissenting opinion voiced 
alarm lest the water carriers be permitted to attain monopolistic 
power .... Even the majority of the Commission laid special stress 

10' Tra.ItoltliJttfflt.J RIlle,. 46 I.C.C. 236. at p. 277. 
,., C ..... odity _, 10 Pori!i< COllI' T"""; .... 107 I.C.C. 4" ('9.6). 
'.'ID an cl.bora .. exp .. ssion of diaent, joinc:d in by Commisoionen MCJ"f and 

AitdUson, Commissioner Es<h said (at pp. 46 ...... 65): "The majority .. port ..ren 
\0 Ibe filet that the additional trafIic: which might be gaioc:d by the rail liDe1 would 
be .. keD from the ships. The r<a>rd indica .... however, that it would be largely trafIic: 
whic:h hu heeD diV<rtc:d &om the rail 1m.. ID the ships during the I ... few yean. If 
the railroads are not permillOd \0 make "'11:$ whic:h will enabl. them \0 compo .. with 
the wall:f lin.., lb. 1._ will make still fUrther inroads GO the trafIic: of the rail liDe1 
until tho ships obtain a virtual mooopoly of all the trafIic: whic:h thq are in a position 
ID handl •• Sectioo SOD of tho tnnsportation .... '920, dec:laz<s tho policy of Coogtas 
'to IOsII:f and pmone in fUll vigor both rail and _1I:f tnnsportatioo,. and I do _ 
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upon the met that the granting of relief to the railroads might be 
rendered nugatory, and thus result in a loss rather than a gain of 
revenue to the petitioning carriers, because of the freedom of the 
water lines and their rail connections to effectuate further reductions 
in rates.110 And two of the commissioners, while concurring in the 
result, did so largely because of the "unsettled status of the canal as 
regards vessel rates on coast-to<oast business."'ll Their separate ex-

believe it was intended that either the rail or water lines should be given a monopoly 
of traffic which both may handle. If such had been the intention of Congress, it would 
Dot have continued our authority to grant relief from the fourth section because of 
water competition. • • • It may be that rail and water lines should be subject to the 
jurisdiction of the same regulatory body •• 'I but the rail lines would still need 
fourth-section relief to meet any rates which would be reasonable fot the water lines, 
and the granting of relief 10 the rail line, ,hould not he postponed pending such 
legislation." 

110 The Comrnission said (at p. 438): "The proposed rares on iron and stcd articles, 
from which the applicants hope to obtain their greatest increase in net revenue. might 
be expected to divcn some of the traffic which DOW originates in the Pittsburgh d.iJ.. 
trict if the rail-and-water rates from Pittsburgh remain the same. There is DO assur· 
ance, however, that the eastern rail carriers and particularly the water lines would 
permit any substantial diversion of their traffic without making an eff'on to retain it. 
They: would be urged to take this action by eastern manufacturers whose busioeu 
would suffer through loss of their Pacific: coast uade, and the record shows that in 
one instance a committee has already been appointed to appeal to them for off«tting 
rate reductions in the event the proposed rates are permitted to become effective. A 
slight reduction in the water rate would suflice to retain the advantage to the rail·and
water route, and this would call for further reductions in the rates of the western car
riers to bring about the neat equalization of the Middle West and eastern markets. 
On the other hand, if the western carriers WCl'erJlot inclined to meet reductions in the 
water or rail·and·water rates the competitive situation would remain as it is at present, 
the revenues of the applicants and the water lines would be unnecessarily reduced, and 
the Pacific coast shippers would receive the only advantage." Compare also the follow .. 
ing from Chairman Eastman's special expression of concurrence (pp. 440-441): "The 
statement is made in the dissenting opinion that the water lines can not afford to re
duce their rates. Doubtless that may be true, but it does not suppon the conclusion 
that they would not reduce their rates if the fourtb·section relief sought in this case 
should be granted. The water lines can less afford to lose a substantial volume of tralfic. 
The opportunities for rale shrinkage in the case of the traffic which moves from in
terior eastern points to the Adantic coast and thence by c:anaI to the Pacific: coast are 
pointed out in the majority repone This is the traffic, rather than that from the eastern 
ports, which the western carriers hope to make inroads upon. The charges DOW ap
plicable 10 it ean he reduced by the eastern rail lines alone, by establishing propor
tional rates to the potts lower than the preseJlt local rates, or by the walei' tinct aloae. 
by establishing limiIar proportional rates from the ports, or by both sets of lines in 
conjunction. Moreover reductions caD be made in anyone of these three ways without 
corresponding reductions in the local rates applicable to and from the ports. In most 
cases only a alight reduction would be necessary to tip the balance again in mvol of 
the canal route." 

l11lhid.~ p. 442. 
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pressioDS are confined almost exclusively to the need of extending 
the Commission's jurisdiction to the competing water lines. The 
argument, as succincdy stated by Commissioner Woodlock, is as 
follows: "The canal was built with public money for the combined 
security and benefit of all the people of the United States. It is a new 
piece of transportation machinery which should be coordinated witb, 
and adjusted to, the existing railroad system of the country, so that 
the best results may be obtained from both. The public is entided to 
the fullest possible exploitation of the legitimate capacity of the canal 
for economical transport of freight by ships, between the two coasts. 
Whatever may be that capacity, it should be recognized, appraised, 
and expressed in the rates on water-borne traflic through the canal. 
These rates should be stable and public, and should be subject to the 
same regulatory authority as that which controls the rail rates; other
wise no coordination of rail and water will be possible. Only after 
prescription of a reasonable mi"imum rate tariff on water-borne 
traflic between the coasts will it be possible to measure the permanent 
effect of the canal upon the railroad structure, and to deal with the 
railroad rate structure intelligendy. To attempt to do so at present, 
with canal rates neither stable nor public, would be but to incur 
serious risk of wide disturbance in both rail and water rates with con
sequent unnecessary and uneconomic loss of revenue to all con
cerned. The first and most necessary step to a proper settlement of 
the matter is to place the canal rates under the regulative jurisdiction 
of this commission with a view to prescription of minimum coast-to
coast rates. In my judgment, the Congress should legislate to this 
effect at as early a date as possible."w 

111'.1. CommiaioDer Lewis', CDDCUrring opiDion is ..... more .... phatic, both in 
deocribiDg .... nil and in pointing the ranedy (pp. 441-442): "This ........ pbasiza 
........... .., of placing .... inW<oaSal ...... lioes under the lIII>O regulation as that 
1D which .............. tiDenlal nil lioes are aub~ They are here shown in di=t 
competition in and fi>r in ........ Iraflic. '[be declaration of eo.,..,.. is that both be 
msiDlIined in full 'figar. The nil lioes are pIaa:d at • ""'Y UDWr disadvantage. They 
are bold 1D rigid _ .. reqw....... ... 'l1tc:ir c:ompctitDn, some of which ba .. moot 
IfIIueat aIIiliationt, may ... 1D Ibe IUlt with cut n ... without hiDdnooe. There is 
ompIe __ a1IOrdcd by Ibe """'" befi>rc: as 1D m..c... that if Ibe niliasds wa1: 

_ted 1Ourth_ !eIid' ber.in prayed, c:ompetiti ........ curion, if DOt them-
001 ... mo>Cd 1D pIOIeCllbeir IDDIIago. wwld bend to Ibe demand of iDdustry or __ 
_ oenod. '[be n:sult wwld be that Ibe cut made by Ibe Iud carrion wwld be met 

aacllbe ... of tnlIic wwld be maiDlaiDcd as at posen .. '[be -.. carrion wwld 
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!3. OTHER TRANSPORTATION AGENCIES 

Under the original Act to Regulate Commerce the Commission's 
jurisdiction was confined to transportation wholly by rail or jointly 
by rail and water; the Hepburn Act of 1906 extended this jurisdiction 
to certain other transportation agencies. The common carriers sub
ject to control were made to embrace express companies, sleeping
car companies, and persons or corporations engaged in the transporta
tion of oil or other commodities, except water or gas, wholly by pipe 
line or partly by pipe line and partly by rail or water. Express com
panies and sleeping<ar companies render special services in connec
tion with railroad tra;'sportation. They are "contract carriers by rail." 
The performance of their functions is dependent upon the use of the 
plant, equipment, and operating organization of the railroads. These 
functions constitute an integral part of railroad transportation and 
are rendered by independent companies only through historical acci
dent. The extension of control to express companies and sleeping<ar 
companies, therefore, is but a means of placing the general scope of 
railroad regulation on a more comprehensive basis. Pipe lines, on the 
other hand, perform a distinct transportation service, and they have 
been developed primarily as adjuncts to the petroleum industry. They 
have come to supplant the railroad, for the most part, in the trans-

be hauling traffic to the ports for a million dollars lest~D at prescnt, the ea5tern car~ 
riers would be worse off: and the water carriers would also be weaker-all quite con· 
trary to the mandate that both land and water transport be maintained in full vigor. 
If the water lines should later lind it desirable to withdraw their cut rates. they would 
be quite free to do so. The rail lines, however, would be trapped. Their rates would 
be held to that low level to which they had been reduced to meet water competition, 
until the carrien were able to jwtify increases on the grounds of 'changed conditions 
other than the elimination of water competition'; and experience has demonstrated 
upward revision is most difficult to obtain. I WI to sec the justice of subjecting one 
interstate carrier to regulation and leaving the other to sail the seas free to scuttle both 
ilsclf and iu land competicor, or how there can ever be brought about an understand~ 
ing and solution of this conCest until both carriers are placed under one agency of 
regulation. Such would be a naNtal corollary of me mandacc of Congress that both 
forms of transportation be maintained in full vigor. The construction of the Panama 
Canal has crcaccd new and grave transponatioD problems which are becoming acute 
now that ships that were withdrawn from wa[Ct service during the war are returning 
to it and large industries arc putting ships into service for the transport of their own 
warcs. Justice to both systems of transport and, more particularly, to shippen and ICC· 

tions of country affi:ctcd require that proper relationships be established to the cod 
that both aysccms of transponation may properly develop. and that there may be 
equitable opportunity in the production and distribution of commodities. II 
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portation of crude oil from wells to refineries. The acquisition of a 
practical pipe-line monopoly by tbe Standard Oil Company, togetber 
witb tbe unfair metbods pursued by tbat corporation in order to 
maintain its monopolistic position,led to tbe inclusion of pipe lines 
among tbe carriers subject to tbe Commission's jurisdiction. Altbough 
tbe Commission was clotbed witb autbority, in general terms, over an 
additional transportation agency, tbe extension of jurisdiction was 
largely aimed against tbe abuses of monopolistic power in tbe petro
leum industry ratber tban against tbe free operation of pipe lines as 
such. By I906 tbe Commission possessed adequate power to remove 
tbe flagrant railroad discriminations of which tbe Standard Oil Com
pany had been one of tbe most notorious beneficiaries; tbe added con
trol over pipe lines was designed to eliminate anotber potent source 
of abuse which sprang from that company's dominant ownership of 
essential transportation facilities. But regardless of tbe diverse cir
cumstances responsible for tbe explicit inclusion of express com
panies, sleeping-car companies, and pipe lines among tbe carriers sub
ject to tbe Act, tbe jurisdictional scope of tbe Commission's autbority 
was very substantially broadened tbereby. It is necessary to analyze 
briefly, witb special reference to tbe nature and significance of tbe 
jurisdiction tbus conferred, tbe exertion of tbe Commission's powers 
over each of tbese types of carriers. 

Exprt:u Compa,,;t:s 

The service of providing expedited transport of small freight ren
dered by independent carriers known as express companies is a dis
tinctive American institution. The actual movement of tbe goods, 
except for tbe auxiliary pick-up and delivery operations, is performed 
hy tbe rail carriers, and in fureign countries tbe express service as 
such is generally performed by tbe railroads.uS In tbe Uuited States 
this service, almost from tbe beginning, has been fiarmed out to special 
business unitsj but tbe status of tbese units as common carriers, tbe 

1ll For the history of the Canadim ___ compaa;... which .... orgmiRd AI 

wboicIiarioo of the roiIMad corpora ....... see"_ R<porf 0/ BMN o/l&Iil.., Co_ 
MWioam'. 1911, pp. 240-311. Compare also the discmsicm of express Rnicz and 
n .... with .peciol ............. to Canadim policy mel pnttic:e, iD W. T. J-'" 
........... 0/ ~ (19)6). pp. 63~3. 
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magnitude of the interests embraced by them, the numerous public 
complaints as to their rates and practices, and the close relationship 
which they bear to the freight-transport functions of the railroads 
have served, in due course, to bring them within controlling reach of 
the federal regulatory processes.''' 

The Commission threw important light upon the status of express 
companies, and upon the statutory character of its powers of control, 
even before it was specifically authorized to regulate them. In the very 
first year of the Commission's existence the problem was raised as to 

its jurisdiction over express companies under the original Act to 
Regulate Commerce. no After careful deliberation the Commission 

lU In the first comprehensive investigation of express companies conducted by the 
Commission, resulting in one of the most sweepingly constructive detcrminatiolll in 
its entire history, Commissioner Lane said: "Last year, 1911, these ten carriers trans· 
ported over 300,000,000 packages. They operate over 218,013 miles of steam railway 
in this country, and extend their service over 18,385 miles of steamship and stage lines 
and 6,665 miles of electric lines. They paid to these rail and other carriers $69.730,895, 
and their own expenses, so &r as these can be asccrtaincd, arising out of their fUne
tions as express companies, were $64,305.590. These figures suggest the importance of 
the express company as an institution. It is, moreover, an American invention. No .. 
where else save on this continent does the express company as we know it exist. In 
other and smaller countries similar service is given by the railroads themselves; or the 
rail carrier, confining itself exclusively to transportation by rail, gives expedited service 
for small parcels, leaving the gathering and delivering of the packages to independent 
concerns generally known as forwarders. In the United States, however, the express 
company, which was originally created to care for the small-:packagc business of aD 

individual railroad line, has now become- an invaluable agency in the articulation of 
the railroad system. of the country for tile furnishiag of fast passage for unaU tmghL 
These carriers live by the grace of the" railroads, and their existence may be justified 
only to the extent that their service is more efficient and more reasonable than that 
which would be given by the railroads themselves." In re Bzprell lbIU" PrllCticel, 
Accounts. and ReVe1IlII!l. 24 I.C.C. 380, 384 (IS1l2). Similarly, at a much later date:, 
when the American Railway Express Company and the Southeastern Express Company 
came to be the sole express carriers· in the country, the Committee on Express and 
Other Contract: Carriers by Rail of the: National Association of Railroad and Utilities 
Commissioners said: ·'Now the express service is not a small nor inconsequential 
thing; the service performed by the.,two expreP companies in this country next to the 
post office is the nearest universal service in the nation. There arc 30,000 ellpresa 
offices, nearly 150,000 employees, operating over 250,000 miles of railroad and steam
ship lines, and the grOM revenue of the companies is about 11,000,000 per working 
day •••• The express pays approximately 50% more money to the Railroads than 
does the Post Office Department. .•. The express companicl were formed in 1838. 
only ten years after the first railroad was built in this country. and the JCtVice has 
grown along with the railroads until today more waybill. ore issued by the expreoo 
companiCi than by all the railroads in the United States combined. • . . No foreign 
country enjoys such a service; it is ErUly an exclusive Americao. institution." l'rrKud· 
i"K', 1924. pp. 452-453. 

111ln April. 1887, the Canadian Expreoo Company, whOle bwineu extended into 
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declined to assume jurisdiction over independent express companies, 
although it declared the express business, when conducted by rail 
carriers, to be fully subject to its authority."· The companies sought 
to find in the nature of their business a basis for exclusion from the 
provisions of the Act. The transportation of property, they argued, 
is not their sole activity. They collect debts, present and protest com
mercial paper, record instruments of tide, enter goods at custom
houses, and perform other functions which are clearly outside the 
commerce designed to be regulated. But the Commission, pointing 
to a similar diversification of activity among rail carriers, found no 
merit in this claim "that since the Act does not apply to all the busi
ness of express companies, it should not be taken as applicable to any 
of it."11f The statute confers jurisdiction over the transportation of 

the UnilOCl s ..... ov .. the Gnnd TruaIr. Railway. IUbmiu.d an inquiry U ID whether 
"".,... companies 1IIIOft subject ID the provisions of the loa. The Commission amwaod 
in the olfirmative, but declared that any eempany desiring ID con .... the ruling would 
be given an opportunity to do 110, TiIIee express companies filed their oc:hedul .. with 
the Commiuion. The remaining eempanies ...... notified to act in like manner or ID 
IUbmiI ........ fOr failure ID eemply. BrWi were thereupon filed and oral argumen .. 
made by ..nous eempanieo, on the basis of which the Commiuion finally J<aChed a 
fOrmal detamination. 111 Bzt>rm C ... ,.",us. I I.C.R. • ., 3'7. 448. 45'. 456 (1887) • 

.. 1111 Bzt>rm C ... ptm#I. I I.ell. 677 (1887). As to the ""pte" business .. such, 
the Commission lAid (po 682): ''In respect to some of the ex.,... eempanies there can 
be little, if any, doubt that they are fully subject ID the provisions of the Law. Wben 
a niInlad company ilOolf condIXU the pua:I tmIfic on its lim: by i .. ordinary trans
porIOtion ...a; or tIuougb an independent buteou organized fOr the putpose, or by 
means of a combination with other railrood eempanies in a joint amngement for the 
............. of thiI _led ex.,... business, it will Dot be serio .... y questioned but 
thai thiI branch of the tmIfic is subject to the Act to IteguIa .. Commera: .. fuUy as 
the ordinary lieigbt tralIic:." 

Uf IIM~ P. 680. The Commiuion oontinued (p. 681): ~ Act may very proP' 
erI, apply ID the duties of a common carrier in the traosponation of persons and 
property. while leaving other .enia: and business undertaken by the same eemmon 
curier unalI<c:oed by ill provisions. Tbus a leading railrood company is authorized to 
arty on the banking business, and does arty it on; othen are owners of n:aI _ ... 
which is 001<1. ..... IOCI and otherwise used and cIispoeed of .. a branch of their __ 
pore .. po ..... ; othen an: large deal ... in .... ; others own and arty .... either by 
I .... or diteedy. boa:I" pi ....... porb, ..... una ... <t<.; but it baa aever been euggee10d 
thai an, or all of these outside ....... ctions openlOCl in eny way to ..u...: the niInlad 
oompanies &om the provisiom of the Act to Itegula'" Commeroe, .. fir as the _ 
an: applicable to _ which the public is entided ID demand &om thooe who ......... 
the pooition of _ earrien of JIUIODlI"R and lieigbt; and in like III&IIIIer there 
is DO __ appuenr. in the cue of ....- ...... pan;... why the obIigatinns and Ie
IIrictioDa of the Act ohould _ be held eIIecti .. upon their bwinea, 10 fir u it is 
app1icabIe ~ arieing &om the mere W:t thai other business is 01 ...... by ....... 
ID which ...... provitinns an: inapplicable, or thai _ a fiuthe< _ !baD 
thai of ausponation is performed in ~ ID the anidcs canied. -
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property, and this jurisdiction cannot be nullified because of the ac
tivity of these carriers in business undertakings unrelated to freight 
transportation. Nor was the Commission influenced by the contention 
that the Act is a penal statute which must be strictly construed, and 
that because some of its requirements are manifestly inapplicable to 
express companies all of them must necessarily possess no validity as 
against these carriers. The Commission pronounced the statute 
"highly remedial in its purpose and scope,,,nB and it found its basic 
requirements-that charges must be reasonable, that unjust discrimi
nations and undue preferences are prohibited, that long-and-short
haul violations are unlawful, that schedules of rates must be Iiled and 
posted, that annual reports must be submitted-equally applicable, 
in their general character, to express companies and to railroad com
panies."· Both the desirability and the practicability of regulating 
the express service were amply recognized. Independently organized 
express companies were hdd to lie beyond the scope of the Commis
sion's jurisdiction, however, because they were not embraced among 
the carriers enumerated in the Act. Transportation "wholly by rail
road" or "partly by railroad and partly by water" does not describe 
with sullicient precision the modes of carriage employed by express 
companies. The nature and extent of the express business were well 
known to Congress. Failure explicitly to include express companies 
among the enumerated carriers may reasonably be construed as an 
intent to omit them from the scope of the Act. Moreover, the evils 
incident to the conduct of the express business were not among the 
considerations noted in the legislative investigations which preceded 

118 ''While this statute contains certain provisions for penalties, in the execution of 
which the courts will, DO doubt, follow the recognized canons of COQ5UUCbon, never
theless the Itature as a whole should be regarded as highly remedial in its purpox and 
scope. It wu clearly designed to secure to the public equal and impartial righu and 
privileges, and to put an end to ancient and well known abuses in the lUYices ren
dcn:d by common carrieR. Such. stature should be construed liberally-fairly. of 
course, but always with the object in view of reaching II closely u possible the end 
proposed by the legislative inrention. and making the beneficial .... u1t desired oper.
tive to its greatest available extenr." Ibid., p. 681. 

118 "There seem. to be DO good reason."' concluded the Commission, "'whyall these 
bcncfic:iaI requircmenu could not properly apply to the transportation of freight by 
express companic,; Dor is it claimed by them that these rules could not be properly 
enforced in respect to their bwinessj in filer. ir is generally claimed thar they arc already 
obtervcd. and if .uch be the case their ItawlOl'J' annunciation would be DO harcb.bip 
and would prctent no impropriety." Ibid. 
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the enactment of the statute; and the language of the Act, distinc
tivdy applicable to railroad transportation, was so framed as to be 
rather inapt if intended, in addition, to be relied upon in connection 
with the operations of express carriers. The requirement, for example, 
for the posting by a carrier of schedules of rates in force "upon its 
railroad," and the prohibition of agreements "for the pooling of 
freights of different and competing railroads" clearly did not con
template the activities and rdationships of independendy organized 
express companies. These companies acquire transportation rights 
by contract, but they neither own nor operate any railroad lines. The 
Commission declined to assume jurisdiction, then, because it deemed 
such sdf-denial, however restrictive from the standpoint of reaching 
the entire express traffic of the railroads, to be in accord with the de
clared legislative intent.'" This early determination is significant, 
apart from its historical interest, not alone because it analyzed, as a 
basis for future Congressional policy, the intimate relationship of the 
express business to the freight-carrying functions of the railroads, but 
because it first disclosed the admirably restrained view of the Com
mission, consistendy adhered to in numerous subsequent proceed
ings of varied character, that its jurisdiction is a stricdy statutory 
jurisdiction. 

With the amendment of 1!J06, the jurisdictional issue was largdy 
foreclosed. Express companies were specifically named among ~e 
carriers subject to the Act, and hence were brought within the Com
mission's jurisdiction to the same extent as though they had been in
cluded in the originailegisiation.lOll Their tariffi must be published 

uo UA .... ful eumination of the history one! the IIlJl8II08O of the As:t 1D Regula .. 
Commeroe has brought the Commission 1D the conclusion that the independent ...,.... 
ClQlDponieo Ole not included lInOIIg the CX>IIUDOD caniers declared 1D be subject 1D ito 
"",YiIioDs u they DOW ..... d. The act that • pan of the .. press business of the 
country is, .. abo .. shown, within the Act, while another aod a much luger pan of 
the ...... business iI Dot 10 described U 1D be embraa:d in the same ......... cIcarly 
pain .. out the aecessity of fUrther Iegislati .. ac:tion. Either the entire express business 
mould be Iell wholl, on ODe .. de or it should all be included." l~. P. 683. See also 
A ..... 1IIport. 1887. pp. 11-15. 

111 See A_ u,..11 Co. Y. u.s. 212 u.s. 522 ('909). 'The spccifio: queotioo 
at iIaue ...... ted by the ...... u lOllo ... (po 529)' "Does the in ....... ............,. 
law prohibit .. .,.... componieo &om giving m:e ...... ponation of penonaI packap 
II> theit _ one! emplo,.... one! II> the o8ia:n and emplo,... of other ...... porta
IioD ClQlDpaoics in excIw>ge fiIr ...... iIaued by the .. _ 1D the offioen one! emplo,... 
of the ...,.... ClQlDpaoicsl" 'The Court bold ..... the Act, in prohibiting deportun:o liom 
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and filed, their accounts must conform to those prescribed, and regu
lar and special reports of their traffic and financial operations must 
be submitted. While the Commission, in the beginning, made no at
tempt to formulate a comprehensive system of rates and regulations 
for the express business, it repeatedly asserted its authority over the 
level of express charges'22 and sought to adjust tariff relationships 
and service practices on an equitable basis.'" Upon complaint of in
dividuals, trade associations, commercial bodies, and governmental 
agencies, the Commission exercised its powers of control along the 
same general channels in which it was seeking to restrain the railroad 
carriers. 

The sweep of the Commission's jurisdiction over express com
panies is limited only by the general scope of the Act, by the specific 
exemptions of particular sections, and by the language of special pro
visions. The scope of the Act, for example, whether applied to rail
roads, express companies, or other carriers, does not extend to the 
award of damages by the Commission for breach of contract in the 
performance of the transportation function. The grant of repara-

the published tariffi, does not permit the free express carriage of good. under ouch 
conditioD., the exceptions enumerated in the proviso to lCCtion I being expressly limited 
to the carriage of puoengers. In cooformity with this decision, and despite the further 
proviso of the 15110 amendment authorizing the usc of ufranks:' or their interchange, 
by the officers and employees of telegraph, telephone. and cable lines, the CoIlllDissio-Dt 
by Conference Ruling 513 of July '0, 1917, held that express compsnies may not carry 
property either for their own officers and employees or for the officers and employees of 
other carrier. except at their legally published fltes. This ruling .... formally aJIirmed 
by the Comml .. ion in Legality of EZfJl'<I1 P,."k" 50 I.e.e. 599 (1918),69 Le.e. 6'7 
(1922). Upon the main issue of the applicability of the Act to exprelS compani<!, even 
though organized as joint stock associations and despite the faa that they are DOl 
specifically mentioned in the penalty provisions, ICe also U"iktl StIlIel v. Adams 
Exp,.,t Co .. "9 U.S. 381 (1913). 

112 See, for example, SOt:i~ty Ammelltl Flotisu v. u.s. E%I"~/I Co .• 12 I.CaR. 120 

(1907); Ki.del Y. Ada ... Ez/,,'" Co., 13 I.C.e. 475 (1908); kynoJdl Y. South ..... 
Express Co., 13 I.C.C. 536 (lg08); Sanford v. Western Express Co •• 16 I.c.e. 3~ 
(Igog); Matieop. County CommnYial Club v. Wells FlITgo " Co., 16 I.C.C. 18a 
(Igog); Boise Commemai Club v. Adams Express Co., 11 I.c.e. 115 (1909)j Arixtma 
RIlitw"y Commission v. Wells F.go & Co .• 20 I,C.C. 571 (1911); Bridgemdtl·RluseU 
Co. v. Creal Northern Express Co .• 22 t.C.C. 513 (1912). 

128 See, for example, Phillipt Y. New York & Bo"',. D"patd EZfJ,.,1 Co., 15 I.C.e. 
631 (1909); California Comm.mal AIID. Y. Weill Pargo 6- Co., 16 I.e.C. 458 (1909); 
SlTtJlUl v. ilmmctm Express Co., ]9 I.C.C. 112 (1910); Douglas Shoe Co. v. A.dafIU 
Express Co., ]9 I.C.C. 539 (1910); Millinery Jobbers A,IO. v. Amt1'ktm Ezpresl Co .• 
20 I.C.C. 498 (1911); California Commercitd AlSO. v. Wellt FtII'go 6- Co., 21 I.C.C. 
300 (1911). 
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tion, because of the imposition of unreasonable or discriminatory 
charges, arises from violations of the Act and is incidental to the exer-. 
cise of the Commission's powers of rate regulation; but a shipper 
may suffer loss or damage because of the negligence of the carrier or 
its breach of the transport agreement, without infringement upon 
the provisions of the Act and without rigbt to invoke the authority 
of the Commission.lJ4 Such limitations upon the Commission's ju
risdiction are not grounded in any special stipulations of the Act and 
are not distinctively applicable to express companies. 

But the statute itself, explicidy or by implication, excludes express 
companies from the incidence of some of its important provisions. 
The 1920 legislation, it will be recalled, added to the Act two new 
sections of far-reaching significancc-section ISa, enunciating a rule 
of rate-making and providing for the recapture of excess earnings,'" 
and section :aoa, endowing the Commission with authority to regu
late the issuance of securities.126 Neither of these sections is applicable 
to express ~panies. These carriers arc explicidy excluded from the 
operation of the rule of rate-making and the recapture clause;12'l and 

... Acconlingly, the duty to make oafe and prompt cIdi...-y or goods being a 
common·law duty enforceable in the courtl, the Commission has declined to enter-
IIIin • complaint for n:co...-y or damagos 1IISbined through ail ... or an expr= com· 
pony to cIeIi_ a obipment promptly at a deagnat<d unloading .... tion. ''1t .... DOt 
in .... ded by the Congtao that the Commission mould IUppiant and tab the pIac:e or 
the .. "'" with ... pect to that Iarg<: dass or complain .. that may arise out or the 
ail ... or carrion ID cony out their CODtracIS or transportation promptly and oafdy, 
and properly to perform their dutiet os commoo carriers in the handling or obip
men .. entnUt<d to them for carriage from one point to another. It£ to all such daims 
••• the Commission is. without authority to afford. ra:lress." Blflme • Co. v. Wt:lU 
F.-go It Co. '5 I.C.C. 53, 54 (1909). The Commission cliffi:tentiat<d hetw<:en such 
damage daims and potitiona for teparatioo which ,pring from >ioI.tiona of the AI:t. 
"It is • >ioI.tioo or the proorisionl of the act for • common carriet to dentand and 
00II«1 an unIawIW 01 cliocriminatory tote, and of complain .. huod on such -rioIations 
the Commission has tWl juriodic:tioo and may alIOnI ted...o by ~g_ 
..... to go ..... fUtwe obipmen .. and awudiDg teparation with ""pect to put obip
ments. The Commission may aim requite carrion to desiJt &om wdawIW .,..wenc.. 
and othetwiao tegulate the ratel and pncti«s of carriers; hut with IeSpect to the per
fotmanee by carriers for the obipping publiI: of their general dutiet os commoo euriera 
other than m- ........ by the act, the Commission is wholly without authority. 
IIteacheo of duty in that nspect. sw:h .. the 1_ of or damage to popcrty in traDsir, 
the au ... to make cldioay oafeIy and with _ cJespat<h in _ with the 
OODtract, expr= or impliecl. which • carriet 00_ into when _pting • ohipment 
for euriage. ate mRlterI that ate IOIdy within the jwiIcIiction cl the courts" (p. 55). 

lO. See Part .. pp. :ao~I6. .. a See Part J, pp. 189"195 • 
... See. lsa. pat. (I). 
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the regulation of security issues is confined to carriers "by rail
road."'28 The new policies embraced in these enactments were in
duced by the exigencies of the developing railroad situation-pri
marily by the growing impairment of railroad credit-and hence were 
restricted to railroad carriers. 

Similarly, the language of other provisions of the Act has been so 
construed as to render inapplicable to express companies duties and 
privileges that are clearly operative in the case of railroads. It is made 
the duty of "every carrier by railroad" to furnish safe and adequate 
car service, and the Commission is empowered to require such carriers 
to provide themselves with facilities for such car service."· The Com
mission has held, however, that an express company is not a "carrier 
by railroad," and consequently it has declared itself without authority 
to require express companies to provide necessary refrigerator equip
ment.l8O In like manner, through construction of the term "carrier 
by railroad," express companies have been denied the protection of 

'2. Sec. 20a, par. (I). 12. Sec. I. par •• (II) and ( .. ). 
lao Oyler & Son v. American Ry. EZpr~11 Co .• 83 I.C.C. 160, 162 (1923). In YuletUI 

Coal & Mining Co • •• 1. C. R. R. Co., 33 I.C.C. 52 ('915), me Commission held mat 
the Act as then existing empowered it to require carriers to furnish all necessary equip~ 
ment upon reasonable request. In accordance with this ruling, the Commission. in 
Pen,uylvaniA Paraffi"e Works v. P. R. R. Co., 34 I.C.C. 179 (1915), ordered the de~ 
fendant railroad to furnish a sufficient number of tank cars for the shipment of petro· 
leum products. The validity of this order was judicially tested, and in United SUkI v. 
Pmnsylfltm;1I R. R. Co., 242 U.S. 208 (1916), the Supreme Court decided that no 
power resided in the Commission to order the acquisition of facilitie .. On the basis of 
this decision. the Commission held. in R. R. Commissioners of Florid" v. So",hern 
Express Co., 44 I.C.C. 645 (1917), that it was without authority, in the absence of 
discrimination, to order carriers to acquirc refrigerator cars for usc in cxprcS$ ICtvice. 
Thc defendants in this proceeding werc express companies, but the issue, as in all the 
prior proceedings, was as to the existence of any such power over lUVice rather than 
as to its applicability to particular types of carriers. By section I, paragraph (21), u 
amended by thc Transportation Act, the Commission was finally clothed with power 
to order the acquisition of fiLcilities, but this power was expressly confined to carriers 
"by railroad." In the principal case, therefore (Oyler it Son v. American Ry. Express 
Co., supra), the Commiuion's holding was based upon want of jurisdiction over ex· 
press companies in this regard. Thc Commission said (p. 162): "In R. R. Commis. 
sioners of Florid. v. SO"'"",, Express Co., . . . we found that we were without 
authority to require the carrien to acquire refrigerator cars for use in express service. 
Although the law has been changed since that decision, the provision of the inte:rJtate 
commerc:c act under which we may require common carriers to equip themselves wilh 
adequate facilities for performing their car service applicl only to common carrien by 
,ailroad. In the instant proceeding the express company ill the IDle defendanL In 
So","easIeNJ Ezprell Co. v. America Ry. Ezpnll Co., 18 LC.e. 126, 129. in con .. 
Itruing another section of the act we held that the exprea company ill Dot a carrier 
by railroad. We reach the same conclusion here." 
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the Act against being compelled to short-haul themselves. The Com
mission is empowered to establish through routes and joint rates, 
"applicable to the transportation of passengers or property."1.1 This 
authority, as thus broadly conferred, has been construed to include 
express traffic and to embrace express carriers. 188 But the prohibition 
against compulsory short-hauling, as a limitation upon the Commis
sion's power, is specifically inlposed only with respect to any "carrier 
by railroad,"188 The Commission, relying upon the authority of the 
Supreme Court as well as upon its own independent conclusion that 
express companies, though possessing contractual rights for' shipping 
goods over railroads, are not carriers by railroad, has found the limi
tation against short-hauling upon its power of establishing through 
routes to be inapplicable to express companies.1" This holding has 
been fully sustained by the courts, on the basis both of principle and 
precedent.181 

111 Sec. IS, pot. (3). 
III SO"""",,", Upnll Co. v. Amm-, Ry. Ex"." Co .. 78 I.C.C. 126, 129 

(1923). 
111 Section 'S, paragraph (4), cIiJects theCommissiOD, in _blishing through ro","" 

not to require Ilany carrier by railroad, without its consent. to embrace in such route 
oubotaDtially I .. than the enWe length of ill railroad IUld of any in .... medi.te railroad 
operated. i.o. conjuncti.on aDd under • common management or control therewith, which 
Iica be ....... the termini of auch propooed through route, unless auch inclusion of lines 
would make the through route unreuonably loog as compored with another practi
cable through IOUte which could otherwiJe be established." This limitatioD against 
abort-hauling is not applicable, even in the c:aae of raiIroacb, "where ODe of the car
riers is • water line." See IlOU: 7. ,."... 

I .. SO""""""' Upnll Co. v. Amerinm Ry. Upnu Co., 78 I.C.C. 126, 130 
(1923)' "The expre .. complUly does not own or operate lines of railroad. In its busi
.... the .. pan .. lines of oath railroad are Dot ohsene<l, but by _tract the express 
complUly opera ... as. unit over the lines of the various companies. SectioD 15(.) by 
ill ruml..r.n 10 'corrien by niIroad,' aod does DOt include expresa companies." The 
Coaunissioo ret<rred with approYli 10 the d<cisioo of the Supreroe Court in Wells 
1'",., ... Co. v. Toy/or, 25. U.s. 175 (19ao), in which the rum "carrier by niIroad,. 
as uoed in the Employen' Liability Act of April ... 1908 b5 Stat. 65). was held DOt 

10 include up"'" companies. The Court had aid (pp. 187"'188): -m our opinioD the 
warda ~OD. carrier by railroad' • • • mc:u ODe who operates a railroad u • means 
of carrying fOr the public,-tbat is 10 .. y •• railroad complUlJ acting as • CXIIIIIIlOIl 

earrier. This view DOt anly is in acx:ord with the ordinary aaeptation of the worcb, 
but ia enforoed by the meotion of ..... eogines, ttack, roadbed aod other property per
WIling 10 • going railroad • • • aod by the &.ct that similar words in the original 
_ .. eo...- Act had beeo CXJDSUUed .. including corrien operating railroada 
but _ up"'" """panics doing husinoss as here abo ........ Amoog the cilations ret<rred 
II> by the Oowt was the Commission .. decisioD in 1/1 Upn# eo .. ,...... I I.C.lI. 6n 
(1887). See pp. 60-630..,... 

... VroiIrJ _ v. A_ Ry. EzI. eo.. .65 U.s. 425 (1924). 1U11ia: IIn.ncIeD, 
apookiDa fOr • unanimoua Court, ,.......m -1 wn:igbty CODsidenIiona in IUpport 
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But these restrictions, and others of similar character, create no seri
ous impairment of the Commission's general jurisdiction over ex
press companies. Because the Interstate Commerce Act in its present 
form is the outcome of a long series of legislative enactments rather 
than a single unified statute, because the railroads, as from the begin
ning, constitute the primary transportation agencies subject to its 
provisions, and because there are distinctive differences between types 
of carriers which prevent some of the stipulations of the statute from 
being equally applicable to all of them, the Commission's jurisdiction 
over express companies does not embrace every power conferred by 
the Act in its entirety. The basic aim of the regulatory scheme, how-

of the conclusion that an express company is not a carrier by railroad and that the 
limitation with respect to 5hort~hauling is not operative in the case of express com .. 
panie •• He said (pp. 431-434): "An expre .. company has no railroad. It is served by 
many railroads, as it is served by water lines, by motor trud" and by horses and 
wagons. Moreover, the language of paragraph 4 prescribes aptly a single railroad sys
tem, but not a system of express routes extending over many separate railroad sys
tems. Practically every express company has had, as the American has now, rouret 
over many separate railroad systems. However numerow the railroads used. all the 
routes are parts of a single expre5$ system. If an express company is a 'carrier by rail
road: -the entire length of its railroad' must, as the American argues, be construed to 
mean the entire length of all the lines of the railroads within the United States over 
which it has routes. Such a construction would, if adopted, tend to give permanency 
to an existing monopoly although it tailed to give adequate service. For it would 
deprive the Commission of power to foster the competition found nec.cssary to secure 
such service. There is nothing in Transportation Act:. 1920, which evinces an inten~ 
cion on the part of Congress to accomplish such a pwpose. The natural meaning of 
the term 'canier by railroad' is one who operatcs a railroad, not one whose ship-
ments arc carried by a railroad. The term is not found in the original Act to Regu~ 
late Commerce which was applicable only to carriers 'engaged in the transportation 
of pa .. engers or property wholly by railroad, or paniy by railroad and paniy by 
water." When the amendment of 1906 exteoded the Commission's jurisdiction to ex~ 
press companies, Ilccping car companies and pipe lines. and that of IglO extended its 
jurisdiction to telegraph. telephone and cable companies, occasion for diJferc.ntiating 
bctwecn carrico arose; as some of the provisions of the Aa to llegulate Commerce 
were obviously Dot applicable 10 all the cl ..... of carrion which had been made .ub
ject to regulation. But to what CXlellt iu provisiom should be applied to any class was 
left. by those amendments, largely to construction. In Transportatioo Act, Ig20, the 
phrase 'carrier by railroad' IeCII1S to have been Iystematically employed to designate 
sections of the Interstate Commeree Acc which apply only 10 earrien operating rail
roads. The term was introduced by it in paragraph 4 in place of the word 'company' 
which had been used in the amendment of IgIO. The purpose of the substitution was 
to make it dearer that the prohibition against compelling a carrier to shon·haul its 
trallic was limited 10 railroaru. The same phrase had been adopted in the Federal 
Employers' Liability Act. • • • AI used in that Act, it .... held • • • DOt 10 include 
independent expresa companies doing bUliness over nilroacb. In Section 15(4) of 
TramportatioD Act. Ig20, it should be given the same meaning." (The illuminating 
fOO!DOteI of the learned /wtice are omitted.) 
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ever, as applied to all carriers, is to further the maintenance of reason
able and non-discriminatory rates and practices. For the attainment 
of this end, with reference to the express service, the Commission 
possesses ample authority. 

The broad scope and complete adequacy of this jurisdiction were 
clearly establisbed in the first comprehensive investigation of express 
companies conducted by the Commission.1" All of the thirteen ex
press companies then operating in the United States were made 
parties to the proceeding, and their problems were dealt with as gen
eral problems of the express service, on a national basis.1ST The Com
mission's inquiry was exhaustive, 188 and it deemed it necessary, in its 

1111" ,., Erprell RIlles, PrtIeIi«s, A.«OlInu, _ RellmfU!I, 24 LC.C. 380 (1912), 
08I.C.C. '3' ('9'3) • 

• 1I1a the fin1: of its .. polIS (04 I.C.C. 380). the Commission explaia<d the duust 
of its undertaking u COUOWl (pp. 38?-388): "A survey of the explO11 situation in this 
a>WIlrJ has brought UI II> the concluainn that then: is but ODe »IOpa' view II> lake of 
the ma_. The act II> regula ... ."...",.,.. now impoac:s upon all of the railroad car
rien the obligation II> make through rou .... and to furnish »IOpa' lacili .... Cor tht 
tnmportstion of freight. This rule appliel II> parce1s U II> carloads. The act also by 
name """'gnizeI the .. .,.... company u • carrier aubject II> our juriIdicIion. We must 
thtIOf ... ..gaM thcoe gI<01 Corwarding companiea u agenciel .... ~ by tht railroacb 
and ...:ogoizecl by law Cor tht eonduct of a eertsin kind of &.:ight business, to whieh 
th ... 1genciel ha ... added • ..moe that is dininc:tive and peeuliarly their own. The 
tnlIic whieh thty move should low with the greatest possible eelerity between all par
IionJ of our eounlrJ. and wha ...... artificial barriers have been nised by the existonoe 
of oepara ..... .,.... companiea should be broken down and tht II .... made or pnctiao 
IOIl0wed should aci.ther .... upon tht lOundation of a railroad', pIOf=- nor of an 
.. .,.... company', opportunity. Our sole c:onc:em. th...r...., has been II> disco .... in 
what .. gan! tht .. .,.... eompaniea as existing wen: delinquent in rendering tht aerviee 
whieh theJ purpol"'d II> give, or whieh should be given under IOUOBIble, just, and 
IIOIlcliscrimiDatory ....... and II> disco_ what ..medy eould be applied under this law." 

.1I1a an Appendiz II> its original .. port (24 I.C.c., .. pp. 43,-.s25). tht Com
mission preoenlS an analysis and ........... t of tht 0I0IO important &ell and figure> 
gatbclOd in tht eo""" of tht in.estigation. Ia tht opinion ilSel, Commissioner Lane 
IIlD>IIIIriz<cI the ehara1a:r of the evidenee u 10110 ... (j6Ul~ pp. 383-384): "ThelOeord 
in this ma_ has been 10 .....u ... II to fOrbid • review of tht many '1uestioos in
oolwd and the ehara1a:r of the inquiry inaoduced. It may be said in genem1. how
..... that we ha", gi .... eonsideration to tht fiDancial alIiUrs of thcoe companiea; the 
ehara1a:r of their orgaeizalionJ; tht relationship whieh they ... joy with the raiIroado; 
tht ....... and uature of the »IOperty wbic:h they own; the ehara1a:r of their aerviee; 
the buD of their n ... IJ'S'"IIU; the .... of their operaticms; the ......- in whieh 
their ntes II< .. ~; the rdation of the oenia: wbic:h theJ gi .. II> __ dod by 
the railroacb in the ~ of &.ighI by freight mini; the rdationship between the 
n .... -"1ished in diffi:rent oeaioDS of the eounlrJ fOr the ...... oenia: by tJqftSS; 
the similari .... and disoimiIarilies obesining as between the .. .,.... oeniee in the 
Uai~ _ and similar _ in IOIOip ............. IDg<Iber with • comparison of 
the n .... in IOIOip eounlrieo with oboae ez1mded in this 0>UDtI'f; and other '1_ 
anaIoa<- or ~ II> thae.. 
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findings, "not only to criticize and correct existing rules and rates, 
but to build from the very bottom by outlining a national system of 
stating rates, a rational classification of express freight, and to enter 
into the minutiae of the billing, routing, and other details."'·· The 
Commission's action was more sweeping and more boldly forward
looking than any it has ever taken in the railway field, and yet it met 
with the ready acceptance of the carriers and encountered no obsta
cles through judicial interference. It not only accomplished a com
plete overhauling of express charges and practice_"a revolution and 
renovation in the methods and rates of express companies"'40-but 
it disclosed the possibilities of constructive action which inhere in 
its jurisdiction over other carriers.'" None the less, the Commission's 
assertion of authority was grounded in no mere theoretical analysis 
and resulted in no mere formulation of abstract principles. The evils 
disclosed by the record were so fundamental that a radical recasting 
of the entire system of rates and practices of express companies was 
inevitable;'" and the Commission, while making every effort 
through painstaking inquiry and prolonged conference with the car
riers to secure agreement upon all important aspects of the revision of 
policy and practice, did not shrink from exercising its mandatory 
power for the establishment, in elaborate detail, of the new system of 
charges and regulations."· 

The comprehensive character and far-reaching significance of the 
Commission's determination will appear from a summary survey of 
the chief causes of complaint. and of the nature of the principal 
remedies prescribed. Both the difficulties encountered by shippers 

118 Ibid .• p. 389. 1060 A.nnual kport, 1913, p. 3. 

UI The Commission's own characterization of its decision is funy justified. '-nus 
is probably the most important lingle piece of work ever done by the Commission., 
and is an illustration of the kind of constructive work by which this body can be of 
most assistance, both to the shipping public and to the carrien." Ibid. 

IU In concluding its original report (24 I.C.C. 380), the Commission said (at 
p. 432): "The test of the express company as a public utility is at hand. Certainly it 
is DOt deniable that the express company has to no sligbt degree lost the confidence 
of the people it serves and i, regarded DOW as only upon probation. To help it to a 
greater degree of usefulncu and to presccvc it as a public agency we have conducted 
this inquiry, reaching as it has down to the most elemental praaices of the c.ar~ 

riers and broadening into a sea of infinite detail. . . . The great mau of criticism 
went to the hean of real ddinquencies in the service given or the rules 01' rates of the 
c:arricrs • ••• " 

UI See the Commission', ,upplemental report. 28 I.C.C. 131 (1913). 



EXPRESS COMPANIES " and the relief provided by the Commission, though embracing al
most every aspect of the express business, were concerned, essentially, 
with the service practices of the carriers, with their rules governing 
the classification of express matter, with their methods of rate mak
ing and the level of charges. The Commission grouped the com
plaints which served as the basis of its findings and order into a num
ber of distinct classes. A mere indication of their general tenor will 
disclose sufficiendy the sweeping character of the attack upon the 
prevailing conduct of the express =vice and the consequent neces
sity for drastic action. There was testimony from all sections of the 
country of the double collection of lawful charges. There were 
numerous departures from the legal rates, by way both of overcharges 
and undercharges, resulting largely from erroneous interpretation of 
rate schedules and effecting, though often unintentionally, seri
ous discriminations between shippers. The companies frequendy neg
lected or refused to deliver shipments outside of arbitrarily estab
lished "free delivery limits," neither consignor nor consignee having 
any previous notice or information concerning the territorial bounds 
to which this privilege was applicable. Though "expedition is the very 
soul of the express business," shipments were often sent by round
about routes, as a means of lengthening the haul of the receiving 
carrier, thereby causing delay in delivery and involving the imposi
tion of excessive charges. The rights of shippers under the transpor
tation contract were unduly curtailed and their recognition unneces
sarily delayed. Express receipts, for example, were alleged to contain 
improper limiting conditions and to discourage the presentation of 
claims for loss or damage of goods in transit; and there were thousands 
of complaints of indefensible delay in the setdement of such claims, 
and even, though less frequendy, in the return of C.OD. collections 
to consignors of express shipments. The more important of these 
difliculties-particularly those involving inequalities in the burden 
of charges-sprang largely from the complexities of the elassification 
and rate structure. The classification practices of the express com
panies, the outgrowth of early competitive conditions which had been 
crystallized into vested rights for special interests, were so confusing 
as to conceal numerous discriminations and to mystiJ}r the ordinary 
shipper. Similarly, the methods of stating rates were so complicated 
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and obscure "that neither shippers nor expressmen know the express 
rates of the country, nor can experts be certain that the rates they 
quote are certainly the lawful rates, so many are the conflicting rules, 
routes, and scales."!" Finally, there was widespread complaint 
against the absolute and relative adjustment of charges even as pub
lished---<lgainst the unreasonableness of the rates in themselves, espe
cially upon small packages, and against their discriminatory effect as 
between localities. In the light of such a record, involving the entire 
express business of the United States, there was ample occasion for 
the full exercise of the Commission's jurisdiction over express com
panies; and the Commission utilized the occasion to institute a com
plete revision of policy and a highly constructive experiment in rate 
making. 

The Commission's requirements were designed to meet all of the 
significant evils disclosed in the record, and hence touched upon the 
more important express practices as well as upon the problem of ex
press charges. The rules and regulations prescribed, with a view to 
simplification of methods and the removal of unjust burdens from 
the shipper, are largely technical in character and need not be elabo
rated here. It is sufficient to note that the Commission's order, in 
effecting a drastic reformation of the entire express service, not only 
established schedules of rates and a new system of rate making but 
asserted authority over numerous details of management. A few 
specific illustrations will reflect the general nature of the Commis
sion's action with regard to express practices. As a means of bringing 
certainty and uniformity of treatment for express traffic, and as a 
necessary instrument for the revised rate-making processes, the pub
lication of a directory of express stations was ordered, fixing the 
locations according to "block numbers" as described by the Commis-

14:' 24 I.C.Co) at p. 413. The Commission continued: '"There are some thirty-five 
thousand eJl:pIC5S stations in the United States. To ICparately state the taleS from each 
one of these stations to each of the others requires the statement of over 600,000,000 

ralel. The ordinary .. p ..... ageot it I",t in the attempt to find • ra ... With files of all 
the tariffi of all the express companies at their command, the rate decb of this Com· 
missioo find it dillicult and uncertain work to find the lowest legal ratea applicable to 
shipmen" moving between two points, particularly wbeo then: are many possible 
routu and transfer points via which the company may move. It it amall wonder, there
fore, that 10 many oven:harges and underebarges resulL The I .. of time. 1_ of 
.. venue, and lack of dlicieoey resulting from tbi. system of ratea are ioeaIculable:· 
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sion. The carriers were also required joindy to publish and file a 
statement defining prccisc1y the limits of pick-up and delivery service 
accorded at local stations, so that arbitrary variations in terminal 
privileges might be openly oudawed. In order to prevent illegal over
charges and double collections, a uniform system of billing was pre
scribed, including instructions for the attachment of waybills and 
labcls, the contents and even the colors of which were determined by 
the Commission. To remove the misleading terms and unduly re
strictive conditions of the transpolitation agreement that had caused 
dissatisfaction among shippers, the carriers were ordered to discon
tinue the usc of the prevailing express receipt and to substitute there
for a form of document newly prescribed. Most significant from the 
standpoint of service, and exercising an indirect influence upon the 
level of charges, was the requirement designed to remove the delays 
and burdens of circuitous routing of shipments. The carriers were 
directed to establish, publisb. and file joint through routes, "reaching 
all cities and towns accessible to each other by the shortest route meas
ured in time," and to accord to consignors the right to designate the 
routes by which specific shipments shall move. Onerous rules and 
archaic practices were thus climinated. The Commission so modified 
the customary methods of the companies as to adjust the conduct of 
the express service (essentially a freight service by passenger train 
with supplementary terminal operations and intermediate care ren
dered by independent forwarders) to the dominant interests of the 
shipping public. 

But the most constructive and enduring of the Commission's de
terminations were concerned with the problem of rates. As an indis
pensable basis for the new rate policy, it was necessary to remove the 
confusion and maladjustments of the traditional express classifica
tion. Aecordingly, the Commission established but two classes of 
traffic for purposes of rating-gcncra1 merchandise, and foods and 
beverages. The merchandise rate--the standard first~ char~ 
was to be the only hase rate. All other rates were to be quoted as 
some multiple or fraction of this rate. The second~ rate, appli
cable to articles of food and drink-the one great class of exceptions 
specifically recognized-was to be no higher than 75 per cent of the 
merchandise rate. In addition, the carriers were authorized, as a 
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means of meeting traffic needs and developing industry, to make 
lower rates by special commodity tariffi, but these rates were to be 
based "on conditions of service" and were likewise to be stated as 
percentages of the merchandise scale. In this way the classification of 
express matter was simplified and the hidden sources of discrimina
tion removed. With the new classification as a starting-point, the 
Commission completely overhauled the methods of stating rates. Its 
goal was the achievement of simplicity-so that "one who is not an 
expert in the reading of tariffs may know what rate he should be 
charged"-as a foundation for the building of an equitable rate 
structure. The United States was divided into 950 blocks, each formed 
by one degree of latitude and longitude. The blocks were numbered 
consecutively in series, and rates were thereafter to be stated as ap
plying from block to block (all stations within each block to be 
grouped as common points) instead of from point to point.H ' The 
number of possible rates for the country as a whole was thereby re
duced from over 600,000,000 to less than 345,000. In order further to 
restrict the volume of rates to be handled by each local agent, the car
riers were required to publish separate and distinct tariffs to apply 
from each block to all other blocks.lOS Moreover, standard rate scales 
were established for packages weighing from one to one hundred 
pounds and the number of the applicable scale indicated for carriage 

1415 For the purpose of stating shon~haul rates between nearby poinu, each block 
was further divided into sub-blocks or squares. UWe recognize that such I system of 
m.tiog rates between blocks will Dot be equitable as between points situated near to 
each other in adjoining blocks. For this purpose we havc devised a method of stating 
rates between points in adjoining blocks. . • . Each one of these large blocks in turD 

is subdivided into .6 smaller blocks which are called su()'blocks or squares. This is 
done so that points ncar each other within adjoining blocks shall DOt bear the full 
measure of the rates between the two most distant points in those blocks. Rates are 
ltated fiom each of these sub-blocb to each of the sub-blocks within a radius of two 
blocks, or approximately 100 miles:" :14 I.C.C., at pp. 41?-418. See also Appendix, 
pp. 528. 532-533. 536-""541. 

148 "There being 120 blocks in which there are DO railroads or expreu mUons. the 
total Dumber of blocks betwccn which rates are to be made are 830. It is manirestly 
unnecessary that the rates between all blocks .hall be published in one tariJf and in the 
hands of each express agent. It is sufficient that the expreJl agent at every station shall 
know what rates apply between his block and each ODe of the other blocks. There 
being but 830 blocks. a single sheet of paper will give reference to every block nwn
ber in the Uoired Stare •• and alongside of this block number will be published the 
number of the lCale of rate. applying betwccn the block of origin and the block of 
destination." Ibid .. p. 414. 
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from each block to every other block, so that finding a specific charge 
was rendered a matter of ready and precise determination. By noting 
the scale number applicable from block of origin to block of destina
tion and referring to the rates provided in that scale for packages of 
varying weights, the prescribed charge for the particular shipment 
was definitely ascertainable. "A single sheet, stating the block num
bers and the scale rates applicable thereto, together with the regular 
printed set of scales, will furnish all the rates between all the points in 
the United States •••• "1<1 

This new method of stating rates was but the foundation, however, 
for prescribing rate schedules. The existing system of express rates 
had been attacked as unreasonably high and unjustly discriminatory. 
The Commission found the indictment to be sustained. "The stand· 
ard merchandise rates," said the Commission, "have been found to be 
discriminatory as between localities and unreasonable in themselves 
with respect to the points dealt with in our order. They have been 
the product of an unregulated growth, in which certain of the larger . 
cities have gained an undue advantage and preference. A burden that 
is excessive and unjustifiable has rested upon the packages of smaller 
weight which the express carrier was especially created to transport • 

• " lbil •• P. 4'7. By way of conaeto mustratioD. the Commission clescribcd u fol
lows the prooeasea inwlved in deterntining an express charge on a particular obip
ment: ··At Ibe head of the toriIf sheet will appear the number of the initial block. 
Assume !hat this iI bloclr. No. 952 in whith iI the City of New York. Below will he 
published the Dumben of all the other blocb, and opposi .. oath bloclr. Dumber wm he 
the ocole of n ... applicable between Bloclr. No. 952 and oath of the other bloclr.a in 
Ibe country. A obipper. then, wi.ohing II> know the ra .. on a ,o-pound package from 
New York II> San ~ would 6nt turD II> San Franc:iIco in Ibe Direaory of Sta
tiona and IiDd the Dumber of the bloclr. in whith San Franc:iIco illoca1<d (No. 1203). 
Turning. Iben, II> the single-sheet toriIf whith shOWI the ra .. hetween Bloclr. No. 952 
and all olber bloclr.a in the country. he would lind Bloclr. '203. and opposiao .203 would 
he the ocole Dumber applicable II> packages of all sites up II> ,oa pounds he ...... New 
York and San Frana- Scale '98. let UI assume, iI the ocole applicable between these 
pain ... Then by looking at this ocole he would lind !hat thc .... upon a ,o.pound 
package. New York II> San Frana- wu $, .... This would he thc ra .. by all ........ 
by all express <X>I1Ipan;... It would he the .... from all ... tiona wishin thc Bloclr. No. 
9'2. It would he she .... II> all ... tiona in Bloclr. No. 1203- The .... might he made 
II> thange by she canien shemsel .... or tbzough thc orders of this Commiaion, but 
thc bloclr. number would not ehange. The only toriIf shot it would he DC<CIIarJ II> 
ftprint would he Ibat .. hith ... 1<d she ocole number applying between thc two blocb, 
lOr wilb the thange in a .... a new ocole number would he ouhstituted. Thus there 
would he a perIDaDOOt bui.s eatabIished lOr atating n ... from .. hith it would he BD
-.y II> clevia .. ao long os thc bloclr. .,....,. itself _ adbered ...... 
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The railroad company in 'wming out' this branch of its service upon 
a percentage contract basis has created an inevitable tendency to in
crease pared rates. There has been no uniformity in the application 
of any system or basis or scale of rates with reference to points 
similarly situated even within the same territory, and no reasonable 
rdation is suggested in the rates fixed between the service given by 
the railroad in the carriage of a parcel and that given by the express 
company in its terminal service.""· Tbe Commission, by its order 
fixing just, reasonable, and non-discriminatory rates, sought to eradi
cate all of these basic defects."· Express charges were stated in terms 
of the small package, for the carriage of which the express service 
was distinctively developed. The authorized rates were designed to 

provide full compensation for the combined service of both railroad 
and express company, but without the arbitrary exploitation or bur
densome inequalities of the old schedules. Each tariff was con
structed as an aggregate of the three essential cost elements which 
enter into the performance of the service: an express-terminal allow
ance for collection and delivery, which did not vary with weight or 
distance; a rail-terminal allowance, which varied with weight but 
not with distance; and a haulage allowance for rail transportation 
(stated in terms of 100 pounds, because the property is moved as 
bulked freight), which varied with both weight and distance. Es
sentially, therefore, a scientifically formulated distance tariff was es
tablished. As a recognition, however, of variations in density of 
traffic and population and in railroad operating expenses in different 
sections of the country, the United States was subdivided into five 
grand zones which reflected these variations in operating and traffic 
conditions; and the haulage factor covering rail transportation was 
varied in the different zones, being made to correspond roughly to 

"I Ibid., pp. 433 .... 34. 
lIt9 "For the correction of these evils." u.id the Commission, "there hat appeared 

to be but one remedy. the construction of a rate system thar: should cover the United. 
Sta .... This hi. been a task of unpreccdcnt<d magnirude aod dilIicuIty. We ha .... ught 
for all possible light upon this subject both in Europe and in Amcriea and have arrived 
at conclusioDJ which are set forth in our order as to what jun. rcuooable, and DOlI

di.scriminatory ra ... would he. Our elran lw been to make cerrain that ample com
peruation ahall be allowed upon • reasonable basis for the fidl aenice given, to the 
railroad for ita passenger·train movement, and to the expreu company for all that it 
doea both for the railroad and for the ahipper."' Ibid., P. 434. 



EXPRESS COMPANIES " differences in the average level of freight charges operative in each 
zone. In establishing rates on this basis, the Commission was guided 
by no one standard of reasonableness.1" While the process of deter
mining express charges was apparently reduced to a formula,m the 
actual rates were so fixed as to reflect all the equities of the situation 
as between the railroads, the express companies, and the shipping 
public. Because of lack of uniformity or principle in the old schedules, 

110 The Commission. after careful analysis, rejected in turn property value, capi
talization. and earmngs as a controlling rate base. It also found that the adjusttnent 
of exp ..... charges by defuJib: relation to prevailing freight rates "would be a patcll 
work of incongruities and unjustifiable discriminationa:· While it recogeized the eJrist
once of • mum d ..... Jelationahip be ....... ""JlI"SS charges and paaaenger ra.... it 
likewise refused to accept such a basis "u in anywise conclusive or determinative of 
the ""prell ra .. :· The .we of gradua .. d eharges .. lablished by the exprell companies 
the Commission ehara<terized U "unreuonahle, discriminatory. and arbitrary" and u 
''the richest example • • • of • will" hued exdwivdy upon the th-,. that the 
charge mould be what the tralfic: will bear"; but it dedined m prescribe blanket ra_ 
..... COIIItrW:t • will" of ratea upon packages that would blanket the country after the 
IUbian of the postage IllamP"-ud adnpb:d. instead. the zane SJ'Stem of making ra .... 
.. indieab:d ahave. The guiding considerationa of ito ra .. paliey W~ then summar
ized a, lOllowa (pp. 431 .... 32)' 

",. That aJll"SS rates mould be made primarily m meet the Deed of the great body 
of our people and mould theretOre be ,tab:d in terms that represent the small packages 
which the ""JlI"SS company is intended m carry nthor than by the 100 pounds u 
freight rates are lUted. 

" .. That in the fixing of its rates an exJll"SS company mould nat be allowed m charge 
mare than a railroad company if the latter undenook to, and did. gi .. the same ..mae. 

"3. That it is proper lOJ the ga=nment m ..... the ""prell company ... lioigb1 
forwarder by paaaenger train. giving supplemental ..mae at eaeh terminus, and inter
mediate care. 

..... That an exJlI"SS n .. may nat be hued upon the monopaly right of the ""JlI"SS 
company to be the adwi .. freight forwarder 0 ... one or mare linea of railrood. 

"5. That the ra .. mould not include mare than • reaaanable compensation lOJ the 
..mae gi_ .... though sueh compensation &II. bdo .. that which the railroad ...... 
u • minimum lOJ the earrisge of 'ao pounds of freight. . 

"6. That it is unreasonable to fix as rapid a decline in ezpress rates for IODg distanca 
u is made by the tailroads in their freight ra .... aJll"SS ..mae in this .... pect being 
mare analogous m passenger than m freight _ 

..,. That in compounding !be"preII .. 1Ie the railroad mould be allowed a compensa
tion lOJ bulked freight moved upon • paaaenger train as m which it is relieved by 
eanuact &om oil Iiabiliry lOJ lass or damage and is without apease lOJ the furnishing 
of • .-ipt. the billing. the bookkeeping, and • great number of other generaI .. pensea. 

"I. That the .... mould include • _ m the ""JlI"SS company wbieh will cam
pensaIIe it with p<afit lOr the .. pease of !be ..mae which it gives, there being added 
.......... in the lOzmation of !be _ nile the proP" dwJe wbieh it may reaaanably 
make lOr the ..mae which the tail"",d gives, u ... ted in the pn:eeding poragnpb. • 

• Olill Ezpn# _. lp2.0. 83 I.C.C. 6a6 (1923). "the lOrmuia of _ rates 
Uld dwp." as devdoped in the Commission', esiginal pooc<eding (:14 LC.C. 380). 
is ezplained ill CI>DSiderable cIecail (pp. ',Mao). 
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some charges, particularly on the heavier shipments, were increased; 
on the whole, however, substantial reductions in rates were effected. 
Above all, the slate was cleared and a rational and publicly-established 
system of charges created a totally new starting-point for the conduct 
of the express service. 

This sweeping exercise of the Commission's jurisdiction has largely 
removed the necessity for constant readjustment of rates and prac
tices. From the standpoint of the Commission's activity, the express 
business has assumed a degree of stability which is distinctly lacking 
in the railroad field. The number of express proceedings is relatively 
small, and they are chiefly designed to correct maladjustments which 
inevitably emerge because of the diversities of business practice, the 
nation-wide scope of the express service, and the dynamic character of 
the industrial situation. Most of the complaints deal with minor 
practices or with specific cases of excessive charges or discriminatory 
relationships, and they involve, for the most part, mere applications 
of the Commission's general orders, growing out of its original ex
press investigation and its supplementary inquiries of comprehensive 
character.' •• But because the regulative process, if it is to be respon
sive to changing circumstances and conditions, must necessarily 
operate as a continuing process, a few major revisions of policy have 
also been effected. The established level of express charges, for ex
ample, like that of railroad rates, could not withstand the controlling 
external forces of the war and post-war period. A series of rate in
creases, largely on a percentage basis, was authorized by the Com-

168 See, for example, Parlin f!t Orendorff Plolil Co. v. u.s. Erpresl Co., ~6 1.e.C. 
S61 (1913)i Acme Pordantl Cnnnu Co. v. Ammclltl Express Co .• 28 I.e.C. 316 
('9'3); Br«k.u Co. v. Gmll North.,." E.prm Co., 29 I.C.C. 667 ('9'4); Nalionlll 
IlsSQ, 1" Cream Manufllt:'tflrt:rl 'Y. Ezprtll Co., 33 I.C.C. 411 (191,); FtlNlell Co. v. 
II.mmctIIJ Express Co .• 43 I.C.C. 645 (1916); Davies Spur. Wash., Exprest RJrkI, 43 
I.C.C. '43 ('9'7); E.prm Char,et 0fJ Emp'y Fish Ctr" 50 I.C.C. 24 ('9.8); Elmm 
Conlf'Ol/er & MlUJufocturing Co. v. ilmnictm Express Co., So I.C.C. 243 (1918); 
Prollid"", Fruit 6- Prodt«< Euh"",. v. E.preu Co., 5' I.C.C. .67 ('9.8); North
"'e""'" Tradjoll Co. y. Adams E.prell Co., 5' I.C.C. 211 ('9.8), S2 I.C.C. 552 
(1919); Rrdmontl v. A.dams Express Co .• 53 I.Ce. 39 (1919): Lyons Co. v. Atltlml 
EXfWe11 Co., 53 I.C.C. 633 (1919); Boo'" FisIJerie, Co. v. Amt:rietJ" Express Co .• 53 
I.C.C. 735 ('9'9); N • ., Albao, Bo. 6- Buk., Co. v. Ezpretl Co., 56 I.C.C. 720 
('920); White Brot. 6- C"",. Co. v. Dinelor a.-1II,57 I.C.C. 511 ('920); Nalianlll 
l"drumtd Traffic Lettp v. Express Co .• 58 I.c.e. 304 (1920); Oyler" Son Y. Amm
etm Ry. Expresl Co .• 59 I.C.C. 656 (1920); ArmOIll' 6- CO. Y. Diree10r Genn, 60 
I.C.C. 663 ('92'); lIisco,. CO. Y. Ammean Ry. E.prm Co., 62 I.C.C. 32 ('92'). 
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mission. 1118 The horizontal method of these increases, coupled with 
the &c:t that not all of them were adopted by the state authorities,'" 

... The first of the ioaeases, estimat<d ID euIarge gross ....... ues by 3.86 per 0CDt, 
_ authori=l in EJrpnu _s. Prwctiees. A_.m IIn<ruIes. 35 I.C.C. 3 ('9'5), 
upon rehearing of the original proceeding. The original order (24 I.C.C. 380, aod :z8 
I.C.C. '3') wu modified by permitting a tnnsposition of the 2O-a:D' .. press-1mDinaI 
aod the '5-<eDt rail·rumioa1 oJlowaoces, tbcrd>y increasing s1ighdy the ...... 00 pack. 
ap wcigbing I .. tban .00 pounds. The Deed of additiooal Iften'" .... eotabIisbcd 
by a yoar' ... perieoce witb the ra .. system promulgat<d by the Commission rather 
tban by any .. traordinary ..u:rnaI circumsrances. The Commission said (p. '3): "'I1u: 
investisation .. bid> mult<d in our original order .... ~ exhausb ... The pr<SCI1l 
plan baa gi .... very generoI .tis&aion aod baa provoked bu. little compiainL Peti
tiooen have coOperat<d earnesdy aod ooly in an effi>rr ID mob: the new plan a sua>:a 
and ID aecure uniformity of ra ... fur IIaIe aod _ .. business. If tbey are, in &a: 
of theoe efIOra, operating at a loss under ...... ~ by us, aod it clearly appean 
!bar tbey are, tbey II< entided ID reuooable mief prompdy, aod witbnur awaiting 
the mult of annt1= generoI inoaligation !bar would oonsume two or lime yean." 
But the zomaining rail: inaeues wen: the dir«t nutmme of war amditions. In I'rr>
,.,... ,_ ill EJrpnu _s. 50 LC.C. 385 ('9.8), a 10 per oen. ad....,. in in ... -
.......... wu granted. The Commission acted &.vonbIj upon the arriers' application 
beeaUle of convincing .- ''tha. many of the _ditiool which ha~ operat<d ID 
Mua: the net earningo of the railsoads ha~ afI<aed the .. press compaoics in Iikc 
maoDer; !bat emergencies have made nec:essary the sbipmen. of articles by .. press !bar 
bereIDfure have moved by fi<igbr, aod fur the bandliog of which the .. press com
paoics an: .... adequately equipped; !bar the lack of &.cilities ID bandle an unczpeaed 
aod unpreeedent<d ooIume of traIIic: requiling .. pedired movement baa mult<d in 
oeriDUI a>DgCStion; !bat the iJu:reaIed traIIic: and the _ of employees ID nt1= 
lines of buIinea have ..-.. t<d the employment of many inezperlcn<ed men and the 
l1li: of UDluitabie equipment; and !bat under tbese a>DditiooI the oerria: baa detaio
rat<d aod the ratio of operating .. _ ID ...... ues baa inm:ased m such an CltII:Dt 

!bat tbeir aan:ga .. earningo on domestic traIIic: under the pr<SCI1l ra ... an: inIufIicient 
ID ..... operating ex_" (pp. 38,...386). Bur the increase tbus authori=l .... ell
_y abaorbed by wage __ and Iiutber wage inaeues wen: in proop«L ~ 

c:ordingly, by GeneroI Order No. 56, the DiRctor-GeneroJ of lIaiIroads again ni!ed 
express charges, by nrious ebanp in the czisting level, tbese IIIIICIifiatiool being esti
mat<d ID JioId an additioaal inaaoe of 8 per oenL The O>mmiaion ~ upon 
tbia plan in 1_ ;,. ,.",.... _. 51 LC.C. 063 ('9.8). Upon the .....motion of 
FederoJ Control, .. a ...wt of lDOunting .,.... of operation aod the wage ordera of 
the IIOwly atabIisbed Railiaad Labor Boud, Iiutber inaeues in _ cbarges be
came nec:essary. In ,.",.... _, 'gao. 58 LC.C. 28., 707, an agr<gaII: increase of 
.6 per oent .... authoriaed (exa:pt !bat the "' ... 00 milk aod cream wen: ID be equo)
IRd witb _ ........ poraaoous!y applied by the railzaads between the same poims) 
..... 1:0.5 per oent increase being grant<d in the first of _ ~ and • 13.5 
per oent increase in the __ The Iiill amount of tbese inaeues ....... aa:rue ID tbe 
express c:urie< (tbe American Railway Ezpms Company), inaII:ad of boing dwed witb tbe railzaads under tbe tben eDsting __ 

... The dilIicuIties multing &.om tbe rdatioolbip of IIaIe and in_II: _ 
..... -.: lint dabantely c6oaaoed by tbe O>mmiaion in s-Mrs. Co. 9. ___ 

,.",.... Co •• 8 LC.C. 41, ('910). It Ii>und tbe intnstaII: ...... poaaibed by tbe 
Alabama Railiaad O>mmiaion &.om Nobile, Ala." ... Alabama __ ... be ... 

-10<7 aaaimt tbe in_ tnIIic &.om ~ PIa., .. tbe ..... lllUhts; 



8. THE INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION 

tended to produce maladjustments in the rate structure and to create 

but it did not deem itself possessed of power to remedy the situation under existing 
statutes. After the Commission had established its comprehensive system of interstate 
exprcss rates (24 I.C.C. 380; 28 I.C.C. 131; 35 I.C.c. 3), the vast majority of the 
states adopted the system for intrastate charges. The State of South Dakota, however, 
adhered to a schedule of express rates fixed by its Board of Railroad Commissioner. 
that were about 40 pet ccot lower than those established under the block and zone 
system for interstate traffic. In T,aDk Bur~a" v. American Express Co.~ 39 I.C.C. 703 
(1916), the Commission found the relationship of rates prevailing between Sioux City. 
Iowa, and certain South Dakota points and those prevailing intrastate to these South 
Dakota points to be unduly discriminatory against Sioux City. and that the state rates 
were too low to be made a reasonable measure of the interstate rates. Accordingly, 
relying upon its authority to remove such discrimination established in the Shre"e~ 
pori case (23 I.C.C. 31; 234 U.S. 342), the Commission ordered the defendants to 
cease and desist from these unlawful preferences, so as to remove the restrictions upon 
shipments in inkrstate commerce and the shrinkage of the express carriers' pronts. 
The Commission's holding was fully sustained by the Supreme Coon in American 
Express Co. v. CaJdweU~ 244 U.S. 611 (1911). But with further rate increases (see 
note J53~ supra), there was a growing reluctance among the states to adopt the inter .. 
itate charges for intrastate traffic. both because they were believed. to be excessive and 
because they were alleged to involve inequalities between localities. Of the advances 
authorized in Express Rates, 1920, 58 r.c.c. 281, 101, for example, the Commission 
said, in Express Rates, 1922, 83 I.CoC. 606 (1923), at p. 621: "In some of the States 
none of the latter increases were approved intrastate, in others the 12.5 per cent in· 
c:rcasc was authorized, and in still others the full 26 per cent increase was authorized." 
Numerous proceedings were pending before the Commission to raise state ratcJ to the 
level of interstate charges. To avoid prolonged litigation, it was felt necessary to under· 
take a comprehensive revision of the rate structure. Compare the following from the 
report of the Committee on Express and Other Contract Carriers by Rail of the Na· 
tional Association of Railroad and Utilities Commissioners, Proceedings, 1923, pp. 431-
438: "It will be remembered that at the time of the last convention of this Association 
there were pending before the Interstate Commerce Commiuion some thirtee.o cues 
in which the American Railway Express Company had invoked the powen of the 
Interstate Commerce Commission under the Transportation Act of 19ZO, to raise state 
rates notwithstanding the refusal of the commissionen of these thirteen ltates to allow 
such increases. • • • It was therefore gratifying to the members of this Association that 
Commissioner McChord. at that time Chairman of the Interstate Commerce ComrniJ.. 
lion, appeared before the convention at Detroit in 1922 and IUggc'tcd a plan of co· 
operation between the state commissions and the Interstate Commission in the hearing 
and decision of the proceeding which was inaugurated by the Interstate Commerce 
Commission in July, 1922. looking toward a complete review and possible revision of 
interstate express rate.. Parenthetically, it may be added that .uch review and re· 
vision of the interstate rates had been urged by the represcntatives of the thirteen .tates 
involved in the State Rate Cases II the most logical basis for an ultimate settlement. 
In other words, the states contended that thc interstate rates were unreasonable, both 
because they were too high in many instances, and because they presented many in .. 
equalities and inequities between localities and betwec.D. the rate zonel. • • :' Compare 
also the following episode in connection with the argument of thc state rate cases: 
·'Afkr the state cases had been heard and lubmitted during 1921 and 1922, the Inter .. 
state Commerce Commission called for oral argument for May 3td and 4th, 1923. 
During the argument of our General SolicilGr, John E. BenIGn, he WII interrupted by 
one of the CommissioDcn who ioquired "what is the matter with the exptcs.s and what 
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a necessity for comprehensive revision.""" Upon the termination of 
Federal Control, the Commission was also called upon to authorize 
the consolidation of express carriers into the American Railway Ex
press Company,''' and to approve the uniform contract entered into 
between this company and the railroads."" This unification of the 

would you do if you wen: usl' The question was a laIge one, and the IOply wu left 
to HOD. Hugh Gordon, Attorney for the California Railroad Commission, who advised 
the inquiring CommissioDer that in his opinion the express rate. formula had been 
entirely destroyed by the various and devioUi methods of increases Dot in coDfotmity 
with the formula. Cell. Gordon suggestm that the Interstate Commerce Commission 
mould begin upon its owo motion an investigation into the rates of the Express Com~ 
pany prevailing at that time. This the Commission did on July 6th, 19 ..... Proetedi.g •• 
19'4. p. 455. 

1111 See Ezprell Clrusi/ictlliOB, '9.30, 59 I.C.C. 265 (192.0), in which various addi .. 
tio .... canc:ellatiOnJ, and chaoges in daWfic:ation WCIC approved, and espcdally Ezpnu 
RJrI41. 1922. 831.C.C. 606 (19'3), 89 I.C.C. '97 (19'4), the comprehensive investiga. 
tion teftrICd to in no'" 1540 ",,,.. In the latter proceeding, which combined an in· 
VCltigation on the Commission', own motion of the propriety of pICvailing ""pICU 
rates and a petition of the American Railway llxpICU Company fOr inc:reuos in charges, 
• vety elabora'" inquity was oonduehOd into the entiIC ra .. strIICtUIC and finsnc:ial stalUl 
of the expICU business. The ICCOId comprised some 6.000 pages of testimony and 
almost 300 voluminous exhibits. The proposed increaae:s in rates were denied. the cost 
'tudies ,ubmined by the carrier being round unoonvincing; but the ezisting ra ..... 
lationohipo wen: thoroughly ....... although without ICducing the average level of 
oxpICU charges. The Commisaion', chief purpooe wu to elimina .. disc:riminationa and 
to establisb a mOlC equitable 'pICld of ..... u between the various &on ... The block 
ays_ of ,tating ra .... u originally pICmulgated, .. well .. the method of oonatruc:ting 
ra ... on the basis of • combined cxpICU·terminal mctor, tail·terminal m<tor, and 
haulage factor were retained. Jo. order, however. to bring about a greater coincidence 
between the ra .. aones and the ac:oounting groupo undel the unifunn conttac:t between 
the expICU company and the railroads, thICe ra'" aones WOIC cIelimihOd in pia", of the 
five :lOll .. pICviouaiy atablisbed. The newly p<eaeribed ra .... fOrmuiahOd after dOlO 
coOperation with the ..... commissions, WOIC adophOd by all of the ....... Sec National 
AuociatiOD of Railroad and Utilitiet i))mmissioners. Proe«difJgl, 19:15. p. 8g. 

110 Coruoli41f1i .. 0' Ezpnzl CO",,,.,u.l. 59 I.C.C. 459 (lg20). The Commissinn', 
juriadic:tion ..... baaed upon the expICU atipu1atinns of section 50 paragraph (7) of the 
amended statute. 

lit ~II CO_. 1920, 59 I.C.C. 5.8 ('9.0). Tbe Commisaion aasumed juris
diction undel section 5, paragraph (I), of the amended _Ie, becau .. it held that 
lin", Ac:tide V of the propoaed oonttac:t between the expn:aa company and the railruado 
(fOr the detamination of "the amount to be paid to the Rail Company by the llxpn:aa 
Company u compenaation fOr the privileges co>aed by this 0DIlIl'Ia") in>Olved the 
distribution of CltpICU transportation IOvenues and ""penoes by groupo of railtoads, it 
wu • pooling aIraOgement, "pttsc:ribing the division of 'net ~ of the eaIninga 
of lUCh tail"",da' othetwise than ac:mnling ID indi";'dual petfortDUa" (po 52'). The 
Commissinn appeoved the peopoaed grouping of the roads fOr the pwpoae of the CIt. 

pICU aervice and the mono .. of dividing earninga becween the ""pn:aa curie< and the 
railroad lin ... but it withheld all opinioa mnc:erning the peopriety of the ouhSIantioe 
peovisiona of Article V or of any ...... put of the contract • beyond the _pe of iIa 
authority. But """para the ftgOICua diasenting opinion of CommissMMft _ 
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express business still further expanded the scope of the Commission's 
proceedings and correspondingly diminished their number. But while 
the most significant of the Commission's determinations deal with 
the express service as a whole, on a national basis, special situations 
have not been neglected.158 The most troublesome difficulties en
countered by the Commission have arisen chiefly from the voluntary 
contractual relationships between the express and rail carriers, rather 
than from any want of jurisdiction over the express service as such."· 

(pp. 523-528), concurred in by Commissioners Aitchison. Woolley, and McChord, in 
which, pointing out that the terms of the conttact are unduly burdensome to the rail .. 
roacb-that uthe risk of the business is tastcD.ed upon the raillioes. and they become. 
in el!ect, the financial backer. of the exp ..... company" (p. 5.6)-he was '"unable to 
find basis for the conc1wioD that Article V will result in benet service to the public or 
economy of operation on the pan of either the railroads or the express company, or 
that it is in the public interest." "Instead of approving thiJ contract .•• ," he coo" 
tinued, "it would be w- prefer2ble thot the express company and the railrosd. mould 
be advised to proceed at once to do what should have been done before, and that is to 
work out a logical method for determining the compensation which should fairly be 
paid to the rail linCi for their services in coJll1CCtion with the expl'e$S business" 
(pp. 5'7-5·8). 

us See, for example, Soutneattem EXl"en CO. Y. AmencMJ Ry. Expresl Co .• 18 
I.C.C. 126 ('9'3), 8x I.C.C. '47 ('9'3), in which .pecific thxough roUIes and joint 
rates between points on the lines of the two companies were prescribed, and the right 
of shippers to designate the routing of .,.press trallic _ recognized and defined; and 
variow minor proceedings involving the adjustmeJlt of pan:icular ratet, classifications, 
and practices: RaJing on Flavoring Ertrads, 64 I.C.C. 53 ('921); Weig"" on B.m.s 
in POfJY Re/NgertllOl's, 64 I.e.c. 610 (1921); EKpresl Clasl &iul between United 
StIlUS and Canada, 68 I.C.C ... ('9»); East SpringfUld CUi • ."., Club Y. American 
Ry. E.(1Y<" Co., 68 I.C.C. 48. ('922); AClUai Mil •• ge 10 D...,....; .. Raus on Mill(, 
69 I.C.C. 90 ('922); E.press Raus on Cake. 74 I.C.C. '34 ('922); Express Raus on 
Milk and Cream, 74 I.C.C. 4'7 ('9>2), 88 I.C.C. 687, 696 ('924); At .... danu wi.b 
Rile< Hot''''' 89 I.C.C. 689 ('9'4). 

lall The division of income between the express companies and the railroads hat 
alway. beeo determined by voluorary agreemen~ which traditionally allowed to the 
railroads a fixed percentage of the gross operating revenue from express service. Origi. 
Dally individual contracu were made between pan:icular express companies and par
ticular railroads, and the percentage stipulated u compensation for the llUVicu ren .. 
dered by the rail lin .. varied widely, reB.cting the relative baxg2ining puwer, in each 
instance. of the railroad company and the express company. No attempt was made to 
ascertain, on any rational basis, the cost to the railroad of rendering the expreu service, 
10 that rate increases on express matter automatically redounded to the advantage of 
the rail lines, whether or not they were underpaid or needed additional revenue, and 
corresponding decreases inevitably restricted railroad revenue, even whco. the pre .. 
vailing compensation to the railroad was but fair and reasonable and .uch restriction 
might impuse uojust burden. on other types of rail traIIic:. During the period of 
Federal Control. the Director-Gcnual negotiated a single contract wid! the American 
Railway Expreso Company (in .. which the bwineu of the then existing companies 
had beeo conwdated), but the compensation of the railroado continued to be adjUlted 
u • percentage of gross operating revcnue-49.7S per cent was fCICI'Yed to the expreu 



OTHER. TRANSPORTATION AGENCIES 

Sleeping-Car Companies 

The status of sleeping-car companies, from the standpoint of the 
Commission's jurisdiction, can be disposed of very briefly. Like the 

carrier, and 50.25 per cent .... paid 10 the Din:c1Dr-General for rail scrvicz. The difIi-
cultioa of .. gulating ezpress ra ... under mch circumstances still remained. In ',"",II" 
;. """"', &ria, 5' I.C.C. 263 ('9.8). fOl ezample, the DirCClDl-General. in Older 
10 previde ucaIaI additional ........ fOl the ""press carrier, preposed • pl .. of .. '" 
iD<n:ascs that .... calculated ID yield, in gross .. venue, approximately twice the needed 
amount. bc:cause of the _ty, under the CXIJ1tract, of sharing the increaoe with the 
railIoada. This oituation led the Commission 10 comm ... t as fullows (p. 268): "No 
'1_ of ucaIaI additional ........ fuI the railroads has been presented 01 "'II"" 
aestcd here. It .....,. 'pprepria'" 10 point out that fuI the purpose of securing some 
lWeI .. million doUan of needed additional ........ fOl the express compaoy the pr0-
posed inereased ""press ro ... will yield an additional IOta! .. venue of some twenty· 
four million dollon. Inereasing the ro ... by .... -half of the 9II:ot preposed would, if 
the enlin: ........ from the increaoe accrued 10 the ""press compaoy, secure the addi-
tional ...... ue whid> it needa. Contracts between ""press companies and railIoadt bave 
10llg previded, u does the 0 .. between the .. p .... compaoy and the DirCCIDI General, 
that the compeoadon of the railrnad Ihall be a a:rtain percentage of the gross ...... .. 
of the express compaoy. It ...wI> fiom this that it is iroposoible 10 reduce the ..... of 
the ""press company without tal<ing mooey fiom the railroad compaoy and iroposoible 
10 inaeue the ro ... of the ezpress compaoy without giving additiOllal .. venue 10 the 
railrnad compaoy. This baais of compeoadon is certainly IlOl scienblic, and under it 
the eapress compaoy does IlOl pay the railrnad compaoy fOl the aerrice whi<h the rail
road performa upao any demcmstrably apprepria'" basis. The railIoadt ba .. been and 
are compeoated by the United s.a ... GoYernment fuI truUpOIliDg the mail. OIl the 
bois of the weight euried nr of the lpa<e oa:upied in the cara or trains. A oimilar 
bois of cIwg<:s by the railrnad compaoy 10 the ezpress company would, we think, be 
preferable 10 the bois DOW and bere1DfuIe employed, and would obYia", the embar-
............ and inequitioa 10 whi<h we ba .. refi:ned u grewiog out of the past and 
present bois of .... tract, The question of • difliorent bois of compeoadon fiom the 
ezpress compaoy 10 the railroads is well worthy of stUdy." When, upao the b:I'IIIination 
of F<deral Control. the Commissioa .. called upao 10 authorize IUrtIu:r '"'" inaeues, 
it .....,....~ the same difIicuIty. In Ezprou &ria, ,gao, 58 LC.C. as, ('9ao), the 
Commissioa revcrtcd 10 i .. pn:vioua comm ... t "upao the deoiI2bility of some revision 
of the .... tra<t hues hitherID obtaining whereby additional ...... ues ucaIaI soldy 
fuI the ezpress _ oould be obWned without. double ............. upao shippers" 
(p. _). AcaIrdingIy, it denied the inaeases as pn>paoed. "If grouted .. proposed." 
the Commissioa said, ....... half of the additional gross ...... ue would accrue 10 the 
eurien oYer whose linea the ... paodellt opera .... and this record is barren of evid""", 
......u.g need or warrant fuI augmenladon of the ......... of eurien other than 
respoadent" (p. ag6). The '2.5 per cent increase grouted in this pocceding. .. well 
u the '3-5 per cent increase grouted in the suppiemenlarJ proceeding (58 LC.C. 
,.,7), ~ authorized, without onIor. but with the fullowiog JIIOIIOUIlCCII> (p. 2g6): 
"We Ihink that the full atII<IWll of these iD<n:ascs sbould _ 1D ~ and 
___ that the ...... eurien will join ... poDCIem in so arruging. by ...uiao of 
__ II< _I> ... in ............ 1IWII!ocr." The Iioilure of the railroads 1D 
instima: any logical bois of mmpeoa_ for their ....n.:a in moving _ tntIi<, 
• pn:-tiowIJ sugaestcd by the CommissioII, -largdJ n:spc>IUible for the _ 
_ of the __ the _ IWlwaJ Expreaa CompaoJ and the rail-

.-It in Commi' -.. .. _ in """"" C_ ,gao. 59 I.C.C. 5'1, 
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service of express carriers, the service rendered by such companies 
supplements the transportation activities of the railroads, except that 

523-528. See note 157, supra. The problem arose once more in Ezprels RmeJ~ 1922~ 
83 I.C.C. 606 (1923), 89 I.C.C. 297 (1924). The express carrier's petition for rate io~ 
creases was virtually made on behalf of the railroads, the prevailing return to the ex .. 
press company being admittedly ample and sufficient. The need of additional revenue 
for the rail lines wu supported by data developed in connection with the proccc:ding 
in Railway-Mail PIlY, 56 I.C.C. I (1919). The Commission found that this cost study, 
prepared for a special purpose seven years earlier, did not establish the cost of the 
express service to the railroads, and hence the petition for rate increases was denied. 
Commissioner Eastman, in a separate opinion concurring in part with the majority, 
returned to the attack upon the express contract. "So favorable [to the express com .. 
pany] did the contract prove," he declared, '"that in the second year of its operation the 
express company made a voluntary additional payment of $1.700.000 to the railroads 
in order that its profits might not substantially exceed 8 per cent. Later the contract 
was amended, so that there might be less opportunity for excessive profiu; but it still 
remains true that the express company is virtually insured a reasonable return and 
that the risk of the business is upon the rail lines. The result is that in the instant pfOoo 
ceeding we have 8 carrier seeking an increase in rates, not for its own benefit, for it 
concedes that it needs DO increase, but in order that other carrier. which are in its 
pay may not suffer financially from a contract into which they voluntarily entered. 
Obviously, the situation is anomalow and fraught with danger so long as the express 
company remains an ostensibly independent corporation. For their own protection it 
would seem that the railroads ought joindy to purchase and hold its .tock." 89 I.C.C., 
at p. 320. But Commissioner Eastman's strictures upon the express contract were pri· 
marily designed to focw attention upon the unscientific character of the prevailing 
compensation standard and upon the need of ascertaining the cost to the railroads of 
rendering the express service. "It seems to me," he concluded, "that the failure of the 
railroads over 8 long period of year. to make any study whatever of this question of 
cost is little I ... than shocking. They .hould remedy this defect with the utmost ex· 
pedition, and, in order that question as to the resulu obtained may be minimized, they 
mould ICCk the cooperation, in the ltudy, of this commission and the State commis· 
tions," 

With the existing contracts expiring February 28, 1929. the Commission author
ized a new corporation, the Railway Express Agency, Inc., to issue 1,000 shares of 
stock and $32,000,000 of bonds, and to use the proceeds to purclwc the properties 
of the American Railway Express Company; and at the same time it authorized 86 
railroad companies. doing nearly 98 per cent of the express business of the country, to 
acquire control of the Railway Express Agency through purchase of its stock on the 
basis of an allotment reflecting the division of express business among them during 
the period 1923-26. Under the proposed agreement, which was to be open to 300 

abon Jines previously parties to express contracts, the Agency was to apportion express 
traflic with reference to iu previous division as well as to the requirements of service, 
and earnings were to be divided upon the basis of gr. .. blDine" handled. This con·' 
tract was but slighdy different from that of 1920, but earnings onder it would stay 
with the railroad •• For purposes of rail: making Commissioner Eastman again stressed 
the necessity of ascertaining the cost of conducting the express busme. "either by 
sporadic cost studies or by a revision of railroad accounting 10 that tbiI colt will cur· 
rently be segregated from the railroad costs instead of being mixed inextricably with 
them," Securities IIIJJ Acquisition of Control of Railway &prell Agnley, ISO I.C.C. 

4'3.435 (19'9). 
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it involves special facilities for the movement of passengers rather 
than of property. Sleeping and parlor cars are operated over the rail
road lines and constitute an important part of modern passenger serv
ice. The performance of the transportation function as such is broad
ened to include the provision of a bed or seat for the exclusive use of 
the passenger, together with other auxiliary services akin to those 
rendered by an innkeeper. Since only a small percentage of all travel
ers find it necessary or desirable to utilize these special facilities, there 
would be need of distinct regulation of this aspect of the passenger 
service even if the facilities were generally owned and furnished by 
the railroad carriers themselves. In fact, however, this special service 
is rendered on behalf of all the railroads, with few exceptions, by a 
single outside corporation-by the independently organized and 
controlled Pullman Company. For this reason the sleeping- and par
lor-car service has come to be generically designated as the Pullman 
service. The Pullman Company, like the agency directly responsible 
for the express service, is a contract carrier by raU,1oo While the char-

''°In CA.,.,.. for p....,.,.,. i. S/«pi.g tm4 p.,/., CIII'I. 9S I.C.C. 469 (1925). 
the principal terms of the prevailing contraclS between the nil c:arriers and the Pull· 
man Company were IUIIIIIIIri2ed as follow. (at pp. 474-475)' "Respond.n .. have 
contrac .. with the Pullman Company covering the opention of the car. owned by that 
company. These contracts usually provide that th. ni1road shall haul the Pullman 
can, provide l&c:iIitits fOr IIOl1lge and airing of bedding and 1inen, make .. pairs ...... 
sitated by causeo arising ouaid. of the can or &om ncgligen'" of nilroad employees. 
dean the outside of the ctrIa furnish lubricatioD. ice. water. heat. and light, and. es; .. 

"'pt at large .... minal .. furnish agenta to sell Pullman tick .... Most of these expenses 
aloo arise in connection with coacb opention. The Pullman Company provides the 
........-y capital investment in can and othu equipment, bean the .. pense of run· 
ning .. pairs and depreciation due to wear and obsolesa:noe, provid .. nea:ssary Cat 

...... dan ... dWII the insid. of the can, and meets laundsy upenses and cost of .... 
pairs nca:aoitated by caUICI arising inside of th. can or &om negligen'" of Pullman 
employees. Th. contraclS YU')' ma1eriaUy in the matter of participation by n:spondents 
in n:venu. accruing &om the Pullman charge> proper. In some ..... there is no par
ticipation by the nilroacl, but UN&!ly the contracts provide that the Pullman Company 
will .. lain all collections up m amounts xanging &om $7.250 to 190300 per Cat per 
annum in the .... of .tandard sleeping and pador can, and &om 54.700 to $8.000 in 
ill ..... of tourist conI that the nilroad shall reeci .. th. lint $1,500 beyond these 
earningsl and that any .. cas beyond $1,500 shall be divided equally between the 
nilroad and th. Pullman Company. Some of the smaller xoads pay the Pullman Com· 
pany mileage charges n.nging &om I eont to 4 eonts per C&Mnil .. The CDIlInCts of the 
New York 0eIltral, Penn.yl ...... and Ne. Ha_ ay-.. lineo are er.a:ptions to the 
UN&! fOrm. Theae nilroads, instead of participatiog in earnings in the manner abo ... 
indicated, reeci ... &om the Pullman Company. payment of $700 per annum per Cat 

fOr the • ...age number of &t<:cI Pullman cars ""'" on their linos, and in addition the 
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acter of the subsisting contractual relationships is not without influ
ence in any determination of the propriety of the special charges, the 
primary governmental concern, as in case of all services subject to its 
control, is that just and reasonable rates and practices be maintained 
for the Pullman service as such. Toward this end ample authority has 
been expressly conferred upon the Commission. Not only are sleep
ing<ar companies specifically embraced among the carriers subject 
to the provisions of the Interstate Commerce Act, but the "transporta
tion" to which the Commission's authority extends is made to include 
all instrumentalities and facilities of shipment or carriage, irrespec
tive of ownership or contract. Both the carrier and its business (aside 
from manufacturing operations and other outside activities) are fully 
within the reach of the Commission's power.'·' Under these circum
stances, no important jurisdictional issue has arisen either before the 
Commission or in the courts with respect to the Pullman service. It 
is but necessary to indicate the general direction of the Commission's 
assertion of authority over this service, with special reference to its 
bearing upon the tasks of railroad regulation. 

Perhaps the Commission's most significant activity in relation to 
sleeping<ar companies has been concerned with the promulgation of 
accounts and reports for these carriers.'" Publicity of operations, en
forced through the Commission's general administrative power, has 

New York Central and Pennsylvania arc Rimbuncd by the Pullman CompaDy for 
furnishing heat, light, lubrication, ice, and water. The New Haven is reimbursed fot 
a large part, if not all, of these expenses." 

181 Many of the provWoDl of the Act, like those, (or example. dealing with rail~ 
road consolidation, arc by their very terms inapplicable to deeping-car companies. In 
.orne taSCI, moreover, sleeping-car companies arc expressly exempted from the opera~ 
tion of the Commission's authority. By section Isa, paragraph (1), sleeping-car com· 
panics arc .pccilically excluded from the burdcm and benefits of the rule of rate
making and the recapture clause. 

182 Immediately upon the enactment of the Hepburn amendments, the Commission 
recognized its authority in this field and took steps to carry it into cKeeL Annual 
I«pon, ]906, p. 62. A classification of operating expenses and operating revenues be· 
c:ame effective July I, 1910, and forms were prepared for annual reports, for monthly 
statements of revenues and expenses, and for special reports. In due course the pre .. 
scribed classifications aJso embraced an accounting system for the manufacturing plants 
of sleeping-car companies, and the accounts as a whole were elaborated and perfected. 
Sec """ruJ Reports: 1910, pp. 3D-31; 1913. pp. 35-36. For a recent statistical swn .. 
mary of the results of operations of the Pullman Company. see "n"ruJ ReporI. 19:19. 
p. 136. AD investigatioD of the cla .... of depreciable property of s1ccping-car oom
panics aod of the related pcn=tage. of depreciatioD is pendiDg . .1. •• 1141 R-port, 1930, 

P·7°. 
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constituted the chief safeguard against abuse. The contested pro
ceedings, arising either through formal complaint or upon the Com
mission's own motion, have been strikingly few. The Commission's 
mandatory power over Pullman rates and practices has largely served 
as a potential protection against improper adjustments rather than 
as an actively functioning instrument. But its unquestioned possession 
of adequate authority has been clearly established. Its determinations 
have embraced orders as to the reasonableness of existing charges in 
and of themselves and as to the relationships of the prevailing rates 
for different types of Pullman service,'- Through piecemeal efforts, 
in the light of the limited record developed in support of specific 
complaints, the Commission has sought to remove rate maladjust
ments,''' It has also assumed jurisdiction in a few proceedings in-

111 In lAfI<u Y. PulIm ... Co .. 18 I.C.C. 135 (1910). !he lawfuln ... of oIccping-car 
..... between S~ Paul. Minn.. and cenain oth ... poin .. wu challenged. All of !he pre
vailing ..... involved were alleged ID be UlllUlODlIbl .. and !he imposition of identieal 
chargea /Or upper beItha .. d lower beItha wu declared ID be cliscriminalDlf. The 
CommiasioD gnnltd reIicf in both cli=tions. Some Itdw:tioDS in lower beIth ..... 
were ardertd, and diftCIentiol. were .... b1isbtd -.. !he chargea /Or 10 ..... and/Or 
uppers. Upon rehearing (20 I.C.C. 21). !he CommiasioD modilitd i .. original ard .... 
ehie8y by .... ptiog a 20 per cent diftCIentiol -.. upper and lower beItha in p1acc 
of !he 25 per cent diftCIentiol it had previously tstablisbtd. In _on with thiI 
Rhearing the Pullman Company proposed a new schtdule of ..... applicable thIough. 
out !he Uniltd Sta .... whereby a large number of Itdw:tions in lower beIth cbargea 
was introduced and !he principle of charging • distinctly smaller aroGUnt /Or uppers 
than /Or lowen wu dc6nitdy rccogoi2td. In modifYing i .. origiDaI Older. however. 
!he CommiasioD expzasly declared that thiI modification waa not ID be construtd ... 
dclermination of !he ra ..... b1eJ1e11 of !he cotile new schtdule thus propoacd. See aI .. 
O~ld .... •• PulI_ Co .. 20 I.C.C. 25 (19.0). involviog !he _bien ... of ..... 
for upper beIth. in the ...... of Oklah ..... Kansas, Indiana, and Arkanau, in which 
the Commiasion, in aa:ordancc with i .. holding in !he above procctding. diIcatd !he 
Pullman CompanylD liz ita ..... upon upper beItha .t not awe than 80 per ..... of 
the applicable charge /Or lower beItha wbencvcr ouch lower beIth cbargea arc $'.75 or 0_. and ID liz the upper beIth .. to at "'" awe than $ • .25 wbencvcr !he cbargea /Or 
10_ beItha arc $ •. ,., but again without specific .pproval of the gcacnI Itd_ 
in lower beIth chargea proposed by the Pullman Company. 

1H The CommiasioD baa fimnul.1td DO aunprehensive principles rot !he cIcIieJ-. 
mination of Pullman chargea. The prevailing ..... have been dccmtd ID be ,.. ... twa. 
_ .. and the bwdcD baa been placed upon aunplainan .. ID establish their right 
ID rcIio£ The usual method of .. II: comparisoas baa been dW:8y rclitd upon. But in 
C __ Cl. 0' _ Fo/h •• PulI_ Co., 31 LC.C. 654 (1914). fi>r campi .. 
the CommiasioD ftjccItd distance u the CXlDttolling Iidm (pp. 657-'58): '"I'bc value 
ID the paacogcr of slccpiogoc:ar 0CItU_ COD "'" be gauged by cacdy the __ 
__ u paucogcr tnmportation by day. To the lalll:<. mileage, in the ahscocc of 
DOusuaI _tiODa, may be .ppIied u • ioir rule of the val ... of the __ The bon: 
...-.icc of tnmportatioD ID the occupant of • sleeping car. ho __ • baa beco CDvcrtd 
in the &nt u...a- by the paacogcr fare paid. The val"" of the 0CCUJlRII<7 of • sleep-
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volving the adequacy or equality of sleeping-car service provided for 
particular persons or localities.1.' But the most controversial issues 
have arisen in connection with the imposition of extra passenger 
charges, accruing entirely to the railroads, upon those using the Pull
man service. In such proceedings the propriety of the sleeping-car 

ing car over and above the value of being carried a certain distance is found primari1y 
in obt:ainiog a night's rest under as comfortable conditions as compatible with railroad 
travel, essentially a night's lodgings; and secondly in the keeping intact for the trans
action of bwiness the daylight hours which otherwise would be spent in covering 
distance. If the physical conditions under which transportation is conducted were in
variably the same, if the speed of sleeping can WCle uniformly the same, if the traffic 
density on all sleeping<ar lines were the same, and if detraining during the night 
imposed no discomfort, mileage might possibly be taken as a measure of the value of 
slecping-car occupancy. But it then would be a fair test because it would roughly meas
ure the advantage of a night's occupancy of the sleeper to the passenger and the cost 
of service to the carrier. What the patron of a sleeper seeks first is a night" rest, and 
for this he pays as he would for a hotel room, for a unit service, and this Jel'vice is 
approximately the same whether the car be hauled 200 or 300 miles during the slecp~ 
ing hours. Whether a berth has been in use 4 hours or 10 bours, u a rule it can not 
again during the same night be made a sourcc of revCllUC to the carrier. Hence, berth .. 
mile rates are of litde comparative value, and are not controlling in fixing rates for 
the occupancy of sleeping cars."' For another basis of comparison, which places pri .. 
mary emphasis upon the relationship between general passenger rates and those re~ 
sulting from use of the Pullman. service, note the following from the dissenting opinion 
of Chairman Knapp in Loftus v. Pullman. Co., 18 I.C.C. 135, at pp. 138-139: "The 
real question in all cases is whether unreasonable charges are exacted from the public 
for any service or facility which. railroad is bound to provide or undertakes to provide; 
and this question, as applied to sleeping-ar rates, must be determined almost wholly 
by comparison. because there is no other helpful or even available test. What sleeping 
can cost, or how much they earn, or what prolic. arc derived from their operation. 
seems to me of little bearing upon the reasonableness of the charges in question. The 
facts of controlling weight and the only fUr basi. of judgment, as I think, are found 
by comparing slceping-car accommodations with day-coach accommodations and what 
it costs to travel in sleeping cars with what it cosu to uavel in day coaches. When this 
comparison is made it becomes evident, to my mind at least, that the transportation 
charges now paid by passcngers in sleeping cars are rdfllillely lower than the charge. 
paid by other pwcngers. The diJfcrence in the value of the servia: is greater than the 
difference in charge. The railroads in elI'ect fiuaish two kind. of pwcnger can, cillfer
ing very materially in comfort, convenience, and safety. and passenger. may rake one 
kind or the other as they choose at the diB'crent rates provided. Now, what oug'" to 
be paid by passcngers who elect to take the superior car ;n t:Ompatisotl with what 
must be paid by passcngers who take the inferior car because, for the most part, they 
feel obliged to travel .. cheaply .. possible/ Holding. as I do, that the .. I<IIi." between 
slecping-car and day-coach rates is the vital matter of concern to the public. and be
lieving that the present differences arc of doubtful jwtice to the c1ay-coach pa ..... ger. 
I can not vote to reduce sleeping-ar charges. particularly lower·berth charges, and 
thereby increase the relative advantages now enjoyed by slccping-car pwcngen. II 

lI' In Corpo,<IIi." Commission 0' O~/""',"" v. A. T. & S. F. Ry. Co., 25 I.C.C. 
120 (1912). the Commission denied • petition for the reItor.laon of oIeeping-ear 
service which had been formerly maintained; in RIll" ad Rlp_ Go""';_, 
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rate per Sf: is not in controversy. The increased revenue, whether col
lected direcdy by the rail carrier as a transportation charge or levied 
as an additional tariff upon space in sleeping or parlor cars, is pro
vided exclusively for the benefit of the railroads. The Pullman service 
merely constitutes the cause or furnishes the occasion for the extra 
impost on,passenger transportation. Yet the added charges thus col
lected are not only of importance to the railroads, because the revenue 
which they yield may be essential to the adequate support of the 
passenger service, but they are of vital concern to the Pullman Com
pany, because the burden they impose may discourage the use of its 
special I3cilities. Substantial interests are thus at stake for both types 
of carrier; and the Commission is confronted with the task of ad
justing each class of charges and molding their interrelationships on 
a reasonable basis. The proceedings which have brought these matters 
to issue disclose the intimate contact which exists between the service 
rendered by the railroad companies and that furnished by the sleep
ing-ar companies, and they emphasize the essential unity of the 
regulative process as applied to transportation. 

Because the propriety of the extra transportation charge is pri
marily involved under these circumstances, the rail carriers have gen
erally appeared as the principal respondents. Initially the question 
presented to the Commission was whether the common railroad prac
tice of requiring more than a single fare for the exclusive use of a 
Pu1lman compartment or drawing-room is just and reasonable. The 
problem emerged as a result of specific complaints, and the Commi&
sion consistendy upheld the rules assailed, on the ground, chiefly, of 
the greater value of such service to the passenger and its greater cost 
to the carrier .100 These determinations were expressly applicable only 

CA«~i., of 114,,.,.. 35 le.e. '57 ('9'5). the Commission lOund Dot II> be jWli
lied rules proposed by the PonnsyIvania and the BaltimoR and Ohio railroads prohibit
m, the through checking of baggage and the sale of through parlot and sleeping<ar 
_od.tiom OIl c:omhioation tickets Q)..nng independent traDspottation by these 
1m.. and by fOteign amncaing \ina; in Crotb7 •• Sr. L..s. Ry. Co. "2 I.e.e. 239 
('9.6). and in Hn .. Y. l'tIIl ... Co. 1>0 I.e.e. 359 ('9>6). the Commission dealt 
with alleged discrimiDatiom against colorod pusengen through _ II> fUmisll theID 
Pullm ... ~tiODS. 

.MIa JlOI<ly Y. "/em.., T~. ". SaM F. 1Iy. Co. 33 I.e.e. 521 (1915). the 
a>mplaiDt against the lUi!" rule tequirinjJ • minimum of ODe aod ooe-halC Iirso-d ... 
-.. lOr the eKluai>e we of • computmcnt OIl c:ertaiD "Iimi1I:d" tniDa ... dio
miaed. n. bunIea of proof ... upoD the campiaiDUlt, aod be ... held _ II> ha .. 
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to the extra passenger charges imposed in connection with the use of 
compartments and drawing-rooms and provided authoritative sup
port for the voluntary policies of the carriers. While the practice, as 
thus approved, was very generally resorted to by the railroads,'·' it 
aroused comparatively little opposition on part either of the traveling 
public or of the Pullman Company. Sharp attention began to be 
focused upon the issue only when surcharges were affirmatively au
thorized by the Commission and were extended to the use of every 
type of Pullman service. When, upon the termination of Federal Con
trol and immediately preceding the expiration of the transitional 
guaranty period, it became necessary to increase the Bow of railroad 
revenue, the Commission utilized the device of the surcharge as a 
means, in part, of providing additional income from passenger serv
ice. An order was entered, over the opposition of the Pullman Com
pany, authorizing the levy of a surcharge upon passengers in sleeping 
and parlor cars to the amount of 50 per cent of the charge for space in 
such cars, the surcharge to be collected in connection with the charge 
for space but to accrue to the rail carriers.' " The provision of adc-

mown the rule to be unreasonable. In R4ilroflll Commission of Neild. v. S. P. Co., 
36 I.C.C. 250 (1915), the Commisoion found the rules fixing the minimum trail .. 
ponanon charges at two farcs for exclusive use of drawing.rooIDJ and at one aDd 
one-half fares for use of compartments to be reasonable, and similarly dismissed 
the complaint. Since DO such extra transportation charges had been imposed by the 
Southern Pacific Company prior to July, 1913. the rules at issue effected aD in· 
crease in passenger rates subsequent to'" January I, 1910, and in accordance with the 
provisions of the Mann-Elkins Act the burden was upon the carrier to justify the in· 
creased rates. The OlmmissioD, acc:eptiug the carrier's rcprcscntatiom as to the higher 
costs of such service and its greater value, found that the reasonableness of these exua 
charges had becJ1 aflirmativdy established. See Ibo C.".,. Y. Mi.ne.polis. S •• PtUd 6-
S ... I. SUo MRrie Ry. Co., 43 I.C.C. 51 (1917). 

leT In Railroad Commission of Nepttdfl v. S. P. CD. (note 166, supra), the Commg.. 
lion said (po 250): "Similar rules are maintained for intcntate traffic: by nearly every 
railroad in the country and were allowed to go into cKcct over protests." 

188 IneretUeJ RJt~SI '920, 58 I.C.C. no, 242. Duriog Federal Control, the Director
General of Railroads, in addition to advancing passenger rates to a minimum of 3 
cents per mile, provided for the collection of an extra one-half cent per mile upon 
the purchase of Pullman space. General Order No. 28, May 25. 1918. This surchar~ 
which amounted to 16% per cent of the passenger fare, wu in effect from June 10, 

1918. to November 30. 1918. In l"C'retlleJ.Rales. 19~. "'pril. a further advance of 20 
pet cent in passengct fares (to 3.6 cents per mile) wu authorized, and the surcharge 
was reestablished 00 the terms indicated above, both adjustments becoming cJfectiye 
Augult 26, 1920. In opposing the RCstablishmcnt of the surcharge, the Pullman Com .. 
pany urged that its collection reduces travel in sleeping and parlor can. The Commis
sion found that this contention was Dot swtained by the record: ''Pigtu"el quoted above 
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quate passenget revenue for the railroads was thus organically inter
twined with the charges for Pullman service. The first obstacle en
countered in the execution of this policy sprang from the refusal of 
many of the states to apply the surcharge on intrastate traffic. In most 
instances this refusal was but one aspect of the conflict between state 
and federal authority over the intrastate application of the basic 
passenget fares authorized by the Commission;"· in a few cases the 
increased passenget fares were approved by the state authorities, but 
the surcharges were not accepted, or, after acceptance, were canceled 
by legislative enactment or administrative order.'" In all these pro
ceedings the Commission found that in so far as the intrastate charges 
for occupancy of space in sleeping and parlor cars required by state 
authority were lower than the interstate charges which it had author
ized, they were unduly preferential of intrastate passengers, unrea
sonably prejudicial to interstate passengers, and unjustly discrimina. 
tory against interstate commerce. Accordingly, in these numerous 
cases, the Commission prescribed the surcharges as well as the basic 
passenget fares for purely intrastate traffic, 1Tl and the assertion of this 
power was sweepingly upheld by the Supreme Court,'" The sur
charge was thereby rendered almost universally operative. 

in this report indica", that the total number of passenger Dill .. in .g.8, notwith· 
&tanding that the aurcharge wu in eII<ct fW half the you, ina.ased 8 per cent over 
the previoUi you and were greater than in any you prior there .... which indica ... thai 
travol on the whole wu not materially alI<c:Il:d by the surcharge" (p. '4')' 

,., See _,. F_, ... II CA.,.,., ./ N. Y. C. R. R. C ... 59 I.C.C. .go (.g.o), and 
the proeeedings fOllowing (Vol .. 59 and 60. /'"'nm), which involved the applic:ation 
of the interstate rates. &res, and charge. authorized. by the Commission on intrastate 
traffic: in the ...... of minoi .. Wisconsin, Iowa, Mon ...... Ohio, Michigan. Indiana, 
Ttlw, Lolliliana, and Nevads. 

n. See Swd_ (Or Sf"';" C .. s.r.i<o;" ..u.Nm •• 6. LC.C. '53 (.g.,); s",.. 
d_ ;,. SI..p., .,. P""'.,. C ... ;,. G<orgiII. 69 LC.C. 6'3 (.g .. ); S.,.4_ (Or 
Si..po, or P",., ... C .. ,;,. N.C .. '0' I.C.C. 537 ('9'5). 

min CA .. ,., (Or P""'F' ;,. Sf"';" mil P""'or C." 95 I.C.C. 46g ('9'5), 
the Commilsion lllid (pp. 471-47'): "We ••• prescribed both the basic passenger 
fan: and the surcharge as reasonable for intrastate application in many states. the IUl

charge in at lout '4 ItS .... At P""""t it is applicable in ...... '" throughout the country 
and to all Pullman travol in ...... ", .,...pt in North Carolina. South Carolina, and 
West Virginia.· But compare Wit:4iM FoIU 4' S""",", P ..... ,.,. F .. , all C,-" 
8] LC.C. 60] ('9'3), in which the CommiIsion fOund no showing on the record "of 
.... h&tantial disparity which opera ... os • real discrimination ~ ... and ohsuuc:tion 
.... inter1tS'" _' ouch os would warrant UI in entering the order sought" 
(p. 605), 

on Wa-.;. R. R. C •••• Y. C .. B. 4' Q. R. R. C ... '57 U.s. 563 ('922). 
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On the merits of the policy, however, opposition continued, When, 
toward the end of I92I, as a means of meeting the situation caused by 
the sharp business depression, the Commission instituted a compre
hensive investigation as to whether, and to what extent, railroad rates 
might be reduced, the Pullman Company sought the removal of the 
surcharge, on the ground that it tended to reduce travel in sleeping 
and parlor cars, Once more the Commission found no support for 
this contention in the record,113 Both in this proceeding and in the 
earlier ones, however, the problem of the surcharge was largely 
treated as a subordinate if not a collateral matter, arising solely in 
connection with the adequacy of the total passenger revenue of the 
rail carriers, and it received practically no consideration in its rela
tionship to .the Pullman charges as such or to the aggregate burden 
upon the passenger service,11' This more comprehensive question, as 
well as the reasonableness of the Pullman rates themselves, has now 
been brought to issue, although no final determination has yet been 
made by the Commission on this inclusive basis,17G The imposition 

"'Redu«d RIlles, 192>, 68 I.C.C. 6,6 (192)). While a oharp decline in Pullman 
travel followed the application of the surcharge, the ftuctuations in the number of 
Pullman passengers paralleled closely the Ouctuations in the total Dumber of revenue 
passengers carried, The Commission', finding ...... follow. (p, "9): ''The record 
indicates that travel in sleeping and patlor can hu not dccrcucd in substantially 
greater ratio than uavel generally, and docs Dot warrant a conclusion that the decrease 
in uavel in sleeping and parlor cars is traceable to the aurcharge:' 

1 '.In his dissenting opinion in ClJar-gu. (or Passengers in Sleeping tmtl P(lT/or CIITI~ 
95 I.C.C. 469 (1925), Commissioner Campbell said (p. 48.): ''In my judgment the 
surcharge is wrong in principle and should be abclishcd. It was Cltabllihcd in In
created 'RIlles. I~O • • • as an expedient way of raising additional revenue thea 
needed to meet wage inaCUCI authorized by the United States Labor Board subse
quent to the termination of the hearings in that case. There was DO hearing at that 
time OD. the reasonableness of the charge and no order from UI that it be established. lu 
propriety as a permanent charge was not considered.·· 

UCiIn Ort/no of United Commercial Tra"elers of Jtmerka Y. PrJl",.,. Co., Docket 
No. 11567, the reasonableness of the c:hargcs for accommodations in sleeping and par .. 
lor carl was the primary subject of inquiry. In the course of the hearings, however, 
it appeared that the collection of the surcharge accruing to the rail carriers constituled 
one important cause of complaint. Accordingly the Commission instituled an investi .. 
gation under Docket No. 14185, with which the original No. 11561 was consolidated, 
into the propriety and rcalOnablcnCJI of both the .urcharge and the Pullman ra ... 
throughout the United States. The Pullman Company and all the rail carriers WCl'C 

made respondents. Hearings were held in various parts of the COUDtry, and lUte au .. 
thorities and commercial and other private organizations wac represented. The COD" 

trac!Ual rclatiom between the rail carrien and the Pullman Company were indudcd 
within the scope of the inquiry. and the Commission entered upon a general examina
tion of the Pullman Company ucountl "in order that both the surcharge and the 
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of the prevailing surcharge, for the benefit of the railroads, was again 
found not to be unrcasonable;'16 but despite this conclusion on the 
limited issue, the Commission disclosed the intimate relationship 
which exists between the surcharge, the basic passenger we, and the 
Pullman rate, and it recognized that its immediate determination did 
not entirely dispose of the difficulties involved,111 Indeed, the Com
mission expressly insisted that the surcharge "ought not to be re
garded as an independent third charge upon the passenger, .. '16 and 

Pullman charge proper might be considered together." Boca"'" the investigation on 
thiI comprehensive basis might be unduly prolonged, however, the issue u to the sur
charge wu argued and submitted aeparatc:ly. The Commission's decisio~ AI to the sur· 
charge wu ..... dered January 26, 1925 (95 I.C.C. 469), hut no final disposition bu yet 
been made of No. 11567 and related ..... involving the .....,nablen ... of Pullman ....... n. CAtIf'pl fUr Pat""g.,., in 51""i.g ... 4 Por/or CtIf'l. 95 I.C.C. 469 (1925). The 
CommiJsion found that the instant m:ord fully substantiated ill earlier conclusiODJ 
that the surcharge did not remit in a reduction of U'avel in Pullman can; and it pre .. 
oented with approval the contentioDl of the rail carrier. that the cost of trulsporting 
puoengen in Pullman cars iJ greater than in coaches, and that the superior a=mmo· 
dationa and additional ""vice justifY higher ....... 

'" lDunediatcly preceding ill fu1ding that the surcharge is not unrasonable, the 
CommiJsion clearly indicated the limited ICOpe of ill determination: "Wh.ther or not 
the total which iJ now paid by the passenger. including basie railroad fin:, surcharge, 
and Pullman chlll'Fa is too great we caD. not now determine. That question must be 
left lOr conoiderstion when the record covering the ..... ainder of thiI investigation bu 
been compl.ted." lbiil .• P. 479. 

n.'lJjil~ p. 478. In support of ill position, the CommiJsion continued: "It WII 

devised u a simpl. and convenient method for computing an addition to the basie 
passenger fin: for th ... who ride in Pul1man ..... and is thus equivalent to an increase 
in the rate per mil .. Whete the basic fin: is 3.6 cenll per mile, the surcharge adds 10 

per cent and brings the fin: up to about 3.96 cenll per mil .. The Pullman puoenger 
paya to the rail carrier, on the average, I ... than 4 eonll per mil. u against the 3.6 
eonll paid by the pa ..... ger in the coach. The subject hu been enmethed in necdl .. 
compltlity. ll .. pondenll futnish lrall$portation. The Pullman Company futnish.. a 
bed or apcciaIlCOt aocI service okin to that of an innkeeper. The Pul1man Company 
ohould collect charges sulIicient to cover the cost of ill ..moe aocI a ........ b1. n:
turn on the value of the property devoted by it to the public use. llespooden .. ohould 
collect charp aullicient to cover the cost of their lrall$ponation ..moe aocI a lila: 
RUOIIObI. n:turn. The value of the aervice to the n:cipient ohould also be given due 
weight. It is &aid that when a passenger hu paid lOr hiJ railroad ticket and also lOr 
hiJ Pullman ticket h. hu paid lOr .vetything he n:cei .... But if h. dmn:. .. c1usi .. 
right to OCICUpanCJ of a pri .... car, a a1eeping car, or a parlor car. the usual tarilI' 
tequiremen1 of ., full railroad £on:s is geoersUy conceded to be proper. If he WIG .. a 
drawing IOOIIl or a compartment to hiaudf he mUll pay two railroad £on:s in addition 
to the Pullman Company', charges. • • • The principl. is not different wbeD, in eIIi:a. 
one and ......."th passenger £on:s are collected &om the passenger who hu the n:
oervecI right to ezduoi ... use of a designated arm chair in a parlor car or a clcsignated 
double aeat and a berth in a a1eeping car. The nil carric:r undertabs to do aocI does 
....... lOr him than it does lOr the passenger in a day coach aocI the dill'erenoe in the 
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it justified its collection, despite the absence of reliable comparative 
cost data as between Pullman traffic and coach traffic, IT9 because it 
felt "that at least there is less warrant for eliminating the surcharge 
than for reducing the basic passenger we."'80 In fact it was argued 
not only that the reduction in the carriers' revenues which would re
sult from the removal of the surcharge ought more properly to be 
made available for the benefit of the passenger service as a whole, but 
that the need of decreases in freight rates in various parts of the 
country was even more pressing and hence constituted a still more 

value of the service abundandy justifies the difference of one-tenth in fare. Whether 
this tenth be collected in the form of a surcharge, computed on the Pullman charge 
but accruing to the rail carrier. as at prcseDt, or whether it take the form of an extra 
ticket, representing the same one-tenth, or of a special ticket representing ODC and 
one-tenth fares, is immaterial as bearing upon the reasonableness of the charge in 
essence." 

119 ''In this case we have no rdiable cost figures. It is true that the record contains 
the results of a study made by a statistical analyst in our employ. This study was not 
intended as an accurate cost ascertainment, but as a comparative Jtudy of operating 
expenses. Considering the manner in which expenses have been divided, subdivided. 
and apportioned on the basis of doubd'ul data and arbitrary assumptions in an cJfon 
to arrive at the relative car-mile expenses of handling Pullman uaBic and coach traffic: 
it is clear that the results can not be accepted. as cletenninative:' Ibid'l PP. 477-478. 

180 While the Commission stressed cost to the carrier and value to the passenger as 
constituting, in principle. the basic &'ctors in the case, it seems to have been in8uenced 
also by more general ethical considerations. "When the time comes," said the Com~ 
mission, ··for requiring the railroads to accept less passenger revenue than they now re~ 
cdve, those who experience the relative discomforts of ordinary coach travel, many 
of them because they must count the peonies, rather than those who select the most 
expensive and luxwious form of transportation which modern railroad. afford, are 
dearly entided to prior coosideration." Ibid., p. 478. Compare also the fonowing from 
the separate expression of Commissioner Lewis (p. 480): "'There are fundamental 
rcadjusnnents for which the $35,000,000 to $40,000,000 should be conserved. In pas
senger transportation, reductions when made should be in the basic 3.6<cnt f.tre, 
which would apply to Pullman and coach .... veIers alike. Indeed. to reduce the pas
senger fare of the traveler who geu more transportation and. as a rule, can pay for 
more, and not to reduce the fare of the traveler who sometime. gets very little and 
whose ability to pay often makes it impossible to patronize the .upenervice, would 
ICCm to be a form of rank discrimination." The real issue, of course, involves economic 
rather than ethical coosiderations--it is whether the charges for each type of service 
are reasonable, in and of themselves and in relationship to each other. Moreover. even 
the argument from capacity to pay is by no means one~sided. We may note, for ex~ 
ample, the following from Commissioner Campbcll·, dissenting opinion (p_ 484): 
"'The Pullman car, at least the standard sleeping car, is a necessity in traveling-oot a 
luxury. It is a mistaken notion that the Pullman lUVice is used only by the well-to-do. 
The poor man should have a place to Ileep just as much as the rich man, but the 
higher the charges are made the greater will be the number who will be deprived of 
thi. euential oervice. Especially is the Pullman .. rvi<A: • n=ssity to the busin<u man 
who must travd, and the record. indicates that if the charges are lowered a greater 
number of this cl ... of .... veIen will we the Pullman oervice. •• 
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appropriate oudet for any downward readjustment of income from 
transportation.'"' The surcharge, then, though collected by the Pull
man Company in connection with its special services, was clearly 
shown to be related to the generallevcl of passenger &res and even, 
more remotely, to the entire range of railroad rates. The dissenting 
commissioners, moreover, while conceding that extra services are 
rendered in the carriage of Pullman traffic, contended that these serv
ices should be paid for in the Pullman charges rather than in the 
transportation rates. "This is proper," asserted Commissioner Camp
bell, "because any extra expense to which the railroads are put in 
handling the Pullman cars arises not by reason of the haulage of the 
passenger, but by reason of the haulage of the filcilities which enable 
the Pullman Company to furnish the special services which it holds 
itself out to furnish."'82 The reasonableness of the Pullman charges 
proper is thus inevitably brought in issue, as well as the propriety of 
the contractual arrangements between the Pullman Company and 
the rail carriers.' " Either an increase in Pullman rates or a reappor-

181 Thia line of .....rung wu especially urged in the c:oncurriDg opinion of Com
missioner Lewis. He concluded this upc:ct of biJ discussion as follow. (pp. 48 ...... 8,): 
'1t is true that there is not before us in this case the matter of reducing or adjusting 
other ratea and charges, but the c1igrossion is justilied by reason of there being urged 
on UI bIoad COIlIiderations of publi<: policy and justice ID pa ...... of tr.msponatioD. 
Thoro is aI .. the met that if there is ID be pi<:<emoal cutting of rates, &reo, and charges 
of many miUiona of dollars bere and theIe. there will remain I ... financial margin for 
the more fundamental adjustments that must IOOIlCI' or lab:r come. It is • time to 
c:onsem: carrier .......... for IdcqUSIe development of tr8DSponation W:ilitics and the 
ftduaion of ra\eI for .;.ta! oervi<:eo, and not ID clissipale them in granting ..Iier that is 
_ VOIJ greatly needed. and where I VOIJ unall extra charge for an extra tr.mspona. 
tio.D. IU'Vlce is equitable." 

.as ''''Il~ pp. 482-488. 483. Commissioner Col: jniDecI in this dissont. Compare 
aI .. the following from Commissioner McMaaamy' ... parole dissenting opinion (p. 489): 
'"rbe majority jUllifj the propriety of the aurcharge because of the incn:asecI weight 
and ooat per puoeoger of the Pu\lman cor and because of the .dclilional service mo
derecI. Granting that there is an extra cost and aerric:e, it does _ follow that the ....... 
charge as I transponalioD charge is proper. It is true that the _ service which Pull
man pusengera .aoe is ... perior ID and more expeosi .. than that Nmished pas
aengera in day .... cheo. Il .. pnnden .. [the railRads) ........... IUmisb OIIIy the ........ 
ponation oem", for which the huH: fOre is ,.6 _IS per mile • • • and which is DOt 

in isaue. Tho incn:asecI cost and weight of car and the addi1ioDal ..mce m>deI<d lie 
all made ........,., by and OR I part of that for which the __ pays the Pull
man Company. Thia extra expense is • part of the <DOt of such aerric:e, for which the 
Pullman Company abould pay •• Commissioner MeChonI aIM> dissen ..... witbouc oepa
nte ezpreaioa. 

.11 Commi_ McliaDamy. for ...... pI .. eoncluded as foil .... (p. 490): '"The 
Pu\lman charges lie DOW before ... in _ ~. If they OR _ OD • ptoper 
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tionment of existing Pullman revenues, rather than the maintenance 
of the surcharge, may constitute the most equitable and satisfactory 
expedient for according the rail carriers full compensation for the 
passenger service rendered by them in connection with Pullman 
traffic. 

But regardless of the ultimate merit of these conflicting conten
tions and the divergent conclusions drawn therefrom, it is obvious 
that the regulative process involved is in essence a single process. The 
provision of the special Pullman facilities by a separate carrier or
ganized as a distinct corporate entity renders the performance of the 
regulative task somewhat more difficult, but it does not substantially 
alter the basic unity of the practical situation. More intimately even 
than in case of the express service, the Commission's jurisdiction over 
sleeping<ar companies is indispensable to its adequate control of the 
rail carriers, and the actual exercise of its powers impinges, at every 
turn, upon the rights, duties, and interests of the railroads. 

Pipe-Line Companies 

The Commission's powers over pipe lines, to a greater extent than 
its powers over sleeping<ar companies or any of the other carriers 
subject to its jurisdiction, have remained in most respects unexer
cised. We have already noted that the extension of jurisdiction to 

basis they can be adjusted. If under the term. of their contra<:b with the Pullman 
Company respondents arc inadequately compensstcd for hauling Pullman an the 
contraets should be revised. The surcharge, admittcdly • makeshift, unsstisfactory to 
the public and to the Pullman Company, aod not justified by any transportatino terV

ice which respondents render for the puscnger wbo pays it, should be abolished." 
Commissinocr Campbell emphasized cspocially the sigoilicance of the Pullman con
tracts in any sound resoiutiOJ1 of the issue: "If the railroads are Dot properly com.~ 
pcnsatcd under their contracts with the PuJlman Company they should be directed to 
revise the contracts rather tbao. given pe.nniJ.sion to continue to euct the surcharge 
from the public. Improvidence in the making of the COJltracts constitutes DO jwtifiea
tiOD for continuancc of the surcharge.. ... Upon argument and in brief counsel for 
the eastern railroads urged that lCCIion 15& of the ullcrstale commera: act it. maoda .. 
tory direction to w to 10 adjwt rates u to provide the standard retw'n as therein pr0-
vided for, and the fact that certain of the roads are not making the ltandard return 
ItallcU as an obstacle in the way of removing the surcharge. Arguments of this tharac~ 
tel' are being pressed upon W coDStandy in cases of this kind. without being coupled 
with any showing as to the efficiency and economy of opecatiOJl. Some are dispoted 
to look upon sectio.o. Isa as a mudate, but paragraph 2 of that section places I n:. 
lponsibility upon the carrien as well as the commission, and improvident CODttaaI 
have no place in the realm of cJlicicnt operatino" (pp. 483, 488). 
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pipe lines was primarily induced by developing abuses in the petro
leum industry, in so far as they' were attributable to monopolistic 
control of these carriers, rather than by maladjustments in the opera
tion of the pipe lines as such.l " This significant consideration is evi
denced not only by the fact that the immediate cause of the inclusion 
of pipe lines among the carriers subject to the provisions of the Act 
to Regulate Commerce was a report of the Commissioner of Cor
porations on certain aspects of the petroleum industry,'s. but by the 
further fact that a number of subsequent official investigations into 
this general field have been conducted by agencies other than the 
Interstate Commerce Commission.180 Only a single industry is in
volved, over which no direct control has been conferred upon the 
Commission; and the major problem in connection with the pipe 
lines serving that industry has merely concerned their legal recogni
tion as common carriers, as a means of rendering their facilities 
available to all shippers. Under these circumstances the Commission's 
activities have been confined within very narrow limits. 

, .. See pp. 5'-59. "',... 
III R#pon of tIr. C ... miui ..... of c...".,...; ... •• tAo T,.."."""." ••• f p.wol", .. 

(May ••• g06). Th. Qnnmission hu described as fOllows the direct Rlationship be
tween thil Rport and the enactment of the pipe-line amendment: ''Pipe linea u 
fi.cilitiea of in_~ _ weR Dot included in the bill inuocluced in the FiIly
ninth Congt<sa. lint ...aon, which became the basil of the .go6 Rvision of the a<:t 
to regulate commerce. Nor, indeed, bad such carrien been mentioned in the public 
hearinga held W .... the Sen.~ Committee on ID_"~ Commen:e during .g05. It 
wu Dat until May .... go6. when the bill had fOr .... raI montha been W .... Con-
gross. that pipe lin .. weR injc:ctecl inID it. OD that da~ Senator Lodge. of Massachu
.. til, afterecl an ID\eIldment wheRby pipe 1inet, engaged in the tnmportatiao of ail 
or ather aammaclity. uc:ept natural goa or w ..... fOr mllDic:ipal purpaaes. were in
cluded in the .ct. It iI proper ID obaerve that Senator Lodge's madilied amendment 
wu afterecl only • fCw mamen .. .a.r the m:apt by the Sena~ of the special message 
&om the PRUdent traDsmitting the IUIIUIlU)' of the Rport by the O>mmissiancr of 
the BURaU of Corporatiao. in the Department of Commen:e and Labar. on the sub
ject of transportation and &eight rates in COIIIleaian with the ail industty-1 .. port 
of an investigatiao und ........ in I.CXIGIdaoae wich • Hause ...mution. ThiI IWIIIIWJ 
and che Commissioner of Corporations compl.~ Rpan. which 1._ was traDsmia.d 
to me Senate: OIl Ma, 17. 1906. contained. an Ubmded ftlCital of the conditions against 
which the Lodge amendment wu oimed." ,. "" M_ of Pi,. Li .... '4 LC,C, • 
(,g,.) •• t ..... 

.. I Set, fOr eumpl .. kpon of "" Co .. ~ .f c.,.,...,.;o.u .. "" Pntok.. '"""'Y (Put I, May ... ,go7. and Put II, Augual 50 ,go7); kpon .f "" F.ur.I 
TNIi. c ... "'"""" •• Pipe-Li .. ~ of hIroI .... (Fchruuy .8, '9,6); 
kpon .f "" IW<nl TNth Co.","""" .. "'" Prico of c.s.kw ill 'gil (Apriln, 
,g'7). 
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Despite the rather extensive operations of the pipe-line companies 
subject to controi,181 litde occasion has arisen for regulating the rates 
and practices of these carriers, either on complaint or on the Com
mission's own motion.'8. Once the common<arrier status of these 

181 For a statistical summary of the results of these operations for the five.year 
period, 1921-25, sec the Commission's Annual Report for 1926, p. 32, For the year 
1925. the Dumber of miles of pipe line operated was 70,009; their operating revenues 
were $164,644.740; their operating expense. were $80,231,636; their operating in· 
come was $70,965.545; their net income was $88.495,026. 

188 As far as the writer is able to discover, Brundred Brol. v. P. P. L. Co., 68 I.c.e. 
458 (1922). is the only proceeding in which pipe-line rates and practices have been 
given any extended consideration. The complainants were engaged in producing, pur
chasing, and selling crude oil. The defendants operated connecting pipe lines from the 
midcontinent and other oil fields to eastern points. The complaint alleged that the 
rates charged for the transportation of crude oil from points in Kansas, Oklahoma. and 
Texas to certain points in Pennsyl vania were excessive, and that the tariff" rule of the 
carriers requiring minimum tenders of 100,000 barrels for shipment was unreasonable. 
The Commission found the rates under attack to be reasonable, but it reduced the 
minimum tender requirement to 10,000 barrels. Its finding in the matter of charges. 
which was limited to the specific issues involved and was not to prejudice clany con~ 
clusion which may be reached upon a broader record as to the reasonableness of the 
defendants' rates generally" (p. 466), was based upon the usual considcrations-tate 
comparisons, carriers' earnings. changes in operating expenses, the special hazards of 
the business. The Commission concluded (p. 462): ''Defendants have shown that the 
increased rates in issue arc reasonable as compared with other rates for pipe~line service. 
If defendants' earnings are excessive such fact might require a general reduction in 
all of their rates, but we would Dot be warranted in requiring any reduction in these 
particular rates below the level of the other rates. We, of course, can not pass upon 
the reasonableness of all of defendants' rates under the issues and upon the record in 
this case:' M to the minimum-tender requirement, the Commission was largely inBu~ 
eDced by the need of rendering the pipe lines available to small as well as to large 
shippers, so that the common-carricr status impressed upon them by law might not 
in practice be negatived. Its specific determination was avowedly experimental in char .. 
acter. The Commission said (p. 466): '"The transportation of oil by pipe line is essen· 
tiallya bulk business, and that fact mwt not be lost sight of in determining the issue 
now under consideration. The pipe lines cannot be succcs.sfully operated on a driblet 
basis, and there is a reasonable minimum below which they should not be required 
to accept oil for transportation. But the minimum mwt be reasonable, and it is clear 
that that fixed by defendants dot:s not square with the law in this respect. Rather it 
reserves the pipe lines to a few large shippen and essentially deprives the lines of the 
common~er .tatus with which they were impressed by the interstate commerce 
act. We arc practically without precedent upon which to base our dctcrminatioo of a 
reasonable minimum, and the reasonableness of any minimum can only be yerified 
by actual experience. We believe thar a minimum of 10,000 barrel. would be JUIfi. 
ciently low 10 enable complainants, also producers or groups of producers. and refiner. 
or others to utilize the pipe lines, and that it would be .u8icicntly high.to mitigate the 
operating difficulties mentioned by dc:fendants. Experience will prove whether IUch a 
minimum will eJfcctuate the intent of the law that the pipe lines aball be open to the 
use of all as commoo carriers, subject only to such reasonable regulations as may be 
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companies had been legislativdy declared,l.o administrativdy ap
plied,lOG and judicially uphdd,'ol the enforcement of publicity has 
constituted, for all practical purposes, the exdusive mode of control. 
They have been required to file their schedules of rates and charges,'o, 
to adhere to prescribed accounting methods, 10. and to submit reports 
of their operations.l" Significant data have also been made available 
by the Commission through special investigation,lOB but no regula. 

necessary to their ef6cient operation:' Prior to the above case, in Crude Pelt'rJk.m Oil 
from KfltUu and Ok/alt.mo. 59 1.e.C. 483 (19.0). the Commission bad ordered can
celed a schedule filed by lOme of the same ... pondenta as in that case proposing to 
withdraw a joint rate between some of the same points of origin and destination. Aside 
&om these proceedings, howover. pipe-line rates md practices as such UVC DOt beeo 
formally contested. The ........... 1.".., of railroad rates on petroleum oil md its ptod
udJ, has, of cowse, often come to issue. See, for example, Miaeonlinenl Oil RIJIel. 36 
I.C.C. 109 (1915). The problem h .. also arisen as to how tar such rail rates must be 
adjwted to the pressure of pipe.line competition. In Wi .... Oil c •. v. Dindor Gm
tmII. 571.C.C. 152, 154 (19:1.0), the Commission said: ""The complainant contends that 
we mould take into consideration thil pipe~llne competition in passing upon the rates 
here under attack. We may not. however, require rail c::arricn to reduce rates that an: 
not ahown to be unreasonable in and of themselves in order that the wen of such 
rates may better compele with others who are in a position to utilize the less cosuy 
..mce of pipe 1iDes." 

118 Hepburn Act of June 29. Ig06. 34 Stat. 584. 
180/a tA. M ...... of Pi,. U ..... 4 I.C.C. I (191)). 
181 Pi~ Li,.~ CIWS. 234 U.S. 548 (1914), reversing, ezcept as to one company, the 

decree: of the Commm:e Court in .04 Fed. 798 (1913). 
181 The issue as to whcthct all pipe lines were declared. to be common carrien and 

u to whether such declaration was amstitutionally valid (dealr: with in :ili4 I.C.C. I, 

'04 Fed. 798. and '34 U.S. 548) arose &om aD order of the Commission requiring 
pipe-line oompanies to 61e schedules of their .. lOS and charges for the interstate trans
portation of oil by pipe line. 

I" See JI .... 111 kpotU: 1906, p. 6a; 1910, p. 31; 1912, P. 35. 
lit Ibid.,' also. 1919, p. 37; 1925. p. 33; 19:16, p. 32. 
181 Co"tljlio", Jf/f«ti., Cnul~ Pt:aoln.III. 36 I.C.C. 429 (1915). This investigation 

was made in respome to Senate Resolution No. 44'. of September .8, 19140 A compre
hemi .. inquiry wu contemplated 00DCCrDiDg the conditions _tiDg the pmduction, 
transportation, and marketing of crude petroleum. Much of the desired informatioa, 
howe_. wu obtainable only &om the records of pmducing, pwdwiDg. mmufilctur.
mg. refiDiDg. and other industrial oompanieo----which oompanies were under the jun.
diction of the Federal Trade CommisUoD. and the records of which were being a
amiDed by that body in ita parallel extensive investigation of the oil industry under 
Senall: Resolutions No. 109 and No. 457. AccordiDgIy. the In_te Commera: Com
miuioD merely gatheted such information as it could ........ &om the pipe-line CXIIIl

panics themsel .... through the exercise of i .. authority to eumiDe the 0CXDWlta, rec
ords, and memoranda of common c:arrien eogaged in the IraDsponation of oil by 
pipe line. The data which it set fOrth in ita ... port related prim.arily. lint, to the sub
aistiDg interoorporate relations betw.en the ..n.u. pipe-line oompoaies and .......... 
the pipe-liDe oomponies and industrial __ engaged in the pmduaion, putdwe. or 
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tory action has followed. The mere existence of mandatory power 
over these carriers, together with the promulgation of the usual pub
licity requirements, have apparently sufficed to keep the pipe-line 
companies within the bounds of public interest. 

But even the mere possession of this basic authority over pipe-line 
companies was not conceded to the Commission without sharp con
troversy. The jurisdictional issue that was raised concerned both the 
sweep and the validity of the pipe-line amendment. Section 1 of the 
Act to Regulate Commerce, as amended in 1906, asserted jurisdiction 
over any corporation or person engaged in the transportation of oil 
in interstate commerce by means of pipe lines, who, it was added, 
"shall be considered and held to be common carriers within the mean
ing and purpose" of the Act.'·· The first conflict arose in the Inatter 
of statutory construction. Did the concluding clause confine the Com
mission's jurisdiction to pipe lines that were technically common car
riers, by virtue of their own conduct, or did it impress upon all pipe 
lines engaged in interstate transportation the status of common car
riers and subject them to control? It appeared from the record'" that 
most of the pipe lines did not hold themselves out as common car
riers. They purchased the oil before transporting it, and they disposed 
of it by sale after transportation. "They claim," said the Commission, 
"to be dealers in oil who use their pipe lines solely to convey their own 
property from state to state."'·· Despite these circumstances, the Com
mission encountered no difficulty in finding a clear Congressional 
intent that all the pipe lines carrying oil from state to state shall be 

sale of oil, and second, to the circunutaDc:et lWTOuoding the c:liscontinuance of the 
running and purchase of aude oil in 1914. 

198 Section I of the Interstate Commerce Act, as amended in 1920, omits the COD~ 
eluding clause. The Act is made applicable to commOD carrien engaged in the traoJ. 
portatiOD of oil by pipe line; and the term "common carrier" is defined to include all 
pipe~linc companies. The provision, both u originally enacted and u now stated, alto 
includes the transportation by pipe line of commodities other than. oil, except water 
and natural or artificial guo For a cliscussion of .he nM of federal regulation of the 
transportation and sale of Datural gat, see National Association of Railroad and Urilitiea 
CommissionCl1, PrrK«t!ingl: 1924. pp. 100-101; 1930, pp. 64-73. The long-distance 
movement of natural gat baa increased enormowly. A bill (8. 5030) creating a new 
commission to regulate it was introduced December 31 19301 by Senator Capper of 
Kansas. 

10. Tn ,h. MIIIUr 0/ Pi,. Un'" 24 I.C.C. 1 (1912). 
lOa Tb;d •• p. 3. 
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deemed to be common carriers, regardless of their previous status. 
The obligations of common carriers subject to the Act were im
pressed upon them, even though they were built over privately ac
quired rights of way, and even though, by resorting to the poliey of 
refusing to carry oil unless it was first sold to them, they were ap
parendy engaged in transporting only their own oil.''' The new 
provision sought to meet these very situations. This construction, do
clared the Commission, rdlected the plain meaning of the terms of 
the amendment and was fully confirmed by its legis1ative history .... 
The propriety of this interpretation, in face of the language of the 
provision and the eircumstances surrounding its use, can scarcely be 

lI. SimiJarly. the Commission round that this trafIio was Dot divested of its inter
... '" chanu:tu by the device of placing the ownership of the pipe linea in dilICrent 
corpondona in each of the ....... through whid> they puaed and of ttaosferring tide 
to the oil being transported to each of tbeae ""porotiODO as it entered into its pipes at 
the Ita'" line. Tbio "change of tide. breakage of bulk, Itoppage in transit, or wha ..... 
it may be that happena .t tbeae .tallOline poin..," dectar.d the Commission, "is Dot 
made in good wth for some nec:eooary purpose" (p. 6). Ac:cordingly. it viola"" both 
the letter aod the .pirit of oeetion 7 of the Act, which provides that DO .uch taetico 
"ohall pre .... t the carriage of ficights &om being aod being treated as one contioUOUl 
carriage &om the p\a<e of shipment to the p1.ce of deotiootion." Tbio daito of the 
carrion also fiiled to meet the ""ta of purdy in ...... '" traflic .. eotahlished by the 
Supmne Court in Ci •.• N. O. & T.z. P .... Ry. v.I.C.C •• ,6. U.s. ,84. 19' (,896). aod 
in the I ........ of DoM •• .uu... •• • 18 U.s. 124 (1910). in whid> the Court had 
said (p. 128): "What is _ among the ....... is • question depending upon 
hroader CIOIIIiderationa than the em....ee of • technically binding contract, or the time 
aod p\a<e wbert the tide puaed." FInally. argued the Commission, entirely .port &om 
questions of law. it is physically itopoaible to I ... ", pumping otationa or ..t.y ... tiona 
upon _ Ii .. ,. "Comider a line in its geometrical capacity. possesoing only length. 
but neither hroadth nor thickness, and contempl.", the absurdity of such a line being 
the location of a pumping otation, with its equipment of engines. boilers, tanks, aod 
acc:eseories. Moreover, the ream! shows that these locations on the state lines ~ 
only in the in~t of the pipe-line companieo-in ..... they are generally ......J hun
dred I<et .way &om the line" (p. 7). 
"·l~ .. pp. 4-6. Susgeotiono had been oJIi:mI in the Sena", for ratrictiog the 

amendment to such pipe linea .. "carry for the pubIic:," but the objections to such 
ratriction were IUCCeIIfuIly sustained. In vicw of the praetioe of the pipe lines of buy
ing the oil at the wells, the limitation of jurisdiction to those engaged in "transporta
tion lOr hin:" or in "transportation lOr the public" would have rendered the enact
ment entirely futile. While IOIDt doubt was expressed u to the conatitutional validity 
of embracing fill pipe lines in in ...... ", _ there was compl .... ag=mcnt in 
the legioIati ... debs", that this .... the in~t of the amendment. '"lluougbout the 
discuuion," said the Commission by way vi conclusion, "there is abundant cvidcme 
that Conpss puaed this act lOr the purpose vi subjecting all in ...... ", pipe linea corry
ing oil to ICdcraI resuJation, and took this action CDDSciousIy. in the pmence of the 
very conatitutional qur:stioD IlOW railed .. 1D its power" (p. 6). 
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questioned. Both the Commerce Court""l and the Supreme Court'" 
sweepingly affirmed its soundness. 

But the question still remained as to whether such a broad assertion 
of power was constitutionally valid. The respondents had contended 
for a narrow construction as a means of bringing the enactment 
within the legal scope of legislative authority. Congress, they urged, 
did not possess the power to transform private carriers into public 
carriers by statutory declaration, and hence it must have intended to 
assert jurisdiction over those pipe lines only that had held themselves 
out as common carriers. Such a construction, it was insisted, was the 

201 In denying the contention of the respondents that the Act was made applicable 
only to such pipe lines as were common carriers when the amendment was adopted 
or became such thereafter through voluntary actioD, the Commerce Court said: '"To 
our apprehension the meaning of this amendment is not open to serious question. It 
is a clear and comprehensive declaration, in no respect indefinite or incomplete. The 
concluding phrase is not a limitation or restriction. but. on the contrary, was plainly 
inserted for the purpose of fixing the legal status of the persons and corporations in· 
eluded in precise terms in the preceding description, to the end that they should be rc· 
gardcd and treated as common carriers subject to the act, . . . So far as the debates 
in Congress when this amendment was pendiog may be resorted to for any purpose. 
they tend strongly to confirm the conclusion above expressed. We are convinced. from 
an examination of what was then said, particularly in the Senate, that Congress under~ 
took and intended by this amendment to make common carriers of and to subject to 
the provisions of the act as such the owners of private pipe lines, who were Dot com· 
mon carriers, and who used their respective pipe lines, and had always used them, 
solely for the transportation of their own oil, in carrying on their private bwiness; 
and it is equally clear that Congress enacted the amendment with full knowledge that 
the question of its constitutionality was involved:' Prairie Oil 6- GIIS Co. v. U.s.~ 204 
Fed. 798 (1913). at pp. 80S. 806. 

202 In this respect the Supreme Court was in entire agreement with both the Com~ 
mission and the Commerce Court. Speaking through Justice Holmes. the Court said: 
"The provisions of the act are to apply to any person engaged in the transponation of 
oil by means of pipe lines. The words 'who shan be considered and held to be com· 
mon carriers within the meaning and purpose of this act' obviowly are not intended 
to cut down the generality of the previous declaration to the meaning that only those 
shall be held common carriers within the act who were common carriers in a techni .. 
cal sense. but an injunction that those in control of pipe lines and engaged in the 
transponation of oil shall be dealt with as such. If the Standard Oil Co. and its c0-

operating companies were not so engaged. no one was. It not only would be • sacrifice 
of iact to form, but would empty the act if the carriage to the seaboard of nearly all 
the oil east of California were held not to be transportation within its meaning. be· 
cause by the exercise of their power the carriers imposed as a condition to the carriage 
a sale to themselves. As applied to them, while the amendment docs not compel them 
to continue in operation it does require them not to continue except as common car .. 
rien. . . . Its evident purpose was to bring within its $COpe pipe lines that. although 
not technically common carriers. yet were carrying all oil offered. if only the offeren 
would .. II at their price." Pip< Line Com. 234 U.S. 548 (1914). at pp. 559-560. 
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only safe construction-that is, the only interpretation of the statute 
that would not render it repugnant to the constitutional limitations 
of due process. But the Commission, relying upon sound legal doc
trine and wise administrative practice, did not find it necessary to 
consider the question of constitutionality. It eliminated the constitu
tional issue in determining the sweep of the amendment, because 
there was no doubt as to the meaning and intent of the provision; it 
did not shrink from enforcing the amendment as thus broadly con
strued, because the issue of constitutional validity was solely a mat
ter for the courts. "If there was doubt in our minds as to the purpose 
of Congress," said the Commission, "it would be proper to resolve 
that doubt upon the side of constitutional safety, but it seems quite 
manifest to us, from the history of this amendment to the act and 
from its language, that Congress intended to convert the interstate 
oil pipe lines of the country into common carriers. Whether Congress 
could lawfully so act is a matter for the courts judicially to decide_ The 
Interstate Commerce Commission is an administrative body which 
may not presume to annul by interpretation an act of the federal 
legislature:- When the issue came to the courts, the constitutional 
validity of the amendment was judicially upheld, but not without 
initial conflict of authority. The Commerce Court held the amend
ment to be unconstitutional and the Commission's order invalid. The 
argument proceeded upon purely legalistic grounds. The respondents 
were private pipe lines engaged in carrying their own oil. The statute 
subjected to regulation all persons and corporations using pipe lines 
for interstate transportation. It thus attempted to convert private busi
nesses into public callings and to impose public duties upon private 
enterprises. This constituted a taking of property without due process 
of law and exceeded the powers of Congress.'" The Supreme Court, 

... '4 1.C.c., at pp. ,..,.. 
-N_tor oumple, "'elOllowiug (.04 Fed. ... pp. 807. 808): "It does DOt un-

cIenab ... rqula .. the business in ,.bi<:h ...... pri .... pipe IiDe companies axe aod 
..... ,. b ... been eDpged. I.o.dccd, it asswnes that the legal ....... of suc:b companies 
• • • wu ..... of pcnoIlI punuiDg • pri .... occupation; aod it au.mpts by a legisla-
tive ded.uatioD. to make that private OCCUpatiOll a pllblic:: caUiog and to impose upcm 
til ... wbo punue it the dun.. aod ubligations of oomnlOD carriers. • • • 'Ill'" the 
0_ of • pri .... pipe line wbicb _ built upOD pri .... rights of way. aod wbicb 
lw been uao:d solely tor the ...... ponation of his own oil, is reqw..d ... opeD aod ex
tmcl ita UII: to whomsoever may desin: its enjoyment. DO matter with what resulting 
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on the other hand, in reversing the decree of the Commerce Court, 
looked behind the technical form of the arrangements to their practi
cal substance. The ownership of the oil by the carrying companies 
was not deemed conclusive against these pipe lines being engaged in 
transportation and in interstate commerce. In fact, if not in appear
ance, the pipe lines were interstate common carriers, transporting all 
the oil olfered. They assumed the outward guise of private enter
prises only through the device of compelling the sale of the oil to 
themselves before accepting it for interstate transportation. The elfeet 
of the statute, then, was merely to require those who were common 
carriers in substance to become so in form also. The practical alterna
tive open to the pipe lines was not to withdraw from the transporta
tion service, but to cease requiring a sale of the shipper's oil as a con
dition of rendering that service. Under the circumstances prevailing 
in all but one of the proceedings there was no invalid interference 
with private business.20G 

inconvenience and injury to himsel£ •.• Is it [the amendment] not at yuiancc with 
any reasonable conception of the rights and immunities of private property and the 
conditions under which it may be taken for public use? How caa the conclusion be 
avoided that it operates and must operate to deprive the petitioners of their property 
without due process of law and to take that property without just compensation?" 
But <x>mpare the dissenting opioion of Judge Mack, pp. 821-826. 

201S "So far as the statute contemplates future pipe lines," said the Co~ "and pre. 
scribct the <x>nditioDS upon which they may be established there can be no doubt thai 
it is valid. So the objection is narrowed to the fact that it applies to linCi already en· 
gaged in transportation. But • • • those lines that we are considering arc common 
tarriers DOW in everything but form. They carry everybody's oil to a market, although 
they compel outsiders to sell it before taking it into their pipet. The answer to their 
objection is not that they may give up the business, but that, as applied to them, the 
statute practically means no more than they must give up requiring a tale to them .. 
selves before c:arrying the oil that they now receive. The whole case is that the appellees 
if they carry must do it in • way thai they do not like. Tbcrc is DO taking aod it docs 
not bcc:ome necessary to consider how &r Congrcq could .ubjcct them to pecuniary loIS 
without compensation in order to accomplish the end in view."' 234 U.s., at p. 561. 
That the Court was in8uenccd by the realities of the situation, and sanctioned no arbi .. 
trary imposition of the common-carriu ltatus, is evidenced by its differential treat .. 
mcot of the Uncle Sam Oil Compaoy. The dcc:rcc of the Coromeroc Court was revuscd 
as to all of the respondents except this one. In this case the company owned oil wells 
in Oklahoma and a refinery in Kansas, with • pipe line betwee.D the two which it used 
for the IDle purpose of transferring oil from ill own well. to ill own refinery. This 
company, the Court held, was not engaged in transportation as such. The transporta .. 
tion of the oil by pipe line was a mere incident to ill usc. "Whc.a. as in this case, • 
company is limply drawing oil from its own wells aClOll a state line to itI own refinery 
for itt own we. and that iJ all, we do not regard it as falling within the dcscriptioD 
of the act, the transportation being merely an incident m we aI the end·' (po 562). 
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On the basis of this determination, the Commission now possesses 
a large reservoir of power over pipe-line companies. Though largely 
unexercised, this power constirutes a further expression of the broad 
scope of the Commission's jurisdiction in the transportation field. 

, ... TRANSMISSION AGENCIES 

We have examined the jurisdictional scope of the Commission's 
authority, as defined by starute and as exercised in practice, over rail
roads, water carriers, express, slccping-car, and pipe-line companies. 
These agencies, all of which are engaged in some type or aspect of 
the transportation of persons or property, furnish the principal serv
ices over which federal power has been asserted and constitute the 
chief utilities subject to the Commission's administrative control. 
Under modern statutes as under the common law, and in the federal 
as well as in the local sphere, the regulatory process was first applied 
in the field of transportation, and that field, as transformed in method 
and influence by revolutionary technical advances, has remained the 
prime object of governmental concern. But the public service indus
tries have been a ftexible and expanding group. In response to chang
ing social and cconotnic conditions, the category of common-law 
public callings underwent numerous changes of content;208 and, 
sitnilarly, the public services subject to modern commission regula
tion have varied with time and place and surrounding circum
stances.1Ot Many of the newer utilities have been brought within the 
scope of public control by analogy to common carriage and the enter
prises closely related to it. Telegraph companies, for example, have 
been deemed to occupy the same relation to commerce as carriers of 
messages that railroads do as carriers of goods; and the same reason
ing may be equally applied to telephone companies and other trans
tnission agencies. In the public use of such instruments of commerce, 
therefore, these companies have been held to be subject to the regulat
ing power of Congress with reference to thcir interstate and foreign 
business.108 But. as in case of the railroads, state control preceded 

- See _ wyman. ..,. cit.. Vol. I. chap. I. 
"' See Hemy C. Spurr. "P' cit.. Vol. I. pp. '7-30. 
SOl See ,...,..,. T<I. Co.". w .... T<I. Co.. p6 u.s. I (.8n); T~ Co. ". 

T_ • • 05 U.s. 460 (.81b); w .... u .. Tel. Co. ". 0-0 ..... U.s. 364 ('911). 
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federal action. Prior to 1910 regulatory power over telephone and 
telegraph companies, like that ovet the more essentially local utilities, 
was exercised exclusively by the state legislatures and administrative 
tribunals. Until the passage of the Mann-Elkins law of that year, 
federal authority, under the Act to Regulate Commerce, was confined 
to railroads and to the other specified carriers of persons and property 
previously noted. Even as to interstate commerce, the Commission 
occupied solely the field of transportation. With that amendment, 
however, interstate communication also came under its control. Its 
jurisdiction was extended to transmission agencies. The provisions of 
the statute were made applicable to telephone, telegraph, and cable 
companies, whether wire or wireless, and these companies were de
clared to be common carriers within the meaning and purposes of 
the enactment.20

• These agencies for the transmission of messages 
constitute the final class of carriers subject to the Commission's regu
latory power. A brief survey is necessary of the nature and scope of 
this additional jurisdiction. 

The jurisdictional section of the Act confers power over these 
transmission agencies with the same generality of terms as is used in 
connection with railroads and the other transportation agencies. The 
only express limitation, as in case of the carriers embraced by earlier 
legislation, concerns the interstate character of the services subject to 
control. This restriction has naturally conditioned the Commission's 
activity."· But while jurisdiction is thus conferred upon the Commis-

loe Section I, as amended June d, 1910 (36 Stat. 539). As amended in 1920 (41 
Srat. 456), the provisions of the Interstate Commerce Act arc made to apply to com
moD. carriers engaged in the transmission of intelligence by wire Of wireless; the term 
··common carrier" is defined to include telephone. telegraph, and cable companies; 
and the term "transmission" is defined to include "the transmission of intelligence 
through the application of electrical energy or other use of electricity. whether by 
means of wire, cable, radio apparatus. or other wire or wireleSl conducton or Ippli .. 
meet, and all instrumcntalities and &ciJ.ities for and services in connection with the 
receipt. forwarding, and delivery of messages, communications, or other intelligenc:c 
10 transmitted •••• n Sec. I, pan. (I) (0), (3). 

110 In Local Comm"cUd Telephone SmJia in PilUburgh. PI'I., 27 I.C.C. 6:u (1913), 
the CommissioDt in response to informal protests. instituted a proceeding on its own 
motion u to whether the protestants were being subjected to undue prejudice in viola
tion of the Act. Prior to April I. 19JJ. IUbscribers had received unlimited locallCl'vice 
at a fixed sum per annum. This contract was then discontinued. and new subscribers 
WCR offered a contract for a limited number of calli at a fixed sum. with a IpcciJic 
charge for each additioaal call. It wu alleged that the oggrega .. &DDuai charp under 
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, sion in general terms, not all the spe~ific provisions of the Act, which 
have been formulated with primary reference to rail carriers, are 
couched in language sufficiently broad or explicit to embrace trans
mission agencies. Some of the provisions against discrimination, for 
example, were plainly made applicable only to the transportation of 
passengers or property.1ll Of more fundamental importance, the re
quirements of the Act as to publishing, filing, and posting of rates, 

the new contract were greater than the annual Sat nte under the old contract. to the 
undue disadvantage of the new subscribers. It was established., however, that the 
local call. were Dot counted. against either the limited or the unlimited servia: sub
acriben in levying cltll'ges for interstate calli. "[t therefore appears," concluded the 
Commiuion, "that the discrimination complained of does not affect the interstate trans .. 
mission service participated in by mpondent compaoy. which would be necesoary 10 be 
mowD before this Commission would have jurisdiction of the matter. The case may 
arise in which unreasonableness or discrimination in telephone charges or services will 
10 affect interstate transmission as to fiJI within the Commission's regulating powers 
• • ., but it seem. clear that this is not 1Ucb. a case. It is manifest that in the present 
cue whatever recoune protc5tants have, if any, mwt be secured. through local or 
..... authority" (p. 6'4). Similarly. in Mlllono y. Now y ... k ToI."o .. Co •• 40 I.C.C. 
185 (1916). in palling UPO" the 1<IIOJlIbl ...... of • through telephone ra .. which 
exceeded the awega .. of the intermedia .. charges. the Commission held that "pwely 
intmta .... lei can Ilot lawlUlly be included among the ralel aggregated unless they 
are available fOr intenta .. application" (p. 188). Oil the other hand. in H""lingto. 
Bn';n"';., Co. Y. C. & P. Tol. Co •• II.I.C.C. 377 (19.6). the Commission denied a 
motion 10 cliuni ... complaint fOl WIIlt of jurisdictioll bccauae of the alleged absen .. 
of interstate matten. The issue: was u to the reasonableness of the defendant', regula .. 
tiOlllOquiring • cash deposit u oecurity fOr the payment of bills for .. lephone service. 
The defendant admitted. that it was an interstate c:urier. but argued "'that complainant 
ia • IIIboc:ribcr 10 ita local exehauge servi .. within the HUIltiugton local exchange __ 
which ia wholly in_ ... that the IDA_ complained of iI primarily applicable to and 
_ out of thia oeniee, and that it doea not aIICct 0< bunlen the intentale trammis
liOll service of defendant to III ex .... t that would warrant thia COIIIIIliaion taking j1U'ia
diction" (p. 378). In "ply. the Commission declared that Illy rule or r.gulation aIICct
iug 0< obstrUetiug in .... ta .. eomm....., ia within ita juriadietiOll, IIld that the telephone 
IelVicea involved. were partly interstate. A mere statement of the essential facts wu 
.uflicient to c1i'pooe of thia aspect of the proczediug; for the defendant admitted that 
more thaD. 10 per cent of its total. revenue was derived. &am interstate business. that 
during •• p<cified period 11.28 per OW of the lOla! charges paid by the complainant 
wu fOr in ......... oeniee, and that during the same period '4-9 per OW of the tDll 
messagoa originated by the complainant -.. in ........ messages. 

au V~ MollO,. COt<. 44 I.C.C. 670. 67~74 ('917): "But oome of the 
pn>Yisiona of the act. IlOIably oectiona • and 4. that ...... neither modified nor aropli
&eel but were left unebaDged by the amendatory legislation in question, have been 
IOund inapplicable in Ibcir .,......t Conn to telephoDe and telegraph eompaniea." Oil 
the inapplicability of teetiOll 4 10 the trammisoion of m .... ges. ... also W~ Y. 

W-. V_a Tole,..... Co. 59 I.C.C. .86, .89 ('9.0). It should be noted, OIl the 
other hood. that oection ...... so amended by the TImsportation Act, ._ .. 10 in
clude the tranamission of intelligenc:e. 
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charges, and regulations were likewise restricted to carriers engaged 
in the transportation of passengers or property .2,. At the very com
mencement of its jurisdiction over transmission agencies, the Com
mission recognized this as a serious defect in the law,218 and recom
mended to Congress that the statute be so modified "as to require tele
phone, telegraph, and cable companies to publish, file, and post sched
ules of their interstate charges in such manner and to such extent as 
may be required by the Commission.""4 But this recommendation 
has evoked no response, and the transmission agencies subject to the 
Commission's control are not required to file their tarilfs.215 

Despite these limitations, however, the Commission is endowed 
with broad powers over telephone, telegraph, and cable companies. 
The basic provisions of the Act are clearly applicable to these carriers, 
and they provide an adequate structure for effective control of the 
interstate transmission of messages."· While initiative in fixing 
charges and establishing rules is entirely with the carriers, these rates 
and regulations must comply with the standards of reasonableness 
and equality prescribed by the Act and are subject to change under 
the mandatory authority of the Commission.'" It is expressly de-

au The tcnnI of section 6, decided the Commis5ion, Mare too definite to permit us 
to extend their application by consb'Uaion to telephone and telegraph companiel; and. 
although the rate .. charges, rules. and regulations of such eompaniet may be stated 
more brieRy perhaps, and with less expense, than the rates and regulations of any 
other class of carriers under our jurisdiction. we have not felt . • . that authority bas 
been given to the Commission under Section 6 to require mch companies to comply 
with its provisions when fixing and establishing their rata and charges.'· UrwepetUeti 
Message Cllle~ supra. at p. 674. 

all (0 its Ann"td ~port for 1911, the Commission uid (po 6): "The foundatioo oC 
efficient regulation, both as to the teasoDablcnCII of rates and undue discrimination, 
res .. in lawfully established charges, ODd it would occm that .uch lawfully established 
charges .hould be contained in officially filed schedules, which would be hioding UPOD 
the telephone, tdegraph, and cable eompaniet and these for whom such eompaniet 
perform service." 

au.lbiJ. See also A,.,,1UIl &pons: 1912., p. 4; 1913. p. 3; 1915. p. 13. 
218 Huntington Engineering Co. v. C. It P. Tel. Co .• 113 I.C.C. 377, 378 (1936). 
118 In iu preliminary administrative ruling as to the applicability of the Act: to 

telephone. telegraph, and cable companies. the Commission found that these com ... 
panieI were subject to the provisions of sections I. 3. 15. and 30. toin 10 far IS the tenDI 

thereof Ippropristely apply to .uch eompaoies." " •• 11#1 &port. '911. p. ,. This rul
ing. u will appear. has been fully sustained in formal proceedings. 

an Shoetrullc.t:I" v. C. 6- P. Telephone Co., 20 LC.e. 6J4 (1911); White Y. WelleNJ 
Union Telegmph Co .• 33 I.C.C. ,00 (191'); MlIltnle v. Ne", Yot'.t TJep"one Co., 40 
I.C.C. .8, ('9.6); U.,.p.*tl Mm.,. CIU •• 44 I.C.C. 670 ('9'7); C.,.merNl 
CtlbJe Co. v. Western U"ion Telt:grq" Co., ., I.C.e. 33 (1911); p,;"tIIe Wn Con .. 
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, clared that all charges made for any service in the transmission of 
intelligence must be just and reasonable; and the prohibition against 
undue preferences is made binding upon all carriers subject to the 
Commission's jurisdiction. For the enforcement of' these standards, 
the Commission is authorized, either on complaint or upon its own 
motion, to prescribe reasonable and non-discriminatory rates, classifi
cations, regulations, and practices, in the transmission of messages 
as in the transportation of persons and property, from which determi
nations it is made unlawful for the carriers to depart.Ol8 Finally, the 
provisions as to accounts and reports are broadly applicable to all 
carriers subject to the Act, and the Commission, from the beginning, 
has utilized them for enforcing publicity and for securing necessary 
data for the intelligent exercise of its regulatory power over tde
phone, tdegraph, and cable companies.Ole On this basis, the Commis-

1rtI<U. so I.C.C. 73' (.g.8); WAir.k ... v. w.1fmI Un;'n rel."",A c •• , 59 I.C.C. 
.86 (.g.o); POIIIII r",,,,,,A·CobI. c •. Y. W. U. rel.,..a,b c ... 59 I.C.C. 5'. 
(.goo); Umi"'; ... of UobuUy in r,.,.""u';ng r.,.,......, 6. I.C.C. 54' (.g2l); 
ColUOlitl_ ""'" A,IO. V. W. u. r. C •• , 73 I.C.C. 479 (.g02); D..u v. W. U. rei. 
c •• 88 I.C.C. 48g ('9'4); H.nIi_".n li_gi_"';_g Co. v. C. & P. r.l. c •. , u' 
I.C.C. 377 (.g.6). 

III Prior to 1920~ the Commission encountered some difticu1ty in removing undue 
pru-_ becawe of its lad: of authority 10 proscribe minimum ra .... 10 Pri •• W;", C._, 'A I.C.C. 73' (.g.8), the complainants ROught 10 haw: the private-wile 
<hasp increuecI a, a m..". of eft«tiog removal of the .u.g<d cIisaimioation against 
the RIVice .... d...d over public wires. Entirdy apan &om the substantive merits of 
the _ .... veny--that it, granting cIisaimioation, whether the puhlic-wiIe chatp 
mould he low....! or the private-wile chatp raiJr:d-the Commiaion pleaded lad: 
of power 10 order the ... ponden .. 10 ina.ue the raw a. issue fOr private-wile RIVice 
(pp. 761, 765). 10 this '"8atd. however, the Commission', wan. of authority wu 
not dUlinctivdy applicable 10 lmIImission agendoo. Similar clillicu1tie& had heen en
countered. up 10 that tim .. with ... poet 10 rail carriers. X- City rr.".,..,.n •• 
B_ v.A. r. &S. F.R,. CO .. I,I.C.C. 49', 497 ('909); Mereflatt C_ ""',,& 
_go Co. v.I. C. R. R. C.,,'7 I.C.C. g8, '0' (.gog); I ... nig"'; •• _ 5"""";0. 
Do<~ .. 93, 23 I.C.C. 65 .. 655 (.g.2); BoU_ v, P. & L li. R. R. Co. '41.C.C. 109, 
133 (lg12); a.u • ..y Cool C •• v, A. G. S, R. R. C •• , 40 LC.C. 311. 3" (lgI6). See 
alao Part L pp. 'g7"aOI. By the Traasponation Act of Ig.o. however, the Conunission 
wu dothed with po_ 10 pn:scribe miDimum as well as maximum charp. and this 
increuecI authority _ made expressly applicahle 10 the ImIImission of messap .. 
well .. 10 the IraIIsponation of _ and propeny. See. '5. pat. (.). 

I .. See A ....... ~ Igl" P. 36; 19'3. p. 41; Igl6, pp. 39"40. Paragraph (5) 
of .aioIl ... II amended by the Truuponation Act, RqUirc:o the Commission 10 poe-
acrihe fOr carrion aubjea: 10 the Act the claaoes of propeny Cor which dcpn:<:iation ma7 
poperly he chatg<d 10 operating .. po-. and the paun"'F of depn:ciation app1i
cahle 10 .cb of auch claaoes of property. '!be ...... tive 0II:ICise of this ...- (in No. 
14700 apon the dcpn:<:iation chatges of .... phone compuico. and in N ... 15100 upon 
the dcpn:<:iatioR chatges of __ compollica) SOYO riae 1D I sIwp coaIlict of 
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sion has rightly declared that its control "over the rates, charges and 
practices of telephone and telegraph companies is and has been re
garded ••• as being almost as complete and comprehensive as it is 
over the rates and practices of the several other classes of carriers that 
are subject to our jurisdiction. In other words, no embarrassment or 
difficulty has been found in applying the general provisions of the 
act, as well as many of its details, to common carriers serving the 
public in the transmission of messages over telephone and telegraph 
lines between interstate points."220 

In practice, however, there has been no extensive exercise of these 
broad powers, either on complaint or on the Commission's own 
initiative. In the course of the past two decades, a small number of 
scattered telephone proceedings and a slightly larger number of tele
graph cases constitute the entire record of the Commission's ac
tivity.221 In considerable measure this circumstance is doubtless due 
to the fact that these transmission agencies, and particularly the tele-

views as between the telephone companies, which favor the use of depreciation ac
counting. and the steanHailroad, gas, and electric-light companies. which oppose the 
making of depreciation charges and the setting up of depreciation reserves. The nate 
commissions, whose coOperation in the telephone proceeding was invoked by the In .. 
terstate Commerce Commission, also raised the collateral question as to whether the 
exercise of this power by the federal tribunal may not virtually deprive them of their 
jurisdiction over telephone companies, whose business is overwhelmingly intrastate in 
character. See National Association of Railroad and Utilities Commissioners. Proend
ings: 1922, pp. 226 elseq.; 1923. pp. 299-308, 451-461; 1924. pp. 242, 4°8-412. In 
1923. the Association. by resolution, insuucted its Committee on State and Federal 
Legislation "to take such action as may be required to secure the amendment of the 
Interstate Commerce Act so that the jurisdiction to fix the depreciation charges, by 
teJephone companies. shall clearly rest with the various state commissions. as it did 
prior to the enactment of the Transportation Act of 19~0:' Ibid .• 19~3, p. 30~. In the 
foHowing year the Association unanimously adopted the following resolution: '''That 
we urge upon Congress amendment to paragraph (5), section 20, of the Interstate Com· 
meree Act. specifically to provide that the provisions thereof relating to depreciation 
accounting, and the rate of depreciation to be set up, shall not apply to telephone 
properties within states, the major part of the revenues derived from which is from 
intrastate transactions." Ibid .• 1924. p. 242. In the meantime the Commission held 
public bearings on the basis of its tentative reports (which had been made on March 
10, 1923. and August 23. 1923. respectively), and after the two proceedings bad been 
jointly assigned for argument before the entire Commission. an elaborate report wu 
issued ordering depreciation accounting. as prescribed, to become eJfective January I, 
1928. These proceedings were again reopened, bowever, and the Commission's orders. 
as modified. were finally made effective as of January I, 1933. Telqllou lilt. RlliJrrHIIl 
D~pr~rial;on Cllarg~s. 118 I.C.c. 295 (1926), 177 I.C.C.351 (1931). 

110 U"r~petlletl M~slage Cue, 44 I.C.C. 6,0 (1911), at p. 6,3. 
J21ln Prjlltlle Wire Co"tr«u. So r.c.c. 731 (1918), the Commission IBid (P.765): 
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phone companies, are predominandy engaged in intrastate busi
ness.'22 There is the significant fact, also, that the tradition among 
users· of utility services of resorting to the Commission for relief, 
which has been so firmly and extensively developed in the transporta
tion field, is largely lacking among telephone and telegraph patrons, 
and that the Commission itself, because of this very paucity of com
plaints, does not maintain the intimate and continuous contact with 
the business of transmission agencies which might naturally lead to 
independent investigations. It is not unreasonable to assume, further
more, that the Commission's relative inactivity reflects enlightened 
policy among these carriers in the sphere of interstate commerce. In 
any event, while the Commission appears to possess undoubted pow
ers of far-reaching control, it has found litde occasion to exercise 
them. 

There have been no general determinations, for example, with re
gard to the level of charges for the transmission of messages. In the 
few instances in which the reasonableness of rates has come to issue, 
the complaints ha,ve concerned narrowly confined situations and the 
record has &iled to disclose sufficient grounds for interference with 
established charges.'" More has been accomplished in the elimina-

"Few complaints concerning the rates and service of the three respondents have been 
filed with us, and consequendy this field of regulation has been little touched." Since 
the three mpondenll involved ..... the Ameriean Telephone k Telegraph Company. 
the Western Union TeI.graph Company. and the Postal Tel.graph.cable Company. 
it ia obvious that the Commission'. dictum was applicable to virtually the entire busi
neM of transmitting interstate messages. This situation baa continued essentially un
chansed· 

III It has been ettimat<cl that 95 to 97 per <ent of the revenue of the .... phone 
companies comes from ina-utate business. and that from 90 to 95 per cent of their 
property is 1 ... t<cI ''within the various .rate .. in the clifterent municipalities." National 
Aaociation of Itailroad and Utilities Commissioners, Prwt!wlirtgl. 1913, p. 303. In 
Ttl.,,,,, ... _ RMJroM ~. CA.,,._. 118 I.C.C. 195 (1916). the Commis
&ion rec:opiRd this sweeping predominance of intraarate business in the Ii>Ilowiog 
warda (po 332): "Nor. as fU as we are aware. has any exception been taken to the 
assertion of the committee repreaeotiDg the National A3s0c:iation of Railway and 
Utilitiea Commiasionen that the great bulk of .... phone business consists of in_te 
loea\ community aenice, that the in_te business is Iugely toll aenice, and that it 
amsb.Wtel an insignificant &action of the total business.. .. 

• 11 A brief description of the principal proc:eedinga involving rate reuonabl ...... will 
inclieate the praetiea\ insignific:ance of this aspect of the Commission', ezen:ise of au· 
thority.1n W.v. Y. w._ UIIi .. Ttl.".,. Co .. 33 I.C.C. sao (1915). the ..... dud 
... teI fOr the transmission of "'egnph messages &om New York to San Fnnc:iKo and 
of cable messages &om New York to pain .. in EogIand ..... attaeked IS lIDI'OUOIlIbIe 
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tion of discriminatory adjustments and in the approval or promulga
tion of principles and practices designed to maintain equitable re
lationships, both between the transmission agencies and the public 
users of their service and among the transmission agencies them
selves. In the very first proceeding involving the exercise of the Com
mission's jurisdiction over these carriers, the standard of equality of 
treatment for rate-payers was held to be as fundamentally applicable 
to telephone and telegraph companies as it is to rail carriers .... In 

and unjwdy discriminatory. The complaint was dismissed 0.0 both counts, and repara· 
bon was denied. The chief ground of attack. was the simultaneous maintenance of 
lower telegraph rates for press dispatches and of lower cable rates for deferred mes .. 
sages, resulting, it was alleged, in undue discrimination. The Commission found that 
the circumstances surrounding the transmission of these varying types of messages 
were sufficlendy different to jwtiJ)r the maintenance of classified charges. On the ques
tion of reasonableness. ill and of itself; although "exhibits were inuoduced and some 
testimony given tending to show the earnings of defendant, its affiliation with other 
like companiel, the hislOry of ilS telegraph and cable ratel, and many other things 
more or less relevant to this proceeding" (p. 501), the record was found not to be 
luffic:icndy clear and convincing to justiiY a reduction in the ItaDdard charges or to 
provide a basis for determining what the relation should be between the regular and 
'pcciaI rates. In Malone v. Nelli York Telephone Co •• 40 I.C.C. 185 (1916). involving 
the reasonableness of the rates charged for three telephone conversations between 
Flushing, New York, and Canaan, New Hampshire, the Commission found that to 
the extent that the combination through rates included a charge for terminal acrvicc 
that was Dot perronned they were unreasonable; but on the record the Commission did 
Dot feel warranted in entering an order for the future. In Commert:ial Cule CO. Y. 
We""" Union Telegr4ph Co •• 45 I.C.C. 33 (1917). while holding that the defcodaot·, 
refusal to accord the same rates {or deferred cable messages to the complainant AI to 
the complainant's competitor mnstitutcd unjust diacrimination, the Commission found 
no coDb'olling evidence in- the record as to the reasonableness per .Ie of the taleS at 
issue. Finally, in W"iltllcf!t'v. Wemrn Union TJegrllpn Co., S9 1.C.e. 286 (19:&0), a 
nominal opportunity presented itself for a comprehensive rate investigation, but the 
circumstances surrounding the complaints properly led to their dismissal. The com .. 
plamant alleged that the telegraph taleS for the "usual teD~word fast mesa.ge'· be
tween specified points were unreasonable, unjustly discriminatory. and unduly preju
dicial, in violation of the Act. and requested the Commission to establish reasonable 
rates for the future in lieu thereof; and he funher alleged that ··pcrhapo thowando·· of 
other instances of unreasonable and discriminatory rates "are shown by data in the 
possession of the Commission," and prayed that the Commission". ~ncraI jurisdiction 
over this class of cases be invoked. A vague and general stalCmcnt by the complain .. 
ant wu the only testimony offCrcd in IUpport of the allegatiolll, and there was some 
evidena: that the proceediogs bore lOme relationship to the complainant"1 desire to 
sell an inveotion to the defendants and were designed to be vexatious. In dismissing 
the complaints, the Commission said (p. 289): "The complainant not having made 
even a prima facie case, we decline hia final IUggeltiOD to institute inquiries under 
our broad authority '1 to the reasonablencu and &.irDCSI of the defendants' J2te1. The 
breadth of th .... powen ,ugplS that they ohould DOt be wed captiously M .... tiDusly:· 

... Shoemok .. v. C. & P. TelepAone Co •• .. I.C.C. 6140 6,H .. (1911). 
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ordering a tdephone company to desist from charging lower rates to 
old subscribers than to similarly situated new subscribers, the Com
mission declared: "Being a public servant, subject to the provisions of 
a law that forbids undue preferences and unjust discriminations on 
any grounds whatsoever, it is manifest that nothing but a difference 
in the service rendered or in the filci1ities furnished will justify any 
difference in the charges exacted. • . .".26 The Commission has like
wise assumed jurisdiction over service practices which might result 
in unjust discrimination against particular persons or localities, 226 

and it has condemned inequitable treatment accorded to connecting 
or competing transmission agencies.'" 

II. Ibid .. po 6". The Commiaion held that even if the eontracla with the old sub· 
ocriben were .. lid when made they could not, after Congress had undertaken to 
regula'" telephone ra .... justifY the violation of the provisions against undue discrimi-
nation. See Armo .... P ... ki., Co. v. U.s .. • 09 U.S. 56. h ('908); LouiwiU. 6' NlISh· 
1IiI1. R. R. Co • •• Motley. "9 U.S. 467 ('911). . 

I •• In DaW •• W. U. Tel. Co .. 88 I.C.C. 489 ('9'4). the fiillure of the defendant 
'" .. tablish ao independent "'Iegraph ollice in ao Obio village and the imposition by 
the carrier of a special eharge for telephoDing m .... ges to and from this village were 
found, under the prevailing c:ircu.mstanc:es, Dot to constitute unjust discrimination and 
undue prejudice. In H",.';"gtoa Engiflffri.g Co. v. C. & P. Tel. Co., 112 I.Ce. 3" 
('9.6). the dekndant', regulation requiring a "suitable" c:ash deposit from subocriben 
who fiill to pay their bills prompdy was held", be defeetive fOr want of definiten .... 
but the amount of deposit aetually required from the complainant was found '" be 
neither unreasonable nor unduly prejudicial. 

Ilr In Co".",,mlll Cabl, Co. v. Welttr'll U,,;orJ Tel,,",,l Co., 45 1.C.e. 33 (1917). 
the Commission fOund that the eharges imposed by the defendant upon the Commercial 
Cable Company. the complainant, fOr transmitting deferred eable m .... ges originating 
in South America. over its la.nd lines were unjustly discriminatory, both as to the past 
aod fOr the IUture. '" the .. _t that they exceeded the ehuges imposed for a libo 
aervice upon the Central II South American Telegraph Company. a competimr of the 
complainanL The Commission lOugh' to maintain the principle of rate equality. and 
also to prevent the emergence of unwarranted competitive advantage. The C0mmis
sion aaid (po 38), "The two companies from wbieh the dekndant ft:Cei ... South 
Ameri<on able messages at New York, the complainant aod the South Ameri<on Com· 
pany. He independent companies. Appuendy the ooly dillUon .. between them, so fOr 
as the dekndao, is concerned. is that it has friendly m.tiona with the South Ameri<on 
Company, the result of yean of cloae association and mutual assistance. while it has 
no aueh matio .. with complainant. It is hudly necessary '" observe that the exislence 
of friendly mations in the one instance and their appuent absence in the other an 
not be a=ptec! by us II sueh a dil£erence in conditio .. as to justifY a clifIerenee in 
ehuges wbieh otherwise would be condemned as unlawlUl." In l'o4UIl Tel.,..". 
CUI. Co. Y. W. U. Tel.,.." Co .. 591.C.C. s" ('920). the Commission fOund "thu 
the WeJtem Umon's prassice of refUting to exIend credit fOr tolJs on m .... ges ........ 
&rred to that company by the Pooal fOr transmission, wbile _ding credit on mes
sages when _dered otherwise thao through the Pooal. including th ... of the same 
lend .... is an unreasonable pra<tic:e. in violation of the act and -.. '5 -. and 
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But perhaps the Commission's most far-reaching assertion of power 
has been manifested in the proceedings involving the reasonableness 
of the classifications of messages and services initiated by the car
riers. In this connection its jurisdictional scope has embraced not only 
the rates and practices of interstate transmission agencies, but also 
the rules, regulations, conditions and restrictions affecting these rates 
and practices. The classification of telegraph charges into repeated, 
unrepeated, and special value rates, with variations in liability for 
negligent transmission in each case, has been held to be expressly au
thorized by the Act and subject to regulation by the Commission.228 

that a reasonable practice would be to extend credit to the Postal, or to the senders, OD. 
messages transferred by the latter company, to the same extent that the credit is ac
corded by the Western Union on messages delivered directly to it by the lenders" 
(p. 517). That the Commission was seeking to eliminate an unfair competitive prac
tice, rather than to prescribe credit regulations or to interfere unduly with the right 
of the carrier to selcer: its credit customers, is evidenced by the following pronounce
ment: tfThis is not a case in which the Western Union merely refuses credit to a 
particular concern. It does not deny acdit to the Postal as a customer; it denies it to 
that company only as the medium of transfer of messages, even though the senders arc 
themselves otherwise accorded credit. It does so, not because it deems either the Postal 
or the senders irresponsible, but solely in an effort to make it inexpedient for the 
Postal to accept such messages, and thus hamper its activities at: a competitor. As it 
will accept for transmission on credit messages received from senders otherwise than 
through the medium of the Postal, but not when transferred by that company, and 
admittedly would accept on aedit the Postal', own messages, the only possible in· 
ference is, a desire to discredit and injwe the Postal. Applied in this way, with thiJ 
obviously sinister purpose, the practice complained of is unreasonable in the lut 
degree" (p. 5.6). 

228 U",epeaJeJ Message elISe, 44 I.C.C. 670 (1917). The complainants suffered loss 
because of error in the transmission of an unrepealed interstate lelegraph message, 
and lOught to recover damages in the state courts. The defense of the telegraph com· 
pany was, first, that the court could award only nominal damages as specified in the 
contract: for unrepealed messages, and second, that the validity of this limitation of 
liability wu solely for the determination of the Interstate Commerce Commission in 
the exercise of its audtority over the rates and practiCCI of interstate telegraph com .. 
panies. The case was, therefore, held in abeyance, pending the Commission', ruling 
as to its jurisdiction, and, assuming it has jurisdiction, as to the propriety of such 
restriction of liability. The Comm.ission found that it was vested with ample authority 
in the premises, and that the rates and restrictions involved were not shown to be un
reasonable. In dismissing the complaint, it summarized its holdings as follows (p. 679): 
"Our conclusion upon the record is that the Congrca, by the language wed in the 
amendatory act: of 19ro, has manifested a definite intention to place under the juris
diction and control of this Commission the n~ and practices of interstate telegraph 
companiea. u well as the rules, regulations. conditions. and restrictioDl affecting their 
interstate rates; that the rate voluntarily used by the senden of the message in question 
was an UDtepe>ted rate to which was lawfully attached. as a fundamenul f ....... of 
it, the restricted lliIbility insisted upon here by the defendan.; that the Congress has 
expressly authorized such rates with a restricted. liability attached; that auch utes are 
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Similarly, the maintenance of private-wire telegraphic service, at spe
cial rates, has been recognized by the Commission to constitute a just 
and reasonable classification.229 Even in these situations, however, 

DOt therd"cmo contrary 10 public policy but on the contrary are binding upon all until 
lawfully changod; anc1 that neither the inters .... ra ... of the defendant nor the rules, 
pracdca, conditionJ, anc1 restrictions alfecting thOle rates have been shown in thU 
proceeding 10 be umeuooable or otherwise unlawful." On the question of the legality 
of ouch contract stipulations by 1<legraph companie' for exemption liom fu\\ liability 
fot erron or delaY' in the transmission of messages. the Commission has had explicit 
judicial IUpport. Prim""" v. w ........ Uni ... T.l.,,_p". 154 U.S. 1 (.894); POSIiIl 
Tel.".,,,·eaIJl. Co. v. W ........ ·Godwin Co. '51 U.s. '7 (lglg). In the latter cue, 
in which incidental ..ru.nc. wu made 10 the above prooeeding of the Commission, 
the SUpreme Court DOt only held that 1<legraph companies had the right, IUbject TO 
the Commissioo', control. to establish special rates for unrepeated messages and to fix 
reuonable limitation, of liability in connection with the chaJging of such rates, but 
it expIeuly upheld the CommiJsion', controlling jurisdiction in these matten. "In 
the fint pl-." laid the Coutt, .... it is apparent on the lOce of the act of 1910 that 
it wu in_dod 10 control 1<legraph companies by the act 10 tegula .. oommerce, we 
think it deat that the act of Igl0 wu designed 10 and did subject such companies as 
10 their intersta .. bulineu 10 the rule of equality anc1 uniformity of ra ... which it 
wu manifestly the domioant purpoae of the act TO tegula .. commerce 10 establish, a 
purpoae which would be wholly deatroyed if, as held by the court bdow, the validity 
of contracts made by 1<legraph companies as 10 their inters .... oommcrce bulinesa con
tinued 10 be IUbjected 10 the control of divergent anc1 it may be conllic:ting load 
lowo" (po 30). In thU connectinn. compate the following dicta &om the CommiJsion', 
report in the U.,..,..,e4 Met"''' CIllO (po 677)' "It will suf\ioe 10 .. y that, apm 
&om the federal legislation DOW under consideration, the complainaot's actinn, if 
brought in some ..... courts would apparently meet with suc:cess. while if \aid in the 
courts of other ...... would result in Jailure. This lack of uoiformity among the 
couru, when dealing with the delCndant', ra ... and the rules and Jegulations aftecting 
ita rates for the tI'aIlsIni.ssio of interaate messages. to IOIIle extent may explain the 
legislation by which the Congreu hal put all 1<lephone and 1<legraph companies en· 
ppd in the intentate transmission of messages under our jurisdiaion. But whatever 
may have oc:cuiODed the amendatory legislation, one of ill neceasary conaequences, 
under the langua,. used, hal been 10 put an end to this divenity in ",ulll; so that 
• • • the chaJge u IincI anc1 offi:ted TO the public by the defendant for transmitting 
l1li. interstate mc:ssage may DO looger involve any greater or less liability in one fOrum 
than it d_ in another, but must be constrUed u attaching 10 the detendant's error 
the ame degree of responsibility in all the couns." 

••• Pri_ ww eo._. 50 LC.C. 731 (lgI8). Section 1 of the Act provides 
!'that mesllgOS by .. Iegraph, 1<lephone. or cabl. • • • may be d...uied inlD day, night, 
zepea1Ocl, untepes1Ocl, I ..... , commen:ia\, _ Go ........... t, anc1 such other c\asses 
U "'" j .... anc1 n:aaonsbl .. anc1 dilfon:nt ...... may be charged fOr the difI<rent d_ 
of mesuges." Sinoe pri ..... win: acrvite is DOt spocifieally mentioned, ita lawfulness 
dependa upon whether it may proporly be indudod among _ other c\asses .. OR 

jlllt anc1 -.bl." which the c:arrien an: empowered 10 ~ While the Com· 
miJsinn _ 10 recogniR the propriety of thU dusificatioD, anc1 of the zolative\y 
\ow ..... attached thereto, GIl the theory that a wholesale semce is being tendered 
or OIl the assumptioD that it is a surp1us or by-proc\uct aenice, it concluded that thU 
lOIIed·win: aenice, "saipped of certain ohuaes," is sulIicieIldy dilfon:nt &om the other 
d_ of semce IUmished by 1<legraph CIOIDplDies 10 justify • diuinct c:laai6catioa, 
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while sweeping jurisdiction was asserted, the Commission's actual 
determinations have but toucbed the fringes of the regulative process. 
Aside from general approval of the established classifications, reason
able rules have been prescribed for telegraph companies with regard 
to the limitation of their liability for negligence in the transmission 
or delivery of repeated, unrepeated, and valued messages,"· and the 
elimination of certain abuses in connection with the private-wire 
telegraphic service bas been recommended.'" But the charges them-

and it found that the established practice was Dot shown to be unduly prejudicial to 
the users of the public telegraph service. With regard to private~wire telephonic serv
ice, on the other hand, the Commission was "unable to perceive any essential differ
ences between this and the toll service rendered the general public" (p. 765), except 
on the wholesale theory which it had repeatedly condemned as inapplicable to com
mOD carriers, and hence concluded that it is not a just and reasonable classification. 

180 Limitations of Liability in TratUm;tti"f T~/egrams; 61 I.C.C. 54I (1921). This 
was a general investigation. and the record in the U",epeakJ Message Cafe was made 
part of the proceeding. All common carriers engaged in the transmission of inter
state telegraph messages were made respondents. It appeared that some of the com
panies. notably the Western Union, were not adhering to their published rules in the 
settlement of damage claims. ''To secure and retUn the good will of the public," said 
the Commission, "and to encourage a more liberal usc of its &ciHtics the Western 
Union makes it a point to adjust as prompdy as possible at least a large percentage 
of meritorious claims presented to it, regardless of the class of message and of the 
admonition in the former rcpon that its rules, as pan of the rates, must be as strictly 
observed as the rates themselv .... (p. 545). While the Commission condelDJlCd this 
practice. it deemed this voluntary liberality on part of the Western Union, which 
was handling 75 per cent or more of the telegraph business of the country, strong 
evidence that the prevailing rules were unreasonable. On the entire record it found a 
substantial revision of these rules necessary. "All other cornmon carriers subject to the 
act have been made fully liable for their errors or negligence. notwithstanding at~ 
tempted limitations by contracts, rules. or otherwise. except in instances where they 
have been expressly authorized by this Commission to maintain varying rates de~ 
pendent upon the declared or agreed valuc of the article transported. and the record 
herein offers no sound reason why telegraph companies should lODger be permitted 
to avoid liability for their errors or negli~ or to limit it to the nominal amounts 
now provided for in their rules" (p. 549). Accordingly, the existing rules were de
clared to be unreasonable, and new rules were prescribed: the maximum liability fot 
messages transmitted at the unrepcatcd rate was fixed at not less than 1500; the max.i~ 
mum liability for messages transmincd at the repeated rate was fixed at 15,000; anel 
the liability for valued messages was limited "to the valuc stated in writing by the 
sender of the mcssage at the time it is offered for transmission upon payment of the 
repeated rate plus one·tcnth of I per cent of the stated value in excess of Isooo" 
(P·55°)' 

181 It appeared. in the first place, that in case of interruption of the servic:c. private 
wires were restored. before the Deeds of the general public were adequately cared for, 
and that one of the contracts stipulated that in time of interruption of the private·wirc 
oervice the public wir .. could be wed by the 1 ...... at half the .. gular rates. The 
Commission recognized its lack of control over the operation and physical maintenance 
of the carriers. but in approving the private~wire service u • just and reasonable dasai .. 
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selves have been left undisturbed. No record has yet been devdoped 
on the basis of which the Commission has fdt justified in fixing rates 
for the various classes of service or in determining the rate rdation
ships which should prevail between them."1 

The Commission's mandatory authority has thus served, in large 
measure, as a negative restraining inIIuence rather than as a positive 
controlling instrument. The infrequency of complaints, under these 
circumstances, would seem to reflect an absence of serious maladjust-

fication, it condemned these practices as an unlawful abuse. ·~c are not to be under· 
stood u considering just and realOnable any classification which operates to restrict 
10 a few perSOllJ equipment DeceJIIlI')' for the efficient servia: nf the public:. In this 
COllIleCtion it is proper to state that the provisions of the contract of one respondent 
that in time of interruption 10 the private wiret, the public wire> c:an be wed at half 
the ",gular ra ... iI unduly p"'ferential and mwt be eliminated." In the second place, 
it appeared that so-called Ifcontraband" measages were frequendy sent over the private 
wUe.--dlat is, contrary to the provisions of the contracts, messages were transmitted 
for perIODS other thaD the Ie ...... The CommissioD diltioguisbed thil situation from 
that involved in the praetia: nf aggrell"tiog freight shipments inlO carload 10" and 
shipping them at carload ra .... which had been apptOved by the Commission and sus· 
tIined by the Supl':Me Court in Forward.,.. C_. ~~o U.S. ~35 ('91l), and found 
the tdegraphic practice to constitute an abuse of the private .. wire 1UVice. 'We are 
nf opinion and oonclude that ""ponden .. are justified in inserting in the COlItract for 
private-wire service a provision ratticting the use of the instruments and &cilities 
provided to the ttaDsmissiOll of messages concerning the business of the lcasee or lessees 
and ptOviding that messagel Ihall not be transmitted for other perIODS or firm •• As 
mown above auch provisiona are now embodied in respondents' contracts, but it is 
aid that they .." not enfora:d. • • • So long os a ptOvisiOD I':Msins a pan nf the 
contract it should be enfora:d. ThiI iI DDt 10 .. y that we consider it unIawlUl for two 
or more pcmms to unite in IIeCUri.og private-wire service. But where this is done, all 
should be named u I ......... Pri .... WIN Co.""""'. 50 I.C.C. 73'. 763. 764 ('9.B) • 

... No"," for example, the following: ''While ..... goizlng the ptOpricty of the 
oo-called Mono private-wile servia: .. a .. parate class nf oervice available 10 the publli: 
upon reuonable compensation, it is not to be inferred that we: approve the existing 
relation between the charges for such service and those for m .... ges sent through ,. • 
• ponden .. • commClcial oJIi_ Whatever may be the dcftctl in the eumpleo ... forth 
earlier in this "'port 110", oIJPiotuly ",.,.,., tit< ... Itd,.,;o. tire ,.".""",, .., !W
ailAi., 110 • ..... HlIUlM. tmIi<fl ... r./";w1y 10_ <''''go <OIII¥ory It> rc<o",ue4 
,nll<ipk •• f dMJifi<llliolo. [No italiCl in original.) ••• As pointed out, however, it 
iI beyond our power 10 ""lw", ... ponden .. 10 inaase their <harp for private-wile 
ocrvice. And even did Neb power exist, we .... not usunu: that these <harp should 
be railed ... ther than that thooe for the .... ding nf day [M) m .... ges should be .".. 
duced. The charges for m .... ges othet than by private wile are Ilot in issw:. • • • W. 
&Ie convina:d nf raponden .. • desin: 10 ha .. their "' ... just and reasonable in them· 
od_ and ptOperly related with ""pcct 10 the nrious oerviocs performed. They Ihould 
consider whether or not their ...... for Morse private-_ ocrvice should be n:.ued." 
lbi"~ pp. 76M65. Because nf the additional &.ct that all the relegraph and II:Icphone 
.,....... within the jurisdiction of the United StI ... had just been brought _ 
Feden! Conaol. (by the _dent', Pn>clamation of July u. '9.B), DO order .... 
eIlteM in this proceeding. 
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ments in the conduct of the interstate transmission agencies. From 
the standpoint of the Commission's jurisdiction, as exerted in prac
tice, the principal regulatory tasks, as they have manifested them
selves in the field of transportation, still remain to a striking degree 
in the realm of unexercised power."· 

Is. AUXILIARY TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES 

In concluding our survey of the utilities and services embraced 
within the scope of the Commission's jurisdiction, it is necessary to 

examine the nature of the power exercised by the Commission over 
business interests which are private in character and distinct in owner
ship and primary function from the various common carriers subject 
to its direct control. This indirect exercise of power over certain as
pects of agricultural, mining, lumbering, and manufacturing enter
prises is largely incidental to the enforcement of effective control over 
rail carriers. It is obvious, of course, that the entire regulatory process 
operates to protect the shipping public against maladjustments in 
transportation rates and practices, and thus exerts a potent influence 
in molding the character and direction of particular economic under
takings and of the general commercial and industrial structure. In 
this sense the assertion of the Commission's authority impinges upon 
private interests in every sphere of regulatory activity. We are here 
concerned with a much narrower and more definite jurisdictional 
situation. Business enterprises frequendy provide facilities and serv
ices in aid of the transportation function performed by rail carriers. 
In order that these facilities and services may not be utilized as means 
of imposing unreasonable burdens upon the carriers and of effectuat
ing discriminatory adjustments as between shippers, it is essential 
that they be subject to the Commission's control. Such control consti
tutes an integral part of any adequate system of railroad regulation. 

III By the Act of June 10, 1921 (42 Stat. 27), the Commission was empowered 
to authorize the combination of telephone companies. through merger, JtoCk pur .. 
chase, or lease agreement, upon a finding. after public hearing, -'that the proposed 
consolidation, acquisition, or control will be of advantage to the perIODS to whom 
service is to be rendered and in the public interest. to Through the issuance of cen:i.6 .. 
cates of advantage and public interest, numerous authorizations have been graared 
by the Commi .. iou. See Pi,.".. Reporu.I.C.C. Vol •• 70, 71, 72, etc., ,.,mm. 
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Inequitable results may How both from the apportionment of the 
private facilities thus furnished by the shipper and from the allow
ances made by the carrier as compensation for the services rendered 
thereby. These problems have arisen in their simplest form from the 
use of private cars in connection with the freight traffic of the rail
roads. We shall analyze, therefore, the scope of the Commission's au
thority over such use of private cars, in its relationship both to effec
tive control of the railroads and to the question of encroachment 
upon the rights of private property. But the Commission's jurisdic
tion over private cars neither exhausts its power in this sphere nor 
encounters its most difficult tasks. A more complex situation is created 
when a transportation service is furnished by private business enter
prises, either directly or through so-called "industrial railroads" or 
"tap lines" owned or controlled by them. Not only may the IImoun' 
of the allowances made for such service operate, in the absence of 
governmental supervision. as a prolific source of personal favoritism, 
but the question always arises as to whether any allowance is justifi
able. In other words, before divisions of joint rates are prescribed or 
the absorption of switching charges is approved under such condi
tions, a differentiation must be made between services which are 
essentially shippers' services and those which are carriers' services per
formed by the shipper, and, on the side of the instruments of trans
portation, between railroads which are mere plant facilities and th0St? 
which are bona fide common carriers. These tasks have given rise to 
numerous perplexing problems, with some of which the Commission 
is still grappling in considerable uncertainty. The proceedings involve 
judgments upon the character of private business operations as well 
as upon the relationships which shall prevail between linc-haul car
riers and those providing ancillary or supplemental transportation 
services. 

In these circumstances the development of the Commission's ju
risdiction over private cars and over industrial railroads constitutes a 
significant expression not only of the sweep of its authority in the 
regulation of railroads, but of the scope and limitations of adminis
trative action with reference to the property and transportation ac
tivities of unregulated business undertakings. 
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PrivatI! Cars 

The use of private cars on the railroads dates from the very begin
ning of transportation by rail.... The early lines were merely toll 
roads, the shippers providing the vehicles and the railroad companies 
the road and motive power. But this conception of rail transporta
tion, and the toll system which it involved, did not long endure. It 
was soon found that railroad operations could not be safely or effi
ciently conducted without control by the carriers of the equipment 
used. By 1845, therefore, the facilities of transportation were furnished 
by the railroads themselves. It became the duty of the carriers to 
supply suitable cars. With the growth of traffic, however, and par
ticularly since the early '80'S, privately-{}wned cars, by way of supple
ment to the general stock of freight cars furnished by the roads, have 
come into increasingly wide use. For the most part these cars con
stitute specialized equipment, designed to meet the peculiar needs of 
particular classes of traffic, "which the carriers could not, or did not, 
supply."236 They consist of many types, of which the more important 
are tank cars for the transportation of oil and other liquids, refrigera
tor cars for the transportation of fruits and meat products, coal cars, 
and stock cars. These private cars are owned either by shippers, who 
use them primarily for the carriage of their own products, or by 
private-car lines, which render them available, at prearranged rentals, 
both to shippers and to railroads. Significant advantages have a=ued 
from the use of private cars. The need for specialized equipment and 
for the development of improved facilities has doubtless been met 
more quickly and more completely than would have been likely if 

SU For a brief survey of the origin and development of private can. tee 1" 1M 
Mtlller of Pri.1Ik Car" 50 I.C.C. 65' (1918), at pp. 6St;.4;60. 

IBlIlbid .• P. 657. On January I, 1913. there were 137,179 can owned by private 
interests. On January I, 1918, about 200,000 can were held in private ownership, COD
stituting approximately 8 pel cent of the total freight can owned and wed by the 
carriers of the country. Ibid., pp. 660, 673. According to the /Upon o. T,oo'pon6Ii<nJ 
of ,h. 'oi., CommisM. of AgriatilUro/ Inquiry (Howe Report No. 408, 67th Cong. 
lit Sess .• 1922, p. 237), there was, as of 1921, a total of 225,724 privately-owned can, 
constituting about 10 per cent of the aggregate number of freight can in railroad 
use. The growth of private equipment is strikingly cvidCJlCed by the increase in pri. 
vately-owned refrigerator can. On January I. 1913. an aggregate of 103.508 refrigera
tor can were in service, of which 48,926 were owned by the railroadJ and 54,,82 
were owned by private interesu. By September I, 1927. the total number of refrigerator 
cars was in excell of 160,000, of which only 44,529 were owned by the railroads. fa 
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sole reliance had been placed upon the duty of the carriers to provide 
sucb equipment and facilities. Through the intervention of private 
owners, moreover, who are free to distribute their cars as demand 
warrants, these special types of equipment are more flexibly utilized 
than if owned by particular carriers in particular sections of the 
country ... • Finally, the private cars have proved an indispensable 
adjunct to the eflicient operation of the industries whicb primarily 
rely upon them."T But the possibility of flagrant abuse also inheres 
in the situation. Allowances for the use of private cars may be exces
sive, to the detriment of the carriers and the general public, and they 
may serve as rebating devices, to the detriment of competing shippers. 
Furthermore, the distribution of these cars may be so adjusted as to 
elfect unreasonable discriminations in service. Sucb abuses have fr~ 
quendy emerged. It is considerations of this cbaracter that have called 
forth the Commission's regulatory processes. 

commenting upon these Ii,.,... the Commission said (An .... ~'. 192', p. 43)' 
"It will be IIOIod there hu been • cIeaase of 4>397 in carricr-owDed n:frigerator cars 
and an increase of more than 60,000 privatdy-owDCd refrigerator can, thus indicating 
a _g treBd lDWild priva .. ownenhip of this type of equipment. The obvious puI' 
pooe of this iI 10 ....... man: 8uid car supply which, properly admiuisten:d, will 
man: adequatoly meet the need. of the IICUOIIaI tnJIic: for whic:h IUCh CUI an: de
signed." See a100 A ..... Reporu: '92g, p. 54; '930, p. 5" 

... "The car liD .. hi.., _ of .. pens 10 wal<h the ClOp proopeas IUd 10 advise 
U 10 the need. of particulll sectiom of the COUB"1, 10 oecun: can ... d ... that they 
lie un baud fOr the traIl.portation of "" lOlls of prodw:ts in refrigerator cars. If there 
it • ClOp failure in ODe eai.oD of the country. the can are stilt 10 other IeCtions, and. 
an: kept actiY<l.y in _ 10 the highest degfte poaibI .... I. 1M 11_ of Pri_ C .... 
50 I.C.C. 552 ('9.8), at p. 5~ 

.11 Compue the fOllowing Wlqua\ified proBB\lIICOIDOl1,. of the Commissicm, "It iI 
deor\y eabIisbed thot shippen of petroleum oils, fieob m .. ~ pacItiog-bowe produas. 
IUd dairy prodw:ts could BOt hi .. _ the ... Iume of busiuess they hi .. done in 
the ~ or thot lheir p1m,. ~ COBJIrUttOd 10 do. ..a:ept they bad JlCIISCI"'d them· 
aeI_ of pri ........ 0'" .. hic:h they could ... er<iIe, IUd hi.., ucn:ixd. coutrol. The 
n:finer of oil or the mOlt packer could no man: do busiuess un an o:couomic:a\ ud 
efticieD. bo.siI without biI pri ........ the be could without biI JD<Jdc:m equipped .... 
fiDiDg or packing plut. The pri .... car put of the -..... hu grown with the ..... 
Doubtl ... in the beginuiug d ....... do wen: made by these shippen that carrion should 
supply tank IUd ...... CUI but it .... quiddy _ted that -..... could DOt 

he cloDt ill the mod: effi:.cti~ JDULDeI' wen:: c:urien II) own 01' amtrol can of thaI: kiBeI. 
AI • rule carrien hi ........ IUroisbed these ..... IUd it hu come 10 be mutually un· 
delIIDOd thot they thould DOt do ... The oil n:fiocr IUd ...... packer demtud an ode
qua .. wpply of .... It all _ h is O>-.Ied by shippen that DOithet u adcqUl" 
supply .... ito ellicieDt distribution OlD be afIOrdcd by carrien. The RqUin:aI .... hu 
been that then: obaII be the moot -. .... of ""'" lUld ~ ..... which hu 
been _ of the rcsu\,. of prift .. owmnhip. WhiIc: Ibis hu UI>IIoubood\y been of 
beDeli.t 10 carrion, it hu been of inea\euIabIe beoefit 10 obippen II ...u. • 16M.. P. 68]. 
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The evils resulting from the use of private cars and from the opera
tion of private-car lines were early made matters of serious concern. 
In an investigation conducted by the Commission in 1889, it appeared 
that mileage payments for cars owned by private shippers had been 
used to cover discriminations in rates, and that such payments yielded 
exorbitant profits on the investment of the car owners.238 A second 
investigation was conducted in 1892, and the Commission again 
found that the use and method of payment for private cars resulted 
in discriminatory practices and absorbed an undue proportion of the 
earnings of the carriers.239 These evils continued, particularly in con
nection with the refrigeration services furnished by private-car lines, 
and called forth repeated condemnation from the Commission.Z<O 
But there was no clear-cut avenue to relie£ The shippers were beyond 
the Commission's control; the private-car lines, as such, were not em
braced within the Commission's jurisdiction; and there was serious 
question as to whether the special services rendered in connection 
with the use of private cars were subject to its regulation. Under these 
circumstances, the Commission, from the beginning, urged upon 
Congress the need of explicit power in the premises.'" Although it 
expressed the conviction "that the private ownership of cars by 

.18 ilnnual Reporl~ J889. pp. IS-18. '1t is an obvious deduction &om all the &.cta," 
concluded the Commission. .. that carl for the various kinds of business done by a 
carrier should be owned by the carrier itself and furnished to aU alike, or, if owned 
by the ahippet, only such reasonable allowance for their use should be made as to pet .. 
mit DO advantage to the private owner of cars who is also a shipper, DOl afford a mar .. 
gin for paying rebates to other shippers."' 

••• Annual Report, 1893, pp. 60-67. With regard to the financial burden upon the 
carriers. the Commission said (p. 63): '"The practice is ODe which yearly saps the 
revenue of the railroad companies and, while forcing their own equipment to stand 
idle, burdens such companies with the mainte.Dancc of the private can while on their 
line •• Snme idea of the magnirude of the amounts paid by railroad companies for the 
use of privare car. may be gathered from the figures as shown by the repon of the 
seventeenth annual convention of international car accounraDu, 189:1, wherein it is 
.tared that at the rare of three quat ..... of • =t per mile they .... ned duriog the year 
1890 over $]0,666,000 in mileage. while the total cost of the 70,000 private can in 
use was about $gl,OOO,ooo. At this ratio the cars would pay for themselves in about 
three yean." 

2.0 See ,An,,1Ull Reports: 1903, pp. 2.2-26; 1904. pp. 10-19. 
141 In its A.nn"M Report for 1889 the Commission recommended additional legis

lation for .. the regulation of the payment of car mileage for the we of can of private 
companies or individuals" (p. 108). In its A.nnlllll Rqon fot 1893 it concluded iu 
discussion of private can in the following words: '"Too little iI yet known about the 
particulars of their use to enable the Commission CD recommend in detail legislation 
with regard to private car. UICd on our railways, but we feci warranted in recommend-
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shippers, or by outside concerns which furnish them to shippers, is 
wrong in principle, because of the unjust and discriminating results 
which naturally, if not inevitably, attend the use of equipment not 
owned or absolutely controlled by the carrier," it recommended 
that "the allowance for the use of private cars should be controlled 
by the Commission at least to the same extent as the rates of 
transportation ...... 

The necessary power was finally conferred by the Hepburn Act of 
I9Q6.lKB First, the transportation subject to the Commission's control 
was so defined as to embrace, expressly, all cars and other vehicles, 
irrespective of ownership or contract, and all services in connection 
with their use; and second, the Commission was empowered, in 
cases where the owner of property transported furnishes any instru
mentality or renders any service connected with transportation, to 
determine the reasonable maximum charge or allowance to be paid 
by the carrier for the use of the instrumentality thus furnished or for 
the performance of the service thus rendered. This jurisdiction was 
further supplemented by the Car Service Act of I9Xr" and by the 
Transportation Act of I92O.lKl In authorizing the Commission to 
establish reasonable rules, regulations, and practices with respect to 
car service, these statutes explicidy empowered it to prescribe the com
pensation to be paid for cars not owned by the carrier. It must be 
noted, however, that the Commission's jurisdiction was not extended 
by these provisions over any new or distinct type of transportation 
agency. The private-car lines as such, for example, are not subject to 
the Commission's regulatory power.lK• Essentially the Commission 

iDg ... Coogrea • c:amw COIIIideratiOll of the whole subject, both of pri .... can aDd 
last.freigh, linot, and the enactmon, of mc:h nil .. and regu1ati .... with zd'......,. ... 
their \110 and com_tion fOr their we u i' may deem sudic:iem ... guard the publi< 
.,.mar dilcrimiDatiOll and unjUst _anon," (p. 67) • 

••• Ao'" ~, Ig03, Pp. .,....6. For more detailed suggestions u ... needed 
legislati"" .... _ ...... with puticuJar _ ... the abusos attendiDg the provision 
of pri .... ..tiigen. .... equipment and oervice, toe A .... lie,....,. 19040 pp. 18-19-
",.. _emo auggestioDs weIe pro&eed by the fi>llowing goneral declaration (p. 17): 
"Tbe only way in which. comple .. lemedy can be afIOrded is by in.....mg this Com
miaioD, or lOme other uib ....... with _ ... inquire wbothel these charges lie 

.........,. ... ond ... make: them .........,.. if mund .........",.we. .. 

... See Put I, Pp. 41;2. ... See Put I, pp. '46-'47 • 

.. I See Put I, PI'- 236-037 • 

.. I ElIit •• I.e.e. 237 U.s. 434 (1915). The CommissiOIl had WtitulOd aD in
oestigation ... deIOrmiDo wbothel or _ tbo allo_ paid fOr tbo _ of pri .... con, 
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was merely enabled, through these legislative enactments, to exercise 
more effective control over the railroads. It is the instrumentalities 
and services of rail carriage which have been brought under the Com
mission's full sway; and it is through the control of these instru
mentalities and services that the use of private cars and the operation 
of private-car lines are encompassed by the Commission's jurisdic
tion. The Commission's powers spring from the carriers' utilization 
of privately-owned equipment. 

If, however, "the private ownership of cars by shippers, or by out
side concerns which furnish them to shippers, is wrong in princi
ple, .. • .. as had been declared by the Commission, the most direct 
avenue to reform was to discourage such ownership and use of pri-

the practices employed in the handling and icing of such cars. and the minimum 
weights prescribed for shipment therein, were in violation of the Act to Regulate Com
merce. All the rail carriers were made respondents, and all owners and operators of 
cat. were made parties. In the course of the investigation the vice-president of the 
Armour Car Lines declined to answer certain questions and to produce ccrta.in. docu
ments (designed to disclose whether the Armour Car Lines were controlled by Armour 
&. Company), as propounded and required by the Commission. The district court 01" 
dered the witness to comply. Appeal was taken to the Supreme Court. While the 
immediate issue merely concerned the procedural question of compulsory testimony, its 
solution necessarily involved a determination of whether the privatc:-car lines are 
common carriers subject to the Commission's jurisdiction. In reversing the decision of 
the lower court, the Supreme Court held that the Armour Car Lines were not .uch 
common carriers. "It has no control over motive powct or over the movement of the 
can that it furnishes ••. ," said the Court, ,cand in mon. notwithstanding lOme 
argument to the contrary, is not a common carrier subject to the act. It is trUe that the 
definition of transportation in section I of the act includes .uch instrumentalities II 
the Armour Car Lines lets to the railroads. But the cicfinition is preliminary to a re
quiremcot that the carrieR shall furnish them upon reasonable request. not that the 
owners and builder. shall be regarded II carriers, contrary to the truth. The control 
of the Com.miJsion over private cars, etc., is to be effected by its control over the rail .. 
roads that are subject to the act. The railroads may be answerable for what they hire 
from the Armour Car Lines, if they would not be otherwise; but that d ... not alfect the 
naDIr< of the Armour Car Lines itself" (pp. 443-444). In the light of this conclusion, 
the Court disposed of the specific: issue as follows: '"The Armour Car Lineo not being 
.ubject to regulation by the Commission, its position wu simply that of • witness in
terested in but a stranger to the inquiry, and the Comm..islion could not enlarge its 
powers by making the company a party to the proceedinga and oerving it with notice .. 
(p. 445). While differences of opinion wen: possible u to the propriety of the quct
tions as a means of discovering whether unlawful advantages were acxruing to Armour 
Ie Company (see dissenting opinion of Justice Day), it was conclusively .... blished 
that the privatc-car lines as such are not common canien IUbject to the Cornmiasion', 
jurisdiction. Similarly, it hal been held that .uch lines arc Dot "carricn by railroad." 
GuaranI)' Claim 0/ C •• N. Y. 6- B. &frig .... lI<>, Co •• 70 I.C.C. 575 (19)1), 71 I.C.C. 7 
(1922); Chiugo &frigerlllOr Co. v.I.C.C •• 265 U.s. 292 (1924). 

UT Annfllll Report. 1903, p. 25. 
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vate cars. Before asserting its power of positive control, therefore, the 
Commission made an effort to undermine the very basis of private
car ownership. The difficulty lay in finding express statutory au
thority for the achievement of what it deemed a desirable public end. 
In the absence of legislative condemnation of the practice, and in 
view of its widespread and long-continued prevalence, the Com
mission was clearly without power to prohibit the usc of private cars 
on the railroads.1K8 Could the same result, or one in the same general 
direction, be accomplished by enforcing the obligation of the carriers 
to furnish necessary facilities? 

Prior to the Hepburn amendments of 1906, the Commission had 
determined, in a number of proceedings, that it was without jurisdic
tion to compel acquisition by the carriers of adequate and proper car 
equipment.1<8 It argued, soundly, that the obligation to furnish trans
portation facilities of various kinds was a common-law obligation, 
entirely apart from the statute, and that the violation of this duty 
merely provided a basis for the recovery of damages in the courts. 
Congress had vested no mandatory power in the Commission to 
order the railroads to aequire necessary and suitable cars .... But the 

"'ID Scofield v. Lake SA"", & Midig .. SOOlA .... Ry. Co., 2 1.C.a. 67. 77 (.888), 
the Commiuinn said, ''Long prior ID and at the tim. the Act ID Regula'" Cenunen:e 
__ enacted there wu a pr<vailing general CWIDm and usage unnng railnIods of the 
Unill:d S ..... of renting <US fiom .. ch other and fiom mere car.furnishing componies, 
paying rent fur the u .. of such can. A like custom and usage then prevailed and has 
aince of the carrier paying rent ID the shipper for cara oc:caainnaUy furnished by the 
shipper fur the traD.porIatinn of his own goods. • • • It is part of the l.gislative his
IDrf of the COUDtry that Congtess had pending before it for many ,...,. in various 
furms the general .ubj_ which were aftorwanIs enacted inlD the Act ID Regula", Com
merce, and that all th ... rna...,. were mad. the subject of lengthy and thorough ex· 
aminatinn by commit_ of Cnngtess. W. must, therefure, pr<Sumt • • • that Cnn
s- must have knoWD at the time the slatu'" was enacted of the existence of each 
of th ... customs and usages on the part of carriers of obsaining can, and neither of 
them "'" forbidden by the statu"'." 

... See, fur eaample, S<ofi</tl v. ~ SA_ & Mic/tigoo SoOIA .... Ry. Co~ • 1.c.R. 
67 (.888); lie T~. of F"';', .0 Lc.R. 360 ('904). 

·"In the S<o/ieltl ..... "/'No the Cemmiuinn decl....d (. LCJL, at p. 76)' "The 
law·making po .... hu Dot taken upnn iaelf the responsibility. nor hu it clothed the 
In ...... ", Commerce Commissinn with the power and the "'pnnsibility, of directing 
a carrier ID supply ibdf with any puticulu equipment or can, or, in &cr, with any 
equipment or cart at all, for the transponatinn of fmght 0,"", its line. The .... ponsibl. 
duty of supplying iaelf with a l1lflic:ieat and proper equipment of cars is left by the 
slatu'" ID .... with the carrier, ID whotn alnne it rightfully belnngt, and if the carrier 
&iI. ID do this in sudl a lIWUler IS it should, whereby othen "'" injured or ....... ged, 
then that the carrier shall be liable for all the cIamap which ...wt fiom sudl &iI-
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1906 legislation led the Commission to reverse its position. The 
amended statute not only so defined "transportation" as to embrace 
cars, vehicles, and all other instrumentalities of shipment or carriage, 
irrespective of ownership or contract, and all services rendered in 
connection with the property transported-thereby endowing the 
Commission with regulatory power over private cars and incidental 
serviCC5--but it made it the duty of the carriers "to provide and fur
nish such transportation upon reasonable request therefor." The Com
mission construed this enactment as explicitly imposing a positive 
obligation upon the carriers which was encompassed by its general 
enforcing authority. Accordingly, it declared itself possessed of 
power to require carriers to furnish all necessary equipment, whether 
ordinary or special, upon reasonable request, and in conformity with 
this holding it ordered a defendant railroad company to acquire a 
sufficient number of tank cars, as prayed for by complainants.'" The 
Commission recognized the merit of the defendant's contention that 
there was no Congressional intent to forbid the operation of private
car lines or the ownership of cars by shippers, but insisted that its 
assumption of jurisdiction would not necessarily involve the aboli
tion of the ownership and use of private cars. The statut~ry pro
vision "does not require the carriers' ownership of cars, but places 
upon them the duty to provide cars, which may be cars of their own 

ute"- And in the Frui, case, SUl"'II. the Commission concluded in these unequivocal 
term. ('0 I.CR.. "373): "We thiok that i. iI the: duty of the reopondeo. railroad com
pani ... to furnish refrigerator ear. for the: transportation of thio fruiL • • • Bu. thio 
duty d .... no. spring from the: Act to Regula .. Commerce. nor Iw thio Commission any 
jurisdiction of that maner. It arises out of the common·law liability of the defe.odant 
railway companies u common carriers, and redress for fhlIure to fulfill it must be 
sought in the courts." 

161 Pmruylllanill Paraffine Works v. P. R. R. Co., 34 I.C.C. 179 (1915). The Com· 
mission had first assumed jurisdiction under this amendment in Vule" CDIIl (1114 
Mining Co. y.l. C. R. R. Co .• 33 I.e.c. 52 (1915), which it cited as • precedent for 
the scope of its power. In the latter procccding the complainants had lOught damages 
for failure of the defendant to supply coal cars upon reasonable request. The Com
mission held that the determination of the extent to which there was failure to comply 
with the duty of fwnishing cars is an ad.ministrative question of which the Comm.iJ.. 
lion alone can take original jurisdiction. In the: word. of the: Commission (pp. 6.-65): 
lOIn .ubstancc section I provides that "fHm r~aso"flhle reqlNSI it shall be the duty of 
every carrier to furnish CU'I. By virtue of these requirements it becomes the carrier', 
duty to maintaio a reasonably adequate car IUpply. and the qUCJtion of what is • 
reasonably adequate car supply is jwt u much an administrative ODe .. the question 
of what il a reasonable nte. The legallufliciency of defendant's car supply can DOt be 
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or cars which they have secured in some other manner."'" The as
sertion of authority to order the acquisition of cars by the carriers 
would operate to restrict the further extension of the system of pri
vate-ar ownership rather than to legislate it out of cxistence.2IIB The 
controlling issue, 'then, was whether the Commission possessed the 
necessary power to order a carrier to acquire special equipment such 
as tank cars. On this issue the courts held that the Commission had 
exceeded its jurisdiction.1M The 1906 amendment was but declara
tory of the common-law obligation to provide facilities, and the 
remedy for failure to perform this obligation, as prior to the new 
legislation, lay in the courts and not with the Commission. The 
Commission's jurisdiction is purely statutory. The carriers' duty to 
furnish equipment, however it may expand with time and circum
stance, does not necessarily involve a corresponding right of compul
sion in the Commission. The existence of so extraordinary an admin-

clefinitdy &.cd by !he dilUte. It is a question which • • • 'involves • consideration 
and comparison of many and nrious & ... and call. fOr !he exercise of !he dis=tion 
of' this tribllllll." 

••• P .. fIIYl"";' p.,..g; .. W",~, v. P. R. R. Co .. "'/'N, P. 186 • 
• 1I1a espiainiDg !he oignilic:anor: of !he proor:eding. !he Commission said: ''It is 

obvioua that if defendant is ezcused fiom its obligation ID provide !he equipmCIll 
neccaary ID mow: complainants' produ ... by _ of oomplainants ha.ing in !he 
put provided can of their OWIl, oomplainants would al .... ys be compelled ID supply 
whatner additional can were &om time to time needed to take care of inaeases in 
their businea, ."'" though complainants no IGllger dcoired ID maineoin can of their 
OWII. Detendmt baa refUsed ID increue its supply of tank ..... The question ID be 
dc:cided is IlOl whether the can supplied by .t.fendmt IDgether with those oWlled by 
_plainants are auSicient ID meet complainants' domancb, but rather whether com
plainants may retire fiom !he businosa of IUmishing tank can fOr the lraIlspottation 
of oil and henc:dOrtb rely entirely upOll !he railruado ID provide this equipment, or 
wbother complainants must in !he fUture COIltinue ID tslu: .... of !he increasing de
mmdo of their _ by buying .dditional tank ....... /1HtI .. P. .84-

... UIIiIH S-, v. P...uyl"";' R. R. Co .. 242 U.s. 208 ('9.6), allirming !he 
deera: of !he lower court in 227 Fed. 911 enjoining !he Commission's order, The 
Supmne Court oustaiaed !he 6ncliog of the diltri<:t court thai there is "1IOtbing in !he 
law which c:onlCn UpOll the Commission power ID _pel a carrier ID aequire &ci\i
tiCi which it does not poaess or to acquire better &ciJ.ities 1hm those it possesses, DOt 
with the objec:l of pre .... ling clisc:rimination and prof ........ bu. in order thai the 
ohipp:r may have luges, _. and perbapt more 0CDD0IIlical &ci\ities .. (po 9.8). 
Who ...... the carrier .. duty ID add ID its ear equipment, .. hethet in quantity or mol, 
there .... 110 ConpssiOllal in_. that this duty be enfi>ror:d by orden of !he CoIDlllio-
lion, Following this cIe<:ioion, the Commission beld, in R. R. C.","';";""'" of FloritJ. 
Y. s--. Eqft# Co., 44 Le.e. 645 ('917). thai it _ without authority. in the 
aboenoe of Wldue clisc:rimina1ioD, ID comp:! c:urien ID ""'Iuire special equipment ouch 
• ttliigerator ..... 
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istrative power must be found in express words and not in mere im
plication.25

' Neither in the legislative history of the rgoli amendments 
nor in the enactments themselves was any intent disclosed to clothe 
the Commission with power either to prevent the ownership and 
use of private cars or to order the carriers to acquire equipment and 
facilities. On the contrary, there was a clear recognition of the opera
tion of private-car lines and the ownership of cars by shippers, and 
the chief end sought to be achieved was to bring these practices under 
the Commission's authority, in order that oppressive and discrimina
tory adjustments might be eliminated. 

The Commission's jurisdiction, then, was confined to the regula
tion of the facilities and services provided by private-car owners and 
private-car lines. That the scope of this jurisdiction is coextensive 
with that exercised over the carriers' own services and facilities is evi
denced by the sweep of the Commission's inquiry and findings in its 
single general investigation of private carS.208 The Commission's 

."15 11J.e Supreme Court referred with approval to the following pronouncement 
from CommissioDer Clark's dissenting opinion (34 I.C.C. J7SJ, 195): "If the act 
confen upon the Commission power to order a carrier to enlarge its complement of 
cars and to award damages against it if it &ila to comply with such order. it seems 
logically and necessarily to follow that the Commission has the same power to order 
enlargemeot of terminal &ci1itics. increase in the Dumber of locomotives, and extension 
of tracks or branches. In tact, DO tacility of tramportation is exempt.·· I. should be 
noted that no question was raised as to the right of Congress to endow the Commission 
with such power, however &r-reaching its practical effects. The issue was solely one or 
statutory construction. The problem was not unlike that involved in the Maim"", 
Frng'" Ralt case, in which the Supreme Court held the Commission to be without 
rate-making power under the original Act. Inlerstflle Comm~e Commissio1l v. Cin· 
ci •• ati, N. O. '" T. P. R. Co., .67 U.S. 479 (.897). In that ca .. the Coun said, among 
other things: "Incorporating into a stature the common-law obligation restin.g upon 
the carrier to make all its charges reasonable and just, and directing the Commission 
to execure and enforce the provisions of the act, does Dot by implication carry to the 
Commission, or invest it with the power to exercise. the legislative {unction of pre
scribing rates which shall control in the fuhIrC." See Part I, pp. 25-27. Aa in that in
JtaDc:e. too, the statutory defect was remedied by lubsequcnt legislation. Rate-making 
power wu expressly conferred upon the Commission by the Hepburn Act of '906. See 
Part I. pp. 45-46. Power to order the acquisition of &.cilitiel and the extension of lioel 
was conferred upon the Commiuion by the Transportation Act of J920. See Pan I, 
pp. 241- 244. 

".1. ,h. Ma'Ier of PriUI1Je Cars, 50 I.C.C. 652 (19.8). This proca:ding wu insti
tuted, on the Commission's own motion, in J912. Its disposition was delayed by the 
controvenies u to the scope of the Commission', jurisdiction which multed in the 
adverse rulings noted above: Ellis v. I.C.C ... 2.37 U.s. 434 (1915); UniteJ SI4IIeI v. 
Pmnsylu..u. R. R. Co •• 242 U.S. 208 (19.6). The inquiry II finally prosecuted touched 
upon ".11 questio,," with R.pec< to the operation of pi .... can on all railroads of the 
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starting-point was an unequivocal pronouncement that "the Congress 
has • • • recognized the use of privately owned cars in transporting 
the commerce of the country, and has provided for their control by 
the Commission through rules and regulations of carriers hauling 
them."lIGT It then promulgated general principles and specific direc
tions to govern the use ot; and compensation for, private cars and 
their accessory services by the carriers. The intimate and comprehen
sive character of the regulatory power exercised by the Commission 
will be disclosed sufliciendy by a mere statement of its conclusions. 
The Commission found:2'. 

I. That as the situ2tion now exists, and under the circumstances and 
conditions shown of record, shippers may continue to Ielse cars to 

country.1t MOle cxmc:rctcly, special consideration was give.o. to the following matters: 
to del<rlDiDe ''the propriety of • service or separa .. charge, in addition to the freight 
rate. when special equipment is transported by carriers; to ascertain, in case a carrier 
hu DO equipment of the kind demanded by a shipper, whether the carrier should 
oecure the same &om an owner of such car, or whether the shipper should be permitted 
to make the arraDgemcntl with the owner, and thus supply can for his own USC; to 
dcterm.ine whether. if private car OWDen are permitted to continue to fUrnish can 
to &hippen and make charges direct to them, the charges so made shall be published 
in tariBi of carrien: to del<rlDiDe what compensation should be paid by carrien to 
the car owner, lessor or lessee fur the use of can furnished, and the manner in which 
cbargea thall be determined; to ascertain what relation investment in private cars, 
in......, _ of operation, maintenance and deprociation should bear to the allowance 
to be paid by the carrier fur the use thereof: whether charges for refrigeration should 
be .... ted sum for the service, or named in ten .. per 100 pounds of freight hauled, 
or should be based on the _ of the service, including labor, _ and weight of ice 
and air. .... : the propriety of the line-haul cartier perfurming all refrigeration service 
and making charges therefor; whether rules and practicea of carriers as to minimum. 
weigh .. and charges. miatuleS, put lot shipmen ... relUIn of empty COIltamen, etc., 
opera .. to unduly pmer or prejudice any &hipper or shippen, or lOy particular de
KriptioD. of traBic. to investigate questions respecting demurrage; . and to determine 
whether the Master Car Builden' Association rules, with mpect to pri .... cars, should 
be filed with the O>mmiaion and obaened by cartien aocordiogly." ,0 I.e.c., at 
pp. 67<H71 • 

• " lW .. P. 67" The O>mmiaion relied especially upon the proYision of section 1, 
of the Ad: to Regula .. Commerce that if the OWDel of property transported fUmisb<o 
any inmumentality or ruden my aervia: in connec:tioa with traDSportation. the Com .. 
mission is empowered to _ the maaimum charge or allowaoce fur the instru
mentality .. Iiunished or the service thus IeDdeted: aod upon the proYision of the 
Car Senice Act of May .g, 1917, authoriaing the Commission to ~ish reasonahle 
rulcs, .atiOlll, and practicea with mpect to car .....-.ice, includiog the dassifiation 
of can and the eompensation to be paid for the .... of can DOt owned by the curia:s. 

III lW .. pp. 709-'1.0. For m .... speciIic determinltiona inoolving the .... of pri ..... 
..... _ fur example, the fOllowinll' AntI_ oM Co. Y. B. P. & S. W. Co., 5. I.e.e. 
240 (Ig.g): W.-. _ kfo-t A._ Y. A.. & R. R. R. Co., 66 Le.e. 58 
(1_): r:.1IIrwl C'-rt< .. Pri_ U- c-.74 I.e.e. '07 (lgaa): HoicoJd< & 
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transport their shipments from sources independent of carriers by 
railroad. 

2. That a charge in addition to freight rates should not be made for fur
nishing to shippers refrigerator, tank, or other special type of car, or 
for transporting their shipments therein, unless the freiglit rates are 
predicated on the transportation in another type of car less expensive 
and not so difficult to operate. 

3. That payments should be made by carriers on the basis of the loaded 
and empty mileage, and that mileage should be computed on the 
basis of distance tables without the elimination of mileage through 
switching districts. 

4. That there should be no increase in the present payment for use of re
frigerator cars and sO<alled meat cars for transportation in that part 
of the country east of EI Paso, Tex., Albuquerque, N. Mex., and Salt 
Lake City and Ogden, Utah. 

5. That the present payment of * cent on the loaded and empty move
ments for the use of tank cars of all kinds by all carriers by railroad 
should be increased to I cent per mile for the loaded and empty 
movements; that the increased allowance should be paid for the use 
of live poultry cars, palace stock cars, heater cars, and that under the 
facts here shown the increase should not apply to stock cars, coke 
cars, coal cars, rack cars, Bat cars, box cars, or pocket cars, although 
they may be privately owned or leased. 

6. That carriers should publish in their tariffS a rule that private cars 
when unloaded at destination, unless otherwise ordered by the owner 
or lessee, must be prompdy transported, loaded or empty, in the 
direction of the plant of the owner or lessee. 

7. That where carriers own tank cars which are furnished to shippers 
on request, they shall publish in their tariffi rules for the distribution 
thereof whereby each shipper who makes reasonable request may 
receive his proportionate share of available cars. 

8. That re-icing charges on shipments of fresh meats and packing-house 
products and dairy products should be based on the cost of the ice 

So., v. C. R. R. Co. of N. T .. 9' I,C,C"7 (1924); 1"""''';0.'' AgrieuI'''''' COf'/'. v. 
A. " W. P. R. R. Co .• 93 I.C.C. 189 (1924); Kon,fU Ci', SlnICIur" 5,,,,1 Co. v. 
A .• T. "S. F. Ry. Co .• 10.2 I.C.C. 113 (19.25); !OMS Bros. 6- Co. v. DireCU'lf' GeIler.J • 
• 04 I.C.C. 4'3 ('9'5); Par.gon Refi.i'g Co .•. A." S. R. R .... 8 I.C.C. .66 ('926); 
Skdl, Oil Co .•• M.-K.-T. R. R. Co., 123 I.C.C. 5'7 ('927); Albm Lea P«ki.g C •. Y. 

C .. M. "51. P. R,. C •. , '40 I.C.C. '57 ('928), '52 I.C.C. 665 ('929); MIIII., .. 4 
Dielr.nuo,. v. M.-K.·T. R. R. Co., 140 I.e.c. 576 (19:18). On its own motion the Com
mission hal also investigated the use of private passenger can. Use of P,;IIt11e PM
''''g" Tr";. Car" '55 I.C.C. 775 ('929). 
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and salt used, the labor, investment in icing plants, etc., together 
with a reasonable profit; tbat the carriers only should perform the 
.ervice of re-icing and make charges therefor; and that shippers of 
these products should not be permitted to perform the service of re
icing their own and competitors' shipments en route, either directly 
or through corporations controlled by them. 

9- That tariflS of carriers be so changed tbat private cars standing on 
the private tracks of owners shall not be subject to demurrage 
charges. 

10. That the Master Car Builders Association rules be not filed in tariflS 
. of carriers; and that suggestions made at the hearing as to modifica
tions in rules and practices be adopted by the association. 

One matter related to the ownership and use of private cars is do
serving of further notice. The apportionment of cars among shippers 
may effect unjust preferences; hence the Commission possesses power 
to prescribe reasonable and non-discriminatory rules for car distribu
tion. Every shipper is entided to receive his f.Ur and proportionate 
share of available cars, and this guiding principle is as applicable to 
the supply of private cars as to the stock of the carriers' own equip
ment. The apparent encroachment upon the rights of private prop
erty is subordinated to the duty of equitable performance of the 
transportation function. 

This problem of car distribution has been most acute, and has led 
to frequently recurring controversies, in connection with the produc
tion and shipment of bituminous coal. Because much of the demand 
for this product is seasonal and the storage of output is impracticable, 
periodic car shortages are inevitable. ... It became imperative, thero-

HI Compare the following from '.-n. COI'IUllerq Com",unoa v. IU. C.1. 
R. R .• 21, u.s. 4'" 460 (191.): ''N.twithsW!ding full perfOrmance by hilway car
rion of the duty '" b ... a legally sufticicnt supply of mol c:us, it is c:onceclecl that 
uofOrcacen pcriocla arise wbco a obonage of sucb cars 1D meet the demand lOr the 
InDSportation of mol takes place, because, among other things, of the wide Ructua
lion bctwt:eD the dcmancls lOr the tnDsportalion of bitumin .... mol at clillercDt and 
UD<1:1'IIin periods; the large number of loaded mol cars c\cli...-cd by a carrier beyond 
ita .wn \iDe lOr InDSportalion 0_ other road .. _UCD' upon the &et that the mol 
pn>cluced at a partitular point is normall, distribu ..... lOr consumption over an ex\J:D
oi .. area; and because the cars th ... parII!d with arc subject 1D 1 __ lions than 
usually obtain in the .... of obipmcota of other anic:\." owing '" the act that bitumi
DOUS mol is oIl<o obippcd by miDing .perators '" distmt poina. 1D be sold oJb:r urival, 
and iI bcoce bcld at the rumina! pointa awaiting sol", or beca ..... owing 1D the _ 
of banclliDg coal, and the diIiculty of storing such coal, the car in wbicb it is obippcd 
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fore, that equitable car distribution rules be established. The character 
of these rules, in determining the amount of coal that can be loaded 
by particular mines, controls the volume of output and continuity of 
operation of these mines; unjust preferences in the apportionment 
of cars tends to produce far-reaching industrial consequences. Under 
such circumstances, not only must just and reasonable mine "ratings" 
be maintained, so that, in times of shortage, cars may be distributed 
in conformity with some equitable measure of the capacity of the 
various mines contending for the inadequate supply of facilities,'" 
but it is essential that available equipment, as assigned to or appor-

is often used by the shipper or purchaser at the lUminal points as a convenient mean. 
of storage, or as an instrument for delivery without the expense of breaking bulk" to 
other and distant points." See, also, as to shortages of box cars for the shipment of 
grain, kpOf'l on Transportation of lite loin' Commission 01 Agricultural Inquiry, 
p •• 62. 

2&0 The purpose of the mine uutings" is to provide a basis for the allotment of 
cars in time of shortage. According to these "ratings," each mine on a particular line 
becomes entitled to such proportion of the available caes as its rating bears to the total 
supply of cars. In the words of the Commission, in Coal and Oil '""estigation~ 31 
I.C.C. 193, 217 (1914): "The problem of equitable car distribution is composed of two 
mctors-(I) The ratings of the mines and (2) the actual distribution of equipment 
in accordance therewith. The purpose of a carrier in fixing ratings for mines on its 
lines is to determine the basis upon which each shall share in the equipment available 
for coal loading during the periods when the supply of cars is insufficient to meet all 
the rcquircmenu. At such times it become. necessary to place $Orne restriction upon 
all the mines, and in order to do this impartially the practice of rating them and dis
tributing the available equipment pro rata, on the basis of such ratings, has beeD 
adopted." Controversy as to methods of rating has centered largely about the question 
of whether the physical capacity of a mine or its past performance shall constitute the 
controlling factor. While considerable diversity of practice has prevailed, the Com
mission has generally favored the adjustment of ratings according to past performance. 
In McCflIJ Coal Co • •• C.4- C. Ry. Co., 30 I.C.C. 53' ('9'4), for example. the Com
mission said (p. 536): '''In view of all the facts appearing in this case. it is our opinion 
and finding that the distribution of coal car. based upon the element of physical ca
pacity is wholly unsatisfactory and works injustice. The best basis for the distribution of 
car. in this case is the proportionate necessities of the mi.ocs, as indicated by past per
formances, extending over periods of car shortage as well aa periods of free distribution. 
No basis of distribution can be absolutely precise. It is not necessary. however, to 
imagine anything or to deal in speculations or possibilities.. The total shipments of 
each mine. taken for the two-year period prior to January I, 1913, divided by the 
Dumber of .o-hour days the mine actually operated during such period furnishes the 
actual average daily output over a two-year period during car shortage as well u dur
ing free car IUpply. Such a basis will not permit speculation, but will reSect the 
operations and possibilities of each mine as truly as they can be ascertained. and IUC.h 
shall be the basil hereafter." s... also POlliA", .. Cool 4- Cok. Co • •• N. 4- W. Ry. Co., 
13 I.C.C. 69 (1908). where the "coke-oven basis" of distributing can was COD· 

demned; 1I4i1 4- Ri • .,. Cool Co • •• B. 4- O. R. R. Co .• '4 I.C.C. 86 ('908), where • 
system of rating which took into consideration both physical and COIDIIICrciaI capacity 
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tioned among patticulat mines, be fairly counted or charged against 
the established ratings. 

It is in connection with the latter procedure-in the actual appor
tionment of Cats in terms of the agreed ratings-that the treatment 
to be accorded to private =s, which ate independently assigned by 
their owners to specific mines, becomes an important issue. In so fat 
as restrictions ate placed upon the free use of such =s, or mines 
enjoying their use ate limited in their claims upon the general supply 
of equipment, the Commission, as a means of removing discrimina
tion in the apportionment of transportation facilities, is encroaching 
upon the rights and detracting from the advantages of private-car 
ownership. It must be noted, however, that private cats constitute but 

wa. held not to be discriminatory; HiUtdal. Coal & Cok. Co • •• P. R. R. Co •• 19 I.C.C. 
356 (1910), where the contention was not sustained that physical capacity alone con .. 
lti.tutes a lOund method. of rating, but where the practice of combining physical and 
commcrc:ial capacity was upheldi ,. ,. Imgulllf'ih'f!1 ,'" Mine Ratingl, 25 I.C.C. 286 
(1913). in which "the hourly production basis for ratings" was approved t1upon the 
facts and under the conditions" there prcaented. Indeed, in all of these proceedings 
the determinations were based upon the .pecific facts of the particular controversy. 
Not unlit June 17. 1922, was a general investigation undertaken, on the Commission's 
own motion, into the propriety of the curl ... • mine ratings. In that proceeding the 
Commission approved. "for a IOir uiaI." the ruI .. established early in 1923 through 
conferences between. the carriers and the mine operators. These rules took into con
sideration physical conditions, past performance, labor supply. and any other mctors 
in8uencing the production of coal. RId .. Go""';.g lWi.gt of Coal Mi .... 95 I.C.C. 
309 (1924). The Commission said (p. 324): "The enumeration of elements considered 
in the determination of ratings makes it obvious that the plau. agreed upon • • • 
cannot properly be termed • 'physical-c:apacity hasis,' nor can it be said that factors 
other than phyaical capacity ate merely supposed to be considered in malting ratings. 
or that physical capacity teally determin .. the rating, or is nec:essarily the dontinating 
fictor. Indeed, physical capacity. • • in many instances doubd ... will have lesser 
weight than past perIOrmance and the labor supply. In addition. provision is made in 
genenl rums /Or the full and appropriate consideration of any other fact which might 
aIIect either the prohable production or ahipment of coal, as • basic fictor in the 
derumination of ratings. to the end that the ratings .tatod may as clooe\y as possible 
approximate the ........ ble maximum bona fide .... der of coal for ahipment, /Or 
whic:b. neings stIDd as a D«essarJ IUbstitu~" The Commission rej~ commercial 
eapacity as the controlling fictor /Or the c1eterminati .. of mine ratings. It .... argued 
that auch a basis would ""'0 .. the economic often"" of the coal ind~t it 
would eDCXlIurage a more uniform. movement of coal throughout the pr. and that 
it would eliminate the ine8icient and high_ mines. But the Commission disclaimed 
any .atory jurisdic:tion over the coal industry. ''The object of rating rules is .. 
oocure a just and equitable distribution of equipment among thooe who desire and ate 
J>I<PUed to ahip. and not to dewmine who shall or sha1l not be in a position .. 
produce a commodity to be ahipped" (p. 332). But compare the elaborate dissenting 
opinion of Commissioner Potter (pp. 336-372), stJ<ssing the urgency of IOforming 
the bituminoua coal industry through the Commission's car cIisttihution rules. 
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one group of the so-called "assigned cars." Cars belonging to the 
railroad serving a mine which are used for the carriage of its own fuel 
and cars belonging to other railroads which are used for the carriage 
of their fuel are likewise assigned to particular mines. In other words, 
railroad fuel cars and private cars are equally involved in the assigned 
car problem, although our primary interest, at this point, is in the 
Commission's control of the distribution of private cars. Have rail
roads and shippers the right to assign certain cars to specific mines, 
and how far must these assigned cars be counted in determining 
whether, in time of shortage, a particular mine has received its fair 
distributive share of available equipment?'·' 

For many years it was a common practice among the railroads to 
deliver private cars and railroad fuel cars to specific coal mines as 
assigned, without counting or charging these cars against the pro 
rata shares of the mines to which they were delivered. Such mines 
received, in addition, their full share of the general stock of unas
signed cars available for commercial loading. The private-car owners 
thus enjoyed unrestricted use of their equipment, and the railroads, 
by assuring an ample and stable car supply to particular mines, were 
enabled to secure their fuel on favorable terms. But this practice, from 
the standpoint of common-carrier transportation, was obviously 
prejudicial to mines receiving no assigned cars, and it evoked vigor
ous protest. The Commission, fulding unjust discrinlination in this 
procedure, thereupon assened its authority to regulate car distribution 
by promulgating an "assigned car rule."'·' Both private cars and 

281 The various types of cars involved in these controversies are clearly differentiated 
in the opinion of the Supreme Coun in A.lnped c", ClUes. 274 U.s. 564. 568 (19:17): 
"The term assigned cars is used in coDtra-<iistinction to system carL By assigned can 
are meant those placed for use at a specified mine for a particular shipper. By system 
cars are meant those, from time to time on the line, which arc being kept available 
for we at any mine for any shipper. Assigned car. are of two classea. One class of 
assigned cars consists of private can. These are can owned (or leased) by some 
lhippcr (or subject to the control of a particular person DOt a rail-carriet) who deliven 
them to the railroad for placement at designated. mines for loading and ttaDsportation 
u desired by the owner of the cars. Assigned can of the other class are called railroad 
IUd cars. These consist wholly of can owned (or leued) by oome carrier. which, in
.tead of being lef~ like system cars. for usc incfucriminately in carrying c:oal from any 
mine for any comignor to any consignee, are I$$igned to a particular mine to earry 
c:oal to be used as fuel by a particular carrier." 

281 R. R. Com. of Ohio v. H. V. Ry. CO' I 12 I.c.a. 398 (1901); Tr«r v. Alto. 
R. R. Co., 13 I.C.C. 451 (1908). 
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railroad fuel cars were permitted to be' delivered to the mines to 
which they were assigned, but it was required that such cars be 
counted against the distributive shares of these mines in the appor
tionment of system cars. If the assigned cars equaled or exceeded the 
pro rata share of a particular mine, such mine was not to be entitled 
to any of the unassigned system cars for commercial loading; if, on 
the other hand, the number of assigned cars was less than the pro 
rata share of a particular mine, such mine was to be entitled to addi
tional system cars, but only to the extent necessary to make up its 
pro rata share."os This assigned car rule successfully withstood attack 

.1' In the Hocking V.n')' cue, ",,,... in which the b"eltment to be aa:orded to 
pri.... can and to foreign railroad fuel car. WIll involved, the Commissioo said 
(pp. 409""410): ''The total of the foreign railway fuel cars, the priv ... call and the 
system can mould be taken into oonsiden.tion in determining the distribution. If the 
number of foreign railway fuel can or of pri .... or leased can is leas than the per. 
centage or proportion of the oompany to which such cars are oonsigned or assigned, 
that oompany should be given all of the foreign railway fuel ear. oonsigned to it and all 
of the pri .... or leased can belongiag to it, and a .uflicient number of system earl 

to make up ill proportion. On the other band, if the number of foreign railway fuel 
can consigned to it and of private can assigned to it is greater than its proportion. 
all such WI 10 oonsigned or usigned to it mould be delivered to it and the available 
system WI mould be divided among the other operators on the basia of a changed 
percentage because of the elimination of the oompany or oompaniea to which tho 
IOroign railway fuel can and priva .. can have been oonsigned, assigned, and delivered." 
The Commission', conclusion apecific:ally applicable to private: cars was as follow. 
(ppo 41<>-411): "It is admitted that the can .. held under I ..... are devoted to the 
exclusive u ... of the oompany holdiog the luse and that they are not oounted against 
such oompany in the distribution of the available can. The question is: Is such failure 
to count theR can an unjust dilcrimina.tiOD against other coal-mine operaton on the 
line of doIendBDt oompany. • .1 This question we are oonstraioed to aJIIWer in the 
.&mati... • • • Assuming that theae 1_ are valid, we are of the opinion that 
it is a discrimination against other ooaI operaton to gi .. the I~ their fiill propor
tion of the available system can just u if they did DOt have the use of the so-called 
pri ......... There is always poaibility that discrimioation may be intensiliod or 
_ .. ted by oonditions arising or ~g under which the carrier will be unable. 
because of insuflicient po_ or inadequa.. terminals, to promptly and dliciendy 
tl'aIIIport all of the tonnage oftUing. W. are of the opinion that the so-called pri .... 
con • • • should be oounted and oonsidered in the distribution of equipment in the 
same manner u horoinbefore provided lOr IOroign railway fuel earl; that is, the lcssees 
of theae can should be gi_ fiill and exdusi .. use of them, but should DOl be gi_ 
a division of the system can -I" whoD the supply of the ao<alled pri .. ", can and 
of IOroign railway fuel can usigned to them is 1 ... than their propottion of the total 
of available cars, indudiog system ...... IOroign railway fuel ...... and so-called pri ..... 
....... In the TIwr cue, "',.... in which there wu the additional issue of the treat
ment ID be aa:orded ID the carrier's con used lOr the tl'aIIIportltion of ill own """"""'Y 
Iiu:I oupply, the Commission said (po 458): "Conceding lUlly the right of the car
rier to \lie its equipment for the purpose of securing its own fuel supply. efta. though 
ohippers at the same time desire the use of that equipmonf, and oona:ding the right 
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in the courts .... and remained the prevailing basis of car distribution 
for many years.26

' Thus recognizing the right of private-car owners 
to the exclusive use of their equipment (and of railroads to the un
limited assignment of cars for securing their fuel), the Commission, 
in the interests of equitable car distribution, none the less imposed 
limitations upon the advantages of private-car ownership (and of 
the free use of railroad fuel cars). Even when the private cars, or the 
aggregate of assigned cars, equaled or exceeded the mine's distrib
utive share, it was restricted, because of its exclusive equipment, in 
the full benefits of the general car supply, by being deprived of addi
tional system cars; and when the private cars, or the aggregate of 

of the carrier to secure: its fuel supply either from mines which it owns or those whose 
entire output it purchases, we are led to the conclwion that where a carrier purchases 
a portion of the output of a mine which is competing with other mines on its lines in 
commercial markets it may not discriminate in mvor of such mine by failing to count 
against it in the distribution of cars those cars which it furnishes to that mine for its 
own fuel," 

264 In ChkQgo 6- A.. R. Co. v.l.e.C., 173 Fed. 930 (1908), the Commission's order 
in the Traer case was held invalid in so far as it required the carriers to count their 
own fuel cars against the distributive shares of the mines to which they were delivered. 
On appeal the Supreme Court reversed this decree. I1JIn'SlllJe Commerce Commission v. 
Ill. Cent. R. R.o 215 U.S. 452 (1910). The basic issue was as to the power of the 
Commission in the premises, rather than as to the apediency of the rule promulgated 
by it. The Coon found that authority had been lawfully delegated 10 the Commission 
over railroad cars, including the carrier's own fuel cars, in time of shortage, as a means 
of eliminating unjust discrimination. "It may not be doubted that the equipment of a 
railroad company, engaged in interstate commerce, included in which are its coal carl, 
arc instrwnents of such commerce. From this it necessarily follows that such can are 
embraced within the governmental power of regulation. which extends, in time of 
car shortage. to compelling a just and equal distribution, and the prevention of an 
unjust and discriminatory one" (p. 474). See also InterSklle Commerce Commission Y. 

Chicago R. R., >IS U.S. 479 (1910). '''In Hillsdale Coal 6- Coke CO. Y. P. R. R. Co., 19 I.C.C. 356 (1910). 23 I.C.C. 
186 (1912.), the Commission reaflirmed its assigned car rule and held the practices of 
the defendant carriers to be in violation thereof; and the award of reparation for 
general damages resulting from the discriminations in car distribution disclosed in this 
proceeding was sustained by the Supreme Court in Pmnll. R. R. Y. CIt,,1c. Coal Co., 
238 U.S. 456 (1915). In Assign~d CIII'S for Bihlm;fll'JUI Coal MiMI, So I.e.c. 520 
(1923), a comprehensive investigation of the reasonableneu of the assigned car rule 
thus established, the Commission said (p. 527): "The rule thus limiting the per~ 
missible assignment of cars either privately or railroad owned without counting them 
against the distributive share of the mines was definitely established and remained in 
effect as a rule in a state of repose until the advent of Federal Control over the rail
roads and over the production, distribution, and price of coal. • • • The rule wu 
accepted as settled. and although never acquiesced in by commercial mine operaton 
al setded on the right basi •• was not the subject of any formal complaint to which our 
attention has been directed down to the period of Federal Control." For the changes 
in rules introduced under Federal Control. see ibUJ., pp. S:l7-s::lS. 
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assigned cars, fell short of a mine's distributive share, it was entirely 
deprived of the advantages of exclusive ownership or use, because its 
claims to additional system cars were restricted to its pro rata share. 

But preferences were still possible. The assigned cars might exceed 
a mine's distributive share, and thus operate to the prejudice of com
peting mines. There was ample evidence of the discriminatory effects 
of the prevailing practices, and much serious doubt was cast upon 
the definitiveness of the established regulations.· .. Under these cir
cumstances, the Commission entered upon a thorough reconsidera
tion of this entire problem of car distribution, and frankly announc.
ing that "the rule evolved in the early decisions was not the fruition 
of ripe experience," abolished the "assigned car rule" which it had 
promulgated, by requiring, for the future, that all cars, whether as
signed or unassigned, and including both private cars and railroad 
fuel cars, be apportioned ratably among the mines of each district 
or division defined for car distribution purposes.'" An absolute rule 

Ilia The tentative character of the car distribution practices immediately following 
the Hocki.g Valley and T ..... decisions was mOlt clearly stated by Cotnmisoioncr Lane, 
in his dissenting OpiniOD in Hillsdale Coal & Coke CO. Y. P. R. R. Co., 19 I.C.C. 356 
(J910). Although he had joined. in the earlier decisions, he commented. as follows in 
the above proceeding (p. 387): "Rules for the distributioD of cars in pcriocIs of car 
mortage are: of very recent invention, and it has appeared affirmatively in the cases 
which have been brought befOR: this Commission, as well as in those before the 
courts. that the whole question of car distribution is in a state of Sux; the carriers 
have Dot yet d.vised a 000. of rules which is satislilctory either 10 thcmscl ... or 10 
their shippers. It iI a matter DC most general knowledge. brought out and clearly es
tablished in the coal investigation made by the Commission some three yean since. 
that the distribution of cars 10 coal mines bas been bascc:l largely upon in_ preju· 
dice, and pull. There bas been little, if any, preteDse that cars were divided among 
coal mines upon a basis which the law oould recognize as !air and DondiscriminalDry. 
Since this investigation it appcan that the carrion have been making an honest cffi>rt 
10 .. tablish rules which would DOt be open 10 objectioD upon the ground of discrimi· 
DatiOD, but these rules are as yet but expcrimental-<hcy do Dot represent the crystal
lized experience of yean--.t present they are but tentati .... The prcICrcnoes which 
ha .. been showD to OWDeR of private cars and 10 mines supplying niJway fuel show 
clearly that the carriers arc but Ii:eling their way 10 a basis that will be more cquiblble 
than any hithcrte obtaining. IDstead, thercfurc, of regarding the rules involved in the 
cues rccendy revi.wed by the Supreme Coun as OODtroIling this Cotnmisoion. we arc 
justi6cd in saying DO more upon this subject than that the views heretofore expressed 
are the rault of NCb light and ex.perieo.a: as we haw: been able to gaio. upon • most 
cliJlicult ... bjcc~ and arc properly subject 10 amendment at any time." 

I .. .N4pH c.. (tw Bi""';1IQIU Cool Mi .... 80 I.C.C. 520 (1923). The Com
mission" fiodiDgs were atated as IOllOWl (pp. 56:a-s63): "Upon the.m.:.. shown of 
record we find and ooncludc that in the distribution of .... lOt traDSportation of coal 
among the bituminous coal mines • • • any rule, rcgulltion, or practia: • • • whereby 
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of equality of treatment as between assigned and unassigned cars 
was thereby established, and all discrimination in car distribution was 
thereby rendered unlawful. Cars might still be placed at designated 
mines, but not in excess of each mine's pro rata share of available 
cars. It was recognized to be the duty of the carriers to furnish equip
ment on an equitable basis, and neither the interests of the roads in 
securing their own fud supply nor the interests of private owners of 
facilities in reaping the advantages of exclusive ownership was per-

private cars or cars for the loading of bituminow coal for railway~fucl purposes are 
placed at any such mine in excess of the pro rata allobneJlt and distribution of can 
for coal loading currcndy made to any other of such min" which do not receive private 
cars or cars for railway fuel and which arc on the same division or district established 
• . . for the distribution of cars, is and for the future will be, unjust and unreasonable, 
and unduly and unreasonably preferential of such mines receiving private can or can 
for railway fuel in excess of sUeb allotment. and unjwdy discriminatory against and 
unduly prejudicial to such other mines not receiving private cars and cars for nil· 
way fuel. We funher find and conclude that all cars should be disttibutod ••• to 
all mines on such disma or division OD a pro rata basis; and that if can are assigned 
or consigned to any of such mines, and if they are placed at the mines to which they 
are assigned or consigned. they should be so placed that every mine on the same 
division or district should receive the same pro rata share of the total number of 
available cars, whether assigned, consigned, or unassigned, which are distribuled. to 
all mines OD such division or district, and that all such assigned or consigned can 
should be counled. and charged against the mines at which they are placed in the same 
manner and to the same extent that unassigned cars are counled. and c:hargecL'" To 
avoid hardship and inefficient use of equipment in special circumstances. the Commis
sion expressly reserved the right, in the exercise of its emergency powers, of "requiring 
the placement of cars for biruminow-coal loading at any mine or mines in excess of 
the current percentage allotment made to mme. ge:nctally upon the lines of the same 
carrier, or upon the same division, when the order or direction for placement shall 
so provide. II On further hearing. these oonclwiolU were affirmed by the Commission 
in 93 I.C.C.,o. ('924). 

It shnuld be observed that the Commission', findings in these proceedings constituted 
a reversal. or, more accurately, a tar-reaching modification, of its previous position, 
other than a mere application of new Slarutory provisions. Paragraph (12) of ICC
tion I of the Act, as amended by the 1920 legislation, provides not only that every 
carrier by railroad shall Itmake jwt and reasonable distribution of can for uansporta
non of coal among the coal mines served by it," but, more specifically, as follows: 
"During any period when the supply of can available f"" such service does DOt equal 
the requiremena of such min .. it shall be the duty of the earrier to maintain and apply 
just and reasonable ratings of such mines and to count each and every car furnished to 
or wed by any such mine for transportation of a>al against: the mine." With initiative 
on this basis vesled. in the carriers, the Commission is giVCJl full powers of review for 
the establishment of reasonable practices. It was coDtended that these provisioDi pr0-
hibit, in terms, the assignment of private can and railroad fuel can under the MCI 
established in the H«l(ing V tJley and Trtln cases. In iluigtJmntI of FMg'" C",~ 
57 I.C.C. 760 (1920), in response to Senate Resolution No. 376, the Comm.i.ssion 
advised Congress "that paragraph (12) of section 1 of the inlerState commerce aa 
does not change the rule of law laid down in the Hocking V.Jky and T' .... Com, 
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mined to justifY a discriminatory apportionment of cars among the 
mines bidding for the insufficient stock of equipment in times of 
sbortage. 

With regard, specifically, to private cars, the Commission based its 
determination upon principles of long standing. "Throughout our 
reports," said the Commission, "we have held to the central idea 
that the carrier, in permitting the use of the private car, must at its 
peril see that the use of the vehicle does not permit, excuse or justifY 

.. pro. Th. paragraph ...... in ... mID" fOrm Ibat which had thetetofore been !he law 
pursuant ID !he decisions of !he CoIDlDilsion and of !he Supteme Coun of !he UDitod 
Sta ... •• (p. 766). This ." ,.,. ruling wu af6rmed in !he prim:ipal case. 80 1.C.c., at 
PI'- 5>H34· Relying upoD !he legislative history of !he enactmeot, and upoD its own 
use of IlIhotaotially ideoti<al pm...oIogy in previoua pnxoedings, !he Commission 
dedined ID consttue !he words in COIlIlO....,-· .... count each and every car fur
DiIhed ID 01 used by ... y such tiline for transpottation of coal against !he tIline··_ 
equivalent ID a dir<ction lhat all <an shall be proratod, whethet assigned or unassigoed. 
See. however. Commissioner Eastman', concurring opinion (pp. 563-564>, reversing, 
on this point, !he positinn he had taken in 57 I.C.C. 760 (1920). The asoigned car 
rule wu aholished, then, not because it is in .."". IOrbiddeo by law, but because it 
.... deemed by !he CoIDIDiIsion DOt ID be just and _I. and ID I<SUIt in uodue 
~ u amongst competing coal mines. But compare !he diaenting opinions of 
Commissianen Hall, Daniels, Potter, and Cos in 80 1.C.c., at PI'- 564""589; and of 
Commissionen Hall, Potter, and Cos in 93 1.C.c., at PI'- 73HS4. The problem wu 
...... tialIy !he II!IIe U lhat involved in !he derumination of tiline lllings. Sec note 
.60, "'pro. The diaenting commissionen not only desited '" pro= lb. nilinada in 
!he pwd>aso of Ibeit fuel and '" enCXJUllge !he use of private cars, but !hey ..... eon
vinted Ibat !he assigned car rule is a legitimate instrument far IOIDDYing !he acknowl
edged evil. of !he bituminous coal induatry. In !he words of Commission .. Potter (So 
1.C.c., at PI'- 584""585): '"It must be bOIne in mind !hat ... haY<: just .. much powet '" 
autharia: and appro .. • 1U9JI4l distribution u we have II> tequin: .... distributinu.. 
The majority .. port ...:ognizeo !hat !he law does not tequin: equal distribution but 
COIl_pia ... !hat conditinno may tequin: unequal distributinu.. The po ..... is left with 
ua II> autharia: what, all things considett:d, ... deem just. Only unjust discrimination 
is to be ~ Public inw. DOW requires discrimination in the use of cars and 
that !hey be usigoed '" puticuIaI mines. Equal distribution among all mines which 
the majority ~ tequim is enctIy what should IlOl be had. What the country and 
the _ of coal teall, tequin: is an unequal disttihution which will gi..., the 
publi< the benefit of the ooonomicaI 1_ mines and DOt compel them II> support 
UIleCODOIDicaI mp.- mines. A .,.. of zoning is what is .-IaI, pethaps man: lID .. 
- in .... timea. The propet .... of the assigoed and private car is a DJDd, ocnsibIc, 
busiIII:osIiIa: method of zoning. Eapoaation of equal distribution. .....n tDOIc, pethaps, 
thIUI ... 1IIIIOUDd lite _ baa btuught about the undue os.,.- in coal pr0-

duction. If the use of can had been properly teStricted, half of the ezisting mines 
would IlOl ezist. The majority .. port will make had conditions _ UDder it the 
ex.,.- hoatil. '" !he public: in ...... may go .... justified, eooounged, oupporII:d, 
and unc:hecked.. Ho_ ... desinbl. and urgent such a ..conn of the a.I industry 
may .... it is auhmi ..... !hat an administnti..., tribuDaI ehatged with the I<gUIation of 
the carriors should DDt, in the aboenoe of di=t legislative .........." en ... upoD the 
unc:Iwted and haanIoUI tasIr. of ooeking '" ~ the ..........u: otructure. 
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a discrimination, preference, or advantage in favor of the owner of 
the private car, regardless of the present ability of the carrier to fur
nish on demand an adequate supply of equipment needed for trans
portation. Throughout we have recognized that when the carrier 
perrnits the use of the private car on its rails, it is responsible for the 
manner in which the service is conducted in that car, and that the 
car becomes in all respects as if it were one of the general stock of 
those owned by the carrier, and subject to the same liabilities and 
responsibilities as to the use in interstate transportation."·68 Again, 
on rehearing, the Commission asserted its authority in conclusive 
terms. "The fundamental principle which has governed us in dealing 
with private cars is that such cars, being paid for by the carriers 
through allowances to their owners, are to be treated as part of the 
carrier's equipment, and may not be so used as to bring about unjust 
discrimination or unreasonable practices. Prior to the Hocking Valley 
and Traer decisions private cars were not taken into account at the 
mines to which they were assigned. Such mines received in addition 
their full pro rata share of system cars in the same manner and to the 
same extent as if the private cars were nonexistent. By these decisions, 
however, private<ar owners who did not have sufficient private cars 
for placement at their mines to exceed the distributive share of such 
mines were deprived of the advantage of ownership of the cars just 
as private<ar owners claim here that they would be deprived of the 
advantage from the ownership of their cars if the assigned-car rule 
should be abolished and the placement in excess of the distributive 
share of the mines be prohibited. The interstate commerce act not 
only confers authority upon us to restrict the preferential use of pri
vate cars as was done in those decisions, but authorizes Ufr to prohibit 
altogether such preferential use. ..... 

288 80 I.C.C., at p. 557. 
UII 93 I.e.c., at pp. 729-730. ]t was contended that private cars are essential to 

insure a regular and adequate coal supply, mat their use in time. of shortage releases 
railroad cars for strictly commercial mines, and that the Commission's ruling would 
eventually destroy this source of equipment. Commissioner Daniels, for example, spoke 
as follows in his dissent (80 I.C.C .• at p. 578): "Instead of prohibiting assigned and 
private cars their use should be encouraged. The greater the number of assigned and 
private cars properly used and the fewer the mines at which they are placed. the 
better for all concerned. If many shippen would provide their own car.. the c:arrier 
equipment available for others would be greatly increased, and die pric:e of coal would 
drop. If this commiuion would announce the right of shippen to use private can in 
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Thus, without asserting any authority over private<ar owners as 
such, and without hindrance by the alleged immunities of private 
property, the Commission, in its control over the "car service" of the 
carriers subject to its jurisdiction, has gone the full length in pre
venting the use of private cars from serving as an instrument of 
discrimination.2To 

their own service, • • • and that as thus used they would be protec:ted, private capital 
would promptly come to the aid of the carriers and provide private cars to an extent 
which would insure ample equipment for all, reduce coal shortage. to a minimum, 
and serve the public interest in. vital way." In reply to this view, the Commission not 
only insilted "that particularly in times of shona~ the mine operator is entided to 
an equitable rationing of the transportation facilities which are at hand, and that 
equality is vastly more important to him than a slight addition to his allotment, 
eBectuated by giving bis neighbor and competitor a better car supply," but directed at
tention to its power to order the carriers to acquire adequate facilities (80 I.C.C., at 
p. S(2) I "Congress has given the coal consumer I right to demand that adequate 
transportation facilities be provided by the railroad carriers, and has afforded a remedy 
for the enforcement of that right. We are now prosecuting an inquiry on our own mo
tion, No. 14489, under the provisions of ICCtion r of the act, u to the adequacy of 
the &.ciIities for the performance .s common carriers of car service by each of the rail .. 
roads subject to out jurisdiction, with a view to making an order requiring the re
lpondentl to provide themselves with such safe and adequate locomotives and carl as 
may be warranted by the filets II mown. and as required by law. This power upon 
our pan. and remedy afforded to the shippers. first came into the interstate commerce 
act II one of the amendments made by the Transportation Act, 1920. The cha.oge in 
the law diJl<rentiates the presen, cue from all thoae in which the usigned-car rule 
was developed. as prior to February 28, 1920, we had no power to require a carrier 
to provide itself with reasonable &.cilities luch u equipment. no discrimination being 
involved.n See note 255, ,.".. 

"'ID ",';,....1 C.,. C_. '74 U.s. 564 (1927), the Suptcme Court, in reversing 
the lower cour,'s decree in 9 Fed. (.d) 4'9, rustained the Commission's findings in 
ifuipftl CIII" for B,'lUmiNo", CHI Mill~t. 80 I.C.C. 520, 93 I.C.C. 101, in every Ie

.pcct. The opinion of I ... tiee Brandeis, speaking fOr the Court, throws much light upon 
the Commission', powen and proc:esse. in the .. proceedings. Fir". the Court found 
no constitutional obstacle to the Commission's assertion of power. l'The rule prescribed 
does no' involve • taking of the property of the priva .. car owner. Co"8=' could 
m:lude private ears from interstate ni1roads. • • • And it may prescribe conditions 
on which alone they may be used. • • • Limiting their use does Dot involve regulation 
of the coal mining indwtry. Likewise, Co"8=' may prescribe how carrier-owned cars 
shall be used. The regulation prescribed does Dot invade the private business afDin of 
the carrier. It merely limits the use of certain inb:ntate transportation fi.cllities" 
(po 575). $«0 •• the Court held that Conpss bu inVCltcd the Commission with the 
neceasary power to order a ". ..- distribution of all cars among coal mines. It was 
argued, on the one band, tha, the statute (paragraph (12). ocction r) prea:ribcs the 
previously -'>Jished usigeed cor rule, and, on the other. that i, abolishcs this rule 
ud substiru ... therefor the Commission', ..... rule of equal distribution. Neither of 
these daim ..... upheld. The Commission', position, u _ have ...." was this: tha, 
the statute does not pmcribe a complete rule-<hat it does Dot lequire, in tcnnI, either 
• ". ... distribution of ears or adherenQ: to the rule promulgated in the H~.r 
V<II'1 and Trwr co ... ; that iI. lequiRment is men:ly tha, all can be COWl,"" in the 
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Industrial Railroads 

Private business enterprises, especially in the fields of lumbering, 
mining, and manufacture of iron and steel products, often own or 
control small railroad lines as part of their plants, chiefly for the 
purpose of facilitating the efficient conduct of industrial processes. 
These "industrial railroads," particularly when employed in manu
facturing industries, commonly consist of a network of tracks con
necting warehouses and other plant buildings, short spurs extending 
to one or more trunk-line roads, and such motive power and equip
ment as are warranted under the circumstances. They serve the in· 
dustrial concerns with which they are afliliated by switching inbound 
freight from points of interchange to appropriate locations within the 

determination. of each minc's pro rala share. and that administrative discretion is left 
to the Commission as to the manner of distribution of the cars. To this view the 
Court gave irs approval: "The Commission's contention is, in our opinion, the sound 
one. It gives effect to the command that all cars shall be counted; and it leaves fuJI 
scope both to the duty imposed upon the carriers . . • and to the auchority con~ 
{erred upon the Commission . • . to establish reasonable rules with respect to car 
service. This construction is consistent also with the legislative history of the provision 
•• • '1 (p. 577). Third, the Court found the Commission's rule not to be unrea .. 
sonable. ''The argumeDt most strongly urged is that. because the rule prescribes ab-
solute uniformity, regardlCH of the necessities of the railroad or other consumer, re· 
gardless of the ownership of the mine or the cars, regardless of the character of the 
business done by the mine or its customer, it is necessarily unreasonable, and, hence, 
that the order is void. But the authority to establish reasonable rules . . . includes 
power to prescribe a rule of universal application. There was ample evidence to su~ 
port the Commission's findings. It is not for courts to weigh the evidence introduced 
before the Commission, . . . or to inquire into the soundness of the reasoning by 
which its conclwioDl arc reached, • • • or to question the wisdom of regulatioDl 
which it prescribes. • . . These are matters left by Congress to the administrative 
'tribunal appointed by law and informed by experience: .•. We cannot say that 
it was arbitrary and unreasonable for the Commission to conclude that good service 
could be secured by a uniform rule which might be depaned from with its consent and 
that unjust discrimination could not be prevented without such a uniform rule. It 
acted in the light of a rich experience. It had learned by experience that the existing 
practices resulted in discrimination and unsatisfactory service. It bad learned, also 
through experience, that the emergency powert conferred by the Transponation Act, 
1920, atl"orded adequate means of supplying the needs, and of averting the possible 
hardships and losses, of carriers and of private coal conswners, to which the evidence 
and arguments had been largely direc ..... For the Commission had had much experi
ence in applying these emergency powers in connection with the distribution of coal 
carl in times of car shortage, before it prescribed the rule here challenged" (pp. S80-
581). Four''', the Court held that the Commission's findings of dilcrimination were 
sufficiently supported by the evidence-that its action in prescribing a uniform rule 
for the future was wholly legislative in character, and as such was not bound by the 
.tricter requirements as to evidence that arc applicable in quasi.judicia1 proceedings. 
The objection wu directed, said the Court, "particularly to the finding that the exist-
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plant, by transporting outbound shipments to the trunk lines, and 
by effecting the necessary movement of materials in the process of 
manufacture from building to building within the producing area. 
In many instances these railroads merdy constitute departments of 
industrial concerns, but they are frequendy operated as separate cor
porations, their stock being hdd by the manufacturing enterprises 
involved or in their interest. The traffic carried by these roads is very 
largdy that of the owning or controlling companies. Outside business 
is usually negligible, not only because litde opportunity arises to carry 
non-proprietary freight, but because, "generally speaking, outside busi
ness is not solicited but on the contrary is discouraged."271 These char
acteristics vary somewhat in different industries, but for the most part 
in degree rather than in essence. In the lumber industry, for example, 

ing practice in ... gard to assigned can mul .. in giving to the mines OIIjoying assigned 
can an unjust and unreasonable share of railroad services and of &ciIities other than 
can. The claim is that the evidOllce. upon which the finding of the .... ulling disc:rimi
nation in these other transportation fi.cilities rests. relates to only • few carriers, and 
that the gODen! finding to that eJIect is without support, because the evidODce intro
duced wu not shown to be typical." In finding no merit in this claim, the Court 
continued: liThe argument overlooka the difference in character between a general 
rule prescribed under paragnph (12) and a practice Cor particular carrion ordered 
or prohibited. under ICCtions I, 3, and 15 of the Intentate Commerce Act. In the cases 
cited, the Commission was determining the relative rights of the several carrien in 
a joint rate. It was making a partition; and it performed a function quasi.judicial in 
ita nature. In the case It bar, the function exercised by the Commission is wholly 
legislative. I .. authority to legislate is limited to .... blishing a reasonable rule. But in 
establishing a rule of general application, it is not a condition of ita Validity that 
th .... be adduced evidOllce of i .. appropria .. ness in reopoet to evety railroad to which 
it will be applicable. In this c:onnection, the Commissi ..... like other legislators, may 
.... son &om the particular to the gODen!" (p. 583). And. firtally. the Court fOund no 
merit in the contention that the Commission was seeking "to equalize industrial 
fortune and opportunity." "The object of the rul.... aid the Court, "wu DOt to 
equalize fortunca. but to prevent an unjust discrimination in the use of traDsportation 
IOciliti .. and to improve the service. • • • The fi.ct that Congre.& has permirted the 
_ of private can, and that the shippen' aequisition of them proceeds &om the motive 
of aclf.in ...... which is recognized as legitima... cannot prevent the Commission 
from prohibiting a use of the equipmODt in a way which it <ODdudes will probably 
mult ill unjwt discrimination against others and may prow:: detrimental otherwise 
to the transportation oervice" (pp. 583-584) • 

• fll •• ..- R4i1...,. C_, a9 I.C.C. a.>, 2:t7-U8 ('9'.)' ComJ>Oft, also, the 
fOllowing: "An industrial railway may be defined as an incorporated or uninc0r
porated railway connolled by aome manu&.cturing or mining indwtry. the major p0r
tion of whose uafIic: is Nmished hy the controlling company. Such a road is dis
tinguished &om a commen:ia\ road in that it is DOt primarily lOr the aale of transpor
tation; it is disIinguished &om • pw.Iy pri .... track or siding in that the opention 
of i .. property gives rise to a oervice to which some c\efinite paymODt or allowance 
may be assigned." A. ..... ~. '9'''' P. 33. 
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the scxalled "tap lines" are generally longer, and they tend to attract an 
increasing proportion of non-proprietary traffic. While lumber mills, 
like manufacturing plants, are usually situated within reasonable 
proximity to points of interchange with trunk-line carriers, the logs 
destined for these mills must often be hauled by tap lines for long 
distances from the forests; and while these tap lines may have been 
originally constructed for the sole purpose of facilitating the opera
tions of the owning or controlling lumber companies, they have also 
come to serve numerous farming communities established along the 
line of the cleared lands. But from the standpoint of public control
of so adjusting the relationship between these industry-owned roads 
and the main-line carriers as to prevent switching allowances or rate 
divisions which result in unjustifiable departures from the published 
tariffs and in undue preferences to particular shippers-the problem 
is essentially the same whether the special services are rendered by 
industrial railroads or by tap lines. 

Both the impetus to control in these circumstances and the issues 
involved in its exercise are incidental to effective regulation of the 
main-line carriers, rather than an evidence of independent need and 
assertion of power over the industrial railroads as such, as a means 
of reaching the activities of private business enterprise. The prime 
source of difficulty is to be found in such unification of interest be
tween carriers and shippers, through industrial ownership or control 
of these auxiliary facilities, as tends to divert transportation revenues 
to favored users of the service. The extension of jurisdiction to in
dustrial railroads is thus grounded in their employment as ready 
devices for effecting discrimination. It becomes necessary to differen
tiate between those services rendered by the shipper, whether directly 
or indirectly, which are essentially shipper services, and those services 
which are essentially carrier services performed by the shipper or by 
some affiliated agency on his behalf. Only in the latter case is there 
a basis for legitimate allowance from the line-haul rate, either as an 
absorption of a switching charge or as a division of a joint taritt 
As an aid toward the elimination of unjustifiable allowances, it is 
likewise necessary to differentiate between mere plant facilities which 
happen to be utilized in the movement of goods, and instruments 
of transportation which are employed in the performance of bona 
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fide carrier functions. There appears to be no legitimate ground for 
diminishing the transportation charge because of the use of plant 
&cilities designed primarily to further productive efficiency. The de
termination of these issues involves a judgment as to both the con
trolling character of this aspect of industrial enterprise and the re
lationship which shall be permitted to subsist between the main-line 
carriers and the industry-owned roads which are engaged in furnish
ing supplemental transportation services. In other words, and more 
concretely, a decision must be reached under these conditions, first, 
as to whether any allowance may properly be made to industrial rail
roads, and second, assuming that a bona fide transportation service 
is being rendered by them, as to the extent of the allowance which 
may properly be made in the circumstances. A laissez foire attitude 
toward this situation, or failure to resolve these issues on the basis of 
realities, opens up a wide channel for insidious preferences. Allow
ances for services which should in any event be performed by the 
shipper, and allowances which are excessive in amount, even where 
transportation services are rendered by the shipper or on his bchalf 
which are entided to compensation, impose a discriminatory burden 
not only upon those concerns in the industry which fail to receive 
them, but upon the general shipping public. As I3r as the immediate 
industry is concerned, such allowances are but disguised rebates from 
the published tariHS, extended only to favored establishments, and 
necessarily upset competitive relationships; as I3r as the general com
munity is concerned, such allowances tend to raise the level of charges 
on other commodities, as well as to obstruct the natural course of 
industrial development, both in the particular field involved and in 
the economic sphere as a whole. Considerations of this character, 
centered in the acknowledged necessity of eliminating discrimina
tory practices, have led the Commission to exercise its regulative 
authority."" 

a .. No'" .... IOllowing u to ....... IUS of cWcriminalioo ..... _ .... law had 
...... -..gthooed by .... ElkiDs A<t of '903 and by the Hepbwn Act of 1906: '"The 
liP' agoirut cWcriminalioo is by IlO m ..... won. ThOle J>lOCli- still remailIiDg ..., 
""'"' insidiolll and ""'"' cIilIicul. of eztirpolioo ...... opeD "riog, by ........ of 
.... &ct that they ..., hiddea in _tractual anangemenlS enlildy Iegol escopt for .... 
dI'u:t prod-.L To speak senenHy ....... urang<:meD1S depend for their fta: uJlOll 
...... uaificalioo of shipper and c:uriI:r. by .. hieb shippers ...,..., aD in ...... in cor
nen' profitl. Certain diYioiooa with IItrmiaoI niIroads, paymems lOt .... _ of plaut 
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That far-reaching abuses have actually arisen in connection with 
the activities of industrial railroads has been disclosed repeatedly by 
the Commission's investigations. At the outset specific inquiries un
covered the existence of arrangements which could be construed only 
as devices for effecting unlawful rebates. In one instance a division 
of 25 per cent of the through rate was paid to an industry<ontrolled 
road which owned less than a mile of track and which performed 
no transportation service.27a In another case the substitution of rate 
divisions for switching charges resulted in the payment of as much as 
$12.00 per car to industry-owned roads for services which had previ
ously been rendered for a maximum charge of h'5o.214 Such situa-

facilities, payments to shippers for performing for themselves services not incumbent 
upon the carrier, arrangements with private car lines, and the ownership of industrial 
corporations by carrier corporations and of carrier corporations by industrial corpora· 
tiODS~ are the: more prominent and baneful examples of the abuSC$ now continuing." 
Annual kporl, 1910, p. II. 

271 lie T,lmsportfllio. of Sa/, "om HUklUnso., 10 LC.R. 1 (19Od. The Hurchin
son and Arkansas RiVet Railroad owned this trackage connecting one of the plants of 
the Hutchinson-Kansas Salt Co. with two trunk-line: carriers. Its stock was held in the 
interest of the Salt CompanYJ which at that time controlled about 60 per cent of the 
salt·producing cap2city of the Kansas fidd. The carrion colering Hurcl>inson p:lid this 
railroad 25 per ceot (but not to exceed 50 cents pet toD) of the through rate on aU 
bulk salt sbipped to Missouri Rives points. Although nomin211y p2id to the Railroad, 
this division was, in effect, a rebate to the Salt Company, and it served to exclude other 
salt manufacturers in the Kansas area from the Missouri River market. Mter declar
ing the arrangcmcot "plainly illegal," the Commission S2id (at pp. !rIO): "It is 
possible that the institution as now constituted may be tcch..nically a railroad under 
the laws of Kansas; but looking to the substance, and not the form, it is purely a 
scheme for the purpose of obtaining a concession in the rate. It owns no equipment; it 
issues no bill of lading; it performs no service. Its sole function is to absorb one~fourth 
of the entire rate:' 

.. < lie DMsi.", of ,.j .. &k/, 10 I.C.R. 385 (1904). The findings of the Com· 
mission in this investigation. which were deemed "fairly typical" of the conditions pre
vailing elsewhere than at Chicago, revealed that both the International Harvester 
Company and the United States Steel Corporation were the recipients of extensive re
bates through excessive allowances to terminal railroads under their conuol. It will 
suffice to indicate the essential facts of one of the arrangements. The Harvester Com
pany was the sole owner of the capital stock of the Illinois Northern JlaiIroad Co .. 
which consisted of lOme teventc:cn. milCi of track within one of the industrial plant 
inclosures, a main line of approximately five miles of leased track, and a complement 
of switching engines and Sat cars. Although a freight station was maintained through 
which this railr02d handled less than casI02d shipments for the general public, its 
principal business was the performance of swirching services between the main~line 
carrier. and ill own and other industries located on its melt. It appeared that in lieu 
of a switching charge of not more than $3.50 per car, which had previously prevailed 
and which the Commission deemed reasonable. the railroad was receiving a division 
of 20 per cent of the through rate from nearly all conru:ctiog lines, which amounted 
to $12.00 per car upon shipments to or beyond Missouri Rivet poinrs. The CommissioD 
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tions, moreover, were not spasmodic or unusual. In an extensive gen
eral investigation of all classes of industrial railroads which was con
cluded by the Commission June 30, 1909, it was found that 450 of 
the 2,208 operating lines of this character covered by the investigation 
were receiving divisions or allowances from the public carriers, and 
that the amounts so received aggregated, on a conservative estimate, 
between $50,000,000 and $60,000,000 annually.'" With regard to con
ditions in the lumbering industry, it appeared that allowances were 
generally restricted to the incorporated tap lines, and ultimately, to 
the larger lumber companies having extensive traffic, despite sub
stantial similarity of operating conditions as between the tap lines not 
receiving allowances and those to which they were extended.ors 

found that the granting of these excessive allowances by the main·line carriers "sprang, 
not Iiom motives of generoaity or the dicutes of justice, but from the desire and ex· 
pectation to th ... by obtain from the International Harvester Company tralIic: not 
otherwiJe obtainable" (p. 394). The vice of the praclice was characterioed as followI: 
''The International Harveater Company OWIU the minoia Northern Railroad. Wbatever 
profit alXrUel to that railroad inU1'e5 to the benefit of the Harvester Company, ita 
owner alnne. When any nne of th ... linea leading from Chicago to the Missouri River 
pays to the Dlinoia Northern Railroad Company $12.00 for the performance of • swilCh· 
ing service, which is worth reasonably but $3.00. it giWI to the Internaticmal. Harvester 
Company, the shipper of that carload of mercbancfue, $g.oo. If the .. divisiOlU • • • 
are legal, there ia no praclica1 limit to the extent to which the line. grantiog them 
may prefer the International Harvester Company over other shippers" (PP.398-399). 

I .. T .... Till' U •• CIW. '3 I.e.e. .", .,8-2'9 (1912). "In many cases the allow
anc:ea .. received out of the rate are sulIic:ient, and are intended both by the carrier 
and the: industry owning the industrial line to be: sufficient, to cover the cost not only 
of the movement of material, and fioiabed ptoducts between the plant and the ad· 
jacent trunk lin .. but the c:ost of all the operatioDS of the industrial linea for the in· 
dustry within ita plant. In no small number of casea the aIIowanc:ea are sulIic:ient to 
meet all these COlts and to return handsome dividends on the entire investment of the 
industry in its tracks and equipment. In some cases the amount thus received by • 
particular industry ia so large as to cnntribute materially to ita proaperity as cnmpared 
with the proaperity of • c:ompetitor in the same line of business receiving no such 
aid." It should be noted, fUrthermore, that aD overwbelming proportinn of the ....... 
n ... derived by industrial lin .. arose from the carriage of proprietary traflic:. The Com· 
missioo.'. findings were u follows: "'Out of the whole number. but 135 wa'e receiving. 
according to their own claim" as much as .. per cent of their traflic from the goneral 
public; and there is reason to think that • c:are6d ana1ysia of the figuteo would materi· 
ally modilj the extent of thia outside traflic:. In the case of 2,073 lineo 80 per cent or 
more of the traflic was supplied by the onntrolling industrial cnmpany.· 

HI 11M. pp. .8 ..... 83. Compare the fOllowing, lOr example: "Tbe three principal 
trunk linea whose tracks extend through the territory in question are the Kansas City 
Southern, the Iron Mountain, and the Rod: Island. M illwtratiog the extent of the 
diacrimination ariaing out of the payment of aIIo_ to some tap lines and the 
&oil .... to make aIIowana:s to otbers, it is well here m .. '" that of '7 tap-line _ 
tioDS of the Kansas City Southern it makes aIIo_ to ISo while ,. receive DO 
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There were also very wide variations in the amount of the allowances 
made to different tap lines, being governed in large measure by the 
traffic influence of the controlling lumber company. "The allow
ances paid," found the Commission, "range from a minimum of 
three-quarters of a cent to 6 cents per 100 pounds. In the competition 
of carriers for the traffic allowances as high as 7 cents per 100 pounds 
have been paid out of a 14-cent rate, where the haul of the tap line 
was a matter of feet and yards while the haul of the carrier itself 
approximated 400 miles."T Similar discriminatory practices were dis
closed by the investigation concluded in 1914 concerning allowances 
to plant railroads in the iron and steel industries east of the Missis
sippi River.27. Since the requirement that just and equal treatment 
be accorded to all users of the transportation service, both as a duty 
of the carriers and as a function of the Commission, lies at the very 
root of the assertion of regulatory power, it was inevitable, in face of 
the widespread prevalence of these abuses, that the relationship be
tween the public carriers and the industrial railroads be subjected to 
scrutiny and control. 

allowances. The Iron Mountain has junctions with 90 tap lines. to 63 of which allow~ 
ances are made; the other 27 have no allowances. The Rock Island is reached by 43 
tap lines. Of this Dumber it makes allowances to 33, leaving 10 without allowances" 
(pp. 28] .... 84). 

2f'lbid .. p. 283. 
aT8111dustriaJ Railways Case, 29 I.C.C. 212 (1914). Some of the Commission', 

findings are amply persuasive of the discriminatory character of the arrangements 
which prevailed: "]n the case of 20 incorporated roads described of record, J6 receive 
allowances and four do Dot. or the 10 unincorporated plant railways. three receive 
allowances and seven do nor: '. • . These ditferencea in treatment are not the result 
of different conditions ~t the plants but grow out of the competition among the car· 
rien for the traffic. In the same district no allowance is paid to one plant railway. a 
small allowance is made to another, while a large allowance is paid to a third .... 
The lack of uniformity is also shown in that in IOmCl cases the trunk lines make DO 

allowances beyond the so-called furnace allowances. while in other cases allowances 
arc made by them on both inbound and outbound thipmCJltJ ranging from $1 to 
$2.50 per cat. 1.0 one case they are fixed at $2.50 per cat on inbound material and 
$4 a car on the outbound manufacrured products. Upon the whole record if may be 
taken as fully established that the allowances arc Dot regarded as having any relation 
to the dte or . . . al having been taken into consideration in fixing the ratesj they 
arc simply conccssiom out of the rate to secure the traffic" (pp. 230-231). It should 
be noted that these allowances were further supplemented by contributions in the 
form of uper diem reclaims," which Dot only eliminated demurrage charges but 
acrved .. an actual source of revenue to the plant railroads. and of "free services." by 
way of switching and .potting car. within the plant inclosures for industrial purposes. 
Sec ibid .• pp. 23 ' .... 34. 
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In tracing the nature and course of the Commission's regulatory 
activity with reference to these situations, it is necessary to distinguish 
between its performance before and after I906. Prior to the passage of 
the Hepburn Act, the Commission's powers appeared to be inade
quate to reach these abuses effectivdy. It possessed no express au
thority over the apportionment of joint rates as between carriers or 
over payments made to shippers for performing a service of trans
portation; nor were industrial railroads explicitly included within the 
scope of its jurisdiction. It was forced, in these premises, to rdy ex
clusivdy upon the general prohibitions against discriminatory prac
tices and against departures from the published tariffs contained in 
the original Act to Regulate Commerce and in the Elkins Act. Doubt
less almost every case of improper allowance or excessive division was 
encompassed by these prohibitions; but since the Commission pos
sessed no mandatory rate-making authority, it lacked the power to 
prescribe, where necessary, reasonable divisions or allowances in place 
of the preferential adjustments found to prevail. Furthermore, the 
existing processes for enforcing the Commission's findings were ob
viously inefiCctive: only after review and approval by a court of 
competent jurisdiction were its orders binding. Under these circum
stances, the Commission refrained from issuing direct orders designed 
to remove these discriminatory practices or to establish proper rda
tionships between the public carriers and industrial railroads ... • Its 
procedure, rather, was to bring such arrangements as it deemed un
lawful to the attention of the Department of Justice, and to rdy upon 
voluntary readjustments between the carriers and the industrial lines 
concerned.... But the substantive attitude of the Commission was 

'''See 1lI~"" of Sol. Po .. HIII<Ai/UfJ •• 10 I.C.R. 1 (1904); c",,,..z 
y.uo", Pi •• AzlO. v. V. S. (; P. R. Co. 10 I.C.R. 193 (1904); III DioUiMu of 1';" 
RMlz. 10 I.C.R. 385 (1904) • 

••• In the H./diroso. Sol, ..... ,.",... the Commission said (po 12): "'I1Us pro
a:eding is merely one of inquiryl and no order to calle and desist taD. be made; DOl' 

would ouch ID order add anything to the obligatiOD of the ,ta"'.,. • • • So tar u theIe 
prac:tices may amount to vioIatiODa of the criminal. fi:alUles of the Aa to Regula., 
Comm ..... the sta",., appueotly makes it our duty to bring them to the atte.DtiOD of 
the UDiIl:d Stall:S district attomey lOr the proper district, wbo is n:quited to prooecu., 
ouch YiolatiODs under the cIirection of the Attomey GeDeraI. 'Ibis, in eI£ect, pi ..... the 
wbole matll:r in the blDda of the Depanmeot of ,-. and the mon: direct -J 
....... to be to m<r it there in the 6nt iDstaDoe, which will be doDo. • Similarly. in the 
y.uow Pia<"~ ..... ,.,... the CommissiOD CIODduded (po 216): "AaordiDg 
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revealed from the outset. Even at this early stage it disclosed unmis
takably that in determining whether any allowance or division was 
proper it would look at the substance and not the outward form of 
the arrangement. Resort to mere subterfuge as a means of securing 
rate concessions or of shielding extravagant payments for services 
acrually rendered was expressly condemned."1 

But in applying this principle to the tap-line situation in the lumber 
induscry2B' the Commission expressed views which were subjected 
to substantial modification in the course of its subsequent experience. 
Rate divisions with private carriers, by way of compensation for the 

to the views here expressed, the divisions allowed by the Kansas City Southern and the 
St. Louis Southwestern, are in violation of law, and those granted by the St. Louis, 
Iron Mountain and Southern may be. An order in this case would not, however, be the 
most c.ffi.caciow means of putting a stop to these illegal practices if continued; the 
more ready way would be a resort to injunction or criminal proceedings. This com
plaint will, therefore, be dismissed and such other steps will be taken as may seem nec .. 
essary after due opportunity has been given the carriers to adjwt their wiffi and other 
arrangements:' Finally, in the RI#e DivUions case, .rupt'd. the Commission mudy made 
a report on the facts developed. without issuing any order, and with the declaration
"nOl would any order apparently add to the prohibition of the statute itself" (P.404). 

181 Re TransponoJion 01 Salt from Hutchinson. I14prtJ; Re Di,,;,nOfU of loint /UlU1, 
IUpra. In the latter proceeding. for example, although the Commission recognized both 
the common<arrier status of the Illinois Northern Railroad and its right to make and 
agree upon joint rates, it pronounced the arrangement a mere device for according 
preferential treatment to the International Harvester Company. ""It is urged," said the 
Commission, '"that all this is simply an arrangcmc.o.t between two connccting railroads; 
that there is no negotiation with the shipper. and no paymc.o.l to the shipper. This is a 
mere play upon words. The Dlinois Northern Railroad Company and the International 
Harvester Company are one and the same thing. It is entirely immaterial whether this 
money goes in the first instance into the treasury of the International Harvester Com .. 
pany or that of its creature, the Dlinois Northern Railroad Company. That subterfuges 
of this sort cannot avail has been often decided. . . . The manifest intention of the 
Act to Regulate Commerce. espccially II expressed in the Elkins Bill. is 10 sttike 
through all pretense, all ingenious device, 10 the substance of the transaction iuel£ So 
viewing this transaction, there is not the slightest doubt that the granting of these 
divisions is the allowance of a preferc.nce 10 the International Harvester Company, 
which is in violation of law" (pp. 401, 402). 

18Z Central Yellow Pine ASio. v. V . ., S. 6- P. R. Co., 10 I.C.R. 193 (1904). The com .. 
plainant was a trade association composed of concerns engaged in the manufacture and 
handling of yellow pine lumber in Mississippi and Alabama, and the defendant car· 
riers were roads serving a rival area in the states of Arkansas, Louisiana, and Texas. 
The methods of manufacturing and marketing this lumber appeared to be CI$CIltiaily 
the same in both areas. While allowances 10 tap tina for the service of carrying logs 
to the mill were seldom, if ever, granted by carriers in the complainant's territory. it 
was the practice of the defc.o.dant carrieR to make divisions of from one cent to five 
cents per one hundred pounds with such roads on their lines. These divisions, it was 
contended, constituted concessions from the published rates and were unlawful. 
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cost of bringing logs to the mill, by steam railroad as by other means 
of conveyance, it rightfully declared to be unlawful, as constituting 
departures from the published tariffs.·BB In the case of common<ar
rier tap lines, however, it recognized the mi11ing-in-transit privilege 
and held that joint rates might be established with the main-line car
riers and the division of these rates determined by agreement .... No 
differentiation was made between the proprietary and non-proprietary 
traffic of such lines, nor was any question raised as to the motives 
which might have stimulated their organization. After recognizing 
negatively that the mere filet of common ownership of a tap line and 
the mill which it serves was not sufficient to divest the line of its 
common<arrier status, the Commission merely suggested, by way of 
criteria, that tap lines which are common carriers are required to file 
tariffi and submit reports and "must obey the law obligatory on such 
carriers."·sa Apparently the Commission's position was this: that the 
legality of rate divisions with tap lines turns entirely on whether they 

all Two of the defendants contended that the divisions merely compensated the 
mill owner fOr the actual cost of moving his logs to the mill, and that this was • 
proper m ..... of deyeloping traffic. The Commission pointed out that upon this theory 
allowances would be equally justified in the case of movement by team and wagon or 
other mean. of conveyance. Essentially this contention involved. an ac:c:eptance of the 
principle that reductions may be made from the published rates as a means of equal
izing the production costs of competing enterp~ principle which, in application) 
hu "',no stopping place." "We an: confiden .. n concluded the Commission wilb. regard 
to allowances to private carrien on this basis, ""that under the provisio.os of the Act to 
Reaul." Commerce DO such principle can be applied to the production of this lumber. 
The defendants publish I certain rate upon lumber from stations upon their lines. That 
n .. they must observe to all shippera alike. They have no right to rerurn I ponion of 
that rate because: IGg$ out of which that lumber is manufactured h.'Ve come there by a 
Iteam railroad or a hone railroad, by wagon or other means of con\'eyanc::e.n Ibid .• 
I' 204 • 

• 11 But it wu also CODtmded. that the: transportation m'VOlvcd represented. a through 
oeM", It I through n_ point of origin of the lumber being on the tap line 
where the logs were taken up. the stop at the mill for manulOc:ture being justified by 
Ipplication of the milling-in-tnnoit ptinciple. To this view the Commimon prescribed, 
provided the up line is I enmmon c:arriet. "If the traffic baa been hreught by I nilioad 
which is I enmmon carrier under the Act 10 Reaul'" Commerce," said the Commis
lioa. "the two lines may. by contract or arrangement. establish a joint rate &om the 
point of origin to deotination, and may agree between themselvea II to the divisio .... of 
this rate. In sutb case the two lines are treated. as one. The traftic with respect to the 
line of the defendant does not origina .. It the point where is is received by it fOr 
shipmen .. and the .... ICtually applied 10 the movement of such traflic: may diJIU 
&..m the published .... &om that point." llnl. PI' 210-:111 • 

... lIN ... p.. 215. 
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are common carriers; and that, the milling-in-transit principle being 
found to be applicable, it was helpless to interfere with the divisions 
of the through rates agreed upon between the main-line carriers and 
the common<arrier tap lines. It is interesting to note that this view 
only served to put the issues more squarely before the Commission 
several years later .'86 The lumber interests were not slow so to alter 
the formal organization of their tap lines as to meet the requirements 
for recognition as common carriers. When so recognized, they were 
not only in position to receive, legally, the divisions which were forced 
into their hands by the competition of the main-line carriers, but 
they were also in more strategic circumstances to bargain for the best 
terms. The development of the abuses previously noted thus re
mained unchecked, proceeding behind the shield of the law as inter
preted by the Commission in the light of its prevailing authority. 

The lack of express and positive authority in these circumstances 
was recognized as a serious source of difficulty, and the Commission 
urged repeatedly that it be clothed with additional power.os, The 
Congressional response in this direction was embraced in the Hep
burn Act of 1906. The term "railroad" was made to include all 
switches, spurs, tracks, and terminal facilities, and the term "trans
portation" was made to cover all instrumentalities of shipment or 
carriage irrespective of ownership or contract; the Commission was 
empowered to determine the reasonable maximum charge to be paid 
by carriers for any service rendered or any instrumentality furnished 
by shippers in connection with the transportation of their property; 
and its mandatory rate-making authority was extended to the prescrip
tion of switching charges and to the control of divisions of joint rates 
under specified conditions. It should be observed, however, that these 
provisions did not confer jurisdiction over industrial railroads as such. 
These expressions of legislative policy were directed to the achieve
ment of more effective regulation of the public carriers. Only when 
industrial lines perform the services of common carriers and, meet
ing the requirements of law, are so recognized by the Commission, 
do they &1l under the full sway of that tribunal; otherwise they are 
subject to control only in so &r as public transportation services are 

.11 The T.p Line ClUe. 231.C.C. 277 (I9I2). 
18f ~ for example. dn,,1UIl RepotU: 1904. pp. 1~3j 1905. pp. 10-11. 
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rendered by them for which compensation is claimed, or to the extent 
that their relationships with the main-line carriers involve, directly or 
indirectly, the establishment of discriminatory adjustments. Fur
thermore, the Commission's power to control the apportionment of 
joint rates, and thereby to prevent excessive divisions, was not on its 
&ce unrestricted. It was conditioned upon failure of the carriers to 
reach voluntary agreement as to divisions-and then only "after hear
ing on a complaint." More complete authority in the premises awaited 
later legislation. Not until the passage of the Transportation Act of 
1920 was plenary power granted to the Commission, whereby it could 
proceed on its own initiative, and whereby divisions of joint rates 
might be prescribed whenever existing divisions are found to be un
just, unreasonable, or unduly preferential as between the participating 
carriers, or whenever deemed necessary or desirable in the public 
interest. On the whole, however, the Commission's authority, as ex
tended in 1906, seemed to be ample to reach the abuses which had 
developed in connection with the activities of industrial railroads. 
The chief problems, as will appear, centered in the application of 
existing authority rather than in any want of necessary power. 

The primary objective, as in the earlier period, was to eliminate dis
criminatory practices. For this purpose it was necessary to resolve 
certain basic issues-to establish some principle of differentiation be
tween industry and transportation, and between industrial &cilities 
and transportation &cilities. If the Commission was to exercise its 
authority to prescribe the reasonable maximum charge to be paid by 
carriers for services or instrumentalities of transportation furnished 
by shippers, or if it was to pass upon the propriety of allowances 
made to industrial railroads for participating in the movement of 
traffic, it could not avoid a determination as to where the service of 
transportation, which the public carriers are obligated either to per
form themselves or to have performed for theIn, ends, and where the 
industrial service, private in character, begins. When shippers, di
rectlyor indirectly, actually perform public transportation services, 
they are unquestionably entitled to receive just compensation there
for; manifestly, however, the payment of compensation by public 
carriers for services which are primarily bound up with the manu
&cturing or industrial process constitutes a rebate to the recipients 
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thereof and imposes a burden on the community through the conse
quent drain on carrier revenues. 

While it is obvious that each situation must be determined by its 
own facts, the Commission, in considering and resolving this issue, 
has been able to enunciate general principles of wide applicability, 
at least for the manufacturing industries. It has held, in effect, that 
the contract of transportation of a public carrier is fulfilled when 
such carrier delivers or accepts cars at some reasonably convenient 
point of interchange; that the movement of cars beyond such point, 
over a network of plant switching tracks, is an industrial service and 
not a service of transportation; that the performance of such service 
by the shipper does not provide a basis for compelling compensation 
from the carrier.288 These holdings, which constituted a sound and 
realistic disposition of the controversy, have been appealed to re-

.88 C....,.fll EI.ctric Co. v. N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R. Co •• '4 I.C.C. 237 ('908). The 
complainant sought to have the Commission fix reasonable compensation for services 
performed and instrumentalities furnished by it in connection with the transportation 
of its own property. An intricate internal trackage system, together with motive power 
and equipment, constituted the instrumentalities furnished; the service rendered con~ 
sisted in switching loaded and empty cars between its storage tracks, located within the 
plant inclosure, and its various warehouses. foundries, and buildings. The basic issue 
before the Commission was whether the service thus performed was a carrier's service 
or a shipper's service. The complainant contended that the switching service tendered 
by it was but the equivalent of the spotting of cars by the carrier without charge for 
other industries. and hence justified "some abatement in the rate in the way of an 
allowance." In answer, the Commission differentiated sharply between the circum~ 
stances under which carriers customarily spot cars for shippers and the conditions dis~ 
closed in this proceeding. Ordinarily, it was pointed out, virtually nothing more is 
done than the placing of cats on sidetracks; furthermore, the carriers reserve the right 
to use the short switching tracks for S(orage purposes and for serving other industries 
as if they were system trackage, and they perform the switching service fOI the par~ 
ticular industry at their reasonable convenience. The marked contrast of the prevailing 
conditions was then made apparent. "But hcre," said the Commis.sion, "we have within 
the complainant's inclosure an elaborate system of broad~gauge switching tracks u 
miles in length opctated both by steam and electric power and a narrow·gaugc system 
, miles in length operated by dectricity onlYi and on both systems a very extensive, 
purely internal switching is conducted by the complainant with its own motive power 
and crews. The defendants have no right to make any use of these tracks. They are 
not system track. even in the qualified sense above mentioned. but are the exclusive 
uacks of the compIainanL And the .witching c:aJlDOt be done by the defendanb at their 
reasonable convenience and whenever an engine is at hand to do it, but only at such 
time and in such manner as will not interfere with the complainant's .witching engines 
and crew. .•.• It (the complainant] assumed charge of the work of awitching car. 
between its storage tracks and various points within the incloswe of its plant, not 
because the defendants refused longer to spot car. for it or because they did not give 
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peatcdly in the determination of this issue, 289 and, after a lapse of ten 
years, they were declared to reBect the settled position of the Com
mission.· .. Moreover, even the voluntary performance of such serv- . 
ices by the carriers without receipt of special compensation, or the 
willing grant of allowances from the line-baul rate for their per
formance by the shippers themselves, through industrial railroads or 
otherwise, was held to be essentially discriminatory and in violation 
of law."1 Despite some significant alterations in general policy sub
sequently induced by judicial censorship, these determinations repre-

the complainant I ...... n.bly good service in that 1OSpect, but simply because the 
growth of ill busin ... II> vut propertionr, the multiplication of ill buildings, and the 
extension of its switching urangeme.Dts within the inclosure required the complainant 
II> take charge of the interior swilcltiog for itself and II> exclude the defendanll from 
its plant. And it now demands compensation for doing that which it claims the defend
ants are under obligation to do, but which. it does not and could not permit them to 
do" (pp. '43. '44). Ac:oordingly. the ColllIDission held this service II> be a shipper', 
aervice rather than I carrier's service. with DO obligation on part of the ~ to 

Iccord c:ompensatioo therefor (pp. '44-245). 
II. For example: Sol.." Protoll Co. v. D •• L. & W. R. R. Co., 141.C.C. '46 (lg08), 

C .... I"'. Work_ Y. c. R. R. Co. of N. 1 .. I,I.C.C. 514 (Iglo). In C .... I"'. Work' 
Y. u.s., .og Fed. '38 (1913). the CollUDOlte Court declared the Commission', distioc
tion "berwee.o thOle operations which constitute • plant facility and the legitimate 
ltI'Vices of • common carrier • • • to upress a sound and wholesome principle" 
(p. '43). 

'00 T~. Lak. T.,.",i.", C_. 50 I.C.C. 48g. 500 (1918). The c;...,., El .. ri: case, 
averred the Commission. "baa n:pcatedly been cited with approval in other cases before 
the Commission and must now be .~pted u the: settled view of the Commission 
with respect to such conditiom as are under consideration here. The case • . . has also 
had the Ipproval of the eourlS," See Top LiM C"'" '34 U.s. I. '3 (1914); La. 
",.gtl~ISwilcAi.g Ctw, 234 U.S. 2!H. 307. 310 (1914)i Ma_/imtNt'1 RIIil",., Co. v. 
U.s .. '46 U.s. 451. 496 (lg18) • 

. 101 The Commission hu CODtrasled .,.pIicidy the situation in the ~ El«ri: 
we and those roUowiog it with that p<evailing where the carriers voluntarily perfOrm 
a plant service without charge or ext<nd allowances for ill performance by shippers or 
by their indUllriai railroad .. 10 IndlU"';ol 1/JJi1",.,. C .... ~g I.C.C. ... (1914). the 
CoIIIIDission aaid (It p. ~30): "It will be observed in the cases cited that the line cal

lien were declining II> perform any service within the plant beyond the intolCbange 
poin .. and we held that DO ..m .. beyond that point eould Ilwfully be "'IuiRd of 
them and. th=fore, that they could DOt be "'IuiRd II> make an allo ....... II> the in-
dUllriea for doing the ..m .. for themae\ ... with their own &.c:iliti<:s. The lltimde of 
the c:urien bo:IOte UI here is jlllt the "' ...... Under the compulsion of the large traffic: 
of these _ and izon p1anll the line carriers ha .. been fi>Ia:d by the indUllriea II> 

ezt<nd their service beyond the int=haoge tn<b and, without charge in addition II> 

the rate, they an: either doing the very service within the plan ..... 1Udt, in the cases 
cil<d. "" aid the deICodant c:urien eould not be "'IuiRd II> do, or they an: paying 
the industriea allo_ for doing the service within their pImII for themsel ... with 
their own facilities. They an: volunt«ring • service in excess of their legal obIiaation 
or Itnic:e aIR: rec:civiDc DO c:ompeasatioa for iL"' 
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sent the Commission's matured conclusions on this aspect of the 
problem of industrial railroads.'" 

• But another basic issue has complicated the situation. It concerns 
the determination of the common-carrier status of industrial roads 
and of its effect upon their relationship with the main-line carriers. 
What attributes serve to elevate an industrial railroad to the position 
of a bona fide common carrier, and lacking them, to relegate it to 
the status of a mere plant facility? From one standpoint this problem 
may appear to be simply the obverse of the question just considered 
-the fundamental issue being the same, except that the instrumentali
ties of transportation, rather than the services rendered, are involved. 
The setdement of the one issue may seem necessarily to resolve the 
other: if the service be found to be one of public transportation, the 
road is a common carrier; if it be held to constitute a private indus
trial service, the line is a plant facility. But the matter is not as simple 
as this. An industrial railroad may at once perform both a service of 
transportation and a plant service. Is it, then, a common carrier? And 
what a.llowances, if any, are justified in case of the plant service? 
Since common carriers may legally receive divisions of the line-haul 
rate while private carriers may not, this issue has frequendy con
fronted the Commission-particularly since lines consisting primarily 
of plant facilities have often assumed the formal status of common 
carriers. 

It will be recalled that, prior to 19Q6, divisions of the line-haul rate 

182 That the Commission's position was essentially the same in both situatioDS i. 
evidenced by the comprehensive conclwions in ItJall.llrilzl RJziJWayl ClUe, #up''' (at 
pp. 236-237): " ••• we lind and conclude on the facts of r«ord that • • • all the 
service by the line carriers beyond a reasonably convement point of interchange be .. 
tween the rails of the carrier and the rails of the industry, either within or without the 
plant, is a shipper's service and not a service of transportation which the line carrier 
may perform without charge or may allow for out of the rate through divisions 01' 

otherwise when performed by the industry or by ill industrial railroad. and that the 
tacilities used by the industry in performing the ICl'vice, whether separately incorporated 
or DOt. arc plant facilities and plant equipment. We also conclude and find that the 
delivery of a car by a line carrier upon the exchange track is 8 delivery to the industry, 
and that the elimination of demurrage, under the present practices, as a transpona· 
tion charge against the indwtry is unlawful and gives the indwtry 10 &'vored an undue 
and unrealOnablc preference and advantage. We further find and conclude that undue 
and unlawful preferences and discriminations arise out of the present practice of the 
line carriers in puforming such services without additional charge and in making 
allOWaDCCI therefor out of the rate when performed by the indwtry or by ill plant 
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with common-carrier tap lines were regarded as lawful, and that 
compliance with the requirements obligatory on common carriers 
under the Act was the only criterion suggested as a basis for the de
termination of status. In scattered proceedings, however, the Com
mission had also evinced a determination to look to the substance of 
the prevailing arrangements, and not to deem itself estopped by 
legal formalities. It now found itself faced with the necessity of ap
plying this mode of attack to the question of common-carrier status 
on a comprehensive scale. Should the differentiation between lines 
which are mere plant facilities and those which are bOrla fide common 
carriers be based upon purdy formalistic grounds, or should legal 
technicalities be subordinated to the actual filcts of the situation-to 
the nature of the services rendered and the circumstances and con
ditions of operation? It was plain that the use of the former basis 
would &.ll &.r short of achieving equitable adjustments. Numerous 
concerns had taken pains so to organize their plant railroads as to 
comply with all formal requirements essential to common-carrier 
status, even though, in point of filct, they neither performed nor 
were intended to perform a public transportation service."1J8 Under 

railway. We further find and conclude upon the record that the line carrion ... not 
compenllted. for such services in their rates and that the allowances therefor out of the 
ratea are unlawful rebate. paid lOt the tra1Iic. and when performed by the line CBlrien 
are unlawful rebates, in service, paid Cor a like purpose. n 

III Compare, for example, the following development of the various steps by which 
the stage wu set in many instaDCIeI for the receipt of divisions or allowances: "1t hu 
been our oblervation," said the Commission. "'that nearly all the larger indwtries that 
use rail. and locomoti ... u an economy in their manuW:turing ...-- ... trying to 
find some basi. lOt esoctiog tribure &om the c:onnecting line caIrien in the form of 
alloWaDcos that will provide lOt the payment of the 8f<Orer part, if Dot the entire -. 
of .perating these plant f&ciIities. Ordinarily the first step in that cIirec:ti.n is to incor
porate a railroad company under the local Ia .. to .perate the industrial rail .. The 
next step is to leek some outside shipper to Ierve, so that there may be some color for 
the claim that the plant &cility is serving the shipping public and is therefore a public 
caIri .. with respect to all ill .peratioos. If n .... when all this bas been arranged. the 
industry hu • substantial. uaftic of its own to use as a means of compulsion, the car
rien that reach it soon submit to its exactions and, through divisions or allowances out 
of their ra .... assume the burden of .peratiog the plant railway. giving to the indusay. 
in addition. all the attendant perquisitea in the way of per diem reclaim. and the re
mission of the demumge tharp that I ... fOrtunate shippen bave to pay. The line 
caIrien then turn to thciI general rate scbedules, and by increasing other rates lay this 
burden .ver upon .ther shippers. All these ananguoenll and eftOns to serve a few out
aide shippen. who • • • are onIinariIy already reasonably auved by the line caniers, 
.... mere devica inrended ODly to aIlOnI ooIor of a basis lOt the demands of the in-
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such circumstances, exclusive reliance upon legal criteria of common
carrier status would have served to permit, under shield of the law, 
the very abuses which the law was designed to eradicate. There were 
the more difficult cases, too, where a considerable amount of outside 
traffic had been developed, in which the exercise of careful judgment 
and nice discrimination, on the basis of the facts disclosed, was essen
tia!"·· The questions at issue were not susceptible of solution by 
reference to any general rule having its basis in mere outward form. 
The application of any such rule would inevitably result in the 
emergence of preferential treatment in individual cases; it was nec
essary that each situation be considered separately and decided on its 
merits, and that the inquiry should reach below the surface of formal 
compliance with common-carrier requirements. Such an approach 
was essential to eff'ective and realistic performance of the Commis
sion's regulatory task. This does not mean, however, that no consid
eration was given by the Commission to the outward earmarks of 
common-carrier status. Not only was a holding out as a common 
carrier deemed necessary, but observance of the provisions of the 
Act to Regulate Commerce was set up as a prerequisite to recogni
tion as such common carrier .295 But compliance with legal require-

dustries UPOD the line carriers for allowances and divisions out of the published rates. 
the result of which, .. heretofore explained, is to throw their private burdens upon 
the 8" .. ,al shipping public." lndunrial 1/JIiI.,ayl Cllle, '9 I.C.C. 21. (1914), at 
pp. 242-243. 

2U'ln his separate opinion in SI4r Grai" lItlll Lumber CO. Y. A..~ T. " S. F. Ry. Co .• 
17 I.e.c. 338, 352 (1909), Commissioner Prouty directed special attention to this diffi
culry: ''Many of these so-called ftap lines' have developed from private logging roads. 
having Done of the incidents of a common carrier. A railroad whose only business 
twenty years ago was the hauling of logs a few miles to the mill is to-day a hundred 
miles IODg and engaged in the transportation of passengers, of express, aod of the 
mails, u well .. of logs and of lumber. The diJliculty of determining where the pri
vate carrier leaves off and where the common carrier begins is what lends embarrass· 
ment to the problem before us. Manifestly, a lumber company c:aa not endue its 
railroad with the habiliments of a common carrier by taking out an act of incorpora. 
tion. Dor by the filing of a tari1f; Dor by the making of • statistical. report to this Com· 
mission. The fact that the legislature of the state has granted an aa of incorporation 
with the right of eminent domain, especially if that right hu been eaercilcd in the 
construction of the road, would be significanr; bur after all ir is in each case a question 
of mer, depending upon the circumstances under which the individual road has been 
constructed and is being operated." 

185 In SItIr Grain tma LMmber Co. v. A" T. 6- S. F. Ry. CD., IUprll, for example, 
the Commission said (pp. 343-344): uAnd certainly we cannor recognize as common 
carriers, under the aer, lines that do DOr publish wifti in lawful form, or concur 
properly in lawful tarilli of other 1;'" in which they are named as parti ... or that do 
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menu, though essential, was not of itself deemed sufficient to estab
lish such common-carrier status as would justify, in all instances, 
receipt of divisions or allowances from the line-haul rate; the Com
mission examined the actual conditions of operation and sought to 
determine, further, whether the line was a common carrier in mct 
as well as in form, and with reference to the traffic of the affiliated 
industry as well as of such outside business as it may have devel
oped.a •• In essence the Commission was but striving to render the 
administrative method an effective instrument for the elimination of 
preferences to particular industries and for removing the burden of 
industrial costs from the shoulders of the public carriers ... • 

Dot file annual reports with this Commission and keep their accounts in accordance 
with the IjISI<JD prescribccl by us. lui h ... tofo", , .. ted, we c:aDDot """'gnize a .. p line 
I. a common carrier UDder this act, and as entitled either to allowances or divisions 
of thMugh ...... that does not in all respects comply with the law. And we hold that 
allowances or division. accorded by .. gular carriers to the so-called .. p lines, whether 
incorporated or DOt. which do not comply with the requirements of the law in the 
respectl referred to, are unlawful." 

1.1 The "iew of the CommissioD. was clearly stated in TA~ T.p lin~ CtU~. 33 
I.C.C. .77 (lg12), at po .g.: '1f th ... is a holdiog out as a COIDIDOD carrier for !We, 
and if the« i. an ostensible and actual mo ..... ent of trafIie for the public for !We, 
generallY'peaking, the 1Ia'" of a common carrier may be said to exist, whethet the 
holding out is by a company or by an indiYidual. But sueb a holdiog out and the exist
ence of an actual traffic is not conclusive in all cases. Where the holding out is in 
furthel8Da: of a plan to oecure unlawful advantages and the alleged C8lliet is able to 
pick up some tralIic that is incideneal to that putpose. it mwt be teguded simply as a 
cloak or deYia: to etlect unlawful results. This c:ommission. in the enforcement of the 
l.w. is nec:essarily bound to ascenain the ..aI putpose and object of the boldiog out; 
and in the prevention of prcfi:ronc:es and nther unlawful consequences it is entided to 
and mwt ascertain the real situanOD. In other words, whether a company or a person 
claiming to be a common carrier is a common carrier at all and fOr all purposes is I 

qu .. tion of fict, and whether the servia: petformed for a patticulat penon is a scrYia: 
of transportation or au. industrial RrVice is also • question of filet. .. 

.. , In c:onformity with the best traditions of .cImini ..... tive perlOrmance. the Com
mission, as a tribunal informed by knowledge and experience, deemed it its duty to go 
to the heart of the problem, and not to abdica~ its essential power. at the very thresh
old of the task. It empbasiaed tepeatedly, thercfote, that the m .... satisfietion of legal 
""Iuiroments by th ... industrial lines, and their m... holding thernselves out .. com
mon earrien, did not dispoae of the central issue and muld DOt checIt further inquiry. 
For eumple: "But assuming a case where all th ... ma ..... (c:omplianee with common
carrier obligations undet the Act) have been catefiilly guarded by willi propetly con
structed and a system of accounts c:onforming to OUI tegulations, mUll we accept that 
tap line II • common c:arritr meray because it calls itself. mnunon c:arrier. whell ill 
fict its so-called line is a m... logging road "" .... ding fMm the mill that teally ow ... 
it into the fOrest also owned by the mill, with lID public ID ....., or 110 trafIie other 
than the logs that ha ... been cut by the mill and ... '" be manufictuted by it inlD 
lumberl In other words, .. an administrative body, ... we to be IIOpped at the ....... 
fice of a traDlportation problem because its form and outwud ap~ ... tegulu 
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But when, after extensive investigation, the Commission applied 
this method of approach to a large number of tap lines in the lumber 
regions, it found its holdings annulled by judicial decree"·· The issue 
between the Commission and the courts was sharply drawn. Brielly, 
the practical problem encountered by the Commission was this: 
While most of the tap lines had complied with all formal common
carrier requirements and had also developed an appreciable amount 
of outside traffic, they were found to perform an industrial service 
for their affiliated lumber companies no less clearly than when, at an 
earlier period, they served these companies exclusively as depart
ments of the business; under such circumstances, the unqualified 
recognition of these tap lines as common carriers might justify divi
sions or allowances on the proprietary portion of their traffic which, 
in the view of the Commission, would constitute veiled concessions 
from the lawful rates, while complete denial of common-carrier status 
would run counter to the facts of their organization and operation 
and would preclude the receipt of divisions or allowances to which 
they were justly entitled. Faced by these considerations, the Commis
sion adopted the policy of declaring such roads common carriers with 
respect to their non-proprietary traffic, but mere plant facilities with 
respect to their proprietary traffic.... While the main-line carriers 

and Dot look into and examine its real substance?" Again: Itlt is sometimes said that 
the essential characteristic of a common carrier is that it holds ibelf out as such to the 
world. and in a cenain class of cases some such test has been applied; and where there 
is a shipping world to which it may hold itself out as a common carrier and whkb 
it may serve in that apacity .the test suggested may be a proper onc. But when we 
arc dealing with a law the underlying principle of which is to forbid preferences, 
discriminations. and concessions from the legal rates. and when there is DO .hipping 
public which the alleged common carrier may serve, and when it is owned Of con .. 
trolled directly or indirectly by a particular industry which needs it as a plaot &ciliry 
and can not succ:cssfully conduct its business without it. and when its revenues accrue 
directly or indirectly to that indwtry. it leaves this Commission in rather an impotent 
condition if it mwt accept the mere form as controlling. and may DOl look into the 
actual situation and thus be able to enforce the prohibitions of the act against such 
preferences and discriminations and departures from lawfully published ratea." SI", 
Grain fItIt/ LMmb ... Co. v. A .• T. 6- S. F. Ry. Co., 17 I.C.C. 338 ('9°9), at p. 344. 

198 The CommissiOll's de[UminatioDS were made in The Tap une CG6. 23 LC.e. 
277. 549 (191:1). The Commission', order was annulled by the Commerce Court in 
209 Fed. 244. 260 (1913). and upon appeal by the Commission. the decree of the 
Commerce Court was affirmed by the Supreme Court in Til' Line C.ses. 234 U.S. I. 
29 (19'4) • 

••• The first explici. reference 10 this policy appeared in KIIIII LMmber Co. v. C. 0' 
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were permitted to extend divisions or allowances from the line-haul 
rate on the non-proprietary traffic of these tap lines. they were ordered 
to cease and desist from such payments in connection with the traffic 
of the proprietary industries. With reference to the proprietary traffic, 
the assumption of the character of common carriers by the tap lines 
was held to constitute a mere device for receiving. as rate divisions. 
the allowances which had previously been received as rebates. In this 
way the Commission sought to strike through all pretense and to 
effect non-preferential adjustments. But the Supreme Court would 
not countenance this twisting of the common-carrier concept and 
effectively destroyed the entire fabric built up by the Commission. In 
holding the Commission's order invalid. the Court declared that the 
test of common-carrier status was to be found, not in the substan
tive facts disclosed-that is, in the nature of the services rendered by 
the tap lines and in the conditions of their operation-but in the at
tendant legai circumstances-that is. in their recognition as common 
carriers by the states in which they were incorporated and in their 

G. Ry. Co •• • 0 I.C.C. 450 (.gll). This proc:eeding involved. reparalion claim by • 
tap line on the basi. of an alleged unreasonable ,.'" advance. The tap line carried 
both proprietary and non-propri.tary trallic and .ppeared to posse .. the essen1ia\ ear
marks of a common carrier. In refusing an award of reparation and dismissing the 
..... the Commission concluded (p. 455): "We bel;'v. tho. all the demand. of sub· 
stantial jUltice and the true right of the matter compel us to hold that whereas it may 
be a common carrier with respect to the public at lar~ in the transponaEiOD. of logs 
and other forest prodUds from the forest to the c:ompl.i .... t·. mil~ the services of the 
• • • Railroad in the tran.portalion from the forest to c:omplainant's mill of these prod. 
ucts. which is the hosis of this claim. was • plant-fiacility ..... ice for the complaining 
company." In effect. however, the same stand was taken even earlier in C,.", Iron 
Work. v. c. R. R. Co. of N. / •• 17 I.C.C. 514 (Ig,o). Th. Crane Railroad Company. 
an incorporated industrial line, served the Cran. Iron Works and certain other manu· 
fiaauring eooc:erns by .wilebing ears between their plants and the exchange tn.d<s of the 
main-line wrien. While the defendant carrier made allowances to the Crane Railroad 
for handling ears of other induslri .. on its line, it refused to .bsorb the switching 
ebuges to the Iron Works. It was urged thot if the Railroad was a common wrier the 
ame allowances must be made with respect to the traffic of the Iron Works as io. case 
of the other indwlriea.1n anawer, the Commission said (p. 518): ''To this reasoning 
we are unsbl. to assent. In our view of the .... the controlling inquiry should be, not 
the character of the servant which readers the service, bur the ebaracter of the serri<e 
rendered." It should be noted, bowe_, thaI in this ..... as in the K..I amber ..... 
... ,.... the Commission made DO express finding as to the c:ommon-carrier status of the 
indwtria\ line, ...... as to non.proprietary trallie. In the instant proceeding the Com· 
mission said (pp. 5IN'0): "W. do not dc:<ide here thot the Crane Railroad Company 
is nr is DOt • common carrier. We simply hold th.t the service performed by thaI rail· 
road for the oomplainant is thot of • plan! fiac:ility, the expenae of whieb should be 
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holding themselves out as such to the public.800 It followed, therefore, 
that "the Commission exceeded its authority when it condemned 
these roads as a mere attempt to evade the law and to secure rebates 
and preferences for themselves,"SOl and that there was no ground for 
diJferentiation between proprietary and non-proprietary traffic. If a 
tap line is a common carrier and is entided to divisions or allowances 
on non-proprietary traffic, it is equally entided to such divisions or 
allowances on the traffic of the proprietary industry.so, Through these 
holdings the Court gave the controlling weight of its approval to 
the practice prevailing in many lines of enterprise of utilizing indus
trial railroads as a means of reducing production costs at the expense 
of transportation revenues. It did recognize, however, both the exist
ence of abuses in connection with these roads and the necessity of 
their control; and it declared that the Commission, under its general 
authority to reach all unlawful discriminatory practices, possessed 

borne entirely by the complainant and which DO railroad under the gui.se of the absorp~ 
tiOJl of a switching charge may lawfully sustain." 

100 Said the Court, through Justice Day: Ult is insisted that .these roads are not 
carriers because the most of their uaffic is in their own logs and lumber and that only 
a small part of the traffic carried is the propeny of others. But this conclusion loses 
sight of the principle that the extent to which a railroad is in W:t wed, does DOt 

cie[Umine the fact whether it is or is Dot a common carrier. It is the right of the public 
to usc the road's &cilities and to demand 1CI"Vic:e of it rather than the cxleDt of its 
business which is the real criterion determinative of its character .•.. Furthumore, 
these roads are common carriers when tried by the test of organization for that purpose 
under competent legislation of the State. They are so treated by the public authoritiel 
of the State. • • • They are engall"d in canyiog for hire the goods of thOIC who ICe 

fit to employ them. They arc authorized to exercise the right of eminent domain by 
the Scatc of their incorporation. They were treated and dealt with as common amen 
by conncctiag systems of other carriers. • . . They arc engaged. in transponation as 
Ihzt term is defined by the Commerce Act zod described in decisions of this court. 
• • • The Commission itself as to all shippers other thzo those controlled by the 
so-called proprietary companies, treated them as common carriers, for it has ordered 
the trunk lines to rcescablish through toutes and joint rates as to RICh traf6c,," Til' 
Li"e Cases, 234 U.S. I, 24, 26-27 (1914). 

aOl1bitl., p. 28. 
10' Indeed, the Court found that this differentiation between proprietary and non· 

proprietary traffic was itself productive of disc:rimination: "As we have said, the Com· 
mission by its order hecein required the trunk lines to reestablish through routes and 
joint rates as to property to be transported by others than the proprietary owners over 
the tap lines. Thit order would of itself create a discrimination against proprietary 
owners, for lumber products are carried from this territory upon blanket rates appli. 
cable to all within irs limits. It follows that indepcndcnt owncn would get this blanket 
rate for the entire haul of their products while proprietary ownen would pay the 
same rate plus the _ of Il"ttiog to the trunk line over the tap lioe." Ibid. 
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ample power so to fix the divisions of joint through rates as to nullifY 
rebates and preferences.80S 

Despite the Court's recognition of extensive administrative power 
in the premises, there can be no question that basic restrictions were 
imposed upon the Commission through this judicial determination. 
In holding the tap lines to be mere plant facilities with respect to their 
proprietary traffic, the Commission had in effect found that the serv
ice rendered by them was an industrial service, incumbent upon the 
lumber companies, rather than a service of transportation, incumbent 
upon the carriers. The problem was not merely as to whether the pre
vailing divisions or allowances, either individually or in their inter
relationships, were just and reasonable in amount, but as to whether 
their payment could be permitted in any amount without necessarily 
imposing burdens upon transportation which should legitimately be 
borne by industry. It is true that timber and its products were ex
pressly exempted from the provisions of the "commodities clausc," 
which sought to divorce transportation from industry; but the mere 
propriety of common ownership of lumber mills and tap lines does 
not justifY the use of the tap lines as a means of diverting transporta
tion revenues to the meeting of industrial costs. The Commission's 
denial of common.carrier status to the tap lines was but an expedient 
for preventing such diversion, in light of the service which they ren
dered to their proprietary industries; the Court's reversal, on the 

... The .. pronounc:ementa, which provided a basis fOr the Commission's subsequent 
poIic:iet, ..... of especial importal1C<: because they =ogDizod. though merely by way 
of dicta. the Commission's power to pn:scri.be DOIl-dUcriminatory rate divisions. with
out the prior establishment of through routes and joint rates and without prior dis· 
agr<ement unoog the carrien as \I) divisious. In indicating the lawful _p of the 
Commission', jurisdietion in the premises, the Court said (pp. 28-29): ''It is doubtl ... 
....... u the Commission amply shows in ill full .. port and supplemental .. port in 
these ...... that ah ..... exist in the .... duct and praetico of these lines and in their 
dealings with other carrion which h ...... u1o.d in unWr advantages \I) the owners of 
aome tap lines and \I) discriminations agaimt the owners of othen. lIccause we Ie2c:h 
the c:oncIusion that the tap lines involved in theso appeals ale common arricn, as 
well of propriewy U lIOIl·proprietary tn8ic, and as suc:h entided \I) psrticipab: in 
joint ",tes with other oammon arricn, that determiDatian &lis liar short of deciding, 
indeed does DOt It 011 decide, that the division of suc:h joint "' ... may he made at the 
will of the carrien involved and without any power of the Commission \I) amtrol. 
That body hu the authority and it io its duty \I) teach 011 UDlawful discriminalDrJ 
pnetices ...wting in favoritism and unWr .d .... tages \I) particular shippen or car
rion.lt is DOt OIIIy within ill po_, hut the Ia" makes it the duty of the Commission 
\I) IIlOb ordeJ:I whic:h shaU Ilullifj suc:h pnetiocs ...wting in n:bating or prefi:Ieaa:s, 
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other hand, appeared to find complete justification for the practice 
in the mere assumption of common-carrier status, as judged by the 
formal tests which were promulgated."o The propriety of participa. 
tion in joint rates could no longer be questioned; the only issue, with 
respect to which ample power was declared to reside in the Commis
sion, was whether the divisions or allowances constituting such par
ticipation were just and reasonable. The Court concluded, it will be 
recalled: "If the divisions of joint rates are such as to amount to 
rebates or discriminations in favor of the owners of the tap lines be
cause of their disproportionate amount in view of the service ren
dered, it is within the province of the Commission to reduce the 
amount so that a tap line shall receive just compensation only for 
what it actually does." .. 5 It would be a strained construction of the 
situation, therefore, to assume that the Commission and the Court 
were but seeking the same end, through the application of different 
methods. In reality, legal concepts prevailed over administrative wis-

whatever form they may take and in whatsoever guise they may appear. If the divisions 
of joint rates are IUCh all to amount to rebates or discriminations in favor of the 
owners of the tap lines because of their disproportionate amount in view of the serv .. 
ice rendered, it is within the province of the Commission to reduce the amount so 
that a tap line shall receive just compensation only for what it actually does'" 

... Compare Ihe following from Ihe opinion of Ihe Court: "A perusa1 of the find
ings and order. of the Commission makes it apparent that the grounds of decision upon 
which it proceeded were two, first, that these roads were mere plant facilities. second. 
that they were not common carriers as to proprietary traffic. The Commission held 
that before incorporation they were plant f3.cilitics and that after incorporation they 
remained such. What the Commission means by plant &.cilities may be gathered from 
a consideration of .orne of its decisions. In General E1«1t'it: Co. v. N. Y. C. 11t14 H. R. 
R. R. . . . a network of interior switching tracks constructed to meet the necessities 
of the business, were held to be mete plant facilities. The same principle was applied 
to the internal trackage of large industrial plants in Solvay Procell Comptzny v. Del. 
Wa#Y, Lad(allltlllnll 1In4 Wesurn R. R. Co. . . . These: systems of internal uackage 
were not common carriers, and, however extensive, were intc.Dded to and did furnish 
service for the plants which owned and operated them. But a common carrier per
forming service 8S such, regulated and operated under competent authority . . . is no 
longer a mere appendage of a mill 'but a public institution.' It thus becomes apparent 
that the real question in these cases is the true character of the roads here involved. Are 
they plant &ciIities merely or common carriers with rights and obligations as such?"' 
Ibid., pp. 23""""4. Query: would Ihe trackage system. in the Gn.ert/J E/«tric and 
SOlflllY Process cases lose their character of plant Ea.cilities with respect to their pr0-
prietary industries if. upon extension, they assumed the formal organization of com
mon carrien and held themselves out to 5CtVe the public? The issue between the Com
mission and the Coon. it would seem. is sharply raised by this query. 

"'Ibid., p. 29. 
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dom, and the policy of regulation was substituted for the policy of 
prohibition. The new approach is evidenced by the character of the 
Commission's major proceedings following the Supreme Court's de
cision; its inadequacy, in many instances, is evidenced by the Com
mission's continued struggle with the bona fides of common-carrier 
status and with the problem of plant facilities despite the apparent 
foreclosure of these issues by the Supreme Court. 

The Commission's immediate task was to effect such readjustments 
with respect to the tap lines as the principles of the Supreme Court's 
decision seemed to require. Accordingly, its original orders were 
vacated in so far as they related to through routes, joint rates, and 
divisions; the through routes and joint rates which were in effect 
prior to May I, 1912, were reestablished; and maximum switching 
charges and rate divisions were prescribed. While these allowances 
have subsequendy been changed in amount as circumstances have 
required, the principles governing their determination have con
tinued to prevail. They represented the net payments which might 
be made out of the trunk-line rates for the service performed by the 
tap lines in moving cars to and from the junction points. In the case 
of mere switching service, payments per car were prescribed; for ship
ments of over three miles from the junction points, allowances were 
graded on the basis of distance, in terms of cents per hundred pounds. 
Thus, while the legitimacy of some participation in joint rates was 
recognized in all instances, the amounts of the allowances were so 
regulated as to eliminate such excessive payments as would in any 
event constitute indirect rebates to the proprietary industries, and 
such diversity of treatment, as between the various tap lines, as would 
necessarily issue in preferential adjustments. The service performed, 
largely as reflected by distance, was made the measure of payment. 
The allowances thus prescribed were not only to apply for the future, 
but were made retroactive to May I. 1912, with provision for the pay
ment of reparations for the intervening period. Furthermore, the 
trunk lines were required to file copies of their division sheets with 
respect to the connecting tap lines, and the tap lines were similarly 
required to file copies of their distance tariffS. In these ways, the Com
mission, upon recognizing the common-carrier status of these roads, 
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asserted its regulatory power in thoroughgoing fashion, and this 
exercise of authority has been expressly upheld by the Supreme 
Court.sos 

Moreover, the changed situation was deemed by the Commission 
to apply to the industrial railroads as a class, and not merely to the 
tap lines which had been directly involved in the original litigation 
in the courts. The Commission had previously held that a large num
ber of industrial lines in the iron and steel industry were merely 
plant facilities, performing an industrial service rather than a service 
of transportation, and that they were not entitled to compensation 
from the public carriers through divisions of joint rates or other
wise.SOT Although no order was entered in that proceeding, the 
line-haul carriers had withdrawn their divisions and allowances in ac
cordance with the Commission's findings. It now became necessary, 
therefore, to modifY the findings of the original report. The Com

.mission again refrained from issuing an order, so that no delay might 
be experienced through litigation in the courts, but it permitted the 
old arrangements to be resumed, subject to its subsequent inquiry, in 
individual cases, as to their propriety.sos "We think that in the light 
of the decision of the Supreme Court in the Tap Line cases," said the 
Commission, "it is our duty to so modify our findings in the original 

808 The Commission asserted this regulatory authority over tap lines in its Second 
Supplemental Report, The T4p Une CllSe, 31 I.C.C. 490 (1914). Its order wu upheld 
in O'K .. ,. Y. U.s.,240 U.S. 294 ('9.6). This proceeding wu 2D appeal from a decree 
of the District Court for the Eastern District of Louisiana, which had dismis.sed • bill 
praying that the Commission's order fixing maximum allowances to tap lines on a 
distance basis be annulled. The petition wu filed by the appellant o.n behalf of the 
New Orleans, Texas and Mexico Railroad Company (which had suffered diversion of 
a large part of its lumber traflic to other main-line carnen as a result of the applica
tion of the Commission's order), as a means of enabling it to pay to the tap line a 
larger amount than that permitted by the Commission, in order that the diversion of 
traffic; to the lines of iu competitors might be prevented. It was contended. inur lilia, 
that the Commission', order was invalid because divisions of joint rar:cs were fixed 
in the absence of prior disagreement among the carriers involved u to the amount of 
these divisions. The Court found that shippers might render transportation lCI'Yices 
indirecr:ly through intervening corporations, and that the Commission had full authority 
to prescribe the maximum charges payable therefor by carriers. "We arc: clear,"' COn~ 
cluded the Court., uthat the Commission had jurisdiction to make the order of July 29. 
1914," and other contentions of the appellant were likewise declared without merir:. 

lOT Intltutrilll Railways Cue, 29 I.C.C. 213 (1914). 
108 This modification of the original findmgs was made in its Supplemental Report, 

1.'''''"al R4!iw"'ll ClUe, 32 I.C.C. 129 ('914)' 
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report herein as to permit the trunk line roads, if they so elect, to 
arrange by agreement with any of the industrial roads mentioned in 
our former report which are common carriers under the test applied 
by the Supreme Court in the Tap Line cases, and which perform a 
service of transportation, for a reasonable compensation for such serv
ice in the form of switching charges or divisions of joint through 
rates. Each road that becomes party to such an agreement must file 
with us immediately upon the consummation thereof a full state
ment of the arrangement entered into showing specifically the al
lowances or divisions granted thereby. We shall, in the exercise of 
the duty pointed out by the Supreme Court, undertake at the earliest 
available opportunity to inquire carefully into any of these allow
ances or divisions which may seem to be unwarranted or unreason
able or to effect unjust discrimination."8.e It will be observed that 
although, in contradistinction to the tap-line proceeding, no action 
was here made obligatory upon the trunk-line roads, the same policy 
was disclosed of recognizing common-carrier status and exercising 
strict supervision of the arrangements entered into, coupled with an 
explicit declaration of intention to ferret out irregu1arities.·' • 

But as the Commission proceeded with its regulatory tasks, it be
came necessary once more to go beyond the mere surface of common
carrier status and to probe the essential character of prevailing ar
rangements and of those for which the Commission's approval was 
being sought. Before the amount of the allowances could be pre
scribed in all instances, there was need of establishing whether any 
allowance was warranted under the peculiar circumstances of each 
proceeding. This is clearly evidenced by the character of the issues 
which the Commission deemed to be involved in determinations of 
the legitimacy of joint-rate arrangements between trunk-line roads 
and industrial lines. "There must be determined with respect to each 
of the lines," said the Commission, "first, whether the insuumentality 
performing the service is a bona fide common carrier; second, 
whether the service which it performs between the point of inter-

''''''" .. P. 13" "·1Il conduding i .. report. .... Commission said (p. 133): ''Each of the indUJtrial 
railroads is or is D.ot • common carrier. If it is a common carrier. it is entitled. to all 
the rip .. and subjecc ID all of .... limitations provided in .... act." 
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change with the trunk line and point of placement on the line of the 
industrial road is plant service or public transportation; third, 
whether a charge should be made for such service in addition to the 
line-haul rate applicable to or from points on the rails of the trunk 
line at the junction. With these questions there is to be considered 
the larger economic problem whether part of the money paid to the 
trunk line carriers for public transportation service is to be used to 

defray the expense of particular shippers in conveying their traffic to 
and from the terminals of the trunk line carriers."8l1 

In the application of these guides, the formal tests of common
carrier status set forth by the· Supreme Court did not always prove 
an adequate means of J"eSi:llving the difficulties of particular cases. 
The Commission's emphasis upon the performance of a public trans
portation service ~d upon the bona fides of the assumption of public 
obligations, 4J.<V'olved going behind the legal requisites which had 
been found, as a general rule, to be controlling. The Commission has 
insisted, for example, that the holding out as a common carrier be 
genuine, as reflected by such facts as reasonable access of the public 
to the facilities of the industrial line and the freedom of that line 
from undue subordination to the necessities of the controlling in
dustry.au Yet such an approach was compelled by the circumstances 

811 Second Industrial Railways Case, 34 I.C.C. 596 (1915), at p. 600. This pro
ceeding arose as a result of the withdrawal by the trunk#linc carriers in official classm# 
cation territory, in conformity with the Commission's findings in Indtutrial Railway' 
Case, 29 I.C.C. 212 (1914), from all joint arrangements with industrially-owned lines. 
Protests were received and formal complaints were filed. and the tariffi canceling 
such arrangements with industrial lines not involved in the original proceeding were 
suspended. "Because of the varying nature of the operations of the indwtrial line. 
and because each of them must be ucared on the particuJar facts pertaining to it," the 
Commission laid down general principles for the guidancc of those desiring to enter 
into joint.rate arrangements. An order was entered directing the trunk line. to cancel 
the suspended tarim, but otherwise the situation was left to the initiative of the car
riers, acting upon the general principles enunciated by the Commission. "'The Com
mission will look to the trunk lines to reform their tarim and file with this Commiuion 
whatever arrangements they may make with the industrial linea here in question in 
the light of this report. . . . The formal complaints filed in these proceedings raise 
no issue with respect to any particular rate or rates. They attack, in effect, the princi
ples applied by the carriers in the cancellation of their arrangements with industrial 
lines. Carriers against which these complaints were filed will be expected to follow the 
same lines of action herein suggested for the carrieR whose tariffi were mspcndcd in 
this proceeding"" (p. 608). For the propriety of imposing charge. in addition to the 
line~haul rate, see CQI' Spouing C"arg~s. 34 I.C.C. 60g (lgIS). 

112 For example: "'The principal test of common carriage is whether there is • 
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surrounding the operation of many industrial railroads,818 despite 
the fact that a broad insistence upon the genuineness of the holding 
out may be regarded as tantamount to grounding the test of common
carrier status in the nature of the business and the conditions of opera-

bona lide holding out coupled with the ability to carry for hire; • • • and defendaot 
holds itself out to transport live stock for hire between its stockyards and points of 
connection with the tracks of the trunk lin .. serving Kansas City whose tracks con
nect with iu own. Ordinarily this would be sufficient to constitute defendant a com
mon carrier of live .tock engaged in interstate commerce. . • • It would suffice that 
defendant ia willing to carry for hire; that the carriage is a part of interstate carriage; 
that locomotives are available for the purpose through an arrangement with the Chi· 
cago, Rock 1.land Ie Pacific Railway, and that the trunk line. served hold thctoselves 
out to carry live stock for the public generally. . . • To be efFective. however. the 
holding out must be genuine. which defendant's holding out is Dot. Defendant did 
not expect complainanu to avail themselves of the service offCrcd. It expected that 
complainants would continue to handle their cars to and from defendant's yards for 
themselves and with their own motive power. It would be impossible for this de
fendant to direi::tly serve the public. The terms of defendant's arrangement for locomo
tives . . . are Dot disclosed, but the indications are that locomotives were to be fur
nished only if and when requested by defendant, to be paid for only if actually fUr
nished, and the evidence leaves no doubt that complainants can handle their cars for 
themselves over defendant', tracks more cheaply, conveniently, and expeditiously than 
defCndaot can handle them. Although the adequacy of the servite and &cilities fUr
nished is not a test of common carriage, it may be significant of the bona fides of the 
holding out. Defendant', real purpose is to secure compensation for the use of its 
track. by complainants, and defCndaot holds itself out to transport complainanu' cars 
IOlely in order to impose • trackage charge through a published tari1£ Under these 
circumstance. defendant's tariff' must be stricken from. our files." 4f.~ T. 6- S. P. Ry. 
Co. v. K_ Cil)/ Stock YIlFIh Co., 33 I.C.C. 9. (1915), a. pp. 100-101. 

III In Smlntl lntl,","tIl Railways Ctw, 34 I.e.c. 596 (1915). the Commission, 
after citing ita earlier pronouncement that "the principal test of common carriage is 
whether there is a bona lide holding out coupled with the ability to carry for bin:," 
made the fOllowing declaration (p. 60t): ''Molly of the lines on this record own no 
can of their own and in .:nne instances no locomotives, and maintain no stations 
other than loading and unloading docks within the plant. Their tracks lie wholly on 
the land of the industry which they serve, and acceso to them may be obtained only 
through the permission of the controlling industry. In such c:ircums .... "" the holding 
out is not genuine. The public: can not avail itself of such a line. Because of the loca
tion of many of them it is impossible to serve the public. In other c:ases there is no 
public to serve." Again (p. 607): "In a fifth group the following conditions are shown: 
An industry has plant tracb which could under no conceivable conditions be con
sidered. u having any commOll-c:arrier characteristics.. In order to give to them such 
o statu .. 0 nil_d is incorporated, the tracks of the plan • ..., leased to it, and the 
trunk line gnnts trackage righ .. and ..... I ..... its nils to the industrially owned 
nilroad corporation. Themlpon the industrial nilroad publishes tariBi, iii.. them 
with this Commission, makes .. pans. and as 0 rna"'" of fonn assumes the appearance 
of 0 common carrier subject to the oct. and the trunk line al!Ords it di-risions out of 
the rate applicable to the locality fOr the ...... oenice which the industry has previously 
perfOrmed without compensation. The ahipper through i .. incorporated nilroad is 
thua affOrded advantages which Ole denied to other ahippets having • amal\er wlume 
of traIIic. For 0 trunk line carrier to ofti:r its &cilities by I .... or trackage rights, to 
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tion-the practice which, in general terms, had been condemned by 
the courts.S14 In shifting from a policy of preventing allowances to 
industrial railroads to one of regulating them, the Commission did 

give an undue advantage to a single shipper, is unquestionably such a device as is con~ 
dcmned by the act." 

114, The most unmistakable assertion of the Commission's independence was in 
The uk. Terminal C",., 50 I.C.C. 489 (1918). Deopite the fact that the Lake Termi· 
nal Railroad Company served thirty.three shipper! in addition to the proprietary plant 
and that it was regularly incorporated as a common carrier, it was held by the majority 
of the Commission to be a plant f.tciJ.ity. 11n several proceedings before this Commis· 
sion the £acts developed upon the hearings led UI to question the bona fides of the 
holding out by indwtrial railroads claiming to be common carriers. • • • And unless 
the mere /itt that the Lake Terminal Railroad Company iJ incorporated under the 
general railroad law of the state of Ohio • • . is itself sufficient to make it a com· 
mOD carrier in the eye of the law, without regard to its real purpose and actual rela
~on to the tube company, there would seem to be no substantial basis for its claim to 
the status of a common camer. The record makes it clear that it does not offer in good 
:&ith to serve the general public as a commOJ1 carrier; that it makes no real effort to 
secure traffic from the general public; that the general public: has no reasonable ac:c:eu 
to its facilities; and that it can not handle the tralIic of the general public: u traJfic: is 
ordinarily handled by a common carrier; but that its facilities and its servic:cs must be 
and are subordinated to the necessities and accommodated to the requirements of the 
controlling industry. Its printary purpose and first duty day by day iJ to serve that 
particular industry. After carefully weighing all the evidence before us, we find that its 
daily work for the tube plant at Lorain wu during the period of the action. and now 
is, that of a plant /icility" (p. 495). Furthermore, the Commi.sion found that the 
service performed was a plant service, and not a 1CIVic:c of transportation "which may 
be included in and paid for out of the line ra ..... (p. 504). Commissioner Hall, Chair· 
man Darticl .. and Commissioner McChord dissented. In his dissentiog opinion (pp. 504-
SX4), Commissioner Hall atlac.ked the majority findings on many grounds. Basically, 
however, he insisted that these findings were a repudiation of the Supreme Coon's 
holding in the Tap Line Cases, and that they were inconsistent with the Commission's 
own determinations following that deciaion. '"In view of the Supreme Court', opinioD 
in the Tap Line Cases'~ he said, ··we deemed it necessary to modit)r our conclusions in 
the Industrial RJrilways Cast: . ••. Since that time we have considered a .mea of cases 
following the Second InJunritd Railwayl Case. . • . In these reports we have con
sidered individual roam and have followed the rules for establishing reasonable mau
mum divisions or switching absorptions .••• The majority repon declares unlawful 
what we have heretofore found lawful. . . • In essence it is • return to the doctrine 
originally announced in the IndumiaJ R.Jzjlways Case • .• and which we abandoned 
in view of the Supreme Court', opinion" (pp. 5:ro-sn). And, in conclusion: "More
over, under the Supreme Court's decision in the Tilp Line Cases, our func:tion is to 
regulate, and not to prohibit, divisions between trunk line and industrial roads. How
ever much we might sympathize with a legislative purpose completely to divorce 
transportation from industry. no such intent has been evidenced. Our powen are con
fined to an aclmi.tUstration of existing law as interpreted by the COlUCl and do not 
extend to supplying legislation which Congross bas not reen fit to enact" (p. 514). 
It should be noted. finally. that the Commission itself was not unimpressed by this 
con8ict of views. Commissioner Harlan, .peaking for the majority. said (p. 504): "In 
view of the variance of opinion entertained in the Commission and elsewhere upon 
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not deem itself foreclosed thereby against exercising its administra
tive authority in light of the realities disclosed by varying circum
stances and conditions.81~ 

the many important and diflicul. questions so frequendy arising out of the relations 
betweell the trunk line carriers and industries with industrial railways. it seems de
airabl. that the rulings in this case, whi<:h • • • presen .. conditions that are fairly 
characteristic, should be reviewed by the courts in order tha. some dc6ni .. principl. 
m~y ~ judicially established by which we may hereafter be guided in such cases as th.y 
ame. • 

l"ln poin. of &ct, however, the conclusion. reached by the Commission in Tile 
La.teo TM'JIiul C/W, "'prll, were IUbseqUCDtly 10 modified as to constitute a complete 
revenal of ill polition. In the original report the complain .. seeking .. paratiou dur
ing the non .. bsorption periDd were dismissed, on the g..und that the service per
formed by the Lake Terminal Railroad was • plan ...... icc and no. a service of traoJ
portation, and the defeodao. carriers were ordered to cease and desist from making 
allow ..... to this line in the fu ..... fOr such plan. service. In ~7~ Fed. 735 ('918), 
the Di,trict Court for the Northern District of Ohio IUSpcodcd, during the pcodcocy 
of the aui~ the portino of the Commisaion's order whi<:h related to fu ..... allowanc:ea. 
The Commission thereupon vacated this part of ill order, and a petition for reilearing 
and ..... gumeo. wo. granted. In Notio.al Tub< Co. v. 1. T. R. R. Co. 55 I.C.C. 469 
(1919), the Commisaion found the Lake Terminal Railroad to be a common c:arricr, 
both u to the put transactions involved and fOr the future, and .. paratiou was 
awarded for the periDd of non-absorption of chargos by the main-line carriers. Com
missioner Hall, now .peaking fOr the majority of the Commisaion, eaid (po 476): 
"Upon the ...on! we ... of opinioA and find that the Lake Terminal is, and a. all 
tim .. mvered by these cases has been, a mmmon carrier subject to the act to "'Buia", 
commerce, and may lawfully receive from its trunk line connections diviaiODS of joint 
rata. or abaorptionl of switching charges under appropriate tarifli. such divisions 
or absorptions to be reasonabl .... And on the .. paratiou issue (po 48~): ow .... 
of opinion and find that compleinanll made shipmenll as described and paid and 
bore the lieigh. chargos ~ herein fOund to have been unreasonable and unduly 
prejudicial; that they have been damaged thereby in the cIiJruen .. betweco the traoJ
portation chargos paid and those that would have accrued at the district ra ... herein 
found RUQ1lI.ble; and that they are entitled. to reparation with interest.'" Commissioner 
WooI.y and Commisaioner Eastman dissented. In a 1Cpara'" opiniDn, 56 LC.C. ~7~ 
(1910), Commisaioner Eastman dcdatecl the issue to turl!, not upon whether the Lake 
Terminal Railroad is a oommon curler, but upon the character of the scrvi.cc whi<:h 
it pcrfOrmed-md from this standpoint he concluded that the proceeding was go .... 
erned by the G<tNrwl BI«trk cue and those following it. , ..... flU, he eaid (pp. ~.,.,.. 
~78): '" can no. but belie .. that i. is highly important that public tribunals should 
be abI. to looIr. beyond the fOrm into the substana>-<D pcr<oive through the ..a of 
legal fictiou the ...tity which lies beneath. And nowhere is there grca .... need tar 
IUCh discriminatiou than in dealiDg with legally distinc:t corporations whi<:h ate ........ 
tbeI .... by _ of &tOc:k ownership. but pull or menif .... tions of a lingle entity. 
It is not too much to say that the grca. Rhuses in corpora'" a1Din in this muntry have 
been made possible. or have been &ciIi ... ted, hy the .... lion and multiplicatiou of 
such suhlidisry corporatioas. • • • In the instant case, while oertaiD propcny and 
oertaiD fimctious ha", been mmmi ..... to the ownership and """ of a subsidisry or 
alfi\iated corporation kIIo_ .. the Lob Terminal Railroad Company, I am unahl. to 
believe that the actual Ii_tion would in any _ ICSpcct be c:haDged, so far u 
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In the vast majority of instances, however, the usual criteria of 
common-carrier status have been accorded unquestioned recogni
tion,SIS and rate divisions and switching allowances bave been per
mitted to be extended to industrially-controlled roads.su The Com
mission's chief task, in conformity with the judicial definition of its 
jurisdictional scope, has been to regulate the relationships between 
main-line carriers and industrial railroads. The payments approved 
or prescribed in this process of regulation have been designed to 

the ttansportation of cars between the interchange tracks and the various parts of 
the plant is concerned, if the United States Steel Corporation or the National Tube 
Company owned the railway and performed the service directly. Nor. by way of com .. 
parison, can I believe that the situation at the General Electric plant would in reality 
be changed if a subsidiary raikoad c:orporation were there created and made the 
owner and operator of me<raiIs, right of way. cars, and locomotive.s which the Gen .. 
eral Electric Company SlOW uses for plant transportation purposes. If the Gm(!1'al 
Electric. Solvay Procels;_and Crane Iron. Works Cates enuncia[eci a sound principle, 
and I think they did, I am driven to the conclusion that the service performed between 
the plant loading and unloading points and the interchange uacks by the Lake Termi
nal Railroad Company is a plant service and is Dot a service of transponation which 
may be included in and paid for out of the line rates; and that any allowance. or di~ 
visions by the line carriers out of the line rates OD account of such plant service are 
unlawful." Finally, he empbasized the &r-reacbing practical eJfects of the Commis
siOD'S determinatioD (pp. 278-279, 280): ""The decisioD of the majority means, in 
substance, that when an indwtry grOWl to such a size that it tan not with advantage 
permit the spotting service at its plant to be perfonned at the convenience of the 
trunk lines, and for its OWD convenience. benefit, and profit takes into its own hand. 
the control of such service, it may still recoup the expense of performing it from the 
trunk lines by the mere device of creating a subsidiary corporation. It will mean, I 
doubt DOt, that we shall be given occasiOD to award reparation in many like cases to 
prosperous companies who have suffered DO real damage, and that the Dumber of 
small industrial railroad corporations whose relations with their parent companies we 
must continually supervise will grow apace. . . . The possibilities of the si[U.ation may 
be indicaled by the fact that evidence was herein offered to show that there are now 
400 industries located on the trunk lines performing the spotting service with their 
own power, or with the power of their indwtrial railroad, and without compensation 
from the trunk lines.," 

... See, for example, Piper v. BI.u. 96 I.C.C. 10. (19'5); American Sal. MJtl Coal 
Co. v. C., R.I. /I< P. Ry. Co., .. 6 I.C.C. 7 (19'7). 

alf See, for example, the following IUpplemental reports of the Commission in the: 
Second Industrial RIlilwtzyl ClUe: CAiellgo. Well PuJlmlltJ & SOUlber/l R. R. Co., 37 
I.C.C. 408 (1915); l.di""4 Nonh.,.,. Ry., 37 I.C.C. 491 (1916); Ltw';. /I< So"'h ..... 
R. R. Co., 37 I.C.C. 497 (1915); Chm.", IUdge Ry .• 37 I.C.C. 558 (1915); Mod.,
suck Valley R. R., 37I.C.C. 566 (1916); New 'eney.lndi.". /I< II/i.ois R. R .• 41 I.C.C. 
4' (1916); ,0A""0.,,, /I< S.o.y Creek R. R. Co •• 4' I.C.C. 46 (1916); NonAam,_ 
/I< Bath R. R. Co .• 4' I.C.C. 68 (1916); V;,gini4 Portl""d Ry. Co .• 49 I.C.C. 33' 
(1918); OWtlHf) Riflet' Ry •• 53 I.C.C. 104 (1919). See also, among numerous other 
proceedinga, United s.ales C .... lro. P. /I< F. Co. v. D;,«I4r General. 59 I.C.C. 59 
(19.0); Diuisio", Rem.ed by Brimsto.e R. R. MJtl C .. aI Co .• 68 I.C.C. 375 (19"); 
Prmed Steel Car Co. v. D;,«I4r General, 93 I.C.C. "4 (19'4); U,a/J Fud Co. v. 
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represent, as far as may be, the actual cost of the service rendered,818 
and cost studies have been increasingly utilized for the purpose.819 

Through such means the Commission has progressively removed dis
criminatory adjustments. whether arising from excessive allowances 
to particular industries or from diversity of treatment as between 
various industrial lines. The processes of regulation have been ex· 
tended. furthermore. to other practices than those embraced in the 
control of rate divisions and switching chargeS. The payment of "per 
diem reelaims" to industrial lines. involving the elimination of de
murrage charges and the extension of frequent contributions. in 
addition. by way of bonus. had served as an important source of un
lawful concession from the published tariffi;820 in due course this 
abuse was subjected to the Commission's authoritative control.":n 

Din<tor a....r.l. 10~ I.C.C. 493 (19~5); 11110 __ for Terminal SwiteAinll ., 1J<.. 
KMb.'I' .• 165 I.C.C. ~7 (1930). 

III The more important coDlidcratiOlll which have guided the Commission were set 
fonh in CIIi<tll/O. W.n Pull .... ". SOlllA ..... R. R. Co .. 37 I.C.C. 408 (1915). 

110 See 1-.4 Swikllin, CA ... ,., .. Do,,.;,. 91 I.C.C. 82 (1~4); Swikllinll .. 
KOfUtU City. 96 I.C.C. 538 (19'5); SwiteAin/l i. Birmingham Dinria. 100 I.C.C. 763 
(19~5); Rttu. of p..m .,. P.ki. Union Ry. Co •• 115 I.C.C. 469 (19.6). 

II. This practice was fir,t condemned by the Commission in the In4""";al II6ilwayl 
C .... ~9 I.C.C. .,~, ~31-~33 (1914). The abuses involved ...... incideot to the appli
.. tion of the .. -eo1led modified per diem agreemeoL An industrial lOad on a .traight 
per diem bali ...... at that time, Iequired to pay 45 ceots a day for eaeh tal of a 
trunk line held upon its raUl; tho .. road .. howe .... which ...... parties to the modified 
&gIeemeot ...... privUeged to make per diem reclaims against their immedia .. trunk
line CODnettiona lOr a atipulalOd number of days. The periocI--which was baaed, pre
aumably. on the actUal experience of each industrial line in the detention of cars 011 

ill raUo-nnged &om thIee and one-half to five and one-half days. To illuotra .. , if 
a car was detained _ days, the per diem thalge amounlOd to 90 ceoll and would 
be ... edy halanoed by a go ..... t reclaim, provided the reclaim period ...... aI .. _ 
daya; but if thia period was four days, the reclaim amounlOd to S,.80, and the in
dustrial line would be the ftcipieot of a e1ear bonus of go ceotL The arn.ogemeot 
invol..d _ diatriminatory phues, first, the oompl... elimination of demurrage 
ebara<s against the proprietary industry; -d, the poymeot of a reclaim bonus in 
th ... instances in which the reclaim period ex<:eeded the numbel of daya lOr which 
.......... ac:rually detained. Instead of the 48 baurs of m.. time ac:<oIded to ordinary 
shippen before the application of demurrage thalges, the proprietary tDII«rDI enjoyed 
thIee and one-haIf to five and ..... half days, on the theory that a tal in poaoeaion of 
the plant line wu not in poaesaioa. of ill proprietlly industry; and, in addition, many 
manu1&tturing enterpriaea ...... the ftcipieots, thIOugh their industrial roads, of 1<IJ 
aubstilltial maim bonuseo-exa:cdiDc. in one case, $600,000 aonually. 

a .. The UIO of per diem maims u a .. woo: of .......... to the propriellly indus
tries appeon to have been promptly remo..d thIOugh __ among the line ..,. 
rien and with _ industries, but immunity fiom demurrage thalli'" peniaIOd lOr 
some time. Not until I~I ...... the ID-COIled Birmingham-Southem rules preatribod. 
which ...... deoigo<d to eIimina .. undue preJerena:s to the propriewy ind_ 1Jir. 
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In case of the lumber tap lines, moreover, there was a significant al
teration of policy with regard to the employment of the milling-in
transit privilege;'" and the abuse of the distance scale of allowances 
prescribed by the Commission, through resort to out-of..line hauls 
which involved both preferential treatment to particular industries 
and general economic waste, has been consistently checked.· .. 

mingham Soutnt!NJ R. R. Co. v. DWeCk»" GnJerlll, 61 I.C.C. 551 (1921). For the ap
plication of these rules, in original or modified form, in subsequent proceedings, see 
IlIi.ou North .... Ry., 6, I.C.C. 62g (Ig2%); Pullman R. R. Co., 6, I.C.C. 637 (.g2%); 
Lak. Erie & Fan Way •• R. R. Co., 78I.C.C. 475 ('923); Vall.y and Sile" R. R. Co. v. 
S. P. Co., 80 I.C.C. 724 (Ig23); lim. Rock R. R. Co. v. M. C. R. R. Co., '0' 
I.C.C. 48 ('925). 

822 It will be recalled that the Commission had taken the position, in 1904, .. that 
the wpmeo. of the log to the mill and the lumber from the mill moy. • • be tt .. !<d 
as in the nature of a through shipment from the point where the log is received to 
the point wh.,. the lumber u finally delivered, and that the carrier may make luch 
allowance toward the cost of moving the log as would be fiLirly involved in moving the 
lumber from that point, and that it may do this by joint arrangement with the carrier 
bringing the log to the mill, provided that carrier is a common carrier by rail": and it 
was declared that this holding extends the application of the milling-in-ttansi. prin
ciple l'to the extreme limiL'· Cen1l'aJ Yellow Pine Auo. v. V., S. 6- P. R. Co., 10 I.C.R. 
193, 2'5 (.g04). Bu. in Th. Tap li •• Cas" '3 I.C.C. '77 (.g12), the CommisIion 
10 tar modifiod its stand that i. virtually precluded the use of the milliog-in-!raDIi. 
privilege. A trunk line was deoied the right to ..... up • miIling-in-ttansi. privilege 
with a common carrier tap line by which the lumber rate is extended back through the 
mill point to the tree in the forest unless it plUSue! the same COWie with respect to 
forests aD its own line" (p. 298). Since the practice of the trunk lines was to make 
net rates for log hauls over their own lines, the coodilio.o included in the Commission'. 
ruling. as a means of eliminating unlawful preferenccs, served very largely to render 
the milling-iD-transit privilege DO longer applicable. Nor did the Commission recede 
from this position. In prescribing divisions and allowances for tap linea foUowing the 
Supreme Coon"s decision in Tap Lim: Casel~ 234 U.s. I (1914), the Commission a
pressly announced its adherence to the conclwioDS reached in the original report in 
this matter: "With respect to the milling-in.uansit rate on logs at formerly practiced 
on the tap lines, we a~..&o 'Our original conclusion that the rate 00 lumber at the 
junction or mill point may not lawfully be cxtended back to the point on the tap line 
where the logs originate • .m. that any division out of the through lumber rate 00 

account of the log haul can not be sanctioned." TAe Tap Line Care, 31 I.C.C. 490, 493 
('914). I. should be observed that the approval of the milliog-in-ttansi. privilege in 
these circumstances would doubdeas have proved • troublesome source of preferences, 
particularly since the Conunission could no lODger utilize the method of deaying com· 
mon-carrier ,latus .. a meam of preventing ill discriminatory application. 

'I' Certaio. of the tap lines attempted to augmCDt their .witching charges or rate 
divisions..by resort to out.oef-line haul •. Two phaa of this lituation have been. dealt 
with by the Commission. Fun. an attempt wu made to use the actual rail distance to 
the connection u determinative of the applicable division whCD .uch distance wu 
greater than ..... nahly Decessaxy. In Louisiana & Pi .. Bluff Di";n,, ... 40 I.C.C. 47. 
(.g.6), 53 I.C.C. 475 (.glg), the Conunission held that • diverted movemeD' of 
nearly a mile to a track scale could DO' be included in the determinatino of switching 
allowances or divwons .. betwce.tl the tap line and its trUIlk·line connection •. In the 
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Whether industrial roads are conceived as common carriers not un
like other rail lines or in their special relationship to the proprietary 
industries primarily served by them, the control exercised by the Com
mission in all of the foregoing directions is indispensable to the effec:
tive performance of its regulatory functions in the fidd of railroad 
transportation. 

6nt oflhcse reports, the CammissioD aid (p. 47'): "In other words, the Pine BluB; 
in onIer ,., bring about OIl iaaase in ill comings, c1aims ,., be ... titlcd ,., eompeosa· 
tion lOr OIl out of1iDe haul ,., the scal. IIaCk of -.Iy • mile. W"", we ,., lend our 
approval ,., my ouch IImIllg<lDOllt "'" ODly would the Pine Bluff be plaeed in • mcm: 
adHDtapua pooiboD dian OIly other tap liae in this wrilDly performing a similar 
..ma:. but ouch • ruIiDg would open the way in the cue of many tap liDes lOr • roo
.. tion of Ibeir IIaCk scal ...... ,., roquUe a lOIIg haclr. haul, aod in that way ,., lay 
• boa. tOr elivisiooa or aUo_ .." maIaially in ...... of _ fiaed by the Com· 
miaioD tOr the distance eo.....! by • diroc:t mo_ fiom the mill ,., the junctioD." 
ne CammissioD·. ruling was uplWd in ~ ,. P. B. R,. Co. Y. U.s., 257 U.s. 
114 ('92')' IlIirming the cIe<i&ioD of the 10wer eoun in 274 Fed. 372 ('92')' ne 
SUpreme Court, apeokiag duough Justice IInDdeiI, aid (pp. 11'1-118): ""I1Ie _lien
tion that the onIer is invalid ip>Ra both the IIlltwe of the prooeediDg before the Com
miaioD aod the fiDdiDgs upoD which the onIer was made. ne prooeediDg was cme ,., 
nmove unjust discrimiaatioD. ne CommissioD'. decision is bued upoD a eoo.idera
tioIl holh of genen1 eonditious aod the putiadaI silUatioD. It fiada that the aIl0wm0e 
of 0_ ""'" dollan • cal tOr hauliag the ... &om the UDio.u Sawmill plam ,., Dollar 
JuncIioa would ...wt in UIljust diocrimiaatioa. That the fiDdiDg was SIIppc>111:d by 
.-we must usume in this proceeding; aod DOt ODly does plaintiff fiill ,., &bow 
that the amdutioll n:odu:d .... ubitruy. but additioaal liudings in the IOpen aIfonI 
obw>daat __ why the out ... 1iDe haul ,., the scal .. should ..,. be allowed for in 
mu., the eli ....... s.cr-l, certaia tap liDes having """"" 10 two or mOle 1rUDk-1iDe 
_ ....... pood ,., III!CUIO iaOIeued elivisiooa duough the dma: of hauliag 
shipmeata &om Ibeir proprietaIy mills 0YeI lID.-auy aod cin:uimus _ befOre 
de\iftIJ ,., the 1DIia-liae curio:r, In CI>DCIemDiDg this ~ the CommissioD aid: 
"A tap 1iDe is entitlcd ODly ,., just eompeosatiolllOr the actual aod lOIISOIIllbly __ 
&arJ "'""'"' perfOrmed by it ... part of the IIUISpOftlItion of the tnI&c fiom print 
of ori&ia ,., destiDatioa, aod _ ardon romve ,., eIi_ out of the through ..... 
wa"e &om.d _ thio priDciple in CX>DliIrmity with the cIe<i&ioD of the Supraoe 
Court.. • • • 'Ibe out~ haola above deocribed are eotiroy lID.-auy. can DOt 
~, be _ • part of the aenia: tOr .. hiI:h the through ra ... &Ie intolldecl 
,., _~ ...w. in UDdue JIIOiudioe ,., tap liDes aod Ibeir proprietaIy eomplllies 
_ are DOt .. _ that they .......... ,., similar proctio:cs, aod UDjusdy deplell: 
the ....... _ of the IrUDk liDe." Aa:ordiagI,. the amd .......... reocbed __ the 
_ fiom the j..- _ are cImnaiaati.., of the muimum eIi_ ... 
m ... be ...........t by the diroc:t ...... of ..... __ fiaoI destioatioa, ratbeI 
dian by out~ mo .......... of the charac:tor in '1--" W_fil &mc. ., r. u-r, 53 LC.C. 6s6. 663 (.g.g). F<w aul.q __ aod appticaboD of 
_ ...... &eO ~ It Grill Ry. eo.. 58 LC.C. 450 (._); W_fil s...a ., r. u-r, 8g LC.C. 327 ('92d. ()Q both ..,.... of the silUatioo the OImmissioa's 
__ appear ID be ......,.w in -..I poticy. Not 0Dl, are the pooabilitiea of 
pre&:r.atial __ of putiadaI tap liDes miaimioaI" but ...-...w 0Il0II0IIIic _ 

mil' .... be c:dOcaed through the elimiaatioio of l>ocI:.-haui aod a..:.nm. tnI&c --
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S6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

We have traced, in considerable detail, the Commission's exercise 
of jurisdiction over the various agencies and services subject to its 
control, with special reference to the relationship between this func
tioning jurisdiction and the tasks of railroad regulation. The pro
gressive extension of the Commission's jurisdictional scope to its 
present status, and the numerous specific problems which have been 
encountered in the course of the Commission's performance, require 
no further elaboration. It is essential, merely, by way of general 
appraisal, that we note briefly, on the basis of the analysis as a whole, 
some of the outstanding tendencies which have characterized this 
development and some of the more important difficulties which bear 
upon the Commission's future position as an administrative tribunal. 

In the first place, the unfolding of this aspect of the Commission's 
performance reveals certain characteristic attitudes which merit un
questioned approval. The most significant of these attitudes are re
flected by the Commission's restrained approach in the matter of 
asserting jurisdiction, and by its emphasis upon substance rather than 
form in the exercise of acknowledged jurisdiction. In determining 
the types of utilities subject to its control, the Commission has uni
formly recognized that its authority is a purely statutory authority. 
Though constituted, from the beginning, as the primary instrument 
for the assertion of federal power over railroad transportation, it has 
none the less awaited explicit statutory grants before it ventured to 
reach agencies and services, however closely related to those involved 
in the conduct of railroad transportation, which were not direcdy 
embraced by the terms of its legislative charter. Thus, for example, 
although express companies and sleeping-car companies utilize the 
facilities of the rail lines and render services in the movement of 
persons and property which constitute an integral part of railroad 
transportation, they were deemed to be subject to regulatory power 
only after they had been expressly included within the scope of the 
Commission's jurisdiction. Similar restraint has been exercised in 
asserting jurisdiction over local·transfer companies and motor-truck 
companies, which. though concededly engaged in public transporta
tion. merely extend the line-haul of the railroads: only when the 
facilities furnished by these agenci;s are employed in connection with 
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the a:rmiDa1 seniccs of the c:arri<:rs by railroad has the Commiwoo 
lISSUIII£d jurisdiction, and thea ooly of the supplcmmtary seniccs 
dms reodaal rather than of the outside traJJsp«WiDn agencies 
per Ie. 'l'he Commiqjon's attitude toward the use of private cars and 
iDdusttial railroads, in Iiocc of the frequent subversion of these in
str1IJDeIlIalitics 10 discriminabJry ends in CODBa:tion with the opera
boos of the public carriers, reveals a like rcIianI:e upon czplicit ~ 
lame authority: only upon emergaxe of an unmistakable Congres
siooal inrmt 10 subject these imttumc:atalitia 10 pub1ic control did 
the CommiWOll alll:lDpt 10 ac:rcisc: any sweeping and effective juri&
diam in the prani.sa. And if the Commiqjon's approach has been 
thlll n:suaincd in the primary 6dd of railmad transportation, it has 
been evm _ cIdinitdy grounded in c:zpras srannory enactment 

in oonnraioa with aItc:maIm: 01' competitive transportation agc:ucies. 
'l'he UlUJDpboa of jurisdictioo O¥a' pipe lines naturally waited upon 
Coogru1iooal aaioo fOl' the inclusim of these c:arri<:rs within the 
boaods of RgUIaIory policy; but evm as 10 transportation by _. 
which was aobraa:d under specifKd oonditioos by the original Act 
10 ~ ~ and which has aerted a potent inJlueDcc 
upon _ of the most significmt asp:as of railroad transportation, 
the Commiqjon has unifonu1y RStricted ibeIf 10 the limited cbanncIs 
praaibcd by the basic law. howeftr inadoquate a means they may 
have provided fCJI' the satisfaaory adjustment of vital relationships 
berween rail lines and _ armn.lt will be m:allcd that the CcJm. 
m.issioo initially raolved the srannory ambiguity as 10 jurisdictiooal 
.:ope agam. the c:umsioo of its authority 10 all the operations of 
_lines mgaged in __ of joint carriage with rail lines; 

and that evm DOW, de.pite the Commission's abi1ity 10 bring into 
being, both physically and from an opcnting standpoint. the joint 
arrangemems which amditioo the assumption of jurisdiction, it ftC,

ogniza its genr:ral_ of authority O¥a' _ c:arricn as such and 
mady poinIs 10 the mtual impoaibility of miirdinating railroad 
uansporwioa and transportatioo by _ 011 any CIJIISb'DCtive basis 
uoIess it is mdowal with raoooabIy coateDsive power in the two 

6dds. IDdcecI, in pnaicaIly all mattas of juri.sdiaiooal scope. h0w
ever graft the diID::uItics springing from u:>U ictiOIls of authority, the 
Commission bas mugbt rdid" through the uatural pathway of cIira:I 
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legislative enactment rather than through the overreaching device of 
strained administrative construction. There has been a conspicuous 
absence of attempts at arbitrary extension of control to agencies or 
services not reasonably encompassed by legislative contemplation; 
and it is significant of the impressiveness of this restraint and of the 
influence of orderly administrative disclosures that the Commission's 
informed recommendations for additional power, whether as a means 
of reaching new types of carriers or by way of perfecting established 
control, have generally been translated into legislative policy. 

But this attitude of restraint must not be construed as indicative 
of a policy of timid self-denial, without recognition that the gener
ality of legislative provisions necessarily involves resort to interpreta
tive processes, and that it is the function of an administrative tribunal 
to clothe these provisions with effectiveness in light of the complexi
ties of particular situations. An incisive approach, pursued vigorously, 
has been equally characteristic of the Commission's performance in 
these matters. Once free from reasonable doubt as to the propriety of 
asserting jurisdiction in a given field, the Commission has not per
mitted the intricacies of corporate relationships or the peculiarities 
of operating conditions to thwan the exercise of its power. It has 
been swayed, invariably, by the substance rather than the mere form 
of developing situations, both in determining the carriers subject to 
its control and in gauging the measure of its authority with respect 
to them. On this basis, for example, the Commission has been able 
to reach stockyard companies and wharfage companies, though not 
mentioned as carriers subject to the Act and though organized as in
dependent corporati~nS~the circumstance that these companies were 
in fact providing terminal &cilities for the railroads and constituted 
necessary links in interstate commerce was deemed to be controlling 
on the jurisdictional issue. It will be recalled, also, that in view of the 
generality of the language of the Act, the Commission assumed ju
risdiction over interstate electric railways long before there was any 
specific mention of these carriers in the statute; and that the Commis
sion did not shrink from holding that the pipe-line amendment im
pressed the obligations of common carriers upon all interstate pipe 
lines, despite the vigorous attack upon this interpretation of the 
enactment and upon the constitutionality of the legislation as thus 
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interpreted. But the Commission'semphasis upon realities, with a cor
responding repudiation of mere legalism, has been especially note
worthy in connection with the scope of the jurisdiction actually as
serted. It will suffice merely to refer, by way of illustration, to a few 
of the Commission's determinations of this character which have 
been previously daborated: to the requirement that the accounts and 
reports of water carriers subject in any measure to its control embrace 
complete data as to all operations; the dissociation of railroads from 
water lines in terms of the substance rather than the outward appear
ance of the control rdations subsistiog between them and in response 
to indirect as wdl as direct competitive inlluences; the establishment 
of connecting rail-and-water service without reference to the parties 
technically appearing on the record and despite the unwillingness of 
the rail carriers to supply the necessary operations for joint move
ment; the complete overhauling, because of basic defects, of the tradi
tional system of express rates and practices; the enforcement of car 
distribution rules, applicable to private equipment as wdl as to that 
of the carriers, designed to remove every form of preference or preju
dice, and without the subordination of public ends to the plausible 
claims of private property rights; the elimination of unjustifiable 
concessions from the published rates through the usc of plant &cili
ties, regardless of thcir nominal ownership or control, and the regu
lation of divisions and allowances not only by reference to the crite
rion of cost, but without sanctioning circuitous routing and other 
practices ealculated to produce discrimination and waste. Only in 
rare instances, notably in the Tap Line CrISes, has the course of the 
Commission's determinations in this sphere been checked or modified 
by judicial censorship. The general approval of the courts has been 
grounded in a recognition of the Commission's discretionary au
thority and of its orderly and informed exercise of that authority. In 
resorting to the method of incisive analysis and in searching for the 
rcalities which underlie outward appearances, the Commission has 
been achieving the very ends which have stimulated the progressive 
development of the system of administrative control and has been es
tablishing a high tradition of performance. 

When, however, we pass from a consideration of the quality of 
the Commission's performance to the question of the extent to which 
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the Commission's authority has been exercised along these lines, the 
problem of jurisdictional scope raises some very significant issues. In 
the fidd of railroads the Commission has unquestionably proceeded 
vigorously and comprehensivdy, both in response to complaints and 
applications, and upon its own motion and initiative. This is apparent 
in connection with every aspect of the entire inquiry in which we are 
engaged; and since the controversies arising from the utilization of 
private cars and industrial lines are largely related to the maintenance 
of non-discriminatory adjustments on the part of carriers by railroad, 
the Commission has asserted its power over these facilities with great 
frequency and in numerous directions. Furthermore, the sweeping 
reformation of the rates and practices of express companies which 
has been accomplished provides ample evidence that the Commission 
has not shrunk from undertaking administrative tasks of tremendous 
extent and far-reaching consequ.ence in this supplementary transpor
tation field. But with reference to some of the utilities subject to the 
Commission's jurisclictiqn~notably in the case of sleeping-car com
panies, pipe lines, ant{ tile transmission agencies-the record of per
formance has been a rather meager one. In these spheres the manda
tory power with which the Commission is clothed appears to have 
served, in large measure, not as a positive instrument of control, but 
as a negative restraining influence. While, in the aggregate, a con
siderable body of complaints has been received and many proceedings 
have been instituted with reference to these carriers, and the immedi
ately . pressing problems involved therein appear to have been met, 
much of the Commission's authority over sleeping-car companies, 
pipe lines, and transmissiol1 agencies-particularly in connection with 
the central task of regulating their rates and charges-has remained 
largely unexercised. There is little persuasive evidence as to the con
trolling causes of this situation. A variety of influences has doubtless 
been operative. The Pullman service is deemed to concern a limited 
class of patrons; the service of the pipe lines is practically confined to 
a single industry; the service of the transmission agencies, and par
ticularly of the tdephone companies, is overwhelmingly intrastate in 
character. These considerations tend to restrict the occasions for the 
assertion of regulatory power. But the rdative paucity of complaints 
may also be symptomatic of enlightened policy on part of these car-
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riers; or governmental inactivity may reflect remoteness from and ig
norance of the real conditions prevailing in these fields. There is little 
question, too, that the great pressure of the Commission's major tasks, 
in view of the overburdened character of its calendar of activities, has 
led in some measure to the neglect 'Or postponement of maoy of the 
problems concerned with these agencies, as well as with the coOrdina
tion of rail and water transport. Whatever the effective causes of this 
limited record of performance, the result is more significaot, from 
our standpoint, in its bearing ,upon the propriety of the Commi&
sion's jurisdictional scope thao in its immediately practical implica
tions. How far does the prevailing sweep of the Commission's juri&
diction, in terms of the agencies and services subject to its control, 
constitute a sound delimitation of the utility sphere for the impact of 
its powers? What considerations are relevant in gauging the pro
priety of proposed extensions of the Commission's jurisdiction to 
additional utility enterprises? 

It seems clear, on the basis both of historical antecedent and cur
rent pressure, that the field of transportation has been and must re
main the primary objective of the Commission's regulatory activity. 
A jurisdiction so conceived would embrace not only carriers by rai1-
road, but all other agencies engaged in the movement of persons or 
property in interstate commerce: it would recognize the organic 
character of the transportation function and the necessity of a unified 
approach in the regulatory process. To a large degree this has been 
the rationale of past extensions of the Commission's jurisdiction. 
The inclusion, subsequent to the passage of the original Act, of ex
press companies, sleeping-car compaoies, and pipe lines within the 
sphere of the Commission's control, the expansion of authority over 
rail-water relationships, and the explicit assertion of power over pri
vate cars and industrial railroads may appear to represent a hap
hazard process of mere accretion; in filct, however, this enlargement 
of the Commission's jurisdiction was the inevitable outcome of com
pelling forces, grounded in the unity of the transportation function 
and in a vast train of intimate reciprocal relationships subsisting be
tween the various agencies engaged in its performaoce. This essential 
unity of the problem and these numerous points of contact between 
its diverse aspects have been sufficiently indicated in earlier pages. 
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They point unmistakably to the conclusion that the development of 
the Commission's jurisdictional scope in these directions, not unlike 
the expansion of its substantive authority in the regulatory field as a 
whole, represents the gradual attainment of maturity of power for 
the exercise of effective control. 

But if the transportation of persons and property, viewed as a 
functional category, is to constitute the basic subject-matter of the 
Commission's jurisdiction, stiII further assertions of legislative au
thority will be necessary. The principal constituents of the American 
transportation system are: first, railroads, of a number of kinds and 
including agencies supplementing their service; second, water car
riers, engaged in coastwise and inland trade and plying over ocean 
routes; third, motor carriers, operating not only independently but 
as adjuncts to movements by rail; and fourth, commercial air services, 
which are rapidly emerging from the experimental stage.·" The con
tacts, competitive and otherwise, between these various agencies are 
intimate and continuous; ultimately, it would seem, control of all 
these agencies must be centralized in the Commission if fruitful c0-

ordination is to be achieved. The railroad field has been definitively 
occupied; air transportation remains largely a matter for the future, 
though the need of control is beginning to make itself felt. But the 
limitations upon the Commission's authority over water carriers,·'· 
and the freedom of interstate motor carriers from the impact of fed
eral power,·'· have come to constitute pressing public problems. The 

12' For recent comprehensive discu~ions of the prevailing transportation system, 
see Emory ll. Johnson, Grover G. Huebner, and G. Uoyd W'uson, Principles of Tnms· 
po.....,; ... (19.8); and Stuart R.~ Daggett, Pritu:iples of 1.land TronsportlZli ... ('9.8). 

82a See, for example, pp. 50-58. Stlpra. 
... See Molor Bus ""d Molor Tntek 0,...";0 •• '40 I.C.C. 685 ('9.8). The legal 

situation was summarized by the Commission as follows (pp. 696-697): "'Prior to 
March " '925, State regulatory bodies genexally had aJSUIIlOd, in the _ of any 
Federal legislation on the subject. regulatory control over the operations of motor 
busses and motor trucks engaged in interstale commerce. and intetstare operators were 
required to conform to the laws and regulations of the States in or through which 
they operated. On that date the Supmne Court of the United States handed down 
decisioos holding that State regulatory bodies eould not restrict the operation of motol 
busses or .motor trucks engaged in intcntale commerce where such regulation was 
not primarily with a view to safety or to conservation of highways. BIIC/c. "f. KMylc.n
d.ll. 267 U.S. 307; Bush Co • •• MaJo,. 267 U.s. 317. No regulation has been ..... -
cised over interstate commerce by motor busses or motor t:rucb not wed in terminal 
service in connection with rail transportation since these decisions were rendered, and 
almost immediately thereafter intent:ale motor~vehicle operations .prang up allover 
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issue is largdy one of preventing an uneconomical use of resources, 8" 
,the country." In ....... gulaIDry practice empbuis has been placcd cbicJly upon the 
promotion of responsible motor~er service and the ~tioD of UlleCOIlOIIlic ex .. 
pansion of the indUltry. rather than upon the avoidance of unreasonable and dis
aiminatory charges; and the recommendations of the Commission and the legislative 
prnpoaall a1n:ady considen:d by Congn:ss continue this aame empbuis. I!xclusion of 
motor trucking from the initial ICOpe of federal control has been n:commendcd; and 
the pn:dominandy intrasta .. ebaracter of motor Iran.pan haa made it appear mo .. 
Il:uible to .... original jurisdiction over hus Iinea in joint sta.. hoards, than in the 
Commiasion. with right of appeal to the la_. Ibid •• pp. 745-748; S. 1734 and H. R. 
82661 69th Cong.; H. R.. 10288. 71st Cong. For an excellent analysis of the character
istiea of motoro<arrier transportatinn. in theit relatinoship to the need of public con
trol, ... G. Shnn:y Petorson, "Motor-Carrier Regulation and its Economic Bases," 
D-y '0""'. 0/ &:G.omin. Vol. 43 (AUgust, 1929). pp. 604-647. 

II, Compan: the followiog. fur ...... pl .. with regard to the impetus to, and obj .... 
tiYei of; motor-carrier regulation: "There can be no doubt that the railways will con
tinue to be the principal Iran.portltion agency of the country. and thaI for most of 
their business the motor "ehicle is Dot an economic substitute. The services which they 
alone can provide are produced jointly with thOle for which motor transportation is a 
desirable substitute; and instances naturally appear where the revenue from both is 
nea:ssary if the former aerviczs an: to be continued. If tralIic: is to be lost by the nil
_do, lOme ISIUrIllce is desirable that the I ... is truly a .. 8eetinn of the superiority 
of motor transport, and not the n:sult of temporary or unequal competitive ex>nditions, 
u when motor c:arrien tala: the be_-paying traflic and lea .. the ..... run only when 
traflic is heavy and weather good. or charge UDCCODOmK: rates either because of irre
sponsible competitinn nr because too little is charged fur the use of the highways. Even 
... many ..... appear when: both the motor and nil aem"" can not be supported by 
the traflic, and then il is desirable that a disinterested judgment be n:nden:d as to 
which aervi.ce it on the whole the more important to the commUDity_ And when rail 
aervice is eurtsiled, means should be al hand to impose the same n:apousibility II to 
regular aDd continuous servia: upon the motor canien as has rested upon the railroads." 
But this point of mw. largely sponaon:d by the nil eaniers, is by no means froe from 
pooabi1itiea of lCtioua abuse: "The n:gu1atinn which the railroads desin: would make 
the issuance of c:crtifi ..... ID motor carrien depend largely upon the probable efIOct 
on nilway tralIic: and .. ..,.u ... and would ...... the aervice obligations of motor ..... 
ricrs, the adequacy of the rates they an: permitted to charge, and the payments they 
make fur the .... of .... ds, The vital positinn ocx:upicd by the raiIIOIIds argues strongly 
for the adoption of such I program. or IS much of it as is nea:ssary to main12iD them. 
in fUU vignr. At the IIOIIlC time, undue preoc:eupation with the railroad mwpoinl may 
easily blight in some measun: the gn:at achievement and prnmise of motor transporta
tion. The opportunity and the incenti... fnr motor-earrier development may be 
diminished; and in the attempt to eofnrce .. gulations inben:ndy difIieult of eofon:e
ment, the indUltry may be furced inlD unnatural and uneconomic: modes of operation. 
The dilIicultiea of n:gu1atiog it _ moody ID uise from the CX>DIlicting implications 
of two -rr angles of appn>a<h. Ftom one of ...... angles motor traDSportatinn 
is eoviaagcd as an important induotry in ita OWD right, whose m"" advan .. geous de
..... opment IOIy n:quin: at one point nr another a deft touch of the hand of public 
eon""'; such ino:rf<n:noe, 110_. being go_ by the c:haraeteristics of the in-
duotry itself and the in ...... of the public in good motor-trIIUpnrt aervia: at 1 .... 
-. Ftom the other of ...... angles motor tranaportatinn appean as a 10" and ........ 
Whal ohstn:petoua arrival in the tranaportation &mily. whose chief claim ID n:oogui
tion is that it __ ID ............. the position of ....... and el_ rail operatiaa 
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and of dfectuating a coordinated transportation system.82S The ex
tension of the Commission's jurisdiction to all three of the major 
transportation agencies, in such measure as the special characteristics 
of each might require, would not only ucilitate a sounder perform
ance of the tasks of railroad regulation, but would provide a basis 
for the guidance, in the public interest, of the transportation system as 
a whole."· Under such unified control artificial obstacles to the main-

and which accordingly must be regulated, not because it has the features of a public 
service itself, but because it competes with an industry whose nature rebels against 
the presence of competition. to G. Shorey Peterson. op. eiJ., pp. 623-625. 

128 Note the following among the Commission's conclusions: "2S. Public policy 
demands the fostering and· preserving in full vigor of motor-vehicle transportation as 
well as rail and water transportation. Section Sao of the transportation act, 1920. 
should be amended to include motor-vehicle transportation in the declaration of 
policy there made. 26. As far as practicable there should be a definite coOrdination of 
all existing transportation agencies 00 land, water and air." Motor BUlll1Ja Motor TI'UC.\ 
Operation, 140 I.e.c. 685 (1928), at p. 748. Recognizing the increasing interrelation
ship of motor and other carriers, the Commission in 1930 undertook further to in .. 
vestigale .. the coOrdination of transportation of passengers and property in commerce 
by motor vehicle on the public highways by or in connection or in competition with 
common carriers by rail, water, or rail and water, subject to the Interstate Commerce 
Act." Coordination of Molor TransporlaJion, Docket No. 23400. The Commission 
has urged, however, that the' eriacancnt of legislation for regulating motor carriers 
should not await the results of this inquiry. Annual Report, 1930, p. 76. 

829 With the multiplication of alternative agencies, transport capacity has grown 
faster than traffic, and railroad revenues have been depressed. Of the "threatening 
financial difficulty" currcndy conuonting the railroads the Commission has said: "This 
is the effect of the competition of other forflll of transportation. With a plant de .. 
veloped to carry a great volume of passenger business, the railways find themselves 
confronted with a steady lessening of the volume of passenger travel by rail and coo" 
sequcndy in gross revenues uom that source. The passenger revenue of 1929 was over 
$414,000,000 less than that of 1920. It is Jrue that the freight revenue was 5498,000.000 
greater in 1929 than in 1920, but ~ prospect of a continued expansion in freight 
business to offiet the further loss in passenger business is darkened by the competition 
of wale< line., pipe lines, and truoks, and by changes that may check the growth in 
demand for ton-mileage, such as economy in the we of coal, changes in the location of 
industry, and the relatively slower growth of population." Annual IUpon, 1930, p. 78. 
Still more pointedly, the Association of Railway Executives, after calling attention to a 
34.2 per cent decline in passenger mileage during the period 1920-2.9, and an 8.8 per 
cent increase in ton-mileage compared with 62.2 per cent during the preceding 
decade, has recommended, i"ler (l/ia. that the Government withdraw its competition 
and its .ubsidies in the transportation fieldi that water carriers be .ubjected to the 
Commission's jurisdiction with respect to pon-to-port rate., the reuonableness and 
fairness of charges, the adequacy of service, and the obligation to obtain certificatel 
to operate;. ,that motor carriers, both passenger and freight. be .imilarly controlled. 
with additional provision to insure financial responsibility and adequate payment for 
usc of the roads; that pipe-line carriers be .ubjected to the tame restriction u railroads 
regarding the carriage of commodities in which they are interested; and thaI rail" 
roaell be permitted, under proper ,upervision, to cngage in water transportation. and 
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tenance of equitable rate relationships could be effectively removed, 
and each of these industries could be permitted to develop its facili
ties and services as warranted by operating economy and public de
mand. without wasteful diversion of traffic from one to another. and 
without obstruction. under the pressure of vested interests. to the 
community's realization of the legitimate fruits of technical progress 
and changing conditions. 

The extension of the Commission's jurisdiction in these directions 
does not mean that the same comprehensive system of control which 
experience has proven to be necessary and practicable in the railroad 
field should as a matter of course be applied to water and highway 
carriers. The easy analogy between railroads and these agenci~at 
they are all engaged in public transportation-ptovides no adequate 
justification for such procedure. The points of difference between 
them. both in organization and operating tendencies. are quite as 
potent as the points of likeness. The nature of the control to which 
motor carriers and carriers by water should be subjected must be de
termined in the light of their distinctive economic characteristics; 
and these characteristics appear to necessitate a considerably smaller 
measure of authoritative'interference and a much greater degree of 
reliance on competitive forces than now prevail in case of the rail
roads. The need of extending the 'Commission's jurisdiction is 
grounded primarily in the interrelationship between the services of 
these agencies and those rendered by the rail carriers; and the chief 
objective of the control thus proposed is to coOrdinate their activities 
with those of the railroads. and to mold such power as may be exer
cised over them into a harmonious regulatory policy for the trans
portation system as a whole. 

The propriety of maintaining jurisdiction over the transportation 
of persons and property. whether on the prevailing basis or in ex
panded furm. is not essentially impaired by the Commission's record 
of limited performance with respect to some of the transportation 

be granted lOunh-oeaion ... ief os I<Sp<CIS traDscoIItinenlal traflic. D«l_ of 
Polky DMtIH N_...., ItJ ... C.IIIi._ .f A.tl.,,- 'TroouporUIio. Stmlin ItJ 

... hhIi<. adopted a' a meoting in New York, No ..... ber .... 1930. Who ...... may 
be though, of these propoals indiYidually. the ..... gnition they 0009<)' of the inter
.... tioDsbip of traDsponatiOD agencies os a problem of go_DID ... ' is highly signifi
COIl' a' this junctUft. 
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agencies now subject to its authority, even if this inactivity may be 
attributed, in some measure, to the pressure of its administrative bur
den. The overwhelming weight of this pressure, as will appear in due 
course, is primarily the result of other factors than the variety of 
transportation agencies subject to control: the magnitude and com
plexity of the Commission's tasks spring chiefly from the compre
hensiveness of its authority over carrier operations and the diversity 
of regulative methods which must be employed in its exercise. There 
are many proposed avenues of relief, of varying degrees of soundness, 
but each must be tested by its probable influence upon the Commis
sion's performance of its central tasks. Curtailment of activity 
through splitting up the transportation function and removing some 
of the agencies from the sphere of the Commission's jurisdiction 
would detract seriously from the completeness and effectiveness of 
its control over the movement of persons and property. 

It is highly desirable, on the other hand, that jurisdictional scope be 
not extended to fields esSentially unrelated to that of transportation. 
Such extensions of juriSdiction, not unlike the progressive imposi
tion of miscellaneous administrative tasks, involve burdens which 
outrun the likelihood of adequate performance: not only may the 
specific powers thus conferred be permitted to lie dormant, but their 
execution, in view of the vastness of the basic jurisdictional field, may 
constitute a direct hindrance to prompt and thorough adjustments 
in the primary sphere of transport. It is decidedly questionable, for 
example, whether the inclusion of telephone, telegraph, and cable 
companies within the scope oillie Commission's jurisdiction is in 
consonance with sound policy. It is true that an easy analogy may be 
drawn between the transportation of persons and property and the 
transmission of messages; but the two fields, in light of their eco
nomic characteristics and operating technique as well as in terms of 
the services which they render, are fundamentally unrelated. While 
public service industries as a class, because of the virtual identity of 
regulatory ends, lend themselves to the centralized control of state 
commissions within restricted territorial limits, the attempt to turn 
the federal tribunal, with the interstate commerce of a continent un
der its supervision, into a full-fledged utilities commission appears to 
be ill conceived. Such an attempt, however marked by legal symme-
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try, ignores the practical requirements for enlightened and effective 
administration. In point of fact, although the Commission's record 
of performance affecting the transmission agencies has been rather 
meager, it does not appear that any widespread abuses have been per
mitted to flourish in that fidd, or that such regulatory activity as has 
prevailed with respect to these agencies has encroached unduly upon 
more important tasks; and it may be impracticable, after a lapse of 
more than two decades, to relieve the Commission of this aspect of 
its jurisdiction. But these circumstances do not vitiate the soundness 
of the controlling principle, particularly in its application to future 
policy. Highly significant public problems are emerging in connec
tion with the interstate transmission of dectrical energy. If the 
precedent of the scope of state utility regulation were to be followed 
in the federal sphere, the Commission, as an established public-service 
agency of high repute, would be saddled with the new governmental 
responsibilities which are likdy to be assumed in due course. Such 
action, there is reason to believe, whether in the form of a transfer of 
the duties of the existing Federal Power Commission or of an inde
pendent and more &r-reaching assertion of federal authority, would 
constitute a short-sighted disregard of potent realities. In all proba
bility the effective control of the light and power industry would be 
retarded, and the administrative difliculties which now characterize 
the exercise of authority in the fidd of transportation would be 
intensified. 

The perpendicular massing of transportation agencies under the 
Commission's unified control is both necessary and practicable; the 
horizontal extension of jurisdictional scope into unrelated fidds 
would probably prove a feeble instrument for effectuating public 
policy in those fidds, and might, in addition, seriously impair the 
Commission's efliciency in the perfurmance of its traditional regu
latory tasks. 
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CHAPTER IX 

THE ASSERTION OF POWER OVER INTRASTATE 

COMMERCE 

THE kinds of commerce, interstate and intrastate, subject to con
trol, as distinct from the kinds of utilities regulated, constitute a 

further reflection of the scope of the Commission's jurisdiction_ Since 
the Commission is a federal agency, its plenary and exclusive control 
of interstate carriers may be taken for granted: the nature and extent 
of its jurisdiction over interstate commerce appears in all aspects of its 
activity. The significant issues arise because of the close interrelation
ships between intrastate and interstate commerce, and the consequent 
necessity for the assertion of federal power over intrastate commerce, 
as a means of rendering the regulation of interstate commerce effec
tive. While, because of these intimate contacts, there has been a de
cided trend toward the centralization of authority in the Federal 
Government in the entire sphere of commercial intercourse and in 
connection with all regulatory agencies, the Commission's assertion 
of power over the intrastate commerce and intrastate &cilities of in
terstate carriers constitutes the most striking manifestation of this 
trend. The activities of the Commission in this direction possess a 
twofold significance: first, they have contributed in important mea. 
ure to the evolution of the present status of constitutional distribution 
of power between the nation and the states in the regu1ation of car
riers; and second, they serve as a concrete and vital expression of the 
jurisdictional scope of the Commission as a functioning administra
tive agency. Our primary concern is with the second aspect of these 
significant developments: our chief interest lies, not in the changing 
status of constitutional law as such in this sphere, but in the nature 
and implications of the Commission's policies and practices, whether 
they have operated as a cause or have emerged as a result of constitu
tional changes. In order, however, to attain an adequately informed 
understanding of the principles and processes which have guided the 
Commission's administrative activities in these matters, it will be 
necessary, by way of background, to trace the development of the 
general constitutional doctrines afkcting the distribution of power 
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between the nation and the states, and to survey the ebaracter of the 
more important Congressional enactments, as interpreted by the 
courts, subordinating the states and their agencies to the superior 
authority of the Commission. The chief expressions of the Com
mission's exercise of power over intrastate commerce will then be 
analyzed and appraised; and consideration will be given to the eco
nomic and governmental problems whieb have arisen in connection 
with this exercise of power, and to the various expedients, actual and 
projected, which are designed to meet the practical difficulties of the 
prevailing situation. 

h. THE DISTRIBUTION OF POWER UNDER THE CONSTITUTION 

Throughout the evolution of the existing system of carrier regula
tion, the assertion of goverwriental control has been attended by 
conflicts between state and federal authority. These conflicts, and the 
legal definition of the jurisdictional domain of the nation and the 
states in the premises, are but a manifestation of the larger problem 
of distribution of power which is as old as the Constitution itsel£ 

The exercise of authority under our dual form of government is 
based upon the provisions of a, written constitution proceeding from 
the original and supreme will of the people. This expression of the 
"superior paramount law" defines the rights and duties of govern
ment, distributes its powers, prescribes the mode of their exercise, and 
limits their scope in the interest of civil and political liberty. The re
spective spheres of state and national action in the regulation of 
commerce are defined by explicit, though general, stipulations. It is 
provided that Congress shall have power "to regulate Commerce with 
foreign Nations, and among the several States, and with the Indian 
tribes,'" and that "the powers not delegated to the United States by 
the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the 
States respectively, or to the people.'" While Congress may thus ex
ercise only delegated powers, it is supreme within the sphere of 
its established jurisdiction, and its enactments therein prevail over 
all determinations emanating from the states; for it is declared that 
the "Constitution, and the Laws of the United States which shall be 

1 An. I. Sec. 8. I Tenth AmendmcDL 
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made in Pursuance thereof . • • shall be the supreme Law of the 
Land; and the Judges in every State shall be bound thereby, any 
Thing in the Constitution or Laws of any State to the Contrary not
withstanding."· The residue of power-that which is not delegated to 
the National Government nor prohibited to the state governments
embraces practically all authority over persons and property within 
the territorial limits of the several states. This broad authority was re
served to the states upon the theory that varying social and economic 
conditions demand legislation and administration by political bodies 
in intimate contact with local needs and the circumstances immedi
ately surrounding them. The most important of these reserved pow
ers, from the standpoint of common-carrier regulation, is the so-called 
police power, which, as now commonly construed, embraces the right 
not only to safeguard public health, morals, and safety, but to promote 
the general welfare and convenience of the people." Subject to the 
limitations of "due process" imposed by the fifth and fourteenth 
amendments, these constitutional provisions provide the controlling 
guide for the distribution of power between the nation and the states. 

As will be indicated in due course, these provisions, as interpreted 
and applied by the Supreme Court, contemplate a division of the field 

IAn. VI. 
, While: there have been numerous instances of narrow c:onstruttioD of the police 

power. the: conception whia. is coming to prevail is that of "the power of promoting 
the public wc:lfUe by restraining and .. guIating the ... of liberty and property." 
Ernst Freund. TA_ Polin Power (lg04), Pre&ce, p. iii. As early as t84?, Chief Justice 
Taney indicated the brood ""PO of this power: "But what ... the police powen of a 
State? They are nothing more or less than the powen of government inherc:nt in every 
sovereignty tD the extent of its dominions. And whether a State passes a quarantine 
law, or a law to punish offena. or to establish courts of justice. or n:quiring certain 
instruments to be n:corded. or to regulate commerce within iu own limits. in every 
cae it exercises the same power; that is to say. the power of sovereignty, the power 
to go ..... men and things within the limits of its dominion." Li<rruo Com. 5 How. 
S04. 583. In '906, /ustice Haria. doc\ated that "thc police power of a Stab: embraces 
regulations designed to promote the public convenience or the general prosperity. as 
well u roguIltions designed to promOb: the public health, the public morals or the 
public .. I<:ty," and that the validity of • poIi ..... guIation "must depend upon the cin:um._ of Cach cue and the c:baracb:r of the .. guIation, whether arbitrary or 
_ble and whether n:a\ly designed to I.<XDmpWh a legitimab: public purpose.
C. B. 6' Q. Ry. Y. DtwitI. Co" .. ,,·rs .. 200 U.S. 561, 592. An~ ia 1911. Jumce Holma 
made the following forwud-iooiting pronouncement: "It may he said in a genera1 
way that the police po_ e1b:Dds to all the groat public........ • • • It may be put 
forth i. aid of what iI sanctioned by usage, or held by the preniling monlity or 
strong and proponderant opinion to be groady and immediately necessary to the public 
wellUe." Noll. s- Ba~ •• H-'!.<lI, 219 U.s. • .,... II •• 
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of governmental jurisdiction into three zones: the zone in which 
federal power is exclusive; the zone in which state power is exclusive; 
the zone in which federal and state power is concurrent. Over those 
matters which are essentially national in character and require uni
formity of regulation, embracing the transportation of passengers 
and the carriage of goods in the course of which state lines are 
crossed, exclusive authority appears to rest in the Federal Govern
ment. Over matters of local concern, embracing the movement of 
persons and property wholly within the boundaries of individual 
states, exclusive authority appears to be vested in the state govern
ments. With regard to matters which permit of diversity of regula
tion, and which affect interstate commerce only indirccdy or inci
dentally, authority may be exercised concurrendy-not in the sense 
that federal and state power may operate simultaneously, but that the 
coexistence of a paramount federal power and a subordinate state 
power is recognized, state action giving way to the actual assertion 
of federal authority. Exclusive occupancy of the zone of concurrent 
jurisdiction thus lies within the legislative discretion of Congress; its 
laws are supreme, and they may operate to restrict the exercise of 
state authority, as determined by judicial interpretation of the ex
pressed or implied national will reflected in specific enactments. It 
appears, then, that ultimate authority in the determination of the 
respective spheres of state and federal action rests with some branch 
of the Natioual Government: with the Supreme Court, when the 
issue concerns the scope of power granted to the United States or 
reserved to the individual states by the Constitution; and with the 
Congress, in so far as it is free to assert controlling power in the zone 
of concurrent jurisdiction. 

But while the basic constitutional principles can be set forth briefly 
and simply, their application to the concrete regulatory problems 
which arise under the intricate and dynamic conditions of modern 
industry is beset with numerous difficulties. The instrumentalities 
and services subject to the regulatory process have not accommodated 
themselves to the artificial political lines which delimit governmental 
jurisdiction. Mechanical achievements have welded commerce, in 
large measure, into an indivisible whole; and transportation is of this 
unitary character in marked degree. Most carriers by railroad are en-
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gaged in both intrastate and interstate commerce; and they utilize the 
same rails, employ the same motive power and equipment, and in
trust managerial responsibility to the same organization and person
nel with respect to all of their operations. Competitive forces, more
over, frequently render rate relationships as between local and more 
far-flung transport a matter of controlling significance. Under such 
circumstances the traditional distinction between intrastate and inter
state commerce bas not served as a nice reflection of actual business 
phenomena. The interaction between the divided jurisdictional set-up 
on the one hand, and the organic character of commercial intercourse 
on the other, bas constituted the chief source of conflict between regu
latory agencies. Because of the compelling stress of economic condi
tions, the sphere of federal power in carrier regulation has been very 
widely extended: not only does the National Government dominate 
the field of concurrent jurisdiction, but after a notable struggle Con
gress and the Commission have been upheld in their effort "to protect 
the national interest by securing the freedom of interstate commercial 
intercourse from local contro!," despite apparent derogation of the 
traditional sovereignty of the states in matters relating to internal 
commerce.' In other words, in the delimitation of jurisdiction be
tween the nation and the states, territorial considerations have been 
subordinated to those of a functional character: especially the proc
esses of rate control have come to be authoritatively recognized as 
predominantly national in scope. For an adequate understanding of 
the prevailing status of the distribution of power under the Consti
tution, it is nec~ to trace briefly the evolution of these central
izing tendencies. 

The starting-point in this evolutionary process, as in all matters 
involving the commerce elause of the Constitution, is to be found in 
the &mous opinion of Chief Justice Marshall in Gibbons v. Ogden," 
decided in 182+ The opinion of the great Chief Justice not only pre-

• H_ ... T.- Ry ••• v..s~ '34 U.s. 342 (19Id • 
• 9 Wh<a .. I. Ogden bad oec:un:d III ini_ =tnining GibboDs &om DllYigat

ing the Hudson lU_ by -...boats licensed fur the coasting trade under III Ace of 
CoDpss of 1793, QD the ground that such aaYigatiOD .... l1li inftiogaocnt of the 
sclusi ... right grantod by the s ...... of New York ID Lioinpon ..... FuI_ ..... 
usignecI by th .... ID OgdeD. ID DIlYiga .. the _ .... of that ..... fur • period of ,...... 
GibboDs "",tended that the ..... lows .,.tending the adusi ... priYilege ~ Iepug-
...... ID the CoostitutiOD or, It last, in c:rmlIi<:t with the Ace of 0>aglaL The Court 
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sented an incisive and illuminating analysis of the meaning of 
"commerce"7 and of "the power to regulate,"· but established basic' 
grounds of differentiation between the spheres of state and federal 
jurisdiction. The completely internal commerce of the states was held 
to have been reserved to the authority of the individual states; the 
power of Congress was held to have been restricted to commercial 
intercourse embracing the territorial limits of the several states. The 
crucial determination of the Court was that the actual assertion of 
power over interstate commerce by the Federal Government excludes 
its regulation by the states." The point was left undecided as to 
whether the power of Congress to regulate interstate commerce is 
exclusive only when exercised, or whether the states are denied au
thority over such commerce even in the absence of action by the 
federallegislature.1o Not until 1851 was a clear differentiation made 
between those aspects of interstate commerce over which the power 
of Congress is exclusive i'" se, and those over which it becomes con
trolling only when actually asserted. The views of Chief Justice 
Marshall," and other intervening determinations of the Court, had 

upheld the coDtention of Gibbons. swtaining Congressional authority to regulate navi~ 
gatiOD between in[eJ'statc points, stare laws to the contrary notwithstanding. 

T Commerce was held to comprehend not only traflic-the buying. selling, and 
interchange of commodities-bur·uevery species of commercial intercourse," including 
navigation. This view paved the way for the subsequent application of the commeccc 
clause to railroads. Ibid'l p. 193. 

8 This power was declared to be the power "to prescribe the rule by which com· 
merce is to be governed, lJ which, "like all others vested in Congress. is complete in it
self, may be exercised -to its utmost extent. and acknowledges no limib.boDI, other 
than arc prescribed in the constitution," Ibid .• p. 196. 

• This principle ~ a8irmcd in Brown v. MtII'ylod, 13 Wheat. 419 (1827), at 
pp. 445-449· -

10 Said Chief Jwrite Marshall in Gibbons v. Ogdn, SUprll, at p. 200: "'lD. discussing 
the question. whether this power u still in the States, in the case under consideration. 
we may dismiss from it the inquiry. whether it is surrendered by the mere grant ro 
Congress, or is retained until Congress shall exercise the power. We may dismiss that 
inquiry. because it has been exercised. and the regulations which Congress deemed it 
proper to make, are now in full operation. The sole question is, can a State regulate 
commerce with foreign nations and among the States. while Congress is regulating it?'" 

11 It is not clear what position Marshall took upon the exctcisc of concurrent power 
over interstate commerce by the states. In the GibbotU case. he expressed the view that 
"inspection laws may have a remote and considerable in6ucnce on commerce." but 
that their source was the reserved power of the states and not the power ro regulate 
commerce (p. 203). In Willson v. Bltlde-bird C,.eek Marlh CO.,3 Pet. 345 (1829), the 
Coon swtaincd state legislation authorizing the construction of a dam over. navigable 
creek on the marsh coast of Delaware. The act was recognized u one designed to 
enhance the value of the adjoining property and to improve the health of the inhabit-
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• been inconclusive.12 In the Cooley c::ue, U however, controlling princi

ants. which were clearly valid objects within the reserved powers of the states, Ilpro_ 
vided they do I10t come inID collision with the powers of the gener.d government." In 
concluding his opinion Chief J ... nce Marshall said (p. 252): ''We do not think thzt the 
act empowering the Black·bird Creek Marsh Company to place a dam across the creek, 
..... under all the c:in:um.tanc<s of the ..... be considered as I<pug1Wlt to the power to 
~gu1ate amunera: in its dormant state, or as being in conRia with any law passed on 
the subject." This opinion is often cited as evidence that Marshall recognized the 
cxilte.Dce of state power to regulate matten of interstate commerce which permit of 
diveraity of control. There is DO specific recognition of such power, and the better 
interpretation would seem ID be thzt he anticipzted the distinction subsequently made 
by the Court between sta .. legUlation which I<gula ... inlenta .. comm=e and thzt 
which merely afICcu it incidentally. 

11 The question bad been considered in the U<f!tW ClUes, 5 How. 504 (.84'). and 
in the PIU,.,.,... Ctm:" 1 How. ,83 (1849). In the U«mo ClUes the Court unani· 
moualy upbcld judgments of .ta .. tribunal. affirming the validity of statu ... I<quiring 
liccnsc:s for the sale of liquor, even though imported from without the states. Opinions 
were pI<p2I<d by '"" Ju,tices, and two position. were assumed in .uppon of the 
ltatutel: one, that they did not constitute a regulation of interstate or foreign com
merce; and the other, mal they were valid because Dot in con8ict with existing federal 
legislation, even if they did con.titu ... uch I<gulanoDo In supporting the latter view. 
Chief Ju.tice Taney said (p. 519): "It appears to me ID be very, cl .... thzt the mere 
gtant of power ID the gener.d government cannot, upon any just ptinciples of con
struction. be construed to be an absolu .. prohibition to the exercise of any power over 
the laDle lubject by the States. The controlling and supreme power over commen::e 
with fOl<ign nationa and the .. ver.d States u undoub1l:dly cooferI<d upon Congtess. 
Yet, in my judgment, the Sta .. may neverthel .... fOr the safety or convenience of trade, 
or for the protection of the health of ita citizens, make: I<gulationa of comm=e fOr 
ita own pons and harbors, and for its own territoryi and such regulations are valid 
unless they come in conftict with a law of <:ongress." A. a _on of the gtnwing 
ascendancy of the doctrine of ... ta ... • righ ..... there appeued to be a clear disposition 
on the pan of aome members of the Court ID 1<COgni2e a limited power in the ...... 
to rcgulau= interstate ClOIIUDerte. It should be Doted. however, that p~ Y. NftII Hllmp
,Aw was the only .... among the U ...... C.,., involving legi.lation which applied 
cIiI<etly ID the impon and sale of the liquor in the original pzckage. The holding iD. 
this case was oYerruled in LtUy •• HonIi_, '35 V.S •• 00 (.890). In the PIUmJ,... 
C,,,,, atatu ... of New York and Ma.sachusettJ imposing ..... upon alien p218CDgera 
arriving in the potts of thoae ata ... were decllll<Cl invalid by • 6 .. ID lOur decision, on 
the gtnund that they were inconsistent with the Comtitution and with cettain acts of 
Congrao and feder.d _ties. Here again the Coun was dividecl concerning the Clt

dusiYeDelS of Congressional power O"lU' interstate c:ommera:.. 
.. Cool." •• B_ of Wn.., of Pan of PAilllllclptw.. 12 How. '99 (.85'), The 

issue was here decided in the manner of a compromise between the two divergent 
viewL A ........,.Innia atatu'" I<quircd ....d .. with cettain ....:cptions. ID receive pioa 
lOr eno.ring or leaving the pon of Philadelphia. balf-pi1otage being levied upon thoae 
&iling ID obey the law. The fKta pI<Oented a cl ... cue of ..... legU1atioa cIiI<etl, 
aftecting in ........ and IOreign _ and not in confIia with a I<der.d ... tu ... 
In upholding the Pennsylnnia law. the Court said (po 320)' "It it the opinion of • 
majority of the court that the mere gtant ID Congrao of the po .... ID I<gulate com
........ did not cIepri.., the States of po_ to I<gula .. pil .... and that althougb CoD
_ bas legisIlII<CI on this subject, ita legislation manifi:sts an in .... tion, with • single 
uceptioII. not ID .a .. this subject. but 1D lea.., ilS I<gulatioa ID the ..- ....... -
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pies were established" which have been followed in numerous de:
cisions.' • Whether the power to regulate commerce in any given case 
is vested exclusively in the Federal Government or may be exerted 
concurrently by the states was made to depend upon the nature of the 
subject to be regulated. With reference to matters of national char
acter, where uniformity of regulation is essential, Congress possesses 
exclusive power; with reference to matters of local character, where 
diversity of regulation is preferable if not imperative, concurrent 
power may be exercised by the state legislatures. Only in the field of 
exclusive jurisdiction is state power inoperative even in the /ace of 
Congressional inaction ;'6 and the question as to whether particular 

'<111 the word. of Jwtice Curtis (p. 3I9): "Now the power to reguIate CODlDlCl<C, 

embraces a vast field, containiog DOt only many, but es:ceedingly variow subjects, 
quite unlike in their nature; some imperatively demanding a single uniform rule. oper
ating equally on the commerce of the United States in every port; and lOme, like the 
aubjec:t DOW in question. as imperatively demanding that diversity, which alone can 
meet the local ncc:essitics of navigation. • • • Whatever subjects of this power are in 
their nature national, or admit of only one uniform system, or plan of regulation. may 
justly be said to be of such a nature as to require exclusive legislation by <Angl'els. 
That this cannot be afIirmed of laws for the regulation of pilots and pilotage is plain. 
The act of 1189 contains a clear and authoritative declaration by the first Congress, that 
that nature of this subject is such, that until Congress should find it necessary to curt 
iu power. it should be left to the legislation of the States; that it is local and not 
national; that it is (lkdy to be the best provided for, not by ODe system, or plan of 
regulations, but by as many as the legislative discretion of the several States should 
deem applicable to the local peculiarities of the ports within their limiu:· The rule 
established in this case had been sugge.ted by Webster as counsel in Gibbons Y. Oga .... 
9 Wheat., at pp. 9-14. Scct .also, the opinions of Justice Woodbury in the Lkente 
Casel. 5 How., at pp. 624-625, and in the Pat/enger Clllel., How., at pp. 559-561 . 

• 1 The doctrine of the Cooky case wu squarely afIirmed in Gilman Y. PhiiadelplUa. 
3 Wall. 713 (I866). "ThC power to regulate commCl<C," said Justice Sway .... "coven 
• wide field, aDd embraces a great variety of subjects. Some of these subjects call for 
uniform rules and national legislation; others caD. be best regulated by rules aDd pr0.
visions suggested by the varying circumstances of different localities, and limited in 
their operation to such localities respectively. To this extent the power to regulate com
mCIce may be Cl<crciscd by the Sta ... •• (pp. 7.6-7'7). Sec, also, C,tmdaJl Y. SI4tI of 
Nevada. 6 Wall. 35. 4r-43 (I867). For a more elaborated .tatcment of the doctrine. 
ICC the opinion of the Court, delivCIcd through Jwtice Field, in Co".ty of Mobile Y. 

Kimball. 10. U.s. 691 (I88I). 
"Ill Co".ty of Mobile Y. Kimball. supra. Justice Yacld said (pp. 69~9): "The 

uniformity of commerc:ial reguiatioDS, which the grant to Congress was designed to 
ICCW'e against con8icting State provisions. was nccessariIy ioteDdcd only for cases where 
IUch uniformity is practicable. Where from the nature of the subject or the sphere of ill 
operation the case is local and limited, IpcciaI reguiatioDi adapted to the immediate 
locality could only havc been contemplated. State action upon such IUbjccts can COD

ttitute no ioterfercnce with the commcrc:iaJ. power of Congress, for when that acts the 
State authority u superseded. Inaction of Congrcu upon these IUbjects of • local nature 
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subjects demand uniformity, or permit of diversity, of control, is left 
to determinations of the Congress or of the Supreme Court.n While 
the development of these doctrines had its origin in controversies 
relating to water transportation, the principles evolved are applicable 

or operation, unlike its inaction upon matters affecting all the States and requiring uni .. 
IOrmity of regulation. ia no' \0 be taken as a declaration tha, nothing shall be done 
with relpect to them, but is rather to be deemed a declaration that for the time being. 
and nntil it _ fi, \0 act, they may be regulal1:d by State authority .. ' The following 
ptonouncemcnt of Justice Bradley in Rabbi", v. Shelby Tuin, Distn'e'~ no U.s. 48g. 
493 (,887) •• tresse& the obverse of the foregoing conclusion, "Another establiabed doc
trine of this cowt ii, that where the power of Congress to regulate is exclusive the 
Iiillure of Congress \0 make expreu regulations indica ... its will tha, the oubject shall 
be left fiee from any restrietions or itnpositions; and any regulation of the subject by 
the atate&, except in matterl of loc:al concern only ..... is repugnant to IUch freedom,"1 
For a lub&equent affirmance of this doctrine, note the following from the opinion DC 
Chief Justice Fuller in In ,. RaIl,..,.. '40 U.S. 545. 555 (,89')' ''The power of Con
p" \0 regulate commerce among the several States, when the oubjects of that power 
are national in their nature, is also exclusive. The Constitution does not provide that 
intentate commerce shall be fiee. but, by the gran, of thia .. clusive power \0 regu· 
late it, it wa. left fiee except as Congress migh' itnpose mtrain .. Thetefore, i, bas been 
determined that the failure of Coupu to excrc:isc this exclusive power in any case iI 
an expmsion of ill will tha, the .ubject shall be fiee from mtrietiona or itnpositiODl 
upon it by the several S ....... • 

If The iasue m.y be raised as \0 wbo shall detcrmioe whether. subject ia of local 
or national character. and whether exclusive or concurrent power is applicable in the 
premiaeo. When Congress legill.... in • given field. the Supreme Court does no' 
question ita exercise of discretion, provided the subject concerns interstate commerce. 
Congreasional authority \0 regulate intentate commerce ia viewed as very compre
hensive in ita nature, and there ia oeldom doubt U \0 the legitimacy of the legillative 
deciaiOD. to exert tbiI authority. Cases arise. however, c:onceming mattus upon which 
Congress bas no' enattecl legislation. and where the validity of .tate laws upon the 
oubject ia qUeitioned. In passing upon the constitutionality of .um laws, the Court 
must decide whether the subject involved ia one ""luRing unifOrmity of regulation or 
whim permits or diversity of control. The Supreme Court, as bas already 'ppeared. 
bas no, hosi .. 11:d \0 do .... It ia aometimes contended tha, thia procedure involves judi-
cial law·making. Who ...... theoretical merit thia contention may _ al ....... tive 
countS or aetion .ppear \0 be highly inexpedient. Either the Court must hold all .tate 
lawa designed \0 regula .. local malten affi:eting in ........ commerce and concern
ing whim no Il:deral aetion bas been taken \0 be unconstitutional; or Congress must 
assume the burden or upr=ly enumerating the various subjects whith it deems 
auitable only fOr a unifOrm system of regulation. A fUrther dif6culty arises when Con. 
gress authorizes state .ction with regard. to subjecb of iDtusta~ COD'UIlCf'Ce which it 
regards u better adapl1:d \0 local than \0 national control. This procedure ;. sometimes 
attaclced as an illegitima.. delegation or legillative authority. particularly in ..... 
"bore the Court had pre-riously beld state legislation nnconstitutional on the groond 
that the subject ""Iuires unifOrmity of r<gulation. It ...,uld seem. bowever. tha, Con
lI"'" ia clothed with aulIicien, legislative disc:reIion \0 justify mort \0 thia device, ea<ept, 
perhaps, where the necessity fOr unifOrm control ;. clear beyond doubt. See George G. 
Reynolds, TA. DinriIHuio • • f Po_", 11<"",* 1..- C ............... IIu: Notioo 
.. ~ IU s-t (lga8). pp. 8.,-890 14?-15S. 
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to "every species of commercial intercourse" and fully comprehend 
the field of railroads.18 Moreover, the transportation of passengers 
and goods between the states was held, in general terms, to be a 
subject national in character, admitting of but one uniform system 
of regulation and subject to the exclusive authority of Congress.l • 

But even in the field of interstate transportation of persons and 
property the doctrine of the exclusiveness of Congressional authority 
was not applied as a rigid and invariable rule. While the importance 
of maintaining uniformity of policy in the regulation of such inter
state commerce was fully recognized, it was deemed no less impor
tant, in the absence of action by Congress, that the powers of the 
states to protect public health, morals, and safety, to promote the 

18 See Case ollh~ State Fr~ig"t Tax, is Wall. 232 (1872), in which a Pennsylvania 
statute imposing a tax upon interstate freight was held to be repugnant to the com· 
meree clause of the Constitution. In the course of his opinion Justice Strong said 
(p. 275): "Beyond all question the transportation of freight, or of the subjects of 
commerce, for the purpose of exchange or sale, is a constituent of commerce itscl£ 
• . • Nor does it make any diKerence whether this interchange of commodities is by 
land or by water. In either case the bringing of the goods from die seller to the buyer 
is commerce. Among the states it must have been principally by land when the Con· 
stitution was adopted." 

HI In Cue 0/ the State Freight Tax, supra, the Court declared (p. :z80): "'Surely 
transportation of passengers or merchandise through a State, or from one State to 
another, is of this Jlature. It is of national importance that over that subject there 
should be but one regulating power. for if one State can direcdy tax persons or prop
erty passing through it, or tax them indirectly by levying a tax upon their transpona
tien, every other may, and thus commercial intercourse between States remote from 
each other may be destroyed." The Court has repeatedly enunciated the doctrine that 
interstate transportation is subject to the exclwive authority of Congress. In Wellon v. 
Slale 0/ Missouri, 91 V.S. 275 (1875), Justice Field said (p. 280): "It will not be 
denied that that portion of commerce with foreign countries and between the SU.ICI 

which consists in the transportation and exchange of commodities is of national im
portance, and admits and requires uniformity of regulation. The very object of in
vesting this power in the General Government was to insure this uniformity against 
discriminating State legislation." Again, in County of Mobile v. KimboJl, 102 U.S. 691 
(1881), the same Justicc. after distinguishing between those subjects which arc national 
in character and those which arc local. continued (p. 697): "or the former ciao may 
be mentioned all that portion of commerce with foreign countries or between the State. 
which consists in the transportation. purchase, sale, and exchange of commodities. 
Here there can of necessity be only one system or plan of regulations, and that Con .. 
gres. alone can prescribe. Its non-action in such cases with respect to any particular 
commodity or mode of transportation is a declaration of its purpose that the com
merce in that commodity or by that means of transportation shall be free. There would 
otherwise be no security against conflicting regulations of different States. each dis
criminating in favor of its own products and citizens. and against the products and 
citizens of other States," See. also. G/ouasln' Ferry Co. v. P~n"syltlanill. 114 U.S. 196, 
204 (,885); WobllS~ Ry. Co ••• lIIinois, u8 U.S. 557, 574 (,886). 
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general welfare of their citizens, and to raise revenues for the support 
of their governments, be not invalidated. Impressed with the neces
sity of sustaining state enactments under the police power, two means 
of escape from the fundamental rule were developed: first, the 
doctrine of exclusive federal authority was found to be subject to 
exception~particu1ar aspects of the general sphere of interstate 
transportation being deemed to permit or require diversity of regu
lation; and second, all state legislation impinging upon interstate 
transportation was not construed as constituting a regulation thereof, 
or a burden thereon, but was treated, in numerous instances, as a valid 
exercise of state power which affected interstate commerce only 
indirecdy and incidentally. These developments, by way of "in
fringement" upon federal authority in this field, will receive brief 
consideration.20 

First, as to interstate transportation matters which have been held 
to be appropriate to the diversified control of local authority. Per
haps the most striking constituent of this category has concerned the 
operation of interstate ferries. Such ferries have been declared to be 
subject to state regulation with respect to rates, service, and ordinary 
taxation.lI1 The Court found that the authorization and control of 

10 The Collowing, &om the opinion or Jwtice Bradl.y in Robbi/U v. SMiby T..mll 
Dinrid, 120 u.s. 489, 493-494 (.887), provid .. a genua! indi .. tion or the ""PO or 
the concurrent powen of the states as it appears to have developed up to the time of 
the passage or the Act to lIegu1a~ Com_ in 1887' "It is also an established prin
ciple • • • that the only way in which commera: between the ...... em be I.giti
mately ~ by ..... laws, iI wb .... by virtue or ita police powet, and ilS jurisdic
tiOll over persons and property within its limits, a state provides for the security of the 
live .. limbo, health, and eomCort or perSODS and the proteetion or property; or when 
it does th ... things whieh may otherwise incidentally aflect c:ommerce, sueh u the 
.... blishment and t<gulation or highwayo, canal.. ruIroado, wharves, Wri<s, and 
other c:ommercial W:ilities; the passage or inspe<ti .... lawa to secure the due quality and 
measure of prodUCb and commodities; the passage of laws to regulate: or restria the 
.... or articles deemed illjurio .. to the health or morals or the c:ommUDity; the 1m
po&iti .... or ..,... upo.n perSODS .... diog within the ..... or belo.ngiog to ita popul.
ti .... and upo.n .vocati ..... or employmenlS punued therem, not cfuectly 00llD0tted 
with fOreign or interstate commen:e or with IOIIle: other employmeo.r: or business exer .. 
cised Ullder .uthority or the Ooastitution and I .... or the United S ..... ; and the im-
position or ..,... upo.n all property within the ...... miDsled with and CormiDg part of 
the gteat IIWI of property therein." 

11 GI ..... _ f.", CO. Y. Pnruyl....ur, 114 U.s. '96 (1885). lo this _ • to: 
Imposed by the Sta .. of i'<nosylvania upo.n • New J=1 corporation tnllSporting 
passeD8<fS and Impt by ....... fi:rry &om New J=1 m Pamsylvania wu beld to be 
illegal and void. lo ..... ehiDg this eonclusioa. however, the Coun aid (po 2(7): "It II 
true th ... &om the eor1i ... period ill the history or the go ............. the S ..... have 
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these agencies were functions performed by the states since the earliest 
period of their history, and that the local character of the business 
amply supported the view that the commerce clause did not ipso 
fllCto oust the states of jurisdiction. 22 It has already been noted that 

authorized and regulated ferries, Dot only over waters entirely within their limits, but 
over waters separating them; and it may be conceded that in many respects the 8tateJ 
can more advantageowly manage such inter-5tatc ferries than the general government; 
and that the privilege of keeping a ferry, with a right to take toll for passengers and 
freight, is a franchise grantable by the State, to be eaercised within sueh limits and 
under such regulatioDs as may be required for the aafcty, comfort and CODYCmenc:e of 
the public. Still me fact remains that such a ferry is a means. and a necessary means, 
of commercial intercourse between the States bordering on their dividing walen, and 
it must. therefore, be conducted without the imposition by the States of taxes or other 
burdens upon the commerce between them. Freedom from such impositioDi docs not, 
of course, imply exemption from reasonable charges, as compensation for the carriage 
of persons, in the way of tolb or lUes, or from the ordinary .... tion to which other 
property is subjected, any more than like freedom of transportation on land impliel 
such exemption. Reasonable charges for the use of property. either on water or land, 
are not an interference with the freedom of transportation between the States JC:CW'Cd. 
under the commercial power of Congress. • . . That freedom implies exemption from 
charges other th2D sueb as are imposed by way of compensation for the use of the 
property employed, or for &cilitics afforded for iu usc, or as ordinary taxes upon the 
value of the property:' Similarly, in Sault Su. Marie v. I"tl T,lI1Uit Co.~ 234 U.S. 333 
(1914), the Supreme Court, in holding invalid the exaction by the city of Sault Ste. 
Marie of an annual license fee for eaeb boat eDgzged in ferrying between the United 
States and Canada, none the I ... recogniud the validity of the normal regulatory 
power of the states. Relying upon the Glou«ner <ate, "'po, the Court merely held 
that the power of the state to establish and license ferries "doea not go 10 far as to 
enable the .tate to interdict one in the position of the appellee from conducting the 
commerce in which it is engaged, or justify the stab: in imposing exactioDi upon that 
commerce in the view that business of this character may be carried on ooly by virtue 
of its co .... nt, expreta or implied" (p. 340). Justice Hughea conclnded: "Assuming 
that. by reaSOJl of the local consideraIioDi pertinent to the operation of ferries, there 
exists, in the absence of federal action, a local protective power to prevent extortio.a in 
the rates charged for ferriage from the shore of the state, and ro prescribe reasonable 
regulations neccuary to secure good order and convenience, we think that the action 
of the city in the present case in requiring the appellee to take out. Iiceme, and to 
pay a license fee, fOJ' the privilege of transacting the business conducted at ill wharf; 
wu beyond the power which the .tate could exercise either directly or by delegztion" 
(P·342 ) • 

• a Compare. also, the following from Crmlll"Y •• Toylor'l 1!z«tlIM, I Black 603 
(,862), at p. 635: ''There has been now nearly three-quarten of • century of praai
a.l interpretation of the Constitution. During all that time, .. before the Constitution 
had its birth, the State< h2ve exercised the power to establish and regulate ferries; Con
gress never. We have sought in vain for any act of Congreu which invoiva the exct .. 
cise of this power." And the Coon concluded: ''That the authority I;" within the 
scope of 'that immense mass' of undelegated powen which "are reserved to the States 
respectively," we think too clear to admit of doubt.'· The emphasU, it will be noted. iI 
upon the exclusiveness of state authority rather than upon concurrency of jurisdiction. 
This position of the Coon must be taken to h2vc been abandoned in the GlOM«_ 
and SlIIIIt Sk. Un cases, 114"., 
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matters of pilotage were deemed to admit of local control in the ab
sence of conflict with federal actionj" in due course, also, quarantine 
regulations," harbor improvements,"G and the construction of inter
state bridges over navigable rivers,"& were sustained by the Court as 
subjects permitting of diversity of treatment within the reserved pow
ers of the states. In all these matters it was recognized that the regula
tion of interstate commerce was involvedj but pending the assertion 
of federal authority, such regulations, if not so severe as to constitute a 
"burden" upon interstate commerce, were found to lie outside the 
general principle that interstate transportation requires uniform rules 
prescribed by Congress. This mode of approach has persisted to the 
present day.· .. Comparatively recent decisions indicate that if the 
Court is impressed with the necessity of employing local control, state 
legis1ation will be sustained. Thus, for example, state regulation of the 
rates at which natural gas is sold to local consumers, the gas being 
piped from points without the state, has been held to be validj'" and 

II Cool., v. Boft.f W.I1.,.,.f P.".f Pl>iJlJiJelpM.,.2 How. 299 (.85'), 
.. MOl',.,. v. LooiJi ..... u8 U.s. 455 (.886). 
II C • ...., .f M.Ml, Y. KimlnJll, .02 U.s. 69' (.88.). 
I. Gilm .. •• PMllJiJ,lplli., , WalL 7" (.866). 
I .. But see Di S ... IO •• p..,ruyt • .,,;., 273 U.s. 34 ('927), in whi<h a .tate statute 

requiring that • license be obtained by th ... oeIling railroad and steamship tickets WI. 
held to be invalid. The Supreme Court, .peaking through Justice Butler, held that the 
.c~ though primarily designed to prevent fraud upon purchaser. of tick .... burdened 
interstate and foreign commerce, over which Congress has "complete and paramount 
.uthority." Justice Holm.., Justice Brandeis, and Justice Stone dissented, both on prin
ciple and in reliance upon precedent. Justice Stone declared that this enactmen~ like 
many other such interferences with commerc:e, should be sustained. "not: because the 
efkct on commerce ia Ilominally indirect, but because a <XIIlIideration nf all the &eta 
and c:in:um.tancea, su<h IS the IlItwe nf the .. gulation, its fimction, the chara_ nf 
the businea involved and the .ctual efkct on the Sow nf commerce, lead ID the COIl' 
elusion that the .. gulation c:onc:erna in.....u peculiarly loc:al and does not infringe the 
national in ..... in maintaining the lftcdom nf commerce aa<>a state lines" (po 44). 

al P ..... Get C •• •• M. S""';" C ...... 252 U.s. 23 ('920). The Court fOund 
"that the transmission and oale nf natlUll gas produced in one State, transported by 
means nf pipe-lines and dir<c:tly fUrniahed to consumen in another State, ia in""""te 
commerce" (po 28), but that "the thing whi<h the State Commission has undertaken 
to regulate. while part of an intvltate b'aJWDiaio.D, is local in its nature. and pertaim 
ID the fUrniahing nf IlIt1U1l gas to loc:al consumen within the city nf Jamestowll in the 
State nf Ne .. York" (ppo 30-,,). On this interpmation nf the Dcts, the Court COIl' 
eluded (po 3'): "'Ibis loc:al aervice is Ilot nf that c:lwacter whi<h r.qWn:s senerol aod 
uniform regulation nf ..... by congm.ional .cti .... and whi<h hu alWl1' boon beld 
beyond the power nf the Sta .... although Congn:ss has not legislated upon the suh
ject. While the manner in "hi<h the businea is COIlducted is put of intentate 0>111-

m ..... its !<guI.tiOll in the distribution nf gas to the loc:al _en is requin:d in 
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the assertion of state authority over matters specifically excluded from 
federal jurisdiction by Congressional enactment has been readily up
held, despite their intimate relationship to the field of interstate com-

the public interest and has not been attempted under the superior authority of Con~ 
gress. It may be conceded that the local rates may affect the interstate business of the 
company. But this W:t does not prevent the State from making local regulations of a 
reasonable character. Such regulations are always subject to the exercise of authority 
by Congress enabling it to exert its superior power under the commercc clause of the 
Constitution." A later decision indicates the difficulty which is often involved in de
term.ining whether a specific portion of the transportation, sale, or exchange of com .. 
modities between the states demands uniformity of conuol throughout the nation. 10 
Missouri v. Kansas Gas Co., 265 U.S. 298.(1924). the Coun held that the sale of 
natural gas. piped from one state to another, Dot directly to consumers, but to inde
pendent distributing companies, which in turn sell the product locally to consumers, 
constitutes such interstate commerce as must be free from state interference even in 
the absence of Congressional action, and that state regulation of the rates charged to 
the distributing companies involves a direct bwden upon interstate commerce. In the 
words of Justice Sutherland (pp. 309-310): "The business of supplying, on demand, 
local consumers is a local bwincss, even though the gas be brought from another State 
and drawn for distribution directly from interstate mains; and this is 10 whether the 
local distribution be made by the transporting company or by independent distributing 
companies. In such case the local interest is paramOUDt, and the interference with inter
state commerce, if any, indirect and of minor importance. But here the sale of gas is 
in wholesale quantities, not to consumers, but to distributing companies for resale to 
consumers in numerous cities and communities in dUfercnt States. The transponatioD, 
sale and delivery constitute an unbroken chain, fundamentally interstate from begin
ning to end, and of such continuity as to amount to an establUhed cowse of bwi.ness. 
The paramount interest is not local but national, admitting of and requiring uni
formity of regulation. Such uniformity, even though it be the uniformity of govern
mental DOnaction, may be highly necessary to preserve equality of opponunity and 
treabnent among the various communities and StaleS concerned." Fwthermore, in 
East Ohio Gas Co. v. Tn Commission, 283 U.S. 465 (1931). the Coon appears to 
have upheld state action in circumstances corresponding to those disclosed in the 
Pntnsyilltmia case, suprll, on the ground that pwely intrastate commerce was in
volved. The issue was as to the legality of applying a gros.s receipts privilege tax to 
revenue derived from the sale of natural gas in Ohio, about three.oquaners of which 
was piped from without the state. The Coon proceeded on the principle that the 
passage of gas from high.prcsswe transmission lines to local distribution lines "is 
like the breaking of an original package, afier shipment in interstare commerce, in 
order that its contents may be treated. prepared for sale and sold at retail," and hence 
it held that the furnishing of gas to consumers "is not interstate commerce but a 
business of purely local conccrn exclusively within the jurisdiction of the stare" (p. 
471). The Missouri case, suprQ; was quoted with approval, but, rererring to the 
New York case, upon which appellant! relied, Justice Butler declared that .. the opin
ion in that case must be disapproved to the extent that it is in conftia: with our 
decision here" (p. 472). In light of lhis rec:cnt decision, it would seem that the Su
preme Court has come to regard state regulations in connection with the sale or natu
ral gas to consumers, even though such gas is transmitted &om other states. as Calling 
within the zone of exclusive state jurisdiction rather than in that of concwrent 
power. 
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mcrce.28 Only where rhe subject of control clearly demands uni
formity of policy have rhe hands of rhe states been stayed. The states 
have attempted, for example, to extend rheir aurhority to rhe regula
tion of interstate motor carriers, by requiring such carriers to secure 
certificates of convenience and necessity before engaging in rhe trans
portation of persons and property on rhe public highways. The con
tention that diversity of control is appropriate in rhese circumstances 
was held to be wirhout merit; rhe Court found rhat such regulation 
served not only to burden but to obstruct interstate commerce." 

I. W<If.", ",,4 At/tUtti< •• ""bl;' Comm .. 267 U.S. 493 (1925), involving the 
validity of the order of a .tate commission requiring the maintenance of switching 
lel'Vice on an industrial side track. In upholding the commission', order, Chief Jwticc 
Tall said (p. 497): "I. seem. 10 be the contentioo of the Company tha .. since 85 per 
cent of the business dODe on the side track is interstate commerce, the power to order 
ill eatablishment or abandonment is vested in the Interstate Commerce Commission, 
and that the stite commission u without authority in the premises. Such a claim is in 
the ... th of the Transportation Act of 1920 • • • which provides tha. the authority 
of the commission • • . over the extension or abandonment of interstate railway linea 
thall not utend to the CODStruction of .purl industrial or side tracks." For controlling 
distinctions between industrial spurs and extensions. see T~zlU & Pac. Ry. 'Y. Gull Ry., 
'70 U.S. 266 (1926) • 

•• B .. ~ v. K.y~ .. 4all. 267 U.s. 307 (19'5); BlISh CO. Y. Maloy • • 67 U.s. 317 
(19'5). In the lint of the .. proceedings, • statu .. of the Sta .. of WaahinglllB pro
hihit<d the use of ill highways ID "",,moo carrien operating aUlD vehicles between 
fixed. termini or over regular routels. without having first obtained I. ccrtiicate of con .. 
..mence aod necessity from the Di=lOr of Public Works. Buck, • citizen of Waahing-
1Dn, d..u.d ID opera .. an aUlD stage line from Portland, Oregon, ID Seattle, Wash
ingtoD, aclusiyely u a oommon carrier of through in ..... ta .. tralIic. He ohtained the 
necelS&l'f li=1O from the Sta .. of Oregon, bu. he wu refused the cenific:a .. by the 
Sta .. of WaahingtDB, on the ground that Seattle and Portland were .w.ady adequately 
oened by CODDecting _ nilroad and aulD stage lines. I. was OODtended on behalf 
of the ..... that the privilege of using ill highways for oommoo-carrier purpoaea is 
one 10 be graDt<d or withheld by the .tate, that reJUlotion is noceasary in the in ....... 
of public .ty and c:a>Domy, and that the JI"'llIotion of good aervice by acluding 
UllDeceIS&l'f competing carrien is also within the police power of the Ita... Justice 
Brandeis, delivering the opinion of the Court, said (PI' 31,..3(6): "The argument is 
no. sound. I. may be usumed that '4 of the sta .. ltatu .. (requiring c:erti6ca ... of 000-
venieDce and necessity) is consistent with the Fourteenth Amendmen.; and also, !bat 
apptopria .. stale tqIUIaliona adopt<d primarily ID JI"'llIOIe safety upon the highways 
and amsenatiOD. in their use are DOt obnoxious to the Oommerte a.use. where the 
indirect burden imposed upoo in ......... oomm ..... is DOt uoreuonabIe. • • • Tbe pro
.won ...... in question is of a ditIl:IoD. cIwaaer. III primary JIUIP'IO" is DOt tqIUIo
lion with a .new ID safety or 10 amservation of the highways, bu. the prohihition of 
competition. I. detorminea DOt the maoner of use, but the persons by wbam the high
ways may be uoed. It prohihill auch _ ID oome persons while permitting it ID otben 
Cor the ame purpoae and in the same manner~ NOftO?er. it detmni.oes whether the 
prohibition aha\I be applied by _ tbraugh ..... oIIicia\ .. ID ..... which is pea>-
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Even in the fidd of motor carriers, however, state enactments have, 
in the absence of national legislation, been sustained in numerous 
instances. so ' 

But perhaps the more significant aspect of this constitutional de
velopment, though by no means sharply separable from the foregoing 
category, is that in which the Court has hdd state regulatory enact
ments to be valid by construing them, not as regulations of, or as bur
dens upon, interstate commerce, but as affecting such commerce only 
incidentally. The Court has sought to avoid undue impairment of the 
police power of the states, and balancing local needs for the legisla
tion at issue against its effects upon freedom of general commercial 
intercourse, it has sustained state authority where the effect upon in
terstate commerce is incidental and does not constitute a burden 
thereon. The most frequent and consistent applications of this prin
ciple are to be found in connection with matters of safety and public 
health. In upholding a state law requiring locomotive engineers to 
be examined and licensed by state authorities, even when such em
ployees are engaged solely in operating interstate trains, the Court 
said: "The safety of the public in person and property demands the 
use of specific guards and precautions. The width of the gauge, the 
character of the grades, the mode of crossing streams by culverts and 
bridges, the kinds of cuts and tunnds, the mode of crossing other 
highways, the placing of watchmen and signals at points of special 

liarly within the province of federal actio~ existence of adequate /icilitios for 

conducting interstate commerce. ••• Thus, the provision of the Washington statute 
is a regulation, Dot of the use of its own highways, but of interstate commerce. lu 
e1fect upon such commerce is Dot merely to burden but to obstruct it. Such state action 
is forbidden by the Commerc:e Clause:' In BusA Co. v. MRloy, '"P"', a Maryla.ad 
statute wu held unconstitutional on essentially the same grounds. 

80 See, for example, Hmdricl( v. Mttryltmd. 235 U.S. 610 (J9IS); Kane v. New 
lerl"l. 242 U,S. 160 (1916); Moms v. Duby. 274 U.s. 135 (1927). In the last of these: 
pIOteedings Chief Justice Taft said (p. 143): "An examination of the acu of Con
greu discloses no provisioB, express or implied. by which there is withheld from the 
State ill IlldinaIy police power '" COllSC1'Ve the highways in the inr.:rest of the public 
and to prescribe such reasonable regulations for their usc as may be wise to prevent 
injury and damage '" them. In the absence of national legislation cspeci.ally covering 
the aubject of interstate commerce, the State may righdy pteIClWe uniform regula .. 
tions adapted to promote safety upon its highway. and the CODSCl'VaUon of their U5C, 
applicable alike to vehicles moving in interstate commerce and those of its OWD cid .. 
zens." See. allO, MoltJt' Bus tmd MolOl' Trw.\ Opt!rtJlion, 140 I.C.C. 68S (lg28). 
Append", A (pp. 75<>-753), for a brief analysis of "decisions of United s ..... coutU 
alfccting in_te commerce by molDr vehicles 011 the public highways." 
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danger, the rate of speed at stations and through villages, towns, and 
cities, are all matters naturally and peculiarly within the provisions of 
that law from the authority of which these modern highways of 
commerce derive their existence. The rules prescribed for their con
struction and for their management and operation, designed to pro
tect persons and property, otherwise endangered by their use, are 
stricdy within the limits of the local law. They are not per se regula
tions of commerce; it is only when they operate as such in the cir
cumstances of their application, and conflict with the expressed or 
presumed will of Congress exerted on the same subject, that they 
can be required to give way to the supreme authority of the Consti
tution:"1 This doctrine has been applied to a great variety of enact
ments.1lI States have been permitted to require locomotive headlights 
of specified kind and power,88 to prescribe the size of train crews," 

II SmilA v. Alohtmt •• 124 U.s. 465 (1888). at p. 480. On the specific issues of the 
pro=ding the Court concluded: "fin~ that the statu .. of Alabama • • • is Dot COD
sidered in its own nature •• regulation of interstate commerc:e. even when applied u 
in the cue UDder consideration; secondly. that it is properly an act of legislation within 
the scope of the admittod power reserved to the S .... to regula .. the relative righ .. 
and duties of penoDS being and acting witltin i .. territorial jurisdiction, inrcnded to 
open .. 10 as to _ for the public:, sakty of penon and property; and, thirdly. that, 
., far u it affects transactiOlll of commerce among the States. it does so only indi· 
rec:t1y. incidentally, and remotely. and not 10 as to burden or impede them. and. in 
the particulars in which it touches those traDsactiom at all. it is not in conftict with 
any ""prell enactment of Congress on the subj~ Dot contrary to any inrcntion of 
eongrao to be presumed &om i .. silence." 

.. Compare the following &om CI.m..4 Ry. c •• v. Illi ..... 17' U.s. 514. 516 
('900): "Few cl ..... of cases have becomelDOR> common of """'" yean than those 
wherein the police power of the S .... over the vehicles of in ........ commerce baa 
been drawn in question. That ouch power ezists and will be eoforced, notwithstanding 
the CODmmtiooal authority of Congress to regula ... uch commerce, is <:videa. fiom 
the large Dumber of cases in which we have sustained the n1iclity of local laws de
signed to _ the safi:ty and oom1Ort of pusengen, employees, penons =ssing 
hilway tndu, and adjacent property ownon, as well as other regulatinns inrcnded fOr 
the public good." For a NSf ... of imporeaot types of legislation thua uphdd. see 
Uill. P. 5'7. 

n Ad/Jlllk C.." u.. ~. c-,;.. 034 U.s. 080 (19'4); Val.u. R. R. C •• v. 
p.,Mie S"';" C •••• 240 U.s. 055 (1916). By Act of March ... 1915 (]8 Stat. 1190). 
Congress assumed jurisdiction of this 1Ubj<ct with I<Speet to in ...... ~ carrien. The 
above cIecisions hdd that, prior to this enactment, the police power of the aiel <1[

rcnded to the regu1ation of the c:haract<r of headligh .. wed on 1oc:omotives employed 
in intentl.te rmnmerce. 

a. CMnrgo. R.I. & h<. Ry. Co.~ ..... ~_. 219 U.s. 453 ('911). Ju1tice Harlan 
said (p. 466): "The am~ here in .... ved is DOt in any paape< ....... regulation of 
in ...... ~ _ • • • Upon its Ii<e, iI m .... be tab:Il .. DOt .w.a.d agairut 
in ........ commerce, but .. having been enacrcd in aid, DOt ill obsttuctioa, of such 
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to regulate the speed of trains,So to prohibit passengers from riding 
on platforms in the absence of specified safeguards"· to order the 
construction of viaducts and bridges for the elimination of grade 
crossings.ST State legislation designed to safeguard public health has 
likewise been recognized as a legitimate exercise of the police power, 

commerce and for the protection of those engaged in such commerce. . • • Un. 
doubtedly, Congress in iu discretion, may take entice charge of the whole subject of 
the equipment of interstate cars, and establish such regulations as arc necessary and 
proper for the protection of those engaged in interstate commerce. But it has not done 
so in respect of the number of employes to whom may be committed the actual 
management of interstate trains of any kind. It has not established any regulations aD 
that subject, and until it does the statutes of the State, not in their nature arbitrary, and 
which really relate to the rights and duties of all within the jurisdiction, mwt control," 

IS Brb v. Mcwasr:n, 117 U.S. 584 (J900); Southern Ry. Co. v. ](jng, 217 U.S. 524 
(1910), In. the latter proceeding, which went off on a question of pleading, Justice 
Day, delivering the opinion of the Court, said (pp. 533-534): ""It is consistent with 
the former decisions of this court and 'with a proper interpretation of constimtional 
rights, at least in the absence of Congressional action upon the same subject-matter, 
for the State to regulate the manner in which interstate trains shall approach dangerous 
crossings, the signals which shall be given and the control of the train which shall be 
required under such circumstances. Crossings may be so situated in reference to cuts 
or curves as to render them highly dangerous to those using the public highways. They 
may be in or near towns or cities, so that to approach them at a high rate of speed 
would be attended with great danger to life or limb. On the other hand, highway 
crossings may be so numerous and so near together that to require interstate trains to 
slacken speed indiscriminately at all such crossings would be practically destructive of 
the successful operation of such passenger trains. Statutes which require the speed of 
such trains to be checked at all crossings so situated might not only be a regulation, 
but also a direct burden upon interstate commerce, and therefore beyond the power of 
the State to enact." In S~abolll'd A;' LiM Railullzy V. Blaclc.tV~ll. 244 U.s. 3[0 (1917), 
the Georgia stamte involved in the above proceeding was again presented for consid~ 
eration, and on the facts specified the Court found "that the statute is a direct burden 
upon interstate commerce, and, being such, is unlawful" (p. 3(6). Chief Justice White, 
Justice Pitney, and Justice Brandeis dissented, on the ground that this exercise of Itate 
authority was valid in the absence of Congressional action. 

88 Soutb Covington Ry. v. Covington, 235 U.S. 537 (1915). "We think these regu
lations come within that class in which this court has sustained the right of the local 
authorities to safeguard the traveling public, and to promote their comfort and con~ 
veniencc, only incidentally affecting the interstate business and not .ubjecting the laDle 

to untcasonable demands" (p. 548). 
"N. Y. & N. E. R. R. Co. Y. Bristol. '5' U.s. 556 (,894)' Mo. Pile. Ry. y. Omaha. 

235 U.S. 121 (1914). The problem of the effect of such requirements upon the freedom 
of interstate commerce has received very little consideration; the Coon has largely 
confined itself to a refutation of the carrien' contentioDi that they constitute an im~ 
painnent of contract obligations and a taking of property without due proceu of law. 
In the N~brlUlc.a case. supra, the Court aaid (p. 127): '''That a railway company may 
be required by the State, or by a duly authorized municipality actiog under its au~ 
thority, to construct overhead crossings or viaducu at its own expense, and that the 
consequent cost to the company as a maner of law is damnum IIhr9w injurUJ. or 
deemed to be comperuated by the public benefit which the company is IUpposed to 
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despite its incidental effects upon interstate commerce. Thus, for 
example, sanitary and quarantine regulations have been upheld,·" as 
well as regulations with regard to cleanliness, ventilation, and fumi
gation." To the extent that Congress has not asserted its superior 
authority, such matters, though involving transportation and affect
ing commerce beyond the territorial limits of the several states, have 
been freely recognized as lying within the scope of local jurisdiction. 

But the exercise of the police power of the states has not been con
fined to matters of health and safety; it has been extended to the pro
motion of the general wc1&re and convenience of the public-involv
ing, in the field of transportation, the regulation of the rates and serv
ices of the carrying agencies. It is in this aspect of control that the 
assertion of concurrent power by the states has been subjected to most 
definite check, even in the absence of Congressional action, because 
of its effect upon interstate commerce; and it was the resulting free
dom of interstate commerce from all such control that hastened the 

oIwe, it ...n oettIed by prior adjudications of this courL • • • This it done ill the 
.. c:rci .. of the police power, and the means to be employed to promote the public 
oatcty arc primarily in the judgm .... of the legiol.n ... branch of the goverllDlCll', to 
whOle authority such matw'l are committed. and 10 loug as the means have a su1J. 
ltaDtW relation to the purpose to be accomplished. and there iI no arbitrary inter
ference with private rights. the courts cannot interfere with the exercise of the power 
by ... joining .. guI.tion. made in the in ...... of public: oalCty wbic:b the legisl ...... bu 
duly .... Cted ... Neither the mc:t tha, the nilroads WClO CODSb'Uc:tCd prior to the bigh. 
ways, nor tha. the COl" invol...d arc highly burdensome, bu been pcrmit1ed to in· 
volid.te lcgiolation requiring the ..... ovol of grade crossinga in the in ..... " of oalCty. 
In CAi .. Mil • .,. St. ptlll/ Ry. v. Mi ••• is. '3' U.s. 430 ('9'4). the Court said 
(p. 438): "I. is ...n oettIed tha. railrood corporations m.y be required. a. their owo 
.. penoe. Dot only to abolish OEisting grade _go. bu, al .. to build and maintain 
aui .. ble bridll'" or viaducts to carry highways, newly laid ou~ over their .... cb, or to 
carry their .... cks over such highways," And in Erie R. R. Co. Y. 1'Nhli< Util. Co .. _ .. 
'54 U.s. 394 (1931). Justice Holm ... speaking lOr the Court (with Chief Justice Taft, 
Justice Van De ........ and Justice Mdleynolds dissenting). said (pp. 4'1>-411): "If it 
........ hly can be said thlt satcty requires the change i. it lOr them [the S ..... ) to 
.. y whether they will insist upon it, and neither proopective bankruptcy nor engage
men. in inte .. o"" commerce can lake .way this fimdamental right of the .. vertigo 
of the ooil. • • • To cogaR" in in ...... ", commerce the nilroad must get on to the 
land and to R'" on to it must comply with the conditions imposed by the Stall: lOr 
the salCty of ilS citiaens. Coo ...... made by the road arc made subject to the posaibIe 
exen:i .. of the aovcrcigo right. • • • If the hued .... imposed ..... groa. thai the 
road cannot be IUD at a profi' i. can stop. whatever the misfOrtunes the stopping ma, 
prod_ • • • Intelligen. oe1f.in_ should lead to a earcful considention of "ha. 
the road is able to do without rum. but this is not a constitutional duty:· 

aa S...uA Y. SI. Lottis .,. S __ Ry. Co .. 18. U.s. '48 ('90')' 
n s..r4 COfIia""" Ry. Y. C ..... """. '35 U.s. 537 (1915). 
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passage of the federal Act to Regulate Commerce and the establish
ment of the Interstate Commerce Commission. 

The question of the scope of state jurisdiction in regulating trans
portation rates was first adjudicated in the famous Munn case'" and 
those following it." The principal issue in these granger cases was 
whether it is within the police power of the states to prescribe maxi
mum rates and charges, and the Court fully upheld the assertion of 
legislative authority: the grain elevators and railroads involved were 
held to be "clothed with a public interest," and no merit was found in 
the contentions that the statutes constituted an unlawful interference 
with private enterprise, or an impairment of charter obligations, or 
a taking of property without due process of law. But the effect of 
the statutes upon the commercial power of Congress was also raised, 
and the laws were likewise sustained on the issue of state and federal 
jurisdiction. The fact that the rates fixed, though confined to services 
rendered wholly within the limits of particular states, were also appli
cable to traffic whose origin or destination lay beyond the boundaries 
of the regulating authority, was not deemed sufficient ground for 
invalidating the legislation. The traditional doctrine of "mere inci
dental effect" was foun~ to be controlling in the field of rates as it 
had been in matters of health and safety. In the M unn case, Chief 
Justice Waite said: "The warehouses of these plaintiffs in error are 
situated and their business carried on exclusively within the limits 
of the State of Illinois. They are used as instruments by those en
gaged in State as well as those engaged in inter-state commerce, but 
they are no more necessarily a part of commerce itself than the 
dray or the cart by which, but for them, grain would be transferred 
from one railroad station to another. Incidentally they may become 
connected with inter-state commerce, but not necessarily so. Their 
regulation is a thing of domestic concern, and, certainly, until Con
gress acts in reference to their inter-state relations, the State may exer
cise all the powers of government over them, even though in so doing 
it may indirectly operate upon commerce outside its immediate ju-

•• Mu •••• lIIioon, 94 U.S. 113 (.876) • 
.. Chieago R. R. Co • •• Iowa, 94 U.S. '55 (.876); Ptrik v. Chicago Ry. C •• , 94 

U.S .• 64 (.876); Chicago R. R. Co. v. Ackley, 94 U.S. '79 (.876); Wi .... & S,. 
p_", R. R. Co ••• Blak_, 94 U.S •• 80 (.876). 
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risdiction"'" The same reasoning was applied in the case of rail
roads. In the Peik case the Chief Justice declared: "The law is con
fined to State commerce, or such inter-state commerce as directly 
affects the people of Wisconsin. Until Congress acts in reference to 

the relations of this company to inter-state commerce, it is certainly 
within the power of Wisconsin to regulate its fares, etc~ so far as they 
are of domestic concern. With the people of Wisconsin this company 
has domestic relations. Incidentally, these may reach beyond the State. 
But certainly, until Congress undertakes to legislate for those who are 
without the State, Wisconsin may provide for those within, even 
though it may indirectly affect those without"'" By these determina
tions of the granger cases the Court extended the doctrine of con
current power which had been laid down a quarter of a century 
earlier to rather questionable limits. The apparently accepted view 
that interstate transportation of persons and property is a matter of 
national character which requires uniformity of regulation, and that 
Congressional power over this subject is exclusive from the very 
nature of the grant, was in effect disregarded. 

But this position of the Court did not long prevail. Within a dec
ade, in the W abasA case," state regulation of interstate rates, even 
when accomplished indirectly and as an incident of the control exer
cised over intrastate rates, was definitely declared to be repugnant to 

the commerce clause of the Constitution. An Illinois statute prohib
ited railroads from charging, within the state, the same or higher 
transportation rates for a given distance than for a longer distance. 
The defendant railroad made such discrimination between places in 
the State of Illinois in transporting goods whose ultimate destination 
was in the State of New York. Conceding that the statute would be 
valid if construed to apply only to transportation which begins and 
ends within the boundaries of the State of Illinois, <II the Court held 

611\1_ Y. /l1i.air • ...,.... at P. 135 • 
.. ~ Y. C4i<o,. Ry. Co..,.".. at pp. 177'"178. See, oIso, c ... ,. R. R. CO. Y. 

10_ ,.".. at p. 163 • 
.. W .. , Ry. CO. Y. /llioait. 118 u.s. 557 (.886) • 
.. Said Justice Miller. spcoking IW .... Court: "If .... Dlinois daNte could be am

IInIed ID apply czclusiYdy ID _traas IW a curiage which begiDs and ODda witbiD 
.... Slate, cIioconnc<tod &om a conlinuous transportation through or in", other Sla .... 
th ... dc:es not ...... ID be Iny dilIic:ullJ in holding it ID be valid. • • • The __ IW 
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that as a regulation of commerce among the states it was beyond the 
scope of local authority, even as to that portion of the haul which lay 
within its own borders.'· The attempt to bring this ruling into ac
cord with the determinations in the granger cases was not altogether 
successful. It was admitted that the jurisdictional issue had been 
presented in those cases, and "that, in a general way, the court treated 
the cases then before it as belonging to that class of regulations of 
commerce which, like pilotage, bridging navigable rivers, and many 
others, could be acted upon by the States in the absence of any legis
lation by Congress on the same subject."" But, argued the Court, 

this i. that both the charge and the actual'transportation in 50eb cases are exclusively 
confined to the limits of the territory of the State, and is not commerce among the 
States, or interstate commerce, but is cxclwively commerce within the Stale ..•• The 
Supreme Court of Illinois does Dot pla~ its judgment in die present case on the ground 
that the transportation and the charge ace exc1wivcly State commerce, but, conceding 
that it may be a case of cornmm= among the Statca. or interstate commercc. which 
Congress would have the right to regulate if it had attempted to do so, argues that this 
statute of Illinois belongs to that class of commercial regulations which may be estab~ 
lishcd by the laws of a State until Congress shall have exercised its power on that 
subjec," (pp. 564-566) • 

• sln concluding its discussion on the merits. the Court said (po 577): "Of the 
jwtice or propriety of the principle which lies at the foundation of the Illinois statute 
it is not the province of this court to speak. & restricted to a uansponation which 
begins and ends within the limits of the State it may be very just and equitable, and 
it is certainly the province of the State legislature to determine that question. But 
when it is attempted to apply to transponation through an eJlwe series of StaleS a 
principle of this kind, and each one of the StaleS shall attempt to establish its own 
rates of transponation. its own methods to preveJlt discrimination in rates, or to permit 
it. the deleterious inauencc upon the freedom of commerce among the States and upon 
the transit of good. through those States cannot be overestimated. That this species 
of regulation is one which must be, if established at all, of a general and national 
character, and cannot be safely and wisely remitted to local rules and local regulations, 
we think is clear from what has already been. said. And if it be a regulation of com~ 
mcree, as we think we have demonstrated it is, and as the Illinois coun concedes it 
to be, it must be of that national character. and the regulation can oo1y appropriately 
exist by general rules and principles, which demand that it should be done by the 
Congress of the United States under the commerce clause of the Constitution." 

'" Ibid .• p. 568. By way of explanation, the Court merely emphasized the impro-
priety of this position: "By the slightest attention to the matter it will be readily sccn 
that the circwnstaDCCS under which a bridge may be authorized aero .. a navigable 
.tream within the limits of a State, for the use of a public highway, and the local 
ruleo which shan govern the conduc, of the pilots of each of the varying barbort of 
the coasts of the United States, depend upon principles far more limited in their appli
cation and importance than those which should regulate the transportation of perIODS 
and property across the half or the whole of the continent. over the tenitories of half 
a dozen Slates, through which they are carried without change of cat or breaking 
bulk .. • 
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the main issue in those cases, which overshadowed all others in im
portance, was the right of the state to limit rates and charges; the 
question as to the relationship of the state enactments to the com
merce clause "did not receive any very elaborate consideration.'''s 
Moreover, a contrary view had been definitely applied prior to the 
decision in the granger cases, and it is "very difficult to believe that 
the court consciously intended to overrule" its original determination 
of the issue "without reference to it in the opinion.'>4B In any event, 
after an examination of precedents both before and after the granger 
cases, the conclusion was reached "that it is not, and never has been, 
the deliberate opinion of a majority of this court that a statute of a 
State which attempts to regulate the fares and charges by railroad 
companies within its limits, for a transportation which constitutes a 
part of commerce among the States, is a valid law."" 

The Wabash decision established beyond dispute that the regula
tion of charges for transportation among the states is beyond the 
scope of the reserved powers of the local authorities. III The vital sub-

··Wd. 
"'bid .. p. 5,0. The Coun placed primary reliance upoo the C.,. of 1M SlIM 

Frti,,,, T"". '5 Wall. 232 (IS,2), in which a Pennsylvaoia .tatu .. had been held 
void, II in c:onlIict with the c:ommw:e e1a_ which impoaed • tax "upon all &eight 
carried tbtnugh the Sta .. by any railroad c:ompany, or inlO it from any other Stale, or 
out of it inlO any other Sta .. :' The statu .. had been held valid only U 10 &eight the 
.. r~ of wbich began and ended within the borden of the .ta ... This dccisio.., 
rendered only fOur yean before the granger ..... were decided, wu deemed by the 
Coun 10 be din:ctly in point. In the words of Justice Miller: "It i. impossible 10 see 
any distinction in ita effect upon commerce of either class, betweeD. a statute which 
regula ... the chuget fOr trao.portatiOllo and •• tatu .. which levies. tax for the benefit 
of the S .... upoo the IIDIC transportation; md, in fittt, the judgment of the eoun in 
the SlIM Frtig'" T"" C_ rested upoo the ground that the tax wu always added 10 
the _ of transportatiOllo and thus woo a tax in effi:c:t upoo the privilege of carrying 
the geocIs tbtnugh the Sta .. :' 

•• ,." .. po 575· 
11 See, also, LDoitMli • .,. N",A.i1I. R. R. CO. Y. I1da~, .84 U.s. 2, (.g02), in 

which 0 I_d..bort.haul douse of the Keotucky oonstitution wu dodared 10 be 
invalid ill 10 fi.r u it is made applicable tD or affects interstate mmmera:-that iI. ia 
.. for II it ''is not confined 10 0 "IC where the long and short haul. are both within 
the Sta .. of Kentucky, but • • ....... ds 10 and embraces 0 long haul from • place 
ouaid< of 10 ODe within the Stale, and • shorter haul betweeo points OD the IIIDI: 

line and in the same direction, both of which are within the Sta .... (po 33). Wbether 
the railroad finds itaelf compelled 10 lower the intrasta .. rates or 10 inereue the in .... 
ltate rates u • meaDS of remo'riDg the discrimina~ the statle eDaCtme:Dt uena • 
direct effi:c:t upoo in_ ................ 1n the words of Juatice PecI:bam (po 41): '"l'be 
f&cts of this .... have been thUi fiilly referred 10 fOr the purpoae of showing how 
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ject of control of interstate rates was placed in its proper category
that is, it was recognized as a subject requiring uniformity of regula
tion which was committed to the exclusive jurisdiction of Congress. 
Constitutional doctrine was thus harmonized with economic need. 
Any system whereby the states could lawfully fix all rates upon the 
transportation of persons or property within their borders would in
evitably have resulted in uncertainty, confusion, and conHict. When 
the Court broke away from its earlier vacillation on this issue, it set 
the stage for the effective exercise of governmental power. Although 
about three-quarters of the total traffic of the railroads was left un
regulated'" the necessary legal stimulus was provided for the asser
tion of federal authority. 

h. 1HE INFLUENCE· OF CONGRESSIONAL ENACTMENTs 

The foregoing constitutional doctrines were developed before the 
Federal Government had entered upon the tasks of carrier regula
tion. While the supremacy of Congress in the field of interstate com
merce had been recognized from the beginning, os the chief practical 

directly and also how injuriously such a provision might aB"cct interstate commerce. 
Other casc.s may be supposed, where the eJICct might not be 10 oppteJSive. But the 
fact which vitiates the provision is that it compels the carrier to regulate, adjust or fix 
his interstate rates with some reference at least to his rates within the State, thus 
enabling the State by constitutional provision ot by legislation to cIircaIy aIKa, and 
in that way to regulate, to some extent the interstate commerce of the carrier, which 
power of regulation the ComtitutiOD of the United Statea gives to the Federal 
Congress-" 

121t should be noted, however, that shippers were not left entirely at the mercy of 
the carriers, even as to interstate commerce, and despite the absence of Congressional 
action. Compare the following from CD.mgum 1Jri4r' CD. v. Kmlll&l{y. 154 U.s. ""4 
(,894), in which a Kentucky statute fixing rates of toll over the bridge of the plain
tiff company connecting the ltatea of Ohio and Kentucky wu held invalid u an at
tempted regulation of interstate commerce: '"We do not wish to be understood at 
saying that, in the absence of Congressional legislatioa or mutual legislation or the 
two states, the company has the right to fix tolls at its own discretion. There is alwa,. 
an implied understanding with reference to these ItrUcturea that <hargea ahaIl be .... -
sonable, and the question of rea.sonablCDeSS must be settled u other questiou of • 
judicial nature .... settled, by the e>idenoe in the particular case" (p. 222). In other 
words. only positive control by the states wa. rendered inoperative; the commo.n·law 
obligatio .. of public carricn remained • 

• aIn the u.t/ery Cas" ,88 u.s. 321 ('903), for uample, Juatice Harlan, aI!u • 
lW'Vey of the Court'a previow decisiona involving the eomm ..... clause, indicated the 
e:ltent of Congressional authority over interstate commerce in much the a.me language 
that Chief Jwtice ManhaU had used in GibboN v. Ord .. : ''They (the cases cited) 
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problems which faced the Supreme Court from time to time were 
concerned with the validity of local legislation affecting transporta
tion between the states. On the whole, the early adjudications recog
nized, in.the absence of Congressional action, the existence of a large 
measure of state authority: subjects permitting of diversity of control 
were held to fall within the scope of state jurisdiction even though 
they constituted a regulation of interstate commerce, provided they 
were not found to burden such commerce; and state legislation which 
affected interstate commerce only incidentally, not constituting a di
rect regulation thereof, was likewise sustained, provided no conflict 
was involved with existing federal enactments in the same sphere. In 
the crucial matter of rate contro~ however, the states were found to 
be without power in so far as their legislative acts embraced inter
state commerce, even though the primary objective was to regulate 
intrastate charges, and despite the fact that the National Government 
had not yet occupied the field. This determination, as definitively 
evolved in the WabarA case, marks the beginning of a process of 
centralization of control which has now attained far-reaching scope. 
Not only has Congress asserted extensively its acknowledged au
thority over interstate carriers, particularly through the major enact
ments of 1887, 19o6, 1910, and 1920, and through the parallel develop
ment of federal safety legislation, but in doing so it has ousted the 
states of power over interstate situations which had been legitimately 
exercised prior to its own assumption of regulatory activity, and, even 
more significandy, as a means of achieving effective regulation of 
the interstate commerce subject to its contro~ it has impinged in very 
substantial measure upon the freedom of the states to regulate mat
ters of purely intrastate commerce. Before we examine the character 

show that mmmerc:e among the Stites embraa:s navigation. intercoUhe, communica .. 
Ii .... tralIic, the ..... sit of pcnoDS. and the transmission of m .... ges by tdegn.ph. They 
abo abow that the po ..... to regulate eomm .... amoog the ..-.era! S .. "" is ..m:d in 
Congraa IS aboolutely IS it would be in a single go .............. having in ill constitu-
Ii ... the same ""tritti ....... the exer<iso of the power .. OR fOund in the Constitu-
Ii ... of the United s .. ""; that such po ..... is pleoaIJ'. mmplete in i.tsel~ and may be 
exetted by CoDgms to ill utmost uteot, subject oo/y to such limitations IS the Consti
tution im.,.... upon the uen:Ue of the powers granted by it; aod th .. in determiniDg 
the c:haracter of the regulali .... to be adopted Congraa baa a 1_ cIiscretion which is 
Dot to be conttolled by the courts, simply beca_ in their opinioD. such regulationa 
may Dot be the best or moot e&<ai"" that CDUld be employed" (pp. 35:>-353). 
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of the Commission's performance within the bounds of this ex
panded jurisdiction. it is necessary to note the nature of these Con
gressional enactments. as interpreted by the courts on the issue of 
state and federal authority. The detailed provisions of these statutes, 
as developed historically. have been previously analyzed." It will 
suffice, at this juncture. to revert to them very briefly. and on a func
tional basis: to note the character of the more important Congres
sional enactments in matters of finance and management. service and 
facilities. and rates and charges, in their relationship to the so-called 
reserved powers of the states, and thus to observe the present consti
tutional scope of the Commission's authority in the field of intra
state commerce. 

In matters of finance and management. the powers of the states 
incidental to the ereation of corporations and the regulation of their 
intrastate business have been sharply curtailed. with corresponding 
extensions of federal jurisdiction. The Commission's authority under 
Congressional enactment embraces. for example. control of accounts 
and reports. security issues, and intercorporate relations. The Com
mission may require regular and special reports from all carriers sub
ject to the Act. establishing the manner in which they shall be made. 
and it may prescribe uniform systems of accounts, including the 
forms of all accounts, records. and memoranda which may lawfully 
be kept. Because these powers have been held applicable to all of the 
operations of the carriers under the Commission's control. the asser
tion of independent state authority in this sphere is precluded."" Simi
larly. although the states long antedated the Federal Government in 
the regulation of the issuance of securities by interstate carriers, the 

86 See Part I, The Legislative Basis of the Commission's Authority. 
851"lerltllle Commerce Commission Y. Goodrid Tranm Co., 224 U.S. 194 (1912). 

In reversing the judgment of the Commerce Court. Justice Day, speaking for the 
majority, argued as follows (p. 2I1): ·'It is true that the accounts required to be kept 
are general in their nature and embrace business other than such as is necessary to the 
discharge of the duties required in carrying passengers and freight in interstate com
merce by joint arrangement between the railroad and the water QCrier, but the Com· 
mission is charged under the law with the mpervision of such rates as to their rcatOJl .. 

ablencH and with the general duty of making reports to Congress which might require 
a knowledge of the business of the carrier beyond mat which is suictly of the char .. 
acter mentioned. If the Commission is to successfully perform iu duties in respect to 
reasonable rates. undue discriminations and favoritism, it mwt be informed u to the 
busmess of the carriers by a system of accounting which will Dot permit the pouible 
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jurisdiction now conferred upon the Commission is "exclusive and 
plenary." Carriers may not issue securities or assume obligations with
out the Commission's approval, "even though permitted by the au
thority creating the carrier corporation"; and once authorization is 
granted by the Commission, carriers may proceed "without securing 
approval other than as specified" in the federal statute. On face of the 
provisions of section 20Q Congress has evinced a clear intent to occupy 
completely the field of security regulation."S The Commission has 

concealment of forbidden practiw in accountl which it is not permitted to sec and 
concerning which it can require DO information. • . • The object of requiring such 
accounts to be kept in a uniform way and to be open to the inspection of the Com
mission it not to enable it to regulate the afl8.ir. of the corporations not within its 
jwisdiction, but to be informed concerning the business methods of the corporations 
aubject to the act that it may properly regulate such matters as are ... .uy within its 
jurisdiction." 

I., Upon receipt of an application for the iauance of securities, the Commission is 
""Iuirod ... file a copy thereof with the governor of each ... re in which the applicant 
carrier operatesj and the state commissions or other appropriate authorities are per
mitted to make representations before the Commission for the protection of the rights 
and interests of the leveral states a.o.d their citizens. This participation by the states 
u of a purely advUory character. Only in 10 far u the authorized. aec:urities to be issued 
by a carrier must be: "for some lawful object within ita corporate pwposa" may state 
laws restrict the Commission'. authority. Although. in Ipeci.6.C in.stances. the CoJnmiI.. 
lion has recognized the limitations of state law, it has done 10 as a matter of policy. 
rather than. because of an acknowledged want of power. For example; In Cali'. 
Sl«k ., PitulnwgA & Won Vir';";. Ry •• S. I.C.C. 704 ('923). in denying an appli· 
cation for luthority ... ..n .1Ock below par. the Commission said (po 706): "Witheut 
determining to what extent our power with l'elpect to an iswe of securitiea is affected. 
by the limitation of • State regulation. it is our thought that in this matter we should 
be governed by the policy of the S .. re law:' Similarly. in S. ... k ., CIUII.",.,. Volt." 
R. R., 90 I.C.C. 52.1. 52.3 (19:14), state law was allowed to govern on this issue. It 
would IeeII4 however. ill view of the manifest ConpssioDal intmt to endow the 
Commission with plenary and exclusive control of oecurity issues, that i .. authoriza
tiODI would ewe deKct. of eorporare pawer. Compare the fullowing &om Kenneth p. 
Burgeu. '"Federal R.egulation of R.ailway Management and Plnance," H.......J u.. 
1/ninJ. Vol. 37 (April, '924). It pp. 7......,.5: "As ... the pawer of Congress ... Ie
atrict corporate action of companies ill respect to interstate commerce there: CI.D. be no 
doub<. In fi.ct. the carrying on of in..,.I1'" commer<o it DOt I franchise gnntal by the 
...... but it a right which exists in the corporation u a citizon of the Unital S ...... 
And Congress may en1arge the corporare capacity in ... pe<'t to interstate _ by 
gnnting pawen or franchises additional to the charter issued by the ...... It may 
cveo. enill'F the corporate capacity of a state corporation ill respect II) ill intrastate 
transactioDI by relieving apinst a clwter obliption to ebargoc 1M> more than a specified 
rate of ~ u' • put of ita pawer II) remove unjust cli.sc:riminatioD. apinst intultate 
commerce. The Commission'. conatruction of the pment Act. howe_. makes the 
corpora'" clwter the .... of wl>etbe< the propooed oecurity issue it "for oome lawfitl 
object within its corporate pUlpal": Oongress does ............. b ... imondcd this 
conclusion, judgi"l by the provision in the other pomgrapb of the same Ad; that ..... 
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proceeded on this basis,"t and in so far as its determinations have 
been subjected to judicial review the constitutional validity of the 
power under which it operates has been upheld."" Finally, a like 
centralization of control has been e1fected in the field of intercor
porate relations. Section 5 of the Act authorizes the Commission to 
permit the pooling of freights or revenues when found to be con
ducive to better service or economy of operation, to approve unifica
tions through lease or stock ownership when deemed to be in the 
public interest, and to mold the character of consolidations into single 
systems for ownership and operation in conformity with "a plan for 
the consolidation of the railway properties of the continental United 
States into a limited number of systems" which it is directed to pre
pare and adopt. These powers, by their very nature, embrace the en-

jurisdiction conferred upon the Commission by this section shall be exclusive and 
plenary· and that after such approval a carrier may issue securities without any other 
approval:' (Supporting citations have been omin.d.) 

If See, for eumple, Bo.d, of New York Ce ...... R. R., 65 I.C.C. 534 ('920). 
,slo Piluburgh & W. V. Ry. v. I.C.C., 293 Fed •• 00. ('923), the Court of Ap

peal. of the District of Columbia said (p •• 004): "We think the power thw con· 
ferred by Congress has • direct relation to commerce and forms an important f.u:tor 
in the general oebeme for the regulation of commerce by the railway .ystems of the 
country as set fonh in the Transportation Act. The power of the Commission to regu
late rates for the protection of the public and the carrier alike is tcttled. If this mutual 
protection is to be fully administered supervision of the wbole matu:r of the isoue of 
capital stock:, investment, and incurring of bonded indebtedness • . . becomes 10 di
rectly interrelated with the problem of maintaining a just relation between the public 
and the carrier, that they fall clearly within the constitutional authority of CoDgrea to 
regulate interstate commerce:' See, a1ro, WIJilmIllJ v. NOTIhem Ceol. Ry. Co., '46 
Md. 580,127 Ad. JJ2 ('924). While the Supreme Court baa not directly puaed upon 
the constitutionality of the Conunission's authority over the issuance of securities, it 
has definitely recogni2ed the ColtlD1isoion', conualling juriodiction in the premiset. 10 
R. R. Comm. v. So"'''em PM:. Co .• 264 U.s. 331 (1924), where it was held that the 
state commission waa without power to require three carriers to build an interslate 
union depot which would involve considerable abandonments and extensions and great 
expense, without action by the federal tribunal, Chief Justice Taft also refc:ned to the 
Interstate Commerce Commission's power over securities: "Such • heavy bwden as 
that involved in this DCW union Slation and the main uack changet and extensions 
and other accessories would in all probability require the three railways to issue new 
capital IICCUrities and thil could not be done without the approval of the Interstate 
Commerce Commission. To be IUR: this provision only bccomCi operative whc:.n Ie

c:uritics have to be issued and would not. of itself; prevent action by a state commission 
until such securities arc sccn to be necessary; but the provision indicates the general 
congressional plan" (p. 347). In Venner v. Mic". Cent. R. R. Co .. 271 U.S. 127 
(J926). it was held that a suit to enjoin the issuance of securities authorized by the 
Commission because of alleged violatioDs of state law could Dot be mainlaioed in the 
state courta. 
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tire business of interstate carriers; and it is expressly provided that 
carriers affected by the Commission's orders under these powers are 
relieved from the operation of the anti·trust laws and from all other 
restraints or prohibitions of state and federal law to the extent necet
sary to carry out the authority granted by such orders. While a few 
ac~ consolidations have been permitted to be effectuated under 
state law without the Commission's approval," and while there is 
some judicial support for the view that resort to the Commission is 
not mandatory in such cases prior to the promulgation of its final 
consolidation plan, eo the provisions as to acquisitions of control 
through lease or stock. ownership, to which the Commission's effec
tive activity has been largely confined up to this time, have been con· 
strued as prohibitory upon the carriers, forbidding combination with· 

II A<qIIisUi"" .. SIo<-\ luw by N. Y •• C. " St. L. R. R.. 79 LC.C. 581 (1923); 
0""';'. of Lirw .. Btnulluw by lIndin, Co. 86 I.C.C. 157 (1923); A<fIIUi
Iitnt by L. S." I. R. R.. 861.C.C. 313 (1924); A<lfllisili"" IItJd Slo<k Is_ by P •• 0." 
D. R. R.. 105 I.C.C. 189 (1925). In the fine of these pmca:dings the Commission IIicI 
(pp. 585""586), "The ...... ti .. CIOIUOlidatiOll pl ... of the commission and the abo";"g 
made ill tIW pmca:ding IUpport the amc:lusioD that CIOIUOlidatiOll of the pmpenieo 
md COIpOI1ItiOlll here iIlYDived ........ the pub1ic ill ...... that impedim .... would be 
mW'_ Applicable S .... lawa alIOrd mean. '" eJ\Cct the consolidation. Sw:h lawa 
ue ill foroe. They ..... ill &ct. the IaWl '" which ...... must be had '" ellecewlle con· 
oo1idatiom which the ill ........ commen:e let is desigoed '" filcili ..... We .... IlOt con· 
dude that they ha .. been nullified or supeneded. Aa valid eDstiog lawa we have IlO 
po_ '" IUSpend them. Whether S .... COIpOI1Itio .. ill mattors n:garding their ....... 
u legal ... titiea .. distioguished &om their panicipatiOll ill iIl_ .. commen:e may 
avail them ...... of auch lawa does .... depend upOIl our e1ecti1ln or anything we do. 
AuthorilJ ill us '" withhold Ippmval ill the public ill ...... of oec:urilJ issuea ....... 
S .... IaWl pennit CIOIUOlidatiOll _ .... _ that we may .... grant appmval w ..... 
public ill ...... '"'IWn:s that we do aD. Funhennon:, ill the aboena: of mmdatory pm
'riIiou of a FedenI ... IU .. we abould give lUll lilith md aedit '" the act> of .. ..,..;go 
S ...... especially wbeD, .. ill tIW cue, their aetiOIl is UIlaJlimous. » But "" the oipouo 
disaentiog opioion of Ounmission .. I!utmaD, at pp. 587-595. ill which be argoeci 
that aU conooIida~ n:gstdI .. of ........... must fine n:a:i.., the appmval of the 
00mmissi0Il. 

.. S.yUr ~. No. Y~. C. 6' SI. L. R. R. Co. '78 U.s. 578 (1929). See Sidoey P. 
Simpson. "The In ........ Ounmen:e 0unmisti0Il and RaiImod Coodidation,» H_ 
~ '--. Vol. 43 (Dee., 1929). p. 198. II. 24; and .- his condwioo, GIl 
piIlciple, .. IOUOWl (p. 199)' "The oiew that the pro'riliou of ....tiOIl 5 ue pm
bibitory would, __ • &aD '" be tbe ......... _ &om ._point of policy. Tbe 
dedared purpooe of eo.....,. wu '" provide fOr tbe building up of ... iIllegral<d, bal • 
.-cI, .. tioaaI nil ..... .,.-. It would ....m that Cougress ........ RekiIlg _y 
II) provide carrien with • waf of .widing the 1IlIi-trust I ..... but rather COJI_plal<d 
tbe C>JlJlaoIidatiOll of tbe niIn>oda ill", • Iimm:d Dum_ of .,....... ill __ with 
• defiDi .. pl .... If tbe ... _ CUI be toIlIIrIIed '" corry out tIW ~ it should be 
.. CII>IISUUed. • . 
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out the Commission's authority, instead of merely serving to enable 
them to obtain relief from restrictive state and federal legislation."l 
While the constitutional issue, as well as many matters of interpreta
tion, have not been expressly adjudicated, it would seem that com
plete jurisdiction over unifications has been vested in the Commis
sion, and that state laws, whether involving police regulations or mat
ters of corporate power, have been rendered largely inoperative." 

In the regulation of service and facilities, there has likewise been an 
extensive assertion of federal authority in derogation of the tradi
tional powers of the states. We have noted that in the absence of 
Congressional action state legislation in this field had been generally 
upheld as a legitimate exercise of the police power, despite its impact 
upon interstate commerce. Since, however, the same plant and equip
ment are used for both intrastate and interstate traffic and the opera
tions involved are inextricably interblended, there is room, on the 
whole, for but one controlling authority. Local regulations are bound 
to yield to the supreme power of the Federal Government over all 
subjects of interstate commerce. When, therefore, Congress entered 
this regulatory sphere, the states were in large measure ousted of 
jurisdiction, even as to matters within their own domain of intra
state commerce. The earliest assertion of federal authority in this 
connection concerned matters of safety of service; and it is in this 
field that state enactments have been most sweepingly superseded. 
The Safety Appliance Acts have not only been held to apply to vehi
cles used in moving intrastate commerce," but to supplant all state 
regulations covering the same subject-matter;" the Hours of Service 

81l.o S«Uritiel Application of Pittsburgh 6- Well Virgi"j" Ry .• 10 I.C.C. 682 
(1921), an application for the issuance of securities in connection with III independent 
acquisition of control was denied 00 the ground that such acquisition cannot be law
fully accomplished without the Commission's approval. For a more retc:ol application 
of the same principle. sec Bontls of Cusapefllc.e 6- O"io RIIilIVIJ'I Co., 150 I.C.C. 251 
(1929), at p. 260. The same view appears [0 have been assumed by the Supreme Coun 
in Chicago Junaio" Case, 264 U.s. :158, 267. :171 (1924). 

112 Sec Sidney P. Simpson, 01'. nl" pp. 239-2-44. 00 the effect of the Conuniuion', 
approval of unifications. 

88 SoUl""" Ry. Co. v. U.s .• 222 U.S. 20 (J911). 
N Southern R'I. Co. v. R. R. Comm., 1"t/i#l1JII. 336 U.S. 439 (1915). In the words 

of the Court: ·"The exclwive effect of the Safety Applian«: Act did not rd • ., merely 
to detail. of the .tatute and the penalties it imposed, but extended to the whole sub
ject of equipping cars with applianccs intended for the protection of employes. The 
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Act has been held to be valid despite its indirect regulation of intra~ 
state commerce," and to have rendered state regulations inoperative, 
by way of supplement or otherwise, even before its effective date;" 
the Boiler Inspection Act, as amended, has been held to have occupied 
the field of regulating locomotive equipment 50 completely as to pre
elude state legislation;" and the train<ontrol provisions of the Trans
portation Act have been applied in similarly sweeping &shion." In 
matters of adequacy of service Congress did not assume full jurisdic
tion till 1920, but the powers now conferred upon the Commission 
are 50 broad as to embrace all of the traffic of interstate carriers. The 
Commission's normal regulation of "car service," and particularly 
the exercise of its summary powers in the event of car shortage, con~ 
gestion, or other emergency, generally involves control of the entire 
plant, all &cilities, and the aggregate of operations. In most instances 
the interests of intrastate and interstate shippers cannot be separated: 
since all shippers arc dependent upon the same car supply, an assign
ment to one group necessarily reduces the supply available for the 
other group. In these circumstances federal authority is supreme, and 
it has been exercised, in coOperation with state agencies, without ques
tion.· But perhaps the most striking encroachment upon state power 
in the field of service has sprung from the Commission's authority 
over extensions and abandonments. No railroad may extend its line 
or construct or acquire a new line, or abandon the whole or any part 
of its line, without first securing from the Commission a certificate of 
public convenience and necessity; and upon the Commission's au-

s ..... thereaflu oould not Icgisla'" .. IS 10 '"'loin: ,..."" or I ... or cIiSerent "'I.Wp
ment; nor oould they punish by imposing ,..."" or I ... or cIiSerent penalties. • • • eo..s- bu 10 lOr occupied the 6eld of legislation mating 10 the "'I.uipmcnt of 
&.igbt can with ..r.ty .ppliances IS 10 supenedc: elIi.sting and ""' .... t tUrther legisla
tion DD that subj<ct •• (pp. 446, 447). See. also, Put X. pp. 254-255 • 

.. u.. " Olfio R. R. v.I.C.C."1 U.s. 6 .. (lgll) • 

.. N"". h<. Ry. Y. W",Ai._. au U.s. 370 (Igu); En. R. R. Co. v. Now Y""~ 
"33 U.s. 671 (1914). See. also, Put X. pp. 260-265. 

Of N.p.r y. "dcui< c.." liroc. 272 U.s. 60S (lg26). See. also, Put X. pp. 273-

'75· 
.. ,,--.. TNi.-eo""" DnOcn. 6g I.C.C. 258 (Ig .. ). gl I.C.C. 426 (1924), 

and the numerous ..... lOUowing. See. also, Put X. pp. 27S-081. 
"TIle oolJ .. .u.g d ...... gainst und .. infiingemcnl upnn .. '" oaivity is the 

otipul.tion that nothing in the _ "bI'" "'sball impair ... aIfea: the rigbl of • 
s.."" in the cxercioe of ;,. police po ..... 10 '"'IuUe j .... and _ &.igbt and 
puoeD&U _ fOr in ___ eoup in .. lOr u ouch '"'Iuircmem is __ 
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thorization the carrier may proceed with the extension or abandon
ment "without securing approval other than such =tificate ... •o In 
both extensions and abandonments the lines immediately involved 
are generally located or to be located within the boundaries of a single 
state, but their operations affect interstate commerce and the applica
tions for certificates are filed by interstate carriers. Under such condi
tions the authority of the states is superseded by that of the F cderal 
Government. Extensions wholly within a state have been held to re
quire the Commission's authorization;'" and the Commission's power 

linent with any lawful order of the Commission made under the provisions ot this 
Act." Sec. I, par. (17). 

70 Only the construction and abandonment of ""Spur, industrial, team, switching or 
side tracks, located Of to be located wholly within one State, or of street, auburbao, 
or interurban electric railways. which are Dot operated u a part or patti of • general 
.team railroad system of transportation" arc,'cxccpted from the incidence of the Com
mission's authority. Sec. I, par. (22). 

T1 Texas 6- Pac. Ry. v. Gulf Ry., '70 U.S •• 66 (19.6). The case involved the con· 
struction of projected trackage wholly within the state. It was conceded thot if ouch 
trackage constituted an extension, the Commission', authorization was necessary; in 
defense of the failure to secure a certificate from the Commission, it was urged that 
the line was merely an industrial track. over which the Commission has DO authority. 
In disposing of this issue, Juscic:e Brandeis, delivering the opinion of the Court, indi
cated that the sweep of the Commission's power in the premises is closely related to 
the general policy of the Transportation Act of 1920. fOBy that measure," he declared. 
"Congress undertook to develop and maintain, for the people of the United States, an 
adequate railway system. It recognized that preservation of the earning capacity, and 
conservation of the financial resources. of individual carriers is a matter of national 
concern; that the property employed mwt be permitted to earn a reasonable return; 
that the building of unnecessary lines involves a waste of resources and that the 
burden of this waste may f3.ll upon the public; that competition between c:arrien may 
result in harm to the public as well as in benefit; and that when a railroad inBicts in .. 
jury upon its rival, it may be the public which ultimately bears the loss. • • • When 
the clauses in par2graphs 18 to 22 are ... d in the light of this CODgressionai policy, 
the meaning and scope of the terms extension and indwuial track become clear. The 
carrier was authorized by Congress to CODitrUct, without authority from the Com .. 
mission. 'spur, industrial, team, switching Of side uacks . . . to be located wholly 
within one State.' Tracks of that character arc commonly constructed either to im .. 
I'rove the facilities required by shipper. already SOlved by the carrier or to IUpply the 
facilities to others. who being within the same territory and limiIarly atuated are en
titled to like service from the carrier. The question whether the coDitruction ahould 
he allowed or compelled depends largely upon local conditions which the ltate regu· 
lating body iJ peculiarly fitted to appreciate. Moreover, the expenditure involved ia 
ordinarily .mall. But where the proposed trackage extend. into territory not thereto
fore SOlVed hy the carrier, and particularly where it .. tends into territory already served 
by another carrier, its purpose and effect are, under the new policy of Congress, of 
national concern. For invasion through new construction of tenitoty adequately tetved 
by another carrier, like the establishment of excessively low ratel in order to aecu.n:: 
traffie enjoyed by another, may he inimical to the nstional intcreat. If the purpose and 
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over abandonments has been held not only to extend to lines lying 
wholly within a state but to embrace their intrastate as well as inter
state traffic." Even where extensions or abandonments are but ind-

elI'ect of the new trackage u to exb:l1d .ubstantially the line of a carrier into new 
torritory. the propooed trackage c:onstitu ... an exb:l1Jion of the raiIroacI within the 
meaning of paragnph ,8. although the line be short and although the character of 
the aervicc contemplated be that commonly IOJldeml to indu.tries by means of 'purs 
or industrial tracks. Being an exb:l1Jion, it cannot be built unless the fc:deral commU' 
aion woes its certificate that public necessity and convenience require its corutrUctiontt 

(pp. '7~79). For tca>gnition by • otate court of the exclusive authority of the 
Commission over extensions, see People v. IUi"oil CeM. R. R. Co .. 155 N.E. 841 
('ga7). 

"In Cmi/kt#< for BM_ T._ R.I/.. 6SI.e.e. 436 (,goo). the Commission au· 
thorized the complete abandoDmCDt oC the line involved, embracing intrastale as well 
u interstate traflic. On appeal, in TezfII v. EIISkm Teztll R. R. Co., 258 U.S. 204 
(,g .. ). the Supreme Court confined the Iawfid operation of the Commission', ccrtifi
eate to interstate commen:e, holding that the provisions of the Transportation Act 
"should be interproted and road as not clothing the Commission with any authority 
over the disconanuaace of the purely intraltate business of a road whose situation and 
ownenhip. .. here, are such that interstate and foreign commerce will not be burdened 
or afICcted by a conanuaace of that business" (p •• ,8). But the mationship between 
intrastate and interstate comm .... u generally too intimate for ouch limitation of the 
Commission'. authority. For example, in Ab."d ....... • / _~ Li .. ., Col..-.d. /II 
s • .,~ ..... Ry .. 7' I.e.e. 3'5 (,g .. ). 8. Le.e. 3'0 (,ga3). 86 I.e.e. 393 (,g>4). 94 
I.e.e. 657. 66. ('ga4). the Commission iasued • ccrtifieate permitting the abandon· 
ment of a branch line loeated wholly within the State of Colorado .. to its entire 
busin .... The Commission said (86 I.e.e. 393. at po 39S): ''The pro ... tants contend 
that paragnph. (,8) to (OI) •••• in so lOr as they may attempt to _ exclusive 
jurisdiction upon us to permit the abandonment of Iincs of railroad loeated and doing 
businesa wholly within the State of Colorado and engaged in its intralta .. COIIlIIIen:e, 

.... unc:onstitutinnal. The case of T._ Y. _ Tnt1U I/. I/. C ••• as8 u.s. 004, u 
relied upon to IUpport ouch conb:l1tion. In our opinion the conclusion therein roached 
doea not apply to the lim in the present ..... The applieant's Iincs an: not loc:ated and 
doing business wbolly within the S .... of Colorado. Tbe applieant is an in_ .. car
rier. the operating mults of the branch line are reBo:cted in its accounts, and it is Ie
quired to bear or make good the deficits liom ouch operation. It clearly appears that, 
in the language of the Supreme Court in the .... abeve cited, the large I ..... aus
tained in operating the branch line 'would or might burden or aipple the main line 
and therd>y affioct its utility or service u an artery of in_ .. and foreign commen:o.' 
We are of opinicm that we have jurisclictioll."1 OD. appeal. in Colonlllo Y. U.s., 2.71 
U.s. '53 (,ga6), the main CODb:l1tion of the ..... wu "that the Commission lacks 
po_ II> authorUe the Company II> abandon, u IOSpotts intralta .. tralIic:, a pan of its 
line lying wholly within the Sto .. " (po 16.). The Court round thU CODb:l1tion withoul 
merit and upheld the Commission'. order. In supporting thU order u a c:onstitutinnaI 
........ of authorilJ Justine Brand ... slid (pp. 163. .64, 16,..166), '"l'be de 0b
jective of paragnpha ,k. is the regulation of inters .... _ Control u exerted 
.... intrasta .. commerce only because ouch control is a IItCeSSUf incident of fiooing 
in_ .. commerce &om the unn:uonsbIe bunIenI, _ or unj .... cIixrimina· 
lion which are fi>und to =wt &om open.ting a branch ax • large loa. Conpao hu 
po_ II> authorUe abandonment, beca ... the Sto .. •• power II> regula .. and ...-
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dental to the legitimate assertion of state power, the exclusive au
thority of the Commission with respect to them. has been sustained, 
though without derogation of the state power to which such exercise 
of authority is incidental.'8 

intrastate commerce may Dot be exercised in such a way as to prejudice interstate com .. 
mcree. • • • This railroad, like most others. was chartered to engage in both intra .. 
state and interstate commerce. The same instrumentality serves both. The two service. 
arc inextricably intertwined. The extent and manner in which one is performed, neces
sarily affects the performance of the other •••• The exercise of federal power i.o 
authorizing abandonments is not an invasion of a field reserved to the State. The obli .. 
gation assumed by the corporation under its charter of providing intrastate service on 
every part of its line within the State is subordinate to the performance by it of its 
federal duty, also assumed, e.fficiendy to render transportation services in interstate 
commerce. • • • Because the same instrumentality serves both. Congress has power to 
assume Dot only some control, but paramount coDtrol, insofar as interstate commerce 
is involved. It may determine to what extent and in what maJUler intra5tatc service 
must be subordinated in order that interstate service may be adequately rendered. The 
power to make the determination inheres in the United States as an incident of its 
power over inters[a,te commerce. The making of this determination involves an exer· 
cise of judgment upon the facts of the particular case. The authority to find the &.ctJ 
and to exercise thereon the judgment whether abandonment is consistent with public 
convenience and necessity. Congress conferred upon the Commission. tt 

'18 The Los Angeles passenger terminal controversy. involving. among other 
things. the scope of the Commission's power over extensiom and abandonments, 
furnishes an unwual example of the interrelated jwisdiction of the Commission and 
state authorities. This controversy was prouactcd for more than a decade, and only 
the general course of its development need be here indicated. In 1921 the Railroad 
Commission of California ordered the Southern Pacific, the Atchison. and the Loa 
AngclCl Ie Salt Lake to acquire lands and construct a union station in the city of Los 
Angeles. in accordance with plans to be approved by that commission. This order was 
held to be invalid by the Supreme Court of California, on the ground that the Trans
portation Act of 1920 had vested exclusive authority over union stations in the Inter· 
state Commerce Commission. Au-hUon Ry. Co. v. &lilrosJ Com., 190 Cal. 214 (1922). 
This judgment WaJ affirmed by the United States Supreme Court, but the scope of the 
federal decision was not made entirely clear. While the Court stated that the issue be· 
fore it was "whether the power to direct a new union nation with its csscntial incl· 
dents is committed exclusively to the Interstate Commerce Commission under the Act 
of 1920." primary emphasis was placed upon the faa that substantial extensioDl and 
abandonmcnts of main tracks were involved in the plan. and that under the circum· 
stances the statute required the Commission's certificate of public convenience and ne· 
cessity as a condition precedent to the validity of the state commission', order or of 
action by the carriers. "Until the Interstate Commerce Commil5ion shall have acted 
under paragraphs 18 to 21 of 1402 of the Transportation Act," concluded the Court, 
"the respondent railways cannot be required to provide a new intentate union station 
and to extend their main tracks thereto as ordered by the State Railroad Commission." 
R. R. Comm. v. Southem Pac. Co., 264 U.S. 331. 341. 348 (1924). Accordingly. upon 
the filing of • federal complaint by the city of Los Angeles, and after bearing. the 
Commission found that such b"aCk changes and joint usc of &.cilities as the union sta· 
tion plan involved were reasonably required in the public interest" but it concluded that 
it was "not empowered to require the construction of a union passenger wtion." and 
it also withheld the issuance of certificates pending further action by the state commis--
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But it is in the field of rates and charges that the most controversial 
issues have arisen with regaid to the distribution of power between 
the nation and the stateSj and it is in this field that the centralizing 
process has achieved its most significant advances. The denial of 

.ion. "Por orderly procedure," said the CommissioD, "it appears preferable that ap .. 
propria .. certificatea in ""nnection with the proe<edings now before us should be issued 
aubsequCllt, rather than prior to, the making of an order by State authority, but that 
the securing of favorable action on our part be made a prerequisite to the eifcaiveness 
of any State order. Such a procedure would enable us to pass upon a specific proposal 
and obviate the aem.blanc:r.: of consenting in advance: to construction the extcD.t and ex· 
pense of which could only be surmised ... Los ifngeltl Patlmger Tt:rmi,,111 Casu. 100 

I.C.C. 4", 430, 459 (19'5). The Califoxru. ""mmission thereupon reopened the pro. 
cecdinga and. upon a voluminous record, ordered the construction of the station ae .. 
""'ding to prucribed plana, the nrder to become effective only aftel the Intels .... COIn· 
merce Commission had issued the necessary certiDcatel for extensions and abandon
menta of track and an order for the construction of the union station. Upon petition 
to the fedcral tribunal fox such cmificatea and oxder, the Commission issued the certifi· 
cates AI prayed for, but, adhering to its original: conclusion, once more declared. itself 
without power to require the construction of the union &tation. LM ",,.geles Pllllmger 
T.,.,.i •• CIII .. , 14' I.C.C. 489 (lg.8). This position wu lUlly sustained by the 
United S .. tea Supreme Court, rcvening the judgment nf the Court nf Appeal' nf the 
District nf Columbia in 34 Fed. (.d) •• 8. After notiog the great _ and &rorcaching 
aignifica .. :e of the propoocd construction, the Supreme Court, .peaking through Cbicf 
Justice Taft, said: "If Congress had intended to give an executive tribunal unfettered 
capacity fox requiaitioning investment nf capiral nf the caxn.r. and the puxchasc nf 
large quantities of land and material in an adverse proceeding. we may well be confi· 
dent that Congress would have made ita meaning &r clearer and more dirc<:t than in 
the present meager provisions nf the Transportation Act." Tbc Supreme Coun', earlier 
decision. in R. R. Com .. ~ v. So"u,,,.,. PfI&. Co .•• "... was distinguished as follows: 
"But it is llid that we have already foreclosed the conclusion in this case by our opia· 
ion in .64 U.S. 331. The only issue there presented ID this Court, wu wlu:thcr it was 
necessary to occure Iiam the In_ .. Coxnmercc Commission ill approval nf the <On' 

,truction nf • union ... tion and the relocation nf the «>nnec:ting trow propoocd. Tbc 
point in that case w .. the necessity fnr the acqui_ of the Inters .... Coxnmercc 
Commission in respect to a uoion passenger station. We held such a czrti6cate: to be: 
necessary before a union station or COIUlCCting lines of interstate carrien could be 
lawful. Thor is aU we held. • • • It was .. &r as possible Iiam the purpooc nf the 
Coun in ita opinion to indica .. ill views nf the powers which the Commission ""uld 
cxcrciJe .dvcndy ID the carriers in a>mpuloory proc:ecdings. They were not befoxc the 
Court for adjudication." Ifllllrllllll: COMMtrCY Commiuio. v. Los Jf_gdes. 280 U.s. 52. 
7" 7' ('9.9). Meanwhile the carriers had petitioned ID have the nrdcr nf the ...... 
commission ... aside, but it wu upheld by the Supreme Coun nf Califoxnia in .og 
Cal. 460 ('93°), and the judgment nf the ..... ""un was affirmed by the Supreme 
Coun nf the United s .. teo in AIdiJo. Ry. v. lIIIiIn>M C ...... • 83 U.s. 380 (1931). 
In disposing nf the ..now srounds nf attack upon the nrder, Cbicf Justioc Hughes said _.u. (p. 39.): "The a>nsidcratiou which led the ""un (in .80 U.s. s.11D .... 
conclusion that .... po_ to a>mpel .... -.. nf ouch IICrminals had been with· 
held fiom the Federal Commission II .. make it clear that the authority which re
sided in ......... had not been taken .... y ..... pt ID .... CllI1:nt that ..... pproval nf 
the Fcdcral Commission wu required." 
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state authority over interstate rates, .c;v.;ilirl 'the absence of Congres
sional action, was a mete beginning; with the actual assumption of 
federal jurisdiction, state power over intrastate rates has been progres
sively curtailed, in subordination to the exercise of supreme federal 
authority over interstate commerce, and the Commission is now find
ing itself vested with large powers of control over purely local rates 
and charges. This result has been attained despite the express stipu
lation of the Interstate Commerce Act that its provisions are in
applicable to transportation "wholly within one State." The necessity 
for this extension of federal power is grounded in the filet that dis
crimination against persons or localities in interstate commerce and 
the burdening of interstate commerce as a whole may arise from the 
relationship between intrastate and interstate rates, whether the intra
state charges are voluntarily fixed by the carriers or imposed under 
mandate of the state authorities. The specific legislative basis for the 
Commission's incursion into the domain of intrastate rates is to be 
found: first, in the prohibitions of section 3 of the Act, operative 
since the original enactment of 1887, against carriers granting undue 
preference or advantage to persons or localities or subjecting them to 
undue prejudice or disadvantage; and, second, in the provisions of 
section 13 of the Act, as amended by the enactment of 1920, when 
construed in relationship to the general policy introduced by the new 
legislation and particularly with reference to the ru1e of rate-making 
established by section 15a, whereby the Commission is expressly em
powered to prescribe intrastate rates and charges in lieu of those 
which, upon investigation, it finds to cause "any undue or unreason
able advantage, preference, or prejudice as between persons or locali
ties in intrastate commerce on the one hand and interstate or foreign 
commerce on the other hand, or any undue, unreasonable, or unjust 
discrimination against interstate or foreign commerce," which rates 
and charges, as prescribed by the Commission, are declared to be 
binding upon the carriers involved in such proceedings, "the law of 
any State or the decision or order of any State authority to the con
trary notwithstanding." We are not concerned, at this point, with 
the character of the Commission's performance under this grant of 
authority; our immediate task is to discover the scope of the Commis
sion's power over intrastate rates, as disclosed by a brief analysis of 
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the outstanding judicial pro~~~gs in which the jurisdictional issue 
has been authoritatively detenilined. .' ; 

The determinations of the Sup~eme Court in the Minnesota Rate 
Cases" provide the first important step in the evolution of federal 
power over intrastate rates, although no order of the Commission 
was involved and the authority of the states was upheld:' In 1906 
and 1907 a general reduction of intrastate freight and passenger rates 
was made by the State of Minnesota, both through acts of the legisla
ture and through orders of the Railroad and Warehouse Commis
sion. Prior to these reductions, border cities in adjoining states (such, 
for example, as Duluth, Minnesota, and Superior , Wisconsin) were 
accorded like rates to points within Minnesota. When the new rates 
were put into effect, the carriers involved reduced many of their 
interstate rates to the level of the intrastate rates, in order to maintain 
the previously established parity and thus avoid an adverse effect upon 
interstate transportation. Without such adjustments, border cities 
outside the State of Minnesota, lying in the same economic area, 
could not have maintained their traditional cO!Ilpetition with locali
ties within the state. The rate reductions on interstate traffic thus 
forced upon the carriers were substantial, and exerted a considerable 
effect upon their operating income:e Thereupon suit was brought by 

.. '30 U.S. 35' (1913). 
"In S'",," v. No"'"" Po<. Ry. Co., 184 Fed. ,65 (1911), the Cin:uil Coun of 

the United s ..... lOr the District of Minneoo .. eonfirmed the findiDgs of a special 
master and entered decrees whereby the actI and orders of the state, with the exception 
of 011. order as applied 10 the Minneapolis aod 51. Louis RailMad Company, were de
dared 10 be void, and the eoforeemen. of the .,,-ibed &.igh. aod passenger ra ... 
was permanently enjoined.. In the M;""t:1OM RIIU CfI#l • • ".". the Supreme Court 
.......... the d ...... as applicd 10 the Northern Pacific aod Grea. Northern companies, 
and affirmed the d""""" with modifications, in the eat< of the Minneapolis and 5 .. 
Loui. llaih"ad Company. This diversity of ... 01. was based enlirely 011 the issue of eon
fiseati .... the Coun holding th •• the valuatiOl1 methods employed did not justifY a 
finding of eonfiseatiOl1 in the lint ..... instanc:es, but tha. in the third, despi'" some 
error in the value .. lim .... and c:akulations, the spctiol mcts support«! the findiDg 
that the ra ... were eonfisealOry. Bu. 011 the issue as 10 wh.ther the Minnesota rates 
were aD. unlawful inttrfi:renc:e with interstate commeree. the Iowa: court was revened. 
as 10 all of the companies and the action of the ..... was upbeld in its entirety. 

"Compue the followiog from the findiDgs of the master, .. appmvcd by the Cir
cui. Coun and as summarized by Justice Hughes ('30 U.s.. ., pp. 38:>-384): "The 
..... line of Minneso .. 011 the "'" and ..... IUDS between cities which tie in d_ 
pmzimity. Superior, W"lOCODSin, and Duluth. Minnesota, .... side by side at the ez-
...... ity of Lake Superior. Opposi'" 0110 another, on the ......... bouodary of the Stair. 
lie Grand Forb, North Dokota, and East Grand Forb, Minnesota; Fargo, North 



•• il TIlE !NrERsTATE COMMERtE COMMISSION .. ~ ... ". , 
stockholdefs of the 'Carriers to restrain the enforcement of the intra-
state l'\Ites prescribed by the! Minnesota 'aut:/lorities, on the ground that 
they so disturbed the previously existing relationship between the in
trastate and interstate rates as to discriminate against localities in other 
states and thus to constitute an unconstitutional interference with in
terstate commerce.TT It was conceded by the state authorities "that the 
schedules fixed for intrastate transportation 'necessarily disturbed the 
equilibrium theretofore existing between the rates on the two classes 
of business' (state and interstate) 'on the boundary lines' ";T. but it 

Dakota, and Moorhead, Minnesota; and Wahpeton. North Dakota, and Breckenridge, 
Minnesota. The cities in each pair ship and receive, to and from the same localities, the 
same kinds of freight. The railroad companies have always put each on a parity with 
the other in the matter of rates, and if there were a substantial difference it would 
cause scriow injury to the commerce of the city having the higher tale. • • • The 
maximum class rates fixed by the order of September 6, 1906, were from 20 per cent. 
to loS per cent. lower than those theretofore maintained by the Northern Pacific and 
Great Northern Companies for transportation in Wisconsin, Minnesota and North 
Dakota., whether such transportation was local to one of these States or was interstate 
between any two of them. When the Northern Pacific Company, pursuant to this order, 
installed the new intrastate rates, it reduced its intctsta[c rates between Superior and 
points in Minnesota to an exact parity with its rates from Duluth. Reduction wu also 
made in the rates between both Duluth and Superior and the above·mentioncd points 
on the westcm boundary so as to put the border cities in North Dakota on an equal 
basis with the neighboring citiel in Minnesota. This reduction was substantial and, 
had it Dot been made, the places adjoining the boundary, but outside the State, could 
not have competed with those within. Although the Nordlcrn Pacific Company thereby 
suffered a substantial loss in revenue from its interstate business. it had the choice of 
lubmitting to that loss or sulferiog mbsWltial destruction of its interstate commerce 
to these border localities in articles covered by the orders. At the same time, the Great 
Northern Company made similar reductions, although, in its case, the transportation 
between Duluth and points in Minnesota was interstate-its line passing through Wil~ 
consin. The reason for these reductions was to preserve the relation in ralel from 
Duluth which had always existed between localities on the Great Northern line and 
Ih"", similarly oituared on the line of Ihe Northern Pacific; and to meet the reduced 
rates on the latter. n 

ff The rates were also attacked on the ground that they were so low as to COD~ 
stitute a taking of property without due process of law, involving, primarily, the 
validity of the valuation methods employed in deter.m.i.niog the rate base. Since the 
Court upheld the intrastate rates as a proper exercise of the reserved power of the 
.tate, the issue as to confiscation came to be the controlling &ctor in the dccWoD. See 
Dote 15, supra. 

18 Ibid., p. 394. The infIucnce of Ih...., intrastate rates extended beyond the borde< 
citieJ. To the concession of the appellants. Justice Hughes added: "So also, whatever 
may be said 31 to the non-existence of • general or comprehensive I)'Stem of equitably 
adjusted rates, it! is clear that there are competitive areas crossed by the state line of 
Minnesota and that the State', requirements altered the existing relation between state 
and interstate tatel 31 to places within these zones of competition and not merely u 
to the citiel on the boundary of the State." He directed attention, moreover, as bearing 
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was urged that the legislative acts and a'dminiStrative 6!fders were 
within the full competence or" the state, Under its power' to regulate 
internal commerce, regardless of this efiCct. TO The issue, then, sprang 
"from opposing conceptions of the fundamental law, and of the scope 
and efiCct of Federal legislation, rather than from differences with 
respect to the salient filets:"" The Court was called upon to deter
mine: first, whether the action of the state imposed a direct burden 
upon interstate commerce, which would render it invalid even in the 
absence of federal legislation; and, second, whether it was in conflict 

upon the llignilicana: of the CX>Dtroveny. to the typical characI<r of the c:ircumslances 
cIiscloocd by the install. proceeding: "The siblation is DO' peculiar ID Minneso ... The 
oame questiOD hu been pracnll:d by the appeal .. DOW bcf"cm: the CX>urt, which in.ol .. 
the validity of intra ..... tarifIi fixed by Missouri, Arkansas, Kentudr.y and Oregon. 
[See, fOr example, Millo"; Rot< CO"". 230 U.s. 474 (1913).) DiflOrcnoes in particu
lor &do appear. bu. they canno' be rcganIed as controlling. A achcme of ..... 12'" 
framed to a.oid discrimination between localities within .... S ..... and to pIOvid. an 
hannonious I}'1ICm for intruta .. tnD5pomtion thn:ughou. the S ..... naturally would 
embrace thole places within the State which are on or near the State's boUDdarics; and. 
when these ore included in a general n:duetion of intruta'" ra .... there is, of cx>urse, a 
change in the relation of rates II theretofore existing to points adjacent to. but across, 
the ..... 1ine. Ken ... City. Ka!uaJ, and Kansu City. Missouri; East S .. Louis, Illinois, 
aod S .. Louis, Missouri; Omaha, Nebraska. and Council BluJIi, Iowa; Cincinnati, 
Ohio, aud Coving<on aud Newport, Kentudr.y; and many 0 ..... places thn:ughou. the 
cx>untry which might be mentioDed. pracn. substantially the sam. conclitiona as tho .. 
hen: appearing with .... pect ID localities on the boundaries of Minn ...... I. is also a 
ma .... of ex>mmon knowledge ..... mmpetition taka bu. little accoun. of ..... lines 
and in every put of the laud ex>mpetiti .. disttiCII embrace pain .. in clilli:n:n ....... .. 
(pp. 394""395). 

II The ni1road commissioners of eight ....... who filed a brief as "".;n "",; ... 
_tended tha. if the doctrine of the lower cx>urt wen: ou:a:pted, the power of the 
...... ID n:gul ... in_ ....... would be prac:tic:all, destroyed. They argued ..... 
.. then: is praetica1ly DO movement of ttafIic be ...... two IDWIIS within as ......... does 
no • ...me inID ex>mpetition with aome in ........ haul" aod ..... "if the disturbaoa: of 
the eziat:iDg n:lation between competitive state and iDtentate rata is the correct aile
ri.oD. no reduction can be made in ltate rata without interferiog with interstate QOID .. 

mer<e." Tha. this criterion c:onstimll:d ao implOper infringement upon "'11: authority 
was also urged by .... go_ of thn:e ....... acring on behalf of .... confer<nce of 
go_ of aU of the ....... In the -.Is of Justia: Hughes (pp. 395-396): "They 
do not seelr. 'to belittl ..... effi:ct of the action of Minnese .. on the business between 
the pl ..... named in the findingo, but they ore CX>Dvina:d ..... if the principl. an
nounoed by .... Circui. Court is upheld, i. can be made ID apply by a mowing of 
aimi1ar &do in .mu.u, every SI& ... Insisting ...... under theis .-.eel po_. 'the 
right of the SU ... to n:gulall: their own _ is as dear and broad u that of 
Oonams ID n:gul ... in_II: CDIIlIIlI:l'CC,' they ossoil the decision below. DO' upon .... 
gtound ..... i. incDm:ctIy .... fOrth CX>DcIitiona in Minnesota and adjoining SU .... but 
fOr what they CX>Daidcr to be 'Its plain cIisn:gard of the provisions of the Fcdenl Con
Mimti ... which establish the n:lationa between the N.tion and .... SUtes.· • 

.. ,....,. p. 396. 
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with the Act to Regulate Commerce, and thus repugnant to the ac
tual assertion of federal authority. 

On both these issues the Court upheld the validity of the Minne
sota acts and orders. By their terms they applied exclusively to intra
state rates, and such state power as they involved had long been exer
cised and sustained. "Was this power, apart from Federal action, 
subject to the limitation that the State could not fix intrastate rates, 
reasonable as such, generally throughout the State, but only as to such 
places and in such circumstances that the interstate business of the 
carriers would not be thereby affected ?"Sl After an elaborate exami
nation of precedents, this question was answered in the negative. The 
fact that the power of Congress to regulate commerce between the 
states is "plenary and supreme" establishes the immunity of interstate 
transportation from the direct control of the states; it does not, in the 
absence of Congressional action, circumscribe their authority over 
purely internal commerce. This authority is state-wide. "As a power 
appropriate to the territorial jurisdiction of the State, it is not con
fined to a part of the State, but extends throughout the State-to the 
cities adjacent to its boundaries as well as to those in the interior of 
the State. To say that this power exists, but that it may be exercised 
only in prescribing rates that are on an equal or higher basis than 
those that are fixed by the carriers for interstate transportation, is to 
maintain the power in name while denying it in fact •••• If this au
thority of the State be restricted, it must be by virtue of the para
mount power of Congress over interstate commerce and its instru
ments; and, in view of the nature of the subject, a limitation may 
not be implied because of a dormant Federal power, that is, one 
which has not been exerted, but can only be found in the actual exer
cise of Federal control in such measure as to exclude this action by 
the State which otherwise would clearly be within its province."s, 
Was there such an actual assertion of federal authority in the prem
ises? The Act to Regulate Commerce, despite its amendments at 
various times, expressly excludes transportation "wholly within one 
State" from the incidence of its provisions. This constitutes a deliber
ate indication that the scope of federal authority is not to extend to 

8116;d .. p. 397. 811/Iid., p. 4'7. 
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purely intrastate traffic. It is true that -the prohibitions of section 3 
against undue preferences might be so construed as to render invalid 
unreasonable discriminations arising from the relationship between 
intrastate and interstate rates as well as from maladjustments in inter
state rates; but under such circumstances, in conformity with the 
general purpose and method of the Act, a finding of undue prefer
ence to localities within the state would first have to be made by the 
Interstate Commerce Commission.s• The Act itself, without more, 
certainly did not deprive the states of their state-wide authority to 
prescribe reasonable rates for purely internal traffic." The Court 
appeared to be impressed with the contention that the commingling 
of intrastate and interstate commerce rendered unified control, irre
spective of state lines, desirable;811 and there was a clear recognition 

II This mode of approach, which was subsequently utilized by the Commission and 
came to be the controlling tacter in the Coun·, later detcrminatioDi upholding federal 
interference with intrastate rates prescribed by state authority, was disposed of as fo1· 
low. in this proceeding (pp. 419-4>0)' ."If it be assumed that tbt statu .. should be so 
conltrUed, and it is not ~ now to decide the point. it would inevitably follow 
thlt the eontrolling principle governiDg tbt enforo:men. of tbt act should be applied 
to such ases as might thereby be brought within its purview; and the question whether 
the carrier. in such a tate, was giving an undue or unreasonable preference or advantage 
to ODe locality .. against another. or subjecting any locality to an undue or unreason
able prejudice or disadvantage. would be primarily for the investigation and determina
tion of the Interstate Commerce Commission and DOt for the courts. The dominating 
purpose of tbt statu .. wa. to secure eooformity to tbt prescribed ItaDdatda through 
tbt examination and appreciatiOll of tbt complex tacu of tranSpomtiOD by the body 
created IiIr that purpose; and. as this coun has repeatedly held, it would be destructive 
of the aystem of reguiatiOll defined by the ... tu .. if the coun without tbt preliminary 
actiOll of tbt CommiasiOll were to undertake to pus UpOIl tbt administrative questions 
which tbt statu .. has pritoarily confided to it. • • • In the preteD' case, there h .. 
been DO finding by tbt In_.... Commerce Commission of unjust diJcrimiDaUOll 
violative of the: act:; and no action of that body is before us fOr review." 

... The Coun's mnclusion was stated without qualification: ""Having regard to the 
tetmI of the Federal statute, the Camiliar range of state actioa at the time it was ~ 
.... elOCI. tbt continued exercise of ..... authority in tbt same DIaI1ller and to tbt same 
exteD. after i ...... ctmen .. and tbt decisiODI of this coun recognizing ... d upholding 
this authority. we find DO mundatiOll IiIr the propolitiOll that tbt Act to Regula .. 
Commerce COIlIempiated interferenoe therewith .. (I' 420). 

a. '"The interblending of operatiOlls in tbt conduct of in ........ and local business 
by in_ .... carriers is ltroDgIy pressed UpOll our ."""tiOll. It is urged that tbt same 
righ~way. terminals, nils, bridp. and statiOlls ... provided for hom el ..... of 
traflic; that the proportion of each sort of business nrics &om year to year and. indeed, 
&om day to day; that DO c1iYiaion of the plan .. DO apportionment of it between in_ 
........ d local tnIfic. eon be made 1D-<Iay, which will hnld .... monow; that l<rIIIinals, 
fi.cillbes Uld CIOD.Ilettioos in Ollie State aid the carrier's entire bu.siDe:ss and an: an demmc: 
of ftlue wid> respect to the whnle property and the business in _ States; that .,. 
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that ample authority is vested in the Federal Government, in its regu
lation of interstate commerce, to impose restrictions upon the exercise 
of state power even as to its internal commerce.s• "But," concluded 
Justice Hughes, "these considerations are for the practical judgment 
of Congress in determining the extent of the regulation necessary 
under existing conditions of transportation to conserve and promote 
the interests of interstate commerce. If the situation has become such, 
by reason of the interblending of the interstate and intrastate opera
tions of interstate carriers, that adequate regulation of their inter
state rates cannot be maintained without imposing requirements with 
respect to their intrastate rates which substantially affect the former, 
it is for Congress to determine, within the limits of its constitutional 
authority over interstate commerce and its instruments the measure 
of the regulation; it should supply. It is the function of this court to 
interpret and apply the law already enacted, but not under the guise 
of construction to provide a more comprehensive scheme of regula
tion than Congress has decided upon. Nor, in the absence of Federal 
action, may we deny effect to the laws of the State enacted within 
the field which it is entided to occupy until its authority is limited 

curities are issued against the entire line of the carrier and cannot be divided by States; 
that tariffs should be made with a view to all the traJlic of the road aod should be &it 
as between through and short-haul bwincssj and that. in substance, DO regulation of 
rates can be just. which docs not take into consideration the whole field of the carrier', 
operatiom, irrespective of state lines. The force of these coDtentions is emphasized in 
these cascs, and in others of like nature, by the extreme difficulty and intricacy of the 
calculations which must be made in the effort to establish a segregation of intrastate 
bwmcS$ for the purpose of determining the return to which the carrier it properly 
eotided therefrom" (p. 432). 

88 While Justice Hughes was emphatic in upholding the reserved powers of the 
states over their internal commerce, he freely acknowledged the validity of Congres. 
sional interference in the interests of interstate commerce: ''This reservation to the 
States manifestly is only of that authority which is consistent with and not opposed to 
the grant to Congress. There is no room in our scheme of government for the assertion 
of state power in hostility to the authorized exercise of Federal power. The authority 
of Congress extends to every part of interstate commerce, and to every instrumentality 
or agency by which it is carried on; and the full control by Congress of the JUbjecu 
committed to its regulation is not to be denied or thwaned by me commingling of in
terstate and intrastate operatiOIll. This is Dot to say that the Nation may deal with the 
internal concerns of the State, as .uch. but that the execution by Congress of iu con
stitutional power to regulate interstate commerce is Dot limited by the f.tct that inua
state transactions may have become 10 interwoven therewith that the effective govern
ment of the former incidentally control. the latter. This conclwion ncccssari.Iy re.rulb 
from the .upremacy of the natiollal power within ill appointed .phcn:" (p. 399). 
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through the exertion by Congress of its paramount constitutional 
power.'>8T The solution of the vital practical problems involved ap
peared to be shifted to the: political forum: the attainment of relief 
was apparently made to depend upon the enactment of federal leg
islation expressly occupying the field of intrastate rates in so far 
as necessary for the removal of discriminations against interstate 
commerce.88 

In point of fact, however. the specific issue as to whether discrimi
nations between localities resulting from the relationship between 
intrastate and interstate rates are subject to the control of the Federal 
Government was dissolved in favor of the Commission's authority 
without the enactment of additional legislation. This was achieved in 
the Slarevepon case, 89 in which the validity of an order of the Com
mission designed to remove such discrimination was sustained by the 
Supreme Court. 90 Complaint was filed with the Commission that 

.. l/Jid •• pp. 02-433. 
II The Supreme Cowt'• decision aroused no inconsiderable concern. Note the fOl

lowing. for example, Iiom John Bauer. ''The MUm ... ta Ra .. Cases," Polilinl Sri<: ... 
plUlrl<rly, Vol. 29 (MardI, 1914). pp. 57-83. al p. 79: "Apparently. as a ...w, of the 
decisioo, hereafter in i .. ra'" orders, the Commissioo must have dear .. gord for the 
MOUS ltate regulations, while, rationally, it should pay DO attention to state lines, 
liming alwaY' aod .verywhe.. only al ....... bl ...... aod the elimination of discrimi-
nati ... 5 .... borden do nol furnish .dcqua .. ,..undJ for diffi:ring ra .... Trallic con-
ditions ... substantially the aam. thIOughoUI ouch vast ..... as the Northwest. If ... 
ac:tually iD ... d thIOugh l<derallegisl.tion to procure ..... nabl. rates and ID do .way 
with ditcriminati.." we must ha"" UDif'orm .. guI.tion thIOugh wid. regioos, with 
plOP"' .. gan!. however. ID the in ..... rel.tion of cIiflOreal oec:tiOD. of the eouoll')'. Th. 
CommissioD should nol he hampered by the .... ctm ...... various and COD8ieting. of 
local legisl.tive and .. guI.tive bodi ..... ADd the following Iiom Haonis Taylor. "The 
MiDnCIOta Ra .. Cases," H-.N Law lIIrMw. Vol. 27 (Nov.. 1913). pp. '4-26. al 
pp. .5->6: "With these emphatic dedarations thaI Congress may. at its pi ........ so 
ezen:iJe 'ia paramount constitutiODll power' as to eoac:t 'a more Q)lD.prehensive ICheme: 
of .. gulation· of the ... n.. subject m._. such • scheme .s may desttoy the CDn.. 
status as dc:fined by uioting I ..... -the eourt has traDsIen<d the pIObiem of pIObiems 
Iiom the jucli<ial to the political ...... • • • If the ..... railJoad eommissioDi os • 
whol • .bould UDdertoke ID use their fiesh\y defined poweR in • radical and drastic 
spirit, and in such • way as ID disjoinl the intonta .. 'Y""'" of rates as a whole, a 
mol< comprel>eDli"" and &Macbing in ........ comm ........ occupyiDg the CDn.. 
domain of l<deral power u defined by the eoUrl, mighl oudde.ol.y become a ... tiooal 
.....,.;'7 ... 

.. H_ & T._ By. v. U.s •• 234 U.s. 342 (1914) • 

.. The Commissioo's .. port and onIc:r ..... made in R.iIroM c ... >IIiuio. of u. v. 
S&.l.. S. W. By. Co~ 23 I.C.C. 31. 46-48 ('912). In T .... & P«ifie R,. Co. ,.. U.s~ 
205 Fed. 380 (1913). the c..nm.... Court held the Commissioo's onIc:r ID he 'Ialicl. 
In the S.....,." cue, ,.,... the _ of the c..nm.... Court was afIirmecl. 
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the carriers, in applying intrastate rates prescribed by Texas authority, 
unjusdy discriminated in nvor of traffic within the State of Texas 
as against similar traffic moving between Louisiana and Texas: more 
specifically, that the rates charged from Dallas and other Texas points 
into eastern Texas were much lower than those charged from Shreve
port into Texas."' Upon investigation, the Commission found that 
this complaint was substantiated-that the carriers maintained 
"higher rates from Shreveport to points in Texas than are maintained 
from cities within Texas to such points under substantially similar 
conditions and circumstances," and "that thereby an unlawful and 
undue preference and advantage is given to such Texas cities, and a 
discrimination that is undue and unlawful is effected against Shreve
port."·· For the purpose of removing this discrimination, the carriers 
were ordered to desist from charging higher rates for the transporta
tion of any commodity from Shreveport to Dallas or Houston, or in
termediate points, than were being contemporaneously charged for 
the transportation of such commodity for equal distances from Dalla~ 
or Houston toward Shreveport. Since the interstate rates had been 
held to be reasonable, the required adjustment authorized a disre
gard of the intrastate rates prescribed by state authority. Was such 
an order within the competence of the Commission? Its validity was 
attacked on two grounds: first, that Congress is without authority to 

III The essential facts were summarized as follows by Justice Hughes (234 U.s .• at 
p. 346): "Shreveport, Louisiana, is about 40 miles from the Texas ltate line, and 231 
mila from Howton, Texas, on the line of the Houston, East and West Texas and 
Howton and Shreveport Companies (which are affiliated in interest); it it J89 miles 
from Dallas. Texas, on the line of the Texas and Pacific. Shreveport competes with 
both cities for the trade of the inlCeVening territory. The rates on these lines from 
Dallas and Houston, respectively, eastward to intermediate points in Texas were 
much less. according to distance, than from Shreveport westward to the tame points. 
It il undisputed that the difference waa substantial and injuriously affected the com~ 
mercc: of Shreveport. It appeared. for example, that • rate of 60 cents carried first class 
traffic a distance of 160 miles to the eastward from Dallas, while the same rate would 
carry the same cia .. of traJlic only 55 miles into Texas from Shrevepon. The lint 
class rate from HoWIOO to Lufkin, Texas, 118.2 miles. was So cents per 100 pounds, 
while the rate from Shreveport 10 the same point, 112., miles, was 651 ceoUo The rate 
00 wagoos from Dallu 10 Marshall. Texas, 147.7 miles, was 36.8 cents, and from 
Shreveport 10 Marshall. 42 miles, 56 cents. The rate 00 furniture from Dallu to Long~ 
view, Texas, 1:14 miles, was 24.8 cents, and that from Shreveport to Loogview. 65.7 
miles, was 35 cents. These instances of diff"ercncca in rates are merely illustrative; they 
serve to indicate the character of me rate adjusanent." 

9123 I.CC. 31, 46-48, 47. 
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control intrastate rates, "even to the extent necessary to prevent in; 
jurious discrimination against interstate traffic"; and. second. !IIsum
ing such authority to be vested in Congress. that it had not been 
exercised-that the Commission exceeded the power conferred upon 
it by the Act to Regulate Commerce. 

Both contentions were found to be without merit. The issue here 
was the validity of federal action, as it had been that of state action 
in the Minnesota proceeding; and the Court was as sweeping in up
holding the authority of Congress over interstate commerce. and its 
supremacy over conllicting state enactments when actually asserted, 
as it had been in sustaining the reserved power of the states over 
purely internal commerce, in the absence of national action. Con
gressional authority over the instruments of interstate commerce 
"necessarily embraces the right to control their operations in all mat
ters having such a close and substantial relation to interstate" traffic 
that the control is essential or appropriate to the security of that 
traffic. to the efficiency of the interstate service, and to the m;li.nte
Dance of conditions under which interstate commerce may be con
ducted upon fair terms and without molestation or hindrance. ••• 
The fact that carriers are instruments of intrastate commerce. as well 
as of interstate commerce, does not derogate from the complete and 
paramount authority of Congress over the latter or preclude the 
Federal power from being exerted to prevent the intrastate opera
tions of such carriers from being made a means of injury to that 
which has been confided to Federal care. Wherever the interstate and 
intrastate transactions of carriers are so related that the government 
of the one involves the control of the other. it is Congress, and not 
the State, that is entitled to prescribe the final and dominant rule, for 
otherwise Congress would be denied the exercise of its constitutional 
authority and the State, and not the Nation. would be supreme within 
the national6eld."" Unjust discrimination against persons and locali
ties is an undeniable evil; when it operates in interstate traffic, Con
gress may proceed to prevent it. It is immaterial. from the standpoint 
of the power of Congress, that the discrimination arises from the 
relationship between intrastate and interstate rates; the fact that the 

N ']4 u.s. at PI'- 35'-352. 
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instruments 01' interstate commerce are used "in a discriminatory 
manner so as· to inIIict injury upon that commerce, or some part 
thereof, furnishes abundant ground for Federal intervention· ... -in
deed, the power .to deal with the relationship, as such, between the 
two classes of rates is necessarily an exclusive federal function, if 
interstate commerce is to remain unhampered."G Nor, in the per
formance of this function, is federal authority compelled to operate 
solely against the interstate rates; it cannot be forced to sacrifice its 
judgment as to their reasonableness as a means of removing discrimi
natory adjustments Howing from the prevailing intrastate rates." 
Finally, the filet that the controlling intrastate rates are prCS!=ribed 
by state authority, rather than imposed voluntarily by the carriers, 
does not alter the situation with respect to federal power actually 
asserted; "for a State may not authorize the carrier to do that which 
Congress is entitled to forbid and has forbidden.''" Since, then, it is 
within the power of Congress to control intrastate rates in these cir
cums~ces, the remaining question was whether this power had been 

"Ibid., p. 354. 
81 "It is manifest that the State cannot fix the relation of the carrier's intcntate and 

• intrastate charges without directly interfering with the former, unless it simply follow. 
the ItaIldard let by Federal authority •••• It u for Congr ... to .upply the needed 
correction where the relation between intrastate and interstate rates presents the evil 
to be corrected, and this it may do completely by tea50n of its control over the inter .. 
state carrier in all matters having such a close and substantial relation to interstate 
commerce that it is neecuary or appropriate to exercise the contro) for the c1fective 
government of that commerce" (pp. 354-355). 

80 "It is also clear," said Justice Hughes, "that, in removing the injurious discrimina .. 
tiOIll against interstate traffic arising from the relation of intrastate to interstate rares, 
Congress is Dot bound to reduce the latter below what it may deem to be a proper 
standard fair to the carrier and to the public. Otherwise, it muld prevent the injury to 
interstate commerce only by the sacrifice of its judgment as to interstate rates. Congress 
is entided to maintain its own standard as to these rateJ and to forbid any discrimioa .. 
tory action by interstate carriers which will obstruct the ficcdom of movement of inter .. 
ltate traffic over their lines in ac:c:orda.nc:e with the tcrlIlJ it establishes" (p. 355) . 

• f Ibid •• p. 354. It follows, therefore, that even if the provisions against discrimina
nOJ1 of the federalltatute are coDitrUed as imposing prohibitions only upon the vol un .. 
tary action of the carriers, such provisions would be binding, since the local regulation.s, 
having no c1f'cct in the circumstances. would exert DO compulsion upon the carrierL 
Compare the following (p. 359): ·'The further objection u made that the prohibi
tion of section three is directed against unjust discrimioatiOJ1 or undue preference only 
when it arises from the voluntary act of the carrier and does not relate to acts which 
are the result of conditioDi wholly beyond itJ control .••• The reference is DOC to any 
inherent lack of control arising out of traf6c conditioDl, but to the requirements of 
the loc:al authoritie. which are assumed to be binding upon the c:arri.cn. The contention 
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cxercised-whetb,er the Commission's order was IIiade iI). furtherance 
of authority actually oonferred upon that body. In answering this 
question in the affirmative, the Court found ample support for its con
clusion in the sweeping terms of section 3 of the Ac~ prohibiting dis
crimination against persons, or localities, or particular descriptions of 
traffic. The prevention of .sucb discrimination was the underlying 
purpose of the Act, and the language used is broad enough to en
compass discriminatory adjustments resulting from the relationship 
between. intrastate and interstate rates. 88 The provision whereby 
regulative authoiity is expressly made inapplicable to transportation 
"wholly within one State" limits the exercise of federal power over 
intrastate rates as sucb; it imposes no limitation upon the Commis
sion in removing discrimination against interstate commerce." The 
Commission's finding of sucb discrimination differentiates this case 
from the Minnesota proceeding. In that proceeding, no action being 
taken by federal authority, the question was solely as to the reserved 

is thus menoly a .. petition in another limn of the argument that the CommisAu ex
ceeded in power; fur it would not be con=ded that loc:al rules could nullilJ the lawfid 
exercise of Federal authority. In the .;.,. that the Commisoion was entided to make 
the order. there is no longer compultion upon the canU:n by virtue of any inconsis...,t 
local requirement.'1 

II "There is no exceptioa or quali6cation with respect to an unreasonable ctiscrimi
nation against in ........ tnlfic prodw:ed by the mation of inttaJla .. to in ........ rat1:a 

.. maintained by the curier. It is appuent &om the legislati .. history of the act that 
the evil of discrimination was the principal thing aimed at, and there is DO basis fur 
the COD=tion that Congress in...,ded to exempt any discriminatury action or practice 
or interstate c::urien affecting inumate commerce which it had. autboritJ lD reach» 
(p. 356). 

II The Court emphasized the &c:t that an in ........ situation was the ...... tial sub-
j ___ of the prooeeding, and that in dealing with in __ the Com-

mission .... not subject to p.e ....notion contained in the pnrriso: "'!'be Commission 
waa dealing with the mation of ..... injurioualy affecting. tblaugb an unn:aaonable 
discrimination, tnlfic that was in ......... The question .... thus not aimply ODe of 
oransportation that wu 'wholly within ODe St. .... Tbeae wonIs of the pn>viso ba .. 
appn>pn. .. ~ to ezduaiwiy intnsb. .. tta8ic, aeparamy considered; to the regu
lation of domestic comm ..... II such. The powers contem:d by the act lie not thereby 
limi~ .. bOlO in .. , ..... _ ibelf is inool ..... 'Ibis is plainly the cue .. ben 
the Commission finds that unjust discrimination against in_ trade om.. &om 

-the mation of intnsb. .. to in ............. as maintained by a carrier subject to the 
act. Such a matter is one with which Congress alone is compelOllt to deal. and, in ..... 
of the aim of the act and the comprdlensi ... .....,. of the pn>_ against unjult 
discrimination, there is no ground fOr holding that the authority of Congress .... 
unexercised and that the subject .... thua left witbout go ........... 1a! reguIatioD" 
(pp. 3S&-ss9)· 
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power of the states; in this case, unjust discrimination being expressly 
found to exist, the question was one as to the adequacy of the Com
mission's authority in the premises!" Since the Commission's power 
was held to be adequate, the action of the state was necessarily sub
ordinated to its exercise. "Weare not unmindful," said Justice 
Hughes, "of the gravity of the question that is presented when state 
and Federal views conflict. But it was recognized at the beginning 
that the Nation could not prosper if interstate and foreign trade were 
governed by many masters, and, where the interests of the freedom 
of interstate commerce are involved, the judgment of Congress and 
of the agencies it lawfully establishes must control:"·' 

The Shrt!tleport decision not only established the constitutionality 
of federal regulation of intrastate rates when necessary or appro
priate to the protection of persons or localities in interstate commerce 
against unjust discrimination, but it found the requisite authority to 

be vested in the Commission. While the holding was adversely criti
ciz«;d" at the time in some quarters as an unwarranted invasion of 
state authority,'·' the principles by which it was guided have now 
been recognized as indispensable to the maintenance of the freedom 
of interstate commerce, unhampered by the rivalry of the states in 
seeking to further their local interests. The doctrine of the case has 
been consistently applied,''' the only significant limitation imposed 
upon the Commission's authority being the requirement that its or-

100 Ui differentiating this case from the Mi"nelOla proceeding. Justice Hughes said 
(pp. 357-358): "It [Congress] did not undertake to authorize the Commission to pre
scribe iouastale rates and thus to establish a unified control by the exercise of the 
ratc.making power over both descriptions of traffic. Undoubtedly-in thc absence of 
a finding by the Commission of unjust discrimination-intrastatc rates were left to be 
fixed by the carrier and subject to the authority of the States or of the agencies created 
by the States. This was the question recently decided by this coun in the Minm:lollI 
RIIU Casel, suprd. . • . There had been DO finding by the Interstate Commerce Com· 
miWon of any unjust discrimination. The present qucstio~ however, was reserved . 
. . . Here, the Commission expressly found that unjust discrimination existed under 
substantially similar conditions of transportation and me inquiry is whether the Com· 
mission had power to correct it." 

'·'Ibid., pp. 359-360. 
loa See, foe example. William C. Coleman. '"The Evolution of Federal Regulation 

of Intrastate Rate.-The Shrevepon Rate Cases." H.,,,,,,tl Law ReClkIll. Vol. 28 
(1914). p. 34; "Vanishing Rate~Mak.ing Power of the States," CoIMmbi. Law Review. 
Vol. 14 (1914), p. 122. 

10. Sec. for example, Amnictm Ezpresl Co. v. Caldwell, 244 U.S. 617 (1917)i 
III. c •• t. R. R. Co. v. Public UtiliJi" Comm., '45 U.S. 493 ('9.8). 
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ders affecting intrastate rates be definite as to the territory which they 
cover or the points to which they apply,''' 

This extension of the scope of the Commission's jurisdiction, 
achieved under section 3 of the original Act to Regulate Commerce, 
was confined by the actual determinations to the removal of dis
crimination against particular persons or places in interstate com
merce. As a result of the 1920 legislation the domain of intrastate 
rates was much more fully occupied by the Commission. Under the 
provisions of section 13 as amended by this legislation, the Commis
sion was not only authorized, by way of express enactment of the 
Shrt:fJeport principle, to prescribe intrastate rates designed to remove 
undue discrimination against persons or places, but also "any undue, 
unreasonable, or unjust discrimination against interstate or foreign 

106rn the Amm'"", Expresl asc. IUpra, it was contended that the Commission's 
order in T"'fIi< B ....... y. Amen- Hzpnss Co., 39 I.C.C. 703 (1916), which in· 
volved an increase of intrastate rates to the level of interstate charges, was invalid 
because of ind.fini ....... as to the terrilOIy to which it should apply. Th. CoUlt found 
that when the "report" is read as pan of the "order,'" as explicitly required. it is 
"perfectly clear that the order applies only to the 'pointl' in competitive territory"; and 
that "the order although less explicit than desirable is, when read in connection with 
the ni1n>ad map. not lacking in the requWt< defini ......... (pp. 6.6, 6'7). But Justi'" 
Brand.ia delined the controlling principl. as follo ... (pp. 6.~.6): ''Where a pro-
ceeding to remove unjust discrimination presents solely the qUCltion whether the car
rier hu improperly exercised its authority to initiate rates, the CommissiOD may legally 
order. in general terms, the removal of the disc:rimination mown, leaving upon the 
carrier the borden of determining also the points to and from which ra ... must be 
changed. in order to eft<ct a removal of the discrimination. But wh .... as here, there 
it a conDitt between the: federal and the: state authorities. the Commission's order can
not ae:rve u • justification for disregarding a regulation or order issued under state 
authority. unless, and e:xa:pt to far as. it is defiaib: as to the territory or points to which 
it appliel. For the power of the Commission is dominant aDly to the _t that the 
excrciae is found by it to be: necessary to remove the: existing discrimination against 
inIentat< tnfIic." /u a basis, bowever, lOr the Coon', actual finding, be added: "Still, 
-.0 .. ... f- ....... reddi ,.,. .... In the Illi .... C..-l ..... "P"', the Commia
lion', order in B";.ttr MM'., lap 01 SI. Lollis v. A." T. '" S. F. R,. Co., 41 I.c.e. 
13 (1916). wu held to be inoperative for UIlCICrtainty as to i.aaasrate rates established 
and maintained under ..... law. Justice Van Devanter, afu:r quoting with approval the 
above doctrine from the A....n-. Eztn" ..... added (p. 5.0): "In oonstruing tederal 
,tatu ... enaeu:d under the power eonfi:m:d by the eommera: dause of the Constitution 
the rule ia that it should never be held that Congtess int1:DcIs to supersode or wspend 
the exercise of the -...d po ..... of • Stau:, even wh_ that may be dane, unI .... 
and .... pt .. tit II, its putpose m do .. ia d.atly manifesb:d. • • • 'Ibis being true 
of an ... of Congr=, it ia ohvinus that an order of • suhordinat< agency, such IS the 
Commission, should DOt be Biven precedenoe 0_ • ant< tat< antut< otherwiae valid, 
unI .... and """"pt .. tit II, it con1Orms to • high ..... dard of oertsinty." See, al"" 
Ar~_ Co ..... ~. C_,.. R. R., '74 U.s. 597, 603 (19'7). 
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commerce." These provisions, which were brought into use very soon 
after their enactment, have been so construed as to extend still fur. 
ther the Commission's dominance over intrastate rates. Essentially, 
intrastate rates are subject to the Commission's control whenever they 
impose an undue burden upon· interstate commerce as a whole: the 
f3i1ure of intrastate traJlic to contribute its £air proportionate share to 
the cost of maintaining an adequate transportation system constitutes 
a discrimination against interstate commerce which it is within the 
power of the Commission to remove. In 1920, in the first application, 
under section ISa, of the rule of rate-making established by the 
Transportation Act, the Commission authorized the carriers subject 
to its jurisdiction to effect large increases in both freight and pas
senger rates.IO• Many of the states declined to authorize an increase 
of their intrastate charges to the new levd of interstate rates estab
lished by the Commission;l08 whereupon the carriers petitioned the 
Commission to exetcise its powers, under section 13, to remove the 
alleged discriminations against interstate commerce!O' In numerous 
proceedings the Commission found such discrimination to exist and 
issued orders requiring the carriers involved to increase their intra· 
state rates and charges.los The validity of the Commission's exercise 
of power was tested in the courts and fully sustained. A brief analysis 
of the Supreme Court's decision in the Wisconsin Passenger Fares 

loa lnentUetl RJlJeI. 1920, 58 I.C.C. 220. The country was divided into four rate
making groupt--Eastern, Southern. Wcstcro, and Mountain-Pacific. Freight rates were 
increased 40 per cent in the Eastern group, 25 per cent in the Southern group, 35 per 
cent in the Western group. 25 per cent in the Mountain-Pacific: group, and 33~ per 
cent between groups. subject to cert.ain readjustmcnu; and pas.senger &.rei were in .. 
aeased 20 per cent, together with the requirement of a SO pet cent .wchar~ 00 sleeP"' 
ing-car and parlor-car &res to accrue to the rail carrier •• 

loe In about one-half of the states the commissions authorized increases correspond
ing to those clfccted through lneretlled Rl#el, 1920. In the remaining states, three de
clined to authorize tmy increases in intrastab: rates. &res, or charges; seventeen denied 
increases in passenger &ret, but authorized increases in freight rates, in whole or in 
part; four granted incr ..... in passenger fires, but DOt the full incrcascJ in freight 
rates; ooe authorized all the increases except the Pullman mrcharge. In thirtcc.D of the 
seventeen states in which the incteasc:s in paSICnger &res were denied, the denial Will 
based upon want of jurisdiction, since the inUISb.fC fares were fixed by statute. A,.,,1I4l 
Rrpcrt. 1921, p. 8. 

lOT For a list of the proceedings thus instituted, under leCtion 13. upon petition of 
the carriers, sec ibiJ., pp. 32-34. 

108 See, for example, RIlles, Fllrel. "nd Chargel of N. Y. C. R. R. Co., 59 I.C.C. 290 

(1920). 64 I.e.e. 55 (1931); ,.,,_ Rakl willU. lIIi.oit. 59 I.e.e. 350 ('9.0), 
60 I.C.C. 92 ('921); Wu..nti. PlUl<fIger Fflnl, 59 I.C.e. 39' ('920). 
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case'" will disclose the scope and rationale of this further extension 
of the Commission's authority over intrastate rates. 

In essence, the facts of the W isco"si" case were typical of those 
prevailing in all of the intrastate rate proceedings growing out of 
the Commission's general rate increases of 1920. The Wisconsin au
thorities granted increases in intrastate freight rates corresponding to 

those ordered by the Commission on interstate traffic, but they denied 
any increases in intrastate passenger &res and charges. The ground 
of refusal was the existence of a state statute prescribing a maximum 
of :z cents per mile for the transportation of passengers. The Com
mission, in its investigation, found "that all of the respondent carriers 
of Wisconsin transported both intrastate and interstate passengers on 
the same train, with the same service and accommodations; that the 
state passenger paying the lower rate rode on the same train, in the 
same car, and perhaps in the same seat with the interstate passenger 
who paid the higher rate; that the circumstances and conditions were 
substantially similar for interstate as for intrastate passenger service 
in Wisconsin; that travelers destined to, or coming from points out
side the state found it cheaper to pay the intrastate &re within Wis
consin and the interstate &re beyond the border than to pay the 
through interstate &re; that undue preference and prejudice were 
shown by the falling off of sales of tickets from border line points in 
Minnesota and Michigan to stations in Wisconsin, and by a marked 
increase in sales of local tickets from corresponding border line points 
in Wisconsin to stations in Wisconsin; that the evidence as to the 
practice with respect to passenger &res applied in like manner to the 
surcharge upon passengers in sleeping and parlor cars and to excess 
baggage charges.nno The Commission had fixed passenger &res at 
3.6 cents per mile as reasonably necessary to fulfil the requirement as 
to net income specified in section 15& of the Act. The Wlure of the 
Wisconsin carriers to secure the 20 per cent increase in intrastate 
&res was found to involve a direct revenue loss of approximately 
~04°O,ooo per year if the 3<C1lt £are established during the war 
period were continued, and of approximately $6,000,000 per year if 

.. I wa.-.;. R. R. c ..... Y. C. B. 4' p. R. R. c .... 257 u.s. 563 (1922), .... 
taiDin& the CommiaioD .. order ill Wu..-;. _,.,. F_. "I.c.c. 391 (1_) • 

.. 0 257 u.s., at pp. 565-566. 
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the 2-cent fare established by state statute were to become operative. 
Under these circumstances, the Commission held that undue dis
crimination was being practiced against persons traveling in inter
state commerce and against interstate commerce as a whole; and it 
ordered, as a means of removing this discrimination, that all intra
state fares and charges be increased to the level prescribed for inter
state traffic, with a reservation of the right of the state authorities or 
of any party in interest to seek a modification of the order as to any 
specified fares and charges which are not deemed to be so related to 
the rates on interstate business as to result in unlawful discrimination. 
The carriers sought to enjoin the Wisconsin Railroad Commission 
and other state officials from interfering with the fares and charges 
so ordered by the Commission, and an interlocutory injunction was 
granted by the District Court.lU On appeal, the Supreme Court was 
called upon to determine: first, whether the state passenger fares 
created such undue prejudice against persons or places in interstate 
commerce as to justify the Commission's percentage increase of them 
all; and, second, whether these state passenger fares created such un
due discrimination against interstate commerce as a whole as com
pelled the Commission to order its removal. 

The first issue involved no new principle as to the extent of the 
Commission's authority over intrastate rates: it was purely a question 
as to whether, in light of the established facts, the order was appro
priate to the circumstances or unduly sweeping. The Court recog
nized, in conformity with its previous determinations, that discrimi
nation against persons and places in interstate commerce is subject 
to the Commission's control; but it denied the validity of the order, 
as a mere assertion of this power, because its terms were all-embrac
ing. The Commission's investigation disclosed discrimination against 
persons and places "in typical instances numerous enough to justify 
a general finding against a large class of fares,"U2 and such an order, 
accompanied by a saving clause permitting parties in interest to ex
cept themselves from its operation upon a proper showing, would be 
valid.1l8 But the order in this proceeding did not attempt to confine 

111 Cllictlgo, BuriillgtOfJ " Duincy RJrilrotMl Co. 'I. RJzilrotuI Commiuitm 0/ Wiseo,.· 
nn. Din. C •. E. Din. Wi<. (oat .. ported). 

111357 U.S., at p. 579. 
111 "'Any rule which would require .pociIic proof of discriminatioo .. to each £ue 
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its incidence to any general class of discriminatory situations; its state
wide application included fares between all interior points, regardless 
of their effect upon persons or places in interstate commerce,u, On 
these grounds the Court concluded: "We can not sustain the sweep 
of the order in this case on the showing of discriminations against 
persons or places alone,"llG But the Commission is also authorized, in 
general terms, to remove undue discrimination "against interstate 
or foreign commerce," This, held the Court, broadened the scope of 
the Commission's authority over intrastate rates,ue When construed 
in light of the "new departure" introduced by the Transportation 
Act whereby an affirmative duty is imposed upon the Commission so 
to fix rates as to maintain an adequate railroad service, this power 
manifesdy extends to the removal of substantial disparity between 
the level of intrastate and interstate charges,UT Such disparity tends 

or ra .. and its e!fect would complet<1y block the remedial purpose of the ... tu ..... 
Ibid. See, also, III. Ceo •• R. R. Co ••• PNblit: U,;}ili., Comm .. '45 U.S. 493, 508 ('9.8). 

11< In dill'erentiatiog the Wiant proceeding from the S~ and lUi",," C......t 
...... "'pro, Chief Justice Taft said ('57 U.s., at pp. 579-580): ''There, as here, the 
repore of the Commission shoW«! discrimination agairut peI&ODI and localities a. 
border points, and the ordeR were ex .... ded to include all rates or fires from all points 
in the S .... to border points, Bu. this order is no. 10 restricted. It includes fires hetween 
all interior points although neither may he near the border and the fires between them 
may not work a disaimination against interstate travellers at all. Nothing in the 
precedents cited justifies an order atfecting all rates of a general descriptioD when it is 
clear that this would include many rates DO, within the proper cl ... or the reason of 
the order. In such ...... the aaving clause by which exceptions are permitled, can _ 
p .. the order ..udity," 

1111'"., p. 580. 
llll. was contended that these words are merely .. utolopca1-that is, that they 

embrace DO situations other than thoae already covered by the words preceding them 
with relCrente to discrimination agairut pertons and pi ..... The Coon replied: "Ia 
.iew of thoil ap •• pplication to the most important purpose of the legislation we are 
not •• liberty to take such • view. If 'undue, unreasonable, or -just discrimination 
agaie" intenta .. or IOr.ign commerce' are tautological. why are they lOUowed by the 
phruo 'which is hereby forbidden and dec1ared to he unIawlUl'/ To -.mpany. mean
insI" phruo with words of such special emphasis would he _usual" (pp. 586-587). 
Again, i. was urged that the Coon itselt in previouo decisions, bad often uoed the 
phruo "unj ... discrimination agairut in ......... commerce" when i. could only have 
mean. discrimination as between pertons and pl ..... To which the Court replied: "But, 
bere, the general words are uoed after discrimination agoinot pertons and localities 
ha .. ( ..... ) been specifically mentioned. The natunl inleren<e is that even if they in
dude wha. has gone hetOre, they mean tomething more. When we 6nd that they aptly 
include a kind of discrimination agairut in ...... ", _ which the operation of 
the new aa: iii< the lint time makes important and which would seriously obotrua its 
chief purpoe. we ........ ignore theit necessuy etfect" (po s8,). 

1 .. Section .sa. it _ conc:eded by the Court, mcreIy .... up. rule iii< the guidance 
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to defeat the purposes of the Act and to impose an undue burden 
upon interstate commerce. "Intrastate rates and the income from 

of the Commission "in the exercise of its power to prescribe just and reasonable rates" 
and docs not, of itself, confet any authority over intrastate rates. "Wheo we turn to 
paragraph 4, iI3, however, and find the Commission for the first time vested with a 
direct power to remove 'any undue. unreasonable, or unjwt discrimination against in .. 
terstate or foreign commerce,' it is impossible to escape the dovetail relation betwccn 
that provision and the purpose of lIsa. If that purpose is interfered with by a disparity 
of intrastate rates, the Commission is authorized to end the disparity by directly re .. 
moving it, because it is plainly an 'undue, unreasonable, or unjust discrimination 
against interstate or foreign comme.rce,' within the ordinary meaning of those words'· 
(p. 586). The Court disposed S1lDlIDarily of the contention that the legislative history 
of the Transportation Act, as evidenced by committee reports and explanatory ltate .. 
ments, indicate that Congress did Dot intend to clothe the Commission with power to 
remove such discrimination against interstate commerce as springs from a general dis
parity betwcc.n the level of interstate rates and thaI: of intrastate rates: "such aids are 
only admissible to solve doubt and not to create it. For the reasons given we have no 
doubt in this case" (p. 589). The Court found equally without merit the contention 
that the valuation of carrier property required under section J: sa must be confined to 
that used in interstate commerce and nol: embrace the part of the property wed in 
intrastate commerce. Such a construction is in the teeth of the express provision of 
section Isa, which specifies that the rate of renun shall be calculated on .. the aggregate 
value of the railway property of such carriers held for and used in the service of 
transportation." Furthermore: "To impose on the Conunitsion the duty of separating 
property used in the two services when so much of it is used in both, and to do this in 
a reasonably short time for practical use, as contemplated by the statute, would be to 
assign it a well-nigh impossible task. This, of itself; prevents our giving the words 
such a construction unless they clearly require it. They c:ertainly do not" (p. 588). In 
other words, the Commission's duty as to rate making, in so far as it involves the gen. 
eral level of charges and the flow of revenue therefrom, extends to the entire property 
and business of the carriers, without differentiation as betwcc.n intrastate and interstate 
commerce. The effective regulation of interstate commerce. under the plan established 
by Congress, renders the incidental control of intrastate commerce indispensable. This 
doctrine was subsequendy applied to the maner of recapnue of excess earnings. ]n 
DaylO,...Goos< C ..... k Ry. v. U.s •• 263 U.S. 456 ('9'4), in which the constitutionality 
of the recapture provisiODl of the Act was upheld, it was urged upon the Court that 
the recapture clause. in so far as it reduces net income derived from intraatate rates, it 
an unlawful invuion of the reserved power of the states. ]n conformity with the 
Court', position in the instant proceeding, Chief Jwtice Taft said (p. 48S): "In IDlv
ing the problem of maintaining the efficiency of an interstate commerce railway 'fI
tern which serves both the States and the Nation, Congress is dealing with a unit in 
which ,[ate and interstate opetatioDl are often inextricably commingled. WheD the 
adequate maintenance of interstate commerce involves and makes ncccssary on thiJ 
account the incidental and partial control of intrastate commerce, the power of Con~ 
grea to exercise such control has been clearly established •••• The combination of 
uniform rates with the recapture clauses is necessary to the better development of the 
country's interstate transportation system .. Congress has planned it. The control of 
the excess profit due to the level of the whole body of rates it the heart of the plan. 
To divide that CXCCII and attempt to distribute one pan to interstate traffic and the 
other to intrastate traftic would be impracticable and defeat the plan. This renden 
indispensable the incidental control by Congress of that pan of the ex .... possibly due 
to intrutate rates which if prcr.ent it indistinguishable." 
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them," said Chief Justice Taft, "must playa most important part in 
maintaining an adequate national railway system. Twenty per cent. 
of the gross freight receipts of the railroads of the country are from 
intrastate tra1!ic, and fifty per cent. of the passenger receipts. The 
ratio of the gross intrastate revenue to the interstate revenue is a little 
less than one to three. If the rates, on which such receipts are based, 
are to be fixed at a substantially lower level than in interstate tra1!ic, 
the share which the intrastate tra1!ic will contribute will be propor
tionately less. If the railways are to earn a fixed net percentage of 
income, the lower the intrastate rates, the higher the interstate rates 
may have to be. The effective operation of the act will reasonably 
and jusdy require that intrastate traffic should pay a fair proportionate 
share of the cost of maintaining an adequate railway system,"1l8 
Control over intrastate rates to this end, being "merely incidental to 
the regulation of interstate commerce and necessary to its effi
ciency,"1l8 is neither a violation of the specific proviso of the Act 
against the assertion of authority over transportation wholly within 
one state, nor an unconstitutional exercise of federal power.12O Intra
state rates as such are not subjected to the Commission's jurisdiction; 
its authority is confined to the removal of discrimination against in
terstate commerce. "It is said," declared the Court, "that our conelu
sion gives the Commission unified control of interstate and intrastate 
commerce. It is only unified to the extent of maintaining efficient 

111 '57 U.s., at pp. 58,...,86. 
"'IIM~ P. 588. 
110 The Ita'" commissions, whicll were pcrmittod. through coUD>el, to file briefi as 

_in ....... am ... '"<1 the COIlStituticmal validity of the ... tu'" u c:oostrued by the 
Commission and sustained by the Court. After declaring that the principl .. laid down 
in previous decisioDS of the Court "I .. "" DO room Cor discussion OIl this point,. Chief 
Justice Taft added (pp. 589-590): "Congress in its amtlOl of its inters .. ", commen:e 
IY""'" is oeeking in the TransportatiOll Act to make the IY""'" adcquo", to the -=cis 
of the COWltry by oec:uring tor it a ...-.hIe compensatory return tor all the work it 
doeo. The S .......... oeeking to use that ...... IY""'" tor in ...... ", tnfIic. That ... tail. 
large dun.. and .. pendi ...... OIl the in ...... ", commen:e IY""'" which may burden it 
unI .. a>IIlpensation is n:eeived tor the intns .. ", businea ...-.hIy ptoportiDlla'" to 
that tor the in ...... ", bwino:ss. 00Dgr0ss u the dominant amtlOll .. of in_", a>IIl
m_ may, therefOre, restnin undue limitation of the eaming power of the in_", 
comme<ee IY""'" in doing sta'" work. The aJlinnatiw: power of Congress in de.eloping 
in_", eomme<ee ~ is d ....... ID such de"'opmeot, it COD impose any 
ftUDDable omditioD. OIl a State's \lie 01 Wenta1l: C2I'I'iers far intn.sb.lI:: ClDIDIIlenZ it 
::: ~ or desirable. This is boa.use of the supreaw:y of the aaticma1 po_ 
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regulation of interstate commerce under the paramount power of 
Congress. It does not involve general regulation of intrastate com
merce. Action of the Interstate Commerce Commission in this regard 
should be directed to substantial disparity which operates as a real 
discrimination against, and obstruction to, interstate commerce, and 
must leave appropriate discretion to the state authorities to deal with 
intrastate rates as between themselves on the generallevd which the 
Interstate Commerce Commission has found to be &ir to interstate 
commerce."121 

It appears, then, that in the field of rates and charges, as in that of 
finance and management and of service and facilities, there has been 
a striking extension of the scope of the Commission's jurisdiction 
into the domain of intrastate commerce. The development of Con
gressionallegislation has modified sharply the practical distribution 
of power as between the nation and the states. Governmental control 
of matters traditionally deemed to be within the sphere of exclusive 
local jurisdiction has been subordinated to the assertion of federal 
authority, in the exercise of the supreme national will over interstate 
commerce and its instruments. This evolution of statutory enact
ment and constitutional doctrine has largely reflected the intimate 
relationship which, because of identity of instrumentalities and inter
blending of operations, subsists between intrastate and interstate 

121 Ibid., pp. 59O-S91.1n Nelli York •• u.s .. 257 U.S. 591 (1922). decided on the 
same day as the Wuconsin case, the Court applied the same doctrines: the evidence was 
found insufficient to jwtifY the statc·wide rate increases ordered by me Commission as 
a means of removing discrimination against persons and places in interstate commercej 
but the Commission was upheld in its authority to order an increase of all the state 
fares and charges to the level established for interstate commerce as a means of re
moving discrimination against interstate commcrc:e as a whole. The Commission', ez· 
ercise of power was held ro be valid. despite a charter conuact between the State of 
New York and the New York Central Railroad whereby the carrier was bound Dot to 
charge more than two cents a mile for the transportation of passengers between Albany 
and BufIhlo. Interference with this charter provision was not an unconstirutional im· 
pairment of the obligation of contracts, since that restriction is imposed upon the 
states and not upon the Federal Government; nor did it constitute a taking of prop
erty without due process of law, since both ltate legislation and private contracts which 
obstruct intcrstale commerce are subject to the power of Congress in the regulation of 
that commerce. For aubscquent judicial determinations involving the general issue of 
the ICOpe of the Commission's authority over intrastate utes, ICC NIUI",jJle Ry. Y. 

Terl1lesseei 2.62 U.S. 318 (192.3); U"ik4 StllUl v. Villllte of Hublmrtl. 266 U.s. 474 
(1925); Cm. Ry. v. Pub. UtiJ. Com., 274 U.S. 344 (1927). See, alto. Thom .. Rccd 
Powell. "Current ConBiCti between the Commerce Clause and State Police Power," 
Mi"nesota Lltw htliew. Vol. 12 (1928). pp. 32.1, 470, 607. 
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commerce; and it has constituted a response to the growing need of 
protecting and fostering commercial intercourse among the states, 
The Commission has been made the chief repository of federal au
thority over intrastate commerce in the realm of transportation. The 
proper balancing of national and local interests, both governmental 
and economic, is dependent upon the wisdom and restraint with 
which this authority is exercised. We turn, therefore, to a considera
tion of the character of the Commission's performance. 

b, THE CHARACTER OF THE COMMISSION'S PERFORMANCE 

The foregoing analysis of judicial determinations, in light of the 
controlling constitutional provisions and statutory enactments, has 
sought to disclose the legal scope of the Commission's authority over 
the intrastate operations of interstate carriers. It is our present task 
to consider the Commission's actual assertion of power over intra
state commerce, within the limits of its jurisdictional scope as thus 
defined. The large measure of discretionary authority which inheres 
in the Commission as an administrative agency finds expression in 
this field as in other aspects of its regulatory activity. While an 
analysis of its performance in this sphere cannot be entirely divorced 
from questions of law-since the jurisdictional issue is one essentially 
legal in character-primary attention will be focused upon problems 
of policy and practice. A:JJ. attempt will be made to discover the domi
nant influences which have guided the Commission's decisions and 
opinions, with special reference to their bearing upon the twofold 
goal of achieving effective regulation and maintaining local au
tonomy. Toward this end we shall examine the more important 
manifestations of the Commission's attitude in matters of finance 
and management, service and facilities, and rates and charges. 

Fi"ance a"d Managnnetll 

The regulation of security issues and the control of combinations 
constitute the chief aspects of finance and management which have 
given rise to the jurisdictional issue. In both these fields the legislative 
provisions appear to vest exclusive authority in the Commission, and 
there has been a striking absence of judicial determinations restrict-
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ing its powers in the interest of the states. To the extent, therefore, 
that the Commission has accommodated its action to the provisions 
of state law, the limitations have been self-imposed, as a matter of 
policy. It is doubtful whether, in these fields, the Commission's re
straint has been conducive to the most eH'ective achievement of 
national purposes or to the safeguarding of essential local interests. 

On the basic issue of its authority to regulate the security issues 
of state railroad corporations, the Commission has naturally followed 
the plain mandate and intent of the statute, despite opposition from 
state authorities. It has been contended that the Commission is with
out jurisdiction because the applicant carrier is a corporation organ
ized and existing under state laws;' that the issuance of securities by 
such carrier involves no federal question; that the state is directly 
interested in the matter because statutory fees become payable upon 
its own authorizations. These contentions were summarily disposed 
of by the declaration that "it is well settled that common carriers by 
railroad engaged in interstate commerce, although organized and 
existing as state corporations, are nevertheless subject to our jurisdic
tion," and by reference to the terms of the statute.122 Similarly, in 
conformity with the express legislative declaration that the jurisdic
tion conferred upon the Commission is exclusive and plenary, it has 
declined to withhold approval of an issue pending determination of 
legality by state authorities under state law, or to condition its ap
proval upon such subsequent investigation and finding of legality.128 
Moreover, where the question of its own jurisdiction has not been 

122 Bondi of New Yor~ Cen/r11l R. R .. 6S I.C.C. 534, 539 (1920). The above rep
resentations were made 00 behalf of the states of Ohio and Michigan through their 
public utilities commissions. See, also, BondI of Mic/Jigllll Central R. R., 6s [.e.c. 544 
(1920); Notel .nd Bondi of C .. C., C. 6- SI. L. Ry. Co., 65 I.C.C. 549 (19:10); 
G".,.an'Y of Note by C .. C .. C. 6- SI. L. Ry. Co., 65 I.C.C. 764 (1921); Guaran'Yof 
Note by New York Cen/r11l R. R., 65 I.C.C. 787 (1921); c".,""y of Note by Miehig .. 
Cen/r11l R. R .. 65 I.C.C. 790 (1921). 

121 Bona of North T~%tII & Sanl4 Fe Ry., 94 1.C.e. 747. 147-748 (1925). Repre
IIeIltatiODS of this character wcce made by the authorities of the State of Texas in a 
Dumber of proceedings. See. also, Bond 0/ Rio er.nde. El Paso & S.",. Fe R. R., 94 
I.C.C. 775 (1925); Bood of SONlh Plains 6- S .. ,. Fe Ry., 94 I.C.C. 780 (1925); BotuI 
of TezdI 6- Grdf Ry .. 94 I.C.C. 805 (1925); Bond of Cane Bell R. R., 94, I.C.C. 821 
(1925); and the applications of other toads in 99 I.Ce. 18, 31. lor, 427. In all these 
proceedings the CoD111lissioD summarily disposed of the proleSt by reference to ill 
holding in the principal case, and then rendc:tcd its opinion on the merits of the 
application. 
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involved, the Commission has found it unnecessary to determine 
whether securities issued under its authorization must also receive 
the approval of state authorities in order to be valid.'" In all these 
respects the Commission has been carrying out the manifest intent 
of the statute to subject the issuance of securities by railroad corpora
tions to the control of the federal tribunal, as part of the general plan 
of regulation established by the Transportation Act, But in consider
ing the merits of applications, the Commission has accorded consid
erable weight to the limitations imposed by state law, through a rather 
narrow construction of the statutory requirement that the issue of 
securities by a carrier must be "for some lawful object within its cor
porate purposes." Thus, for example, it has been governed by the 
policy of state law prohibiting the issuance of stock below par,l2IS 
and by other state regulations,1ll8 While there can be no objection to 
giving effect to state requirements in so lin- as they approve themselves 
to the Commission as a matter of policy, it would seem, in the ab
sence of judicial determinations to the contrary. that the Commission, 
as an administrative agency charged with plenary and exclusive juris
diction in the premises, should not deem itself bound by the restric
tions of state law. Such restrictions are frequently not grounded in 

'" The ,tatu ... of a group of New Englaod ...... provide that carriers chartered 
under their taws must obtain approval of the state commissions before securities are 
iuood. In S""'~ of Old Colofty R. R., '"4 1.C.Co >39 ('9>7), the Massachusetts J)e. 

partmen. of Public Utilities repmented that without i .. approval the proposed iuue of 
.tuck would not be legally authorized or valid. I .. OWI1 jurisdictiol1 in the premisea 
being conceded, the Commimoo did 110t deem it neoesaary to decide whether ouch 
fUrther appro'" iI esaential. See, .... , S""'~ of N. Y., N. H, & H. R. R., '31 I.C.C. 
>33 ('9>7). In at leut two iDsWlCel ....... uno have held that 110 authorization need 
be obtained &om ..... authorities in order to valida .. oec:urity issues approved by the 
Commiuioo. See hopl ••• N ... Y ... ~ c ... 1Tol R. R. Co., 135 N.E. 967 ('9»); Minn .. 
opalit, St. P. & S. S. M. Ry. Co • •• RAiln><ul Co .. noiuioft, 197 N.W. 35> ('9>4). 

111 CIIfJiu/ ~ of I'ilubwg' & W.n Vir';";' Ry. 8> LC.C. 704 ('9>3); SI"'~ 
of Card_a VillI." R. R. 90 I.C.C. 5>1 ('9'4) • 

.. 0 In S""'~ of 014 Colofty R. R. '". I.C.C. '39 ('9'7), it appeared that the pr0-
posed otodt iasue would inereue the applicant" capital otodt beJOlld the amount au
thorized UDder ..... law. Under these cUaunstan.... the Commissinn's order of 
approval provided that "thil authorization is granted upon the ex.,.... condition, that 
said stuck ahall not be iuued until the applicant has taken ouch legal ... ps as may be 
Decessary to in ...... i .. authorized capital otodt to '3.,837 sh ..... and has filed proof 
of ouch iDauoe with this commiuion" (p. '40). See, ..... S«IIrifte,of s. L.oS. P. Ry. 
79 I.C.C. 3>3 ('9>3), in which the Commiuion', order in 79 I.C.C. g. ('9'3) was 
modilied in order that the carrie< might meet the .... uiromen .. of the Missouri ... tu .. 
with rogud to the iasumce of hoods for reimbursement of capital expenditun:s. 
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the general public interest, with reference to the transportation sys
tem as a whole, which constitutes the Commission's primary concern. 
Representations of the state authorities may properly influence deci
sions on the merits; but as attempts to safeguard the sovereign rights 
of the states, they come into conflict with the requirements for effec
tive federal regulation, and without protecting, in this sphere, any 
essential local interests. 

In the field of consolidations and acquisitions of control, which 
generally necessitate, also, authority for the issuance of securities, the 
Commission's performance has been more definitely questionable on 
the issue of state and federal jurisdiction. Despite the broad provisions 
of the statute conferring authority upon the Commission to mold 
railroad combinations in the public interest and relieving the carriers 
affected by its orders from the operation of the anti-trust laws and 
from all other restraints or prohibitions of state and federal law, the 
Commission has not consistently recognized the exclusiveness of its 
jurisdiction in connection with consolidations and acquisitions of 
control. As clearly provided, mere limitations imposed by the consti
tutional provisions and statutory enactments of the several states have 
been held inoperative. In other words, when applications for unifica
tion have been filed with the Commission and found in the public 
interest, the restraints and prohibitions of state law, even when 
amounting to a lack of corporate capacity, have not been permitted 
to hamper its assertion of federal authority .121 The Commission has 

'" See, for example, C.tJSINM:li ••• f CUI-Off ,., I. C. R. R., 8. I.C.C. 100 ('9'3), 
86 I.C.C. 37' ('9'4); Cli.ehp.11 RDi/w"Y u"", 90 I.C.C. 1J3 ('9'4); c .. ,,01 .f 
ItJkNJaIiooal-Gr ... North .... R. R., 90 LC.C. .6. ('9'4); c.."o/ .f EI Poso & SoUl!
til""", Sy".m, 90 I.C.C. 73' ('9'4); C •• ".lof GJdf Coos,li .. , by M. P. R. R., 94 
I.C.C. '9' ('9'4); c •• "oI.f S. A. & A. P. Ry .. 941.C.C. 10. ('9'5); uu •• f li .. 
by C. P. Ry., .05 I.C.C. 575 ('9.6); c._oI.f A. & V. Ry .•• 1 V .. S. & P. Ry., IJ. 
I.C.C .• 6. ('9.6); u"' •• f S •• 'h .... Padp. li.", 1J7 I.C.C. 504 ('926). On the 
question of the propriety of approving applications found to be in the public inlerCSt 
despite a lack of corporate capacity in the carric:n involved, compare the following 
from Sidney P. Simpson, .p. <it .. Hflrt1.1 Uzw Rer/kw, Vol. 43 (Dec:., '9'9), .t 
p. '42' "Then: is no cxp=s l2Dguago: in eithet puagraph (2) or puagraph (8) nf 
KCtion 5 which deals with the matter, and there has bccu. a great divenity of view 
with regard thereto. The statute provides for relief from all 'resuaints or prohibitioos' 
of state law when the approval of the CommissioD has beco. given. It may be argued 
that this covers the situation where corporate power is expressly negatived byatllte. 
If this be 50, it may be CODtended that it is absurd to say that approval of the Com· 
mission does not cure a mere lack of power whc.n it would cure an upresl denial oC 
such po ...... The genen1 scheme nf the TIaJlSpoJtation Act involves giving the Com-
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soundly declared: "Pu an administrative body, charged with the de
termination of the public interest, it is not for us to question the au
thority of Congress, but to act in accord with its evident intent, leav
ing the courts to determine the validity of our action. The statute 
under which we are proceeding is framed in plain language and con
tains no condition, either express or necessarily implied, that its ad. 
ministration is subject to the limitations of State authority ."128 But 
interference with the Commission's policies may also spring from 
combinations effected under state law, without resort to the Com
mission for approval It would seem to be the intent of the statute, 
in view of the far-reaching affirmative purposes of the Transporta
tion Act and the character of the specific provisions dealing with in
terCorporate relations, to subject all consolidations and acquisitions 
of control to the regulation of federal authority, and thus to render 
invalid any action of the carriers consummated independendy under 
authority of state legislation. Yet the Commission has permitted 
consolidations to be effectuated in this manner, in derogation of its 
own exclusive jurisdiction. 

When the problem was first accorded deliberate consideration, the 
conclusion reached was that the purchase by one carrier of the prop
erty and franchises of another, even though within the corporate 
capacity of both companies under state law and involving no viola
tion of the federal anti-trust laws, could not be lawfully accomplished 
without securing the approval of the Commission under the provi
sions of section 5 of the Act.IID It was recognized that these provi-

mission large lIld p1euary powers. lIld there would....., \0 be DO iDsuperable obo ... c1e 
\0 _diDg paragraph (8) of _ 5 u not only ..Iieving &om ..... polite ",guI.-
lions but 1100 &om deltcto of c:orpota .. power. whether resulting &om ..... prohibition 
or ltate inaction. A contrary view would render unattainable. to a considerable ex~t. 
the resu\ ... which Congress lOugbt in enacting the a>nsoliclation pm.w.n. of the 
Transportation Ac:t, one of the chief of which would appear \0 haw: been \0 ... up • 
complete a>naol of unifications in the tntentate Olmmen:o: Commission unhampered 
by a>nSicting ... te ..guIltion." 

III C •• _ ••• f C .... OI1 fOr 1. C. R. R .. 86 I.C.C. 371 (1924), at p. 374 • 
• 11 S.....u;.t dl'pli<wIWO of Pittt6wg. " w." Vir,;'"- Ry. 70 I.C.C. 682 ('921). 

'I1ds ~g wu an Ipplieation fO< authority \0 u.ue oec:urities and assume obIiga
lions in a>nneetion with the pwdwe by the applicant of the pmperty and 6:anchises 
of the West Side Belt Railroad Company. The Ipplication wu denied on the ground 
that the authority lOught wu DOt fO< a lawfid object, in 'Iic:w of the &ct that DO au
thority bad been obtained under _ 5 \0 dKct the aoquisition. 'I1ds hoIdiDg .... 
made by Di"fision ... CDDSi.sIing of Commissjo""" Mqe<. Danid .. ~ and _ 
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sions are subject to a twofold interpretation: first, that applications 
for federal approval are only permissive, the provisions being merely 
designed to afford relief from restrictive legislation, state and federal; 
and second, that such applications are mandatory, the provisions 
being intended to place complete control of unifications in the hands 
of the Commission. The contention that the provisions are merely 
permissive, being in the nature of enabling legislation, was found to 
be untenable. lB. While there is no express stipulation prohibiting 
consolidations and acquisitions of control without the Commission's 
approval, the language of the provisions clearly supports such an 
interpretation.lBI Moreover, the general purposes of the enactment, 
as evidenced by its legislative history and by its specific requirements, 
cannot reasonably be construed as having contemplated independent 

(who dissented). On rehearing before the full Commission, in 76 I.C.C. 663 (1923), 
authority to issue the proposed securities was again denied, but on the ground that such 
overcapitalization would remlt as would Dot be in the public: interest. It was contended 
by the applicant that the conclusion reached in the original proceeding with regard to 
the necessity of securing the Commission's approval for the acquisition was unsound
""that paragraph (2) of ScctiOD 5 is permissive rather than mandatory, being in effect 
an enabling statule to relieve carriers from the operation of State and Federal anti· 
trust and other restraining or prohibitory laws" (p. 667)-but the Commission found 
it unnecessary to pass upon the question. Without determining whether the uansaction 
amounted to an actual consolidation. the Commission merely declared that the provi· 
sion of paragraph (2) "looks to the future and has no application where complete 
<ontrol of one carrier by another already exists" (p. 667), and proceeded to deny the 
application on the sole ground that undue discrepancy between capital assets and 
capitalization would result from its approval. For a vigorow critique of the Cnmmis
sion's fhllure to meet the basic issue, see the dissenting opinions of Commissioner 
Potter (pp. 66~72) and Commissioner Lewis (pp. 67>-673). With regard to ac
quisitions of control short of actual consolidatioDt however, the Commission appcan 
to require its own authorization as a condition to granting approval of proposed ae
curity issues for reimbursement of expenditures incurred in such acquisitions. Sec 
Bonds of Chesapeake & Ohio Ry. Co., 150 I.C.C. 257, 260 (1929). 

110 uIf it had been intended that these provisions of section S should merely aff'ard 
a means of escaping from the resttaints of the 'anti·tnut laws' and other State or 
Federal statutes, much simpler machinery would have been devised for ac:c:omplishing 
the purpose. The 'plan of consolidation' is incompatible with such an interpretation of 
the section and embodies a policy of &r greater breadth and vision'" S«UTitUl Appli· 
cfllion of Piluburgh b Well Virgi"i. Ry., 10 I.C.C. 682 (1921), at p. 688. 

181 Paragraph (6). dealing with consolidations. specifies the conditions under which 
"it shan be lawful" for carriers to consolidate their properties for ownership and opera
tion. The Commission. through Division 4. argued that "this is but another way of 
saying that consolidations in disregard of these conditions shall be unlawful."' Again, 
paragraph (2) provides that the Commission may authorize acquisitions of conuol 
short of actual consolidations upon a finding that such acquisitions "will be in the 
public interest." It was argued, similarly, that .. this it equivalent to saying that au~ 
thority for the acquisition Ihall Dot exist under other CODditions. .. IbiJ. 
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action by the carriers, under the varying circumstances of state law, 
without reference to the comprehensive reorganization of the rail
road systems of the country which was cxplicidy placed under the 
guidance of the Commission.... The following conclusion, there
fore, appears to have been fully justified: "Beyond question, in the 
development of the transportation act, 1<)20, as a constructive meas
ure for the solution of the railroad problem, great importance was 
attached by Congress to the ultimate consolidation of the carriers into 
a limited number of great systems, well balanced financially and of 
similar earning power, but competing with each other and maintain
ing the existing channels of trade and commerce. In our opinion it 
was the intent of Congress that complete cdntrol over the situation 
should be in our bands, so that the working out of this constructive 
policy might be safeguarded in every possible way, and so that con
solidations or other union of interests might not be cffCcted without 
our consent.nt8S 

181 Attention WlII emphatically cnr-d 10 the inherent incompatibility or per
mitting independent action and executing clI<ctivcly the Congressional manda .. with 
rw:gard to COIlIOlidationl: ·'Obviously. the preparation and adoption of a plan of COB
",lidatiOD under III<h iDstructions liom Congress require dclibcra .. and CU<ful con
oidcntion or e'"')' railway property or the 'conbncntal Uni~ States' liom competi. 
tive, financial, commercial, and other points or view. so that each III<h property may 
with nicety be fitu:d into ita appropria .. place in the final scheme. Obviously, also, 
many _dations which .,. not baned by the ...uaining provisions or the .... ti· 
trust laWl' or other Fedora! or Sta .. statutes may be wholly inconsistent with the plan 
and dcstructioe or ita purpose. Yet, if consolidations or this kind can now be lawfiilly 
effi:cmJ. without our approval. the COD.clusion is inevitable that the carriers may ignore 
ooction 5 with impunity under Umilor cin:1IIIIStanCI:I, aIb:r the plan has finally been 
adopted, and thus bring quick en...- to its entire IItrUCtIU<>. It iI impossible to bcIi_ 
that it was the intent or Congress to pracribc with III<h ..,. the method by which 
this olabora .. and compn:bcnai .. program oha\\ be limnu\a~ and the principles by 
which it ahall be governed, and at the same time leave opeD a door by which at any 
time it may be -."' Like JUSODing .... applied 10 the matll:r of acquisitions of 
control through lcuc or stock ownership: "ADd the same may be said of the intent or 
paragraph (al, lOr if cam.n are pcrmitu:d to gain control of one another without our 
approYal by means I&Uing short of consolidation and in a manner which iI out of 
harmony with the ul_ plan of consolidation, to that extent the dillicu\tics in the 
way of the _tion of the plan will be inacascd and the pRIbabili'J will be 
diminished that it ma, ultimall:ly be acxomplithcd through wlUDtory action of the 
corricn." lW~ P. 687. 

lO"IiI~ pp. 68~8. But eotopare the lOllowing. on n:bcaring. liom the dilacnt· 
jag opinion of Commissioner Potter, who urged that the CommissiOD l'CCIIgDilre "the 
_ of S .... la .... and hold it IIIUI<aSSOrJ lOr carri<:rs to apply fix authari'J to 

acquire control or _da ... wben such consolidations or acquisitions of conao\ ore 
authoriJod and pcrmitu:d under cxiIting ..... and I<dcra\ law: "A atatu .. 1aking a .. , 
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In the very matter of consolidation, however, the Commission has 
completely reversed this position. In an application for the issuance 
of securities by a consolidated corporation created and existing under 
state laws, without the Commission's approval, the proposed securi
ties were authorized as for a lawful object in the public interest, with 
explicit recognition that consolidations may be independently effectu
ated under appropriate state authority, despite the Commission's 
broad powers with regard to the reorganization of the railroad sys
tem as a whole.'&< In supporting this narrow construction of the. 
statute, the Commission said: "The provisions of the interstate com
merce act do not provide for compulsory consolidation. The idea was 
considered by the Congress and rejected. In view of that rejection 
it does not seem we should conclude that the Congress intended to 

prevent voluntary consolidations under available State laws in order 
thereby to force consolidation under such general plan as we may 
ultimatdy adopt. The provisions of the interstate commerce act re
garding consolidations have ample purpose without construing them 

an existing right must be couched in web definite language as to leave no doubt of 
the intention of the legislature. If it had been intended to forbid acquisitions of con .. 
trol or consolidations, unless approved or authorized by us, it would have been easy 
to say 10. Congress has experienced DO diJlicully in dclini .. ly expressing its purpose 
when it has intended to impose restrictions. AIl attempt by the Congress to nullify State 
laws and subvert State policies regarding the corporate character and powct of State 
entities by denying statc-conferred powers, would raise grave constirutional questions 
which we may not by vague surmises or assumptions inject into the interstate com .. 
merce act. The determination by the Congress how and under what circumstances and 
to what extent a State corporation may participate in interstate commerce is one thing. 
It would be a quite different thing for Congress to assert authority to interfere with 
State laws regarding the formation and consolidation of State corporations 10 U to 
make unlawful the exercUe of powen grant<d by S .... law .. " 76 I.C.C. 663 (1923), 
at p. 671. This view, apparently, finally prevailed with the Commission, at least in 10 

tar as actual consolidations are concerned. 
1S' A<quisilion .nd SI.e/1. ISIfl< by N. Y., C. 6- 51. L. R. R., 79 I.C.C. 5BI (1923). 

The applicant carrier was a consolidalCd corporation organized under the laws of the 
states of New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio. Indiana, and llIinois, for the purpose of ac~ 
quiring the property and franchises of the Nickd Plate, the S .... Line, the Lake Erie, 
the Foet Wayne, and the CJover l...caf, and of operating these properties in inb'astatc 
and interstate commerce. Pursuant to the law. of the states above named. the con~ 
stitucnt companies entered into an agreement and drew up articles of coDlOlidation, 
which had been approved by the public oervice commWions of the states in which ouch 
approval was required. The Commission found "that all things necessary to the com· 
plelion and consummation of the contolidalion ha.., been eJfected" (p. 583). It ap
peared, furthermore, that this union of properties conformed to the Commission', ten~ 
tali.. contolidalion plan promulgat<d in CoruoliUtio. of hilrrHUJ" 63 I.C.C. 455 
(192 1). 
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as denying the right of State corporations to consolidate where State 
laws permit. We must conclude that if the Congress had intended to 
suspend State laws until we should at some later time elect to permit 
their use, such intent would have been manifested in plain terms. 
Where intent is not clearly shown we are not called upon by laborious 
construction to find Federal intent to dissipate State power. In view of 
the obvious intent of the Congress to facilitate and encourage worthy 
consolidations and of the comprchensive power given to us, it would 
be unfortunate to construe the law as preventing a consolidation 
which serves the public interest in an exceptional degree as here."'S' 
The defect of the Commission's holding does not lie in want of sub
stantive merit in this particular consolidation; it springs, rather, from 
establishment of the principle that consolidations may proceed under 
state law without reference to the elfect of such procedure upon the 
execution of the comprchensive consolidation plan, hemmed in by a 
series of significant guiding standards, which Congress intrusted 
exclusively to the authority of the Commission. Congress did indeed 
evince an intent "to facilitate and encourage worthy consolidations"; 
but it entered upon this policy only by setting up the Commission 
as sole arbiter as to their worthiness. Granting that there may be some 
question as to the constitutional power of Congress to control cor
porations as distinct from the interstate commerce in which they are 
engaged and as to its declared intent in this connection,188 it would 

''''9 I.C.C., at p. 586. See, also, n ... 59 .... "... 
111 The Commission relied upon the Supreme Coun's decisiOD. in reus v. Eastcrrt 

T ..... R. R. Co" '58 U.s. ~.4 (19~~). fOr the narrow CODStrw:tion of its powers. The 
Commission dodu.d that in this J>I<>C«ding ( ... no .. ,>, ... ,....). involving the scope 
of ill authority over abandonmeDts, language "broad enough to include within ita 
I ..... s .... corporations and in ......... peration" ...... CODSttued by the SUJ>l'D1. 
Court u not to nullifY ..... lawa and give the Commission po_ to di=gard them, 
confining its right to pennit abandonment to the .phae of intenla .. commtza:. "This 
cue." con<Iudcd the Commission, "brings out the cWtinetion between eontrol over 
intenla .. oomm..." and control .ver the rona of the corporation which wries on 
ouch _ w. ba .. authority .... one but DOt the .ther. The cWtinetion applies 
to the ca .. before w." 79 I.C.c.. at P. 586. It is doubtfUl whether the inkrona: draWIl 

from the Counts decision is sound. WheD. • carrier. 10Cl.tr:ci wholly within ODe .. te 
and un ............ with the system of any intenla .. carrier. is penni"'" to abaodon 
the .peration of its property in in __ it is 110 longer subject to the In_ 
..... CommeIce A<t, and DamlaU, ........ with ... petlto its in ........ _ to 
the .... uai ...... ...,. of the .... authorities. But it would ...... that iust III long .. 
the carrier corporation is engaged in in __ the toIllnIi of that corpora. 
tion is properly ..sted in the Commissinn to the exI1:Ill posc:ribed by ConpssioIW 
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still seem, pending judicial determination of the issue, that the Com
mission's self-denying attitude runs counter to the overwhelming 
tenor of the consolidation provisions and involves the acceptance of 
limitations clearly inconsistent with the effective performance of its 
unquestioned dUty.'ST The sounder view, as previously developed, 
would hold all consolidations not approved by the Commission under 
the conditions prescribed by the federal statute to be unlawful. There 
is ample basis for such a construction in the legislative provisions;lS8 

enactment in ful.6Iment of the purposes of federal regulation of the national trans
portation system. 

181 Only six of the eleven commissioners definitely subscribed to the rcpon u 
adopted. Commissioner Aitchison did not participate in the disposition of the case. 
Commissioners McChord and Hall were not present when final action was taken, al· 
though Commissioner McChord had indic:ated that he was favorable to the adoption 
of the repon. and Commissioner Hall had indicated that he was opposed to its aclop-
rioo. Commissioner Eastman dissented, with the concurrence of Commissioner Esch, 
to which Commissioner Hall's concW'l'CJlCe was later added. By way of general dis.sent, 
Commissioner Eastman declared (pp. ,87-588, 591): ''This finding will gravely im
pair, if it does Dot destroy, our power to administer successfully what the authors of 
the transportation act. 1920, deemed to be one of its most constructive and important 
provisions. In my opinion it is an ill-(;(msidercd and unsound finding .••• ] am wholly 
unable to accept a construction of the law which reduces the plan of consolidation to 
• state of helpless futility. Even if the question were open to grave doubt, I should feel 
that the doubt should be resolved in favor of the jurisdiction of the commission, at leaJI: 
until the courts have spoken. But if the section is read in its entirety, if the sequence 
of its provisions is observed, and if the detailed care of Congress is noted in fostering 
and safeguarding in every way the plan of amsolidation, I am oonfiden, that all doubt 
as to its proper interpretation disappears."' 

118 Aller an analysis of the guiding standards carefully prescribed for the Com
mission in formulating a plan for the consolidation of all the railroad properties of 
the country into a limiled number of systems--involving the prcsctvation of competi
tion, the maintcllaDcc of existing channels of trade. the serting~up of systems 10 bal· 
anced that they will earn, under uniform rates, substantially the WIle rate of return 
on the value of their pcopertiC5-C0mmissioner Eastman concluded that not only did 
Congress intend to give the Commission complete control over the situation but had 
actually done so. He encounkred no difficulty in finding limitations upon Dte au .. 
thority, or upon voluntary and independent action of the carriers, in the specific pro
visions of section S: "Immediately following the elaborate provisions of paragraphs (d 
and (s) for the preparation of • plan of consolidation comes paragraph (6) with its 
st;ateDlent of the conditions under which consolidations "shall be lawful." It is provided 
tha, they 'mus" be in harmony with the final plan, tha, they 'm"'" be approved by 
the commission, and that the securities issued 'thall not" exceed the value of the con· 
solidated properties. Reading the three paragraphs in conjunction the conclusion is un .. 
avoidable that this detailed. expression of the conditioDJ under which consolidations 
'shall be lawful' operates as an exclusion and prohibition of consolidations under any 
other conditions and that the affirmative, as one cou.nscl. has aptly put it, is "pregnant 
with • negative." It is • familiar principle of construction that a remedial staNte is 
'entitled to receive that intupretation which reasonably accomplishes the great public 
purpose which it wu enacted to JUbserve.' • • • Nor is this consb'UCtion inconaistent 
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and the view that these provisions were merely designed to legalize 
consolidations inhibited by state or federal law jeopardizes the 
achievement of the affirmative purposes of the Transportation Act.iS• 

Despite the Commission's possession of sweeping power, an atti
tude of administrative restraint in the matter of superseding state· 
authority is, on principle, praiseworthy. In view of the duality of our 
governmental institutions, state control should not be invalidated 
except in so far as is necessary to the achievement of effective federal 
regulation. Such an attitude of restraint, based upon a careful balanc
ing of general and local interests, is decidedly commendable, as will 
appear in due course, in certain aspects of the field of service regula
tion, and particularly in that of rate control. The subjection of dis
tinctively local situations to the controlling jurisdiction of federal 
authority involves a needless disregard of state sovereignty. In the 
sphere of finance and management, however, the carrier functions 
affected by the regulatory process are inherendy national in scope. 
While Congress was rather tardy in entering upon the tasks of regu
lating security issues and controlling the character of intercorporate 
relations, the new policy, designed to rehabilitate railroad credit and 
to mold railroad organization in the public interest, was manifesdy 
directed to the transportation system as a whole, in terms of estab-

with paragnph (8). That paragnph comes Jut, not first. It occupies no position of 
preeminence but brings up th ....... Paragnph (8) was plainly in...,ded ID ..... .... 
other paragnph .. not th. other paragnphs ID sene paragnph (8). It cl ........ circl. 
and pro"'" th. CODSIIDUIlation or .... ow:rsbadowing plan of consolidation from 
interference in any way by other State or Federal laws" (pp. S9<>-591) • 

... Th. COIlIiderations urged by Commi.ssiouer Eastman against .... majority', _ 
atrieti .. interpretation of .... statute ,..,., equally con .... cing: "Throughout .... pro-
C<:eding ..... was laid upon .... claim that .... consolicIation in question is in harmony 
with our ""tati .. plan of CODJOIidation and otherwiJe consistent with .... puhIic inter-
.... Aauming th.t IIICh • claim is well fOunded in this particular in .... co, what is ita 
.... vancy ID ........ issue? If the only purpose of paragnphs (6) and (8) is ID aJIOrd 
... ief from .... antitnllt I.ws or other ...uaining or probibitory .... tu.... State or 
Federal. then a c:omolidatiou. which does not nut CDUDter to such Slamb:l em be ac
complished withour our .ppro ..... be it in harmony or out of harmony with our plan 
of consolidation and be it consistent or inconsistent with .... public in ....... How loog 
will our cIeIic:ately .dj ...... plan of CODJOIidati ... once it is finally adopted, survi .. in 
.... lace of IIICh • constnKtion of the I.w/ M ......... this interpn:Ution lead. ID .... 
anomalous amdution that when a consolicIation is ham:d by ...uaining _ .... State 
or Federal ... that our appro'" unclcr paragnph (6) is -=ary ...... the oecurities 
issued must be cu.mny -.... ID the ... "" of the COIIIOIidatecI properties, but that 
DO IIICh ....nction need be ~ wben DO reIiof &om ...uaining lOa ...... is __ 
IIIJ" (po 591). 
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lishing a single public control over all interstate carriers. While the 
proposed courses of action subject to approval concern the finances 
and management of state-created corporations, their effect is not 
limited and cannot be confined to the local circumstances and condi
tions of anyone state. The assertion of federal authority in the 
premises, long deemed essential, necessarily merged all interests in 
the common good. The Commission's self-denying determinations, 
therefore, bave but bampered its own labors, without safeguarding 
any valid local claims. When, in the field of consolidations, for ex
ample, where the Commission has most strikingly restricted its juris
dictional scope, we find the carriers, contrary to their usual policy, 
contending for the validity of state power, we witness a demand for 
facilitating the course of particular railroad combinations rather than 
for maintaining the integrity of state jurisdiction.t<· As a matter of 
administrative performance, pending adjudication of the relevant 
issues in the courts, the Commission would bave proceeded with 
greater effectiveness on the basis of exclusive occupancy of this field 
of finance and management. 

Service and Facilities 

As previously noted, the Commission's regulation of service and 
facilities finds expression in a number of directions, the more im
portant of which concern matters of safety, car service, extensions, 

1400 Compare the following from Commissioner East:man's dissenting opinion in 
Acquisitio. ",,4 S"""k l'ttIe by N. Y .. C. 6- St. L. R. R., 79 I.C.C. 581 (1923), at 
p. 592: "It is asserted that to require all consolidations to be approved by this camp 
mission would be an undue and unconstitutional enaoachment upon State aulhority. 
It if not our fuoction to pass upon constitutionality, and [ shall not undertake to discuss 
this question except to say that the Supreme Court has clearly shown a keen desire to 
uphold and sustain in a broad way all the constructive and remedial provisions of the 
transportation act, 1920. It is unusual. however, for carriers to rally to the defense of 
State authority and applicant's puition meriu analysis. No one questions that the law 
provides that if we approve a consolidation, thereupon such consolidation may be 
effected, ·the law of any Srate or the decision or order of any State authority to the 
contrary notwithstanding: Which is the greater encroachment upon State authority. 
to give us veto power over consolidations which the States approve, a power which 
applicant denica we possess, or to give us power to authorize consolidations which the 
States prohibit, a power which it concedes bas bcc.a conferred? The State authority 
which applicant is defending is, upon final analysis, only a power to agree with the 
carricn. Under the interpretation of the law which the majority have sustained. the 
carriers are given • double-barreled opportunity to effi:ct coDlOlidatiooL If !he Star.. 
approve, coDlOlidatioo may be accomplilbed regardleu of our diJapproval. If we .1" 
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and abandonments. The Commission's dominance in the field of 
safety, both in law and practice, has been amply indicated .... Nor 
need any elaborate consideration be given to the control of car serv
ice, either under normal conditions or in face of emergencies. Car 
service rules, as developed in coOperation with the carriers, are made 
to embrace all equipment, whether used in the carriage of intrastate 
or interstate commerce; and when, because of car shortage, occasion 
arises for the issuance of orders by the Commission, they are like
wise made applicable to the entire traffic. Since the movement of all 
traffic is dependent upon the same car supply, equitable distribution 
can be achieved only through unified control. Under these circum
stances confficting orders emanating from state agencies are rendered 
invalid.'" And when the Commission exercises its summary emer
gency powers-suspending established regulations and issuing direc
tions as to use of facilities and movement of traflic-t:b.ere is no pos
sible room for the assertion of state power. The immediate objective, 
under conditions of car shortage, congestion, embargo, or other emer
gency, is to facilitate the flow of interstate commerce, but its achieve
ment necessarily involves complete control of the situation. The 
transportation system is dealt with as a unit, and all existing regula
tions, state and federal, are superseded by the Commission's exercise 
of its extraordinary powers.'" The cooperation of state authorities 

prove, it may be a=mplishc:d J<gUdIcss of the State's clisspproval. No comoIidation 
can be ,......Id unless i. mccts both with our disapproval and with the clisspproval 
of the S ........ 

... Sec: Pan I. chap. vi, The Developm .. t of Safety Legislatioo. 
1" See, lOt example, R. R. C ..... f OM. v. H. V. Ry. C ••• n I.CR. 398 (1907). 

in which the problem of COUDting private cars and nilioad fuel cars against the dia
tributive shares of mines was first considered.. Since the carrier Uc:aa. not know when it 
traD.porb empty cars to the min .. for loacliog whether such can will be loodc:d with 
intrastate or interstate traflic,," their distribution by an interstate carrier must be subject 
to .. single control. "'Manifestly."' said the Commissi~ ""it would be impossible to 
Issign can ....... teIy lOt the _ kinds of tratIi<, and ID eflOrt to keep them ......... 
in the movement of empties and of loads would involve endless work and expensc" 
(I' 4.3) ... IUboequeo. proeec:dings involving the assigoc:d-cor rule, the Commissioo. 
without protest. has ... umc:d complete jurisdiction. See, lOt example, Ampd C .... 
fOr BiIo .. i_ C..J Mi • .,. 8. I.C.C. 52. ('923), 93 I.C.C. 7.' ('924>, and the 
Supreme Court', atlinnlDc:e of the Commissioo', 6ncliog> in Am,.,u C. CtuU, '74 
U.s. 564 ('927) • 

.. a For .u ..... cIiog ilIustratioos of the Commissioo', exem.e of these broad powen 
-involving. among other expc:dieots, the ..... bIishmeot of priorities, the cIisrqprd of 
ohipping instruetioos u to routing. IDd the \orge«ale ..:location of "'Iuipmeoo-oee 
" .... R.,....: 1-. PI' U~5; ._ PI' ~16; 1926. PI' 6.-63; 1927. PI' 35-36-
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has provided the primary safeguard for local interests.'" It should be 
noted, however, that the Commission has confined its jurisdiction, 
in deference to the rights of the states, within the strict limits of its 
statutory authority. The "car service" subject to its control includes, 
for example, the "supply of trains"; but since the car service provi
sions deal with the transportation of property, they have been con
strued as conferring no jurisdiction over the supply of passenger 
trains.14O In these circumstances due recognition is accorded to the 
exercise of state authority requiring just and reasonable service for 
intrastate commerce. Only when mixed trains, carrying property as 
well as persons, are involved, has the Commission's exclusive juris
diction, embracing both intrastate and interstate traffic, been as
serted."s Within the legitimate bounds of "car service," as defined 
by statute,"1 distinctions between intrastate and interstate commerce 
are not only impracticable, because of the identity of the instru
mentalities employed in the movement of both types of traffic, but 
they are clearly subversive of effective exercise of the Commission's 
regulatory power. If the provision of adequate and non-discrimina
tory service is to be safeguarded and promoted, as contemplated by 
Congressional enactment, the entire complex of equipment, how
ever used, must be subjected to unified control. In conformity with 
the Commission's practice, the assistance and advice of the state 
agencies, rather than their independent assertion of authority, must 
be chiefly relied upon to achieve satisfactory adjustments between 
general and local interests. 

The Commission's performance in the field of new construction 
and abandonments requires somewhat fuller consideration. We are 
concerned as heretofore, not with the substantive character of its 

14' This has been. true Dot only in emergency situations, but in the Dormal adjust .. 
ment of service matters. While thctc is little question as to the scope and validity of 
federal authority in this sphere. the coOperation of the state bodies has been consisleP.dy 
enlisted in the actual performance of the regulatory wk. The Commission b .......... 
for example, that "in matters affecting car ICrvice nearly all of the States have lent 
us their aid." .Annual kport, 1926, P. I. 

Ull Witt:oruin R. R. Commission v. C. & N. W. Ry. Co., 8, I.C.C. 195 (1924). 
1411 Train St:rllia 0,. Nortnn7J Padfic. ]12 I.C.C. 191 (1926). 
1fT "The term 'car service' in this Act shall include the use, control, supply, move .. 

ment, distribution, exchan~ interchange, and return of locomotives, can. and other 
vebiclea wed in the transportation of property, including special types of equipment, 
and the IUpply of trains, by any carrier by railroad IUbjea 10 thU Aa." See. I, pu. (10). 
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determinations, but with their bearing upon the maintenance of state 
sovereignty over the extent of local service and facilities. The provi
sions requiring the Commission's approval for proposed extensions 
and abandonments, through the issuance of certificates of public 
convenience and necessity, are designed, in the national interest, on 
the one hand, to prevent needless duplication of plant, and on the 
other, to permit the discontinuance of unnecessary service. These 
powers constitute an integral part of the affirmative responsibility 
toward the railroad system as a whole imposed by the Transportation 
Act. They are closely related to the maintenance of sound financial 
conditions and to the satisfactory execution of the tasks of rate regu
lation. Under these circumstances the Commission's jurisdiction, as 
a matter of law, necessarily extends to lines located or to be located 
wholly within one state, and to intrastate as well as interstate com
merce, for the protection of federal interests. It is highly important, 
however, that local interests and state powers of control be not un
duly ignored and invalidated. Construction of new lines and aban
donment of existing services affect in a very high degree the perma
nent welfare of local communities; and the processes of self.deter
mination, when not in conflict with national purposes, must be 
jealously safeguarded. In practice, there is room for a large measure 
of administrative discretion as to the scope which federal jurisdiction 
should assume. What has been the character of the Commission's 
performance in these circumstances? 

In matters of new construction the Commission has made no effort 
to occupy the entire field. Only carriers by railroad which are subject 
to the Act arc prohibited from undertaking extensions of their lines 
or the construction of new lines without first obtaining a certificate 
from the Commission. Unless, therefore, an applicant is already sub
ject to the Act or would become so by the issuance of the certificate 
prayed for, federal control has not been held to be applicable. Thus, 
for example, an application for authority to construct an independent 
line, wholly within one state, which would be used entirely in intra
state commerce has been denied for want of jurisdiction .... Further
more, even a CXlI'poration organized to engage in interstate commerce 
has been permitted to construct its proposed line, wholly within one 

... c:..-a.. 01 LiM Jy G. P. &- N. R. R.. 76 tc.c. 437 (1923). 
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state, and to operate it in intrastate commerce, under approval of 
state authority."· The Commission has thereby confined its juris
diction within the strict limits of the statutory provisions. But the 
operation of such lines in interstate commerce, even when already 
constructed and used for intrastate purposes, has been consistently 
subjected to the Commission's control.'"· The mandate that interstate 
carriers must resort to the Commission for approval of their projects 
is laid down in absolute terms; and if the fact of actual construction, 
without federal authority, were to be automatically followed by opera
tion in interstate commerce, or were to create a presumption in favor 
of the issuance of a certificate of convenience and necessity for such 
operation, the entire purpose of the enactment could be readily nulli
fied. In the words of the Commission: "The circumstance that the 
line in question has been built and is in operation in intrastate com
merce can not enter into the solution of the problem, since the T ermi
nal entered upon construction of the branch with full knowledge 
that it could not operate it in interstate commerce until it had applied 
for and received the certificate required by law. Any other treatment 
of the case would render the administration of these paragraphs 
farcical in the extreme. Whether or not a corporation organized to 
engage in interstate commerce may lawfully construct a line of rail
road wholly within the limits of one State and undertake its opera
tion in intrastate commerce before obtaining our certificate, it can 
not properly urge the circumstance that its capital commitment has 
been made and that therefore our certificate should issue as a matter 
of course to permit it to engage in interstate commerce."'"' The 
Commission's position appears to be entirdy sound as a matter of 

u. P"bl;t:~CofJ"enient:~ Applietllion of Utah Tn-m;nal Ry .• 73 r.c.c. 89. 90 (1922). 
110 For a long list of cases in which the Commission has either granted or denied 

certilicatCl for the construction or operation of new lines, lying wholly within the 
limitl of one state, by corporations Dot theretofore carric:rs .ubject to the Act, ICe 

Teras R. R. v. No,.,hside Ry., 276 U.S. 475 (1928), at p. 480. 
161 P"blie~Con"e1I;nI« Applictllion 01 UtaIJ Terminal Ry., 72 I.C.C. 89 (1922), at 

p. 94. In this proceeding the application for authority 10 operate in interstate commercc 
was denied. on the ground that competing facilities were adequate. Upon rehearing. in 
19 I.C.C. .8, ('9'3). the original finding was revcned. bu. only because the inability 
of the competing carrier to furnish a sufficient .upply of cars was found to be due 10 

caUSCJ '"that may reasonably be expected to continue or recur" (p. X89). In other wordt, 
the decision was on the merits, and Dot in deference to any presumptive right of the 
applicanL 
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policy,'" and it has received unqualified judicial support.'·a While 
the construction by wholly intrastate carriers of lines to be used 
wholly in intrastate commerce has properly been permitted to pro
ceed without the Commission's authority, the assertion of power over 
interstate carriers has, with equal propriety, embraced their intra
state as well as interstate commerce. Only in this way can the plain 
intent of Congress be made effective. Under the terms of the statute 
the Commission cannot be forced, as of right, to accord recognition 
to the limitations of state lawl " or to mold its holdings in the in
terests of state commerce"· without compelling a virtual abdication 
of the authority expressly conferred upon it. But the Commission has 
not been unmindful, in these circumstances, of the necessity of safe
guarding local interests. This has largely been achieved through c0-

operation with the state commissions. While these bodies, from the 
standpoint of legal power, have merely served in an advisory capacity, 
their intimate contact with local conditions has constantly made it
self felt in very substantial degree. At the request of the Commission, 

m See, 01 ... Coo""",/io. of u •• by '.Iforson S •• /AWOl""'. 86 I.c.c. 796, 799 
(19'4). 

111 Compan: the following &om the opinion of Ju.tice Brandeis in T.""" R. R. v. 
Nor,luid. Ry .• '76 U.S. 475 (.g.8). at p. 479: "The purpose of paragraph •• 8 to 22 

ia to prevent interstate carriers from weakening themselves by constructing or operat
ing .uper8uous lin .. , and 10 pro_ them &om being wakened by another carrier', 
operating in in_tale c:omm ..... competing Iinc nat required in the publu: in ....... 
• • • The mere tact that. niln>ad Ii .. wholly within one Stale and u to be built by 
an independent corporation, d_ not, of coone, pzevent the applU:ition of paragrapha 
18 to 22. If it undertaka to engage in interstate c:ommerce. its operaticm becomes im .. 
medUl<ly a manor of nationo! concern and it com .. within the purview of those 
paragraph .... 

'''In COlli"""'; •• by LM ... ,., .. " So/, ~. R. R. 7' I.C.C. 147 (1922), the 
Publu: Utili';" Commission of Utah urged that the applicant should comply with the 
.tale law governing niln>ad COIIIIrUCtion befOre action u tabn by the Ii:denl body. 
The Commission di.poaed of thO contention summarily: "We ... unable to mnclude 
that compliance with a State law on the pan of the carrier is • ~uisite to our COD

"deration of ita applicatioa, howeverlltCCSalJ lUCh compliance may be prior to actual 
CDDStructiOll.. " 

.. lin C-..nioo 6y G. C. 4' S. F. Ry. 131 I.C.C. 393 (19'7), a oertilica", WIll 

issued lOr the construction of a branch line, upon condition that the new ... u'" be used 
anly "wbete lUCh use will dearly tesult in ineroued e8iciencJ &om the transportation 
standpoint." The Stale of T .... urged tha. the a:nifica", be granted unconditionolly, 
auppcrting the applicant's contention that the ... uring _ would con8U:t with 
the authority of the sta'" in the tegulation of ita inauta", tra8ic. The Commission held 
that the condition impoaed did ..,. ........ its jurisdiaion, "particuIorIy .. il has in 
... the _tion of the IinanciaI ......-. of in_'" carrion" (p. 406). 
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hearings have been held, for the most part, by the state agencies, and 
the recommendations of these agencies have in most instances been 
followed.'"' 

The Commission's power over abandonments, as conferred by 
statute, is in its general terms coextensive with that over new con
struction. The continued operation of existing lines may prove as 
burdensome to interstate carriers as the further extension of such 
lines, or undue competitive building by other carriers; hence discon
tinuance of service was made dependent upon the Commission's au
thorization, through the issuance of certificates of public convenience 
and necessity. Since this authority was conferred in the interest of 
fostering and protecting the transportation system as a whole, it was 
plainly essential, for effective control, that it be made to embrace lines 
located wholly within one state, and as to their intrastate as well as 
interstate traffic, in so far as such lines are engaged in interstate com
merce or are part of the systems of interstate carriers, despite the 
derogation of state rights in the premises. In the early proceedings, 
however, the Commission exercised even this extensive power with 
undue sweep. Essentially it construed its jurisdiction as embracing 
all abandonments, once the applicant carrier was subject to the Act, 
regardless of their relationship to interstate commerce. Complete 
abandonment of independent lines located wholly within the bor
ders of single states was authorized,'"' with summary disposition of 
the jurisdictional issue.'"· In other words, the Commission's certifi-

lie The following, from ~1J"ua1 Report, 1921, p. 17. is typical: ·'PW'Suant to the 
provisions of paragraph (3) of section 13 of the act. we have availed ourselves of the 
cooperation, services, records, and facilities of the .tare COmmissiODl in disposing of 
applications for certificates of public convenience and nca:ssity. At our request these 
commissions have held hearings in IS such cases. transmitting to w the records thereof 
together with their recommendation, which, in 13 of the cases, were followed by us," 
See, also, JltJtJU41l kports: 1922, p. 28; 1923. p. 19; 19241 p. 17: 1925. pp. IS-19; 
1926. p. 17; 1927. p. 4; 1928. pp. 3-4; 1929. Pp. 2-3; 1930, pp. 2-3. 

lOr See, for aample, Cmi{i<tIIe (or East.,." Tezru R. R.. 65 I.C.C. 436 ('9.0); 
Publi .... C ••• mi.,,« Cmi{i<tIIe to S. & B. C. Ry .. 67 I.C.C. 384 ('921); Public C •• • 
vmie,," Cmilietlle to P. & W. R. R.o 67 I.C.C. 746 ('921); Public C ... ."ienee CIIf" 
ti/ietlle to 0«00 Sh.,. R. R., 67 I.C.C. 760 ('9"); Public·C ... .,,;.,,« Cmi{i<_ to 
Or«.geburg Ry., 67 I.C.C. 789 ('921); Ab •• d.nm"" 0' Sug. Pine Ry., 70 I.C.C. 
478 ('921). 

1I81D Puhlic-Co""en;enee Certificate to D. 6- N. M. Ry .• 70 I.C.C. 184 (1921), in 
which complete abandonment of a line of railroad located wholly witbio. the State of 
Minnesota wu authorized, objection wu raised against the Commission', jurisdictiou 
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cates permitted the abandonment of intrastate operation as well as 
interstate traffic, even though the discontinuance of service in inter
state commerce would, under the circumstances, no longer render the 
carrier subject to the Act or its intrastate activity a matter of national 
concern, Not until the Supreme Court had held that the abandon
ment provisions do not confer power to authorize the discontinuance 
of intrastate service as SUch1O& did the Commission confine the opera
tion of its orders affecting independent carriers lying wholly within 
one state to interstate and foreign commerce,l60 This restriction upon 

on the grounds that a railroad lying wholly within one state, even though olUpmcnts 
originating upon it arc destined to points outside the state. is not subject to the Act; 
and that the abandonment provisioDlI if construed al applicable to suc:h an intruta~ 
railroad, arc unconstitutional. The Commi"ion merely declared (p. '8S): "We bave 
considered the jurisdictional objections and are of opinion that we have jurisdiction 
to pua upon thiJ application." It mould be noted that the crucial issue-os to whether 
the Commission', jurisdiction extends to authorizing abandonment of the intrastate 
traf6c of such a railroad-was not raised. 

118 TezIII v. Ellltt!f'tl Ttz4I R. R.. Co .• 258 U.s. 204 (192:1). The issue was as to 
the validity of the Commission', Old., in Cmi{i<dle fiw Ban<m T." .. R. R., 65 I.C.C. 
436 (Igao). The applicant carrier, a Texas corporation, owned and operated a line 
of nil,.,.d wholly within that .tlte. The Commission authorized its complete obandon
ment because it was operating and promised to continue to operarc at a loss. Approxi· 
mately three~uarters of the: carrier's traffic was in interstate and foreign commerce, 
and there was no question as to the propriety of the Commission"s order with refer· 
ence to that commerce. To uphold the Commission', cc.rti6.cate for complete abandon
ment. however. it was necessary to construe the provisions as conferring power over 
purely intras .. te COIIUIlCICC. Such. construction, .,gucd the Court, would raise ocrious 
questions IS to the ooomtutional validity of the provisi.... and would be out of 
harmony with other provisions of the Act. "As a whole these acts [the amendments 
of which the abandonment provisions are an int1:gral pan] mow that what is intended 
iI to regulate interstate and foreign commerce and to affect intrastate commerce only 
IS that may be incidental to the cJl<aivc ICgulation and prot1:Ction of commcra: of the 
other class. They contain many manifestations of a continuing purpose to refrain from 
any regulation of intrastate commerc:e, save luch as it involved in the rightful excrtian 
of the poWCI of eongtcsS over intcntlte and foIcign commcra:" (p. .'7). In applying 
thiJ intcrpl<tltion to the instInt pro=ding, the Court oaid (pp. .,6-.'7): '"The ~ 
u.. cntiICl, within • single Stlte, is owned and opuated by a corporation of that S ..... 
and is Dot a pan: of another line. Its continued operation solely in intrastate commcn:e 
cannot be of mote than local OOO<ml, Intcn .. te and IOICign commcra: will not be 
burdened or alICctcd by any sbonagc in the oomings, nor will an, carrier in such 
commerce have to bcaI or make good the sbonagc. It is nor IS if the mad WCIC a 
hnnch or extension wbnoc UDICmunuatiVC opuation would or might burden or cripple 
the main line and thCICby affi:ct its utility or ocrvice .. an artery of interstate and 
IOICign commerce," 

'''In l'dli<-C •• ...w- Cmifin* ... D • .,. N. M. Ry .. 7' I.C.C. 795 ('9U), the 
auhatanti .. onnc:lusiona of the ori£inal ICport (70 LC.C. .84> ..... affirmed, but it was 
recognized that the legal affi:ct of the Commission', certiticate was limited to the 
abandonment of the line in in_te and IOICign onmmcra:. Soc, abo, 4 __ 
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jurisdictional scope, which reserves control of purely local service 
under such circumstances to the determinations of state authority, 
is in clear accord with the manifest purpose of the Act, which is di
rected to the regulation of interstate commerce and which occupies 
the field of intrastate commerce only to the extent incidentally nec
essary to the achievement of effective regulation of interstate com
merce. Where the carrier is located entirely within a single state, and 
is independent of the railroad system of any interstate carrier, the 
authorization of abandonment in interstate and foreign commerce 
exhausts the national interest in the situation. Since the continuance 
of intrastate service neither affects nor burdens interstate commerce, 
the assertion of federal authority in the premises constitutes an arbi
trary incursion into the domain of)ocal sovereignty. 

When, however, the intrastate commerce of an interstate carrier 
may burden or affect interstate conimerce, local control must neces
sarily yield to the exclusive authoritY vested in the Commission. In 
so fu as the authorization of complete abandonment constitutes a 
regulation of intrastate commerce, such regulation is but incidental 
to the proper performance of the primary federal task. Recognition 
of state power under these conditions would involve a subordination 
of general to local ends--a self-denial of jurisdiction more far-reach
ing in its effects than the lack of restraint previously noted. Under 
such circumstances the Commission has properly utilized the full 
measure of its authority. Accordingly, upon application of an inter
state carrier operating a railroad system in several states, it has au
thorized the complete abandonment of a branch line lying wholly 
within one state and physically detached from the other lines of the 
carrier but operated as part of the system as a whole through connec
tions with other roads.lOl Similarly, it has authorized the complete 
abandonment of a branch line of an interstate carrier located entirely 
within one state and unconnected with the system of any other car-

of BrancA line by M. 6- L. S. R. R., 71 I.C.C. 329 (1922); Puhlic-Conllenienee Cmifi
t:tIIe 10 BlmgtW 6- Aroonool( R. R., 71 I.C.C. 579 (192.:1); Ab(ItJt/onmenl 0/ Brtme" 
Li." of c. & G. R. R •• 71 I.C.C. 725 (1922); Abondo.m ... by Foir<lUld & Nonj
"m"" Ry .• III I.C.C. 275 (1926). 

101 Ablltldo"menl 0/ S"md Line by Colorado 6- SOllthem Ry., 72 I.e.c. 315 
(1922),82 I.C.C. 310 (1923),86 I.C.C. 393 (1924),94 I.C.C. 657,661 (1924). This 
holding was upheld by the Supreme Coun in CoioraJo Y. U.s., 271 U.S. 153 (19.6). 
Sec note 72, supra. 
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rier.'02 In both situations the petitioner was not only an interstate 
carrier at the time of application, but was to remain a carrier en
gaged in interstate commerce subsequent to the abandonment of the 
brancb; jurisdiction properly extended to the intrastate traffic of these 
brancbes because of the burdens inlposed upon interstate commerce 
by the losses incident to the performance of the intrastate service. 
The soundness of the guiding principle involved in these determina
tions cannot be questioned. There is ample room for difference of 
judgment in a given case as to whether abandonment should be au
thorized in the interest of public convenience and necessity; but 
this toucbes the substantive merit of the Commission's policy, to be 
subsequendy considered, and raises the issue as to whether any aban
donment is proper rather than the problem as to whether me Com
mission's certificate should include intrastate as well as interstate 
commerce.'os As a practical matter, if the burden of loss in a given 

101 Prop""d A",,"d •• m .... f U.<OI. _, 6, D. & M. R,., 94 I.C.C. 624 
('925), '3.I.C.C. '56 ('927), '38 I.C.C. 576 ('928). In the first of th ... proceedings 
the application was deniedi upon further hearing the findings were reversed. and a 
certificate issued authorizing abandonment in mlerltate and foreign commercei finally, 
upon funhcr consideration and ugument. complete abandonment of the branch line 
wu authorized.. 'The issuc, aside fiom substantive merits. was whether it was within 
the jurisdiction of the Commission so to modify its c:erti6.cate authorizing abandon .. 
ment of operation in interstate and foreign commerce as to include intrastate commerce. 
Tho applicant contended that the doctrine nf the C.I....". case .... applicable; the 
pro_to cuntended that the proc:ec:ding fi:Il within the rule nf the Te_ case. See 
note 7.2, Iff".. Aftu • comparison of the Supreme Coun's holdings in the two cases, 
the Commi .. ion QUleluded ('38 I.C.C., at pp. 57H80): .'Th .... is no cuntention on 
the part nf the protestanto that the applicant berein is not a ",mmon carrier by rail
road subject to the interstate amunerce act. nor, under the c:imunstanccs, could such 
a contention w.:ly be made. Tbe met that it is not necessary fOr the line nf a railroad 
company to =a S .... lines in nrder to bring that company within our jurisdiction is 
too elementary to require discussion here. It is apparent, therefore. that the decision in 
the Col....". "" is din:ctly in point with the situation ben: presenlOd. ~ the appli
cant lOught authority to abandon ito entin: line nf railroad. ins ... d nf a branch, such 
abandonment u to interstate commerce and continued operation in intrastate mm .. 
mora: would have brought this ca .. within the ""PO nf the doctrine laid down in the 
T'DI ~. Prom I compariloD. of the T~z.tI$ C'IW and Colorado aw . . . we are of 
the opinion that we be .. jurisdictinn to permit comple .. abandonment nf the LinCXlln 
branch." 

'1A1n AHUon ..... of -.. Urw ", Col .... &- S .......... R, .. 86 I.C.C. 393 
('924), Commissioner Eastman, disaenting in part (with whom Commisaiozlen Camp
bell and Cox COIlc:um:cl). declared (p. 396): "I __ that the conditions SIU'IOIlIlding 
the line in question an: such that public COIl..menoe and necessity do not n:quin: its 
_tiouc:d nperatioD, but I belie .. that our cenifica .. should in _ be n:strictc:d 1D 
abandonment;' __ .. /OM,. .............. This dissent appesn ID be .. _ 
baaed, primarily. upon a miscoDcoptioa nf law. He contended, in view nf the dc:cisiona 
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instance is sufliciendy great, in light of surrounding circumstances, 
to justifY discontinuance of operation in interstate commerce, the 
reservation of power over intrastate operation to the states would but 
tend to prove a futile gesture. The discontinuance of interstate opera
tion would generally increase rather than lighten the burden of loss, 
and the same considerations of public convenience and necessity 
initially applied to the interstate service would have to be applied to 
the entire traflic.l " In view of the Commission's affirmative responsi
bilities toward the transportation system as a whole, its functioning 
authority over abandonments must comprehend the entire business 
of carriers engaged in interstate commerce which seek to discontinue 
operation of any part of their lines, and the limitations of state law 

of the Supreme Court, that continued operation in inuastate commerce mwt "burden 
or cripple the main line and thereby affect its utility or service as an artery of inter~ 
state and foreign commerce," or operate "as a real discrimination against, and ob· 
suuction to, interstate commerce," in order to justify federal invasion of state authority. 
Essentially. this conception makes the issuance of certificates of convenience and neces
sity, in .so Jar as they embrace intrastate commerce, dependent upon specific findings of 
discrimination against interstate commerce or of losses sufficiently great to involve: a 
denial of just compensation. In effect, these contentions were urged upon the Supreme 
Court, on appeal, in Colorado v. u.s .• 271 U.S. 153 (1926). In finding these conten· 
tions without merit, Justice Brandeis said (pp. 167-168. 169): "While the constitu
tional basis of authority to issue the certificate of abandonment is the power of Co.n~ 
grcss to regulate interstate commerce, the Act does not make issuance of the certificate 
conditional upon a finding that continued operation will result in discrimination against 
interstate commerce, or that it will result in a denial of jwt compensation for the use 
in. intrastate commerce of the property of the carrier within the State. or that it will 
result in. a denial of such compensation for the property within the State used in com~ 
mcrce intrastate and interstate. The sole test prescribed is that abandonment be con~ 
sistent with public necessity and convenience. In determining whether it is, the Com
mission must have regard to the needs of both intrastate and interstate commerce. For 
it was a purpose of the Transportation Act. 19%0, to establish and maintain adequate 
service for both. . • . The benefit to one of the abandonment must be weighed against 
the inconvenience and loss to which the other will thereby be subjected. Conversely, 
the benefits to particular communities and commerce of continued operation must be 
weighed against the burden thereby imposed upon other commerce. • . . The result 
of this weighing-the judgment of the Commission--is exprcssed. by its order grant~ 
ing or denying the certificate. . . • In that balancing, the fact of demonstrated preju~ 
dice to interstate commerce and the absence of earnings adequate to afford reasonable 
compensation arc, of course, relevant and may often be controlling. But the Act dOCl 
llOt make issuance of the certificate dependent upon a specific finding to that eJfea." 

1" In Proposed Abandonm"", of Lincoln BrancA by D. I!r M. Ry., 138 I.e.c. S76 
(1928), for example, in which the certificate WII modified to include intrastate c:om~ 
mcree, the Commission declared (p. 581): "It is idle to contend or even assume ~at 
the Lincoln branch can be operated to better advantage in intrastate commerce than 
in. general way handling all cl ..... of ttaflic. We found on the facts of IOCOrd thaI 
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must be disregarded.'" & in matters of new construction, the pro
tection of local interests has been largely accomplished through the 
coOperative efforts of the states rather than through their inde
pendent assertion of state power. While the Commission has exerted 
its !Ulliegal authority with reference to abandonments, it has leaned 
heavily upon the assistance and advice of the state commissions .... 
and in relatively few proceedings have conllicts been dissolved ad
versely to the recommendations of the state bodies.'·? 

Rates and Charges 

The most significant reflection of the Commission's assertion of 
power over intrastate commerce is to be found in the field of rates 
and charges. In this field the coexistence of both state and federal au
thority is explicidy recognized by statute; the Commission's jurisdic
tion is expressly confined to the removal of undue discriminations 
against persons and places in interstate commerce and against inter
state commerce as a whole. Under these circumstances federal inter
ference with rates on internal commerce prescribed by state authority 
is not justified as a matter of course, but must be grounded in specific 
findings of discrinlination. In the field of finance and management, 
as well as in that of service and facilities, the functions sought to be 

tho branch was being opera .... at a subotantial loss and that there was no prospect of 
improvement." 

1I1\n """.d ....... ' 6y C. R. I. It P. Ry •• 138 I.C.C. 793 (1928). lOr example, an 
Arkan ...... lU", '"'Iuin:d. under penalty. the "'gular operation of a specified number 
of ficight and pa .... ger traina over pan of the line sought to be c:ompletdy abandoned. 
''This ... lU ...... rightfully declared the Commissi .... "can not deprive us of tho juris-
dieti ... oonlCrn:d by tho tran.ponatiOll act, 1920, nor can it interpose any nbstade to 
the .. erciJe of that jurisdieti ..... (po 795). 

111 s.e n .... 156. ...,.... 
llf AI pcr>uasi .. evidence of tho consideration gi_ by tho Commissi ... eo tho "'P' 

reseDtatiODI of the state authorities. Dote the fOllowing &om the opinion of Justice: 
Brandeis in Col ...... v. U.s. '7t U.s. 153 (19.6). at p. 167. n. I: "From tho ....... 
ment of TransponatiOll Act, '920. eo February 18, 1926. the number of applic:atiODs 
lOr abandonment ............. '9" Of thooe, 9 were dismisaed by tho Commission lOr 
want of jurisdiction, II were denied, 170 were graD.ted. Of these 1'70. only' wen:: 
......... OOIltruy to the n:commendatiOll of the sta ... authuritiea. Of tho 47 ..... in 
whi.cb ...... authurities made speeifi.c n:c:ommendations, the Commissinn ...... in 38 
in accon1anee therewith. In ...... in which tho S ..... reoommended postponement, 
the Commissi ... denied the application. In ..... in whi.cb the Sta ... recommended denial 
of the application, the Commissinn postponed decUion pending the n:sult of opera_ 
during a .... period." 
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regulated are very largely national in scope; in any event, exclusive 
jurisdiction appears, for the most part, to have been conferred upon 
the Commission. No such exclusive jurisdiction prevails in matters of 
rates and charges, and both the protection of national interests and 
the safeguarding of local interests are dependent upon the character 
of the Commission's performance. There is room, on the one hand, 
for undue toleration of maladjustments springing from the rdation
ship between intrastate and interstate rates, to the prejudice of effec
tive national regulation in interstate commerce, and, on the other, the 
possibility of more or less ruthless invasion of the appropriate sphere 
of the states, to the prejudice of local self-government in intrastate 
commerce. A survey of the Commission's performance reveals ex
pressions of both of these extreme methods of approach. The ma
tured policies, meriting approval, which have come to prevail are 
the result of an evolutionary process. Initially undue restraint ap
pears to have been exercised in removing obstructions to the free 
/low of interstate commerce; this was followed by the assertion of 
judicially recognized power over intrastate rates in a spirit of praise
worthy caution; with the enactment of the 1920 legislation, there 
was a disposition to occupy virtually the entire field, or at any rate 
to subordinate unnecessarily the primary functioning of the state 
tribunals; finally there has been a reversion, in effect, to the more 
commendable approach of the earlier period, with a growing reliance 
upon the cooperation of the state authorities. 

The period of undue restraint was that which preceded the Com
mission's assertion of power in the Shretl~port case.''' It will be re
called that the basis of the Commission's exercise of authority over 
intrastate rates in that proceeding, as well as of the Supreme Court's 
affirmance of its order, was the comprehensiveness of the prohibi
tions of section 3 of the Act against unreasonable discrimination. The 
provisions of this section had been operative since 1887. Within the 
bounds of its jurisdiction over interstate rates, .therefore, the Com
mission had always possessed the necessary power to remove malad
justments springing from the relationship between intrastate and in
terstate rates. The states frequently exercised their powers of rate 

118 RAil.....t Commission 0/ Lo. •• Sl. L S. W. R,. Co •• 23 I.C.C. 31 (1912); up" 
held by the Sup= Court in Ho_o. if Twu R, • •• U.s., 234 u.s. 342 (1914). 
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control as a means of fostering local commerce and industry; ¥ld be
cause economic areas do not necessarily coincide with state lines, the 
furtherance of sectional interests was often achieved at the expense of 
competitors in neighboring communities and inevitably resulted in 
numerous unjust discriminations. Such situations were brought to 
the attention of the Commission, but in view of the express proviso 
that transportation wholly within one state is not subject to the 
Act, it deemed itself helpless to remove conditions which it deemed 
"essentially iniquitoUS."'" It was recognized that the discrimination 
could be removed by lowering the interstate rates to the level of the 

109 See, for example, I,. 'he MtIIIef' 01 Fmg'" lWei, II I.C.R.. ISo (1905), and 
Stluntlerl a- Co. 'I. So",IImt Express Co., IB I.C.C. 415 (1910). In the former, or 
M~mp"u case, the St. Louis Southwestern Railway maintained interstate rates trom 
Memphis, Tennessee, to points in Arkansas which for the most part bore a fair and rea
sonable relation to the mtrUtatc rates from the competing cities of Little Rock. and Pine 
BluS; Arkansas, to points within that state. Subsequent action on part of the Railroad 
Commission of Arkansas forced the carrier to .. duco rates within Arkanw, which al
tered the relation theretofore wsling and placed Memphis at a distinct and unjwt 
disadvantage. For this maladjustment, in so fir u it was caused by the intrastate rates, 
no lawful remedy was found to be available. In the s ... tI .... case, the fish dealers of 
Penaac:ol .. Florid .. and those of Mobile. Alabam .. had been for many years competi
tor. in the Alabama markeu. The Express Company maintained rates from these two 
cenlU1 to Alabama poinll practirally on a parity. the conditions being .ubsWltially 
aimilar, and the rates appeared to be satis&ctory to the dealers in both cities. In 1907. 
however. the Alabama Railroad Commission. against the defendant's protest. ordered 
an exte.nlive reduction of the rates from Mobile, the interstate rates from Pensacola 
remaining unchanged. It appeared that subsequent to the effettive date of the new 
rates the traffic from Pensacola diminished substantially and shipments from Mobile 
inaeued considerably. The complainants made no attack upon the reasonableness of 
the Pcnsaoola rates pw st. but contended that they were unjust as compared. with the 
Mobile rates to the same Alabama points, and sought a ranoval of the alleged dis
crimin.ation. The Commission found that the charges were substantiated, but muld 
discover no lawful avenue of relict It declined to order a reduction of the interstate 
rates. because they were deemed to be ra.sonahlc, and it bcld that its authority did not 
extend to ordering a change in intrastate rates prescribed by the state commission. ''This 
view of the record," said the Commissi~ "will leave the PeDsacola fish dealers with
out present rod", .. her ... this Commission, SO fir as the discrimination complained of 
is concerned. But the atuation is one that we 6nd it diflic:ult to remedy under existing 
legislation." The Commission then quoted the express stipulation of sedioD. 1 of the 
Act that transportation wholly within one state is not subject to its provisions. "This 
language," continued the CommissiOlla "seems to have but one meaning, and that is 
tha .. although Conpss constitutionally may give and in met has given to the national 
commission authority to control and "'guta" the rates to be demanded and .... pIed. 
by interstate carriers an interstate traflic. it has exduded us &om the exercise of any 
such powers as to the purdy ...... traIIic of in_ .. carriers. Wha ....... authority may 
be .......t in the COurlS fi>r the min:.. of ouch wroogs, it ....... ........bly dear that 
this Commissioo, under ouch cimunstanta as ... disclosed on the record, may not 
lawfully in....me by an order. the purpose of which u dim:tly or indirccdy to afKct 
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state-made rates, but the Commission insisted, and rightly so, that 
such a course of action would be tantamount to a virtual abdication 
of its authority over interstate rates in favor of the state bodies_ To 
this extent the integrity of its dominant position was maintained: as 
to the interstate rates as such complete control was assumed_ But the 
source of difficulty, as in all such cases, lay in the rate relationships, 
rather than in the absolute levd of the charges. If the Commission 
was to maintain non-discriminatory rates in interstate commerce, it 
was essential, assuming the interstate rates themselves to be reason
able, to assert authority over the intrastate rates which were the effec
tive cause of the maladjustment. In this sphere the Commission 
deemed itself impotent. It emphasized the fact that the local rates 
were fixed by state authority, which relieved the carriers of all re
sponsibility for them;"· and while it acknowledged the gravity of 
the situation, it found existing law an inadequate basis for remedial 
action.1T1 The jurisdictional restraint manifested in these early prOo 

the rates imposed upon the defendant by the order of the Alabama commission" 
(P·42». 

170 In the MmlplW case, in considering the character of the discrimination, the 
Commission said (pp. 209-2(0): "It was not the free and uncontrolled action of the 
carrier which brought about the alleged discrimination but the exercise of aulhority by 
the Arkansas Commission. The defendant in nowise acquiesced in the reduction or· 
dered by that Commission but on the conuary manifested iu opposition by repeated 
protests. Short of entering upon a course of litigation with the State of Arkansas the 
defendant appears to have done about aU it could to show its objection to the rates 
imposed; and has even gone to the extent of printing a protest upon the &ce of iu 
tariffi:. • . . If iu voluntary adjwanc.Dt of rates as between these cities was Wr and 
equitable and that adjustment has been changed and rendered unJiir to one of them 
by action which the defendant could not prevent or control. it is difficult to see on what 
theory it can be hdd at tawt for the resultiog cfucriminatioo, provided its Memphis 
rates are per H jwt and reasonable. In a word, we are constrained to reject the com .. 
plainant's contention 10 tar as the chacge of discrimination against Memphis rests 
wholly upon comparison with the lower rates imposed by the Arkansas Commission." 
Again. in the StlllIlJ~1 cue (p. 421): -"Nor. in view of the protest of the defendant 
against the action of the state commission and of its efforts before that body to ICCW'e 

• withdrawal or modification of the order. may the dcfeodant Iioirly be held responsible 
for the resulting discrimination. The relation of rates thus produced was neither vol .. 
untary Dar the consequence of any uncontrolled action aD its part; the c:ontinuanc:e or 
the relation thus aeatcd is Dot in any sense attributable to the defendant unleu it may 
be said that the defendant is under an obligation to correct the discrimination by 
voluntarily reducing its Pensacola rates to the basis of the Mobile rates.'· 

In Note the following from the Commission', report in the Sarul~1 case (pp. 422-
424): uThe carriage of traffic by a common carrier for one community or one leI of 
shippers at leu than il carries the aame traJ6c for a like dist:ancc. and under 1Ubsta.D. .. 
tially similar transportation cooditions, for another community or another ... of ohip-
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ceedings is in sharp contrast with the prevailing scope of the Com
mission's interference with intrastate rates. Effective federal regula
tion was unduly subordinated to the maintenance of state sovereignty. 

In due course, however, as we have already seen, the Commission's 
assertion of authority over intrastate rates under such circumstances 
did not await Congressional action. The pressure of discriminatory 
situations, increasingly mischievous in their effects, induced the Com
mission to reconsider the jurisdictional issue, and in the Shreveport 
case it found ample basis for interference with state-made rates 
in the existing provisions of the Act .... Since it was completdy up
hdd by the Supreme Court in this determination, the legal validity 
of its orders designed to remove discriminations resulting from the 
rdation between intrastate and interstate rates was no longer open 
to question. But this newly recognized power was but incidental to 
the effective exercise of control over interstate rates. No authority 

pen is not only in contravention of fundamental right and justice but is essentially 
iniquitous. If such a discrimination is practiced by • common carrier as between com
munities or dill<rent _ of shippen within the ........... and on traf6c moving only 
within the ...... ..dress may usually be had UDder the ..... laws. OD the other 
hand. if an interstate carrier iii guilty or such a discri.mination with respect to inter .. 
..... tratfic, ..dress may be had UDder the act 1D ..gula .. commerce. But when • car
rier, as in thiJ case. serves two communities similarly situated, by hauling the same 
traffic under similu conditions from. • point of origin to destinations in the same state 
and also to the same destinations from an interstate point of origin. it is DOt altogether 
clear that existing legislation aJfords ..dress against • diocrimiDation, u betwCCll the 
_ pointl, when ... ulting from an order by the ..... commissiOIlo But unless some 
sucb po_ is lodged ROmewhere UDder appn>pria .. lcgislation, it is evident that ....... 
made ra .... if .... bliabcd ill punllU1<e of a IlIU'lOW or selfish \ocal policy, may Dot only 
biDder and harm and burden illtersta .. traf6c and iII_ .. illterests, but may, if ad
jU*d with that end in "'"cw, take from a point in another state • business that natu
rally belongs 1D tha. poin. or ill whicb i. is entidcd at least 1D participa ... on the basis 
of equal ra ... and equal opportunity •••• If it [the carrier) voluntarily makes a 
distinction between traf6c that mo'teS from. • point iD. ODe ltate to a point in another 
ltate and traftic that moves between points in the same state. and gives to the state 
trafIic 10_ ra ... than 1D the illtersta .. traf6c moving under substantially &imilar am
ditiOlll, i. impoacs upon the 1 __ a butden tha. it ough. DOt jusdy 1D beat, and it dis
crimina ... agaimt one community ill &._ of another. The same burden and dis
c:rimiDation fi>llow if instead of voluntarily so adjusting irs no ... i. is mmpcllcd so ID 
adjust them by the action of _ ...... commission. • • • On principle it is clear tha •• 
carrier operating through _ or more ....... is bu. one ..mele of commerec, and all 
trafIic moved by it, whether ...... or in ......... ought, when the general traDspOI'tation 
CDDditiona .... the same. 1D beat irs just pn>ponioD of the cost of operation and ought 
1D Jicld DO mare and DO I ... than irs just pn>partion of the "' ........ of she carrier.1ulJ 
other theory is IUDdamentalIy inequitablc, illogical and UD1'eUOIIabl .. " 

.. a See pp. 033->J8, .. ".. 
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was vested in the Commission over intrastate commerce as such, and 
it was important that needless invasion of the legitimate domain of 
state power be avoided. Prior to 1920 the Commission appears to have 
been decidedly successful in this regard. It is noteworthy that both 
in the original Shreveport proceeding and its aftermath, and in the 
important cases following it, the Commission's approach was marked 
by great caution and restraint, in the interest of safeguarding the 
exercise of state authority against all unnecessary interference. 

Even in the original Shreveport case,178 the Commission did not 
look to the state-made rates alone in determining the cause of the 
disparity which resulted in the alleged unjust discrimination against 
Shreveport. The interstate class rates from Shreveport to points in 
eastern Texas were found to be unreasonable, and reasonable rates 
were prescribed for the future. To this extent the responsibility of the 
carriers for the unjust discrimination was accorded recognition, with
out reference to any conllict between state and federal authority. 
Only over the commodity rates fixed by the State of Texas, which 
were the ultimate cause of the discriminatory situation, did the Com
mission assert jurisdiction.1T< Moreover, despite judicial approval of 
this assertion of jurisdiction, the Commission proceeded with great 
deliberation in removing the maladjustments which were progres
sively disclosed. Not until numerous complaints had been filed, sev
eral hearings had been held, a number of years had elapsed, and 

I'll Rililroatl Commission of LA. v. SI. L. S. W. Ry. Co., 23 I.C.C. 31 (19U). 
U40 The principal issue was as to the Commission', power .in the premises. The 

reasoning of the majority was essentially the same as that prescnted by the Supreme 
Coun in sustaining the order. See pp. 235-:]'38, lupra. Commissionen Clements. Har~ 
lan, and McChord disscotcd. They recognized the gravity of the situation and the nccd 
for correction, but they preferred to construe strictly the limiting provision of section I. 

Commissioner Clements said (pp. 5%-53): "The manif~t theory of the statute is that 
there is a distinct field for ICparale and independent state regulation. and another for 
federal regulation of transportation rates. It is for this Commission to exercise only 
the authority conferred upon it, and when a condition arises presenting wrongs which 
can not be corrected without additional authority. to submit the situation to Congress, 
as provided in the act, for consideration of additional legislation which may com
mend itself to them. Section 3 of the act, condemning discrimination between placet 
.. well as perSODS and di1ferent descriptions of traffic, can not be read independendy 
of this restrictive proviso of section I." Similarly, Commissioner Harlan concluded his 
di ..... t as follow. (p. 55): ··In my judgment the languag< of the proviso of ICCtion I 

admits of no other reasonable consuucuon than that the Congretl intended expressly 
to withhold from this Commission the right, directly or indirectly. to curcile its powen 
with respect to state commerce or to enforce upon such traffic any of the provisiona 
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many reports had been issued was the Texas rate structure so read
justed as to eliminate unreasonable discrimination against Shreve
port. Since the original report and order, requiring the removal of 
such discrimination, was applicable to but three carriers, complain
ants soon filed petitions for additional relie£ Thereupon, after fur
ther hearing, a supplemental report and order was issued which 
applied to many carriers not parties to the original proceeding.l7G 

Once more maximum interstate class rates were prescribed, and the 
order aflCcting intrastate charges was confined to commodity rates. 
The Commission declined to fix these commodity rates; it merely 
ordered the removal of the unjust discrimination against Shreve
port. Furthermore, although the petitioners "sought a readjustment 
of rates not limited to any prescribed territory, and an order apply
ing to all these defendants, governing all traffic to and from Shreve
port and all points on their lines, and between all points on their 
lines on the local business"-that is, a readjustment embracing prac
tically the entire State of Texas-the Commission declared that "from 
the inception of this proceeding its essence has been the discrimina
tion between Shreveport and eastern Texas," and restricted its delib
erations and its order to the territory defined as "eastern T exas."lT8 
The Commission thus exercised marked caution as to the scope of 
its authority, and was stricdy guided by the record before it. Only 
upon still further complaint and hearing was the proceeding so 
broadened as to embrace practically the entire Texas rate structure 
in its relationship to Shreveport.ITT Essentially, under me new record. 
the Commission was called upon to determine: first, whether the 

of the act." And Commissioner McChord concluded to subs .... tially the same _ 
(po 53)' "My position is that this Commission should confuIc itsclf within the four 
cometS of the law of its a.ation, usurping neither the lc:gislati .. fimction of the Con
gress nor the judicial power of the (lOuns." 

ita 34 LC.e. 47. (1915). This wpplemcntal prooeediBg ...... on petition of the 
Ilailroad Commission of Louisiana, dedariBg that the ...... disc:riminatory """di""" 
prevailed as th ... which had been discloacd at the lint hearing. that the delCndant 
carricn would IIOt _ish a 1IIliform 1CIl. of ..... without a suppl ....... tal order, and 
that shippers on the three lines affectod by the oripW order would be &ClOordcd WIdue 
ad ..... 0 ... orbcr shippers by i .. opcrstion. '"'.iI. pp. 475-476. 

'" ~ C •• ","""" ., l.otIUiaoo Y. A. H. T. 11)1. Co., 41 1.e.C. 83 (1916). 
This WII a COIUI>lidaIcd ~og cmbn.ciog _ only the oripW S.....,.., ..... 
No.l918 (.3 I.C.C.)I: 34 LC.e. 47.), but ... ...ng..tioa and Suop:asioa Docket NOlo 
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carriers' class and commodity rates from Shreveport to Texas points 
were just and reasonable; and second, whether the existing relation
ships between intrastate and interstate rates and between the appli
cable classifications in intrastate and interstate commerce were un
duly prejudicial to Shreveport. The evidence was convincing that 
the interstate rates were unreasonable and that the intrastate rates 
and classifications were discriminatory. The Commission prescribed 
maximum class and commodity rates from Shreveport to all points 
in Texas, and the carriers were ordered to remove the undue preju
dice against Shreveport. There was a studied endeavor to give due 
consideration to the findings and opinions of the state authorities 
and to enlist their cooperation."· In fixing the maximum class rates 
between Shreveport and points in Texas, for example, the scale of 
mileage rates established by the Texas commission for intrastate trans
portation was followed very closely-which precluded a wholesale 
reconstruction of the intrastate class schedules. But the necessary co
operation was given very grudgingly by the Texas authorities. While 
they were duly notified and their representatives were present at the 
hearings, they took no part in the proceedings. Accordingly, even 
these determinations were not permitted to become final. Petitions 
were filed for a rehearing on the rates submitted in pursuance of the 
Commission's order and for a reopening of the proceeding; it was al
leged, among other things, "that the order is null and void as to the 
state of Texas, its railroad commission, and its citizens, for the reason 
that none of them was a party to the proceeding, and as to them, full 

710 and 729, and complaints docketed as Nos. 8290 and 8418. I. and S. No. 710 fe· 
suited from the suspension of the class rates published in compliance with the supple .. 
mental order (34 I.C.C. 472). upon protest of interested parties representing various 
cities, commeccial organizations, and industries in the State of Texas. I. and S. No. 
729 resulted from the suspension, upon protest of interested parties, of certaio pro
posed increased class rates from Texas ports to Shreveport. No. 8290 was a complaint 
of the Louisiana Railroad Commission requesting that the terms of the supplemental 
order be extended to certain roads in eastern Texas not included as defendants in the 
previow proceedings. No. 8418 was a further complaint by the Louisiana corrunWion, 
seeking to have the requirements of the IUpplemental order extended to aU the rail~ 
road. in Texas. 

1 f8 Note the following, for example: '1t i. perhaps unnecessary to uy that the find~ 
ings and conclusions of state commissioD' respecting the reasonableness of inuastarc 
ratel should be given great weight, that rates established in accordance with IUm 
findings should not lighdy be disturbed and that we consider it our duty to cooperate 
in every proper way with the .tate authorities. .. lbiJ.~ at p. J~~. 
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hearing was not had."1'J8 Despite the fact that there had been ample 
opportunity for intervention on part of the Texas authorities, the 
petition for reopening was granted.'so Only after rehearing, with 

• the participation of the Railroad Commission of Texas, was the con
troversy finally settled, almost seven full years after the original pro
ceeding was initiated.'SI While the earlier order was modified in 
various details in this elaborate reconsideration of the issues and the 
evidence, the requirement for removal of undue discrimination 
against Shreveport resulting from the disparity between the intrastate 
and interstate rates was continued unchanged and its scope was per
mitted to remain state-wide.182 The Commission not only applied a 

ITa if •• ..,} Report. 1916. pp. 86-l17. 
lI0lWlrolUl Commistio. of 1..ooiti""" v. if. H. T. Ry. Co., 43 I.C.C. 45 (1917). 

In granting these petitions. without protest from the Louisiana authorities, the Com .. 
mission said (p. 48): "We are Dot advised .. to the reBlOD. prompting the Railroad 
Commission of Texas to refrain from participstioD in these pre>c:«:dings until af ... the 
iuuance of our report and order of July 7. 1916. Presumably they were suflicieDt for 
that body in the exercise of its discretion. and it is Dot our province to consider them.. 
Th .... is DO provisiOD in the act for CX>DlpeUing any psrty to intuvene in a pre>c:«:ding 
before us. and such psrticipstion would Dea:ssarily have been entirely volunesry." 
Note. also, the following from the Commission's dflnNlll Report, 19x6, at p. 87: "'The 
present pre>c:«:ding has been pending. in its MOW pha .... since March 7. 1911. A 
number of hearings have been held. Three reports bave been issued by this Com
mission. It has been the subject of two court decisions and bas been commented upon 
at length in our annual reports to the Congreu. In short, it may be said that fi:w pr0-
ceedings have received the publicity given to this." 

11148 I.C.C. 3" (1918). 
111 It was urged. upon the Commission that its order for the removal or undue 

prejudice be restricted to "the territory that is subs .... tially tribuesry to Shreveport." 
In ligbt of the RCOrd. the ""Iuest wu denied. "In making our report and order of 
July 7. 19x15," said the Comrniuion. "we were not umnindfuJ. of their &r~.n:achiog 
dfcc:t. We were then and are now convinced that no attempt on our pan to limit the 
""PO of our order to a defined section in the eastern port of T .... would adequately 
meet the utu&tion and ex .... d to Shreveport the full relief to which that city wu 
entided. • • • Aoy attempt on our port to limit or ... tritt the area in Texas to and 
from which Shreveport oould ship on <qual IUma with cities in Texas would have had 
the effi:ct of oontinuing in port the prejudice against which the complsints were di
rected, and which we bad found to be undue. We were dealing not with isol.tod in
IWlCeS of .rate disparities. but with • complete systaD or intrastate .rates lower, u • 
rul .. than oonesponding rates for like diotanc:es be ....... Shreveport and T .... points. 
From the evidence of record we believed that the maintenance by these inlUlta'" ear
lien of the two divergent IJ'- of rates inevitably .... ded to restrain and intedae 
with the Iia: movement of in ....... '" oommerc:e herwoen Shreveport and T .... poin ... 
The undue prejudice .......... wide and muld only be removed by .. order of <qual 
""po. The evidence presentod on rehearing oonfirmJ and Itmlgthens these oondu
IioDa. • • • It is our opinion, and we find, that the area in T .... from and 1D which 
Shreveport may reuonably expect to ship lieigbt embraa:s the entire ... '" of Texas. The 
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sound and legally valid principle,'·' but manifested, throughout the 
long history of the proceeding, a patient and meticulous regard fo1", 
the rights and interests of the state of Texas. 

On the whole, the same restrained approach characterized the Com-. 
mission's performance in the numerous other proceedings, priar to 
1920, in which the exercise of its power over intrastate rate situations 
was invoked. It did not reach out, aggressively and on its own initia
tive, to invalidate state-made rates;18' and it asserted its authority, on 
complaint of interested parties, in terms of the economic issues in
volved and with due regard to the maintenance of state sovereignty 
within its appropriate sphere.'·· Brief reference to a few of the more 
important proceedings will suffice. 

shipments shown during the test period indicate a reasonable likelihood of shipments 
to and from any and every station in the state," Ibid •• at Pp.370-371. 

188 Chairman Hall concluded the Commission's report with the following trenchant 
declaration: "It seems elementary that under our laws and institutions Shreveport has 
the right to an equality of opportunity with Texas cities to ship freight 00 these inter· 
state highways from and to every point within the state of Texas. As stated above, the 
maintenance of a full lioe of class and commodity rates from and to every station, 
village, and city in the state of Texas on a basis generally lowel, distance considered, 
than the corresponding rates to and from Shreveport deprived that city of this funda· 
mental right. There are no transportation conditions justifying higher rates, distance 
alDsidered, between Shreveport and Texas points than between points in Texas. The 
only apparent reason for the exclusion of Shrevepon from equal opponunities for trad~ 
ing in Texas, thus in effect building a tariff wall about the state, is that Shreveport 
lies east instead of west of the line between Texas and Louisiana" (P.311). 

18" Compare the following: "We call to mind once more the &ct previowly noted, 
that this Commission has not reached out in a spirit of aggression to lay its hands on 
situations involving the principles of the SMnJeporl Ctlle. While we have decided over 
SO of such cases, and more are being presented to w from time to time, we have dealt 
with them in the regular line of official duty. In all instances the complaints were 
filed by sovereign states, municipalities, public administrative authorities, private asso~ 
clations of business men, corporations, and individuals, parties who had a legal right 
to do so. We handle and dispose of these cases in the same manner as all other cases, 
in accordanc:c with law and in obedience to our official oath. Were we to look about 
for opportunities to apply the principles of the SIJreflepon Ctlle. we could find them 
in every part of the United States, and we have been requested in several instances to 
institute investigations upon our own initiative with a view to removing unjwt dis
c:riminatiODJ in such cases just as we have proceeded in scores of other instances on 
our own initiative to apply remedies which the law provides." Annual Report. 1916, 
p.89. 

181 The spirit of the Commission's performance is likewise evidenced by the follow~ 
ing declarations: "Generally speaking, such situations represent rate questions and 
economic problems rather than legal controversies and constitutional issues. While we 
are fully sensible of the vital principles of constitutional and statutory law which are 
inherent in certain aspects of such situations, we believe that every such case can, as a 
practical maner, be disposed of without challenge of these principles of government. In 
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The Commission found, for example, that intrastate rates on grain 
lind grain products from interior Missouri points to St. Louis effected 
'.an \Injust discrimination against interstate traffic ~nd ordered the 
.carriers serving St. Louis from the west to cease and desist from such 
diScrimination; but it declined to consider the local rates as part of 
the through rates and thus to render them entirdy inoperative .... 
Again, while the Commission found intrastate live stock rates in the 
same general territory to be discriminatory against interstate com
merce, it ordered the removal of the prejudice only after prescribing 
just and reasonable interstate rates,,·T Moreover, in prescribing inter
state rates, the Commission, except in clear cases, showed a rductance 
to exercise its authority in such a way as to create discriminatory 
situations necessitating control of intrastate rates under the Shrt!IJe
port principle"·· Only where the existence of such discrimination 

fact, controversies over constitutional limitations of powers and statutory grounds of 
authority tend to obscure the real elements of the rate problems presented and in 
which the public is primarily interested in these cases. The vital question is, What is 
the nature of the problem, and through what agencies and by what methods can that 
problem beat be solved in the interest of the wbole publici" Ibid. pp. 8\H10. 

'" Mm:4 .... E ... 4 •• ,. ., SI. Louis v. B. & O. R. R. C., 34 I.C.C. 341 ('9'5)' 
"So 10Dg u there are inuastate rates publidtcd. to St. Louis shippers can not be denied 
the right to avail themselves of these rates for movements which are clearly intrastate, 
and 10 long as there are Rat rates published. out of St. Louis, shippers mwt be permitted, 
if they have in the meantime in good faith taken possession, to ship outbound under 
th ... ra ... irrespective of the ra ... paid inbound" (p. 35')' 

lIT Di",.,.iu-C."dle..s".;,. Li~ Stock Commiuio. Co. v. R. R. Co .• 47 I.C.C. 28, 
('9'7). ''Considering all the evidence • • • we are of the opinion that the present 
interstate rates .from Missouri points to East St. Louis do not furnish the proper 
standard of ........ b1e rateo for the fUtwe, nor the propel measwe by which 11> remove 
the undue prejudice and disadvantage against East St. Louis in fi.vor of 51. Louia 
which is inherent in the p"' .... t .djusanent" (p. 3'3). 

111 In lrurrsl,* CI. oil Comm.odi~ RAlt-s i. LoIlin'QlltJ. 33 I.C.C. 626 (1915), 
the carrieR $Ought to cancel certain. $ta~ basing tates applicable to interstate traffic and 
to substitute a higher IICIle of class rates. The Commission refused. to sanction the in
c:n:ue&. "If we allow them. to become effective. while lower rates apply on stab: traffic: 
&om New OIleon .. unjust discrimination must result" (p. 63')' The Commission was 
UIged to en ...... ordet like that in the S"" .. ".., .... if undue prejuclicc 11> in ... -
.tate commel'lZ did in act rmalt &om the lower intrastate rates. but in its view the 
evidence of rec:ord did DOt justify a disturbance of the If4IfU 9110. Compare, however, 
Da,,;n., V ... C/ ... .. II C ..... "";ty _to 38 I.C.C. , •• ('9.6). The proposed in-
....... in in ........ duo nteo botwoen Danville, Virginia. ... d points in North Car0-
lina ....., lOund to be justified. Danville wu primarily interested in the rat< relation
obi.,.. and UIged that the discrimination that ..... uld result &om the lower in_ 
n ... precluded the Commission .. approval of the proposed in ......... ra .... The car· 
rier, OIl the other Iwul. coa.tendcd that the n:uou.bI.eoess of the interstl.tr: rues in 
'1uestion .... the only iaue. In dispooing of ...... c:on8ictiog views, the Commission 
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was unquestionably supported by the record, did the Commission, as 
in previous instances, after establishing interstate rates on a reason
able basis, order the removal of undue preference and prejudice, as 
measured by the new standard, in conformity with its characteristic 
approach. Its findings were grounded in the realities of transporta
tion conditions and rate rdationships, after careful consideration of 
all the complexities contributing to the maladjustment, without un
due interference with the intrastate rate structure as such; '.9 but the 

said (p. 745): "When investigating the propriety of proposed increased rates under a 
suspension order we are Dot limited to a consideration of their reasonableness, but 
may also consider their relation to other rates and what their consequence may be, and 
to what extent they may involve discriminations and preferences that arc unlawful. 
• • • But to withhold our approval of rates found to be reasonable and in harmony 
with the general interstate adjustment in this territory, solely on the ground that when 
they become effective Danville will be at a disadvantage, compared. with jobbing points 
in North Carolina, because of the lower state rates enjoyed by the latter points, would 
not only be in disregard of the principles of the ShrellepOf'l Cue, supra, but would put 
both the carriers and this Commission under the control of the state authorities in 
many cases involving interstate rates," It was pointed out that the difference between 
the state and interstate rates was not grea~ bUE thaE in the event that undue discrimi
nation resulted from the rate relationship it was the lawful right of the Danville shippen 
to bring the matter before the Commission for adjudication and correction. 

1811 Sec Missouri Rj"er-N~/muka CtU~S, 40 I.c.e. 2O! (!9!6). This proceeding em
braced complaints by the commercial clubs of Sioux City and Council Bluffi, Iowa, 
St. Joseph and Kansas City, Miuouri, and Atchiso", Kansa~ all of which attacked the 
class rates from the above-named cities to all points in Nebraska as unreasonable and 
unjustly discriminatory. The allegation of unjwt discrimination was based upon a 
comparison of the interstate rates with the intrastate rates established by the Nebraska 
commission in !9!4. As a result of the order of that commission, which reduced the 
intrastate rates by approximately 2.0 per cent. a long-standing relationship of rates be
tween the principal distributing centers on the Missouri River and in interior Nebraska 
and all other points within the state of Nebraska was disturbed; in addition, the 
Nebraska classification for intrastate traffic contained ratings which were lower than 
the western classification applicable to interstate commerce, likewise resulting in dis
crimination against interstate localities. The defendant railroads, which included prac
tically all the carriers operating lines in Nebraska, denied that the interstate rates under 
attack were unreasonable, and averred that the intrastate rates were made effective un
der protest and that any unjwt discrimination fouod to exist W31 the result of the 
action of the .tate commission. There was ample evidence in suppo" of the conclu
sion that the disparities between the two rate structures were unduly prejudicial to in
terstate commerce. The Commission conceded that the order which reduced intrastate 
rates in !914 had been made after an exhawtive investigation, and that there had been 
an earnest endeavor to do justice to all concerned. None the less, in light both of 
traditional relationships and prevailing conditions, the intrastate rates were found to 
be too low for application to the interstate commerce of the complainant ci(ics or as a 
measure for correcting the unjust discriminations which were disdosecL The CoIJUDis. 
lion Wall not free to abdicate its p:tWCn of control over intentate commerce in favor 
of ..... authority. It was con .. nded by the Nebraska COJJUniasio.n that the doctrine of 
the S""""'" case could ODly be applied in instances where the intrulare ratel were 
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maintenance of its exclusive control over rate relations of this char
acter, and of its supreme and plenary power over interstate com
merce, necessitated the assertion of its .authority to remove undue 
discrimination where the maladjustment sprang from increases in 
interstate rates as well as from decreases in intrastate rates.'·· 

In one proceeding the Commission's order affecting intrastate rates 
was held inoperative for want of definiteness,'·' but in general it 
pursued a consistent policy of restricting its findings and relief to 
such specific points and precise zones as clear}y fell within the sphere 
of the discriminatory adjustments disclosed by the record!·' Nor 

lOund tu be cooJiscatury. This claim, obviously, was ilI·founded-both in law and 
practice. The Commission hu DO authority to determine whether state~made rates are 
cooJiscaUlry; and th..., is no basis for making the assertion nf • legitima .. power con
tingent upon an .un ,,;,., finding. ''The position is wholly indefensible that this 
Commission mwt inquire into an issue as to which it has no jurisdiction for the pur
pooe nf de......ming • question as tu which ill jurisdiction is not only compkte, but 
.. c1usi.... (p. 254). Accordingly, the Commission prescribed maaimum class rates 
&om the .five Missouri River cities to Nebraska destinations on a distance basis; and in 
characteristio language the carriers were ord=cI tu '""'" and dorist from the undue 
preferenceo and unreasonable prejudiccs lOund tu ..ist in the prevailing relation nf 
c1uo rates and nf c1a..mcation ratingl. 

110 B"';"I:II Ma', Lagu of St. Louis Y . .4 .. T. & S. F. Ry. Co., 41 I.C.C. 13 
(.g.6).4' I.C.C. 503 (.g.6). 44 LC.C. 308 ('9'7). The complainants alleged that the 
pauenger fires and &eight rates between St. Louis, Missouri, and poinll in IDinois 
were unreuonable and unjustly discriminaUlry. The disparity in charges, upon which 
the complainants' .ttsclr. was primarily =terec!, was brought about by an increue in 
in ........ rates and fires. Prior tu the increue nf in ........ pauenget fires by one-half 
eont per mile and nf inters ..... freight ra ... by 5 per cent, pursuant tu Fi .. Per C.", 
c.r..3' I.C.C. 35' ('9'4), the charge. between St. Louis and Illinois points and he
tween East St. Louis and such i1Iinois points were suhsl>.Dtiall, the same. The &ilure 
nf the S ..... nf Illinois tu permit correoponding increases in r .... and fires resulted in 
the disparity which was alleged tu constitu .. unjust diocriroination. It was urged, in 
conneetion with the Commission', consideration nf the freight ra ... djustments (44 
I.C.C. 308. 331>-]37). that this proceeding cIiffi:red in principle from the S",...,.", 
..... inasmuch as the discrimination had been elIected by the carriers themselves, 
through aD increaae nf inters ..... ra .... The Commission lOund this cIilIUena: to be 
nf DO _ling conseq_ The carriers had been aurhorized to make the in
__ and no evidence was presented to show the ezistiog rates to be unreasonable. 
In. .... of both the pauenger fires and &eight ra .... sbereIOre, the Commission ord=cI 
the prejudice to be removed. An, nther dispooition of the issue ....... d have involved 
a relinquisbreent of ita unquestioned aurhority • 

• Olln IU. Cdt. R. R. CO. Y. PU/¥ Ulililiu C ..... 245 U.s. 493 ('9.8). the 
Commission', order U to pauenger ra ... in the above proceeding (41 LC.C. (3) .... 
held invalid because nf unaertainty. The pointa in IDinois alI«oed by the order __ 
not specificall, mentioned; the carriers assumed that there had been a finding of dis
erimination with regard to all in ........ pauenger fires and ,..-.led to malre ...... 
wide adj_ .... See DOte 1040..".. 

IN See Tns6i<- Y. A_ Bzt-t Co. 39 LC.C. 703 (1916); and A ...... 
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did the Commission assert its prerogatives in all instances in which 
the intrastate rates were shown to be lower than the corresponding 
interstate rates. Its authority was exercised only where the intrastate 
rates necessarily operated to prefer state localities or shippers unduly, 
and thus interfered with the application of interstate rates sanctioned 
or prescribed by the Commission. Where the traffic was essentially 

can E%pr~ss Co. v. CaJdwelll 244 U.S. 617 (1917). In this proceeding, in which the 
Commission's order was upheld by the Supreme Court, Sioux City, Iowa, located near 
the South Dakota line and an important jobbing center in that region. complained to 
the Commission that the express rates from that city to points in South Dakota were 
unreasonable and unjusdy prejudicial. 'The allegation of unjust discrimination was 
based on the fact that the intrastate express rates applicable to traffic moving from the 
important competing South Dakota jobbing cities of Sioux Falls, Mitchell, Aberdeen, 
Watertown, and Yankton to points in South Dakota were materially lower than the 
interstate express rates applicable to transportation between Sioux City and the same 
points. The carriers admiued that discrimination existed. but disclaimed responsibility 
for its creation. since the intrastate rates were operative under order of the South 
Dakota commission, and insisted that it be removed by making the existing intentate 
rates applicable to intrastate traffic. It appeared, from the record, that shipments by 
express from Sioux City to South Dakota points bore a substantially heavier burden 
than shipments of like character and for the same distance. within South Dakota. 
The Commission found that the allegations of the complainants had been established; 
and since the interstate rates were found not to be unreasonable, the defendant carriers 
were ordered to remove the undue prejudice against Sioux City. In formulating its 
conclusions. the Commission indicated some of the more important items of policy 
by which it was guided. FUll. the matter of intention of the state authorities in fixing 
the intrastate rates at the prevailing level was held not to be controlling; the actual 
rate relations, whatever their effective cause, were deemed to be the important con
sideration. "The matter of intention may be of importance under some circumstances 
in an issue of this character, but it can not be controlling. We have before w the rela
tion of express rates as they now exist and it is our duty to determine whether t:hi.J 
relation effects such discrimination as the act condemns. If such discrimination is 
shown it is none the less our duty to require irs removal, although the cause of the 
unlawful relation may have had its origin in motives which are above criticism. On 
the other hand. if such discrimination is DOt shown an order based upon a finding of 
wrongful intention would find DO warrant in law" (p. 721). S«OM, the findings were 
applied to the intrastate rates complained of, and not to the entire intrastate rate sU'Uc
ture. "A1though a finding that the intrastate rates are too low for application from 
Sioux City may. in inference, imply a similar judgment with regard to the intrastate 
schedule as a whole, or may. in consequence, result in the readjustment of those 
schedules. the fact remains that the intrastate rates as a whole are not directly involved 
in this case .••• We shall limit our findings to the allegations of unreasonableness 
and unjust discrimination found in the complaint" (p. 72:1). Third. the Commi5Sion 
would not be bound by a judicial finding that the intrastate rates are not confiscatory. 
nor was it compelled to await the determination of that i"ue. "If it should be held in 
that case [equity suit pending in the District Court 1 that the intrastate express rates 
are not confiscatory, it would still be the duty of this Commission. for which it has 
full power, to require the removal of an unjust discrimination against interstate corn~ 
merce •••• Circumstances may undoubtedly arise which would make it proper for 
this Commission to withhold its order. but it is clearly under DO requirement to do so, 
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interstate in character and yet the carriers applied the lower intrastate 
rates to the portion of the movement taking place within the state of 
origin, instead of applying the through interstate rates to such 
through traffic, the Commission would make no order requiring 
changes in the intrastate rates.'98 Under such circumstances the un
just discrimination subject to attack resulted, not from a disparity 

for through the delays of litigation IUch a requirement would make it possible to 
maintain and perhaps indefinitely prolong a discrimination which unjustly restricted 
the free movement of commerce between the states. . . . There is no suggestion that 
the record is incomplete or that further evidence would be of value in determining 
the issuc. before UI. The complainant has shown that unjust discrimination exists for 
which it il entitled to relic£ We think. therefore. that an order should be entered with~ 
out further delay" (pp. 7:12-123). FoUl"", where the interstate rates are found to be 

~ reasonable, the prejudice must necessarily be removed by raising the unduly low intra
.tate rates. "We are here under no doubt as to bow the unjust discrimination found to 
exist should be corrected. for the record conclusively shows that the South Dakota rates 
are too low to be made the measure of interstate rates between Sioux City' and South 
Dakota points, while there is no proof that the ralCS which this Commission has 
approved. are unreasonable, nor has a basis been laid for a modification of our order" 
(p. 72 3). 

181 In IOlIJtI~DlIl(o'" Grai" Co. v. I. C. R. R. Co., 40 I.C.C. 73 (1916), the com~ 
p1ainan .. alleged that the ntes charged by the der.ndant carrier. for the transportatio .. 
of corn &om interior Iowa points to Council BluffS. low~ on interstate traffic, were 
unreasonable to the extent that they excc:cded the rates contemporaneously applicable 
ID like intras .... traf6c:, and that they unduly prcjudic:od the complainan .. ID the ad
vantage of dealcn having elevators at Council Blufli. 'who paid the lower intrastate 
inbound rate&, unloaded at the elevators. and reshipped to the final interstate dcsti~ 
nabona at proportional rates. Whether this discrimination wu unjust depended upon 
the propriety of applying intrasta .. ntes for the movem ... t Iiom point of origin ID 
Council B1ufti. It wu shown that thcae grain movements were through interstate move
ments, that the interstate rates were not unreasonable, and that the alleged discrimi
nation WlS due entirely to the failure of the carricn to collect the legal interstate rates 
on Ihipmcnts or COln ItOred in transit at Council Bl»ffi. "It is clear." said the Com
mission. "that unjust discrimination would never have bce.n alleged if the carriers 
had alwaY' oboerved the legal ntes for the in ........ movemenL The same charges 
would have applied OIl all shipm..... whether stored temponrily in e1e .. "", at 
Council Bluf& or ftCXIIISigned in the original can" (po 76). The complaint .... dis
missed because the btel themselves were neither unreasonable nOl unjustly discrimi
natory. A similar situation was praented. to the Commission in Mnnpw AlnrAaw 
EttA ... ,. Y. E. C. R. R. Co •• 43 I.C.C. 378 (1917), when: grain dealen at Memphis, 
Tenn.. Hendcrwm. Ky., and EVlDlviUe.lnd.. alleged that the defendant carriers main
tained n ... ID and tluough Cairo, III., which discriminated against them OIl shipmen .. 
of grain Iiom lIIinoi. paints ID southern and .. uthea ...... territories. Grain .... shipped 
&om points of origin. in Illinois to Cairo at the lower intrastate rates and then J'eoo 

shipped ID poin .. of consumpnOll at the n ... appli<:able Iiom Cairo, ID the disad .... -
Iage, OIl the thIough mQ ....... ~ of the comploining loealities. The curien urged that 
if unjust diocriminatiOll .... found ID exist it be ...... ved by all order permitting them 
to inereue their intrastate utes to Cairo to the level of the inta'sta1e rates to that 
point.. There was DO doubt u to the advantage aa:ruing to Cairo. but its cause was 
held IlOt ID justilY ouch a mnedy. Practically all of the grain moving inID Cairo .... 
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between intrastate and interstate rates, but from the failure of the 
carriers to observe the legally published tariffs, permitting shippers to 
avoid the payment of lawful charges applicable to interstate traffic. 
Finally, there was always insistence that complainants alleging unjust 
discrimination assume the burden of proof, and orders were with
held where the rate differences were comparatively slight and the evi
dence of discrimination inconclusive,''' 

reshipped to southern or southeastern destinations, raising the question as to whether 
any part of the movement could properly be treated as intrastate. "The question as to 
whether I shipment is inter or intra state 'must be determined by the essential char· 
actel of the commerce,' which is governed by the intent of the parties controlling the 
movement of the traffic; and this must be ascertained from all of the pertinent facts. 
circumstances. and conditions, and "not by mere billing or forms of contract·" (p. 388). 
Applying this tcs~ the conclusion was reached that the movement of grain through 
Cairo must be considered wholly transportation in interstate commerce, and that the 
carriers were under legal obligation to apply interstate rates, both inbound and out .. 
bound. ·'In utter disregard of the plain provisio1lS of their tariffi," said the CorruJtis.. 
lion, "these defendants. $0 this record shows, have been applying to intcntate lhip
ments state rates applicable to a part of the through movement, which rates are not 
on file with this Commission. • • • In this situation no order is deemed necessary or 
appropriate at this time, in view of the penal provisions of the statute. These de· 
fendants are under legal obligation to apply interstate rates on shipments moving inter· 
state via Cairo as well as via Memphis and the Ohio River crossings. When the law· 
ful rates through Cairo are imposed the discrimination complained of will no longer 
exi,," (pp. 390, 391). 

,.0 In La Cross, Shipper' AflO. v. C. 6- N. W. Ry. Co., 38 I.C.C. 453 (1916), the 
complainants alleged that La Crosse, Wisconsin, located across the Mississippi River 
from Minnesota, was being unjustly discriminated agaimt because of the existing rate 
adjustment in southern Minnesota. The allegation was predicated upon the fact that 
the Minnesota intrastate rates were lower per mile than the rates from La Croue into 
Minnesota, although there was no wUformity in the relationship. The evidence pur· 
porting to show that La Crosse was unduly prejudiced was fragmentary, indefinite, and 
on the whole unsatisfactory and inconclusive. In holding the record insufficient for a 
finding of unjust discrimination, the Commission said (pp. 46z-463): '"The instances 
of discrimination to which our attention has been called have generally involved com .. 
paratively slight differences in rates or have been complained of chicOy in connection 
with points to which the movement of traffic can not be of great volume; but we are 
not to be understood from this as holding that unjust discrimination, because affecting 
unimportant shipping centers or a small volume of traffic, has been a determinative 
factor in reaching our conclusion. What we do mean is that apart from the fact that 
the degree of discrimination shown is not great, the evidence of record is of such a 
character as to make it impossible for us to determine in any particular instance that 
the situation with respect to which complaint was made was not due to circumstancel 
quite: outside the complaint. • • • The prohibition of the statute againlt discrimination 
which is unjwt confen the right to exercise a reasonable judgment as to whether such 
discrimination is within the iohibilOlJ' clause; and we wuld Mt lightly. nor upon 
grounds which do not seem convincing, find that rate: dilferenccs which may be 
capable of explanation or defense upon • complete record an: tantamount ro undue 
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Prior to 1920, then, the Commission's activity in this sphere was 
restricted in scope and restrained in performance. There was no 
affirmative effort, through assertion of authority over intrastate rates, 
either to effect any far-reaching unification of the rate structure or to 
increase the revenues of the carriers. The Commission remained in 
the background, providing relief only where discriminatory situa
tions were shown, upon complaint of public or private interests, to 
hamper unduly the free movement of interstate commerce. The pro
ceedings involved the relationships between specific intrastate and 
interstate rates, rather than the generallevd of charges applicable to 
through and local business. The alleged maladjustments always took 
the form of unjust discrimination against particular persons, places, 
or descriptions of traffic. The heart of the matter consisted in the 
existence of disparities between the intrastate and interstate rates 
applicable to the transportation of the same commodities by the same 
carriers under substantially similar circumstances and conditions, the 
intrastate charges being materially lower than the interstate rates. In 
such situations both classes of rates might well be within the zone 
of reasonableness when considered in and of themsdves, though 
this was not always the case, yet the difference between them would 
create unwarranted preferences and prejudices as between intrastate 
and interstate commerce. This followed whether or not the motives 
actuating the state adjustments were narrow, selfish, dcliberatdy re
strictive. Even where the state authorities were genuindy bent upon 
the maintenance of a just and equitable intrastate rate structure, but 
without regard to the measure of charges established under federal 
jurisdiction, discriminatory situations were often created which the 
Commission, under its legislative mandate, was bound to remove. 
The record of performance in these circumstances warrants the con
clusion that the Commission's findings of unjust discrimination were 
invariably based upon definite and convincing data. While the hold
ing, in many instances, rested upon typical evidence, rate comparisons 
being made on a rdativdy small number of commodities or possible 

discriminati .... especially where such finding would ...... t in what may be l1li ...... 
necessary cliuupboD of a nle fabric establUhed fOr _Ie tnIIic. U The mmd _ 
kep' open to aJbd opportuDity fOr the comp\aiDaD .. 10 file .... ppl ....... 1arf petitioa 
fOr tria\ of the laue of uoj .... discriminatioD. 
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points of destination, the controlling situations were well chosen 
and provided ample support for the conclusions reached. Rate dis
parities were not accepted as evidence of unjust discrimination unless 
the actual movement of goods under these rates had operated to the 
disadvantage of the complaining parties; and even then relief was 
granted, in the form of interference wi~ the intrastate rates, only 
where there was no question as to the propriety of applying these 
lower intrastate rates to the traffic under consideration. The orders 
issued by the Commission pursuant to its findings required the re
moval of the undue prejudice shown to exist, but they did not stipu
late the exact manner in which this should be accomplished. If the 
reasonableness of the interstate rates was questioned, and the conten
tion sustained that they were excessive, maximum interstate rates 
were prescribed, which also served as a new basis for measuring the 
disparities alleged to effect unjust discrimination. Since the Commis
sion was without authority to prescribe specific or minimum inter
state rates, its orders could have been complied with lawfully by re
ductions in interstate rates to the level of the intrastate charges. In 
that event the intrastate rates would have prevailed as to the entire 
adjustment. In actual practice, however, it was to the interest of the 
carriers to increase the intrastate rates at issue to the level of the inter
state charges. Not only were revenues enhanced thereby, but dis
turbance of the interstate rate structure was avoided. With very rare 
exceptions,'·' the Commission's investigations and findings were 
carefully restricted to the scope of the complaints and to the areas in 
which discriminatory situations were actually disclosed. Where, as 
in the Shrt!1Jeport proceeding, the Commission's order was finally 
made to embrace the entire state, it was only after the record had 
clearly established the existence of state-wide maladjustmenL Once 
the Commission's power in this sphere was accorded judicial recog
nition, there was little challenge of its exercise of authority on juris
dictional grounds. Matters of law and government were subordinated 
to the vital realities of rate relationships and their economic effects. 
The controversies were adjusted in terms of the acknowledged de-

10' See Btui .. " M .. ·s Lague of $1. Louis Y. A .. T. 6- $. F. Ry. CD .. 4' I.C.C. '3 
('9.6), HI.C.C. 308 ('9'7). 
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mands of sound public policy. but not without recognition of the 
rights and interests of the states. Despite the complete absence of any 
legal basis for cooperative activity. the Commission looked to the 
state authorities for assistance and sought to encourage their c0-

operation. The voluntary intervention of the state commissions. in 
most instances. served to enrich the record and to clarifY the issuC9-
and the service rendered by them was no less helpful because they 
were usually parties in interest. All of these characteristics of the 
Commission's performance evidence the spirit of restraint. not in
compatible with fruitful accomplishment, which marked the earlier 
stages of federal incursion into the domain of intrastate rates and 
chargcs,198 

The character of the Commission's present practice, which involves 
a much more thoroughgoing and complete control of intrastate ad
justments. is grounded. as we have seen. in the provisions of the 
Transportation Act. This legislation was not merely declaratory of 
the S"rerJ~porl principle. Not only was unjust discrimination against 
persons and places in interstate commerce expressly made unlawful. 
but the prohibition was extended to "any undue, unreasonable, or un
just discrimination against interstate or foreign commerce," Further
more, provision was made for a mode of relief involving the direct 
exercise of rate-making authority by the Commission. While it was 
clothed with no power to initiate intrastate rates as such, it was di
rected. upon a finding of unjust discrimination, to prescribe the rates. 
rues, or charges, either as maxima or minima or hoth, as well as the 
classifications, regulations, or practices, thereafter to be imposed or 
observed, in such manner as will remove the discrimination. These 
provisions, as judicially construed,'" have served as a tremendous 
reservoir of power over intrastate rate situations. A legal hasis was 
established for joint hearings with the state authorities and for elicit
ing their assistance and coOperation, but actual power was vested ex-

1M For the ........ of the Commission', powers in this spben= during the pcriocI 
of Ftdenl Control, .... Sci.., _ .. Co ••• D •• 1... 1ft W. R. R. Co .. 55 LC.C. 28. 
(Iglg); Swif/'" Co ••• 0;,.",., ~. 55 LC.C. 324 (Iglg); BoU. P.,.,. Jlilh y. 

0;,.",., ~. 55 LC.C. 331 (Iglg); N ....... F~fi'r Co. •• 0;,.",., c-.t. 
55 I.C.C. 485 (Iglg); N.., Yan\ Co • .-- of Hi,'_ y. 0;,.",., c-.t. 55 
LC.C. 61g (Iglg). See, ..... Put I, chap. i., ...... 39 ODd 4"-

lOt See pp. 239-246, III,... 
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elusively in the Commission; and this power was initially exercised 
in strikingly sweeping fashion. 

The chief impetus to this far-reaching assertion of authority 
emerged from the Commission's administration of the new rule of 
rate-making, whereby it has sought so to regulate the general level of 
transportation charges as to produce a fair return to the carriers and 
provide an adequate basis for the maintenance and development of 
railroad service. This affirmative policy, as has appeared, necessitated 
the granting of large rate increases soon after the termination of 
Federal Control and the return of the roads to private manage
ment.'9S Because about one-half of the states failed to sanction in
creases in intrastate rates and charges corresponding to those au
thorized and applied in interstate commerce, '99 a long series of 
proceedings was instituted by the Commission, upon petition of the 
carriers for relie£200 Essentially, the curtailment of revenue resulting 
from the disparity between the intrastate and interstate rate levels 
constituted the burden of all the complaints and the controlling basis 
of the Commission's findings of unjust discrimination. A new prin
ciple of determination was introduced; the scope of control was 
broadened; the relief assumed the form of a precise remedy. A survey 
of a few of the more important of these proceedings, in which, pre
dominantly on financial grounds, the Commission ordered the entire 
intrastate rate structure to be raised to the level established for inter
state commerce, will disclose the crucial issues involved, the Commis
sion's reaction thereto, and the significance of its determinations. 

The facts disclosed in the New Yark case, 2')1 the first of these pro
ceedings decided by the Commission, were typical, as to fundamen
tals, of those prevailing in all of the controversies; and the Commis
sion's decision in that case reflected the basic reasoning and estab
lished the guiding principles for its findings and orders in all of the 
subsequent proceedings. Upon the Commission's authorization of 

1981ncretlletl Ratel, Ig.20, 58 I.C.C. 220. See Dote 105. m/"fl. 
188 Sec Dote 106, suptw. 
200 See A.nnual Reports: 1920, pp. 41-42; 1921, pp. 32-34; 1922, pp. 43-44; 1923. 

pp. 34-35; 1924. p. 33; 1925. P. 37; 19:16, p. 36; 1921. pp. 74-15i 1928, pp. 71-72j 
1929. pp. 76--]7; '930. pp. 71-'12. 2., Ram. FfII'es, .nd Chfll'g" of N. Y. C. 11. 11. Co., 59 I.C.C. 290 ('92o). 64 
I.C.C. 55 (1921). 
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general rate increases, the New York steam railroads made formal 
application to the state public service commission for permission to 
file intrastate rates corresponding to those authorized on interstate 
traffic. The state commission granted the increases in general freight 
rates, but denied the application as to rates on milk and cream, pas
senger &res, baggage charges, and the Pullman surcharge. The New 
York Central and other carriers then petitioned the Commission for 
relle£ Mter investigation and hearing, the Commission found that 
the rates and charges maintained under state authority were lower 
than the corresponding interstate rates and charges, that they were 
unduly prejudicial to interstate passengers and shippers and unduly 
preferential of intrastate shippers and passengers, and that they were 
unjustly discriminatory against interstate commerce; and this dis
crimination was ordered removed through increases in intrastate 
rates and charges corresponding to the level established by the Com
mission for interstate traffic. 

The controlling issue was as to whether the Commission's au
thority, even under the new legislation, provided a legal basis for 
such findings of discrimination and for so sweeping an order. In sup
porting its assertion of jurisdiction in this manner, the Commission 
relied upon a course of reasoning which, in its essentials, was subse
quently sustained by the Supreme Court.1IOI The starting-point was 
the principle, impregnably established by judicial decision, that the 
Commission possesses power of control over intrastate rates in so 
&r as the exercise of such power is incidental to the effective regula
tion of interstate commerce. This authority, recognized under the 
original Act, was transformed by the new legislation into an express 
mandate to regulate intrastate rates which are unjustly discrimina
tory against interstate commerce. Nor does prejudice against particu
lar persons or places constitute the sole ground for findings of unjust 
discrimination and for the exercise of this authority. The basis of 
the Commission's jurisdiction in such situations lies in its regulatory 
authority over interstate commerce, and the explicit language of the 
enactment is broad enough to embrace discrimination against inter-

... WimHui. R. R. c •••. •. c. II. & O. R. R. co.. 257 U.s. 563 ('922); N"" 
Yoro\ •• U.s. 257 u.s. 59' ('922). See, abo, PI' 24._6. -,... 
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state commerce of any definition or description. The crux of the 
problem is whether the intrastate rates injuriously affect interstate 
commerce. There may, of course, be degrees of discrimination, "but 
in every case which puts in question intrastate rates, the decisive 
factor is whether or not they affect interstate commerce injuriously 
to a considerable extent. If they do they are brought under our juri .. 
diction and made subject to our control, even although the whole rate 
structure of a state should be involved."'" There was considerable 
evidence of discrimination against particular persons and places. For 
example: interstate passengers paid 3.6 cents per mile while intrastate 
passengers paid 3 cents per mile, although both types of passengers 
often rode on the same trains and in the same coaches; and shippers 
of milk and cream to New York City by intrastate routes paid 20 

per cent less for the service rendered than shippers utilizing interstate 
routes under substantially similar circumstances. But the controlling 
factor in the Commission's findings was the burden imposed upon 
interstate commerce as a whole because of the disparity in rates. In 
order that an adequate transportation system may be maintained, it 
is necessary that rates be so fixed as to permit the carriers to earn a 
fair return upon the fair value of their property; to this end Congress 
enacted the rule of rate.making and imposed the responsibility for 
its execution upon the Commission. As a result of the disparity be
tween the intrastate and interstate rate levels, the state necessarily 
failed to contribute jts proper share towards the fair return of the 
carriers, shifting the burden of producing and maintaining adequate 
revenues to interstate commerce, and the Commission was thereby 
hampered in the effective exercise of the duty imposed upon it. It is 
true that jurisdiction over intrastate rates as such was not taken from 
the states and reposed in the Commission. "But Congress has directed 
that we allow rates that will yield in the aggregate a return of 5Yz 
or 6 per cent upon the value of the railway property in each of the 
groups. There can be no doubt of the power of Congress to devise 
and provide for carrying into effect a plan for assuring to the nation's 
interstate railroads a fair return upon the value of their property; 
and the full control by Congress of this matter is not to be denied on 

I •• Raul, P""",."tI Chili"" of N. Y. C. R. R. Co., 59 Le.e. 290 ('920), It p. 292. 
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the ground that the carriers' aggregate earnings are a commingling 
of intrastate revenue and interstate revenue ...... The record showed 
that the refusal to increase state rates to the level prescribed by the 
Commission was costing the carriers affected thereby between 
$u.ooo.ooo and $12.000.000 per year. "To that extent." said the Com
mission. "the declared purpose of Congress is defeated by a preferen
tial basis of rates and fares maintained by authority of the State of 
New Y ork."20· The interstate rates were found not to be unreason
able. and the conditions surrounding the two types of transportation 
were found to be substantially similar. Accordingly. the Commission 
concluded that the lower level of intrastate rates and charges effected 
undue prejudice against interstate passengers and shippers and unjust 
discrimination against interstate commerce. No effort was made to 
consider or investigate individual rates and rues in any detail; the 
matter was regarded as an urgent and immediate practical problem, 
the needs of the carriers being such as to require prompt increases 
in revenue if adequate transportation service was to be provided. 

The nature of the findings molded the form of the order. The 
carriers were directed to increase their intrastate rates and charges 
to the level applicable on corresponding interstate traffic. Since the 
financial effects of the disparity in rates was the basic ground for 
intervention. there being no specific findings of discrimination in 
terms of special territory or definite points, the order was made to 
apply to the entire intrastate rate structure, without restricting the 
readjustment. as in earlier proceedings. to particular localities or de
fined areas. Not only were all rates embraced by the order. but the 
interstate rate level was expressly prescribed as the precise measure of 
the intrastate rates. Only in one respect was the mandatory and 
sweeping character of the order relaxed-=d that by way of reserva
tion for future readjustment by the Commission itsel£ Because of 
the possibility that some rates were included which might not be 
within the "proper class or reason" of the order. a saving clause was 
attached thereto, which extended to the state authorities and to the 
shipping public the privilege of applying to the Commission for a 
modification of the order, on the ground that particular rates and 

IOI'IUI. 
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fares are not so related to the interstate charges as to constitute dis
crimination in contravention of the Act.'" 

All of the subsequent proceedings growing out of the 1920 rate 
increases were decided in general conformity with this approach. The 
effect of the disparity in rates upon the revenues of the carriers served 
as the controlling consideration. "If, without good reason," said the 
Commission, "the fares within a state are lower than those authorized 
and established for interstate application, intrastate passenger traffic 
will not contribute its just share to the passenger revenues of the 
carriers, and the carriers may not earn the statutory return without 
further increases in the transportation charges on other traffic, includ
ing interstate commerce, thus unjustly discriminating against such 

208 Commissioner Eastman dissented (PP!~:Z99-304), as he did in all the subsequent 
proceedings of the same character. His dissent was based upon the conclusion that, 
even under the Dew legislation. the Commission was lacking in power to go beyond 
the principle of the ShretleJIt!r'T 'easc--that while discriminations against particular 
persons and places might lawfully be removed by the Commission, its jurisdiction did 
not extend to the issuance of an order embracing all intrastate rates, merely on a show .. 
ing that the disparity in rate levels imposed a '''burdeo'' upon interstate commerce. 
00 the question of statutory interpretation, and the scope of jurisdiction resulting there .. 
from, this position. as we have seen, was held invalid by the Supreme Court. But Com
missioDCJ' Eastman also directed attention. in suggestive fasbion, to the practical con
sequences of the Commission's policy and procedure. in terms of their unnecessary 
invasion of the sphere of state authority. "In essence, the carriers' position is that when 
we authorize an increase in interstate rates under section Isa of the interstate com~ 
meree act a corresponding increase must be made in intrastate rates; otherwise unjust 
discrimioation against interstate commerce results which it is out duty under section 13 
to correct. State commissions may be asked to authorize the intrastate inueases, but 
they need be offered no evidence except the fact of our decision and have no real 
discretion. The carriers accept the logical consequence of this view . . . by holding 
that applications to the state commissions are in substance a matter of courtesy and 
that we could. under section 13. either upon complaint or upon our own motion, pte. 
scribe the inuastale rates desired even if no such applications had been made. If this 
be so, it follows that we could practically at will deprive any or all of the states of 
authority over intrasratc rates. for when such rates are once prescribed by our order 
under section 13 they can Dot thereafter be changed without our consent" (pp. 299-
300). In the instant proceeding the carriers filed application with the New York com~ 
mission. but offered no evidence in support of the application. Although passenger 
fares were limited by New York law to a maximum of 3 cents per mile, the state 
commission was clothed with authority to "permit fares in excess of this limit upon • 
showing that existing fares were insuflicient to afford reasonable compensation for the 
service rendered." The application was denied solely for want of evidence. ''There is 
no basis for a belieC," said Commissioner Eastman, "that the New York commission is 
disposed to deal other than jusdy with the carriers, or that it would have been unduly 
exacting if they had undertaken to show insufficiency of compensation. Upon the facti 
before us and in a spirit of comity the carriers might well be remitted to the state 
tribunal to exhaust their remedieJ before coming to w for action which will deprive 
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commerce. Such a situation will also result in depleting the 
revenues from interstate commerce by diverting to intrastate channels 
what otherwise would form part of interstate passenger traffic. Thus, 
the existence, side by side with interstate fares, of intrastate fares fixed 
at a lower level constitutes an obstruction to interstate commerce, 
thereby unduly, unreasonably, and unjusdy discriminating against 
such commerce, in contravention of the act."'" Since the findings of 
discrimination were thus grounded in the inadequacy of the entire 
intrastate rate structure, the remedy prescribed, by way of mandatory 
order, embraced all intrastate rates and charges, and, in practical 
effect, virtually ousted the states of jurisdiction.208 The Commission's 

the state or all authority over intrastate &res so long as our order remains in effect. In 
this view of the matter whatever losses in revenue the carriers may have suffi:red. arc 
chargeable to their own default" (P.30'). 

10'1",,1U1. Raul within III;"oU~ 59 I.C.C. 350 (1920), at p. 365. Sec, also, WiJ.. 
eo""; .. P(IIWlger FtllYl, 59 I.C.C. 391 (1920); Mi""esolll Fan,. CIJlII"gel, 59 LC.C. 
5°2. (1920), For a discussion of the facts and issues in the Wisr:onsi. case. see pp. 241-
242. ".pr.. 

101 In .4rl(tlfUtII RtrIel ad Flfts, 59 1.e.C. 471 (1920), the state commission chal· 
le.god the ptopriety of eenain procedural ''''pS taken by the carriers. Inaeases in in· 
Ita ... ", passenger fares and excess-baggage charges had been denied by the sta'" tri
bunal because of statutory provisions which it was not authorized to waive. Without 
lint seeking to enjoin the operation of the statutes, so that the state commission might 
decide the issue on the merits, the carriers proceeded directly to petition the CommiJ.. 
lion for reief. It also appeared that intrastate rates aD road.building materials wen: 
embraced in the carrien' petition, although no application had been filed with the 
atate commission for illCl9.se5 in such rates, and it had been a.f£ordcd no opportunity 
to pass upon the matter subsequent to the Commission"s authorizatioD. of i.naua in 
intentate rates. Despite a rd'erence to '"the commendable spirit of oooperatioD. .. mani .. 
fested by the Arkansas commission. immediate jurisdiction was assumed, at least iD. 
the matter of passenger fares and ...... -baggage charges. "The desirability of <011-

certed action of the Ita'" and federal regulatory bodies in all m ...... of ...... portation 
in which th. power of both is involved has been given I<tOgoition in the in .... ta", 
commerce act. The action of respondents in bringing the matter before us iD. advance 
of the filing of "" application with the corporation commission and a determination 
by it ..... Ien cillIicult the coordinated action con_plated by Congress and depri_ us 
of the benefit of such invostigation and findings as the sta'" authorities might ha ... 
ma~ However. we are here coo.&onted with practic:al questions Cor the solution of 
which Congress has ptovided a prattital course of procedure by meaDS of which sub
atID.ti.al justice is assured. Ilespondents have: elected. to pursue that course and we are 
not .... ted with appella", power under which they might be ....... ded to tribuoaIa of 
the sta"''' (PI' 473-474>. That the Commission was not enlUdy belp1ess in .uch. situa
tion is evi~ b, ill disposition of the issue with regard to in ...... ", .. ta on road
building materials. "But." the Commissioo. c:oo.tinued. "we are authorized to avail our
oeI_ of the cooperation, servi<es, I<tOIds. and &c:ilities of the ... '" in the enIOroemeot 
of "'" ptovision of the aa. and .. shall ........ lOr later detJ:rmination the questions 
ftIatiDa to .. ta on .... d-building materials" (p. 474)-
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authority was asserted even over minor items-such as the minimum 
charge per passenger, the conductor's penalty charge, and the excess
baggage charge--despite their acknowledged insignificance as sources 
of revenue;oo. and rate-making jurisdiction was assumed even over 
traffic which did not move in interstate commerce.210 Any adjustment 
calculated to burden interstate commerce was conceived by the Com· 

209 South eIVo/ina Farel anJ Charges, 60 I.C.C. 290, 296-300 (1921). The Com. 
mission's reasoning with regard to the minimum charge is also applicable to the other 
items: ·'The law requires us to fix rates, farcs, and charges so that the carriers .hall, 
under specified conditions, earn, as nearly as may be, a certain return upon the aggre
gate value of the railway property held for and used in the service of transportation, 
and it follows that to the extent that intrastate rates, farcs. and charges do not con .. 
tribute their proportionate share to such return they unjustly disc:riminatc agalnst inter· 
state commerce. While in this instance the intrastate minimum charge apparendy has 
no very substantial effect upon the revenues of anyone carrier, yet if the same charge 
were established throughout the southern" group, and if similar discriminations were 
permitted in other minor rates, .fares, and charges, the cfi'ect upon revenues might bc~ 
come considerable. It is clear that.,the question whether the intrastate charge is unjustly 
discriminatory against interstate commerce does not depend upon the amount of 
revenue involved" (pp. 297-298). It appears that the Commission was forced to extend 
ilSelf beyond the position taken in the leading New York case, where it had been de~ 
clated that "in every case which puts in question intrastate rates, the decisive factor is 
whether or not they affect interstate commerce injuriowly 10 tI considallhle extent." 
59 I.C.C., at p. 292. 

210 Louisiana RIlles, Faru, and Charges, 60 I.C.C. 467 (1921). Relatively loW' rate. 
on sugar cane had been establi~hed by the Louisiana commission in 1900, and these 
had been increased only by ther 25 per cent ordered by the Director-General of Rail~ 
roads in 1918. Unit transportation costs on this traffic were unwually high; there was 
some evidence that the cost of rendering the service was actually in excess of the com· 
pensation received. It appeared. however. that there was no interstate movement of 
sugar cane. The state authorities urged that under these circumstances there could be 
"no unjust discrimination against this particular traffic as between the rates applicable 
within the state and any other rates"; the carriers contended that the low basis of 
rates applicable to this traffic, involving loss of revenue, constituted unjust discrimina~ 
tion. In resolving this clash of opinion. the majority of the Commission upheld the 
carriers: "It is admitted that there is no discrimination as between intrastate shippen 
of sugar cane and interstate shippers of the same commodity. There is here no inter· 
state commerce in sugar cane, but it seems manifestly unjust that interstate commerce 
and inrefState shippers should be required to forego the use of needed equipment in 
order that this particular traffic may be accorded a preference. and that interstate com ... 
merce and interstate shippers should be penalized through the medium of necessarily 
higher interstate rates in order to meet the deficiency in revenue, amply portrayed 
upon this record. growing out of the preferred treatment of this particular kind of 
intrastate traffic and this special clus of intrastate shippus" (p. 476). This was a 
holding based entirely upon revenue considerations. The circumstances aDd issues of 
the Shreveport and analogous cases, aDd, in part, of the proceedings decided under sec· 
tion 13. could exert no influence; the disparity in rates caused no change in the move
ment and volume of traffic and effected no discrimination against persons or localities 
in intcmare commerce. 
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mission as involving a discrimination which it was obligated to re. 
move.au Nor did the existence of a considerable body of intrastate 
rates which were substantially higher than the corresponding inter. 
state rates deter the Commission from finding unjust discrimination 
against interstate commerce and ordering the carriers to increase the 
general level of their state rates and charges by the percentages au· 
thorized on interstate traJlic.·12 The fact that the carriers were not 

III The decision in the above proceeding led Commissioner Eastman to elaborate 
the dinent which he had expressed in the New York case. See note 206, nlprtl. The 
acceptance of the carriers' view that udiscrimination against. .. is equivalent to "bur
den upon," in the RIlSe that any deficiency of revenues caused by lower intrastate 
rata mUll nec:essarily &11 upon interstate commerce generally. without reference to 
any particular class. inevitably means "that we arc the final arbiters of the reasonable .. 
DCII of all intrastate rates, thus acquiring through section 13 a jurisdiction from which 
we are specificallyexduded in the opening aection of the act." UDder IUch an in..,,
pretation it is wholly immaterial that there is no interstate traftic in sugar cane. But 
he argued for the adoption of a less revolutionary doctrine-that "intrastate rates un
jun!y disaiminate against interstate commerce. within the meaning of section 13. 
only when an dement of competition exists between the intrastate traOic in question 
and intus .... trallic of the ..... e kind and wh .... by ...... D of ruch relatiooship, the 
intraltate rates make it more dif&c:ult or burdensome to engage in interstate commerce. 
In other words, there must be some injurious effect upon interstate: commerce more 
direct and tangible than the general and indefini .. effioct which may conceivably he 
cauaed by a deficiency in the revenues of the c:arricn, and which can ordiJwily he 
transferred ... the ultima .. COD,umer" (p. 484). The rates on IUgar cane were mcrved 
by the Commission for IUbacqueo.t consideration; but the same reasoning was deemed 
applicable to the Commiaion's fiodiog that the intrUta .. passcogar &n:s were unjustly 
discriminatory against in ........ commeroe in $0 lOr II they were lower than the carre
IpondiDg interstate &.res. "It ia not convincingly shown that in all or in any great 
number of instances a relationship exists between the interstate: and the intrastate tra8ic 
10 that the difti:rtna: in fares injures interstate: commerce in a way which is dissociated 
&om the possible effioct of a deficioocy in the revenues of the carriers. There ia DO 

evidence that in ........ passcogon and localities will he benefited in a direct and im
media .. way by aD iocreue in many of th_ intrasta .. &n:s .. (p. 485). 

III KllfUct R.,. Ftlftl. _d CA.pl, 62 I.C.C. 440 (1921). After an eumination 
or numerous Ipec:i6C instances of higher intrastate raa. the Commission added. 
(p. 448), "Many other iDItaocos were shown by the O>urt of lodustrial Itelationa 
when: the utes are rel.ti~f higher intrastate than interstate. • • e A5 we undel'SlaD.d 
it, th ... in_ncies are referred ... by the O>urt of Industrial ltelatioDS, DOt with 
the idea that we mould here __ them. hut II raaooa why we mould DOt IUpplaot 

the general iocreue of 30 per ceot in Kansas with ODe of 35 per ceot" (p. 448). A 
gen'" iocreue wu orden:d, ho_, despi .. these _ and their possible 
eftCc::t upon carrier revenues. In axmectiOD. with rates on cement. the Commission 
said (p. 4,0)' "If the intrasta .. ratea are iocn:aaed to the """"'t $Ought by the car
rim, lIWly intrasta .. _ will e>.a<d the in ................... between the ...... 
points in Kusu. • • • Hownu, in this CIOD.DC.CtiOD. we may call attmtion 1D the 
amended orders in ...... in ......... cues that have been beJOre 111, which provide 
that DO carrier ia reqlliml ... maintain a hipc:< in ......... ro .. than ill corresponding 
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required to maintain higher intrastate rates than the corresponding 
rates on interstate commerce was deemed a sufficient safeguard 
against the disparities prejudicing intrastate commerce, the process of 
modification, in the interest of intrastate traffic, being in effect re
served to the Commission rather than to the state authorities.us 

interstate rate:' The disparities shown to exist were merely reserved for future con· 
sideration, under me usual saving clause. and in cOOpcta~on with the state authorities. 
For the application of the Commission's findings and order to certain situations diJ. 
closed upon further hearing. see 641.C.C. 679 ('921). 

218ln this proceeding Commissioner Campbell and Commissioner Lewis added 
their dissent to that of Commissioner Eastman. It is interesting to note that they be· 
came members of the Commission on May 5. X9:lI, after most of the intrastate rate 
proceedings growing out of Increased Rates, 1920, had been decided. Commissioner 
Campbell, in conformity with the views of Commissioner Eascman, dissented pri .. 
marilyas a matter of law. He did call attention. however, to the fact that the Kansal 
authorities had given consideration to revenue needs when they denied the full in .. 
c.rcases authorized on interstate traffic, and to the fact that the intrastate rates between 
many points were relatively higher than the interstate rates. "Notwithstanding this 
showing of the existence of apparent discrimination between state and interstate ratel, 
the majority in effect perpetuates this discrimination instead of ordering its removal 
and thereby takes away from the state authorities the right to remove discrimination 
which may have existed and which will hereafter continue to exist" (p. 460). Com~ 
missioner Lewis, dissenting in pan, approved of the doctrine that the Commission can 
exercise authority to set aside state~made rates which do not contribute a fair share of 
the revenue necessary to maintain an adequate transportation system. but he expressed 
the view that the doctrine of federal authority had been carried "to unjustified ex .. 
b'emes" in the instant proceeding. With regard to the Commission's action in increas-
ing the inuastate passenger fates to the interstate level he took no exception-because 
there was in fact discrimination against persons and places and undue depletion of 
carrier revenues. His attack was upon the order for a general increase in freight rates, 
in light of the existence of a great body of intrastate rates which were higher than 
the interstate rates. The two types of service being performed under substantially similar 
circumstances and conditions, there was no basis for the general conclusion that intct~ 
state shippers were being prejudiced. or that the free movement of interstate com .. 
merce was being impeded or burdened. "It is my opinion that the Commission goes 
too far when. encountering such a situation, it sweepingly condemns practically the 
entire state rate structure and issues an order. the effect of which is to set aside or 
cripple state authority that, except in the case of certain rates which can be isolated 
and dealt with separately, does not appear to have been exercised in a manner un&ir 
to the railroads, or-except in such instances-has not &iled to cover its part of the 
maintenance, operation, and success of the national or group transportation system" 
(p. 462). Rate readjustments in the case of a few specific commodities, coupled with 
the increases in other charges that had been properly authorized, could have made up 
the estimated depiction of carrier revenues. without any general order affecting freight 
rates. The emphasis was righdy placed upon the effect of the Commission's policy on 
the status of state authority. ''The most unfonunate effect of such sweeping condem .. 
Mtion of all state rates is the prostration of state authority. The e1fect is to create a 
situation in which local f.tciJ.ities for readjusting state rates to the level of interstate 
rates are seriously disturbed, if not deslroyed. On the other band. the federal commi ... 
aion does not set itself to the work of making corrections. It contents itself by de-
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Valuations of carrier property within the state were not permitted to 
govern .... nor did a claim of carrier inefficiency preclude the Com
mission from raising the intrastate rates.",G 

In many instances, particularly in the states of Illinois,"· In
diana,21T Nebraska,"8 and Texas,2'9 the Commission's original pro-

daring that its order is not to be construed as requiring the carriers to maintain intra
atate: taleS in excess of corresponding interstate rates, leaving to whoever may be inter
ated the task of determining the comparative levels and instituting such action as 
may be necessary to remove discrimination against state traffic" (pp. 46~-463). 

116 In N~brtul(. Rtlles, 'Fares, ad CAlII'gtl, 60 I.C.C. 305 (1921), for example, the 
computation. of the Nebraska commission showed. that the increases which it ~lowcd 
would yield a return of approximately 6 per c:eo.t on $331,846,206, which it estimated 
to be the value of the carriers' property in that state used for both intrastate and inter
.tate commerce. This procedwc, which amounted to the creation of a rate group em
bracing the State of Nebraska, was properly rejected by the Commission. The issue 
had been disposed of in ',,"date Rtntl filii},;" Illinois, S9 LC.C. 350 (1920), where 
the Commission had said (p. 364): ·'We were direct«! 10 p=cribe rates so that in the 
aggrega .. they would yield a conain .. turn, IS nearly as may be, "upon the agll"'ga" 
value of the nilway property of such carriers held for and used in the service of trans
portation." We understand the intentate commerce act to require us to determine upon 
a valuation for the total property of the carriers and Dot for the property that might by 
lOme neceuaril.y arbitrary method or formula be assigned to interstate traffic. . . . n 

In the instant proceeding, after pointing out that value determinations and rate reason· 
ablencu are matten of informed judgment and not subject 1[0 mathematical precision. 
the Commission added (p. 3'3): uDilfuenccs in judgment as among the several ..... 
commission .. if each could and would create. rate group of its own, would obviously 
nullity the fundamental pwposes of the transportation act." See. also, ''''''fIIlate Rlllel 
.,itl,,',. II" SI4Ie 01 TezfJI~ 60 I.C.C. 431 (1921); Florid. Raul, Ftlns • .,.d CIuJl'PI, 
60 I.C.C. 55' (.gal); N .. wl.lIIIk •• F.,. .... d C • .., ... 60 I.C.C. 6'3 (.gal). 

1111n A.rinu R.#s, Flint. ad CI"".p'. 61 I.C.C. 512. 58:a-s83 (1921), the pro-
viaion of RCtion 15& CODceming "honest, efficient and economical management" wu 
invoked in order to preclude the Commission &om raising intrastate rates above the 
level prescribed by the state authorities. Because the claim of ine16.ciency. in the view 
of the Commission. was not founded upon sufficient evidena:, it wu giVCll no weight 
ill the final determination of the issue. 

"'1 __ • wilAi. llli ..... 59 I.C.C. 350 (.g.o). 60 I.C.C. g. (.g2l). 66 
I.C.C. 350 (lg22). 77 I.C.C. 173 ('9'3). 10. I.C.C. '3' ('9'5), 10' I.C.C. 479 
('9'5). '46 I.C.C. 127 (.g.8). See, also, 1_ 1'.,.. of , ... c .• N. s . ... M. R. R. 
b I.C.C. .88 (.g2l); lIIIk.o. G ..... Gmi. Prod_ .... d Hoy. 6gl.C.C. 56. (.g22). 

In ,,,~; ... R.Nlf Flftl, _ CAtII'p.r. 60 I.C.C. 337 (1921), b I.CoC. 648 (1921), 
64 I.C.C. 645 (lg2l). 92 I.C.C. 487 ('924). g6 I.C.C. 644 (19'5). '00 I.C.C. .6g 
('925), 113 I.C.C. 531 (.g.6). See, also,l.dia. P-F 1'",.. of C. L. s.", S. B. 
R,.. 6g I.C.C. 180 (.g22). 

11. N ..... ~. _'. 1' .... ad Cwru. 60 I.C.C. 305 (lg2l). 8. I.C.C. .go ('923). 
See, also, W.-. C...- _,. 6g I.C.C. 644 ('922); N ..... ~. C...- C •• v. 
C • ... N. W. By. C •• g. LC.C. 457 ('924). 

"'1 __ • witAiro tA_ S- of T ..... 60 I.C.C. 42' (.g2l). 6. I.C.C. 591 
('92')' 681·C.C.'5 (1922). See, also, ~ C •• ..uao..f ~ Y. A. H. T. 
By. C ... 641.C.C. Ig7 (192'); WiMiM F<IJs ... .so.tAeno _,... 1'_ ad C""'ru. 
83 I.C.C. 603 ('923). 
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ceedings affecting intrastate rate structures were prolonged for a 
period of years. The proceedings were reopened, either to consider 
carriers and charges not dealt with in the original reports, or in re
sponse to applications for modification of the original orders, so that 
particular charges which were alleged not to effect unjust discrimina
tion against interstate commerce might be excluded from their opera
tion. As a result, electric lines as well as steam roads were embraced 
by the Commission's orders,220 and even local commutation rates, on 
both types of carriers, were brought under federal control. 221 In 
these supplementary proceedings covering additional carriers and 
services, as in the original determinations, the Commission almost in
variably accorded relief, usually on financial grounds."" In the few 
instances in which relief was denied, the Commission appears to have 
departed from its established doctrine and to have involved itself in 
inconsistency."" Only in the modifications authorized under the "sav-

1.20 See. for example, ItJlrastale RoIe$ witlli" Illinois, 7'lI.C.C. 173 (1923), dealing 
with the passenger wes of certaio eleccri.c carriers that had been excepted from the 
previous findings. See, also,lntTastale F.es of 'he C., N. S. & M. R. R .• 6::3 I.e.c. 188 
(1921); l.di ... PlISs"g<r Pat'''' of c., L. s. & S. B. Ry. Co .• 69 I.C.C. 180 (1922). 
Since the electric railways had increased their interstate rates and &res under the au· 
thority of the Commission, they sought like increases in intrastate charges, on the 
ground that discrimination would otherwise result. For the most part the disparities in 
rates were found discriminatory, and the intrastate charges ordered increased. 

221 The Commission's findings with tcspect to commutation tares did DOt receive 
unanimous support. See dissenting opinion of Commissioner Eastman, concurred in 
by Commissioner Cox, in '"trlUl4le Rines wilmn Illinois, 11 I.C.C. 173 (1923), at 
P·179· 

222 In In/iall Passenger Fanl of C., L. s. & S. B. Ry. Co., 69 I.C.C. 180 (1922), 
for example. the Commission said (p. t83): "It is clear that there is no good reason 
for the diffi:cence between respondent's inletState fares and intrastate &re. in In~ 
diana 0 0 0, and that, in view of respondent's financial returns, such difference must 
be removed by increasing its intrastate fares rather than by reducing its interstate 
ra...:. 

ID MOtJliUJtI RAteI ad FtII"el. 60 I.C.C. 6t (1921), was reopened on petition of 
the Butte, Anaconda and Pacific Railway Co., a short line located wholly within the 
State of Montana and operate!d clt!Ctrically for the! most part, which had been a re~ 
spondent in the original proceeding but had not been included within the Commission', 
order. In 61 I.C.C. 500 (1921), the relief sought, which was the same as that accorded 
to the! steam carriers with respect to intrastate passenger fares and excess-baggage 
charges. was fully granted. On funher hearing, howcver, in 77 I.C.C. t4t (1923), the 
findings in the earlier report were reversed, the order vacated, and the proceeding 
discontinued. It developed that the petitioner had incre:ased its interstate passenger f..atet 
from poinu outside Montana to destinations on its line, but had not incRased its 
Jocal interstate charges. There being no basU for directing it to inaease its inmutate 
charp, the order did not become dfcctive. In due course, howcver, the increa5es in 
local interstate passenger &res were made, and upon. a denial by the Montana com .. 
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ing clause" were financial considerations relegated to subordinate in
fluence. The question before the Commission in these circumstances 
was whether particular intrastate rates which were in effect at time 
of the original order should be excluded from its provisions on the 
ground that they were not so related to interstate rates as to cause 
undue prejudice against persons or localities or unjust discrimination 

mission for like increases in intrastate fares, the case was again brought to the Com
missioD.. No additional evidence was introduced at the further hearing, but it wu 
shown tha. the carrier lufIercd an operating deficit of $350,733.95 for the year ending 
Dcc:cmbcr 31. 1921. and that had intrastate fUca hccn fixed a. 3.6 cents per mil. the 
resulting revenue would have been greater by $20,113.44. ''But this,·· said the Com .. 
mission, "doea not prove discrimination. as the interstate rates were on the same basis 
u the intrastate until November I,. 19U" (p. 143). The Commission found that its 
original order. being based upon evidence relating to a situation which. did Dot in 
fRet exist, wal inoperativc. despite the .ubsequent increase in local interstate ratcsj and 
it found insuBicient ground for the conclusion that the then-existing relationship of 
rates was discriminatory against interstate commerce. "As &r as may be judged from 
the meager ft:COtd. the passenger business of petitiODeI is 1.,gc1y short-haul local 
traffic. Compared with the volume of intrastate traffic, the interstate passenger business 
must be insignificant. At any rate. it is sufficient for present purposes to say that then: 
is DO showing OD this record of suth lsubstantial disparity which operates as a real 
discrimination against. and obstruction to, interstate commerce' as would warrant us 
in entering the order lOugh ... (p. 143). The defect of this finding. in view of the 
Commission', established policy. was well brought out by the dissenting commissioDers. 
Commissioner Eastman. who had disacnted from all of the original findings relating 
to intrastate rates on legal grounds, found that the decisioD of the Supreme Court in 
the WimJnti. PM,.",.,. Fa,.., case (see pp. 241-:146, "'pra) provided adequate support 
fOr lustaining the positiOD of the carrier. The mel thai the petitiODel had aulfered • 
deficit, and tha. the revcnuca would have hccn considerably greater had the intra
state fares been increased, was urged as suf6.cient ground for granting relict Commis· 
lioner Ealtman conduded (pp. 144-145): "The order ••• sustained by the Supreme 
Coun in the Wisn.n'" case increued the intrauate passenger fires of many little 
road. which have DO doaer reianon to interstate commerce than has the Butte, Ana
conda and Pacific. The same is true at mall}' of our other orders which iDcrcasecJ. the 
level. or intrastate rata in a similar way, and which have gone into dfect. But for a 
mere lcc:iden. the fi.rcs of the Bu,,". Anaconda and Pacific would have hccn covered 
by our order in 60 1.C.c., 6 •• I fi.il III see the logic: in excepting them DOW from the 
general treatment of intrastate passenger fires in MODtana.·· Commissioner Potter 
pointed out the inconsistency of the holding by showing that although the peritinner. 
by ineIealing its local in ...... te ...... had ac:IUally Cleated the lituation though. III have 
existed. at the time of the first hearing. the Commission arrived at the opposite con
dusion on the lUIle let of fica, and thaI otheI carriers situated u was the peritinner 
had hccn aecorded rc\ic£ "I. is my vie ... that the 10 ... and the mcu, u well u all 
principles of right, juarice, and amsisoonc:y require the adoption of the same cunc:lu
lions no ... u werc adopted in the 6nt report on fiutbcr healing" (p. 145). Apparcndy 
the Commission was "leaning backwud" in its cndea_ m give Nil c:IICct III the pro
nouoccmen. of the Supreme Court in the WimJam. c:aac that there must be "subotm
tia\ disparity which opera ... as a rco\ diocriminarion." If the Oommission had hccn 
-ng __ in its delibcratinna c:oncoming disparities bcrwccn in ....... ", and in-. 
... '" ...... there might have hccn ample __ fOr denying relief III intentatc carriers 
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against interstate commerce.·.. The issue concerned the rate struc
ture rather than the rate level. Upon a showing that there was no 
interstate movement of the commodity,'" or that the intrastate move
ment was independent of any previous movement and not in com
petition with interstate traffic,"'· or that the intrastate rate was actu
ally higher than the interstate rate,"" or that the disparity was not 
sufficient to effect substantial prejudice,'" the Commission was di .. 
posed to find absence of unjust discrimination and to modify the 
order.· .. If, on the other hand, it appeared that the intrastate move
ment of the commodity was in competition with interstate traffic, and 
that the level of the interstate rates contemporaneously applicable 
was higher than that of the corresponding intrastate rates, modifica-

located within a single state and performing but a small amount of interstate service. 
Since, however, such carriers were included within its general orders in the original 
proceedings. it appears both illogical and inequitable to dismiss their petitions when 
through force of circumstance their cases are reviewed singly. The same strictures may 
be made upon the Commission's findings in Wichita Falls & $OIIlhern Posseng" F.el 
tmd Charges, B3 I.C.C. 603 (1923). 

224 The Commission limited itself stricdy to this jurisdiction. In Nebraslc.a Rillel. 
F(II'es. tmd Charges, 8x I.e.c. 290 (1923), for example, the Commission declined to 
require reparation to be made to a shipper who had paid a higher intrastate talC under 
its order, since its authority did not extend to the reasonableness of intrastate rates 
per Ie. but only to the removal of discrimination against interstate commerce. "But 
the exaction of an unreasonable tate on intrastate traffic is DOt, as such, prohibited or 
declared unlawful by the interstate commerce act. Our jurisdiction is confined to a 
determination of whether or Dot the rate on this traffic in effect on the date of our 
original order in this proceeding should be excepted from the general finding that the 
intrastate charges for freight services in the State of Nebraska resulted in undue preju
dice to persons and localities oUlSidc of the State and in unreasonable preference of 
persons and localities within the State or in unjust discrimination against interstate 
commerce" (p. 292). On the other hand, state authorities were without powct to pan 
upon the reasonableness of intrastate rates affected by the Commission's orders, during 
the period of their operation, unless such rates had first been excluded by the CommiJ.. 
sion from the provisions of these orders. See I"tlianll Raks, Fares, flIul CAargel, 9~ 
I.C.C. 481 (J924); Intr(JIlt1le RIlles wilhin lIJinois, J02 I.C.C. 232 (1925), J46 I.C.C. 
"7 (19.8). 

226 NebrlUl{ll RIJIes, Fares, Ilnll Chtll'ges, 81 I.C.C. 290 (J923). 
12:81"diana R6Us, Fares, lind Chlll'ges. 64 I.C.C. 645 (J92J). 
In l"trtUtille Riztes within Illinois, 102 I.C.C. 232 (J925). 
J281"aianll Riztes, Fares. ana Charges. 92 I.C.C. 481 (1924). 96 I.c.c. 644 (1925). 
21D Furthermore, where the unjust discrimination had been removed by the carricn 

by voluntarily lowering the interstate rates, the corresponding intrastate rates were 
excluded from the provisions of the order. 1,,1T1UI4Ie R4le1 ";Ilti" ,lJe Stille 0/ TerM. 
68 I.C.c. 25 (1922). And reductions in intrastate rates, made necessary by motor· 
carrier competition. were authorized, where like reductions in intcntate rates would 
Dot cause discrimination against localities in interstate commerce. RJJibvuuI CommistiOfJ 0' Louisi.". Y. A. H. T. Ry. Co., 641.C.C. 197 ('9"). 
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tion of the order was denied."· Petitions for modification have come 
from relatively few states, although it is probable that great numbers 
of intrastate rates, in all parts of the country, were not actually dis
criminatory against interstate commerce. The relative paucity of 
applications may be explained, pardy by the inertia of shippers and 
of the state authorities, and pardy by the fact that many of the Com
mission's general orders were in due course vacated, with a reversion 
of the control of specific rates to the local bodies. 

But with the disposition of the long series of proceedings growing 
out of the general rate increases of 1920, the Commission has tended to 

revert once more to the less sweeping methods of the earlier period. 
It has been called upon to consider the propriety of intrastate rate 
adjustments on complaint of shippers, local interests, and state com
missions, 231 through the institution of inquiries on its own motion,'" 
and in connection with general rate investigations."s In most in
stances the issues were substantially the same as those which had 
arisen in the so-called Shrwepf»'t cases: they involved discrimina
tion against particular persons and places, rather than general revenue 
considerations. In these circumstances, as in the earlier proceedings, 
the reasonableness of the interstate rates was first considered, and 
only where there was such disparity between the intrastate rates and 
reasonable interstate rates as to produce undue prejudice against per
sons or places in interstate commerce, were findings to that effect 
made ... • But even where revenue considerations were involved, the 

"., ......... Rou, ","",'. lUi • .;.. 146 I.C.C. "7 (.g28). Similarly, the Commis
lion denied. an applieation to modilJ the original order where a state c:ommissioo. sought 
• reduction in an intrastate rate u • meanl or reestablishing a long-standing relation
ship, but where it wu shown that the reduction in the intrastate rate would require a 
like .... uction in the intentate rat<, if diJcrimination wexe to be avoided, aod that 
auc:h reduction in the interstate rate was Dot warranted.. lalt'Cllflle RIlla wilAi,. 1M 
Sf-. 0/ T • .." 6a I.C.C. 59' (.g>l) • 

... See. fur exuople, .411", PonIootl C ....... Co. v. C .. B. 4' p. R. R. Co .. 8. I.C.C. 
I ('9'3); SHna Cily Li .. SIO<~ Ilz<i ... ,. v. C .. St. P., M. & O. Ry. Co .. 83 I.C.C. 
20 ('9'3); 104;'" Prr6lir s.r.i<o Co .. oWrioo •• B. & O. R. R. Co .. 8g I.C.C. 651 
('9'4); .4r~_ Ci" 5004 Co • •• 51. L.oS. P. Ry. Co., .02 I.C.C. 559 (19'5) • 

• 1. See: 44 ..... Rrpom: 1928. pp. 7t-'11; 19291 pp. 16-'7,; 1930, pp. 71-'12 . 
... See. fur exuople, 5-"" Cicst Rou I ... ni"';'" 100 I.C.C. 5'3 ('925); 
p~ ~ 5-"" Poi .... "3 I.C.C. 38g (.g.6); Coruoli4.R4 5 _ 
_ C_'. "3 I.C.C. .03 ('9'7), 1391.C.C. 535 (.g.8). 

Ufo Note the following, for example. hm. Virgi";' CfII"#'O't'Iio. Cru • .wio. •. 
If. 4' R. R. R. Co., '361.C.C. '73 ('927), at p. .80: .. W ..... the issue is UDder ooction 3 
... d only intent ... rates an in .... vo:d, "" CD toake an onIer n:quiring the ...... va1 of 
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Commission appears to have modified its policy, in the direction of 
exercising greater restraint with reference to control of intrastate rate 
adjustments, in at least two significant ways: first, by confining its 
condemnation of intrastate rates to instances in which the disparity 
between the intrastate and interstate charges is "substantial" and 
operates as a "real" discrimination against interstate commerce, it has 
come to be less liberal in upholding the complaints of the carriers; 
and second, by refraining from issuing orders in the first instance 
even where undue prejudice is found to exist, it has come to rely in 
increasing measure upon the state commissions for the removal of 
maladjustments. 

Despite considerable disparities between intrastate and interstate 
rates, complaints of the carriers have frequendy been dismissed. Be
cause of "lack of uniformity" in interstate rates, the evidence of dis
crimination against persons and places in interstate commerce has 
been held to be "conflicting and inconclusive," and the burden im
posed upon interstate commerce by the lower intrastate rates has been 
held to be negligible. "The law does not require," the Commission 
has said, "that intrastate rates shall be maintained on the exact level 
of interstate rates, but only that there shall not exist between the two 
a disparity so substantial as to operate as a real discrimination against 
and obstruction of interstate commerce.""· The absence of testimony 
from interstate shippers or receivers of goods that they were being 
injured by the lower intrastate rates appears to have weighed heavily 
in arriving at decisions adverse to the petitions of the carriers ... • In 
one proceeding the carriers sought an increase in intrastate rates 

undue prejudice without regard to the level of the rate •. If in. complying with IUch 
an order the carrier transgresses ICCtiOD I, the raleJ so filed can be IlUpended and 
dealt with accordingly. Where the issue is between intrastate and interstate rates, 
however, and undue preference of intrastate shipper. or commerce and undue preju
dice to interstate shippers or commerce arc shown, it iI necessary in the first instance to 
determine whether or Dot the offence is caused by the intrastate or the iDtentatc rates. 
Plainly we can Dot require intrastate rates to be raised above a maximum reuonable 
level in order to cure a disparity with intentate falet, and where the intrastate rates 
have been fixed, as they have been here, by the order of • State commission, they 
can not be increased by the cameo without an order from us. •.. Obviously IUCh 
an order can not be made without consideration of the rcuonableneu of the rates in 
issue." 

au O"io SltIIe RIlles 011 StlnJ. Gra"e1. Slolle. atl P"IIin, Blocks. 85 I.CoCo 66 
('923), .t p. 75. 

2.e See RMel lltul Minimum Wng"" OIJ Sill,. 128 I.C.C. 4990 504 (1927); R.itUIO. 
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which were on a basis of 75 per cent of the interstate rates applicable 
to the same traffic. In dismissing the complaint the Commission said, 
by way of summarizing its conclusions: "The Florida intrastate rates 
on fertilizer materials, except for the shorter distances, are well below 
what we have found to be a maximum reasonable level for such rates 
within southern territory. But we have no power to require a change 
in intrastate rates, unless it is shown that they are working injury to 

shippers or localities in interstate commerce or discriminate unjusdy 
against such commerce. There is here no convincing evidence that 
shippers or localities in interstate commerce are unduly prejudiced 
by the rates in question. With the exception of the general and vague 
testimony in behalf of the Savannah Traffic Bureau, the record con
tains no complaints or evidence from interstate shippers or locali
ties,'· .. • And it was held, furthermore, that the loss of revenue result
ing from the lower intrastate rates had not been shown to be "of 
sufficient amount to create a substantial burden" upon interstate com
merce as a whole ... a No less restrained determinations have been 
made in other proceedings ... • 

Pigl"'" i. OM •• 1351.C.C. 131. 138 (19'7); RIIt< •• Sul,ANrit: A<iIl fiom N ........ 
148 I.C.C. 403 (lg.8) • 

• It Raul 0,. Fertilizer Mtllmtds wilma s,.,~ of FloriJ", 151 I.C.C. 602 (1929). 
at p. 608 • 

••• The carriers wen: particularly concerned over the losses of revenue which would 
follow the extension of the Florida level of ntes to the intrastate movement of ferti .. 
lizer materials throughout southern territory. By way of reply, the Commission said 
(p. 609): "The situation in Florid .. h .... ver ........ ID he pc:culiar ID that S ..... and 
it is likely that if the same rates were prescribed in other States undue prejudice to 
interstate shippen and localities could more easily be shown." 

"'In RIIt<, •• Po,.., ...... Hi,lA 1lIrplori"" 151 I.C.C. 155 (1929). lOr example. 
the propriety or the intrasta .. rates prescribed by the ..... commission for the trans
portation or powder and high uplosives from Curtiss, Arizona, ID ..no .. destination> 
within the state wu in issue. It was shown that mcae rates to ten representative desQ .. 
nations ranged from 51 per cent ID 7' per cent or the in ......... rates previously _ 
ocribed by the Commissi .... and that they averaged 5303 per cent or these inters ..... 
ntea. The Commission dec:reued. the: interstate: rates" but the intrastate rates wen:: still 
(rom 12 to :a8., centIS (averaging :aa.3 cents) below the new rates prescribed. as rcasoo, .. 
able: maxima. Yet the: Commission found that the lower intrastate rates were not dis
aiminatury. It pointod out that "no California prod ..... or manufacturu or expla-
Ii ... u her<: contondinr that the Arioona in ...... ", rates are unduly prejudicial." and 
it concluded that the record did not oIIOrd ... suJlicient basi> lOr finding that the 
AriaGlll. intrastate: rates will. &om. • revenue standpoint" result in castiDg a burdea. 
on in ......... commera:" (p. .68). Where, however. the 'IOlume or trallic in • particu
lar commodity u preponduandy in ........ in chara_, the Commission has .ned 
wbotantial disparities in rates .. ptesWIlpti..ty discriminatury, even in the __ of 
opecific evidence of prejudice ID penons and pl_ flit or oerious cunaiIment of 
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It thus appears that the Commission is disposed to find unjust dis
crimination and to grant relief only where the disparities between 
the intrastate and the interstate rates are so substantial as to injure 
persons and places or obstruct the free How of interstate commerce. 
A mere showing of differences in rates, even when the margin is a 
considerable one, is not deemed sufficient to induce an affirmative 
holding of prejudice or discrimination: it must be established that 
shippers or receivers are actually injured by the subsisting rate reo 
lationships, or that a disproportionate share of the total cost of render
ing the service, amounting to a "burden," is actually imposed upon 
interstate traffic. It is especially noteworthy that the financial effects of 
state-fixed rates are not unquestioningly permitted to justify federal 
interference. While the allegations of the carriers with regard to 
the financial significance of depressed intrastate rates cannot always 
bear close scrutiny, it is also clear that revenue considerations are no 
longer given the controlling weight and sweeping incidence which 
were initially accorded to them under pressure of the general rate 
increases of 1920. 

But even where unlawful discrimination is found to result from 
the relationship between intrastate and interstate rates, the Commis
sion does not always issue direct orders compelling the carriers to 
change their rates on intrastate traffic. The correction of maladjust
ments, in the first instance, is being increasingly left to the state au
thorities .... While the interstate rates which the Commission pre-

revenue. Compare the following from Ftrtiluet'l between Southern Po;nll, 113 I.C.C. 
389 (1926), at p. 432: "While exact harmony between inU3Slate and interstate rates 
may not in all cases be required by the law, nevertheless when there is such • prc· 
ponderanec of intrastate traffic as here obtains, the conclusion is inevitable that the 
application of rates thereon substantially lower than the interstate rates CODtempo· 
raneausty applied under similar conditions must bring about, in some degree at least, 
the unjust discrimination against interstate commerce au well as the undue prejudice 
to perSODI or localities in interstate commerce: which are declared by the act to be 
unlawful." 

.. 0 In O/c/ahoma Corporalion Communo" v. A. 6- S. Ry. Co., 101 I.c.e. 116 

(1925), for example, after finding the Texas intrastate rates OD grain and relaled 
products to be prejudicial to persons and places in Oklahoma. the Commission con
cluded (p. 131): "We have made DO findings as to what nles should be Cltablished 
between points in Texas . . . to remove the undue prejudice against: Oklahoma • . • 
that exisu and will continue to exist if the Texas intrastale raleS . . • are continued 
on dleir prescnt basis. However, these cases have been handled joindy with the Rail· 
road Commission of Texas, before which body there is DOW pending an application 
for an adjustment of the intrastate tales within Texas. Joint hearings were held and 
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scribes provide the basis for the modification of the state rates, the 
actual removal of the disparities found to be prejudicial to interstate 
commerce is generally left to the state bodies, in order that the intra
state rate structure may remain under the continual and flexible con
trol of state authority. The following pronouncement is typical of the 
Commission's prevailing attitude: "The undue prejudice and unjust 
discrimination against interstate commerce found to exist sbould be 
removed by the establisbment of the above scale throughout the terri
tory in issue, both interstate and intrastate. The level of the scale has 
been fixed with that in mind. It is highly desirable, however, to avoid 
if possible the rigidity in the rate structure which would result were 
we to fix the intrastate rates by an order under section 13 of the inter
state commerce act. With this in view we shall not, at this time, enter 
such an order, but sballieave to the several State commissions the ac
tion necessary to secure the establisbment in the States of Texas, Ar
kansas. Oklaboma, Kansas, and in B territory in Missouri of intra
state rates based on the scale herein found reasonable on interstate 
trallic ..... • While this practice of withholding aIlirmative orders-in
volving voluntarily assumed administrative restraint-is the out-

the ia .... have br:e.Il the .ubject of coofCrenc:eo with the T .... collUlliaion subsequent 
to the hearingI and argument. w. shall theref= leave to the Railroad Commission 
of T ..... uch action u may be II=-ry to ..... 0 .. the P'"iudicc and pref<=cc h...m 
found to czist by n:uon of the pmcnt intrastate rates in Tcsu." 

h. SOMIA ... _ Bri<~ C.,. •• • 07 I.C.C. 681 (1926), at p. 699. Similarly, in 
Fmili.w. '-_ So.,A ..... Poi"". 113 I.C.C. 389. 435 (1926). DO Olden ..... im
mediately entered in the state cues. lilt is believed." aid Q,mm;uioner Eastmm. 
"that the ... pecti.., S .... 00IIIIDissi0DI will coo.,..,. .. in authorizing such .m.um. u 
may be nec:essuy to bring their rates into harmony with the intentat£: adjustment."' 
But ICC FmiJUmo _. ill SOMIA ClltOli ... 147 I.C.C. 178 (1928). where III order 
wu cntaal _blishiDg the same carload miDimum weights fOr in......... tradic 
which had br:e.Il found 1<UOI1Ibl. fOr intersta .. tradic in the abo .. pIOCCCding. Agoia. 
in Coruolidoml So"'_ C_" 123 I.C.C. 203 (1927). dcspi .. numeroUi find· 
ings of undue P'"iudicc and unjust cli>crimioation ... d the .... blishmcnt of OIl in ...... 
..... &cale of races equally applicabl. to in ......... InfIic, no orden were iaw:d with 
,....-d to in ......... ra .... The manor of adjustmCD.t wu left to the appropria ....... 
COIDIIIiJsioDa. a 1<UOI1Ibl. period of tim. being allowed fOr thia purpose, at the oz
piration of which the aNation could again be brought to the Commission's at=1ioa. 
UpoD reconsideration of the .,.-cding. in 139 I.C.C. 535 (1928). the curial, in an 
cfIOrt to __ lOr .. _ .... Ieq~ that orden be iaw:d lequiring that the 
in ......... races in Kmsu. aouthem Mi_uri, Oldohoma, AIbmao. ......... LoWai.ana, 
and T_ be .. -riocd to comspond to the .,.., in ........ ra .... In clcnying the Ieq ...... 
the Commission taid (po 58,): "But it is !he _t pnaicc. _ in !he prior 
........ to ao:ord !he Sta .. coIIUIliaiona and the curicn • .........tJl. lime aI\u !he 
IO-riocd in ........ races ale preocribod within which to odjust !he ~ ..... to 
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growth of the scheme of cooperation between the state and federal 
authorities which has been progressively devdoped since the enact
ment of the 1920 legislation, it is not confined to proceedings con
ducted under the coOperative plan.24

' 

This approach reflects a real tempering of the Commission's initial 
poliey under section 13 of effecting the removal of maladjustments 
through direct action. There is no rdinquishment of power: the 
Commission not only prescribes the controlling interstate rates, but 
retains all necessary authority to regulate the intrastate rates upon 
failure of the states to remove the undue prejudice or unjust dis
crimination. There is merely a modification of the manner in which 
remedial action is effectuated. The issuance of direct orders by the 
Commission tends to "freeze" the intrastate rat~the jurisdiction of 

conform to the findings. We have DO reason now to assume that an order by us will 
be necessary, and upon this feature the petition is denied." In lOme inslaDCeS, further· 
more, the Commission has even refrained from making formal findings of unjust 
discriminatioD, despite apparent maladjustments. relying upon the state commissions 
to authorize such revisions as would bring the intrastate and interstate rates into 
harmony. Compare the following from BAles on Chm, Clay. Sand. tmJ GnJllel. 12~ 
I.C.C. 133 (1927), at pp. 169-170: "The changes in rates both inuastate within 
Georgia and interstate to Georgia brought about by the Georgia commission', order 
of February 2S, 1925, have been fully discussed. We have been impressed with what 
appears to us to have been the broad·mindcd attitude taken by the Georgia commis· 
lion when it undertook the revision of these rates which resulted in its order of 
February 25, 1925. This order as we have ICeD resulted. in raising many depressed 
intrastate rates applying between important producing and consuming poinu. and 
IUbseque.ody had th. dl'ea of bringing about substantial iner ..... in important de· 
pressed interstate rates. Considering the results brought about by this order it could 
Dot be found from this record to have brought about a rate: situation which has in the 
past been unjustly discriminatory against intentatc: commerce. We are, however, in 
these proceedings approving a distance scale of rates for application alike to the inter· 
state transportation of all of the commoditiet here considered. There is of course 
no transportation reason for the maintcJlanCe of a ditfcre.ot basis of intrastate rates 
aD these commodities within Georgia than herein found reasonable for interstate traDI .. 
portation. However, in view of the! attitude takcD by the Georgia commission in the 
past which we have above adverted to we do nor: now deem it necessary to make any 
finding or enter any order . . . for the future in so 6.r u unjust discrimination 
against interstate commerce i. there involved, because it is felt that the Georgia com .. 
mission will cooperate in authorizing such revisions &I may be necessary to bring their 
rates into harmony with the interstate adjustmCDt herein approved." See, also, Iron 
IIIftl Steel Artides* 155 I.C.C. 517, 580 (192-9). Where, however, it appear. that the 
ItBte commissions are not disposed to remove the maladjustrDCDtJ, the Commis.sion DOC 
only makes findings of undue prejudice but proceeds directly b) order its removal. 
See, for example, Sand. Gruel, Cnuned StorIe, MId Snelh, 15S LC.e. 247 (1929); 
Briek •• d Clay Prod"", i. Ihe SOlI/h. 155 I.C.C. 730 (19'9). 

au In the following proceedings, for example, the .tate authorities did DOt coOper .. 
... in a judicial capacity, but the ......,.aI of the undue prejudice against pcnom and 
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the federal tribunal being confined to questions of discrimination 
against interstate commerce, and the state bodies being ousted of all 
control over the rates embraced by the federal orders. Reliance upon 
state action under these circumstances, with the assertion of manda
tory power by the Commission in the event of recalcitrance on part 
of the states, tends to avert such rigidity of regulatory status, permits 
of adjustments more responsive to local needs, and prevents the de
velopment of strained relations between the state and federal au
thorities. 

14. THE COOPERATION OF THE STATES 

Throughout the preceding analysis of the character of the Com
mission's performance, frequent reference has been made to coopera
tive activity as between the federal tribunal and the state regulatory 
bodies. This system of cooperation, first accorded legal recognition in 
the Transportation Act of 1920, constitutes an integral part of the 
process whereby the Commission is enabled to assert its broad pow
ers over intrastate commerce without undue subordination of local 
to national interests. While actual authority, in the various spheres 
previously defined, was vested exclusively in the Commission, the 
mere centralization of power was not deemed an adequate solution 
of the problem of conflicting interests, even by those who cham
pioned such a step most ardendy. There was a further realization that 
the expanded federal jurisdiction, particularly in rate matters, necessi
tated special provision for the protection of the interests of the states. 
The remedy was believed to lie in a system of coOperation between 
the state and federal authorities. through which the Commission's 
power of decision might be tempered by the distinctive knowledge 
and experience of the local bodies." The statutory provisions, as 

places in interstate commerce found to l8ult &om the applicable intrastate rates was 
...... !he 1 ... left, in !he lint instance, ID ..... action: liJ_ CrO/II Co ••• A.. C. 1.. 
R. R. Co. '.71.C.C. 499 ('9.6); Sol, ......... w.-. .... S ____ Poi.." 1>. 
I.C.C. 9' ('9.6); O~oA .... Ponl .. 11 C ...... Co • •• D • .,. R. G. W. R. R. Co •• 1>8 
I.C.C. 63 ('9'7); Cloy c...", Cnuw -It Co ••• A.. T.'" S.l'. Ry. Co. '44 I.C.C. 
355 ('9.8) • 

... The dcsirability of oome mCISIW of "';;pcration wu rccognizecl both by !he 
Commission and by !he ...... long befOre !he .....won of fi:dcn\ pow« inlD !he 
domain of in ........ _ No .. the toUowing. lOr CDIIlpl .. &-om the pn:sidcmill 
>deltas of C. C. McChord, 1 ..... _ of the In ........ ~ Commissioo, 
befOre the anoual ........ tion of 19o8 of the N.tional AIoociation of Railroad and 
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finally enacted, established a basis for cooperation in three directions: 
the Commission is required to notify interested states of all proceed
ings bringing into issue any rate, regulation, or practice made or 
imposed by state authority; it is empowered to confer with the regula
tory authorities of the states "with respect to the relationship between 

Utilitie$ Commissioners: ''The necessity for co-operative and concerted action between 
the Interstate Commerce Commission and the state railroad commissions in every 
phase of the regulation of railroads has been advocated and approved by every COD· 

ventioD of this Association since it was organized • . . on the 5th day of Macch, 
1889. Judge Thomas M. Cooley, first chairman of the Interstate Commerce ClmmiJ.. 
lion and the first president of this Association, at that initial meeting said: 'We are 
all engaged in a kindred work, and Dot a kindred work merely. but in a large degree 
in the same work. • • • It is of the highest importance that there should be harmony 
in the legislation of control, so that lhis system can be controlled as Deady as possible, 
as nearly as the loc:aJ. conditions of the country will enable it to be controlled, bar· 
moniously as a unit.' This same sentiment was most forcibly expressed ••• at out 

last annual convention in aD. address by the distinguished chairman of the Interstate 
Commerce Commission, Judge Martin A. Knapp. who said: 'I believe mat as respects 
most questions of public interest the general welfare will be advanced by the grealeSt 
possible uniformity as between state and national laws. But independent of legislation 
we have an opportunity for very useful service. 1 think, by harmonizing as fat as we 
possibly can our policies and our work of administration.' " Proceedings, 1908. p. 10. 
Reference to me coOperative idea continued to be made at .ubsequent meetings. See, 
for example, Proceedings: 1909, p. 9; 1910. pp. Ia-n j 1912, pp. 5. 16; 1913. pp. 8, 
Uj 1914, p. 2. But it was not until the Supreme Court, in the ShretJepon case, had 
upheld the Commission's authority to regulate intrastate rates prejudicing perSODS and 
places in interstate commerce that concrete proposals for coOperation were forthcoming. 
The Com.m.ission was first to recommend that it be clothed with authority to develop 
coOperative activity with the state commissions on an official basis: "Viewing the entire 
situation as it has been depicted in proceedings before us, affecting widely scattered 
localities and territories throughout the United States, we believe that without abdi· 
eating any of the federal authority to finally conuol questions atrectiog interstate and 
foreign commerce we should be authorized to cooperate with state commissions in 
efforts to reconcile upon a single record the conB.icc: between the state and the inter· 
ltate rates. We believe: that procedure like this ••• will go fat to meet the require .. 
menu of the rate situation as it is presented in this country today." ~"tJ1IIIl ReporI, 
1916, p. go. In an address before the National Association of Railroad and Utilities 
Commissioner., Chairman B. H. Meyer of the Interstate Commerce Commissioa. 
elaborated this procedure for coOperation as follows: "Every state commission direcdy 
involved would be given an opportunity. in accordance with law, to participate in the 
deliberations and to assist in formulating the final conclusions upon a record joindy 
made. The one rare within the zone of reasonableness, established through the joint 
efforts of the respective commissions, would then apply to all business, state aDd inter
state, and thereafter there could be no Shreveport: c:ase in that territory and with respect 
to that commodity." Pro«edings, 1916, pp. ,...s. The Commission coDtinued to urge 
.uch legislation (Annruzl Reports: 191'. pp. 58-s9' 1918. p. 3). and the National 
Association directed iu committee on stare and federal legislation "to confer and ~ 
operate with members of the Interstate Commerc:e Commission in bringing taid mat .. 
tor before the Federal Congress with the view of -mog the neceuary ourutory 
authority for e1fccting co..gpcratioD benvecn the Interstate Commerce Commission and 
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rate structures and practices subject to the jurisdiction of such State 
bodies and of the Commission," and, under rules to be prescribed 
by it. "to hold joint hearings with any such State regulating bodies 
on any matters wherein the Commission is empowered to act and 
where the rate-making authority of a State is or may be affected by 
the action taken by the Commission"; and. finally. it is authorized "to 
avail itself of the cooperation. services. records. and facilities of such 
State authorities" in the enforcement of any of the provisions of the 
Act .... The general intent of Congress appears to be clear. Through 
notice to the state authorities, an opportunity is afforded them to in
tervene on behalf of local interests or to request cooperative action; 
through joint conferences and joint hearings. though optional with 
the Commission. a method is provided for harmonizing conflicting 
views and securing mutually acceptable results; through utilization 
of the services and facilities of the state authorities, likewise optional 
with the Commission. machinery is made available for enhancing ad
ministrative effectiveness and for furthering the plan of cooperation 
asa whole. 

But it was essential that these statutory provisions be translated into 
a workable arrangement. The state commissions. through the Na
tional Association of Railroad and Utilities Commissioners. took the 
initiative toward this end. but their early efforts proved futile."& No 
agreement was reached because the Commission held the view that 

the "'suI-....., commissions of the ... era1 ......... ("""=<ling •• 1917. p. 41). The 
intervention of the war. with the IUbjection of the entire tailroad .ys= to the control 
of the United s ..... Railroad Administration, delayed the achievement of the ne<:essary 
legislation, but in '9.0 CoDgn:a ,<ted tawrably upon thelO<lOl1UllendatioD submitted 
by the federal tribUDa! and endoned by the 1tII= authorities. 

... Sec. 13. par. (3). 
"'ID '9.0 • mouni_ was appointed by the AIsociation lOr conference with the 

Commission, in order that the types or cases in which coOperation was deemed feasible 
might be ascenained and .. understanding sec:ured as to the method! by which co
openti ... J>IOCOOCIinIs might be initiated and carried 1Orward. Although a con1erence 
.... held with • commi_ of the Commis.Uon and an eKCbange of I ...... fOllowed, 
nothing eame of the eflOrt. At the c:oota.na: the Commission ""prossed its disposition 
to lUrther the idea of miipention and pointed to the inItances in which it bad already 
been invoked, but it .... relUC1m. to commit itsdf to any defini.. program. On 
January 32. 1921, upon nquest or the Commission's representatiftlt the Association', 
commi_ oubmitted in writing • oeriea of suggestiou relating to miipention. FI ... 
month> I ...... on June 240 '921. the Commission ........ by ... y of ",ply. that it wu 
"in accord with the goneraI principl .. - underlying the __ COIl<lOrIIing joint 
hcarin&a and conta.ncoo and that tbeJ _u1d be followed "in .. far u C&D """""'dJ 
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two fundamental classes of cases were not suited to joint hearings and 
conferences-those in which the difference in rates was due to statu
tory requirements which the state commissions deemed themselves 
unable to modify, and those in which the disparity was due to the 
action of the state commissions themselves and in which they ap
peared as litigants. Since intrastate rates fixed by state statute or pre
scribed by state commissions serve as the chief source of conflict 
between the federal tribunal and the local bodies, the representatives 
of the state commissions rightfully contended that the elimination of 
these types of cases as inappropriate for coOperative action rendered 
impossible the joint consideration of rate controversies which the 
statute aimed to establish."6 This lukewarm attitude of the Com
mission toward the formulation of a plan for coOperative action can 
be traced in large measure to the extreme position which it had taken 
with regard to the control of intrastate rates in the numerous pro
ceedings immediately following the general rate increases of 1920, 
and to the determined opposition from many of the state commissions 
which it had encountered in these proceedings.'" Compromise was 
thought to be inexpedient and impracticable. Moreover, the Supreme 
Court had not yet spoken as to the constitutionality of this unprece
dented assertion of federal power over the level of intrastate rates."· 

be done," but without unequivocal acceptance of the proposals. On the contrary it was 
made clear that in the Commission's opinion proceedings involving discrimination 
against interstate commerce caused by intrastate rates fixed by statute or prescribed and 
kept in force by orders of state commissions were without the scope of appropriate co~ 
operative action. Under these circumstances, on August 20, 1921, the Association', 
committee merely expressed regret concerning the Commission's views, declaring that 
there could be no effective coOperation if such cases were to be excluded. Proeeedingi. 
1921, pp. 298-313. 

I"e The Association's representatives urged that coOperative action was a means of 
dissipating conflicts and rendering it unnecessary for the state commissions to assume 
the status of litigants in pcocccdings involving cates prescribed by them. They were 
doubtless too sanguine in their hopes of attaining this ideal, but there can be no queJoo 
tion that the coOperative scheme was intended to be used as an instrument for securing 
better understanding and closer agreement in eases of alleged discriminatory rale$. 
There is little ground for dissent from the following declaration: "All of the di..scu»ion 
of cooperation which antedated the enactment of the provisions of section 13(3) ... 
went upon the theory that frank and full discussion and comparison of information 
and views would in a given case be likely to lead to common conclwions, either as to 
the non-existence of discrimination, or as to the method. by which it should be re
moved." Prot:retli"gl, Ig:U, p. 309. 

2n Sec pp. :287-301, SIIp'tI. 

JU In view of subsequent developments, it is interesting to Dote that the repre-
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Under these circumstances the Commission was rductant to formu
late a definite plan of cooperation for rate controversies. When, how
ever, its exercise of authority was judicially sustained,"· and the 
Supreme Court itself suggested, by way of dictum, that "in practice, 
when the state commissions shall recognize their obligation to main
tain a proportionate and equitable share of the income of the carriers 
from intrastate rates, conference between the Interstate Commerce 
Commission and the state commissions may dispense with the neces
sity for any rigid federal order as to the intrastate rates, and leave to 
the state commissions power to deal with them and increase them or 
reduce them in their discretion,"""o the Commission prompdy took 
steps to reach an understanding with the state commissions as to c0-

operative principles and procedure.""l The formal agreement adopted 
in 1922, as revised and readopted in 1925, constitutes the controlling 
basis of prevailing practice."'" 

The heart of the agreement concerns the classes of cases deemed 

RotativeS of the state COuunisDOJlI believed that the judicial aBirmante or the Com .. 
mission', awecping orden would render undesirable the plan of joint hearingt for 
which they were contending: "On the other hand. however. if the power of the federal 
commiasioD. is dominant as to all state rata, the desirability of joint hearings is open 
to .mow question. In that case state commissionen sitting with the rederal commission 
would he under the .. straints imposed by conaiderations of courtesy which would 
unavoidably arise: from the filet of their participation upon invi ... tion in ptoteedinp 
with .. spect to which they could exercise no power. and hence could have no final 
.. sponaibility. In the opinion of thiI committee cooperative bearinga are not de5irable 
under IUch cin:umstancca.u Prot:«tJ.'''f'. 1921, P. 31a. 

... Winv"';. R. R. C ...... v. C •• B. '" O. R. R. C ••• '57 U.S. 563 (192.). 
···/bill .• I' 591. 
'" The decision of the Supreme Court was rendered February '7. 19'2. On _ 

7. 1922. the chainnan of the Commisoion addreosed a letter to the president of the 
As1ociation inviting a committft' of the Association to confer with a committee fepn:-
.. nting the Commisoion with regan! to fOrmulating a plan of coOperatiou. This letter 
quoted the final patagtapha of the Court', opininn. which lOt limb the respective 
spheres or the state and federal authorities and made the referena: to coOperation u 
given above. See l'roc<eIli.,.. '922, PI' 426;'7. 

III OD. May 3, 1922, a joint committee composed of five members of the Com .. 
mission and of eight .. pre ...... tives of the _tion fOrmulated and .. potted a plan 
of coOperation baood IUndamentally upon joint oon&:..no:s and hearings. The pi .. 
was adopted u • tentative guide, subject to modificatioD. as a result of experience. In 
October. 1925 •• second joiot committee report was made, retaining the basic elc:meoa 
of the original plan, but exl!9ldiog the principle of coOperation and modiIjing the 
pracodural detailL The revised pi ...... adopted by the _tion October '40 19':;' 
and by the Commission October '7. '925. See A ..... R.ponf: ,_ PI' 8, '33-2341 
1925. PI' I. '7;r>77· Unless othcnriJe llated, the aDalpis that fOIlo", is baood upon 
the ....,visions of the 1925 .-" 
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appropriate for cooperation and the procedure to be followed in their 
disposition, but the details of the arrangement are prefaced by an 
"agreed statement of principles," which is designed to disclose the 
general aim and spirit of the cooperative plan. Despite past conflicts 
of jurisdiction and the litigation resulting therefrom, it is a control
ling fact that "the Federal and State commissions were alike created 
in the public interest and have a common purpose, namely, the main
tenance of a transportation system which will in all respects best meet 
the public needs." In light of this consideration, "they should, and 
• . • they can, work together" for the attainment of this common 
purpose "without conflict or resort to litigation." Such cooperative 
effort is highly desirable in the public interest, and it is contemplated 
by the statute as judicially interpreted. But in order that this effort 
may be made effective, it is essential that there be a realization "of 
the nature and difliculties of the common problem" both by the state 
bodies and by the federal tribunal. Accordingly, the state commis
sions, on the one hand, "realize that the railroads form a national 
transportation system and that the public interest demands a rate 
structure, State and interstate, as simple and harmonious as practi
cable"; and the federal commission, on the other, "realizes that there 
is danger in overcentralization of authority, that the field of regula
tion is vast, and that the State commissions are often better informed 
than itself in regard to local conditions and local needs." On this basis 
it is the common purpose of the state and federal authorities to give 
"the utmost force and effect" to the provisions of the statute for the 
utilization of state services and facilities and for the conduct of joint 
conferences and hearings, and to "look forward to and have in view" 
the avoidance of federal orders affecting intrastate rates, "so far as the 
public interest will permit." With these conciliatory professions by 
way of background, and after express recognition that coOperation 
"must in the nature of things be of the spirit and not a matter of 
rules and regulation .. " the details of the cooperative plan are set 
forth, subject to such modifications as time and experience shall prove 
advisable or as may be found necessary or desirable in special cases. 

The agreement makes no attempt to enumerate all of the classes 
of cases to be handled on a cooperative basis. The more important 
types are specifically indicated; others are embraced in general terms. 
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Primary attention. is directed to rate controversies. The proceedings 
of this character in which coOperation is deemed appropriate ex
pressly include: first, cases in which it is alleged, in petitions filed 
with the Commission, that the intrastate rates unjusdy discriminate 
against interstate commerce or against persons or places engaged 
therein, and the removal of such discrimination is requested; and 
second, cases involving attacks upon interstate rates, in which either 
the decision of the federal tribunal or that of a state body "appears 
likdy to affect, in substantial and important respects, the rdationship 
between State and interstate rate structures." In addition, specific 
mention is made of applications for certificates of convenience and 
necessity, involving construction of new lines or abandonment of old 
lines, and of proceedings involving matters of car service. Finally, 
by way of catch-all, the agreement embraces any proceeding in which 
it is believed by either regulatory agency "that matters of mutual 
concern are involved and where cooperation may he had to advan
tage," and all matters "which may occur to either the Federal or a 
State commission where it is the opinion that cooperation may he 
beneficial or advisable." It is apparent from these stipulations that no 
type of proceeding is expressly withhdd from the incidence of the 
coOperative plan: either specifically or in general terms, provision is 
made for practically every situation in which conffict of interest or 
authority is likdy to arise. 

The coOperative action contemplated by the agreement is to he 
effected primarily through conferences and hearings joindy hdd. The 
procedure involved may he traced chronologically, particularly as 
specified for rate controversies. Assuming notification of the inter
ested commissions concerning the pendency of appropriate proceed
ings, there must first he an exchange of views as to whether coOpera
tion should he invoked and as to how it should he pursued. Either 
the federal commission or a state commission may suggest coOperative 
action in any proceeding pending before the other agency. If the 
commissions concur as to the desirability of coOperation, arrange
ments mUst prompdy he made for a joint conference. The usual pur
pose of this preliminary conference is to consider the manner in 
which the proceeding shall be carried forward and to determine 
whether a joint hearing shall be hdd. If the case goes to trial. there is 
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provision for a joint hearing, but only on condition that there be 
pending before each of the coOperating commissions a proceeding 
"in which action can be taken on the common record."'" In other 
words, joint hearings are deemed appropriate only "where similar 
issues are pending before the Interstate Commerce Commission and 
a State commission." In recognition of the doctrine that the judicial 
function must be divorced from that of the litigant, and as a means 
of maintaining open minds in the determination of controversial is
sues, it is provided, in effect, that state commissioners or their repre
sentatives shall not sit with members of the Commission or its ex
aminers in joint hearings "in any case in which they appear as advo
cates";2M but the declaration immediately follows that "this is not to 

2&1 Note the following from John Eo Benton, General SolicilOt of National Ass0-
ciation of .Railroad. and. Utilities Commissioners, Bulletin No. 92-1930, p. 2: ''The 
cooperative agreement . . . states the case where proceedings are pending before each 
commission as that in which a joint hearing should be had. It does not, however, say 
that there shall be DO joint hearing in any other ~ and it has not been so interpccted 
and applied. . . . 'fheo condition. recognized as desirable in the case of cooperation. 
as to the pendency of proceedings before each c:ommission, is ordinarily met by state 
commissions without difficulty. Sometimes it is met, when rate advances, both intcr~ 
state and intrastate. are sought by camccs, by me institution of proceedings by carriers 
before state authorities. Sometimes it is met by an order of the $late commission imti~ 
tuting a ratc investigation OD its own motion. The appropriate method depends upon 
the law of the particular ..... involved. When the federal case is • 13th Section com· 
plaint against rates prescribed by a stale commission order f the condition may be met 
by an order of the stale commission setting down the proceedings, in which the rates 
complained of were prescribed. for hearing upon the question whether lOch order 
shall be revoked or modified. This leaves the challenged rates in effect but under in~ 
quiry in a proceeding in which the evidence .taken in the joint hearing may be COD

sidered. In some cases in which the cooperation of state commissions with the federal 
commission is considered desirable by both, it is not practicable, or perhaps even pos
sible. to meet the condition as to the pendency of proceedings before both. The agree
ment itself recognizes that there may be 'special cases where it may be found neces
sary or desirable 10 depart thuefrom: • • • In such ..... oooperabon may be arranged 
without regard to me pendency of proceedings. Examples are MIIlIUIi C,etlm"y Co. Yo 

Jf.mnimn Express Co .• 132 I.e.c. 207. Ex PIITk 87, and the several No. 17.000 pr~ 
ccedings. In these the fiLet that before variow commissions DO proceedings were pending 
was not considered III impediment to cooperation by those amunissions, and to their 
representation upon cooperating commirtees." 

la. This policy is Dot stated in the form of a direct prohibition: in vicw of the 
delicacy of the situation involved, the agreement reads: "It is our judgment that State 
commissioners or their representatives would not expect or desire to tiL • . ." It is 
interesting to note, also, that the provision in the original agreement of 19:13 pr0-

scribed participation in joint hearings under such circumstances ·'in. judicial capacity:' 
This phrase was snuck out becawc of the insistence of some of the state commWionen 
that. being clothed with no actual power of adjudication in these coOperative proceed. 
ings, they could serve only in an "advisory" capacity. 
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be understood as precluding a State commission from causing perti
nent evidence to be presented in any such case with respect to the 
matters in issue."2OG Despite the fact that it is often difficult to eli. 
tinguish between advocacy by the cooperating commissioners and 
the mere illumination of the record by members of their staffs. these 
provisions tend to safeguard cooperative proceedings against an un
due infusion of partisan bias. without depriving the states of the 

1&11 The rationale of the rule, u thus construed, and the difficulties encountered in 
its obaervance. have been explained as follows: ClThe fundamental conception which 
underlies cooperation il that federal and state commissioners have a common duty, 
which in rate case. is to discover what ratel are reasonable and just. and to use their 
powen in an appropriate way to secure their establishment. It is assumed. that the 
interest of commiuionen in every rate proceeding. involving rates subject to their 
jurisdiction, will be official and not personal; and that in • oooperative proceeding 
federal and .tate commissioners. considering a common record. will reach common 
eonclusions u to what achedule. of r .... should justly be pIOscribed upon a given rail· 
road or railroads. and that such common conclusions, when carried into c1fect, will 
avoid or remove discriminations. Agreement as to conclusions, however, can be ex .. 
pected only when the cooperating commissioners approach consideration of a case 
with unprejudiced. minds. Hence the cooperative agreement provides,-rather deli .. 
ately, but with intended dearnc5I,-that cooperating representatives of state com .. 
missions sitting with the Interstate Commerce Commission shall not appear as advo
ca ... in the proceeding in which they sit. ••• The propriety of this rule is clear. 
The various unhappy results which may be expected to result from • fiillure to observe 
it are: equally clear. The rule, however, does not prevent a state commission from per
mitting its attorneys and experts to aid in developing the record by the preparation 
and pmentation of evidence, and by briefing and arguing the same. By statutes of 
various states it iii made the duty of commissions of those states to represent the inter .. 
csts of their shippers in Intentate Commerce Commission proceedings. The cooperative 
agreement does not interfere with compliance with such laws. • . • The design of such 
participation. however, should be the same as is the design of the Interstate Commerce 
Commission or of a state commission when it Cluses its own experts to inuoduc:e evi .. 
d ..... in a proceeding befOre ibelf alone. They do not appear in the capacity of liti· 
gants or partisans. but to illuminate the record, and thus to enable the commiss:iom:ts 
more cenainly to rach right conclusions. One of the serious handicaps under which 
cooperation laban is found in the con8.icting interests of various Slates. When commiJ.. 
sion experts and attorneys from these clivendy in ..... ted states participa .. in present
ing evidence and in ugument, it is lOIIletUnes difficult for sitting commissionen from 
the ...... sta ... to avoid something of partisanship when the case comes to be eon
aidered. Nevertheless. the problem is the same as before commissioners of • single state 
when commission witnesses and other witnesses have testified.. It is to consider all 
evidence in • llOD. .. partisan way, and to reach just conclusions. In cooperative cases. 
often.-perhapo usually.-this requires • disposition to compose cliIferena:s by Biving 
the fullest recognition practicable under all the c:in:umstana:s to a>nfIicting ..... in_ 
..... rem .... bering that if clifti:rences can not be composed in • joint con~ the 
problem remains with the I<deral commission, and must be determined by it unaided. 
0 .. of the prime: pur_ of cooperation is to bring to the amkrenc:e table the know!. 
~ of local <oDditions which local commissioners can give. and to ... ure fiill con
sideration of the point of view of those who know the importana: of local in ......... tn 
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opportunity to present evidence and argument in support of local 
interests."· Upon conclusion of the joint hearing, an informal con
ference between the participating state representatives and the federal 
examiner is contemplated.'57 It is at this stage of the proceeding that 
an opportunity is first afforded for a common consideration of the 
issues and the evidence, with the view of arriving at a decision which 
is just to all concerned."· But the state authorities can make them
selves felt most effectively in connection with the subsequent course 
of the proceeding, in advance of its final disposition. When the case 
comes to argument before the Commission, "it is to be understood 
that the cooperating State commissioners will be expected to sit . . . 
at the argument, if they so desire, and afterwards to take part in a 
joint conference to consider the disposition of the case.''''· Because 
this policy is deemed one of invariable applicability, no provision is 
made for special invitations in this connection: mere notice of the 
assignment for oral argument, to be sent to the interested commis
sions in each instance, is presumed to carry with it the necessary in
vitation. "The aim is to establish the understanding that cooperative 
action involves always opportunity to sit at the argument and in 
subsequent conferences."'" Before final disposition of the proceed-

a sense, therefore, cooperating state commissioners must speak for their respective lo
calities, but always they will remember that they are acting in an official capacity. and 
that the object of all who cooperate is to reach CODchuions which are justified by facts.'· 
John E. Benton • • p. cit .• pp. 3-4. 

2158 For a consideration of these provisions by the National Association of Railroad 
and Utilities Commissioners, reflecting considerable diversity of view, see Proteedingl. 
1925. pp. 54-67. 

2151 The agreement also provides for "informal confereDces pending the decision of 
cases where there has been no participation in the prior hearings." 

258 It is recognized that in many instances lithe difficulties and complexities of the 
cases will make a satisfactory exchange of views impracticable at such times." In such 
circumstances the state representatives "may give the . . . examiner the benefit of 
their views in writing or otherwise, as may be convenient, before the proposed report 
of the . . • examiner is served." While. under the Commission', practice. the report 
of the examiner is intended to embody his independent conclwions, "it is believed that 
an exchange of views with the State commissioners may aid the examiner in formulat
ing his proposed report." 

laD The practice of providing for informal conferences with examinen immediately 
upon the conclwion of joint hearin~ and of inviting Jtate commissioners to tit at 
oral arguments and to participate in joint conferences afterward, was initiated by the: 
Commission about a year prior to the adoption of the 192.5 agreement. See Mi ... 
Adopted by 'he Comm;J'non Not/ember J. 1924. A",,1IIlI Report. 1925. p. 273. 

leo Ia. case there Iw been no oral ugummt. or in the eYeIlt that the ate com-
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ing, therefore, there is ample occasion, through personal contact and 
discussion between members of the federal and state regulatory 
agencies, for harmonizing conflicting views, adjusting local and na
tional interests, and attaining mutually satisfactory results. 

The coOperative plan, as outlined above, evinces a whole-hearted 
effort to establish an effective basis for composing differences and 
averting maladjustments. It is notable for the sweep of its incidence 
and for the simplicity and flexibility of its procedure. Because it 
affords a genuine opportunity to the state authorities to exert their 
influence upon those of the Commission's determinations which in
volve or affect intrastate matters, practically all of the states have 
taken advantage of its possibilities. From the promulgation of the 
original plan in 1922 to the end of 1925, there was coOperation by 3 
state commissions in car-service cases, by 36 in construction and aban
donment cases, and by 41 in rate cases, some of the states coOperating 
in more than one proceeding.261 In subsequent years, under the 
strengthened agreement, the cooperative procedure has been utilized 
"in an increasing number of instances": in 1926, by 27 state commis
sions in 51 rate cases, by 22 in 44 construction and abandonment cases, 
and by 6 in car-service cases;'O» in 1927, in 28 rate cases, in 18 con
struction and abandonment cases, and in 6 car-service cases;2oa in 
1928, in 28 rate cases and 38 construction and abandonment cases;* 
in 1929, in 26 rate cases and 36 construction and abandonment 
cases;'" in 1930, in 22 rate cases and 41 construction and abandon
ment cases ..... In addition, there has been active coOperation by the 
state authorities in the various inquiries conducted in connection with 
the general rate investigation instituted under the Hoch-Smith Reso-

miuiOllen have been unable to be present, provision is made fOr an exc:hang< of vi .... 
in writmg or by joint aml'crence. 

H11I."" Re-pon. 1925, pp. 1"""'3. 
... ",.,."., Report. 1926, P. I. "Moreover;' the Commission addcda "in matters ~ 

ICcting car terVice nearly an of the Slates ha"" lent w their aid." 
... A .. .." kpt1n. t9'7. p.6,. "While the numbet of these proceedings is I ... than 

that ",ported in our 1 ... "'pott, they ha .. result«! in cooperad .. handling with most 
of the State: commissions, all but Dine of which ha~ at one time or another and as oc
casion arose. taken part in moperative proceedings ana: staunory provision was made 
therefOr iD 1920." 

... A •• .." Rqon. 19>8. P. 61. 
HI A._ Rqon. 19'90 P. 67. 
- A •• .." Rqon. '930, pp. 74"'15. 
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lution .... The system of cooperation has thus become an integral part 
of prevailing practice in the consideration and disposition of contro
versies involving relationships between intrastate and interstate com
merce_ It is now necessary to note how this system has actually func
tioned, particularly in the field of rates and charges."·7 For this pur
pose it will suffice to refer to a few of the more important cooperative 
proceedings_ 

The fruitfulness of the cooperative method is reflected most strik
ingly in comprehensive proceedings, affecting the whole or large 
sections of the country_ In the unification of rate structures which 
has resulted from such proceedings, the state commissions have played 
a significant role."" One of the best illustrations is to be found in the 
Commission's most recent general revision of express rates."" In 1920, 

28a No. 17000, hie Structure Investigation. 
28T In matters of service. the coOperation of the state authorities, like the activity 

of the Commission ilSel.c is largely informal; in construction and abandonment cases, 
the state comm.issions genccally conduct the hearings for the federal tribunal. and in 
most instances their recommendations prove to coincide with the conclusions of the 
Commission. See, for example. Annual Report. 1930, pp. 3. 44-47. 

288 Sec, for example, Soulhern. Class Role Investigation, 100 I.e.c. 513 (1925). 
While inuastate rates as such were Dot within the scope of the investigation, the Com· 
mission was particularly desirow that "a greater degree of harmony between interstate 
and intrastate rates within southern territory" should be established, the new inter
state rates to serve as a guide [0 the state commissions in the adjustment of inuastate 
rates, and to this end it sought the coOperation of the state authorities. A committee 
representative of the southern commissions sat with the federal representatives through~ 
out the hearings and argument and participated in the conferences relating to the dis~ 
position of the proceeding. Evidence with regard to intrastate rates wu &eely taken. 
and the coOperation of the state com.missions was declared '10£ notable aid in the 
conduct of the inquiry" (p. 5'9). Rates were readjusted very largely on the basis of 
distance, necessitating a Jar~reaching reorganization of the class rate structure. Bccawc 
of petitions for modification filed by both shippen and carriers, various changes in the 
original findings were made through supplemental reports, in 109 I.C.C. 300 (1926), 
113 I.C.C. 200 (1926), 128 I.C.C. 567 (1927), a.o.d the readjusted rates on interstate 
traffic did not become effcaive till January IS, 1928. As of October 31, 1928, the 
Commission was able to report: "Pursuant to applications filed ... by the carrien 
with the State authorities in the Southern States, a similar readjusanent has been made 
effective on intrastate traffic in most of such States, resulting in a rate structure of far 
greater uniformity and simplicity than that theretofore existing. II AnnlUll kporl. 
1928. p. 58. Only in the case of North Carolina was further litigation necessary. See 
Virginu, Corporillion Commission v. A. 0- R. R. R. Co .• 136 I.C.C. 173 (1927), 161 
I.C.C. 273 ('930), .65 I.C.c. 3' ('930), .69 I.C.C. 728 ('930) • 

••• Ezprm liDks, '9", 83 I.C.C. 606 ('923), 89 I.C.C. '97 ('9'4). Sec, 1150, 
National Association of .Railroad and Utilities Commiuionen. Proc«tlingl: 1923, 
pp. 437-443; 19'4, pp. 453-458. 
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the Commission had authorized two increases, aggregating 2.6 per 
cent, in interstate express rates."TO Many of the states declined to au
thorize similar increases for intrastate traffic, and the American Rail
way Express Company filed complaints alleging unjust discrimina
tion against interstate commerce. The Commission's authority over 
intrastate rates was invoked in thirteen proceedings."" Hearings 
were hdd and argument was had upon these petitions, but no deci
sion was rendered by the Commission; rather, in light of the record, 
the Commission was prompted to institute a nation-wide investiga
tion of interstate express rates. In the conduct of this inquiry, with 
which was consolidated a petition of the rail carriers and the express 
company for further increases in rates, the Commission sought the 
cooperation of the state authorities. Upon the Commission's invita
tion, a committee composed of five chairmen of state commissions 
(one in each of the then prevailing express zones) was selected by 
the National Association of Railroad and Utilities Commissioners 
to cooperate with the federal tribunal, "with the view to the ultimate 
harmonizing of the interstate and intrastate express rates and charges 
upon a proper basis" ;.... and this committee, in turn, assigned an 
examiner of one of the state commissions who was experienced in 
the express business to sit with the Commission's examiners at the 
hearings. There was close cooperation at every stage of the proceed
ing. In the course of the investigation many conferences were hdd 
between the federal authorities and the committee representing the 
states; and the state committcc sat with the Commission at the oral 
argument upon the proposed report and participated in the ddibcra
tions preceding final disposition of the case. The inquiry resulted 
not only in a denial of the rate increases sought by the railroads and 
the express company, but in such a revision of existing charges as 
dirninated the inequalities which had given rise to the original con
fticts between intrastate and interstate rates."" The outcome was 

ItO ~ _. '920. 58 I.C.C. .81, 707. 
In n... proc:eedinlP in .... ....t the .,..,prietJ of the Iocol n ... betwoea poin .. in the 

...... of T..... Gcorgio. IIJinois, Moll...,., UIah, Idaho, N .... do, ArUxma, SouIh 
Dakota, Arkansas, Oklahoma, North Dakota, and California. ,,_ kporf. 1901, 

P. 34· 
... Bztw<# _to 19"ao 83 I.c.c. 606, 6 .. (1903) • 
• n See chap. 'Iiii, ....... 154 and '55. ,.,... 
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entirely acceptable to the state representatives as well as to the Com
mission,"" and there was no occasion for the exercise of federal power 
over intrastate rates. In decided contrast to the recalcitrance of the 
states in connection with the railroad rate increases of 1920, the inter
state express rates prescribed by the Commission in this proceeding 
were promptly applied to intrastate traffic by the state authorities.'To 
The uniformity achieved thereby provides a striking manifestation 
of the possibilities of the cooperative method, both in removing past 
conflicts and in averting future maladjustments. 

But the proceeding which overshadows all others from the stand
point of comprehensiveness is the Rate Structure Investigation, insti
tuted by the Commission on March 12, 1925. At the end of 1930 this 
proceeding comprised sixteen separate inquiries (involving class rates, 
or commodities, or commodity groups), most of which were still in 
progress.He The original order of investigation, in conformity with 

21' Note the following, for example, from the report of the Committee on Expccu 
and Other Contract Carriers by Rail of the National Association of Railroad and 
Utilities Commissioners. Proceedings, 1924. p. 458: "'This case ... was the best and 
most apt example for the application of the co-operative clause of the Transportation 
Act, and your Committee sincerely hopes that each of the various State., members of 
this Association, will accept the basis of rates ordered by the Interstate Commerce Com· 
mission for application to State business without argument, and will do so cheerfully. 
State rates arc being figured simultaneously with the Interstate rates and in identically 
the same manner. We believe that this case has been settled upon competent evidence 
in a &ir and square manner, and we ask the various States represented here to do all in 
their power to bring about an amicable establishment of the rates proposed by the 
Interstate Commerce Commission in its order." 

5171 The effective date of the Commission's order was March J. 1925. Iu of October 
31, 1935. the Commission was able to report: "Express class rates computed 00 the 
bases prescribed for interstate traffic have been adopted and made effective upoo intra .. 
state traffic in all of the States except: one, so that there is now substantial uniformity 
in interstate and intrastate express class rates throughout the country:' Ann"," kpon, 
192-5. p. 47. Only the State of Wisconsin, alleging that the prescribed bases would prg.. 
dua: maladjustments in its intrastate rate structure, declined to comply. The intra .. 
state rates which it finally established, af[Ct independeot hearing and investigation, did 
Dol become effective till August IS, 1930, but they constituted PO serious departure 
.&om the interstate adjustment. See Record, Docket No. 13930. 

2T4 The following investigations had been undertaken under No. 17000: Part I, 
revenues in western district; Part 2, western trunk-line class rates; Part 3. cotton; 
Part 4, petroleum and petroleum products; Part .-A, petroleum and its products from, 
to, and between points in the Southwest: Part 5, furniture; Pan 6, iron and steel in .. 
... tigation, Pan 1, grain and grain products, Pan 1-A, graiD and grain produca, 
touthern territory rates; Pan: 8. cottonseed, its products. and related articles; Pan S" 
live stock; Pan 10. hay; Pan II and Part II-A, sand and gravel; Pan u. DOn-ferrous 
metals; Pan 13. salt. For the status of each of these investigations, ICC AnnUlli Rrport. 
1930, pp. 63-68. 
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the mandate of the Hoch-Smith Resolution that all discriminatory 
situations in the rate structure be removed, included intrastate as well 
as interstate rates, '.T but the Commission also declared that it "will 
avail itself, as far as it can, of the assistance and cooperation of State 
authorities possessing rate-making powers ... ••a Through conference 
between representatives of the Association and of the Commission, 
a rather dab orate group of cooperating committees of state commis
sioners and rate ~perts was established,'" and active coOperation has 
been maintained in all of the proceedings. Reference need be made 
to only those of the investigations which have been brought to com
pletion. In the western advanced rate casc,'80 the general increases 
sought by the carriers were denied, and the record was hdd open for 
further consideration in connection with the rate structure inquiry. 
Not only was much valuable evidence presented by the state com
missions, but a committee representative of the western regnlatory 
bodies, which sat at the hearings and argument and participated in 
the conferences preceding adoption of the final report, approved of 
the Commission's conclusions.281 There was similar cooperation in 

." The inclusion of intrastate rates in the order of investigation caused some COD" 
cern to the representatives of the ltates. Note the foUowing from a bulletin of the 
General Solicitor of the National Association. quoted in ~ed;"gl, 192-7. at p. 183: 
"[t would seem apparent that the purpnse of the order of investigation h .. been to [ay 
the groundwork lOr any order prescribing in ........ rates which the Intersta .. Com
merce Commission may, u the result of its investigation, determine to make. • • • 
The proc«dings invalving in ........ rates under paragraphs (3) and (4) of oection 13, 
which followed the enactment of the Transportation Act, at [east ga .. the s .. tes an 
opportunity to know what rates were alleged to he discriminatory, and gave them 
an opportunity lOr hearing. Thia order aims to put all of the millions of in ........ rates 
under question in • lingle proc«ding. without any allegation that they are in fact dis
eriminatory lOr any reason. Obviously no S .... can prepare to defend such • proceed
ing. . . . But the Intentate Commerce: Commission doubtless considen the mandate of 
the Hoch-Smith ..... ution broad enough to jwtifY proceeding IS to intrutau: rates 
in whole .. le fiobi .... u it mUll deal with in_ .. rio.... • • • [t may he hoped that 
ma ... n will so shape themselves that aU necessary rau: adjustmen .. may he made with
out an exercise of Federal power over intrastate nta; within any of the sevuaJ. Staal 
but all thlt is implied in the evidc:ntly cueful inclusiOll of intrastate ntel as amoog 
th ... which the Federal Commission will in-...tiga .. and may act upon in sbia pr0-
ceeding, can Dot be: safeJ.y overtookeeL"' 

... Notice to the Public of Much 10, 19'5. The order of investigation and the 
noti .. to the public are reprinted in Warren H. Wagner, TM H .. Io-l>_ JUMJltIIioa 
(19'9), at pp. :lO\I".,6-

... See __ 81'. 1\125, pp. 247'-'51. 
no R .... _ ia W ...... DisfritJ. 1I31.C.C. 3 (1\126). 
""6W~p.g. 
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the western class-rate case, 28. and without hindrance to the presenta
tion of evidence on behalf of the shipping public by representatives 
of the state commissions. But the thoroughgoing reorganization of 
the rate structure in western trunk-line territory prescribed by the 
Commission was confined to interstate trallic. While all intrastate 
class rates were in issue, and rates in some of the states were specifi
cally assailed, the adjustment of intrastate situations was left to the 
state authorities. The Commission conceded that, despite identity of 
transportation and operating conditions for both types of trallic, in 
most western trunk-line states "class rates are maintained on intra
state trallic lower, and sometimes materially lower, than on interstate 
trallic";'" but in view of the cooperative activity of the states and the 
fact that proceedings for intrastate rate revision were pending before 
the state bodies,2&< it declined to make definite findings to this eifecL 
The Commission's conclusion upon this aspect of the inquiry reflects 
the harmonious approach and attitude of restraint engendered by the 
coOperative procedure: "The commissions of the w.tJ. states are co
operating with us, •.. and some have already conducted hearings in 
their intrastate cases. Under the cooperative plan the State commis
sions will pursue their own course under the laws in their respective 
States in matters presented by the carrier's petitions and State cases 
covering intrastate rates and exceptions. There is no indication that 
they will not continue their fullest cooperation and render decisions 
as early as feasible on the matters under their jurisdiction and affected 
by these proceedings. Under these circumstances . . . there is no 
compelling reason for findings with respect to the intrastate situa
tions until the State commissions have had a reasonable opportunity 
to exercise their judgment ...... In like manner, the investigation of 

181 Western T"''''~ Line Clus R6tes, 164 I.C.C. I (1930). 
1811hid., p. 206. 

28' ItAs explained in chapter A, the State commissions of w.t.I. territory cooperated 
with us throughout these proceedings. The State commissions of South Dakora, 
Nebraska, and Michigan jointly heard with this commission their cases covering the 
intrastate class rates under their respective jurisdictions. All have (or consideration the 
petitions filed by the carrieR with the Stare commiuioDJ asking authority to revile 
intrastate cJau ratcs corresponding with the revision of interstate class tales propoxd 
in the preteDt proceedings; and some also have case. involving intrutate exceptioDl 
10 the classification." Ibid •• pp. 205-206. 

2881biJ .• p. 206. But ICe Cham. 01 Comm .• KJuutu City. v. Aldison. T. &S. F. Ry. Co., 
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cotton rates'8° was conducted in coOperation with a committee repre
senting the commissions of the cotton-growing states. While there 
were specific findings of undue prejudice resulting from the rela
tionship between intrastate and interstate rates, the removal of these 
maladjustments was left to the state authorities .... The other inquiries 
which have been completed were also conducted under the coOpera
tive plan and were equally satisfactory in their results. In the iron 
and steel investigation, 088 the basic distance scale prescribed was made 
direcdy applicable only to interstate traffic: there were no specific 
findings as to intrastate rates and no orders were entered .... In the 

164 I.C.C. 30' (1930). in which the intra ..... ,.te, of the S .... of Kansas wen: 
found to be unduly prejuclicial to ohippera and localities in interstate commera: and 
wen: ordered increued to the inlelSta .. level. proscribed in the principal proa:cding. 
The mmplaints as to Kansas ,. ... wen: filed with the Commissioll after the hearings 
in that proa:cding had been mmpleted; they ..... jointly he>rd with the Kansas com-
mission up"" a "'para" -.I, but they ...... argued in COIIIIeCtioII with the principal 
proa:cding. III distinguiohing this .... iom the general investig>tinII. the CommissioII 
oaicI (p. 310): ''The Kansas a>mmissioII argoes that to ordea increued in ............. 
in Kansu prior to the establi.ahme.nt intra ..... in o!bet S ..... of the "' ... proscribed in 
the W"nmt T",,.~~Li,,,"" would 'c:n:ate I disaiminatory situation a10Dg the: Missouri 
and Nebraska borden of which Kansas ohippera might n:asonably mmplain: Thooe 
IIituatinll. will be dispooed of in COOperatiOIl with the ... pecti .. S .... Commissions (as 
indicated in the IeXt abo .. ] •••• But Kansas intraSll .. "' ... _ up"" a clilI<rent 
li>otiog. They wen: fOund UIIduly jIIOf ..... tial w..: yeara ago in S-'o_mm ""'" 
(U31.C.C. '03 (19'7)]; and 011 a "'para" _ are h .... found unduly pn:juclicial 
to th.., mmplainants and UIIjwdy discriminatory against inlelSta .. commeJCe. ill all 
th. ciJalm._ we pera:i .. 110 .alid ....... fOr deJerring the entry of an ordea 
elKcti .. coinc:identally with the atobliabm .... of the in ........ RIel in compliaDoe 
with the W.mm T_k-Li1w <tI#." 

... RIll< S........,. , ... niplio •• Pm ]. C ...... • 65 I.C.C. 595 ('930) • 
• 1. No .. the fOllowing, fOr eumple: "It is further fOund that the mainlellana: of 

intrastate ntel in Texas to the Texas ports which are lower than the rates thereto &om 
Oklahoma in _tor pnopornOll than would be the cue if the ,. ... &om both T .... 
and Oklahoma were maintoined up"" the muimum n:asonable baoeo h ... pnopooed 
will mult in UIIdue and UIIIeUOIIIble .d .... tage, pn:l<mlce, and pn:judice .. be_ 
penoIII and localitit:s in in_ .. _ 011 the .... band, and in_ .. """" 
merce, 011 the otbet haod, in "fiol.tiOII of _ '3 of the act.. But the Commission 
immediJtely added: ''Pursuant to our usua1 practice we will maiIe 110 _ '3 ordea 
.t this tim. but will I .... to the T .... commissioa. in the 6nt instsnce, the ...... oal 
of th. "fiolatinll of _011 '3 which is hete fOund to aist" (p. 667). For. lib: dis
poIIitiOll of • timilar finding. _ P. 675, 

'00, ... .. Ii SIftI Arlidn. '55 I.C.C. 5'7 (19)9), 
... "It is obviow, ho..-." oaicI the CommisUOII, "that a general n:-risioa of the 

n ............. alOllg the broad lines hetein presc:ribed COlI IQCICI:SS/Wly """""pIish ill 
purpooe ""'y if the ..... within the _ Sto ...... at the same time ... bjeaed to 
IUch JeVitinll .. may be Il«I:SSUJ to h<ing them into lUll harmOIIy with the in_ 
n ... presc:ribed. ill &ct • • • _"li_ of the s.. .. CDDIIIIiaBms ...... in_ .. 
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general rate readjustment required in the grain case,"oo there was 
recognition of wide disparities between the intrastate and interstate 
levels, but the process of correction was once more reserved to the 
state authorities.'·' Only in a single instance, in the sand and gravel 
investigation,29' was there occasion to issue an order against a recal
citrant state"·' All in all there can be little question as to the fruitful 
functioning of the cooperative method in the highly significant Rote 
Structure Investigation. 

Nor has the orderly adjustment of interests under the cooperative 
plan, without conflict of authority or undue abdication of state 
power, been confined to comprehensive proceedings. Like results 
have been attained in more restricted situations. A few examples will 

cooperate in these proceedings, and the conclwions herein have been reached after 
conferences with rcprCSCJ1tativC5 from a DU.m.ber of the interested State commissions" 
(P·580). 

2 •• Grain nna Grain Proaucts. 164 I.C.C. 619 (1930). 
201 "An important issue is the relation bctweeD interstate and intrastate ratcl. The 

complaints of discrimination against interstate shippers have been numerous. The de .. 
sirability of uniformity in rate levels in the same general territory, for both interstate 
and inuastate shipments. is apparent. Instead of any reasonable approach to this uni
formity there is a wide disparity between not only interstate and intrastate levels, but 
between intrastate levels themselves .... It will be assumed that Dot only generally in 
the interest of substantial equality among aJi shippers, but in accordance with the c0-

operative agreement every effort will be made by the State commissions to achieve the 
maximum of uniformity in interstate and intrastate levels" (pp. 696-697) . 

••• Sana. GriWel. Crushea SlOne • ."a Shells. 155 I.C.C. '47 (19'9). 
298 The general investigation of rates on sand, gravel, aushed none, shells. and 

rdated commodities in the southWell, under No. 17000, together with proceedings 
involving the intrastate rates on the same commodities within Texas. Oklahoma. 
Arkansas. and Louisiana, which were pending before the respective commissions of 
these states, were jointly heard under the cooperative plan. The Texas. Oklahoma, 
and Arkansas commissions approved the prescribed interstate basis of rates for intra
state application. but the Louisiana commission declined to do so. The Louisiana rates 
were on ilie average 35 per cent lower than those prescribed for intentate traffic and 
approved for intrastate application by the other Slates involved. Under these circum .. 
slances the Commission found that "[0 prescribe here the approved basis of rates for 
interstate application throughout the considered terrilOry and at the same time permit 
the continued maintenance of this relatively low basis of inttaSt2te rates within that 
portion of Louisiana here involved would be lanamount 10 sanctioning a subst.antW 
disparity bctwCCD inrcntate rates and intrastate rates which is bound to operate as a 
real discrimination against, and obstruction 10. inrcrstate commerce, and result in inter
state shippen being unduly prejudiced and interstate commercc uojusdy burdened. 
Moreover, there would exist in this particular group of States a disaiminatioD bctwcea 
the States themselves which could not be justified" (pp. 281-282). The Commiuion 
was virtually compelled to issue an order for the removal of this discrimination. 
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suffice. In the so-called hog minimum case,2" which grew out of a 
proceeding as to the propriety of the minimum carload weights on 
hogs required by the State of Iowa, the interstate standard prescribed 
by the Commission for a group of midwestern states was approved 
by the cooperating state commissioners and resulted in uniform prac
tice for intrastate and interstate shipments. In a proceeding involv
ing the relationship of rates on livestock, intrastate and interstate, 
from points in Nebraska to Missouri River markets .. •• a result was 
reached, after an extended course of cooperation,"· which "more 
nearly represents the action which should have been taken to protect 
the interests of all concerned, including especially those of the ship
pers of the State of Nebraska, than could have been accomplished by 
separate proceedings before the respective commissions and without 
any co-operate effort ..... T In the Oklahoma cement case,"8 the c0-

operative procedure resulted in concurrence by the state body in the 
findings of the Commission with respect to the level of intrastate 
rates and in the prescription, by the respective tribunals, of identical 
charges for intrastate and interstate traffic. Even in a proceeding, in
stituted on complaint of a state commission, in which the representa
tive of another state commission, though virtually the defendant, sat 
in a judicial capacity under the cooperative plan-a situation in which 

... M,'.;,. ... Carload WftgAIl o. HOfl. 8. I.C.C. 373 ('923). 
,D, N.brtuk. li"_k CIIS<. 89 I.C.C. 444 ('924). 
118 In this proceeding. which was instituted on the Commission's own motion, a 

member of the Nebraska commission sat with the federal examiner at the hearing. 
Just befOre the examiner', pmpcned report woo to be served, the ..... commission aug· 
gested that defini .. findings be dekrred tor a _bl. period. ''in the hope that the 
mottet might be oettled by the joint action of the two commissions." This suggestion 
woo fullow.d, and the Nebraska commisoion instituted a procccding and held • hear
ing of its own, the ..ami in the federal in ... ligation being incorpotated into the 
..ami of the "" .. procccding. The ..... commisoi ..... submitted both majority and 
minority memotand .. and the fed.ra1 euminet prepared a ...,.",.[ pmposed report, 
"which woo substantially in accordana: with the mw. of the minority membet of 
the Nebraska commisoion." After oral argument befOre both commissions, fuUow.d 
by joint conferen_ agreement woo reathed as to the revision of ra .... and the _
elusion. of both commisoions ...... announoed simultaneou.ty. lbUl.. pp. 445-446, 
458-45!1o 

.. , Paul A. Walker. Counsel fur the Oldabnma CoIporation Coaunission, in Na. 
tional Association of Railmad and Utilities Commissioners. ~.fI. 1924, at 
pp. 44-45· 

"'1010 C .... .., Milh TrofM.wo. Yo A. W. Ry. Co. 87 I.C.C. 451 ('924). 
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the legitimacy of cooperation is perhaps questionable-the joint 
efforts of the state and federal authorities issued in a satisfactory ad
justment of the conflicting interests."· While resort to cooperation, 
in these as in the more comprehensive proceedings, was entirely vol
untary and a matter of agreement between the federal and state 
regulatory agencies, the record of performance discloses marked 
progress in the achievement of harmonious and effective adjustment 
of intrastate-interstate controversies and relationships. 

COOperation constitutes a process of mutual aid. The special knowl
edge of the state authorities is made available to the Commission, 
and the general outlook of the federal tribunal is impressed upon the 
state bodies. The regulation of both interstate and intrastate rates is 
improved thereby: the federal commission does not order interstate 
charges with inadequate understanding of their repercussion upon 
local adjustments, and the state commissions do not prescribe intra
state charges without opportunity to grasp their relationship to the 
rate structure as a whole. The method of joint hearings and joint 

298 Oklahoma Corporation. Commission v. A. & S. Ry. Co,,69 I.e.c. 207 (1922), 
101 I.C.C. 116 (1925). The Oklahoma commission filed a complaint alleging that the 
interstate rates 00 grain, grain products, and related commodities from Oklahoma to 
Texas were unreasonable in themselves and unduly prejudicial to Oklahoma as com· 
pared with the Texas intrastate rates. A petition was also filed with the Texas com· 
mission by the railroads of that state requesting that the inuastate caleS be raised to 
the level of the interstate scale. In the latter proceeding a federal examiner sat with 
the Texas tribunal, and the record of that proceeding was made pan of the interstate 
investigation pending before the Commission. When the interstate case came up for 
oral argument and final decision, the chairman of the Texa. commission sat with the 
members of the Interstate Commerce Commission. In other words, the Oklahoma 
commission, as complainant, argued iu case before a body which included a member 
of the allegedly offending Texas commission sir:ring in a judicial capacity. While the 
fact that the Texas intrastate rates were found to be unjustly discriminatory removed 
any direct ground of dissatisfaction on part of the Oklahoma commission, the pro
priety of the coOperative procedure under such circumSlaDCCS is open to question. The 
arrangement followed seems less than &.ir as between the stale comm.issions finding 
themselves in such antagonistic situations, and it may cast doub! upon the impartiality 
of the adjudicating process. Compare the following comment of Commissioner AiICbi
son concerning this practice: "Sometimes a State commission finds itself as a party 
complainant, and the State commission which is the real defendant then siu co-opera
tively while me omer does not. This is a real souccc of embarrassment at times, because 
if is almost impossible to lay the ghost of a doubt in such cases as to whether the 
conferees may not have some shadow of personal inlUeSt in supporting their own de
cision because it has been attacked. Of coune this phase of it is of real concern to the 
State commission-more so than to the membcn of the Interstate Commerce Com
mission," National Association of Ilailroad and Utilities Commissioners, Proceedingl, 
1927. p, 71. 
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conferences focuses attention upon the common ends sought to be 
accomplished-and thereby tends to facilitate agreement upon con
troversial issues, despite diversities of interest, and to remove the 
necessity of mandatory federal action upon matters primarily of local 
concern, despite the sufficiency of authority therefor. Not only do 
the administrative authorities generally regard such cooperative ac
tivity as desirable in purpose and happy in outcome, but its merits 
and possibilities, as an integral part of the regulatory process, have 
received express judicial recognition.aoo In so far as the proceedings 
in which cooperation is invoked look entirely to the future, the 
method of joint action is clearly a desirable one: it serves to avert con
flicts and maladjustments, and without fundamental departure from 
traditional legal processes. Should equal sanction be given to the em
ployment of coOperation for the removal of conflicts and maladjust
ments which have resulted from past action by the state authorities? 
More concretely, does the fact that state commissioners may sit in 
proceedings involving intrastate rates which they have themselves 
prescribed necessarily destroy the propriety of the coOperative 
procedure? 

Resort to advocacy is admittedly inconsistent with the simultaneous 
performance of the judicial function, and there is always the danger, 
recognized alike by the state and federal authorities, that the c0-

operating commissioners, in view of the centralization of ultimate 
responsibility in the federal tribunal, may become "expedient parti-

I •• In B~ Y. GrHI N-"" Ry., as, u.s. 412 ('930), the carri ... hac! pm
cured an interlocutory injunction restraining the enforcement of intrastate rates pre
ocribed by the North Dako .. oommiwoo peoding • decisioo by the In_ .... Com· 
men>: Commiaioo as .. their validity. In di"ohing the injunctioo and ordering the 
carrion' potitioo II> be dismissed, the Supteme Court, through Chief lu.1ia: Hughes, 
laid i_ oIi. (at pp. 4'6-4.8, 430). "We find no basis lOr the IXIIlclusion that it was 
the purpoao of Congn:ss II> interditt a ......... , otherwise lawfully .... blithed lOr 
IrIIUportatioo exclwively intrasta ... before Ippropria .. attinn by the In ........ Com-
merce Commission. On the contrary, Congn:ss lOught II> provide I mote satis&aory 
Idministnothe ~ure which would elicit the CXlOperatiOO of the S .... regu1a1DrJ 
bodios, IIld insure • fiill euminatioo of all the q....no.. of Iict which such bodies 
might nix. before Illy finding was made in such • case as II> unjust discrimi.oatioo 
against in ........ conunerce or Illy order was entaed supeneding the .... authori2ed 
by the s..... . . . eon.,... has so provided [for judicial .-.int upoo the power of 
...... II> tx-ibe in_ .. lites) ooIy in the e.ent that. after fiill bearing in which 
the s.. .. authorities may puticipa ... the In ........ Commerce Com.miaioo finds that 
uniuat disc:riminatioo io creatod:· See. also, Wu.o.m. R. R. Co ..... Y. C. B • .,. D. 
R. R. C .... '57 U.s. 563 ('922), .. p. 59" 
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sans rather than disinterested judges."S.l Under these circumstances 
it is essential, in the first place, that situations e~pecially fraught with 
possibilities of partisan bias be withheld from cooperative disposi
tion. Where, for example, two state commissions stand opposed to 
each other in a given controversy virtually as plaintiff and defendant, 
it is scarcely appropriate that the one prosecuting the complaint find 
itself urging its cause before a tribunal on which the other is repre
sented.so, Such a situation is rather anomalous, even though it be 
granted that the cooperating state commission acts in an "advisory" 
and not in a strictly "judicial" capacity. The exercise of forbearance 
in requesting cooperation or accepting invitations to cooperate under 
questionable circumstances would add to the prestige of the coOpera
tive method and to the unqualified acceptance of its results. It is 
essential, too, that in such proceedings as are deemed appropriate for 
cooperation the spirit of partisanship be scrupulously avoided. The 
desirability of the cooperative plan is grounded in the assumption 
that the state commissioners, no less than the federal body, will seek 
to attain just and reasonable results, in terms of the totality of con
siderations disclosed at the joint hearings and joint conferences, rather 
than to effect authoritative confirmation of preconceived conclusions. 
Such an approach is indispensable, and any departure therefrom con
stitutes a serious reflection upon the administrative personnel charged 
with any measure of power or responsibility in the premises. 

But the mere fact that rates prescribed by state commissions are in 
issue does not invalidate the participation of their representatives in 
a cooperative capacity. As far as past maladjustments are concerned, 
these are the very situations which the cooperative plan was designed 
to reach. Through joint hearings and joint conferences, the independ
ent findings of the state and federal authorities, which are the source 
of conflict, can be reconsidered in light of a unified record and com
mon counsel upon its meaning and remedial requirements. Neither 
in theory nor in practice is the assumption justified that the state 
bodies, any more than the federal tribunal, will merely utilize the 
opportunities of the conference chamber for pressing original claims 

101 See National Association of Railroad and Utilities CommissiODC:tJ. ProueJi"gl: 
1926, p. 48; 1929, pp. 45-47· 

102 See note 299. III"... 
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or exerting partisan infIuence.80a The history of both the basic statu
tory enactment and the procedural agreement which followed it indi
cates that neither type of regulatory agency acceded to the cooperative 
plan simply as a means of silencing political protests against the fed· 
eral assertion of jurisdiction over matters believed to fall within the 
reserved powers of the states. Definitely clothed with ultimate au
thority in these conflicting situations, the Interstate Commerce Com· 
mission, on its part, urged the desirability of cooperation and enlisted 
the services of the states for the purpose of attaining more enlight
ened and more effective performance of those of its tasks which, 
though of national concern, bear an intimate relationship to local 
needs and local interests. Similarly, the state commissions, shorn of 
actual power in significant directions, recognized in the cooperative 
procedure an opportunity to avoid conflicts of authority and to assure 
adequate consideration of these local needs and local interests. The 
cooperative plan vests no power in the state bodies to control the final 
action of the Commission, nor does it deprive them of the right to 
press their claims through the ordinary processes of litigation. Co
operation is resorted to in a giVCII proceeding only when the federal 
and state commissions involved believe it to be helpful. The Commis
sion, by way of voluntary restraint, may refrain from mandatory ac-

... Compare the following from Bulletin No. 81-1930 of the Genetal Solicitor of 
the National AsIoc:iation of Railroad and Utilities Commissioners, at po 3: ·'Nomth· 
1IIUlc1ing the IWtory of the legislation, and the ptovisiolU of the cooperative agn:e
ment • • • there have perhaps been some commissioners, both feden! and stal1:, who 
have appeared to entertain doubt about the propriety of state commissioners, who have 
prescribed. rates which are under question in I. 13th section proceeding, sitting with 
the Interstate Commerce: Commission in • cooperative capacity when the lawfUlness 
of their ..... i.s undet D>lUidention. Any such scruples have arisen. I think, from a 
fiillun: to give due ... ight to the filct that .. '" proceedings by CommissioIU ue ad· 
mini_tive or legislative rathet than judicial, and to the fWthet filct that the sta'" 
commissionen have no more personal interest in such. I. proc:eeding than the Interstate 
Commetee Commissionets have. Speaking broadly. their in_ and duties an: II all 
times the same. It i.s alwaya the duty of each to secure establishment of the ..... sub
ject to his jurisdiction upon a ptoper basis, and it is ..... to be pn:sumed that a ... '" 
CDIIUIIissioner will become panisan and abandon his ptop« ofIiciaI attitude the mo
ment he has given I1Ulctinn 10 a _ule of ..... believed by him 10 be just and 
reuonable. There is DO more reuDIl why I. .. _ c:ommissi.onu should enter I. am .. 
&rence in ..... in which • _ule once ~bed by him i.s undet ehallenll" with 
a panisan dispooition 10 mist change thetein than there is for an In..,....", Commetee 
Commissioner 10 en"" such ~ wilh a ~tion to find !hat the in .... 
... '" II"" (with which the in_", II"" "'" 10 be c:ompan:d) must be decllIed upon 
• proper Ie .... and all 10 .... in_", II"" brought 10 that _." 
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tion in the first instance, but it does not thereby relinquish its ultimate 
control of the situation; and the state bodies, though acting in a c0-

operative capacity, are free to have evidence and argument presented 
on behalf of the interests intrusted to their care. Furthermore, since 
cooperation is entirely a matter of agreement in each proceeding, 
there is no curtailment of the right of the state commissions to act 
with such authority as is recognized by law independently of the 
federal tribunal. The coOperative plan is a practical expedient for 
dealing with practical issues. While the details of its application will 
doubtless be improved with the further passage of time, the experi
ence of the past has disclosed no basic defects which impair its pro
priety or usefulness as a functioning device .... 

10. As alternatives to the policy of coOperation which DOW prevails, two other 
arrangements have been proposed at various times for meeting the difficulties incident 
to the fair and orderly adjustment of national and local interests under our dual form 
of government: that regional commissions be established (see, for example, Walter 
M. W. Splawn, in RJlilway Age~ November 27, 1926, pp. 1027-1028); and that federal 
authority be delegated to the state commissions (see, for example, George W. Andct· 
soo. in Proceedingl of National Association of Railroad and Utilities Commissioners. 
1920, pp. 32-4:1). It is decidedly questionable whether either of these policies would 
constitute an improvement upon the existing situation. Regional commissions, with 
jurisdiction defined by Datural economic areas, would doubdes.s be in more intimate 
contact with the distinctive problems of their respective dislricts than a centralized 
tribunal located in Washington, but their knowledge of local nccds and local intcrcJts 
would be no greater than that of the coOperating state commissions which DOW con
duct proceedings jointly with the federal tribunal. Funhennore, considerable diJIi· 
culty would be encountered in constituting "natural .. regions, and diversities of interest 
as between adjacent regions and in the case of inter-regional traffic would still remain. 
The Commission would thus be compelled to assume original jurisdiction in many 
instances and to retain appellate control in most others. There would be a funher 
increase of regulatory agencies, but it is doubtful whether the regional commission 
plan could restore much final power to the local communities without ucri6cing u
sential national interests. The delegation of federal power to the state commissions 
appears to be equally impracticable. While such procedure may be appropriate in a few 
specific matters which are predominantly of intrastate concern (5Ce, for example. 
Mo_ Bus and Mo'OI' Tn«k 0,..";0', '40 I.C.C. 685 ('928)), its adoption in the 
field of railroad rates, where the interrelationship between interstate and intrastate 
adjustments is potentially a constant source of conflict, would necessitate the retention 
of powen of review in the commission coextensive with thOle which it DOW exercises. 
The state commissions still possess complete authority over intrastate rares, except in 
10 .far as such rates cause undue prejudice against perSODI or places in interstate com
merce or unjust discrimination against interstate commerce; and even in the case of 
IUch prejudice or discrimination, the Commission DOW relics upon theJe bodies, i..D 
the first instance, for correcting the maladjustments. Under these circumstances litde 
would be accomplished by the express delegation of authority except the substirutioD 
of a rigid procedure for the ftexible one which now prevails. If the rate-making powen 
of the stab: commissions were actually increased, there would be grave danger of re-
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Is. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
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The Commission's assertion of power over intrastate commerce, 
as thus developed, constitutes a highly significant aspect of its effec
tive jurisdictional scope. It not only reflects the need of centralization 
in various directions for the adequate protection of interstate com
merce, as recognized by Congress and sanctioned by the courts, but 
it discloses the character of the Commission's performance in a sphere 
which involves basic issues of distribution of power, close questions 
of adjustment of interests, and practical problems of administrative 
procedure. 

The need of concentration of authority in the federal tribunal 
is grounded in economic considerations and operating conditions 
which make themselves felt constantly and in controlling measure. 
The fact that the same plant and facilities are used in both intra
state and interstate commerce, coupled with the further fact that 
the normal course of industrial and commercial enterprise is not 
conditioned by the political lines which delimit governmental ju
risdiction, has necessitated the development of regulatory policy in 
terms of the essentially national character of the functions per
formed by the carriers. Unrestricted exercise of state power, though 
directly confined to intrastate matters and actuated by no ulterior 
motives, may interpose artificial barriers to the free operation of 
competitive forces over the economic field as a whole. Because of 
the intimate relationships between intrastate and interstate com
merce, such results may flow from mere diJferences in policy among 
the individual states or as between the federal tribunal and the state 
bodies, even when all design to prefer local interests or to burden in
terstate traffic is absent. When state authority is consciously utilized 
to serve sectional ends, at the expense of adjoining localities or gen
eral interests, the vice of the situation becomes increasingly clear. 

version to the conlIicts lIld maladjustments which preceded the SA ... ..,.,. decision 
and itt legislative. administrative. and. judicial aftermath; if; on the other hand. the 
Iederal power of ultimate control were to remain intact, as seems necessary in the 
nauonal in ....... the final disposiuon of proceedings might simply he proInnged. and 
without mono ackquate opportunity fOr the CODSidcn.1ion of local conditions than is 
aftOrded Wldez the pr .. ailing CDiipcn.u .. pi .... Far a thoughtfUl diocussion of su8'" 
plied pi .... fOr the _uon of power to the state CI>IIUDissioDs and fOr the aealion 
of regional eommissions, .... letter of Commissioner Joseph B. Eastman, Wlder dare 
of October ... 19.6, ~ to RepreseDlau", Homer Hoch of Kansas. 
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The consequences are not unlike those which would follow the im
position of duties on imports or exports by the several states, and 
centralized control in this sphere, with a view to the maintenance of 
harmonious policy, draws its rationale from the same considerations 
which underlie the constitutional prohibition of the levying of such 
duties. The primary end is to remove obstructions to the free flow of 
interstate commerce-to protect economic intercourse among the 
states against restrictive regulations emanating from the assertion of 
local sovereignty. This need of centralization of ultimate authority, 
manifest in principle from the very nature of the transportation func
tion as performed by modern railroads, is supported, furthermore, by 
the pragmatic test of experience. The prevailing assertion of federal 
power over intrastate commerce in this field received its immediate 
impetus, first, from rate maladjustments and conflicts of authority 
which issued in unquestioned discrimination, to the detriment of 
interstate commerce and persons and places involved therein; and 
second, from a rather tardy public recognition, because of impaired 
credit and inadequate facilities, that the regulatory process must be 
directed to the achievement of positive ends, through the assumption 
of affirmative responsibilities toward the carriers viewed as a national 
transportation system. It was the pressure of these conflicts and mal
adjustments, as they emerged in numerous instances, which induced 
the initial exercise of federal authority in the domain of intrastate 
rates and its subsequent expansion in furtherance of the rule of rate
making; and it was the pressure of the inadequacy of the transporta
tion machine, particularly as disclosed during the war period, which 
not only rendered the general level of state rates a matter of national 
concern, but led to the extension of federal jurisdiction to the regula
tion of service and facilities, including new construction and aban
donments, and to the control of finance and management, including 
security issues and intercorporate relations, on a national basis. The 
prevailing centralization of authority, as a matter of legislative policy, 
has constituted a practical response to pressing need. 

And because of the appropriateness of the various federal expedi
ents to the effective regulation of interstate commerce, Congressional 
policy in this direction has encountered no constitutional obstacles 
throughout the course of its development, despite the express statu-
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tory exemption of intrastate commerce from the incidence of the 
regulatory powers conferred by the Interstate Commerce Act. The 
power of Congress to regulate interstate commerce and its instru
ments had been recognized as plenary and exclusive from the very 
beginning. While the states were held to possess. concurrent powers 
even in the field of transportation-with reference to subjects deemed 
appropriate to diversified control or regulations calculated to affect 
interstate commerce indirectly and incidentally-the validity of their 
exercise was made dependent upon the absence of Congressional ac
tion. With the assumption of control by the Federal Government, 
therefore, state regulations were necessarily superseded, and, because 
of identity of facilities and interblending of operations, the national 
policies came to occupy virtually the entire field in many aspects of 
regulatory activity. On this basis the dominance of federal safety 
legislation was repeatedly upheld, and the more recent centralized 
regulation of matters of service, organization, and finance has pre>
eeeded without judicial interference on constitutional grounds. In 
the sphere of rates, constitutional doctrine first restricted the powers 
of the states with reference to interstate adjustments, even in the ab
sence of Congressional action, and later, in light of federal enact
ments, recognized the propriety of national interference with intra
state adjustments to the extent necessary to remove undue prejudice 
or unjust discrimination against interstate commerce. Despite a pre>
liminary period of vacillation, the control of interstate rates was early 
recognized as constituting a subject of national importance and re>

quiring uniformity of regulatory action. Distribution of power was 
thereby delimited in terms of the realities of commercial intercourse, 
and mere inaction was not permitted to derogate from the exclusiVe>
ness of federal authority in the interstate field. But this withholding 
of interstate rates from the jurisdiction of the states, whether asserted 
directly or indirectly, merely emphasized the need of national control 
and facilitated the establishment of the original system of federal 
regulation. The reserved powers of the states, as applied to intrastate 
rates, remained intact: from the standpoint of constitutional doc
trine as such, the jurisdiction of the states in this sphere was deemed 
as exclusive as that of the general government in the sphere of inter
state rates. Federal incursion upon the domain of intrastate rates, in 
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derogation of state authority, was the direct outcome of Congres
sional policy, as expressed in the original Act to Regulate Commerce 
and in some of its subsequent amendments. The general prohibition 
of discrimination, operative from the beginning, was couched in such 
sweeping terms that it naturally embraced maladjustments springing 
from the relationship between particular intrastate and interstate 
rates; and the more explicit prohibition, subsequently enacted, de
claring unlawful state-made rates which cause unjust discrimination 
not only against persons and places but against interstate commerce, 
when coupled with the new national policy as to the earnings of the 
carriers, naturally embraced disparities between the general levels of 
intrastate and interstate rates. Power to remove such discriminations 
was expressly conferred upon the federal tribunal, but solely as an 
instrument for rendering effective the regulation of interstate rates. 
In upholding the constitutional validity of this exercise of power, 
therefore, the Supreme Court was only according practical recogni
tion to the acknowledged supremacy of the general government in 
all matters of interstate commerce, and without ousting the states of 
authority in the field of intrastate rates as such. While this evolution 
of federal power has imposed definite and f2r-reaching restrictions 
upon the freedom of the states in dealing with intrastate matters, it 
has done so only as a direct incident to the national control of the 
interstate operations of interstate carriers. Constitutional doctrine, in 
conformity with the best traditions of judicial performance, has been 
flexibly adjusted to the changing demands of policy and adminis
tration. As far as mere distribution of power is concerned, the pre
vailing status appears to be soundly grounded in law as well as in 
economics. 

But recognition of the need of centralized authority and of the 
valid assumption of the requisite power does not foreclose once for all 
the difficulties involved in federal regulation of matters of intrastate 
concern. The problems encountered are continuing problems. Since 
the state bodies have not been deprived of all jurisdiction in the rail
road field, and since the practical adjustment of local and general 
interests, both economic and governmental, must be molded by the 
peculiar circumstances of each proceeding, the Commission's posses-
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sion of sweeping power docs not necessarily justifY its full exercise. 
In this. as in other spheres of regulatory activity. the Commission 
functions within a broad zone of discretionary authority. and the 
question remains as to how far administrative performance, in safe
guarding essential national interests. has none the less avoided undue 
encroachment upon the legitimate domain of state control. 

In the field of service and facilities and that of finance and manage
ment. relatively few situations have arisen in which the propriety of 
the Commission's performance can be seriously questioned from the 
standpoint of state and federal relationships. In the exercise of both 
normal authority and emergency power over "ear service," the Com
mission has inevitably assumed jurisdiction over the entire supply of 
facilities. It is practically impossible to differentiate hetween intrastate 
and interstate traffic in matters of interchange of equipment and ear 
distribution. and the tasks of safeguarding and promoting the na
tional interest in adequate and non-<liscriminatory service necessarily 
involve the subordination of the states. But even under these circum
stances loeal interests have not been ignored: the cooperation and 
assistance of the state agencies. which are in close contact with loeal 
shippers. have been regularly enlisted, both in the interest of realistic 
adjustment and as an aid to efficient administration. Like expedients 
have served as the chief source of protection for the interests of the 
states in connection with the Commission's exercise of control over 
extensions and abandonments. Although. in the case of extensions, 
the Commission has uniformly refrained from asserting jurisdiction 
over new construction undertaken by independent lines located 
wholly within one state and engaged solely in intrastate commerce, 
and although. in the case of abandonments, it was early compelled 
by judicial decision to refrain from asserting jurisdiction over the 
intrastate commerce of independent lines located wholly within one 
state, the sweep of its statutory authority has largely ousted the states 
of power in this sphere. Since the controlling purpose of requiring 
certificates of convenience and necessity is to protect interstate com
merce against needless duplication of plant or service and hamper
ing financial burdens, the Commission's jurisdiction has been prop
erly asserted over lines located wholly within one state, and over the 
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intrastate as well as the interstate traffic of such lines, in so fin- as the 
roads concerned have been related, through ownership or control, to 
interstate carriers, and in so far as the traffic involved has been calcu
lated to affect interstate commerce. The dominance of national in
terests in such circumstances has resulted in a disregard of state re
strictions and in exclusive control by the federal tribunal. But the rec
ord of performance discloses, none the less, that local conditions have 
been accorded scrupulous consideration. Not only has. the bulk of the 
evidence, in almost every proceeding, consisted of representations as 
to local needs and local interests, but in a large proportion of the 
extension and abandonment cases the hearings have been held for 
the Commission by state bodies; and it is further significant that in 
most such instances the recommendations of the state authorities 
have been followed by the Commission. Finally, in matters of finance 
and management, the Commission has erred, if at all, in the direction 
of undue recognition of the authority of the states. Although there 
appears to be a clear Congressional intent that the field of railroad 
security regulation be completely occupied by the federal tribunal, 
the Commission's action has occasionally been accommodated to the 
limitations of state law; and although there appears to be a similar 
intent that railroad combinations be not only relieved from existing 
prohibitions and restrictions but affirmatively molded by the federal 
tribuna~ consolidations have been permitted to be effectuated under 
state law without the Commission's prior approval. This self..denying 
attitude, though constituting a questionable procedure as a legal 
matter of jurisdictional interpretation, has produced no untoward 
practieal consequences from the national standpoint, since the sub
stantive policies involved have invariably coincided with those 
deemed in the public interest by the Commission. In view of the 
general dominance of federal authority in matters of finance and 
management, the spirit of restraint manifested in these determina
tions is readily understandable, even though it cannot command com· 
plete approval. In any event, there has clearly been no federal en
croachment upon the legitimate domain of state power, and full 
opporrunity has been afforded for the submission of local representa· 
tions and for the consideration of the viewpoint of the state authori· 
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ties. Outside the field of rates and charges, then, the Commission's 
performance, in furtherance of its generally excl~sive jurisdiction, 
has raised few basic issues which cast doubt upon the propriety of its 
prevailing policies. 

In the matter of rate regulation, on the other hand, as applied to 

intrastate traffic, the character of the Commission's performance has 
varied in significant respects in the course of its development, and 
questions have arisen from time to time as to whether the Commis
sion has successfully avoided substantive determinations and pro
cedural processes calculated to subvert sound state and federal rela
tionships. The established system of rate control contemplates the 
exercise of both state and federal authority. While national interests 
are paramount and restrictions upon state power are unavoidable, 
there is ample opportunity for unnecessary encroachment upon local 
sovereignty. To what extent has the Commission exercised its au
thority in overreaching fashion? For the most part the foregoing 
analysis of outstanding proceedings tells its own story, in the way of 
adoption of sweeping tactics as well as of exercise of commendable 
restraint; it will suBice to focus attention upon the fundamental char
acteristics of the administrative record. Has the Commission thrust 
itself unduly into matters of intrastate concern? Have its substantive 
policies interfered needlessly with the regulatory functions of the 
states? Has its procedural approach relegated the state bodies to a 
position of impotence in unnecessary measure? 

While federal activity in intrastate rate cases has expanded in 
notable degree, particularly since l~ there appears to be no basis 
for the contention that the Commission is pursuing a needlessly ag
gressive attitude with reference to the assumption of jurisdiction over 
intrastate situations. There is a marked contrast, it is true, between 
the Commission'sapproachbefore and after the adoption of the Trans
portation Act. Before l~ intrastate rate proceedings, invariably 
confined to the issue of undue prejudice against particular persons or 
places, were instituted only upon complaint of state or municipal 
authorities, civic organizations, business associations, or interested 
shippers. The Commission did not proceed on its own initiative, nor 
was its authority invoked on petition of the carriers. Under these cir-
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cumstances the Commission noted that it was not reaching out "in 
a spirit of aggression" in the matter of intrastate rates, that in all in
stances the complaints were being filed by "parties who had a legal 
right to do so," and that it was dealing with these cases "in accord
ance with law and in obedience to official oath ..... • Since I92O, there 
has been a sharp intensification of activity in this fidd. The general 
levd of intrastate rates has also come to be a matter of federal con
cern, and numerous proceedings have been instituted on the Com
mission's own motion and in response to carrier petitions, as well as 
on the basis of complaints by shippers and other parties in interest. 
It would seem, on the surface, that the Commission is thrusting itself 
into intrastate situations more confidendy and with less restraint. 
But this expansion of activity is largely a reflection of changes in 
legislative policy rather than of a reversal of administrative attitude. 
The affirmative responsibilities toward the carriers imposed by the 
Transportation Act have rendered disparities between intrastate and 
interstate rate levels a significant constituent of discriminatory situa
tions; and the rate structure investigation ordered by the Hoch-Smith 
Resolution has rendered the rdationship between specific intrastate 
and interstate rates more than ever a matter of positive national in
terest. Moreover, the I920 legislation explicidy authorized the carriers 
to file petitions invoking the Commission's authority over intrastate 
rates, and it made it the express duty of the Commission to prescribe 
intrastate rates in lieu of those found to be discriminatory. It is these 
expressions of Congressional policy that are primarily responsible for 
the marked growth of intrastate rate proceedings. In light of the 
prevailing statutory mandates, there is no evidence of any "spirit of 
aggression" on part of the Commission: it is as true now as it was in 
I9I6, that the complaints, which remain the chief source of intra
state rate proceedings, are filed by parties which have "a legal right 
to do so," and that the Commission is handling such proceedings "in 
the regular line of official duty" and "in accordance with law." Such 
strictures upon the Commission's performance as may be justified 
must find their source in the character of its substantive determina
tions and procedural processes. 

The most vulnerable aspect of the Commission's administrative 

101 AtJtJU4llhpon. J916, p. 8g. 
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record was disclosed in the numerous intrastate rate proceedings 
which grew out of the general rate increases of 1920, despite the fact 
that these proceedings accomplished results essential to the national 
interest and that the sweeping power asserted in their disposition was 
sustained by the Supreme Court. There was a real departure from the 
attitude of restraint manifested by the Commission prior to that time, 
and the ruthless invasion of the domain of the states exemplified 
thereby proved unable to withstand the more mature demands of 
subsequent experience. Not only were revenue considerations ac
corded effective weight, as doubdess contemplated by the new statu
tory enactments, but they were deemed so controlling as to render all 
disparities between intrastate and interstate rate levels conclusive 
evidence of discrimination. The income of the carriers demanding 
immediate attention, and financial results of considerable magnitude 
being necessary to the maintenance of an adequate transportation 
service, the Commission virtually assumed full control of intrastate 
rates and charges. In each and every case in which the carriers drew 
the Commission's attention to rate disparities, these disparities were 
held, upon investigation, to constitute unjust discrimination against 
interstate commerce; and, in consequence, all of the intrastate rates 
were ordered raised to the interstal'e level. Litde reliance was placed 
upon specific findings of prejudice against persons and places, and 
the limited extent, often negligible, of the financial burden imposed 
upon interstate commerce was not accepted as adequate ground for 
the denial of relie£ Even where a considerable group of established 
intrastate rates were found to be higher than the corresponding inter
state rates, the Commission issued a general order condemning the 
intrastate rate structure as a whole, instead of singling out the particu
lar state rates which were actually shown to be prejudicial to inter
state commerce; and even minor intrastate charges, and rates on 
traflic which did not in fact move interstate, were held to &ll within 
the Commission's control, despite their insubstantial effect upon car
rier revenues and their remote inIIuence upon interstate commerce.. It 
is not surprising that the Commission shrank from the logical neces
sities of this extreme policy and thereby involved itself in inconsisten
cies when the revenue issue arose in the case of short-line carriers 
which had not been included in the original proceedings. There can 
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be no question that disparities between intrastate and interstate rates 
may impose undue financial burdens upon interstate commerce, and 
that the Commission possesses the necessary authority to remove these 
burdens. But if the primary objective of the Commission's assertion 
of power over intrastate rates is to render the regulation of interstate 
rates effective, the disparities requiring federal intervention should be 
"substantial," and they should operate as a "real" discrimination 
against interstate commerce. All intrastate rate adjustments possess 
some degree of financial significance. If every departure from the 
standards established for interstate traffic were to serve as a justifica
tion for federal interference, the regulatory functions of the states 
would be destroyed. Rate control would be completely unified, in 
defiance of express statutory stipulation, and the state commissions 
would be rendered altogether impotent to mold carrier charges in 
matters of internal commerce. Such an outcome was seriously threat
ened by the Commission's determinations in this series of intrastate 
rate proceedings, and the danger of such an outcome was accentuated 
by the procedural processes employed. 

Even if we accept the Commission's findings as to the burdensome 
character of all rate disparities, and as to the necessity of an enhance
ment of revenue from intrastate traffic measured in the aggregate by 
the amount that would be produced by raising the state rates to the 
interstate level, the question still remains as to how this discrimina
tion shall be removed and as to how the added revenue shall be made 
available. If, upon such findings by the Commission, the correction of 
maladjustments were left, in the first instance, to the action of the 
local authorities, a flexible zone would be provided for securing the 
necessary revenue from the intrastate traffic as a whole, and at the 
same time the states would not be ousted of jurisdiction over the rela
tionship between particular intrastate rates. While the Commission is 
vested with adequate power to proceed direcdy under such circum
stances, it is also authorized to utilize the services and facilities of the 
state agencies, and such use might have accomplished the national 
ends in view without undue encroachment upon the freedom of the 
local bodies. But in these proceedings the Commission chose the path 
of direct action. The carriers were not required to exhaust state reme
dies as a condition of securing federal relief, nor were the state au-
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thorities afforded an opportunity to correct the maladjustments dis
closed by the Commission's findings. Not only did the horizontal 
increase of all state rates, as ordered by the Commission, create nu
merous discriminations in the intrastate rate structure, but the rates 
so prescribed, despite their impropriety in many instances, came to 
be "frozen"-that is, they were virtually withdrawn, in important 
respects, from the continuing impact of the regulatory process. The 
issuance of direct federal orders establishing state rates rendered such 
rates binding until the orders were vacated or modified by the federal 
tribunal. The Commission, having no jurisdiction over intrastate 
rates as such, conld not change them from the standpoint of their 
interrelationships, and the state commissions were likewise powerless 
to act in this direction because of the controlling eifect of the federal 
determinations. Only through petitions for reopening or through re
sort to the saving clauses could necessary modifications in the rate 
structure, as crystallized in this fashion, be achieved by the local 
agencies, and the attainment of such relief was dependent, in final 
analysis, upon the exercise of federal rather than state authority. The 
accomplishment of national purposes, under this procedural ap
proach, was made to involve a needless disregard of the rights and 
interests of the states. 

But the Commission's policies, both substantive and procedural, 
appear to have undergone a marked change. The extreme attitude 
disclosed in this series of proceedings was partly a response to the 
urgency of the financial situation which faced the carriers upon the 
restoration of private management after the war period, and pardy 
an expression of administrative immaturity in the exercise of new 
powers. Once the general rate increases deemed essential to the main
tenance of an adequate transportation service were effectuated and 
intrastate rate proceedings came to constitute a more normal aspect 
of regulatory activity, the Commission reverted to the restrained ap
proach characteristic of its earlier determinations. In this transition 
an important in8.uence was exerted by the dicta of the Supreme 
Court-that the Commission's action "should be directed to substan
tial disparity which operates as a real discrimination against, and 
obstruction to, interstate commerce,» and that such action "must leave 
appropriate discretion to the state authorities to deal with intrastate 
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rates as between themselves on the general level . . . found to be fair 
to interstate commerce."'o. Practical effect is now being given to these 
considerations. There is no insistence that intrastate rates be main
tained on the exact level of interstate rates; there is an increasingly 
controlling requirement that the allegations of discrimination con
tained in carrier petitions be supported by complaints of injury on 
behalf of forwarders and receivers of goods; there is growing empha
sis upon the necessity of supplementing general claims of revenue 
curtailment by specific evidence of undue prejudice to persons and 
places. Under prevailing practice, in other words, the Commission 
tends to restrict its exercise of authority over intrastate rates to situa
tions in which the evidence of discrimination is clear and persuasive, 
in which the burden imposed upon interstate commerce is a direct 
and material one, in which the business interests of shippers as well 
as the financial interests of carriers are adversely affected by the intra
state-interstate rate relationships. In these circumstances, national 
ends are amply safeguarded, but without overreaching intrusion upon 
the legitimate sphere of the states. Moreover, even when the existence 
of unjust discrimination or undue prejudice is unmistakably sup
ported by the record, the Commission does not necessarily resort to 
the method of direct action for removal of the maladjustments. In 
most instances the process of correction is left to the state authorities, 
to the end that due flexibility in the establishment of rate relation
ships may be preserved, and that the field of intrastate rates as such, 
which is expressly exempted from the incidence of federal power, 
may not also be removed from the impact of state control. Through 
this procedure there is greater likelihood that national and local inter
ests will be adjusted on a realistic basis, and the emergence of the 
problem of "frozen rates" is effectively averted. Only upon failure of 
the state authorities to provide the required relief does the Commis
sion generally act through direct order, and even then only to the 
limited extent explicidy justified by the record and rendered necessary 
by the recalcitrance of the local agencies. This approach, from the 
standpoint of both substantive findings and administrative procedure, 
accords all necessary consideration to the demands of local conditions 

108 Wisco"si" R. R. Comm. y. C., B. 6- f). R. R. Co .. 257 U.S. 563 (1922.), at 
pp. 59<>-59" 
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and to the requirements of state sovereignty, and at the same time it 
involves no abdication of federal authority or undue subordination 
of paramount national interests. 

In large measure these commendable characteristics of the Com
mission's present performance are the outcome of the cooperative 
activity of the state and federal authorities, expressly sanctioned by 
statute, whicb has come to dominate the disposition of intrastate rate 
proceedings. The availability of common records, as a result of joint 
hearings, and the free intercbange of views, as a result of joint con
ferences, have gready facilitated the avoidance of conflicts and the 
attainment of harmonious conclusions. Because ultimate determina
tions are generally not arrived at independendy by either the federal 
tribunal or the state bodies, the tendency to extreme action has been 
effectively cbecked on both sides; and because the differences in policy 
under the cooperative plan are less marked, the need of federal inter
ference has been correspondingly minimized. In other words, the 
Commission's findings as to unjust discrimination or undue preju
dice have been narrowed in scope and rendered more realistic in 
content because there is a reciprocal cognizance, in concrete terms, on 
part of the local and federal authorities, of the respective rights and 
interests of the nation and the states. And the method of coOperation 
is likewise responsible for the Commission's voluntary reliance upon 
the state bodies, in the first instance, for the removal of sucb mal
adjustments as are found to exist. While the Commission is empow
ered to prescribe intrastate rates under sucb circumstances, there is 
no necessity of direct orders just so long as the state commissions 
whicb participate in the disposition of proceedings recognize the de
mands of eacb situation and provide the necessary remedial action. 
Because of the common understanding engendered by the coOpera
tive procedure there is litde danger of abuse on part of the state 
agencies, and there is the distinct advantage that rigid rate relation
ships are avoided and continuity of the regulatory process is main
tained. Final authority, adequate for all purposes, resides in the Com
mission, but the self-imposed restraint in its exercise, induced by a 
recognition of the potentialities of the coOperative method, operates 
to safeguard all essential national interests and to conserve the ec0-

nomic and governmental interests of the states. 
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Viewed as a whole, the Commission's assertion of power over intra
state commerce, as gradually evolved in &ce of changing circum
stances and conditions, constitutes a strikingly enlightening expres
sion of the fruitful possibilities of the administrative method of 
control. In this field in which constitutional questions of distribution 
of power and legal questions of statutory interpretation are of basic 
importance, there none the less remains a broad zone for the exercise 
of administrative discretion; and, despite unprecedented centraliza
tion of authority, this discretion has come to be utilized in ways cal
culated as a practical matter to achieve the major ends of the regu
latory process, rather than in a spirit of artificial reason or of arbitrary 
policy. 
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CHAPTER x 
THE EXERCISE OF ADMINISTRATIVE DISCRETION 

THE kinds of utilities, embracing not only the major fidd of rail
road transportation but various allied public service undertak

ings, and the kinds of commerce, embracing intrastate as well as 
interstate situations, over whicb the Commission is exercising control, 
disclose the more formal expressions of its jurisdictional scope. In 
analyzing the sweep of the Commission's authority as a functioning 
body, it is necessary, also, that consideration be given to the nature 
and significance of its administrative power as sucb, as evidenced by 
the processes whicb inhere in its exercise of discretion and by the ex
ternallimitations imposed thereon. Sucb an inquiry involves a cross
section of its principal methods and practices, as applied throughout 
the fidd of its regulatory activity, rather than an analysis of any single 
aspect of its labors. The exercise of a large measure of discretion 
springs, in the first place, from the very nature of administrative tri
bunals, particularly as they have devdoped in connection with the 
regulation of railroads and public utilities. By way of background, 
therefore, brief consideration will be given to some outstanding cbar
acteristics of sucb tribunals. But the tar-reacbing administrative 
power whicb the Commission is asserting is grounded more immedi
atdy in its own peculiar status and tendencies, as rellected, primarily, 
in the generality of the authority conferred upon it and in the Oexi
billty of the methods used in its exercise. Since our special interest 
lies in the Commission's distinctive position, attention will be di
rected to the discretionary nature of the legislative mandates under 
whicb it operates, and to the pragmatic cbaracter of the regulative 
processes whicb it employs. But even independent administrative tri
bunals are subject to external limitations, entirdy apart from the ex
press restrictions upon jurisdictional scope whicb are imposed by the 
legislatures creating them. The most important of these limitations 
are imposed by the courts, as a means of maintaining the supremacy 
of law and confining these bodies to their legitimate cbannels. It is 
necessary, therefore, to examine the prevailing status of the Commis
sion's rdationship to the courts. In the early history of the Commis-
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sion, broad powers of review were exercised by the courts, and the 
prestige and effectiveness of that body were seriously jeopardized. 
For more than two decades, on the other hand, the occasions and 
grounds of judicial review have been progressively narrowed, so that 
the Commission has come to occupy, as a practical matter as well as 
in point of theory, a position of unquestioned supremacy in the regu
lation of railroads and allied utilities subject to its jurisdiction. This 
result has been largely accomplished by the courts themselves, in light 
of the general purposes of the legislative structure, rather than 
through any express statutory definition of the respective spheres of 
administrative and judicial authority. The recognition that exclusive 
primary jurisdiction as to most aspects of the regulatory process re
sides in the Commission, the refusal to exercise censorship over the 
Commission's so-called negative orders, and the confinement of the 
grounds for judicial reversal to constitutional issues, matters of statu
tory interpretation, and situations involving arbitrary action, are the 
principal directions through which the Commission's dominant influ
ence has been clothed with judicial sanction. Subject to the limita
tions, of comparatively restricted scope, characteristic of such exercise 
of judicial review, the Commission's orders are endowed with con
trolling finality, except in so far as the Commission itself is free to 

reverse, modify, or set aside its determinations. Yet the Commission's 
administrative independence may be weakened or destroyed despite 
the disposition of the courts (except, notably, in matters of valua
tion) to curtail judicial interference with its processes and results. 
The executive branch of the government, through the exertion of in
formal pressure in actual controversies or through manipulation of 
the appointing power, and the legislative branch of the government, 
through the enactment of specific measures as distinct from the es
tablishment of general standards, may infuse partisan political con
siderations into the determination of far-reaching commercial, indus
trial, and economic issues, to the impairment of the Commission's 
standing as an expert investigatory body clothed with dominant au
thority to determine controversies in the public interest. Since such 
subversive tendencies have not been entirely absent in recent years, 
the problem of maintaining administrative independence from this 
standpoint also demands consideration. All these matters bear upon 
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the exercise of administrative discretion, as a final phase of the Com
mission's jurisdictional scope. 

i,. TIm ADMINISTRATIVE MElBOD 

While administrative tribunals exercising broad discretionary pow
ers over persons and property, particularly in the form of public serv
ice commissions, are of comparatively recent origin in countries in 
which the Anglo-Saxon tradition of "supremacy of law" prevails,' 
they have grown very rapidly, both in number and in jurisdictional 
scope.s Probably the prinlary impetus to the present prominence of 
these governmental agencies is to be found in the growing tendency 
to conceive the state as a positive instrument for shaping and directing 
social policy.s This tendency is rellected not only in the increased 
quantity of legislation but in the changed character of this legisla
tion. The mere expansion of legislative activity has given rise to the 
problem of devising effective machinery of enforcement: the difli
culty of dealing, through the ordinary channel of the courts, with the 
large mass of proceedings inevitably involved under many of the 
new laws has itself stimulated the establishment of special tribunals 
charged with the administration of specific legislative enactments.' 
But it is in the peculiar nature of much of this legislation that the 
chief cause of the growth of administrative tribunals is to be found. 
The extension of governmental power into the realm of regulatory 
activity, particularly in the field of commerce and industry, has as
sumed the form, predominantly, of setting up basic standards of con
duct, stated in general terms, which necessarily require administrative 
determinations as a preliminary to their judicial enforcement. The 

l s.. John Dickinson, A<I";";""";.., llUfin .. 1M $.~ of Uw ('9'7), 
pp.~. 

• s.. H. C. Spurr, Gflitli., Pri.ri" .. of PrdJli. $"';" &:pllllio., Vol. I ('9'4), 
chapa. i and U. 

• s.. H. J. Laski. ''The Growth of Administrative Disc:micm," I ....... of lWIi< 
.4~ ... ·fIinnuio •• Vol. I (1923). pp. 92-100. 

• N .... Cor ...... p1 .. with ..rere..ce to the EDgiish Public Health Act of ,87S. the 
declaration that t .. measure which aimed • • • at compelling the whole natioD. to 
cbaDae its existing SYSb:lll of domestic IlllitatioD, would ne ... have been put into 
Ubiquitous OpctatiOll in I ... than • century if its ... rwc.m ... t had depended upOIl the 
coad, and cumbersome method! of the law coutts." W. A. Roboou, llUfin .. A<I
,.;,w"",; .. Uw ('go8), PI' .5 ...... 55. 
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provisions, for example, for the maintenance of reasonable and non
discriminatory rates by railroads and public utilities, and for the pre
vention of unfair methods of competition by industrial concerns, are 
clearly of this character. The generality of the legislative enactments 
provides a basis for flexible adjustment to the diversities and com
plexities of business rdationships and to the constantly changing 
character of the functioning economic order; and the ddegation of 
administrative authority to special tribunals makes possible the attain
ment of sound and equitable results, through the settlement of con
crete controversies by an expert personnd and in terms of specific 
"records," The growth of administrative tribunals has constituted a 
response to pressing need; their intimate relationship to the course 
of recent legislation lends strong support to the pronouncement that 
"administrative discretion is of the essence of the modern state,'" 

Perhaps the most striking characteristic of administrative tribunals, 
and the one from which much of their discretionary authority 
springs, is to be found in the exercise by them of mixed governmental 
functions. Mandatory public service commissions of the modern type 
almost universally exercise all three of the basic types of govern
mental authority. Despite the traditional doctrine of the separation 
of powers, these commissions, though generally regarded as branches 
of the executive department, are expressly endowed with authority of 
a legislative and judicial, as well as of an administrative, character.· 

a H. J. Laski, op. al., at p. 92. 
e Compare the following from John Dickinson, op. al .. at pp. 15-20: ''The essence 

of the system is to expand the functioning arca of executive officers backward over 
the fields which, under a system of regulation by law. arc occupied by the law-making 
body and the courts. Thus the administrative official who is to give orders to avert 
harmful conduct may find it desirable, before dealing with specific cases. to fix upon 
rules to govern the exercise of his discretion. and then proceed to apply these rulu to 
fit the facts of each special case. These two steps may be taken separately or they may 
be combined. Either an administrative regulation may be framed beforehand and a.,. 
plied in a separate proceeding to each case as it arises; or the executive may. in one 
and the same proceeding, make and apply a rule, or, what is substantially the same 
procell, apply a 'standard,' to the case before it. In either instance, however, the second 
of the two step' is, for all practical purposes, adjudication. . . . Our constirutional 
distinction between 'legislative." 'executive: and 'judicial' powers draws the couru fre· 
quently into discussions in which the 'legislative' or 'executive' aspect of an adminis· 
trative act is generally emphasized at the expeose of the 'judicia].' Thus, for example. 
the act of a public-utilities commission in fixing a rate has been held [0 be 'legislative' 
for constitutional pwpose •. From ODe aspect of juristic analysis, legislative it no doubt 
is--that it, from the aspect of its future operation and its applicability to a wbole class 
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They not only perform executive functions of investigation and 
prosecution, but, like legislatures, they lay down rules for the guid
ance of future conduct, and, like courts, they adjudicate particular 
controversies growing out of past transactions. In passing upon the 
reasonableness of existing rates and awarding reparation, for ex
ample, they exercise judicial functions; in prescribing rates for the 
future, they exercise legislative functions! While mere adjudication 
of controversies, as traditionally pursued by the courts, does not, in 
most instances, involve a deliberate process of law-making, the ex
press authority vested in administrative commissions to promulgate, 
in concrete terms, the conditions which shall apply to subsequent 
transactions almost necessarily involves judgments as to the propriety 
of existing relationships. That these commissions, in various aspects 
of their work, embrace functions performed by all three branches of 
government has received ample judicial recognition, although no con
sistent theory as to their character has been developed.· This merging 

of cases. But the writ of mandamus is future in its operation, and yet is Dot for that 
__ regarded u legislative; and if we examine rate-fixing from the standpoint of 
the petal applicability of the II:IU!ting rail: to an indefinite number of future cases 
u a c1 .... we obRrve the significant peculiarity tha~ while the rate applies indiflU
endy, indeed, u against all future shippers, it applies only to the particular carrier or 
wrien who were parties to the hearing and other proceedings before the commission. 
and for whom, u the outcome of those proceedings, the rate is ptesc:ribcd. From the 
ltandpoint of shippers, therefore. the rate may DO doubt be regarded as legislation, but 
&om the standpoint of the carrien it seems quite as truly adjudication. . • . 'There is 
DO intention to deny that rate-fixing involves as one of its elem.ea.ts the exercise of • 
fUoction which may IS well IS not be called 'egislative: The whole discussion should 
go to delJlOlUtrall: the futility of trying to c1assifjr a partitullt e:<eI<ise of administrative 
power IS either wholly legislative or wholly juditial. The Il:Odenc:y of the administra
tive proa:dure is to fDlelhonen. both fUnctions into • continuous governmental .ct."' 
(The voluminous supporting fOOtnot<S have been omitted.) See, also, Wuren It. Pil .... 
bury, "Administrative Tribunal.... H'- LuI RnMIII, Vol. 36 (Feb. and Mar. 
1923), PI'- 405;25, 58M92, at pp. 405;06-

'Compue the following from B .... Brol. v. D<rt...- I!t R. G. R. R., 233 U.s. 479 
(1914), at I'- 486: ''That the subject of Reporation and aat<S may be dealt with in..., 
order is uodoubtedly true, • , , But awuding reporation lOt the past and fixing ..... 
lOt the future in ... .., the deIl:tmination of rna""" euentially dilIerenL One is in Us 
nature pri .. Il: and the other public. One is made by the Commission in i ........ juditial 
capacity to measure pasI: injuries I\Utlincd by • private shipper; the other. in its 9111Ui
Iegislati .. capacity, to prevent future injury 10 the public. But t<Stimony showing the 
unn:uonableness of • past rate may also furBish. information on which to 6x • reucm.
able future rail: and both subjects can be, and ofu:n .... dispooed of by the ...... order.· 

a The In ........ CommeIu: Commission, lOt ezample, bas been deocribed as "purely 
an administrati .. body," but bas IIODI: the I... been recogoiaed 10 possess "quasi
juditial" and "quasi-Iegislati..," powen; and oome of i .. fUnttions ha"" been om.-
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of functions in a single trjbunal issues in the exercise of a large meas
ure of discretionary authority. Administrative orders having the effect 
of law are subjected to a minimum of compulsion or restriction from 
the legislatures and the courts. While the very existence and general 
jurisdictional scope of these commissions is dependent upon the will 
of the legislatures, and while the courts provide adequate safeguards 
against illegal practices or arbitrary action, the zone of discretion is 
sufficiently broad to permit, as a matter of course and without inter
ference, the continuous performance of the practical task of promul
gating a great variety of rules of conduct, condemning their violation, 
and taking the necessary steps for their enforcement.· 

The dement of discretion which inheres in these processes is 
greatly enhanced by the fact that these administrative tribunals are 

terized as "wholly legislative," in the performance of which "the Commission, like 
other legislators, may reason from the particular to the general, II and thw establish 
rules of general application. See Interltllle Commen-e Commission 'Y. Humboldt Sk4m" 
ship co.~ 2-24 U.S. 474, 484 (1912-); Bur Bros. v. Denv" IY R. G. R. R., 2-33 U.S. 479, 
486 ('9'4); Assigned Car Cases, 274 U.S. 564, 583 ('927). 

• For a consideration of these matters in terms of the duties of the Interstate Com .. 
mcree Commission, Dote the following from a paper by Commissioner Joseph B. EaJt· 
man on "The Place of the Independent Commission" (read before a meeting of the 
American Political Science Association. at Washington, D. C .• December 29. 1927; pub
lished in The Constitutionlll &view, Vol. 1:1, April, 1928, pp. 95-102, at pp. 96-97)= 
"Returning to the e55eJltial character of the duties of the Interstate Commerce Com~ 
mission, it is important to bear in mind that prior to the creation of the Commission 
the public regulation of interstate common c:arriert lay panty with the cowts and 
partly with the Congress. The powers of the co~ which were fat from dear and 
definite, were apparenuy limited to the redressing of part wrongs. With the Congrw 
lay the power of protecting the public interest through the control of future conditions. 
In exercising jwisdiction over what has been. done in the past, the Commission is, there~ 
fore, doing what the courts used to do and what they may yet do to lOme extent; but 
in prescribing rates and rules for the future the Commission is exercising a power which 
has always been regarded as of a distinctly legislative nature. Strictly speaking ill 
duties of this latter class are administrative, for the general rule or standard is estab
lished by the Congre .. and the Coaunission', fimction is merely to apply that general 
rule to particular cases. As a practical matter, however, the general rules which the 
Congress Jays down are often so exceedingly broad and general as to afford wide lati~ 
tude of actioD, and thw the Commission's function, while administrative in theory, 
borders closely in reality upon the legislative. This is, I presume. what the Supreme 
Court meant whc.n it recently classed the Commission with ·legislaton.· When I ay 
that the rule. laid down by the Congress are broad and general. I have in mind the 
fact that the standard prescribed is often defined only by such expressions as 'just and 
reasonable.' 'consisteDt with the public interest,' and the like. In addition to these 
quasi-judicial and quasi-legislative functions, it is also true that the Commission hal 
variow duties which may without qualification be described as admi.nisuative. Such, 
for example, are its dutic. in enforcing various penal provWom of the aNtes"· 
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chielly concerned with promoting the public interest. This concern 
with the public aspect of the matters intrusted to their charge has 
grown out of the very conditions which led to their establishment. 
The situation with regard to common-<:arrier rates is sulliciendy illus
trative. At common law shippers could sue for damages resulting 
from the imposition of unreasonable charges, but the remedy afforded 
by the courts was in the nature of redress for a private wrong. The 
public at large, which might ultimately bear the burden of the exces
sive rates, had no standing in the courts, and no means was available 
for the establishment, as a matter of policy, of a proper level of 
charges or an equitable system of rate relationships. Such positive 
protection of the public interest necessitated legislative action; and 
in order that the resulting adjustments might be placed on a realistic 
and flexible basis, the necessary legislative authority, under general 
standards, was conferred upon administrative commissions. The 
dominant objective was to further the public interest; and this ob
jective, as will appear in due course, has molded the legislative pro
visions and regulatory processes affecting, not only the field of rates 
and charges, but the entire system of administrative control. In carry
ing the general legislative standards into effect under such circum
stances the free exercise of informed judgment becomes indispen
sable. The public interest is dependent upon a great complexity of 
considerations, and it cannot be furthered intelligently and effectively 
without a flexible exercise of discretionary authority. In most in
stances the range of expedients that might conceivably satisfy the 
specific legislative mandate involved is a very broad one; and in ad
justing the means to the end, the balancing of interests and the visual
izing of practical consequences are of the very essence of adminis
trative determination. In furtherance of the public interest, not only 
are subsisting policies and practices subjected to constant review, but 
a continuous influence is exerted upon future relationships. The in
numerable circumstances which complicate particular situations, and 
the constantly changing character of these circumstances, require 
expert inquiry and frequent action,'· In effect, within the sphere of 
its allotted jurisdiction and under general guidance, the administra-

.. "The o...t lOr a commission arises • • • when me legWati.., body finds that 
particular _ditiona call lOr _tioual and ""l' &.qllCllt _ of Iegislatioa, bued Db 

a WIitOrm and consistont policy, which in thcmod ... requiR intima ... and expert 
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tive tribunal is set up as a legislative body, and in the performance of 
its tasks it exercises the broad discretionary power which acts of 
legislation necessarily involve. This discretionary power is all the 
more extensive because many of the matters subject to its jurisdic
tion are of such technical character as to preclude competent disposi
tion by general legislative bodies, except in terms of ultimate objec
tives, and because authority to deal with emergency situations, for 
example, is in its very nature discretionary." Not infrequently ad
ministrative tribunals themselves create the issues upon which to 

render judgment, and then proceed to prescribe, as general rules, the 
terms and conditions applicable to future conduct. Although particu
lar proceedings, with definite respondents, are usually the starting
point, administrative action also issues in such rules of general appli
cahility, which serve at least as a temporary code for the adjustment 
of future relationships. Attention is focused, in these circumstances, 
upon the demands of public welfare rather than upon the adjudica
tion of private rights. In due course legislatures may transform 
specific administrative rulings into legislative enactments, with such 
modifications as are deemed wise; but under the dynamic conditions 
which prevail in the public service industries, a continuous stream of 
policy-making determinations, however tentative, is widely charac
teristic of the administrative method of control. The requirements of 
public interest are thus translated into concrete arrangements, not 
only with respect to particular situations, but for the field as a whole.'· 

knowledge of numcrow and complex facts. a knowledge which can. only be obtained 
by processes of patient, impartial and continued investigation. This may be illumated 
by the subject of railroad rates. & we have seeD, the fixing of common carrier charges 
for the future is a legislarive function. State legislatures have in the past undertaken 
to fix such charges directly. without the agency of a commission. But ttiaI and ex
perience demon:5trated that the task could nor wisely be performed in this way, even 
within • single Stare, and the fixing of intentate railroad rates is a Jar Iaeger and 
more involved undertaking. It is particularly complicated by the fact that the railroad 
industry is not wholly monopolistic but is subject to the in8ucDCC of competition to a 
very considerable exrent. There are a myriad of diverse circumst.ances and conditions 
to be taken into consideration. and these circumstances and conditiom conlinuaJly 
Buctuale. The wk of regulating nICS is not. therefore, ODe which can be performed 
in a single. mighty effort, bUI rather il is a conb.nuow perform.aocc which must be ac
companied by continual inquiry and investigatioa.." IbiJ., al p. 97. 

11 Jt has been said thaI .. the very notion of emergeoc:y implies action; and thar. in 
ib turD, involves the exercise of administrative discretioa.." H. J. Laski, 0'. a' .. p. '4. 

12 FOI' a aitical analysis of the nabUe of administrative discretion, ICC Ernst Fmmd, 
AJ"uninrIlliH Powers our Persrnu ail hofH!"'7 (1928). at pp. 71-103. 
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In order that the furtherance of the public interest, involving so 
large a measure of discretionary authority, may be pursued in effec
tive manner, it is essential that administrative commissions be enabled 
to accord consideration to all the facts and circumstances essential to 
sound judgment. For this purpose they must be free, as far as prac
ticable, from hampering procedural restrictions. Not only must com
plaints be entertained from whatever source they may arise, but the 
commissions must be endowed with investigatory power-to act upon 
their own initiative as well as upon complaint:....and they must not 
be confined to records artificially controlled by technical rules of evi
dence. The administrative method, as generally employed by public 
service commissions, is characterized by such liberality in all these 
directions.18 In view of the fact that the establishment of proper rela
tionships, rather than the provision of redress for existing maladjust
ments, is the basic objective of the regulatory process, complaints 
may be brought by private associations and public bodies, as well as 
by persons and corporations, and the absence of direct damage to 
the complainant does not constitute ground for dismissal. The power 
to initiate proceedings which is generally vested in these agencies is 
but a further manifestation of the legislative character of much of 
their activity. The formulation of policy, as in case of the legislatures, 
requires authority to act whenever action is deemed necessary or de
sirable; and the process of investigation, as in case of legislative com
mittees, is but preliminary to the act of law-making. The protection 
of the public interest is not made to depend exclusively upon the 
initiative of private parties; the discretionary authority which char
acterizes the substance of administrative orders encompasses, also, 
wide latitude as to choice of occasion for the exercise of administra
tive power." And relaxation of the technical rules of evidence is 
grounded in a like purpose of affording these tribunals an oppor
tunity to probe the realities which underlie the situations with which 

1& See Max Thelen, ''Practice and Procedure Before Administrative Tribunall." 
Coli/Orrt;. Uw 11< ...... Vol. 6 (Maz<b. '9.8). pp. '08-218. 

It Compare the following: "The power of initiative is necessary to the efficient per-
IOnnance of !he administrative fuoctioo. as such IUnc:tioo is mainly .atory ill char
actor. Administrative alii.,... tbargod with !he duty of proI<CIiDg !he publi<: and ..... 
apinat harm. must have the right to meet emergencies and give ~ when: 
DCa:Ssary without waitinr to have their machiDuy IICt in motioa by private citizens.'" 
Wom:o K. Pillsbury • • p. ciI., at pp. ,84-58,. 
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they deal.'" Not only are the principal reasons for strict rules of evi
dence, developed under the exigencies of the jury system, inappli
cable to tribunals composed of expert personnel, but it would be 
virtually impossible to effect prompt and realistic administrative de
terminations under the narrow rules which govern court proceed
ings.' • While the commissions themselves, as an aid to orderly pro
cedure and by way of safeguarding the legitimate interests of all 
parties concerned, formulate rules of practice which guide, in a gen
eral way, the character of the testimony submitted in evidence, their 
policies are usually so liberal as to necessitate a broad exercise of dis
cretion, in determining both the admissibility of evidence and its 
probative force. The experience of the tribunal alfords the protection 
which is generally deemed to inhere in specific rules. Through these 
various aspects of procedural freedom the employment of the regula
tory process as a positive instrument of control is gready facilitated. 

1!l In Interstate Commerc~ Commission Y. Bairtl~ 194 U.S. :zs (1904), for example, 
the Supreme Court said (p. 44): "The inquiry of a board of the characrer of the In .. 
terstate Commercc Commission should DOt be too narrowly constrained by technical 
rules as to the admissibility of proof hs function is largely one of investigation and it 
should Dot be hampered in making inquiry pertaining to interstate commerce by those 
narrow rules which prevail in trials at common law where a stract correspondence is 
required between allegation and proo!" See, also, Spiller v. Auhison, T. & S. F. Ry. 
Co., 253 U.S. 117 (1920). For a tabulation of the states which exempt their public 
utility commissions from the common~law rules of evidence, sec John H. Wigmore. 
"Administrative Board Evidence Rules," Illinois Law Review. Vol. 11 (Dec., 1922). 
at pp. 212-213. As to the situation in the federal sphere, he concludes (p. 211): "ID 
sum. therefore, the jury trial rules of evidence do not playa compulsory part. dchet 
in cheory or in practice. in chat extensive area of justice committed to Federal adminis~ 
trative officers." 

18 The Interstate Commerce Commission, for example, has declared: ."The ordinary 
court determines only the rights of the parties before it. but every decision of the Com .. 
mission involves the rights of parties who are not presenL Any important readjust~ 
ment of rates applies not only to the complainant but also to all shippers under those 
rates. and frequendy, as a commercial necessity, to carriers who are not before the 
Commission in a particular case; and in addition to the evidence actually presented to 
the Commission. it must consider the effect of a ruling in any given case upon carriers. 
&hippers, or localities who are not represented. It is obvious, therefore, that the detcr~ 
minarion of almost every case requires consideration of conditions, wilD, and statisria 
which are not presented to the Commission, but which it must take notice of in order 
to wthfully perform its duty. and the proper expedition of the Commission', work 
requires that these aids to the final determination of cases arising before it should be as 
easy of access as possible. It is. perhaps, not too much to .. y that not a single calC 

arising before the Commission could be properly decided if the complainant, the rail .. 
road, or the Commission were bound by the rules of evidence applying to the inuoduc
cion of testimony in courts." An",,1Il Report. 1908, pp. 9-10. 
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Essentially, despite the substantive limitations of the statutory 
structure and the procedural requirements of notice and hearing, the 
outstanding characteristic of the administrative method, as pursued 
by public service commissions, is to be found in the exercise of dis
cretionary authority. Whether the administrative determinations is
sue in the promulgation of rules of general applicability, or in the 
prescription of terms and conditions of future conduct for particular 
respondents, or in the approval or denial of proposed courses of ac
tion-and whether or not they may be characterized as policy-making 
activities in the strict legislative sense-they involve a broadly un
trammeled resort to judgment and discretion, in furtherance of the 
public interest. This essential of administrative power, as reflected in 
the activities of the Interstate Commerce Commission, is grounded 
in the discretionary nature of its legislative mandates, finds expres
sion in the pragmatic character of its regulative processes, and has 
received judicial sanction in the determinations of the courts. In the 
sections following, each of these aspects of the exercise of administra
tive discretion will be accorded consideration. 

h. TIm DISCRETIONARY NATURE OF TIm COMMISSION'S 
LEGISLATIVE MANDATES 

The development of the legislative charter under which the Com
mission is operating has been treated at length in earlier pages, with 
ample emphasis upon the general character and scope of the admin
istrative authority established thereby." The purpose here is not to ro
state the statutory provisions, but to direct attention to the wide range 
of discretion which inheres in their enforcement, Even from this 
standpoint, moreover, no attempt will be made to survey the entire 
sweep of the Commission's duties and powers. It will suffice, merely 
by way of illustration, to isolate the discretionary element in some of 
the more important of the Commission's legislative mandates, both 
as found in the language of the statute and as evidenced by the record 
of administrative performance. 

The language of the Act fairly teems with expressions which ex
plicitly evince the intent of Congress that the Commission should be 

U See Pan t, The Legislati ... Basis of Ihc CommissioD·. AUthority. 
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guided by its own informed judgment in the exercise of the authority 
conferred upon it. Not only does the requirement, in numerous con
nections, that the arrangements sanctioned or prescribed shall be 
"just and reasonable" set up standards which are inherently discre
tionary in character, but grants of power are frequently vested in 
the Commission with more precise recognition of its freedom of ac
tion. The Commission has been authorized to act in various situations 
"at its discretion," "whenever deemed by it to be necessary or desir
able in the public interest," "in such manner and by such means as it 
shall deem proper," when "not inconsistent with the public interest," 
if it "finds the public interest will be promoted," in such a way "as 
in its judgment the public convenience and necessity may require" 
or "as in its judgment the public interest demands," "if it sees fit," 
and the like. While the usual requirements as to notice and hearing, 
coupled with express restrictions, varying in definiteness, provide 
necessary safeguards against arbitrary action, the authority they leave 
open remains predominantly discretionary.18 This approach is typical 
of the Commission's powers of control in all of the major segments 
of the fidd-in matters of finance and management, service and 
facilities, rates and charges. 

While the Commission's authorization of security issues is ex
pressly conditioned by statute upon specific findings, the conditions 
specified are themselves of such character as to render ultimate judg
ment the controlling factor. The issue of securities or assumption of 
obligations must not only be for some lawful object within the car
rier's corporate purposes-involving, presumably, a mere application 
of legal rules--but it must be "compatible with the public interest," 
must be "necessary or appropriate for or consistent with the proper 
performance by the carrier of service to the public" and "not impair 
its ability to perform that service," and it must be "reasonably neces
sary and appropriate for such purpose." The Commission may grant 

18 Compare the fonawing: "Every definite provision bas the eff"cct of limiting the 
scope of discretion. It is a difficult and more delicate matter to attempt to temper the 
indefiniteness of discretion by limitations or directions likewise indefinilC in character: 
but the attempt is made in connection with many, if Dot most, grants of discretionary 
power, usually in the direction of restriction. occasionally in the direction of enlarge
ment, of the discretion. A simple adjective like 'reasonaWe' might lend itself to either 
purpose." Ernst Freund, op. cit .• at p. 85. 
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or deny applications either in whole or in part, and it may grant them 
"with such modifications and upon such terms and conditions" as it 
"may deem necessary or appropriate" in each particular proceeding. 
The guiding standards, in these circumstances, but serve to emphasize 
the essentially discretionary character of the Commission's authority. 
A like situation prevails with respect to other aspects of control in 
this sphere of finance and management. By way of relief from the 
general statutory prohibition, the Commission may permit persons to 
hold the position of officer or director of more than one carrier upon 
a showing "that neither public nor private interests will be adversely 
affected thereby." The principle of determination appears to be left 
entirely to the administrative tribunal. Similarly, the Commission's 
authority to relax the prohibition against the pooling of freights or 
the division of earnings as between different and competing rail
roads is overlaid with numerous discretionary elements. It may prOo 
cced upon its own initiative as well as upon carrier applications; it 
may indicate the extent to which the division of traffic or earnings 
shall be authorized; it may prescribe "just and reasonable" rules and 
regulations, consideration, and terms and conditions under which 
the approved action shall be pursued. And even the express restric
tions upon its authority to act in this way are of a patently Ilexible 
character. It may grant the necessary relief whenever it is of opinion 
that such relief "will be in the interest of better service to the public, 
or economy in operation, and will not unduly restrain competition." 
In the case of acquisitions of control through lease or stock purchase 
or any other method not involving the consolidation of carriers into 
a single system for ownership and operation, the Commission's discre
tion is even less restricted. Here, too, it may prescribe the extent of 
the acquisition, as well as the terms and conditions, including con
sideration, under which it may be executed; but its determinations 
are conditioned only by the undefined requirement that the author
ized acquisition. in its opinion, "will be in the public interest." The 
provisions dealing with the formulation of a consolidation plan im
pose much more definite restrictions upon the Commission's per
formance: in the assignment of the railroad properties to a limited 
number of systems, competition must be preserved as fully as possible, 
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the existing channels of trade must be maintained wherever practi
cable, and the resulting systems must be so balanced as to equalize, 
as nearly as may be, under uniform charges, both the transportation 
costs and the rates of return of competitive properties. But even these 
conditioning factors render possible the adoption of a great variety of 
alternative arrangements. As a practical matter, as in so many other 
directions, the Commission's mandate involves an act of government 
rather than a problem of law. And while, throughout this sphere of 
finance and management, the Commission's orders are permissive 
rather than mandatory, they are all the more of a discretionary nature 
because they impinge directly upon the field of discretion tradition
ally reserved to the carriers themselves.'· 

In matters of service and facilities the discretionary elements in the 
Commission's authority are strikingly manifest on all sides. The serv
ice which it is the duty of rail carriers to furnish must be "safe and. 
adequate"; and the rules, regulations, and practices which it is their 
duty to establish and observe must be "just and reasonable." These 
general obligations are subject to the Commission's enforcement. More 
specifically, in prescribing reasonable arrangements, it may fix the 
compensation to be paid for equipment not owned by the carrier 
using it, as well as the penalties or other sanctions for non-observance 
of the rules, regulations, or practices which it may prescribe. The 
Commission may establish through routes, "whenever deemed by it 
to be necessary or desirable in the public interest"; it may order the 
construction and operation of switch connections with lateral branch 
lines or private sidetracks upon a determination "as to the safety and 
practicability thereof and justification and reasonable compensation 
therefor"; it may order the establishment of physical connections be
tween rail and water lines, with "full authority to determine and pre
scribe the terms and conditions upon which these connecting tracks 
shall be operated," and the sums to be paid to or by the respective 
carriers either in the construction or operation of the connecting 

19 The following declaration appears to be fully justified: ''The effect of these new 
regulations of railroad corporations is to substitute, in no inconsiderable measure, the 
administrative discretion of the Interstate Commerce Commission for the judgment of 
the directors and executives of the corporations." Kenneth F. Burgw:ss, "Federal Regu. 
lanon of Railway Management," Harvard lAw /lrllielll, Vol. 37 (April. 1924), pp. 
705-'143. at p. 708. 
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tracks. In emergency situations the Commission is authorized to exer
cise practically unrestricted power in summary fashion. Whenever 
it is of opinion that an emergency exists, whatever its cause, which 
requires immediate action in any section of the country, it is em
powered to effect such arrangements as in its judgment will promote 
the public interest. Specifically: it may suspend the operation of all 
existing service rules and practices "for such time" as it may deter
mine; it may issue such "just and reasonable" directions, without re
gard to ownership of facilities as between carriers, "as in its opinion 
will best promote the service in the interest of the public and the 
commerce of the people"; it may require such joint or common use 
of terminals "as in its opinion will best meet the emergency and 
serve the public interest"; it may establish priorities, embargoes, or 
arrangements for the movement of traffic under permit, "at such 
time and for such periods as it may determine," with power to modify, 
change, suspend, or annul them. Furthermore, whenever the Com
mission is of opinion that any rail carrier "is for any reason unable 
to transport the traffic offered it so as properly to serve the public," it 
may so direct the routing of such traffic and its distribution among 
other carriers as, in its opinion, "will best promote the service in the 
interest of the public and the commerce of the people." And these 
extraordinary powers may be exercised with virtually complete pro
cedural freedom: the Commission may assert its authority "either 
upon complaint or upon its own initiative without complaint, at once, 
if it so orders, without answer or other formal pleading by the inter
ested carrier or carriers, and with or without notice, hearing, or the 
making or filing of a report." 

In the field of extensions and abandonments, which bears upon 
the problem of service as well as upon that of management, the usual 
procedural safeguards are provided, coupled, as in the matter of 
security issues, with a requirement of express notice to the state au
thorities concerned; but the substantive power vested in the Com
mission confers, by its very terms, an almost unrestricted charter for 
the exercise of administrative discretion. The construction and opera
tion of new lines, by way of extension or otherwise, and the abandon
ment of the whole or any portion of existing lines, or of their opera
tion. are made dependent upon the issuance by the Commission of 
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a certificate "that the present or future public convenience and neces
sity require or will require" the new construction, extension, or opera
tion, or of a like certificate "that the present or future public con
venience and necessity" permit of the abandonment. No further 
guide to the required administrative action is provided. On the con
trary, the discretionary character of the Commission's authority is 
accorded added recognition; for it is not only empowered to grant or 
deny the certificate as prayed for, but may issue it "for a portion or 
portions" of the line of railroad embraced in the application, or "for 
the partial exercise only of such right or privilege," and it may attach 
to the issuance of the certificate "such terms and conditions as in its 
judgment the public convenience and necessity may require." And 
the Commission's authority to order the extension of lines and the 
acquisition of facilities, by way of exercise of positive power toward 
the provision of adequate service, likewise involves a large measure 
of administrative discretion. It is true that the Commission's action, 
which may result from a proceeding instituted on its own initiative, 
is conditioned upon findings, "as to such extension, that it is reason
ably required in the interest of public convenience and necessity, or 
as to such extension or facilities that the expense involved therein will 
not impair the ability of the carrier to perform its duty to the public"; 
but these limitations, in essence, but set up the usual standard of 
"public interest," and thus leave the determination of concrete policy 
to the judgment of the administrative tribunal. While in no direction 
is reliance placed upon the Commission's arbitrary will, and while in 
some connections the factors expressly conditioning administrative 
action are reasonably definite in character, the legislative mandates 
bearing upon the regulation of service and facilities necessarily afford 
wide latitude for the exercise of judgment. 

Finally, a similar range of discretion prevails in the important field 
of rates and charges. The basic sections of the Act, which establish 
the duties imposed upon the carriers and provide the standards for 
the exercise of the Commission's powers, are couched in such general 
terms as to necessitate the independent formulation of guiding prin
ciples and to render the determination of ultimate facts essentially a 
matter of judgment. All rates and classifications, and all regulations 
and practices relating thereto, must be "just and reasonable," and the 
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Commission is authorized to prescribe rates and classifications in 
lieu of those found to be unjust and unreasonable. But there is no 
legislative guidance' as to the constituent elements of a just and rea
sonable rate, and both the finding as to existing rates and the meas
ure to be applied to future rates are necessarily left to thc discretion 
of the Commission. In similarly uncharted terms thc Commission is 
charged with the enforcement of the prohibition against undue or 
unreasonable preference or prcjudicc to persons, localities, and par
ticular descriptions of traffic. The problem of discrimination, as well 
as that of reasonableness per se, thus becomes onc which it is thc 
peculiar provincc of thc Commission to solvc, through an applica
tion of informed judgment to the complicated and continually chang
ing facts and circumstances of transportation and traffic conditions. 
Even thc prohibition against long-and-short-haul violations, which 
are defined in unusually precise terms, does not foreclose thc exercise 
of administrativc discretion. Thc Commission may grant relief "in 
special cases," and it may prescribe "the extent" of such relief; and 
although a series of specific limitations condition this exercise of 
authority, some of these limitations-such as the requirement that 
no charge shall be permitted to or from thc more distant point that is 
not "reasonably compensatory" for the servicc performed-are them
selves largely discretionary in character. In exercising its powers of 
rate control the Commission may proceed on its own motion, and not 
merely await comp1aints-thereby determining whether existing ad
justments, though not formally questioned by the parties immediately 
concerned, shall be subjected to investigation and possible modifica
tion; it may suspend the operation of schedules containing new 
rates, charges, classifications, or practices, pending investigation as to 
their lawfulness-thereby determining whether proposed changes 
shall be subjected to the regulatory process even prior to their elfec
tive date; it may alford positive relief, upon a finding that existing or 
proposed adjustments are unreasonable or discriminatory, by pre
scribing not only the "just, fair, and reasonablc" classification or prac:
tice thereafter to be followed, but, in the case of rates and charges, 
whether the prescribed adjustment shall be observed as a maximum, 
as a minimum, or as both a maximum and a minimum-thereby de
termining whether the future rates and charges, as fu:ed by govern-
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mental authority, shall be a precise measure of the rights and duties 
of the carriers, or merely a flexible safeguard against specific abuses. 
There appears to be an unrestricted freedom of choice with regard to 
the various policies which are left to the option of the Commission; 
in all these directions, it is apparent, the exercise of administrative 
discretion, guided only by the demands of public interest, constitutes 
the controlling factor in the practical performance of the regulatory 
task. 

With reference to the aggregate of charges, which bears upon the 
revenue needs of the carriers and the maintenance of railroad credit, 
Congress has enacted a rule of rate-making. But even the most cur
sory analysis of this "rule" discloses a vast field of discretion neces
sarily reserved to the Commission. The Commission is directed to 
initiate or establish railroad rates so that the carriers as a whole or 
in rate-making groups will earn an aggregate net railway operating 
income equal, as nearly as may be, to a "fair return" upon the aggre
gate "value" of their properties. In the first place, however, the car
riers are declared to be entitled to such earnings only under "honest, 
efficient and economical management" and "reasonable expenditures" 
for maintenance, which renders essential the exercise of a large meas
ure of practical judgment as to how far carrier performance, as re
flected in the operating figures, is a proper guide to rate policy; 
secondly, the execution of the mandate necessarily involves estimates 
as to the course of future revenues and expenses, requiring virtually 
controlling judgments with regard to the probable flow of traffic and 
the probable cost of labor and materials; finally, and most important, 
for the determination of both the rate of return and the value of the 
properties, only the most undefined standards, bristling with oppor
tunity for the exercise of discretion, have been provided by way of 
guidance. In determining what percentage of property value consti
tutes a fair return, the Commission is merely directed to give "due 
consideration, among other things, to the transportation needs of the 
country and the necessity (under honest, efficient and economical 
management of existing transportation facilities) of enlarging such 
facilities in order to provide the people of the United States with 
adequate transportation." What these transportation needs are, and 
what rate of return will attract the necessary capita~ appear to be 
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left, without restriction, to the judgment of the Commission. Simi
larly, in the determination of the aggregate value of the properties, 
not only for purposes of rate making but in aid of the recapture of 
excess earnings which are bound to arise under the contemplated 
group system, the basis of computation of the fair return is made sub
ject to the discretion of the Commission. It is authorized to utilize 
the results of its investigation under the Valuation Act, in so far as it 
deems them available; and it is directed to give "due consideration 
to all the elements of value recognized by the law of the land for 
rate-making purposes." Since, however, the Commission's valuation 
project was still in an early stage at the time of the adoption of the 
rule of rate-making, and since, too, even when complete data as to 
all recognized elements are present, "fair value" has been consistendy 
held by the courts to be a matter of "judgment," there is little in the 
legislative mandate by way of express definition of the rate base. ' 
Essentially, under these terms, rate policy was conceived as a highly 
practical matter, to be determined by the expert tribunal in con
formity with its own informed discretion. 

The rule of rate-making was but one item in the affirmative 
scheme of regulation set up by the Transportation Act of I920 
whereby the railroads were committed to the "fostering guardianship 
and control" of the Commission. The task of maintaining an ade
quate transportation system necessitated also, among other things, 
the assertion of power over the level of intrastate rates, the recapture 
of excess earnings, and the apportionment of joint rates in the public 
interest; and all these grants of authority, under the "new depar
ture," extended rather than restricted the sphere of administrative 
discretion."" And the Hoch-Smith Resolution, on its face, but added 
further discretionary elements to the exercise of the Commission's 
authority. They are manifest in the declaration that it is "the true 
policy in rate making," to be pursued by the Commission, "that con
ditions which at any given time prevail in our several industries 
should be considered in so far as it is legally possible to do so"; they 
are manifest in the direction that due regard be given "to the general 

lOs.. WiM>tui1oR.R. c ...... ~. c. B.a- p.R.R. Co.'57 u.s. 553 (.g22);N ... 
ll_glm Di.u;., .. C_ • • 5. u.s. '84 ('923); Doytott-Coose o..k Ry. c •• v. u.s • 
• 63 u.s. 456 ('924). 
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and comparative levels in market value of the various classes and 
kinds of commodities as indicated over a reasonable period of years, 
to a natural and proper development of the country as a whole, and 
to the maintenance of an adequate system of transportation"; they 
are manifest in the mandate that, "in view of the existing depression 
in agriculture," the Commission "effect with the least practicable 
delay such lawful changes in the rate structure of the country as will 
promote the freedom of movement by common carriers of the prod
ucts of agriculture affected by that depression, including livestock, 
at the lowest possible lawful rates compatible with the maintenance 
of adequate transportation service." Themselves undefined, these new 
provisions have but complicated the tasks of rate regulation.·' More 
than ever, both the absolute level of charges and the relativity of rates 
are subject to the discretionary authority of the Commission. 

The actual exercise of administrative discretion in connection with 
these various grants of power is apparent in all of the Commission's 
determinations. We have noted numerous manifestations of such 
flexible performance, based upon guiding principles independently 
arrived at and applied in elastic manner, in those aspects of the field 
which have already been surveyed; more complete evidence of the 
controlling riile played by administrative judgment will emerge in 
our subsequent analysis of the substantive character of the Commis
sion's activities, particularly with reference to the valuation project, 
the control of organization and finance, and the regulation of both 
the rate level and the rate structure. At this point attention will be 
directed to some outstanding characteristics of the Commission's regu
lative processes which, entirely apart from the substantive nature of 
the findings, disclose the Commission's relative freedom to act in the 
public interest by such means as it deems to be required in each situa
tion, largely unrestricted by its own prior determinations and gener
ally unhampered by the usual limitations which condition legal settle
ments of a private character. The impetus to the use of such processes 
is to be found in the goal of maintaining a workable system of regu-

II See Kenneth F. Burgeu, "Conflict in Legislation Respecting Railroad aa ...... 
HlVlJard Busin~ss &,,~w. Vol. 7 (July, 1929), pp. 42.3-431; Vol. 8 (October. 1939). 
pp. 24-36. For the judicial interpretation of these ptovisioDS, rca:tricti.og the Commi.t
siou's exercise of discretionary authority, see A". Arbor R. Co. 't', U.s.~ 281 U.s. 6,8 
(1930 ). 
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lation continuously adjusted to changing conditions and to the com
plexities of the facts as they actually develop. Such methods of adjus
ting controversies and disposing of applications may properly be 
characterized as pragmatic; and this pragmatic approach further evi- , 
dences the broad scope of the Commission's exercise of administra
tive discretion. 

h. THE PRAGMAnC CHARACTER OF THE COMMISSION'S 
lIEGULAnVE PROCESSES 

Perhaps the most comprehensive evidence of the pragmatic char
acter of the Commission's regulative processes is to be found in the 
relatively minor rale played by precedent in the Bow of administra
tive determinations. The special facts of each controversy constitute 
the dominant factor in its disposition, as a result of which very few 
new complaints are foreclosed by prior determinations and even pro
ceedings which have already been adjudicated are reopened with 
striking frequency. The adjustments enforced by the Commission 
come to manifest themselves in a continual process of change and 
modification, induced by the dynamic forces constandy at work and 
reflected in the adoption of trial-and~ror methods tested by their 
practical consequences. Not only do concrete findings change re
peatedly, but the applicable rules, in terms of the guiding statutory 
standards, are also modified from time to time as occasion seems to 
require. The doctrines of rlts ad;udicata and starlt dtteisis, which exert 
an important inBuence upon the course of proceedings in the courts 
and upon the substantive character of judicial determinations, are not 
permitted to impose limitations upon the exercise of administrative 
discretion. Neither specific determinations nor principles of decision 
are clothed with any controlling degree of finality. While the advan
tage of establishing certainty in rules of conduct is not without recog
nition, and while the goal of maintaining stability and consistency in 
regulatory policy is constandy in the foreground, these considerations 
have not precluded primary stress upon the need of Bexibility of per
formance. Such need arises from the very nature of the administrative 
method. Even quasi-judicial determinations are made in the enforce
ment of standards which have not crystallized into specific rules of 
law, and hence must depend, in predominant measure, upon the spe-
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cial facts and circumstances disclosed in each particular proceeding; 
and the affirmative adjustments prescribed, which are essentially 
legislative in character, must necessarily be unrestricted by prior de
terminations. Under these circumstances the certainty and stability 
that might Bow from rigid rules and unvarying principles are appro
priately subordinated to the demands of just and reasonable perform
ance, as molded by enlightened experience and informed judgment. 

From the very beginning the Commission has held the view that 
the questions coming before it are not of such nature as to make its 
decisions in one case necessarily binding in subsequent proceedings 
of similar character." Because conditions continually vary at different 
times and in different localities, it has declared that "its decisions can 
hardly be said to have the effect of an estoppel, nor is there the same 
reason for applying the maxim stare decisis which exists in courts of 
law,"" and that, since each traffic situation is distinctive, "each com
plaint must be considered and decided upon its own peculiar facts."" 
The same position was taken by the Commission after it had been 
clothed with mandatory rate-making power. The fact, for example, 
that a bill to enforce one of its rate orders had been dismissed by 

22 In Re Relative Tank lind Bat'fel R1zIes on Oil, 2 I.CR. 24S (1888), the Commis
sion said (p. 247): "In thw reviewing the subject the Commission desires to say plainly, 
and with explicitness, that when making a decision upon a question purely of fact in 
respect to traffic in one section of the country whereby it endeavors to do jwtice, it 
docs not understand that it is necessarily laying down a principle which mwt be 
applied in other sections of the country where the peculiarities of the uaffic may be 10 

different as to require an altogether different ruling in order to accomplish the like 
just result. Every railroad manager understands perfectly that the peculiarities of 
uaffic in different sections have always made different treatment to lOme extent essen
tial to public as well as corporate interests; that classifications differing very radically 
have come into existence as a consequence, and that to force conformity at once would 
in many cases be extremely mischievous. The Commission has in aU its action had thiI 
fact in mind, and if it bas in any case refrained from expressly stating it wben making 
a decision, it bas been because it bad not occWTed to its members that a fact 10 well 
known needed to be declared for any purpose of information to the carriers. or cveJ1 

to the general public." Again, in Toledo Produce Erc/umge Y. Uz/t.e ShOTe 6' M. S. 
R. Co .• 3 I.C.R. 830, 835 (1892). the Commission declaud that "the whole scope 
and spirit of the 'Act to Regulate Commerce' ICCIIlI to stamp the report and order of the 
Commission as in DO sense final in the sense that the judgment of a court is final, 
except wbere the parties impressed by the wisdom and justice of the order acquiesce 
therein in cases like those bere under consideration:' See, also, Ri" Y. C;"n"".,;~ 
W. 6- B. R. Co .• 3 I.C.R. 841 (1892). 

II Bo.,.4 0' R. R. Com". Y. AtchUon. T. 6- S. 1'. R. Co .• 8 I.C.R. 304. 308 (1899). 
J, DlltlfliJle Y. Southern R. Co .• 8 I.C.R. 409, 429 (1900). 
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judicial decree was not deemed a bar to subsequent action with regard 
to the s::.me rate. "It would seem plain that proceedings before this 
Commission can not be made the subject of judicial estoppel. The 
decision of a court once made is final, because, for one reason, the 
mcts upon which that decision rests are always the same; but the mcts 
upon which controversies before this body are determined vary from 
day to day. A rate, regulation, or practice may be unreasonable now, 
although a year ago it was entirely reasonable."" Similarly, a ruling 
as to minimum carload weights for a particular commodity in one 
proceeding was held not to foreclose independent determination of 
the same question in another proceeding. "While uniformity in such 
matters is highly desirable, and while the conclusion reached by the 
Commission in one case touching the reasonableness of a rule or 
regulation affecting rates ought ordinarily to afford a guide for our 
action in another case in which the same rule or regulation is in
volved, it must nevertheless not be forgotten that reasonableness is 
ordinarily a question of mct which must be decided in any proceed
ing upon the record made in that proceeding."'· While, in the case 
of specific rates, it is the policy of the Commission to adhere to its 
original conclusions except upon a showing of new mcts, altered con
ditions, or manifest error,n the occasions for broadening the record 
are so numerous that frequent readjustments are inevitable;28 and 
when the findings are changed, they are not only made operative for 
the future, but produce retroactive cffects-tbe carriers arc made liable 
to reparation even on shipments moved under the rates originally 
prescribed by the Commission.08 The unrestricted nature of the Com-

I. CIIItI. RMstr .. AtlO • •• C. B. & f}. R. R. Co., u 1.c.R. ,01. "4 (lg01). See, a1 .... 
Natio.1Il H., AtIO ••• AI. C. R. R. Co. Ig I.C.c. 34.31 (Iglo) • 

•• K .. ",. City Hay DHl ..... AtlO • •• AI. P. Ry. Co., '4 1.0.0. '91. 600 (lgo8). dis
linguishing W ........ & Rid ••• C/oi. & N. W. Ry. Co., u 1.c.R. 46. (lg07). 

I. "When the Commission, upon • gi .... stab: of filets, ... ehes a conclusion tegard
ing a cortain rab:, it will .db ... to that eonclusion in aubseqUCllt proc:=dings tegard
ing the same rab:, Wlless (.) oome ..... filets "'" brought to its ...... Iion, (b) conditiODI 
II< shown to have undetgone a m.b:riaI ehao8"> or (e) it proceeded OIl • misconcep' 
lion or misapprehention." T .. fM B ....... f N.,A,,;/k Y. 1.. & N. R. R. C •• 43 1.0.0. 
366 (1911). at po 369. See, ...... 1l<Il & Z.u... AI;";", Co. v.I. C. R. R. C •• ,og Lc.c. 
484.48, (lg.6). 

H See, lOr ...... p1e. lW. AlGi ... _ .f 'milk Y. D. AI. & C.I. R. R. '0' 1.0.0. 
,86 (Ig.,), _ Bi~._ CoIIlI ... stiprioro, '40 1.0.0. 3 (,g.8) • 

.. PA"";" CA ... Hr.1 C ........... •• A. T.1Jo S.l'. Ry. Co. '40 Lc.c. '1' ('g.8). 
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mission's approach in these matters is evidenced by the following 
recent pronouncement : "We reserve the right, upon a more compre
hensive record, to modify our previous findings, whether in the same 
or a previous case, upon matters directly in issue before us as to which 
it clearly appears that our previous findings would not accord sub
stantial justice under the laws which we administer."30 This freedom 
of action has been retained and exercised by the Commission with 
regard to general matters of policy as well as with reference to specific 
adjusttnents. In considering, for example, the question of mine rat
ings for car distribution purposes, the Commission disclosed the 
pragmatic character of its approach in these words: "While an order 
of the Commission in a particular case must necessarily fix the rights 
of the parties to the proceeding, so far as past shipments are con
cerned, and must necessarily restrain, until our further order, the 
continuance of the rate or practice that we condemn, and compel the 
carrier to observe the rate or practice that we prescribe for the future, 
these great questions of transportation are not foreclosed of further 
discussion and consideration upon further complaint. Additional 
experience with the actual operation of rules that combine commer
cial and physical capacity in the rating of coal mines for car distribu
tion, may throw new light upon a matter that has vexed the Commis
sion as well as many carriers that have endeavored to do equity as 
between different mines on their lines; and if so, we shall not hesi
tate to modify what has been said here and in other cases before us 
on that question. The principle of stare decisis has little application 
in proceedings before us involving questions of this nature."31 While 
this attitude has tended to induce a continual flow of complaints, with 
the result that very few matters can be said to have been brought to 

10Ihitl., p. 180. With regard to the instant proceeding. the Commission continued: 
("Upon this record we reach the conclusion that the rate prescribed in the first PhoeniJ: 
case, during the period embraced in these complaints, was unreasonable and that a 
lower rate would have been reasonable during that period. If we arc: within our .U~ 
thority in finding that a lower ratc would have been reasonable, then it must follow 
that Jhippcn who paid the freight charges at the higher rate paid charges which were 
unreasonable. and arc cntided to reparation upon adequate proof that they paid or 
bore IUch charges." 

., Hililtial. Coal iT eok. Co • •• P. R. R. Co., Ig I.C.C. 356 (.gI0), at p. 36,. For 
the development of ~c Commission's policy i.a the matter of mine ratings, tee chap. 
viii, note 260, suprtl. 
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definitive settlement even after more than four decades of regulation, 
it has provided an indispensable basis for realistic performance, in 
conformity with the primary aims of the administrative method. 
Concerned with a vast number of practical adjustments arising under 
constandy varying circumstances and conditions, the Commission has 
molded its determinations in light of the distinctive findings of each 
proceeding, in the execution of policies flexibly devdoped under the 
impact of its accumulated experience.·o 

The Commission regularly finds itsdf under the necessity of re
opening its proceedings, and of supplementing, modifying, or revers
ing its initial conclusions, not only because of the interdependence of 
many of its findings and the constandy changing circumstances and 
conditions with which it is meed, but also because its original deter
minations are frequendy of such general character as to render a 
process of subsequent adjustment of specific situations unavoidable. 
The most striking manifestation of this influence is to be found in 
the filet that the Commission is often forced to act in sweeping filsh
ion, even though its own determinations will inevitably continue or 
produce maladjustments, and that it must often proceed on typical 
evidence, without precise support for the comprehensive findings 
which the practical necessities of the situation may demand. The 
resort in such connections to "saving clauses," whereby particular 
parties or interests affected by the findings may except themsdves 
from the orders upon a proper showing, is but an express recognition 
of the consequences that inevitably flow from the broad scope of the 
Commission's determinations. None the less, only comprehensive 
action may give promise of rdief under the exigencies of the immedi
ate situation; the legislative mandate sought to be executed may be 
entirdy unworkable without the use of general orders properly safe
guarded. The Commission's approach under such circumstances is 
highly pragmatic, however tentative its findings may be in their full 
sweep. Brief reference to a few of the more important proceedings 
involving general rate increases and the apportionment of joint rates 

• II See, fiIr eumpI .. Autpd C.., (iJr __ C .. 11;"., •• 80 I.C.C. 520 ('923). 
ID wbith the rule ewI...t iD the earlier ca ... was ~ u "DOl the &uiIioD of 
ripe expm.-" (p. 554). For the de..tOpme!l1 of the 0>mmis1Ii0Il's policy iD the 
matter of aWped cars, ICe c:hap. viii, pp. '3'-'41, ,.,.... 
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among participating carriers will lend concreteness to this aspect of 
the Commission's processes. 

When the roads were returned to their private owners in 1920, 

there was general agreement that rate increases were necessary. Ac
cordingly, in execution of the rule of rate-making enacted by the 
new legislation, the Commission requested the carriers to file appli
cations for increased rates, and after full hearing granted percentage 
advances for the various rate groups which it established." The statu
tory requirement that rates be initiated which would yield a fair re
turn on the aggregate value of the railroad property in each group 
was formally followed, but on the basis of data which were strikingly 
fragmentary in various directions. The valuation figure, for example, 
which was used "for the purposes of this particular case" was only a 
very rough approximation, without analysis of the principles or 
methods employed in its determination." Similarly, the figures ob
tained from the carriers as to their revenue needs and as to the 
probable results of future operation were expressly recognized as in
adequate and in many respects unreliable." Since, moreover, the ur-

as Increased Ratel. 1920, S8 I.e.c. 220 • 

•• The Commission pointed out that it had before it the investment accounts of the 
carriers, together with evidence as to probable earning capacity under particular rates, 
the sums required to meet operating expenses, and the amount and market value of the 
stocks and bonds of the carriers; and it indicated that in appraising these elements of 
value it was mindful that the carriers ate operating units and going concerns. Concern· 
ing the data accumulated in the valuation pursued under section 19a, the Commission 
said: "So &r as the work has produced results, either as to particular roads, or as 
showing general tendencies and principles, we have given consideration thereto" 
(p. 228). But there was no indication whatever as to how, in light of this evidence, 
the figure which was to serve as the rate base was derived. The Commission merely 
concluded: ''From a consideration of all the facts and matten of record, and those 
which, under section Isa of the interstate commc:rcc act. we are both required and 
authorized to consider, we find that the value of the steam railway property of the 
carriers 0 0 0 is, for the purposes of this particular case, to be taken as approximating" 
$I8,goo,ooo,ooo (po :ug). But compare the following from the: separate concurring 
opinion of Commissioner Eastman, in which he found the asccrtainment of a valua
tion figure impracticable: "For some time: the Commission has been diligc:ndy engaged 
in the enormously difficult wk of ascc:rtaining and assembling the valuation data re
quired by sc:c:tiOD Iga of the interstate commc:rcc act; but it has not yet fixed final 
'value' for any road, and preliminary reports are available on but little more than IS 
per cent of the mileage of the counUYo Nor have we as yet determined the principles 
by which 'value' for rate-making purposes is to be estimated from the data accumu
lated" (p. 256). 

15 Note, for example. the following: "A number of lIIlall carric:n Jailed to answer 
the questionnaire, and we are asked to assume that the directions . 0 0 were accurately 
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gency of the general financial requirements of the carriers was the 
dominant factor in the situation-promptness of action being deemed 
more important than precision of detail-tbere was little opportunity 
to consider the reasonableness of individual rates, and horizontal 
increases were established despite their inevitable disturbance of 
existing rate rdationships."6 Under these circumstances, the need of 
subsequent readjustment was expressly recognized by the Commis
sion: "Most of the factors with which we are dealing are constantly 
changing. It is impossible to forecast with any degree of certainty 
what the volume of traffic will be. The general price levd is changing 
from month to month and from day to day. It is impracticable at this 
time to adjust all of the rates on individual commodities. The rates 
to be established on the basis hereinbefore approved must necessarily 
be subject to such readjustments as the facts may warrant. It is con-

and &.ithfully followed by the other carriers. The evidence indicates that such an as
awnption i. unwarranted. • • • To the extent that dift"erent methods were employed 
the ",ulll .... ubject to criticism. A .pecific ""Iuest by us that the carrier. fUrnish 'all 
underlying detail. and fOrmulas upon which the constructive increases estimakd fOr 
1920 were based • • • ' met with a mponse 10 general in character that it does Dot 
.... ve the purpoae in .... ded. • • • The inadequacy of the data fUrnished by the carriers 
in ........ IUbstaDtiolly the difIiculty of forecasting the reaults of operation for the two 
,... period" (pp •• 3 ..... 3.). Aod the supplementary informatioD was even less ad ... 
quate and reliable: "Some or the important adjustments of revenues and expenses 
made .ubsequent to the filing of the questiCJDDaize were based OD data hastily obtained, 
in part by .. Iegraph, &om a rew carrion ~gazded as typical. Tb= is DO assurance that 
this information was compiled OD a uniform basis and no proof that it is accurate. The 
agents of the individual carriers by whom the infOrmation was originally c:ampiled 
were DOt pruent at the heariDg. Although an honest effiJn has appuondy been made 
to provide the best iDlOrmation that could be obtained in the limikd time available. it 
iI necessuy to call attention to the mct that the detail. of a number of the adjustments, 
both in the originol questiODllWe and subsequent th=to, cannot be ac:a:pkd as 
- .... ("'·3·). 

It "It would be desirable. if it were possible."' said the Comm.ission. '"to determine 
cIe6ni .. ly the commodities, the aections of the country. and even the individual rates 
which can best boor the burden of ineres .... and the .:eIationshipo of the rates and 
dillO .... tiol. which will be dioturbcd by a percentage m-.... This is precluded by the 
ncmsity of prompt action upon the main Hou .. pruenkd" (p. '43). Again: "Without 
atl<mpting to pus finally upon the question whether in gi ......... diffi:rentiols should 
or should Dot be maintained, it is evident that DO pen! program of maintaining 
dillOrentiols can be made eII<cti .. coincideot with the increases here approved without 
materially delaying their ell<ctive do .. as defini1e testimony co...mg indi'ridual oi_
tiona is beIOre us in only a wry lew ...... • • • After cuefidly c:onsideriDg the oi_. 
tion "" find that with the eaceptions hez<inafu:r IIOkd general percentage increases 
made to fit the need. of the pups of 1ines oerviog each of the lOur groups must be 
00IIsidered fOr present purpooes the moot practicable. This conduoion is without peju
dice to any S\Ihoequent finding in indindual oi_tinns" (p. 245). 
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ceded by the carriers that readjustments will be necessary.'·37 In point 
of fact, the rate readjustments effected during the course of the en
suing year were very numerous.S

" 

But the need of modification and supplementary action did not 
arise merely from discrepancies and maladjustments in classifications 
and rate relationships. In the first place, the failure of about half 
the states to authorize commensurate increases on intrastate traffic, 
which threatened serious curtailment of the carrier revenues deemed 
essential to the maintenance of railroad credit, resulted in the institu
tion of a large number of proceedings designed to remove discrimi
nation against interstate commerce; and the Commission's sweeping 
orders in these proceedings, whereby, without reference to particular 
situations, the general level of intrastate rates and charges was re
quired to be raised to the level established for interstate commerce 
once more issued in a series of complaints and applications for the 
modification of specific adjustments.·· The direct repercussions of 
the initial rate order were thus widespread and long-continued. But 
the unstable character of the industrial situation was a further source 
of pressing difficulty. Not long after the promulgation of the original 
order, a downward trend in commodity prices and labor costs de
veloped; and the depressed condition of industry resulted in a sharp 
curtailment of railroad traffic. The rate increases which had been 
authorized were proving an undue burden upon commerce and were 
not accomplishing for the carriers the purpose for which they had 
been designed." Said the Commission: "We have been confronted 

8T Ibid .. pp. 255-256. 
as Note the following from the Commission's Annum Report for 1921, at p. 7: 

"Many rate readjustments have been made since the increases authorized in lnertllStJ 
Riztel, 1920, IUprlli became effective on August 26, 19l0. Some were made by the car .. 
tiers voluntarily, others at our suggestion, and still othen under our requirement after 
formal hearing ...• It is safe to say that at least a million change. in individual falea 

have been filed with us," 
19 See pp. 28?-301, supra. 
",0 Compare the following from RaUl on Grain. Grt"'n Proaucts, IIntl Hay, 64 I.C.C. 

85 (1921), at p. 99: "The purpose of section 153 was undoubtedly to better srabilizc 
the credit of railroads. reassure investors, and attract capital to the railroad industry. 
It is plainly our duty to do everything in our power to carry out this purpose. The ex· 
perience of the past J2 months. however, has ShOWD the limitations which surround 
in actual practice the operation of this provision of the law. The increases of 1920 were 
intended to give the carriers the specified return, and DO doubt they would have done 
10 if the volume of traffic had remained normal. Inllead, it fell off sharply, and Del 
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with the demands of shippers. on the one hand. for reductions in 
rates w)llch they allege are excessive and out of all proportion to the 
fiillen values of commodities and which interfere with. or prevent. 
commodity movement; and. on the other hand, with the fact that the 
carriers have not been receiving the £air return contemplated by 
Congress ... n This pressure for change in existing adjustments. "be
cause of the continuing state of flux both in cost and in value of 
transportation service ..... became very insistent. Since even the car
riers, despite their failure to earn the specified rate of return. recog
nized that the industrial situation would not permit further rate in
creases-that such action was necessary. rather. as might stimulate 
growth in tonna~numerous downward readjustments were estab
lished. both voluntarily and through formal order." But these specific 
rate decreases did not prove adequate. In due course, as a result of a 
general investigation instituted by the Commission on its own mo
tion to determine what further reductions in the rate level might law
fully be required, all freight rates and charges were ordered reduced 
by ten per cent from the level established in 1920. in so far as they had 
not already been decreased by at least that measure." This reduction 
was designed to assist the carriers as well as to afford relief to the 
shippers." Like the earlier increases. however. this reduction was 
made applicable to the entire traffic, on a percentage basis, without 
attempt to determine the reasonableness of particular rates.'· Further-

earnings Wled by a c:onsidenble margin to reach the desired mark. Ne'OCtthcl .... when 
it became apparent that this would be the cue, c:arriera and shippen alike agreed that 
it WU Dot our duty, under section 15 •• to raise rates to still higher levels. To have done 
~::?d dearly have been a vain thing, harmful alike to the c:ountry and to the 

tl .1. •• 001 Rtport. '9>1, P. 6. 
tI "" .... &pen. 1922, P. 17. 
to See N";"'O/ U .. SlOe" SAip,... .. u.,... v. A.. T. 4- S. 11. R,. Co., 63 I.C.C. .07 

(.g •• ); &1<. o. Groi •• Groi. Prod.cu, .. II Hoy. 64 I.C.C. 85 ('92'); S"""'...,. 
Hft"""" TrofM A.uo ••• 1. C. R. R. Co .. 66 LC.C. 68 ('9"); RtIU Red..,;. ... 67th 
Cong., .It Sess., House Dot. No. 115 ('9")' 

.. RedIlCN &1<., '-' 68 I.C.C. 676 • 

... "We are of opinion." said the Commission. "that general reduction of the rate 
I • ..t, .. aubttantia1 u the _clition of the c:arriera will penni~ will .... d .... only to 
l-.. the Inll$ponation butdca but also to equaliR and stabilize the conditioas under 
which c:ommerce and industry are carried on, with _u.nt fuller usurana: to the 
carrien of .wioing the &;r n:tum __ plaled by the law" (p. 734) • 

.. ''The raising of the ra .. leocl by the D_ Gencral of Railroo.ds in June, '9'8, 
and &pin under our authority in August, '9'" ....., -=italed by inacues in 
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more, even as to the general rate level, these processes necessarily in
volved forecasts of future revenues and expenses, depending upon 
the uncertain course of operating costs and traffic demands. "The 

. carriers take the position," the Commission declared, "that we must 
be guided solely by those things which are definite and certain in the 
past. With this we can not agree. Our function under the law is not 

. that of mere computers and can not thus be atrophied. The duty to 
prescribe rates for the future carries with it the obligation to exercise 
an informed judgment upon all pertinent f3cts, present and past, in 
order to forecast the future as best we may,'''' Since, in the very 
nature of the case, such general determinations, whether by way of 
rate increases or rate decreases, are sweeping in scope and experi
mental in character, a continual process of change and readjustment 
becomes inevitable. 

It is manifest from the foregoing survey that the Commission's 
action in such general rate proceedings is based upon typical evidence, 
provided it is deemed ample in quantity, and that its findings are in 
a large sense provisional. In the judgment of the regulatory tribunal 
the showing as to revenue needs and transportation charges was 
sufficiently representative of prevailing conditions to justify the per
centage increases and reductions in rates which were ordered, with
out reference to the particular demands of each specific situation. 

operating expenses. The latter have DOW partially receded. The tate incrcaset werc 
general and justified by the iocreue in geacral cost of .. rvice, and with decr .... in that 
cost a rate decrease, a150 general, is justified. The justification for decrease is to be 
found in the rate structure as a whole ramer than in individual rates, or in rates on 
individual commodities. It is true that the prices of some commodities have receded 
more rapidly and to a greater extent than others, even as some went up more rapidly 
and to a greater extent than omen. Readjustment, however, is DOt complete and the 
process of equalizing prices is still in progress, some coming up and others going down, 
which will probably result in a more equal price level i.o the near future. The ncedt of 
commerce c:ao not be met if ralCl are to 8.uctuate with market prices of commodities. 
In bringing down the rate level to meet lowered expenses a similar ptoces. should be 
followed and the reduction made gencraJly upon all commodities in .ubstantially equal 
ratio'" IbiJ. 

"7 Ibid .• p. 730. Compare. also, the fonowing from RAte, em Grlli,., Grlli" ProJIICts, 
amJ Hay. 64 I.C.C. 85 ('921), at p. 99: "The duty cast upon us by ..aion .sa it a 
coDtinuing duty and looks to the future. It does not constitute a guaranty to the carrierJ, 
nor is the obligation cumulative. We are not restricted by past 01' pteseDt .tatistics of 
operation and earnings. These arc IUViceable only u they illuminate the future. What 
is contemplated by the law iJ that in thit exercUe of our ratc.making power the result 
ohaIJ reflect our best judgment u to the buit which may n:asonabIy be expected for 
the future to yield the prescribed return." 
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The objective was to establish a rate level reasonably calculated to 
provide adequate earniogs for the carriers without imposing undue 
burdens upon the shipping public. The need of providing prompt. 
relief rendered altogether impracticable either the accumulation of 
the necessary evidence as to each carrier, or each locality, or eaclt 
commodity involved, or the establishment of definitive adjustments 
grounded in the instant record. The practical exigencies of the rail
road situation and of the administrative system of control often re
quire such general findings-pointing the dominant direction of 
regulatory policy-which but serve as a starting-point for subsequent 
modification and readjustment. There is thus a large exercise of dis
cretion in the first place, coupled with express recognition of the 
continuity of the controlling processes. This mode of approach has 
long characterized the Commission's regulative methods;" it sprang 
from "the actual necessities of procedure and administration ... •• In 

.. See, for example, .tItI ..... , i~ Rm.-EIJItmJ CIU •• :zo I.C.C. 243 ('9U); .tItI· 
IIt111", in RauI-WelkNJ CIW, 20 I.C.C. 307 (1911); F;,,~ Pw Cen' Cew, 31 I.C.C. 
35' ('9'4); W ...... Rm .tid ..... C_. 35 I.C.C. 497 ('9'5); W ...... PatS<1lF 
F_,. 37 I.C.C. I ('9'5); Fiflem Per C ... ClUe. 45 I.C.C. 303 ('9'7). For reliance 
upon typical evidence in connection with the regulation of intrastate rates. sec pp. 269-
307,_"... 

•• Compare the Collowiog from the opinion nC Jusne:. Brandeis in N ... E.gl ... 4 
DillisiolU C,.. 261 U.S. 184 (1923). at pp. 197-199: "Por many year. before the enact .. 
ment of Transportation Act. 1920, it had been necessary. fiom. time to time, to adjudi
cate comprehensively upon substantially all ratoo in a large territory. When such rate 
changea were applied for, the Commission made them by a single order; and. in large 
part. on evidence deemed typical of the whole rate strUCtUre. This remained. a common 
praetic:e after the bOlden nC proof to show shot a proposed increase of any rate was 
....... ble bad been deelared • • • to be upon the carrier. Thus, the practic:e did not 
bave ill origin in the pup system nC rate.making provided for in 1920 by the ..... 
"5a.lt wu the actual nec:essiti .. nC proc:edw<: and .dministration which h.d led 10 the 
adoption nC th.t method, in passing upon the reasonabl ..... nC proposed "'te ma..ses. 
The necasi.ty of adopting a similar course when multitudes of divisions were to be 
passed upon was obvious. The method. was equally appropriate: in such enquiriesi and 
we must assume that Congress intaldcd to confer upon the CommissiOil power 10 
pursue iL" Note. al.., thelOllowiog from the opinion nC Chief Justice Taft in Wimnuia 
R. R. Co ..... v. C. B. 4' O. R. R. Co. 257 U.S. 563 ('922), at p. 579: ''The .. port 
and findings nC the Commission undoubtedly show that the intrastate w.. work an 
undue dixrimi.nation against travellers ill interstate commerce and against localities 
• • • in typical instances numerous enough to justifY a general finding against a laxge 
c:laa nC &ret. In a general order thus SIlpponed, possible inju.stioe CID be avoided by a 
saving cl ..... allowing any one to except himself from the order by proper showiog. 
This practice is fUlly austainc:d by proc:edent. • • • July rule which would ""loin: 
opeci/ic -" nC discrimination .. to each Ian: or rate and ill dIi:ct would mmplc:tdJ 
b1oc1r. the tensedial putpooe nC the .... tu ..... 
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the words of the Commission: "In all such general rate cases we have 
realized and have held that if we were required to consider the just
ness and reasonableness of each individual rate, the law would in 
effect be nullified and the Commission reduced to a state of admin
istrative paralysis."oo 

For like reasons a similar procedure has been followed in the Com
mission's exercise of authority over rate division~that is, the divi
sions of joint rates prescribed for particular carriers have not always 
been based upon a consideration of each individual joint rate."1 The 
most enlightening instance of a comprehensive determination in this 
sphere, based upon typical evidence and issuing in an order which 
was provisional in character, is to be found in the leading New En g
land Divisions Case." Immediately after the general rate advances 
of 1920, the New England railroads instituted proceedings to secure 
larger divisions of the increased joint rates, some six hundred carriers 
in the remainder of the United States being made respondents. At 
first, although an extensive record was made, the Commission did not 
grant the relief sought, merely suggesting, without order, that the 
parties individually modifY their rate divisions and then submit the 
readjustments for further consideration; but this procedure was not 
followed by the carriers, and on reargument, upon the same record, 
the Commission ordered in effect that the shares of the New England 
railroads in the joint freight rates be increased by 15 per cent, and at 
the same time it directed the carriers involved to revise their divisions, 
which had been determined by agreement in terms of fixed per
centages, on a more logical and systematic basis. The prescribed ad
justment was to remain in force until further order of the Commis-

80 Nelli England Divu;ons. 66 I.e.c. 196 (19,2:1), at p. 203. The Commission 
pointed out that in proceedings involving general increases or reductions in ratel it bas 
been its practice "to disregard the immediate effect upon particular rates and to afford 
relief without delay, leaving a door open for any necessary subsequent readjustments." 
Referring specifically to the percentage reductions which were ordered in Risks Oil 

Grain, Grain ProdUdI. and Hay. 64 I.C.C. 85 (1921). the Commission declared that 
it was "not deterred by the fact that such reductions might, and probably would. leave 
certain individual rates unreasonably low and othen unreasonably high." 

61 Sec, for example. PiluburglJ 4r W. V •. Ry. Co. v. P." L. E. R. R. Co .• 61 I.C.C. 
272 ('92'); EtU' ""'Y R. R. 6- T. Co. v. C. R. R. Co. of N.,., 63 I.C.C. 80 ('921); 
Division of loinl RJzt~s and Far~s of M. l!r N. A. R. R. Co •• 68 I.C.C. 47 (1922). 

68 N~w England Divino"s, 62 I.C.C. SI3 (1921),66 I.C.C. 196 (1922); N~w E",~ 
Itmd Divinons Case, 261 U.S. 18. (1923). 
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sion, with the right reserved to any carrier to apply for a modification 
with respect to particular rates." We are not here concerned with the 
substantive scope of the Commission's authority over rate divisions. 
The percentage increase in the share of the New England carriers 
was primarily induced as a means of relieving their financial needs, 
and this purpose was held to be within the legitimate sphere of the 
"new railroad policy" introduced by the Transportation Act and 
constitutionally valid.1I< It is the methods employed, rather than the 
substance of the findings, that reflect the pragmatic character of the 
Commission's processes. The order embraced the division of all the 
joint rates of all the carriers, but without specific evidence as to the 
propriety of the adjustment in each instance; and a percentage in
crease in divisions was immediately prescribed for the New England 
lines, despite the added direction that the entire basis of apportion
ment be readjusted by the carriers. The findings were thus based 
upon typical evidence, and the relief granted was expressly recognized 
as provisional in character. The-Commission utilized these methods, 
as it had frequendy done in other general rate investigations, because 

"In its second "'port (66 I.C.C.. at p, 204) the Commission declared: ''Upon fUr
ther consideration we are of opinioo that in a case involving divisions we may. when 
the public interest 10 requires, grant immediate relief subject to later readjustments, 
u we have done in cases involving general increases or reductions in rates. Otherwise, 
we: &hall fail to do substantial justice. The act requires a practical administratioD. and 
prompt action where that is necessary in the public: interest. In our former report we 
ntognized the need. for a revision of the divisions. The course of action suggested in 
that report having failed to produce prompt relief, we must adopt another, justified by 
the retord.. which will accomplish what Congreu intended should be accomplished." 

It 261 U.s" at pp. 189-1g6. "What the Commission did:" concluded the Court. 
''wu to niae the additional ",venues needed by the New England lin.., in part. directly. 
through incrase of all rates 40 per cent. and, in part, indirectly, through inc:reasi.ng 
their divisions OIl joint ratel. In other words. the additionalreveDucs needed were raised. 
partly by a direet, partly by an incli=t taX, It is not true. as argued. that the order 
CXlInpel. the .trong railroads to .upport the welk. No par. of the ",venues needed by 
the New England lines is paid by the _ .... n carriers. All is paid by the c:ommunity 
punuant to the single rate increase ordered. in Hz PIItU 74. If. by a single order, the 
Commission had raised joint rates throughout the Eastern Group 40 pet cent., and. in 
the same order, had declared that 90 per CCIlt. of the whole incn:ase in the joint rates 
should go to the New England lines (in addition to what they would recoi .. under 
existing division.). clearly nothing would have been taken &om the Trunk Line and 
Central Freight Association carriers, in ao ordering. The order enten:d in &r P_ 74 
was at all times subject to change. The special needs of the New England lines wa<: 
at all times beron: the Commission. That these needs wen: met by two orden instead 
of ..... is not of legal significance, The: order ben: in question mal pn:per1y be deemed 
a supplement to, or modification o~ that enten:d in &r P_ 74" (p. 196). 
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they alforded the only means of accomplishing, with reasonable 
promptness, the general purpose for which the proceeding had been 
instituted. It did not disregard the situation of particular carriers; it 
but generalized from representative evidence. It did not order a trans
fer of revenues from one set of carriers to another, without full hear
ing, pending decision as to what would constitute just and equitable 
divisions; it but recognized that subsequent readjustments would be 
necessary, despite the propriety of immediate relief. Both the typical 
nature of the evidence upon which the Commission relied and the 
provisional character of the order which it issued were a reflection of 
realistic performance rather than of arbitrary exercise of power."5 

As already stated, the large exercise of administrative discretion, 

""In upholding the legal validity of these proeesses, Jwtiee Brandeis also threw 
much light upon their rationale. With regard '" the we of typieal evidenee he said 
(pp. 196-191): "'The order directs a 15 per cent increase in the: divisions to the several 
New England lines. It is comprehensive. But it is based upon evidence which the Com~ 
mission assumed was typical in character, and ample in quantity. to jwtify the findiag 
made in respect to each division of each rale of every carrier . •• • Obviously, CoD~ 
gress intended that a method should be pursued by which the task, which it imposed 
upon the Commission, could be performed. The Dumber of carriers which might be 
atfected by an order of the Commission, if the power granted were to be exercised 
fully, might tar exceed six hundred; the Dumber of rates involved, many million •. The 
weak roads were many. The need to be met was urgenL To require specific cvide~ 
and separate adjudication, in respect to each division of each rate of each carrier, would 
he tantamount'" denying the possibility of grantiog relief." The pronouneemenu of 
the learned Justice with regard to the provisional charactct of the order were equally 
illuminating (pp. 20~OI): "Whether a hearing wu full. must he derermined by the 
ehara""" of the hearing. not by that of the order entered thereon. A full hearing is 
one in whieh ample opportunity is afforded '" all parties '" make, by evidenee and 
argument, a showing fairly adequate to establish the propriety or impropriety, from 
the standpoint of justice and law, of the step asked to be takea.. The Commission 
recognized, and observed, these essentials of a full hearing. . . . That the evidence 
left in the minds of the Commission many daubu. is true. But it had brought COD

viction that the New England lines were entided ., relief; that the divisional arrange
ments of the carriers required a thorough revision to put them upon a more logical 
and systematic basis; that a horizontal increase of the New England lines' divisiom, 
made before IUch revision, would leave some divisions too high and othcn too low; 
that the comprehensive revision proposed would neccssarily take • long lime; and that, 
meanwhile, the New England lines should be accorded ". portion of the relief to 
which • • • they are entided and whieh the puhlie inter<st dearly t<quin:s.· • • • A 
hearing may he • full one, although the evidenee introdueed does not enable the tri· 
bunal ., dispose of the issues completely or permanendy; and although the tribunal 
iJ convinced, when entering the order thereon, that, upon further investigation. some 
changes therein will have to be made. To grant under auch circ:umstanca immediate 
relief. subject to later readjustments, wu DO more a transfer of rcVCD.UCI pending • 
decision, thaD. was the like action, in cues involving general incrcascs in ntel, a traDJoo 

fer of revenues wm the poekets of the shippen '" the treasury of the earrien. " 
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both in the substance of the conclusions reached and in the methods 
employed in their determination, is exemplified throughout the range 
of the Commission's activities and finds expression in all aspects of 
the study in which we are engaged. The characteristics of the Com
mission's regulative processes to which attention has been expressly 
directed at this point are merely illustrative. Machinery is provided 
for the exertion of continuous control. Since prompt action is fre
quently more important than exact justice, neither substantial defi
ciencies in reliable data, nor the absence of precise evidence with re
spect to particular situations, can be permitted to defeat the remedial 
purposes of the legislative mandates which are being administered. 
Mere inability "to dispose of the issues completely or permanently" 
does not result in inaction; and even the incidental creation of mal
adjustments does not inhibit action which is designed to effectuate 
major public purposes. The processes of continual readjustment, both 
through the operation of formal saving clauses and through the 
medium of new complaints and applications, are relied upon to safe
guard private rights and to achieve modifications in the public inter
est. It is true, of course, that the great flexibility of performance which 
characterized the highly significant and comprehensive proceedings 
to which reference has been made by way of illustration is not neces
sarily extended to matters of narrower scope and less import-that 
in such restricted proceedings more exacting standards are main
tained as to adequacy of record, more precise evidence is required 
in support of findings, more limited rein is given to the sweep of 
orders. In a broad sense, however, virtually all of the Commission's 
proceedings are open to reconsideration, upon a showing of new evi
dence, changed conditions, or mistaken policy, by way of flexible 
~ponse to practical demands. Moreover, the Commission's trial-and
error methods are often deliberate and not merely unavoidable. The 
use of temporary orders for purposes of experimentation is of this 
character;oo and the withholding of corrective action pending volun-

111.0 hdfi< c ..... P.wrtA Smi .. Af1I>Iica'olU. 129 I.C.C. 3 ('9'7), lOr oxampl", 
a _ponry ord.., granting micf lOr one JH< was issued with ... pea: to one of the 
siIuati .... io>ol'<d. but with the fulIowing "",clition attacbecl thez<to: ''IIefi>re Novem
ber I, '9>8, applicant will be .. peet<d to n:.Pe and pzeseot anew such applieatiOAS 
lOr mief u the lituation may then ...... to demand, at which time they sbould be 
ptpan:d to show, lOr a n:pzeseotati .. period, the n:su1,. &om a tralIic atandpoint of 
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tary adjustments by the carriers themselves, along general lines sug
gested by the Commission, is similarly designed, at least as a prelimi
nary, to render the scope of remedial action more elastic, and the 
arrangements actually adopted more realistic, than might be possible 
through the immediate promulgation of formal orders."' There is 
little limit upon the range of expedients to which resort may be had 
toward these ends. 

In'light of the broad discretionary powers conferred upon the 
Commission by the legislative structure, this pragmatic approach, 
which is further accentuated by the frequent necessity of securing 
guidance from the regulatory system as a whole" and of according 

the measure of relief herein granted" (p. 23). In abandonment cases, interim orden 
temporarily denying relief or granting it only in part are very frequent. In Abtmdon· 
menl of Branch by P. 6- A.. R. R., 105 I.C.C. ,62 (1926), for example. an application 
was denied, but "without prejudice to rcsubmission by the applicant at such time as it 
can show an arrangement has been made to provide some other suitable service or 
facility for the community dependent on the branch-line service now atforded" (p. ,66). 
In AblUJaonment 0/ Eastem Kentucky Ry., III I.C.C. 476 (1926), the application wu 
denied as to a portion of the line embraced by its terms, "but without prejudice to re· 
Dewal after onc year of operation succeeding the abandonment of line nom of Gray. 
son, herein authorized" (p. 481). In Abtmdonmen, of une by S. Ry .• 105 I.e.c. 228 
(1925), the record was held open for a period of one year, so that evidence might be 
adduced showing the results of operation for this additional period; and upon funher 
hearing, in 131 I.C.C. 264 (19:17), the application was denied, "but without prejudice 
to renewal after two years" (p. 269). In all these proceedings. as in numerous others, 
the Commission"s avowed purpose was to render available further relevant data., based 
upon additional periods of actual experiencc, either under the original conditions or 
as modified by its own temporary or restricted determinations. 

aT See. for example, Texas Common Poinl ClISe, 26 I.C.C. 528 (1913); Ntlll Eng. 
1 ... 1 Di.uions, 6. I.C.e. 513 (1921), 66 I.e.e. 196 (19)2); National Live SlO<k 
S"ippers' uague v. A .• T. b S. F. Ry. Co .. 63 I.C.C. 107 (1921). Compare, also. the 
following from Consolidated Southwestern Casts. 123 I.C.C. 203 (1927), at p. 409: 
"]n so &r as interstate and intrastate rate relationships are herein found to be unduly 
prejudicial to interstate. and unduly preferential to intrastate shippers, receivers, locali· 
tiel. or traffic, we will at this time enter no corrective order. We will for the present 
leave to the appropriate State Commissions and carriers the matter of adjusting the 
intrastate rates on bases which will harmonize with the rates prescribed or approved 
herein., and will remove the undue prejudice and preference. If IUCb. readjustments arc 
not accomplished within a reasonable time interested parties may bring the mauer to 
our further attention:' 

.8 In Railrotul Commission of Nt!fItztl. v. S. P. Co .• 21 ].C.C. 329 (1911), ia which 
the long.and·mort-haul clause as amended. in 1910 was first given significant applica. 
tion, the Commission's interpretation of its powerl of granting relief; in .'the exercise 
of • wise and judicial discn:boo" (p. 336), was Iacgoly molded by Ihe .piri. of Ihe 
Act as a whole. particularly al evinced by the firlt three sections, in condemo.i.Dg dis
crimination. Again, in Tnm.setJntinenlill Cases of 192.3. 74 ].C.C. 48, in interpreting ill 
powers under the fowth section u amended in 19:10, with .pcciaI rtfcrcnce to the 
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due consideration to the claims of established relationships and vested 
interests,BO has rendered the Commission's rulings predominandy a 

meaning of the requirement that the depressed rate must be "reasonably compensatory," 
the Commission clearly, and quite properly. went beyond the specific provision in
volved. In holding that a reasonably compensatory rate "must not be so low as to 
threateJl the extinction of legitimate competition by water carriers," A:'1 attempt was 
made to accord recognition to the pronouncement of section 500 of the Transportation 
Act that it is the policy of Congress lito foster and preserve in full vigor both rail and 
water transportation"; in holding that such a rate must DOt "jeopardize the appropriate 
return on the value of the carrier property generally." an attempt was made not only 
to give effect to the express stipulation of section IS' but to carry out the Commission's 
general responsibility for the maintenance of an adequate transportation system. This 
respomibility for the transportation system as a whole has also exerted a dominant in .. 
8uena: upon the Commission's policies in prescribing divisions of joint rates. Note 
the foUowiDgJ for exampleJ from Piusburg" 6' W. V. Ry. Co. v. P. 6- L. B. R. R. Co., 
6x I.C.C. 272 (lg2l)J Ilt p. 283: "In our opinion it was to avoid the unduly prejudicial 
effect of IUch atrategic advantages upon the weaker carriers and the resulting impair. 
ment of transportation fi.clJ.ities upon which II. substantial portion of the country de
pends that our power. over divisions were clarified and strengthened. We are not 
prevented • • • from taking into consideration any circumstances and conditions which 
we may deem to have weight in measuring the justice and reasonableness of divisions; 
but it is an intent clearly disclosed that we shall keep continually in view the public 
intereltJ the public need for a transportation system strong in all its parts, and the con
aequent necessity that carriers shall receive compensations lairly proportional to the 
amount and character of the service which they perform and adequate to enable them 
to perform it e8iciendy." The same position was taken in New England Diflisiorts. 66 
LC.C. .g6 (.g .. ): ''Paragraph (6), section '5, of Ihc in_ .... commerce Itt [dealing 
with divisions] was a pan of the Transportation Act. 15120. Both the legislative history 
and the provisions of the act make it clearuat the purpose of Congress in this legis
lation wu broader than mere regulation of individual railroads. Congress was endeavor
ing to asslUe an eft<cti .. tralUportation SY>'"'" for the nation" (p. .g8); and in uphold
ing the Commission's position. in New Bng/ad Di"u.,otu CtI#. 261 U.s. 184 (1923). 
the Supn:me Court expressly n:c:ognized Ihc interrelationship between variom parts 
of the statute: "The provision concerning divisions wal • • • an integral pan of the 
machinery for dislributing Ihc funds expected to be raised by the new ....... fixing sec
tiOllJ.I. wu. indeed, indispensable" (p •• g.). For the inJIuence of Ihc general purposes 
of the n:gulatory SY>'"'" upon the Commission', assertion of power oYer in ................ 
see pp. 2.87-301, "'prtL 

.. No .. , for example, the following Iiom Musissippi JIj..,. CIllO, .81.C.C. 47 ('9'3), 
" pp. 58""5g: "Taking aU things into coruideration, much can be said, and much has 
been said on the reconI by these complainanb, in support of the CXID .... tion tha. then: 
mould be • parity of ...... &om Ihc seaboard as between 5 •• Louis and the Iowa towns 
on the -. bank of Ihc riYer; and we should be disposed '" requile such a parity of 
ra ... at all the crossinga if Ihc rate situation could be CXlDsiden:d absttactly on Ihc 
record. and without regard to the effects elsewhere and OD other nus. That. hoW'C'lel'. 
Would not be 10 broad • view of the matter as the circumstana:s require. We c:anDOt 

put au. of ligb. the discriminations and inequalities tha. would mull &om such an 
order; GO the contrary we must look at the whole situation and io. that manner arrive 
lit aubstantial justice. Moreover, the effect of such 1m order and 10 ndic:al a change in 
• .... _ of this imponana: would be IiMeoching; it would _ only disturb 
the c:ommunitito immediately involftd, but would disturb other CX>IDDlunities and at 
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matter of informed judgment, flexibly adjusted to changing circum
stances and conditions, with the pressure of legal necessity emerging 
only on relatively rare occasions. As will appear from an analysis of 
the Commission's rdationship to the courts, its administrative deter
minations, effected under such statutory guidance and by such regu
latory processes, are clothed with a high degree of finality. 

\4. THE COMMISSION AND THE COURTS 

On what basis and to what extent are the Commission's determina
tions, as thus molded, deemed to be conclusive, and on what grounds 
and in what measure are they subject to review by the courts?'" 
Judicial review of the legitimate exercise of discretion would relegate 
the method of administrative control to a subordinate status and 
would defeat the very purposes for which the Commission's vast 
grants of flexible authority were conferred; on the other hand, abso
lute recognition of the finality of administrative determinations 
would destroy in this field the supremacy which has been tradition
ally accorded to a regime of law and would run afoul of the express 
constitutional limitations to which all exercise of governmental au
thority is subject. While the Commission's jurisdiction operates, for 
the most part, in direct furtherance of the public welfare, its adjudi
cations, whether with reference to the propriety of past transactions 
or by way of formulating policy for the future, affect private interests 
and determine private rights. Such rights and interests cannot, under 
all circumstances, be conclusively foreclosed by administrative deter
minations. Since the Commission's authority is entirely statutory, it 
must be restrained within the lawful scope of the legislative provi
sions; and since the Commission is but the creature of Congress, it 
must be subject to the same constitutional restrictions which condi-

the same time result in a drastic reduction in the revenues of the carriers. ~ a regula
tory body, we cannot overlook such consequences." For more recent examples of the 
Commission's reluctance to disturb long.-establishcd adjustments "lightly and unneces
sarily," even in proceeding. of restricted scope, see Anderton-Taylor Co. v . .A..~ T. & 
S. F. Ry. co.~ lIS I.C.C, 313 (19:16); Hanna Furnace Co. v. N. Y. C. R. R. Co.~ U3 
I.C.C. 627 ('927): .4mnU:tm Wring" Co ••• N. Y., N. H. & H. R. R. Co .• '46 
I.C.C. 325 ('928). 

80 For a stimulating analysis of the more general problem of the growth of admin
istrative adjudication and its relationship to the courts, sec John Dickinson. Admi,,;I
willi •• funic< ond IA. Supr.mlKY of UztIJ ('927). 
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tion the acts of Congress. There is ample room, therefore, for 
judicial interference. The crucial problem is as to the proper scope of 
such interference. In essence this is but a concrete manifestation of 
the larger problem, characteristic of the system of law as a whole, 
of achieving harmony between change and stability, in so far as such 
achievement is dependent upon delimiting the appropriate spheres 
of rule and discretion; as aptly put, "the problem of compromise be
tween the need of stability and the need of change becomes in one 
aspect a problem of adjustment between rule and discretion, between 
administering justice according to settled rule, or at most by rigid 
deduction from narrowly fixed premises, and administration of jus
tice according to the more or less trained intuition of experienced 
magistrates."Ol 

The General Scope of Judicial Review 

In this particular field, large discretionary powers are expressly 
conferred upon the Commission, but few corresponding restrictions 
are explicitly imposed upon the reviewing powers of the courts. The 
effective scope of judicial review, therefore, has been largely deter
mined by the courts themselves. But in deference to the general ex
pression of the legislative will, as manifested by the progressively 
expanding system of administrative control which has been estab
lished, the courts have adopted a dominantly self-denying attitude in 
matters of review. & will appear in due course, there is a broad 
and significant zone in which the Commission's determinations are 
clothed with finality; while ample judicial safeguards are provided 
against unconstitutional assertion of power, against usurpation of 
statutory authority, and against arbitrary performance of adminis
trative duty, the large exercise of discretion which dominates practi
cally all phases of the Commission's regulatory processes is, on the 
whole, free from judicial interference. 

The prevailing relationship between the Commission and the 
courts, permitting this large measure of untrammeled exercise of 
administrative power, was not characteristic of the Commission's 
status during the first two decades of its existence. Under the original 
Act to Regulate Commerce the activity of the courts with reference to 

Ull_ Pound, l~ of uri H"-1 (I~), p. •• 
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the Commission's determinations appears to have been regarded as an 
integral part of the regulatory process. The Commission's orders, as 
such, did not become binding upon the parties affected thereby; the 
carriers were free to ignore them without penalty. Upon neglect or 
refusal of the carriers "to obey any lawful order or requirement," the 
burden was placed upon the Commission to secure its enforcement 
in the courts. Not only did such enforcement necessarily involve a 
review of the Commission's determination, but since the Commis
sion's report, on such judicial hearing, was merely to be "prima facie 
evidence of the matters therein stated," there was no obstacle to the 
admission of new evidence and thus to a hearing de novo." Under 
such circumstances the findings of the Commission were definitely 
subordinated to those of the courts. The cases were judicially tried 
on the facts as well as on questions of law, and the withholding of 
significant evidence from the administrative proceedings rendered 

82 Note, for example, the following: '"We do Dot mean • • • that either party. in 
a trial in the court, is to be restricted to the evidence that was before the Commis~ 
sion •••• " Cin •• N. O. & Tex. P"". Ry. v. I.C.C., .6. U.S .• 84. '96 (.896). 
"Nor can it be denied that, eVCD when a petition is filed by the CommiUioD for the 
purpose of enforcing an order of its own, the Coun is authorized to "hear and deter· 
mine the matter as a court of equity,' which necessarily implies that the court it not 
concluded by the findings or conclusions of the Commission .•.. " TezlU & Pac. Ry. 
v.I.C.C .• 162. U.S. 197, 239 (1896). j'Thc first contention we encounter . .. is that 
the Circuit Coun had DO jurisdiction to review the judgment of the Commission upon 
this question of fact; that the coon is only authorized to inquire whether or not the 
Commission has misconstrued the statute and thereby exceeded its powers; thaI there 
was no general jurisdiction 10 lake evidencc upon the merits of the original controversy; 
and, especially, thaI questions under the third section are question. of fact and not of 
power, and hence unreviewable. We think. this contention is sufliciendy answered by 
simply referring 10 those portions of the act which provide thaI, when the coun iI 
invoked by the Commission to enforce its lawful orders or requirements. the coun 
should proceed. as a court of equity. to hear and determine the matter in such a mao~ 
net as 10 do justice in the premises . ... Accordingly our conclusion .iJ that it was 
competent, in the present case, for the Circuit Court, in dealing with the issues raised 
by the petition of the Commission and the answer thereto, and for the Circuit Coun 
of Appeals on appeal, to determine the case upon a consideration or the allegations of 
the parties and of the evidencc adduced in their support, giving effect, however, to the 
findings of £act in the tcport of the Commission as prim" {tu:ie evidence of malters 
therein stated." 'nwsttlle Commt!l'" Commission v. Alallllma Midland Ry. Co .• 168 
U.S. '44. '14. '15 (.897). See, also. Louisville R. R. Co. Y. S.hlm .... '15 U.S. 648 
(Igoo); Ean T~nn. Ry. Co. v.I.C.C.o 181 U.S. 1 (Igol); Inlt!l'SIilk Com".t!I'a Com
mission v. Clliugo R. R. Co.~ 186 U.S. 320 (1902). BUI compare the following from 
Cincinnati Ry. Co. v.I.C.C.o 206 U.S. 14~ (lg07). at p. 154: "The stature gives prima 
{at:ie effect to the findings of the Commission. and when those findings ate concurred 
in by the Circuit Court, we think they should not be interfered with. unI ... the r=rd 
cltablishes that dear and unmistakable error hu bceJI committed." 
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reversal of the Commission's orders a natural and frequent outcome. 
Controversies were setded only after long delay, upon final disposi
tion by the Supreme Court. In effect, judicial contro~ rather than 
administrative regulation, prevailed. It was the Commission's rela
tionship to the courts, as well as its lack of basic substantive powers, 
which rendered it largely impotent prior to the passage of the Hep
burn Act of I!j06.88 

The Hepburn Act not only extended the Commission's substantive 
powers in various direction_notably, by the express grant of Inanda
tory rate-making authority-hut it modified sharply the procedural 
processes of the original statute. With the sanction of heavy penal
ties, the Commission's regulatory orders were made binding by their 
own terms. Responsibility was thus placed upon the carriers to re
strain enforcement, rather than upon the Commission to secure en
forcement; the administrative process was recognized as an end in 
itself, and not merely as a preliminary stage in the course of ultiInate 
judicial control. In the event of violation of an order, the Commis
sion might still apply to a circuit court as a means of effecting com
pliance therewith; but the "prima facie evidence rule" of the original 
act was no longer applicable.'" To this extent the revised statute 

.. See Pan I, pp. '3-35. 
It In reparation cases, however. the Commission's awards are enforceable only 

through court action, ud its findings and orden are ooly "prima facie evidence of 
the tach therein ........ " Sec. .6. par. (.). This special treatment of orden for the 
payment of money uiJes from the filet that they arc conc:crncd exclusively with past 
traDslctions, and that they ... dCligncd \I) aflOrd pri.a", redress \I) particular partics, 
rathet !han \I) further R"ncral public: end. Ihtougb the process of regulation. ComP"" 
the fOllowing cIilIercntiation between regulatoty orders and reparation orders: "Th. 
typo of ditccting power with whicb Anglo-American jurisptUdence is most filmiIiar 
is the injunction issued by a cow< of equity. From this the administrative dircc:ting 
power diIIen in wbstance (apart &om questions of cnIOr<:oment and conclusiveness) 
mllinly by having fOr ilS abject the furtherance of public Illthet !han of pri.a", interest. 
If orders rcduciDg railroad Ill'" were matter of purely pri .. ", conc:cm, we mould 
DOt have oucb orders issued by public utility ClOII>JI>issKuI; the public in ....... appears 
in the filet that the adntioistrative commission is given primary jurisdiction \I) the 
exclusion of the coUltl. • • • Such an order may enure in the first instance \I) the 
benefit of aome particular .mppcr. but it is inllODded ... open'" also on bcbaIf of all 
oth .... aimilarly sima ..... ill any event oucb an order open ... proapectivcly. Such 
public benefit attach"- however, only in the remotest ItIlSe (ia. the same sense in which 
all adntioistration of civil juaticc is fOr the public benefit) to an order which atll:mplS 
to dee! with controversies as to amounts due or 10$IItS D.lJJi:mI by reuoD. of past trans
actiom, and whic:b glVCI pecuniary redress \I) one of the partiea to the controversy. This 
is no longer public: administration. but rcmediaI juaticc." Ernst Freund. 411"; __ .. 
Po __ hr..., .. ProronY ('9"8), pp. 1:&-13. ill these ~ the Com-
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obviously contemplated a definite narrowing of the scope of judicial 
review. But the new provisions were altogether lacking in explicit. 
ness as to the grounds upon which the Commission's determinations 
might properly be declared invalid. Upon petition for enforcement, 
the courts, after such hearings as they might deem necessary, were 
directed to enforce obedience to any order which appeared to be 
"regularly made and duly served." It was open to the courts, under 
the obscure language of this direction, to assert either very broad or 
very narrow powers of review. In practice, moreover, this enforce
ment procedure does not serve as the usual vehicle for judicial review 
of the Commission's orders. The penalties for disobedience of an 
order, which become operative from its effective date, are so severe, 
that the carriers do not await enforcement proceedings by the Com
mission, but themselves seek equitable relief, by initiating proceed
ings to enjoin, suspend, or invalidate the Commission's order. This 
has become the established method of subjecting the Commission's 
determinations to judicial review. In the I!)OO legislation the right to 

mission has recommended that the power to award reparation be placed exclusively in 
the courts. See Annual Rrporu: 1916, pp. 7S-?8j 1919, pp. 17"""21; 19.31, p. 58. For 
judicial interpretations of the "prima &cic evidence rule" in reparation case5-COn· 
struing the presumption to be applicable to ultimate facts, and permitting wide discrc· 
tion to the Commission in matters of supporting cvidence-sce M~elc.er v. Lellig" 
V,,]ley R. R .. '36 U.S. 434 ('9'5); Mills v. Lehigh V,,]ley R. R., '38 U.s. 473 ('9'5); 
Spill.,. v. Atchison, T. 6- S. P. Ry. Co., '53 U.S. 117 ('920); Pennsyl.",,;. R. R. Co. v. 
Weber, 257 U.S. 85 (1921). But the coures have differentiated between awards of 
damages based upon unjwt disaimination and those based upon the unreasonable-
ness of rates in and of themselves. In discrimination cases, the cmtence of damage 
must be proved and its measure determined by the circumstanc:eJ of each proceeding, 
as in ordinary suits before courts of law-that is, the complainant "mwt esrablish the 
focI of his damage as well as the amount of damages he claims.·· Nelli Orlell1U Boaril 
of Trade v.I. C. R. R. Co., '91.C.C. 32, 34 ('9'4), applying the rule of the Supreme 
Court in Penn .. R. R. Co. v. In_on,,] Co,,] Co., 230 U.s •• 84 ('9'3). In ...... 
on the other hand, in which the award of reparation is based upon the unreasonable
ness of the published rates, the mere payment of an unreasonable charge is presumed 
to issue in damages to the extent of its unreasonableness, regardleu of the faa that 
the complainant may have passed the unreasonable charge on to the consumer in the 
price of his good •• South.,.,. P.". Co. v. D.,.,..[I.T.." • .,. Co., 245 U.S. 53' ('9.8). In 
light of the realities of the siruation, this differentiation has not approved ibdf to the 
Commission. Note the following. for example: '"The distinction between the rule of 
damage of the Inl<rlJalion,,] Co,,] ClISe ill .... pca ID discriminalDry rates and the rule 
of damage in the DameU-TttnJ.er Cue in respect to unreasonable rates if apparently 
based upon what is said to be the ooDlD1On-Iaw principle that an unreuonable charge 
is equivalent to an 'extortion' or 'overcharge: But there appears to be DO real analogy 
between an action to recover an extortion or overcharge at common law and an action 
to recover an unreasonable charge under the act to regulate commerce. The common .. 
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such relief was recognized only incidentally;" in the so-called Com
merce Court Act of 1910, whereby jurisdiction over the Commission's 
orders was transferred from the circuit courts to the newly created 
Commerce Court, there was direct recognition of authority over 
cases brought to enjoin, set aside, annnl, or suspend in whole or in 
part any order of the Commission;66 in the so-called District Court 
Jurisdiction Act of 1913> whereby the Commerce Court was abolished 
and its jurisdiction "transferred to and vested in the several district 
courts of the United States," this recognition of the right to equitable 
relief against the Commission's orders was made the statutory basis 
of prevailing practice in matters of review.6f It is apparent, however, 
that the scope of judicial review was left entirely undefined. In en
forcement proceedings brought by the Commission, which are largely 
in disuse, the highly lIexible test of whether the order was "regularly 
made! and duly served" is the only guide provided for the courts; in 
proceedings to restrain the enforcement of the Commission's orders, 
which serve as the ordinary channel of review, no guide whatever is 
provided for the courts. Under these circumstances, the prevailing 

law action is more nearly analogous to an actioD. to recover a charge over and above 
the published. rate. At common law the overcharge was often in fila an extortion. But 
the exaction of a published charge which is legal under the .... tute, and which is a/lor
warda found to be unreasonable, is in no proper sense an extortion, inasmuch u the 
law itself roquires the payment of the published ra'" or charge. In publishing rates in 
the lint ins ...... carrion ha .. DO _y of knowing that a .. gu1ating c:ommissiOD will 
auboequently find a partic:ular ra'" "" be unreasonable. • • • The fact ,uggested by the 
court in the Dfrn<I/-T_ Care. that in the end the public probsbly pays the dam· 
ageo in most casea of compenss~ ""'" and that the ultima'" COIlSumet who may ha .. 
been actually dsmaged by the _ble charge an DDt IOCOver. appears "" be an 
insuSicient ....... upOD principle why the shipper, who eventually bas not been dsm
aged. should be allowed "" IOCOver. The exaction of an unreasonable charge by a car
rier is • public wrong, but there is a clear distinction between • public wrong and 
pri .. ", damages. • • • The law might well IlIirmativeiyIOCOgoize that pri .. ", dsmages 
do not neeessarilylOllow a violation of the act; and provide that aections 8. 9> and 16 
of the act shall be construed to mean that DO peraon is entitled to reparation except 
"" the """'t that he shows that he bas .uKered dsmage. The doac analogy between a 
.. lativeiy unreasonable or unjust ra'" and an unjustly disc:rimins.tDry or unduly preju
dicial rate, and the difficulty of detmDining just when a ra'" becomes unreasonable 
or that it is unreasonable per ... suggest that the law should provide that if • ra'" is 
fOund "" be unn:uonable the rule of dsmages loicl down in the l"""";'U/ eo.l 
C_ should contlOl." A •• "., lIIptwt, 1919> PI' 1!r.11. See, .lso, the Commission', 
lOrmoi !<COmmendations to 0>Dgress in A .... lie,..." I~I, I' 58. 

.. Act of June 39> 19')6 (34 Stat. 584> • 

.. N:t. of June 18. 1910 (36 Stat. 539) • 

.. N:t. of October ... 1913 (38 Stat. "9). 
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relationship between the Commission and the court5-the nature and 
scope of judicial review-has been altogether molded by the courts 
themselves. The recognized dominance of the Commission in its 
appropriate sphere is the result of self-denying determinations by the 
courts, grounded in the general legislative purpose of establishing 
administrative control, rather than in special statutory restrictions 
imposed upon the powers of judicial review.os 

This self-denying attitude is evidenced, in the /irst place, by general 
pronouncements of the Supreme Court, oft-repeated, which empha
size the Commission's freedom from interference in all matters in
volving administrative discretion and coniine the sphere of review 
to matters involving administrative power. While these pronounce
ments merely set up broad e1assifications as to the scope of judicial 
review-dassifications which often overlap and which cannot in any 
event be self-enforcing-they none the less rellect the principle, con
trolling in all specific determinations, that the Commission is the 
tribunal to which the tasks of regulation have been expressly com
mitted, and that the courts will restrict their power of censorship to 
the condemnation of abuse of authority. This position was first sig
nificantly developed by Chief Justice White in these words: "Beyond 
controversy, in determining whether an order of the commission 
shall be suspended or set aside, we must consider, a, all relevant ques
tions of constitutional power or right; b, all pertinent questions as 
to whether the administrative order is within the scope of the dele
gated authority under which it purports to have been made; and, c, a 
proposition which we state independently, although in its essence it 
may be contained in the previous one, viz., whether, even although 
the order be in form within the delegated power, nevertheless it must 
be treated as not embraced therein, because the exertion of authority 

18 Compare the following from Gerard C. Henderson, Tile FeJ~ True Com. 
munon (1924), at pp. 97-98: "In the case of the Interstate Commerce Commiuion, 
the Supreme Court itself, with but slight aid from the text of the law, has created in • 
notable series of cases a category of 'administrative questions,t upon which it will re
fuse to substitute its judgment for the judgment of the CommiasioD, and into which, 
indeed, courts may not inquire until the Commission has made ill ruling. These easel 

do Dot rest upon any .upposed distinction between questiolll of mct or law; generally 
they are neither, but meldy judgmenb of a practical character. They do Dot rest upon 
any statutory limitl on the right of review. They lett on •• tatesmanlike comprchcn. 
sion of the purpose and function of administrative enforcemcot, and of the importance 
of expert decision upon qucstiom of great economic importance." 
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which is questioned has been manifested in such an unreasonable 
manner as to cause it, in truth, to be within the dementary rule that 
the substance, and not the shadow, determines the validity of the 
exercise of the power. • • • Plain as it is that the powers just stated 
are of the essence of judicial authority, and which, therefore, may not 
be curtailed, and whose discharge may not be by us in a proper case 
avoided, it is equally plain that such perennial powers lend no sup
port whatever to the proposition that we may, under the guise of 
exerting judicial power, usurp merdy administrative functions by 
setting aside a lawful administrative order upon our conception as to 
whether the administrative power has been wisely exercised,'· ... 
"Power to make the order," he added by way of summary emphasis, 
"and not the mere expediency or wisdom of having made it, is the 
question."'· After confirmation of these views in a number of deci
sions, 11 thcy were further daborated by the following declaration: 
". • • it has been settled that the orders of the Commission are final 
unless (I) beyond the power which it could constitutionally exercise; 
or (:a) beyond its statutory power; or (3) based upon a mistake of 
law. But questions of fact may be involved in the determination of 
questions of law, so that an order, regular on its &ce, may be set aside 
if it appears that (4) the rate is so low as to be confiscatory and in 
violation of the constitutional prohibition against taking property 
without due process of law; or (5) if the Commission acted so arbi
trarily and unjustly as to fix rates contrary to evidence, or without 
evidence to support it; or (6) if the authority therein involved has 
been exercised in such an unreasonable manner as to cause it to be 
within the dementary rule that the substance, and not the shadow, 
determines the validity of the exercise of the power,'''' The conclud
ing emphasis, once more, was placed upon the declaration that "the 
court confines itsdf to the ultimate question as to whether the Com
mission acted within its power," and that "it will not consider the 

"1_ c .......... C ... IIIiuio • •• III. c ..... R. R., 2., u.s. 4,2 (1910), at 
p. 4", '·,/Jill. 

"s... IQr examplo. B4h. & OAi. R. R • •• Pi#oira C.." c •. , 21, u.S. 481. 494 
(1910); IfIIerII.IW COIlaern' Co .... ir.sio. '9_ C_ .. R. I. &IW. Ry .. :u8 u.s.. 88. no 
('910>; S •• PrIrifi< C •••• I.C.C .. 219 U.s. 433. 442 ('911). 

Ill,.. .. Co .... trW Co ... iuio. 't. Uflio. ,tJei/it: R.. It., ua U.s. 541 (1913) • 
.. p. 547. 
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expediency or wisdom of the order, or whether, on like testimony, it 
would have made a similar ruling."" The essential dement of these 
pronouncements, stripped of undue daboration, is that judicial re
view is confined "to questions of constitutional power and all perti
nent questions as to whether the action of the Commission is within 
the scope of the delegated authority under which it purports to have 
been made."" In the absence of unconstitutional or unauthorized 
action, and assuming that orderly processes have been followed and 
no abuse of discretion is disclosed, the Commission's determinations 
are final. While under these principles of decision, as will appear in 
due course, there is ample room for judicial interference, without pre
cise definition as to its scope, it is significant that the basic question 
thus open to the determination of the courts is the possession of 
power by the Commission rather than the wisdom or expediency of 
its exercise. This mode of approach has been repeatedly stressed by 
the Supreme Court and constitutes the controlling doctrine in all 
matters of review'" 

The narrow conception of the province of judicial review which is 
reflected in the foregoing pronouncements is based upon a recogni
tion of the general legislative intent to constitute the Commission the 
controlling regulative tribunal with reference to all matters intrusted 
to its special jurisdiction. This recognition of the Commission as the. 

'I'lbid. See, also, Procter if Gamble Co. v. U.s., 225 U.S. 282., 297-Z98 (1912); 
United StlllU v. Ball. 6- Ohio R. R. Co .• 225 U.S. 306, 323 (1912); U"ikd SIllieS v. 
Lou;s. 1ft NilS". R. R.o 235 U.S. 314, 32lr-32I (1914). 

'ff'I"tet'sltlk Commerce Commission v. Chi., R. I. b Pile. Ry., 218 U.S. 88 (1910), 
at p. lID. 

rIS Among oumerow pronouncements of this character. note the following: "So 
long as it [the Commission] acts firirly and reasonably within the grant of power con· 
stitutionally conferred by Congress, its orders arc Dot open to judicial review." Kmulll 
City S •• Ry • •• U.s .. '3' U.S. 4'3. 451>-457 ('9'3). "If Ibe order made by Ibe Com· 
mission does Dot contravene any comtitutional limitation and is within the comtiro· 
banal and statutory authority of that body, and not unsupported by testimony. it can· 
not be set aside by the couru, as it is only the exercise of an authority which the law 
vcsu in the Commission:' PtnruyltJllnia Co. v. U.s .• 236 U.s. 3SI, 361 (1915). 
uWhethcr a preference or advantage or discrimination is undue or unreasonable or 
unjwt is one of those questions of fact that have been confided by Congress to the 
judgment and discretion of the Commission . . . and upon which iu decisions, made 
the basis of administrative orders operating in /NttlTO. arc not to be disturbed by the 
mUltI except upon. showing that they arc unsupported by evidence. were made with· 
out a hearing, exceed constitutional limits, or for lOme other reason amount to aD 

abuse of power." Manu{itaunrs Ry. Ca • •• U.s., '46 u.s. 457, 48. ('9.8). See, a1 .... 
SeaiJolII'J ~i, Lint! Ry. Co. v. U.s .• :ZS4 U.S. 57, 62 (1920). 
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single expert agency deliberately created for effectuating large public 
ends in its specific sp\lere is not only responsible for the restriction 
of the powers of review to cases in whicb the legitimate bounds of 
administrative authority have been transcended or arbitrary action 
has been taken, but it has led, also, to the enunciation of doctrines 
which inhibit resort to the courts prior to rulings by the Commission, 
and whicb eliminate all power of review where the affirmative relief 
sought by comp1ainants has been denied by the Commission. Most 
suits based upon the Interstate Commerce Act and allied statutes can
not be brought in the courts until the issues involved have first been 
passed upon by the Commission; and in the event of dismissal by the 
Commission no further remedy is available by way of court action. 
These eircumstance9-that primary reson must be had to the Com
mission, and that only its affirmative requirements can be questioned 
as to their validity-are further indicative of the dominance of the 
administrative method and of the extensive discretionary authority 
vested in the regulative tribunal. Hence, before analyzing the deter
minations of the courts involving actual review of the Commission's 
orders, it will be necessary to examine the doctrine of primary juris
diction and that of affirmative and negative orders as evolved by the 
Supreme Court. 

The Doclrinl! of Primary Turisdiction 

The exclusive primary jurisdiction of the Commission was first es
tablished by a notable decision in the so-called .A.bill!tll! case.TO Despite 
express language in the statute whicb was designed to safeguard the 
common-law remedies of shippers, it was held that reson to the courts 
for the recovery of damages because of an alleged excessive cbarge, 
in the absence of a prior finding by the Commission as to the reason
ableness of sucb cbarge, was so inconsistent with the general purposes 
and provisions of the Act to Regulate Commerce as to render sucb 
remedy in the courts inoperative. The Abilene Company had sued in 
a state court to recover damages for the exaction of an alleged un
reasonable rate for the transportation of interstate shipments of 
cottonseed oil. Although the rate was part of a schedule duly pub
lished and filed under the federal statute, the Commission had never 

It T .... ". Pat. R,. y. ,,/HI_ c __ Oil C.~ 004 u.s. 4.6 (1907). 
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had occasion to pass upon its lawfulness. The trial court found the 
rate to be unreasonable, but rendered judgment for the carrier. The 
Court of Civil Appeals, to which the case was then taken, adopted the 
trial court's finding of fact, but reversed its decision, rendering judg
ment in the complainant's favor for the excessive charges. This result 
was based upon the conclusion that it was within the jurisdiction of 
the court to grant relief, and that the exercise of such jurisdiction was 
not repugnant to the Act to Regulate Commerce. Upon appeal to 
the Supreme Court, the underlying issue concerned the effect of the 
Act to Regulate Commerce upon the common-law rights of shippers. 
The common-law right to recover damages in the courts for the 
exaction of unreasonable rates was unquestioned; and there was no 
express abrogation of that right in the federal statute. On the con
trary, both section 9 and section 22 of the Act lent support to the 
contention that this right was not materially altered by the statute: 
the former seemed to give the shipper a definite alternative of press
ing his claim either before the Commission or before the courts; and 
the latter, as a general saving clause, seemed to preserve to the shipper 
all existing common-law and statutory remedies:' None the less, the 
Supreme Court denied the existence of a remedy in the courts in the 
absence of a prior determination by the Commission. The special 
provisions of sections 9 and 22 were disposed of rather summarily:· 

ff Section 9 provided: "That any person or persons claiming to be damaged by any 
common carrier subject to the provisions of this act may either make complaint to the 
Commission . . . or may bring suit in his Of their own behalf (or the recovery of the 
damages for which such common carrier may be liable under the provisions of thil 
act . . .; but such person or persons shall Dot have the right to pursue both of said 
remedies. but must in each case elect which onc of the two methods of procedure 
herein provided for he or they will adopt." Section 22 provided that "nothing in thQ 
act contained shaU in any way abridge or alter the remedies now existing at common 
law or by statute. but the provisions of this act arc in addition (0 such remedies." 

18 With reference to section 9, the Court said: "Nor is there merit in the contention 
that section 9 of the act compels to the conclusion that it was the purpose of Congress 
to confer power upon courts primarily to relieve from the duty of enforcing the estab
lished rate by finding that the same as to a particular person or corporation wu to 
unreasonable as to justify an award of damages. True it is that the general terms of the 
section when taken alone might sanction such a conclusion, but when the provision of 
that ICCtiOD is read in connection with the context of the act and in the light o( the 
considerations which we have enumerated we think the broad consuucbon contended 
for is Dot admiuible. And this becomes particularly cogent when it is observed that the 
power of the courts to award damages to those claiming to have been injwed, u pto-' 
vided in the section. contcmpiatel only a decree in favor of the individual complainant. 
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The Court fell back upon the character of the Act as a whole, as evi
denced by the evils sought to be eliminated thereby and the means 
adopted for the accomplishment of its purposes," and it thereupon 
concluded that the recognition of the right of a court to assume juris
diction prior to a determination by the Commission would be "wholly 
inconsistent with the administrative power conferred upon the Com
mission and with the duty, which the statute casts upon that body, of 
seeing to it that the statutory requirement as to uniformity and 
equality of rates is observed.'>80 With original jurisdiction in the 
courts, diversity of status as between different shippers and diver
gence of decision as between different courts would create the very 
discriminations which the Act was designed to eliminate and destroy 
the uniformity of rate standards which the system of control aims to 

rodrasiDg the particular wrong asserted '" have been done, and does no. embrace the 
power to direct the carrier to abstain in the future from similar violations of the act; in 
othu wordJ, '" eommand a _00 of the established schedules, whieb powu • • • 
is conferred. by the act upon the Commission in expras terms. ]0 other words. we think 
thlt it inevitably follow, from the context of the act that the independent right of an 
individual originally '" maintain actions in COurtll to obtain peeuniary redress for 
violati ... of the act conferred by the Dinth sectio .. must be coolined '" redress of 
auch wrongs u can, consistently with the context of act. be redressed by courts with
oUl previa", Woo by the Commission, and, therefO~ does no. imply the powu 
in a court to primarily hear complaints CX)ncerning wrongs of the character of the one 
hue complained at" In limiIar Iisbi .... the Court relegored seetio .. 22 to a distinctly 
subordinate place: "This clawe . • • cannot in reason be c:omtrUcd IS continuing in 
ahlppen a CDmmOD law right. the continued existence of which would be absolutely 
inconsistent with the provisions of the act. In other words. the act cannot be held to 
d ...... y itsd£ The dause is _ned a100e with righ .. recogni2ed in or duties im
poaed by the act, and the manifest purpose of the provisioo in questioo was to make 
plain the inl<ntioo that any specilic remedy gi .... by the act should be .. garded as 
cumulative. when other appropriate common law or statutory remedies existed for 
the redress of the particular grieva .. ce or wrong deal. with in the acr." To"", & PII<. 
Ry. Y. 4bi1 ... C_. Oil Co. 204 U.s. 426 ('907), at pp. 44'-442, «6;47 • 

.. Afl<r a .uney "of the genua! scope of the act with the object of futing the righ .. 
which i. WI. inl<nded '" COOIUve or crea ... the wroug> which i. propoaed '" redress 
and the remedi<:s which the act aQbIished to accomplish the purposes which the Iaw
maken had in view" (p. 437), the Court cooduded as follows (p. 439)' '"lba. the 
act '" regula .. comrouce was inl<nded '" afford an .-ve m ..... for redressing the 
........... u1ting Iiom unjust discriminatioo and undue preferenoe is undoubred. In· 
deed, it .. IlOI open to COIl""..,., that '" provide lOr these subj_ .... amoog the 
principal purposes of the acr. • • • And i. is .pparen. that the mr:au.s by which these 
pat purposes wue '" be accomplished .... the pI.cing upoo all c:uriers the positi .... 
duty '" _b1ish schedul .. of .......able ..... which should haw: • unifurm .pplica-
tioo '" all and which should not be deparred Iiom so long as the esublished schedule 
remained unaI ...... in the .......... provided by I.... . . ." 

ao/W.p. 441• 
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achieve;·' and conflicting determinations as between the Commission 
and the courts "would render enforcement of the act impossible."·' 
Under these circumstances, the Court did not confine itself to the 
narrow technicalities of statutory construction; it sought, in states
manlike fashion, to give effect to the manifest Congressional intent 
to set up the Commission as the dominant agency of control. For this 
purpose, a recognition of its exclusive prinlary jurisdiction was 
indispensable. 

81 The argument of the Court "that there is Dot only a relation, but an indissoluble 
unity between the provision for the establishment and maintenance of rates until COI

rected in accordance with the statute and the prohibitions against preferences and dia. 
criminations" is unanswerable. "This follows, II declared the Court. "because unJess 
the requirement of a uniform standard of rates be complied with it would result that 
violations of the statute as to preferences and discrimination would inevitably follow. 
This is clearly so, for if it be that the standard of rates fixed in the mode provided by 
the statute could be treated on the complaint of a shipper by a court and jury as un
reasonable. without refucnce to prior action by the Commission, finding the estab. 
lished rate to be unreasonable and ordering the carrier to desist in the future from 
violating the act, it would come to pass that a shipper might obtain relief upon the 
basis that the established rate was unreasonable, in the opinion of a court and jury, 
and thus such shipper would receive a preference or discrimination not enjoyed by 
those against whom the schedule of rates was continued to be enforced. This can only 
be met by the suggestion that the judgment of a court, when based upon a complaint 
made by a shipper without previous action by the Commission, would give rise to a 
change of the schedule rate and thus cause the new rate resulting from the action of 
the coun to be applicable in future as to all. This suggestion, however, is manifestly 
without merit, and only serves to illustrate the absolute destruction of the act and 
the remedial provisions which it created which would arise from a recognition of the 
right asserted. For it; without previous action by the Commission, power might be 
exerted by courts and juries generally to delefminc the reasonableness of an established 
rate, it would follow that unless all courts reached an identical conclwion a uniform 
standard of rates in the future would be impossible, as the ltandard would Huctuate 
and vary, dependent upon the divergent cooclwions reached as to reasonableness by 
the various courts called upon to consider the subject as an original question." lbiJ.~ 
p.44°. 

Ii "Indeed," concluded the Coun, "no reason can be perceived for the enactment of 
the provision endowing the administrative tribunal, which the act created, with power, 
on due proof, not only to award reparation to a particular shipper, but to command the 
carrier to desist from violatioD of the act in the future. thus compelling the alteration 
of the old or the filing of a new schedule, conformably to the action of the Commis
lion, if the power was left in courts to grant relief on complaint of any shipper, upon 
the theory tha, the established ra .. could be disregarded and be treated as unreasonable, 
without reference to previous action by the Commission in the premise •• This must be. 
because, if the power existed in both courts and the Commission to originally hear 
complaints on thiJ subject, there might be a divergence between the action of the 
Commission and the decision of a court. In other words. the established schedule might 
be found reasonable by the Commission in the first instance and unreasonable by a 
court acting originally, and thus a conHict would arise which would render the en· 
forcemea' of the ac< impossible." Ibid., p. 44'. 
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'Ibis doctrine, as developed in connection with the problem of rate 
reasonableness, has also been applied to numerous other aspects of 
the regulatory process. Perhaps the most important of these applica
tions have been concerned with the prevention of discrimination. In 
the absence of previous findings by the Commission on the issues in
volved, the courts have declined to compel the discontinuance of 
practices alleged to be discriminatory or to award damages alleged to 
result from these practices. Original resort to the courts has been 
denied, for example, in connection with the propriety of car-distri
bution rules established by the carriers,88 the clliferentiation of charges 
as between shippers utilizing different types of loading facilities, 8< the 
granting of allowances for services performed by shippers," the ro-

·'In Boll. if Ollio R. R. •• PiI<aim Cool Co. 215 U.S. 481 (,g,o), rdicf was sough. 
in the courts under sectioD 03 of the Ac~ by way of mandamus, to p"'ven' alleged 
disc:rimination in the distribution of coal cars ...wting fiom the car distribution rule 
followed by the c:orrier. In reversing the judgment of the Cin:uit Court of Appeals and 
ordering the petition to be dismissed, the Supreme Coun could "see DO escape from 
the concluaion tho. the grievances complained of were primarily within the adminis· 
trative compele.D.CY of the Interstate Commerce Commission and not subject to be 
judic:ially enfotced, a. I .... until tho. body, clothed by the statuI!: with authority OD 

the subj~ bad been aftOrded by a complain. made to i. the opportunity to exert its 
administrative IUnctions" (p. 493). Similarly, in MtNrisdol. Cool Co. v. P ...... R. R. 
Co., 330 U.S. 304 (1913), involving a suit for damages, it wu held that ''the ques
non as to the reasonableness of a rule of car distribution is administrative in its char
actor and calls lOr the .. excise of the powen and discmion confuted by Congcess 
upon the Commission," and tho. "the plaintiff was DO' entided to maintain its action 
without ptoduciug an order of the Commission that the rule adopll:d by the Penn· 
oylvania Railroad was wu.asonable" (p. 3'3). See, a1so, Milll •• Il V.n<'j R. R. Y. 

B.,.kl<'j. 076 u.s. 480 (lg.8) • 
.. Rom"",. Y. Bob. if Ollio R. R., 0 .. u.s. 506 (Igl». The cattier had charged 

fifty <en" mote per lOD for the shipmen. of coal loaded &om wagons than when the 
loading wu &om tipples. The shipper lOugh. teparation in the ..... courts lOr .,.,.. 
paymen" tesulting &om the higher rate, on the ground tha. this ra .. wu unjusdy 
disc:riminatoty. Since, howe ... , the ra .. wu part of • filed and publithed schedule 
and the Commission bad no. passed upon its reasonableness, the Court held thot actioD 
did DOt Ii .. in conformity with the doc:trine of the AI>ihu cue. "(. is """," said the 
Court, ........ uxged in argument, thot in thot .... the complaint against the estab
lished rate was that it was unreasonable. while here the complaint is that the ole wu 
unjusdJ discriminatoty. But the distinction is DOt motorial. The power of the Com· 
missioa over the two complaints is the tame. ODe is as likely to become the subject 
of di-sing opiniona and con8iaing dec:isiona u is the other, and if • court, acting 
orisiully upon either, were ID sustain it and award _lion, the confusing anomaly 
.... u1d be pxesenled of a n .. beiDg adjudged to be oioIati .. of the pn:saibed stand· 
arda and yet continuing m be the 1egoI rate, ob1igatoty upon both carrier and shippuM 
(p. 511). 

II Mildell CIHIl CO. Y. _. R. R. Co. '30 U.s. 247 ('913). The principal issue 
_ U ID "hetber the payment of "Iallmllllowanc:esM ID shippen lOr bau1ing can &om 
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striction of through routes and joint rates to particular connecting 
carriers.s• In order that uniformity of policy may be maintained in 
matters of discrimination, on the basis of expert consideration of the 
technical questions at issue and the exercise of administrative discre
tion contemplated by law, such controversies must be determined, in 
the first instance, by the Commission. Similarly, primary jurisdiction 
has been held to rest in the administrative body in proceedings in
volving routing practices,81 freight classifications," property valua
tions, 89 carrier tariffs.DO Essentially, all these determinations have been 

their mines to me station, which was alleged to cause injury to the complainant oper
ating in the same coal field, might properly serve as a basis for the recovery of damages 
in the courts, in the absence of a prior finding by the Commission as to the reasonable
ness of these allowances. In holding the doctrine of primary jurisdiction to be appli
cable, Jwricc Lamar said (p. 255): "The coutts have Dot been given jurisdiction to fix 
rates or practices in direct proceedings. nor can they do so collaterally during the 
progress of a lawsuit when the action is based 00 the claim that unreasonable allow .. 
ances have been paid. H the decision of such questions was committed to di1f'erent 
courts with different juries the results would not only vary in degree, but might often 
be opposite in character-to the destruction of the uniformity in rate and practice 
which was the cardinal object of the statute." More specifically, the Court said 
(pp. 263-264): "Inasmuch as this rate [from station to destination] induded the haul 
I from mine (0 station], the Railroad was bound to transpon the coal from the mouth 
of the mines, and could usc its own engines for that purpose or it could employ the 
Coal Companies to render that service, paying them proper compensation therefor. In 
case any question arose as to the reasonableness of the practice. the limits within which 
the station rates should apply, or the reasonableness of the allowance paid those ship .. 
per. who supplied motive power. the Commission alone could act. For the courts arc 
no more authorized to determine the reasonableness of an allowance for a haul over 
a spur track, between mine and station. than they are to pass upon the reasonableness 
of a rate for a haul. over a trunk line, between station and ltation. What is or was a 
proper allowance is not a matter of law until after it hal been fixed by the rate-regu
lating body. The courts can then apply that law, and. measuring what has been 
charged by what the Commission declares should have been charged, can award 
damages to the extent of the injuries occasioned by the payment of the allowance 
found to have been unreasonable and unlawful." See, also, Loom;' v. LenigA Vlllky 
R. R., '40 U.S. 43 ('9.6). 

811 United StOles Y. Pacifie ~ A,rehe Co •• 228 U.S. 87 (1913). 
a, North .... Pacifi< Ry. Co. v. Solum, '47 U.S. 471 ('9.8). 
88 Dir«tor Generlll v. Vut:Ose Co .• 254 U.s. 498 (192;1). 
89 Dayton-Goose Creel( Ry. v. U.s .• 263 U.S. 456. 487 (1924). 
DO Te~. ~ Pac. Ry. v. Am. Tie Co •• 234 U.S. 138 (1914), Suit for damages was 

brought in the lower court because of the refusal of the carrier to furnish carl for the 
loading of railway ties. The basic question was as to whether ties were embraced in the 
tariff' on lumber. In reversing the judgment of the lower COUR because it had dcdincd 
to lustain a motion to dismiss for want of jurisdiction, Chief Justice White said 
(p. 146): ''There is no room for controverlY that the law required I uriif' and there
fore if then: was no tariff' on CI'Outies, the making and filing of luch tariff' con
formably to the statute was essential. And it is equally clear that the controversy al to 
whether the lumber lariff included croati .. wao one primarily II> be cIetennined by 
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grounded, as in the leading Abilene case, in the necessity of giving 
effect to the general purposes of the Act, whereby the method of 

the Commission in the exercise of its power concerning tariffS and the authority to 
regulate conferred upon it by the statute. Indeed, we think it is indisputable that that 
subject is directly controlled by the authorities which establish that for the prevention 
of the uniformity which it wu the purpose of the Act to Regulate Commerce to secure, 
the COurtJ may Dot u an original question exert authority over subjects which pri
marily come with[in] the jurisdiction of the Commission." Similarly, in Loom;t v. 
Ldill" Villi., R. R., '40 U.S. 43 (1916), it was held that shipper. could not recover 
in the ltate courts, without a preliminary inquiry by the Commission, for iDltrumentali
tie. they had provided in the course of transpon&tion. under a tariff which made DO 

reference to allowances for IUch instrumentalities. "In the last analysisJ" said Justice 
Mclt.eynolda. .. the instant cause preIC.Uts a problem which directly concerns rate
makiog and is peculiarly administrative. • • • And the pracrvation of uniformity and 
prevention of discrimination render essential lOme appropriate ruling by the Interstate 
Commerce Commiuion before it may be submitted to a court. • . . If in respect of 
interstate business the coum of New York may determine, as original matters, rate
making problems, thO$C in other Statel have like jurisdiction. The uncertainty and 
confusion which. would nec:essarily result, is manifest. Ample authority has been given 
the Commission, in circumstances like those here shown, to administer proper reliet; 
and in connection therewith to approve some general rule of action. In so doing it 
would e/fcctuate the great purpose Cor which the statute was ena<ted" (p. 50). 

But the mere construction of carrier tarifJi. when words are used. in their ordinary 
meaning and no qUCItions of fi.ct or of administrative discretion are involved, does not 
require preliminary relOtt to the Commission. Such construction, as in the case of all 
written instruments, iI deemed solely a mattel of law. Thus, in GI. No. Ry. v. Mer
eA.", EI~t1. Co., 259 U.s. 285 (1922), where the controversy. on undisputed fiLca, 
conc:crned solely the ordinary meaning of the words of a published tariB; the doetriru: 
of ptimaty jurisdiction waa held IX> he inappliable. In the word. oC Justice Braodeis: 
"Hen:: no fiLet., evidential or ultimate, iii in conuoversy; and there is no occ:asion for 
the exercise of administrative discretion. The task to be performed is to determine the 
meaning of words of the tariJ£ which were uaed in their ordinaty ...... and IX> apply 
thlt meaning to the undisputed. fi.cts. That operation was soldy one of construction; 
and preliminary resort IX> the Commission was, therefore, WlIl«<S&U)'" (p. '94). Fur
thennOft::, in cIistinguishlng the 11m";"", Tie and Loomis cases above, he threw much 
light upon the c:ircum.tanceo which may .... der preliminary resort IX> the Commission 
n<a:saary in matters of .. -called tariff CXlnsuuction. "it may happen that there is • dis
pute con=ning the meaning oC a tariff which d ... not involve, properly .peakiog, 
ooy q .... tion of con.truction. The dispute may he merely whether words in the tariff 
were used in their ordinary meaning, or in a peculiar meaning. This was the situation 
in the Am,""" 7','w 6' Tim"" Co. C." . •.. The legal issue was whether the carrier 
did or did not have in elIOc:t • nte Q)vering oak ties. The only matter ... Ily in issue 
wu whether the word 'lumber' which was in the tariB; had been uaed in • peculiar 
....... The trial judge ehuged the jUIf' 'If you believe &om the evideoce that oak rail· 
way c:raa ti .. lIe lumber within the meaning and uaage of the lumber and railroad 
busineso, then you In: ehuged the deJi:ndant had in elIOc:t • nil: applying on the tics 
oII<red tOr shipmenL' This question lOU obviou5ly not one of _on; and there 
is not IX> he lOund in the opinion of this Q)urt, or in the proa:edings in either of the 
10_ co ........ suggestion that the .... involved ooy disputed question of oonstruaion. 
The only real question in the ...., waa one of &tt; ood upon this question of fict "the 
viewa of men engaged in the lumber and railroad bu ....... as developed in the testi
mony' ...... in 'im:amcilahle conlIi<t.'. • • As that quostioD. unlike one of _ 
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administrative control was constituted, in the interest of just and 
effective regulation, the primary vehicle for the furtherance of public 
ends."' 

tiOD, could not be settled ultimately by this court, preliminary resort to the Commission 
was necessary to ensure uniformity. The situation in Loomis 'Y. Lehigh Valley R. R.. 
Co. • . • was similar. There the question to be decided did not require the considera
tion of voluminous conBicting evidence; but it involved the exercise of administrative 
judgment. The carrier had been reque.ted by • shipper of grain, fruits and vegetables 
to supply can for loading. In order to load ordinary box cars to the minimum capacity 
aD which the freight rates are based and to the maximum to which the shipper is en .. 
titled. it is necessary that they should be equipped with grain door. or transverse bulk .. 
heads, so that they may safely contain the load and enable unloading to be done 
without waste and inconvenience. Those sent lacked the inside doors and bulkheads. 
The carrier having refused to furnish these, the shipper was obliged to do 50 and 
sought reimbursement. The tariff was silent on the subject. The controveJ'tcd question 
was Dot how the tariH should be construed, but what character of equipment should 
be deemed reasonable. To determine this enquiry the court held that preliminary resort 
to the Commission must be had, because "an adequate consideration of the • • • COD" 

troversy would require acquaintance with many intricate facts of transportation and a 
consequent appreciation of the practical e1f'ea of any attempt to define services covered 
by a carrier's published taritli, or character of equipment which it must provide, or 
allowances which it may make to shippers for instrumentalities supplied and lCrVices 
rendered'" (pp. 293--294). 

·'In Bal •• & Ohio R. R. v. P;t<airn Coal Co., 2'5 U.s. 48. ('9.0). the difficulties 
that would spring from "primary inkJ'ference of the courts with the administrative 
functions of the commission" were illwtrated as follows: If A particular regulation of 
a carrier engaged in interstate commerce is assailed in the courts as unjustly prcIeren· 
tial and diseriminatory. Upon the /acts found the complaint;' declared to be wen 
founded. The administrative powers of the commission are invoked concerning a regu· 
lation of like character upon a similar complaint. The commission finds, from the evi· 
dence before it, that the regulation is not unjustly discriminatM)'. Which would prevail? 
It both. then discrimination and preference would result from the very prevalence of 
the two methods of procedure. If, on the contrary, the commission was bound to follow 
the previous action of the courts, then it is apparent that irs power to perform irs 
administrative functions would be curtailed, if not destroyed. On the other hand, if 
the action of the commission was to prevail, then the function exercised by the court 
would not have been judicial in character, since its final conclusion would be IUSCC.,. 
tible of being set aside by the action of • mere administrative body" (pp. 494-495). 
Again, in RobitJlOn v. Ball. 6- Ohio R. R'$ 222 U.S. 506 (1912), the Court said: "When 
the purpose of the act and the means selected for the accomplishment of that purpose 
are understood, it is altogether plain that the act contemplated. that such an invcstip· 
tion and OJ'der by the designated uibunal, the Interstate Commerce Commission, should 
be a prerequisite to the right to seek reparation in the courts because of euctioDl under 
an established schedule alleged to be violative of the prescribed standards. And this is 
so, because the existence and exercise of a right to maintain an action of that character, 
in the absence of such an investigation and order. would be repugnant to the declared 
rule that • ,. .. established in the mode prescribed should be deemed the legal ra .. and 
obligatory alike upon carrier and .hipper until changed in the manner provided, would 
be in derogation of the power expressly delegated to the Commission, aod would be 
destructive of the uniformity and equality which the act was designed to KCW'C:" 

(pp. 50H'0), 
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This does not mean that the Commission is vested with exclusive 
primary jurisdiction in all matters growing out of alleged violations 
of the statute." While the provisions of the Act expressly authorizing 
resort to the courts for the recovery of damages and safeguarding 
common-law remedies have been construed as applicable only when 
not inconsistent with the doctrine of primary jurisdiction, it is recog
nized that there are situations which do not require prior adjudica
tions by the Commission. Thus, for example, the principle of primary 
jurisdiction has been held to be inapplicable in cases involving con
struction of carrier tariffS, 118 departures from published rates," un-

•• For a long list of cases in which the jurisdiction of the court was upheld without 
preliminary reson to the Commission. see GI. No. Ry. v. MerchtItJlS Bleil. Co., 259 
U.s. a8s (.g .. ), at p. ag5. 

81 See Dote go, .pt'II. 
N P88". R. R.. Co. v. '"mwlllio"al Coal Co., 230 U.S. 184 (1913). It was the 

practice of the carrier, in the case of shipmenb of "contract coal" (that is. coal sold 
fOr future delivery), to collt:Ct the published rate, but to reba .. to the shipper the cli1Ii:r
...., betw<eD that ra .. and the lower ..... in efI<ct at the time of the contracts of sale.. 
The complainant company. which received no sum rebates. alleged discrimination and 
IUCd. for damages. The initial issue was whether the courts might properly assume juris
diction ia. the absence of a preliminary determination by the Com.mislion "as to whether 
• carrier could make • difference in rate between shipments of free and conuact coal. n 

In upholding the jurisdiction of the oourts in such circumstances, Jwtia: Lamar first 
... forth the basic oonsiderationa which support the doctrine of primary jurisdiction: 
"Under the statUti: there: are many acts of the arrier which are lawful or unlawful 
aa:onling u they are reuonable or unreuonable, just or unjust. The determination of 
such u.ues invah .. a oompuiaon of ra .. with service, and call. fOr an exen:ise of the 
clisc:retion of the administrative and rate-"'gulatiog body. For the """"".blcness of 
ra_ and the permissible discrimination based upon difference in conditions are not 
m • ...,. of law. So liar II the determination dependa upon filets, DO jurisdiction to pass 
upon the aclministrati .. questiona involved hu been oonlCned upon the oourts. That 
po_ hu been ... tod in a single body 00 .. to secure unifurmity and to prevent the 
Y&r)'ing and oometimea conflicting results that would Sow from the difterent viowa of 
the ..... e filc:u that might be taken by difterent tribunal," (po .g6). In this proa:ed
ingo involving a prehibi.tod departure from the published rates, rather than any Usut 
of fioct or cliscretion II to their reuonablen.ss, the need fOr pIdimiIwy ....... to the 
CommWion is removed. '"'None: of these considcn1tio.ns • • .," continued the Court. 
"opom ... to defeat the oourts' jurisdiedon in the preoent cue. For even if a diJICrem:e 
in rata ClDuld be made bttfteo. free and contract coal. nODI': was made iD. the only 
-y in which it oould ha .. been lawfUlly done. The published Ial'if& made DO dis
tinction betw<eD OODtract coal and lite coal. but lWl\ed one ra .. fOr all alike. That 
being true, ooly that single ra .. oould be chOIged. When oollocted, it wu uolawfUl, 
UDder any pret<nae or fOr any cawe, ho ....... equitable or liberal, to pay a part badt 
to .... shipper or to ...ry shipper. The .... m .. I't:quirod the curier to abide aboolurd, 
by the tari/£ • • • The tari/£ so long .. it wu in fOroe, waa • • • to be treatod IS 

thougb it had been a 111m ... binding .. such upon iWln>ocI and shipper alike. • • • 
In view of this impomti .. obIiption to charge, oollt:Ct and reeain the sum named in 
the tari/£ there _ DO call lOr the .-.. of the rall:-ftgUlatiog cIiscredon of the 
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equal enforcement of car-distribution rules.·· In these circumstances 
the only task was to apply the law to uncontroverted facts. In con
struing the words of carrier tariffs used in their ordinary meaning, 
independently of external conditions, and in awarding damages for 
departures from published rates and for discriminatory enforcement 
of established car -distribution rules, practices definitely prohibited by 
statute, the courts were but asserting a jurisdiction expressly reserved 
to them. The reasons for requiring preliminary resort to the Commis
sion, in conformity with the nature and purposes of the regulatory 
structure as a whole, were not operative under these conditions, be
cause no issues of fact, evidentiary or ultimate, were involved, and 

administrative body to decide whether the carrier could make a cii.lference in rates be· 
tween free and contract coal. For whether it could do 90 or not, the refund of any part 
of the tariff rate collected was unlawful. It could not have been legalized by any proof, 
nor could the Commission by any order have made it valid. The rebate being unlawful 
it was a matter where the court, without administrative ruling or reparation order, 
could apply the fixed law to the established met th2t the earrier had <barged all shipper. 
the published or tariff rate and refunded a part to a particular class. This departure:: 
from the published tariff' was forbidden, and sa .. . expressly provided that any car· 
tier doing any act prohibited by the statute should be 'liable to the person injured 
thereby for the full amount of damages substained in consequence of any web vwia p 

tion •. .' .. (pp. 196-197). On similar reasoning. in Mild~U Coal Co. v. Pennll. 
R. R. Co., 230 U.S. 247 (1913), the Coun distinguished that case (see note 85. SUprll) 
from Wight v. U.s., 167 U.S. S12 (1897), in which it had been held, without pre· 
liminary action by the Commission, that an allowance paid to a consignee of goods 
for hauling them in wagons from the station to his warehouse constituted a rebate 
which justified the exaction of the statutory penalties. "But that case," said the 
Court, "did not involve any question of reasonableness of rate or allowance. Nor was 
the court there called on to indirectly exercise rate~regulating power, but only to pass 
upon the question of fact as to whether, as charged in the indictment, the defendant 
had paid a secret rebate to a favored consignee. It appeared that the carrier's published 
rate of IS cents included the haul from Cincinnati to the yard in Pittsburgh. Neither by 
its terms, nor by general practice, did the rate include delivery It warehouses in the 
city and distant from the railroad tracks. Not having undertaken to furnish free cart· 
age, it was unlawful for the carrier to perform that sctvice for one patton and not for 
all others. Paying the favored consignee for rendering a service the carrier was Dot 
bound to furnish, was a gift--a rebate--« thing ipso fflCl() illegal and prohibited by 
the statute and for which the guilty carrier was .ubject to criminal indictment, and for 
which damages could have been awarded on the civil .ide of the court. It was therefore 
Dot necessary to have a preliminary ruling by the Commission beaUIe tile .tatute it· 
self prohibited the payment of rehates aod the courts could apply the law aecordiogly"· 
(pp.26 .... 6,). 

lUI Pen" •. R. R. v. Puritan Co. Co .• 237 U.s. J:21 (1915). Suit for damages was 
brought in the .tate courts because of the carrier's &ilure to furnish the coal company 
with the number of cars to which it was entitled under the carrier', rule of disuibu. 
non, while other shippers were provided wilh more cars than they were entitled to 
under the same rule. The carrier contended, among other things, that the determination 
of a proper car..c:J:isuibution rule wu • matter tailing for the exercise of the CornmiJ.. 
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there was neither need nor occasion for the exercise of administrative 
discretion. 

Only in smaIl measure, however, does the Act inflict punishment or 
grant redress for specifically defined violations. In most instances 
further definition is expressly contemplated, on the basis of the ucts 
of each proceeding and in light of an informed judgment, as a means 
of translating Congressional policy into concrete rules. If the special 
skill required in determining complex and technical questions is to be 
utilized and uniformity of result is to be attained, preliminary investi
gations and findings must be made by the administrative tribunal. 
The general statutory standards of justness, reasonableness, and the 
like. in terms of which the basic duties of the carriers and the chief 
powers of the Commission are formulated, necessarily involve such 

, lion'. power. and that DO cowt could assume jurisdiction of a suit for discriminatory 
allotment of can in the aboenoe of a preliminary determination by the Commission that 
the .... blished car-dutribution rule was improper. In denying the validity of this con· 
tention, under the circumstancc. of the instant proceeding, the Court, after pointing 
out uthat there are two forms of d.iscrimination--o.ue in the rule and the other in the 
manner of ill enforcement; one in promulgating a discriminatory rule, the other in 
the UDWr enforcement of a reasonable rule," continued: "In a suit where the rule of 
practice itself io attacked II unlair or discriminatory, a question io raised which call. 
for the exercise of the judgment and dilc:retion of the administrative power which hu 
been ... ted by Congre .. in the CommWion. It io for that body to say whether such a 
rule unjuady diserimin .... against one cl ... of shippers in fiI_ of another. Until that 
body has declared the practice to be discriminatory and unjust DO coun has jurisdic
tion of •• uit agaioat an interstate carrier for damages oa:asioned by its entOn:emenea 
• , • But if the carrier', rule, fiIir on ill fiIce, baa been unequally applied and the suit 
it for damages, occasiODed by ita YiolatiOA or discriminatory enfurcement. there is DO 
administrative queation involved, the courts being called on to decide a mere question 
of &.ct as to whether the carrier baa violated the rule to plaiDtilF. damage" (pp. '3'
'32). On thio hads the Coun dUtinguished Morristllll. Colli Co ••• P ...... R. R. Co .. 
'30 U.s. 304 ('913), which also involved the question of discrimination in the distri· 
bution of coal can, but where it was held that jurisdiction, in the 6nt instance, lay 
exclwi..ty in the Commission (ICe DOte 83, ",,..). "Th ... the plaintift' admisted that 
it had rt<eived all the can to which it WII entided UDder the carrier's rule, but insisted 
that the rule illclf was IlDl<UODlbie and unjwdy discriminatory since it took DO ac
count of private and fOroign can controlled by the mining company. The _bl .. 
nea of the rule 'WU a matter for the Commission. • • • 1'be present suit. ho~. is 
DOt of that DlIUR. It io DOt bued on the groUDd that the i'enDsylnnil Railroad's rule 
to dUtribute in .... of ear shortage on the baaU of mine capacity, .... unlair, _
able, dioeriminatory, or prd<rential. But • • • the plaiDtift' alleged it WII damaged by 
ftUOD. of the carrier's failure to furnish it with can to which it was entitled. .. • .. So 
that on the trial there was DO administrative question as to the ..........-blenea of the 
rule but only a claim lOr damagea oocuioned by its 'Iiolation in fiIiling to fiImish can. 
• • • The ... te and Federal ",una had ooncum:nt jurisdiction of such daim agaiDK 
an in_te carrier without a prelimiDary liDding by the Commission" (po '3d. See, 
al ... '«, c- R. R. v. MIII'-7 CM C ... >38 U.s. '75 ('9'5). 
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inquiries and determinations, in the first instance, both for the adjudi
cation of past controversies and for the molding of future action. In 
the words of Justice Brandeis: "Whenever a rate, rule or practice is 
attacked as unreasonable or as unjustly discriminatory, there must be 
preliminary resort to the Commission. Sometimes this is required 
because the function being exercised is in its nature administrative in 
contradistinction to judicial. But ordinarily the determining £actor is 
not the character of the function, but the character of the controverted 
question and the nature of the enquiry necessary for its solution. To 
determine what rate, rule or practice shall be deemed reasonable for 
the future is a legislative or administrative function. To determine 
whether a shipper has in the past been wronged by the exaction of an 
unreasonable or discriminatory rate is a judicial function. Preliminary 
resort to the Commission is required alike in the two classes of cases. 
It is required because the enquiry is essentially one of fact and of 
discretion in technical matters; and uniformity can be secured only 
if its determination is left to the Commission. Moreover, that determi
nation is reached ordinarily upon voluminous and conflicting evi
dence, for the adequate appreciation of which acquaintanceship with 
many intricate facts of transportation is indispensable; and such ac
quaintanceship is commonly to be found only in a body of experts."" 

From the standpoint of our present analysis, the most significant 
aspect of the doctrine ,o( primary jurisdiction lies in its recognition 
that the exercise of administrative discretion inheres in the enforce
ment of the principal provisions of the Interstate Commerce Act, and 
that the exclusion of the courts from the entertainment of suits as an 
original matt~ is essential to the preservation of this discretionary 
authority. Such emphasis upon administrative discretion as the con
trolling factor in the establishment and development of the doctrine 
can be gathered from all judicial determinations upon this issue. The 
need of uniformity of policy, for the avoidance of inequalities and 
discriminations, is most frequently stressed as the basic ground for 
requiring preliminary resort to the Commission; but the fact that the 
attainment of uniformity is deemed to necessitate administrative 

96 Gt. No. Ry. v. Mn'Chanu Bleil. Co., :159 U.S. 285 (192:1), at p. 291. For an anaIy. 
si, by the Commission of the question of primary jurisdiction. lee Va/co COlIl 6' Mi.· 
iog Co ••• 1. C. R. R. Co., 33 I.C.C. ,3 (191,). 
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findings in the first instance but reflects, explicidy or implicidy, a 
recognition of the incompleteness, as a practical matter, of the gen
eral standards established by statute, and of the necessity of giving 
definiteness to these standards, when applied to specific situations, 
through the further assertion of policy-making authority, whether 
the particular controversy involves a question of reparation for past 
wrongs or a problem of regulatory action for the future. When the 
courts insist upon prdiminary findings by the specialized tribunal 
created for the purpose of determining such controversies, they are 
merely recognizing that the exercise of skilled discretion constitutes 
a necessary condition for the performance of their own judicial func
tions. Similarly, the various criteria developed by the courts in de
limiting the scope of the doctrine of primary jurisdiction are re
ducible, in the last analysis, to the presence or absence of an element 
of discretion in the determination of the questions at issue. When, 
for example, a differentiation is made between acts of the carriers 
which are lawful or unlawful "according as they are reasonable or 
unreasonable, just or unjust" (e.g~ the exaction of published rates) 
and those which are absolutely illegal (e.g., the granting of rebates 
from the published rates), with a requirement of preliminary resort 
to the Commission in the one case and a sanction of original resort 
to the courts in the other, it is obvious that the applicability of the 
principle of primary jurisdiction is made to depend upon whether or 
not the inquiry necessitates an exercise of administrative discretion. 
The distinction between proceedings involving matters of fact (e.g., 
whether the words of a carrier tariff were: used in a peculiar sense), 
which are held to be primarily for the Commission. and those con
fined to matters of law (e.g., as to the ordinary meaning of words 
used in a carrier tarilf). of which the courts are permitted to take 
original jurisdiction. possesses, fundamentally. a like import. Both 
the weighing of evidentiary facts and the finding of ultimate facts, 
in view of the technical character of the problems at issue and the 
voluminous and conBicting character of the testimony generally 
offered as bearing upon their disposition. call for ~e exercise of eli. 
action by the tribunal deemed to be expert in these matters. If origi
nal reliance were placed upon the findings of courts and juries under 
these circumstances, not only would the benefits of such expert judg-
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ment be foregone, but diversities of result would be inevitable and 
the basic purposes of the Act would be largely thwarted. Judicial 
emphasis upon the factual nature of controversies bringing to issue 
the justness or reasonableness of rates, rules, or practices is but an
other way of according recognition to the inherently controlling ele
ment of discretion. Because this element of discretion, inextricably 
bound up with the ascertainment of the facts of each such proceed
ing, constitutes the predominantly distinguishing mark of the cine
gory of "administrative questions" to which the doctrine of primary 
jurisdiction has been held to be applicable, these "administrative ques
tions" embrace the performance of quasi-judicial functions, as in 
awarding reparation for past maladjustments, as well as of quasi
legislative functions, as in prescribing rates and regulations for the 
future. 

But the doctrine as thus evolved merely establishes priority of ad
ministrative jurisdiction; it does not, as such, bear upon the degree 
of finality which attaches to administrative determinations. It is true, 
of course, that the requirement of preliminary resort to the Commis
sion, largely because of necessity for the exercise of informed judg
ment in the application of general standards to specific situations, 
would seem to create a presumption against the disturbance of its 
findings in so far as they fall within the legitimate bounds of adminis
trative discretion; there would be little point in establishing priority 
of jurisdiction on_this basis if administrative determinations were 
subject to judicial reexamination from the standpoint of their wis
dom or expediency. It is true, also, that most controversies which are 
brought before the Commission do not as a practical matter get to 
the courts, so that in the vast majority of instances the administrative 
findings and orders, under the doctrine of primary jurisdiction, come 
in fact to be final and conclusive. As a matter of law, however, the 
degree of finality which attaches to the Commission's action must be 
gathered from determinations of the courts which involve directly the 
nature and scope of judicial review. 

The Doctrine of Affirmative and Negative Orders 

The most definite and perhaps the most questionable narrowing of 
the sphere of judicial interference after preliminary resort to the 
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Commission springs from the doctrine of so-called negative orders, 
whereby those of the Commission's holdings which deny the affirma
tive relief sought by complainants are hdd not to be reviewable in 
the courts. 

The specific issue first received elaborate consideration in the lead
ing PrOt:1er 6- Gamble ease." A rule of the carriers provided for the 
collection of demurrage on private cars, even when such cars were 
standing on the tracks of their owners. The Procter & Gamble Com
pany. which owned about five hundred tank cars used in the trans
portation of oils for the manufacture of soap. alleged in a complaint 
before the Commission that this rule was unjust and unlawful. When 
the Commission sustained the rule and dismissed the complaint, a 
bill was filed in the Commerce Court petitioning that the Commis
sion's order be annulled, the operation of the rule set aside, and 
pecuniary relief granted. The Commerce Court assumed jurisdic
tion, but uphdd the Commission's order on the merits. The .control
ling question before the Supreme Court was whether the Commerce 
Court possessed authority to review such negative orders of the Com
mission. This jurisdictional issue was sharply drawn: "The question 
to be decided is this: Docs the authority with which the Commerce 
Court is clothed • . • invest that body with jurisdiction to redress 
complaints hased exclusivdy upon the conception that the Interstate 
Commerce Commission, in a matter submitted to its judgment and 
within its competency to consider. has mistakenly refused. upon the 
ground that no right to the relief elaimcd was given by the act to 

regulate commerce, to award the relief which was claimed at its 
hands? In other words, the important question is, Is the authority 
of the Commerce Court confined to enforcing or restraining, as the 
case may require, affirmative orders of the Commission, or has it the 
power to exert its own judgment by originally interpreting the ad
ministrative features of the act to rcgu1ate commerce and upon that 
assumption treat a refusal of the Commission to grant relief as an 
affirmative order and accordingly pass upon its correctness?-

ot -... & Gaobl. Co. •• u.s .• 2>5 u.s. .8. ('912). denying the jurisdiaioD 
aawned by the Commaa: Coun in .88 Fed. 2>. ('911). The praa:eding bdOn: the 
Commiaion .... -... & GaoIJl. Co. •• C. H. & D. Ry. Co. '9 I.C.C. 556 ('9.0). 
See. 01"" H~ ... •• x..". 2>5 u.s. 302 ('912). wbicb .... ckcidcd the some da,. 
wilhout indcpendeot cIiocuaion. OD the luthorilJ of the _ & a-IJI. c:uc. 

H -... & a-IJI. Co. •• u.s • ...,... It p. _ 
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In reversing the decree of the Commerce Court, and in holding 
that the powers of judicial review are confined to affirmative orders, 
Chief Justice White, speaking for a unanimous court, first placed 
reliance upon the language of the statute creating the Commerce 
Court. Jurisdiction was there conferred over "cases brought to enjoin, 
set aside, annul, or suspend, in whole or in part, any order of the 
Interstate Commerce Commission."·· This language, concluded the 
Court, plainly discloses the legislative intent: "Giving to these words 
their natural significance we think it follows that they confer juris
diction only to entertain complaints as to affirmative orders of the 
Commission; that is, they give to the court the right to take cogni
zance when properly made of complaints concerning the legality of 
orders rendered by the Commission and confer power to relieve 
parties in whole or in part from the duty of obedience to orders 
which are found to be illega1."'oo Confirmation of this conclusion 
was found, furthermore, in the provisions of the Commerce Court 
Act as a whole.'o, But the Supreme Court did not confine itself to an 
interpretation of the special statute; the exercise of powers of review 
as to such negative orders was declared to be inconsistent with the 
entire system of administrative control set up by the Act to Regulate 
Commerce. The assertion of such jurisdiction by the courts "would 

D8 Act of June 18, 1910 (36 StaL 539), sec. I, par. (2). 
100 225 U.S., at p. 293. 

101 '"But if it be conceded for the sake of argument," continued the Court, "that 
the language of the provision it ambiguous a consideration of the context of the act 
will at once clarifY the subject. Thus, the first subdivision provides for the enforce~ 
mcnt of orders, that is, the compelling of the doing or abstaining from doing of acts 
embraced by a previous affirmative command of the Commission. and the second (the 
one with which we are concerned) dealing with the same subject from a reverse point 
of view, provides for the co.ntingcncy of. complaint made to the court by one seeking 
to prevent the enforcement of orders of the Commission such as are contemplated by 
the first paragraph. In other words, by the cooperation of the two pacagraphJ. authority 
is given on the one hand, to enforce compliance with the orders of the Commission if 
lawful, and, on the other hand, power is given to ltay the enforcement of an illegal 
order. The other provisions of the act are equally convincing. ThWl, h .. . provides 
that the mere pendency of a suit to enjoin, set aside, annul or suspend an order of the 
Commission 'shall not stay or suspend the operation of such order' but confers upon 
the court the power, under circumstances sta~ to restrain or suspend in whole or in 
part the operation of an order. The aamc section, moreover, causes the meaning of the 
provuion, if possible. to become clearer by making • finding that inoperable injury 
will result from the operation of an order lOught to be enforced, essential to the grant
ing of an order or injunction restraining or IWlpending ill enforcemeo.t.·· lbiJ., 
pp. 293-294. 
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result in frustrating the legislative public policy which led to the 
adoption of the act to regulate commerce, would render impossible a 
resort to the remedies which the statute was enacted to afford, would 
multiply the evils which the act to regulate commerce was adopted to 
prevent, and thus bring about disaster by creating confusion and con
/lict where clearness and unity of action was contemplated."lo, This 
position as to negative orders was made to rest, fundamentally, upon 
the same course of reasoning which had been used in support of the 
doctrine of primary jurisdiction. The enforcement of many of the 
duties imposed upon the carriers and of many of the rights con
ferred upon shippers by the Act required, by their very nature, the 
exercise of administrative judgment; and in order that consistency 
of policy might be maintained in such enforcement, it was essential 
that original authority with regard to these "administrative ques
tions" be vested in a single body. The Commission was established as 
the special agency for the performance of these tasks, and only find
ings by that tribunal that the Act has been violated provide the neces
sary basis for the exercise by the courts of their powers of review. In 
other words, not only is preliminary resort to the Commission neces
sary, but it is equally essential that a violation be found to have been 
committed, as evidenced by an allirmative order granting appropriate 
relief, before the courts may properly assume jurisdiction.los The 

'··1bitl •• p. '94. 
101 It will be helpfUl ... _,,, the Court', analysis in ilS own words: ''By [the) act 

as originally enacted many .. guIations and oonsequent duties ...... imposed upon 
carriers in the in....n of the public and of shippers which did not themof= exist, 
and MOUI administrative lafeguards were formulated. all of which. in their vcry 
...... "" ""Iuired, lint, for their compulsory .oro ......... t the exercise of official func:
tions of an .dminisuative Datwe, and, second. for their harmoniow development an 
official unity of action which could only be brought about by a single administrative 
initiative and primary amtrol. To that end the act • • • created an administrative 
body endowtd with what may be in ROme "'pec1S qualified IS q,...;.judicial attributes, 
... whom wu oonfidod the enfimlem ... t of those provisions of the act which ...... tiaIly 
_ unity in order that they might bendiciaIIy open ... And for the porpose ",ted, 
... the body thus .... ted wu committed the IrUSt of enfim:ing the act in the ... pect 
",ted, of de<amining, limited as to the subject-matlOn 10 which we have reter..d, 
whether the provisions of the act had botn ';oIated aod if so of primarily enfOn:ing the 
ac:t by aWllding appropria .. Jdie£ The "'tute, th...r ..... ncoeaarily. while it cn:o.ted 
now rigblS in fit. ..... of shippen. in order ... make those rigblS fruitful as ... the sub
jects with which the "'tute dealt coming within the scope of the .dministrati .. unity 
which we haft mentioned primarily made the judgment of the administrati .. body 
... whom the "'tu .. oonfidod the enIOroc:toent of the act in the ... pec1S .. ted • ~ 
""Iuisi ..... a mort ... the coum. In other wolds, U 10 the subjec:ts ",ted the _ did 
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recognition, on the other hand, of the right of a court "to enforce its 
conceptions as to the meaning of the act to regulate commerce by 
dealing directly with the subject irrespective of any prior affirmative 
command or action by the Interstate Commerce Commission . • . 
would be virtually to overthrow the entire system which had arisen 
from the adoption and enforcement of the act," since, inter alia, such 
recognition "would of necessity amount to a substitution of the court 
for the Commission or at all events would be to create a divided au
thority on a matter where from the beginning primary singleness of 
action and unity was deemed to be imperative."'" Since the doctrine 
was thus grounded in the fundamental character of the Act, the 
United States District Courts, which have succeeded to the jurisdic
tion of the Commerce Court, are without authority to review such 
negative orders of the Commission.'o, 

But the distinction between affirmative and negative orders is not 
merely one of form. When it appears that the substance of the Com
mission's determination is affirmative in character, the right of the 
courts to assume jurisdiction is recognized, despite the fact that the 
order on its face may be a negative one. Two illustrations will indicate 
the nature of the problem. 

In disposing of applications for relief from the long-and-short-haul 
clause as amended in 1910, the Commission, in a group of important 
proceedings, ordered that percentage relationships, graded according 
to defined zones, be maintained between the lower long-haul rates 

not give to the courts power to hear the complaint of a party concerning a violation of 
the act, but only conferred power to give effect to such complaints. when by previow 
submission to the Commission, they had been sanctioned by a command of that body:' 
Ibid., pp. 295-296. 

106 Ibid., pp. 396-:397, 298, 299. 
loa See, for example, LelJig" Valley R. R. Co. v. U.s., 243 U.s. 412 (1917), i.o 

which, in reliance upon the docuine of the Procter " Gamble cue, a denial of the 
application of the carrier for a continuance of common control of tall and water lines, 
in Lake Line ApplicflliotU under Panamd Colli Ad. 33 I.C.C. 699 (1915), 37 I.C.C. 
77 (1915), was held DOt to be subject to review by the courts. But compare the follow
ing from Chicago lunetio" Case, .264 U.S. 258 (J924), at p. 264: "In Procter " 
Gamhle Co. \1'. United SIIlIeI ... Hooker \1'. Knllpp ..• and ubig" Valley R. It 
Co. \1'. United Stalel ••• judicial review was refused. DOt because the order was per· 
missive. or because it was negative in character, but because it was a denial of the 
affirmative relief sought. Tbi. Court declined to inlC1'ferc, becaUIC to do 10 would have 
involved exercise by it of the administrative function of granting the relief which the 
Commission. in the exercise of ib jurisdiction, had denied. U 
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and the higher short-haul rates.'oe In part, relief was granted to the 
carriers; in part, it was denied. The enforcement of the Commission's 
order was enjoined by the Commerce Court,10T and upon appeal to 
the Supreme Court it was argued, among other things, that the order 
was not subject to judicial inquiry because, in denying the relief 
sought by the carriers, it was "purdy negativc."loe In holding this con
tention to be invalid. the Court relied essentially upon its interpreta
tion of the meaning of the amendatory statutc.108 Prior to the amend
ment of 1910. the exercise of prinlary judgment as to the propriety of 
departure from the long-and-short-haul clause was lodged in the car
riers, but was subject to administrative control and ultimate judicial 
review; in consequence of the amendment, the right of prinlary judg
ment was withdrawn from the carriers and vested in the Commission. 
but the substantive grounds for relief were not changed. and the 
Commission's determinations continued to be subject to judicial re
view. "The contention ••• presupposes that the power which from 

1.11IID1roM Co .. rrWsioa ., N.Ntl. v. S. P. Co • .. I.C.C. 3'9 (1911); City ./ 
Spo~ ... •• N. P. Ry. Co •• , I.C.C. 400 (1911). 

101 191 Feci. 8s6 (1911). 
101 1 ____ C.,.., '34 u.s. 476 (1914). 

1.' "It ia certoiu," aid Chief Juotiao Whi .. , "that the fUndamental change which it 
[the 1910 amendment) makes ia the omission of the subotantially similar cir<um
........ mel conclitiau da_ tboreby leaving the Inng mel shon·haul dause in a ...... 
UDqualificcl ""'PC in .. lOr as the l<Ction gi ... the right to the c:arrieI to apply to the 
CommUsion for authority 'to dlaIge I ... for longer than for sh ..... cIiswu:es fW the 
...... ponation of penODI or pn>pe<ty' and gi ... the CommUsiOD authority &om time 
to time 'to prescribe the ....... to whieh such cleaignated COIDII1OD c:arrieI may he Ie

licvccl &om the operation of thia KCtion.' From the failwe to inoezt any word in the 
IIIIeDdment toDcIing to exdude the operation of competi.tion as adequa .. undeI pn>peI 
ciI<wmtanca to iustilY the awarding of !did' &om the Inng mel short·haul dause mel 
......, heing DOthiDg which IIlinimiza or changea the application of the pref<ruIa: and 
diJcrimination dauses of the aeamd mel third sections, it fullowa thai in _ the 
amendment intrinsitaIly .............. rule or principle but simply shifts the powen 
coofemd by the action as it originally stood; thai ;., it takes &om the c:urien the 
depooit of public PO_ p""'iowly lodged in them mel vests it in the Commisaion .. 
a pritoary u-.d of a Iniowiog function. In ...... words, the elements of judgment 
or .. to opeU. the .,.....,. of law by which judgment ia to he controllecl IaDaina 0-

ehanged but a cIiftUent tribunal ia aeatccI fW the enfura:toent of the existing la... • • • 
But while the pul>lic power, .. to speak. pre-riously lodged in the catrier ia thlll _
dr._ and r.poaccI in the Commission the right of c:urien to aeelt and oboain unde< 
authoriaccl ciI<wmtanca the IODCIio.n of the Commisaion to eharge a I ..... raIC fW 
a longet than IiIr a shorter haul heca_ of GIIIlpeti.tion or fW ...... adeqUOlC ......... 
io ........ y pn:so:rved and if _ iI in aDy ...... by -=ary implicatioR granted. .. 
11M. pp. 48.t-48,. 
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the beginning has been the subject of judicial review by the mere 
fact of its transfer to the Commission was made arbitrary. Besides, the 
proposition disregards the fact that the right to petition the Commis
sion conferred by the statute is positive and while the refusal to grant 
it may be in one sense' negative, in another and broader view it is 
affirmative since it refuses that which the statute in affirmative terms 
declares shall be granted if only the conditions which the statute 
provides are found to exist."no 

Similarly, an order of the Commission dealing with the apportion
ment of coal cars in time of shortage which in form dismissed a com
plaint of shippers but in effect required the observance of a particu
lar car-distribution rule has been held not to be negative in character 
and to be subject to review by the District Court.111 The nature of the 
difficulties involved will be disclosed by a brief resume of the facts. 
In an early case the Commission had found the "150 per cent rule" 
to be reasonable for the apportionment of cars among "joint mines" 
(that is, those served by two or more carriers) as compared with 
"local mines" (that is, those served by a single carrier).112 During the 
period of Federal Control, the United States Railroad Administra
tion, through "Rule 4,'>118 placed both types of mines on substantial 
equality, and this rule remained operative for more than a year after 
the return of the roads to their private owners. When, upon com
plaint of operators of joint mines, Rule 4 was found by Division 5 
of the Commission to be "unduly prejudicial to joint mines and 
unduly preferential of local mines,"'l< the carriers, in accordance with 
the recommendation of the division, adopted the 150 per cent rule; 
but, upon petition of intervening operators of local mines, the pro
ceeding was reopened and the full Commission, expressly reversing the 
findings of Division 5, held Rule 4 not to be unreasonable or unduly 
prejudicial and dismissed the complaints."" Upon notice of the car
riers that Rule 4 would once more be put into effect, suit was brought 
in the District Court to set aside the Commission's order and the car-

110 Ibid., p. 490. 
111 United Stlllet v. New River Co .• 26, U.s. 533 (1924). 
112 1" re Irregularities in Mine Ralings. 25 I.C.C :186 (1912). 
111 Circular CS~31. Revised. 
116 Fairmont 6- elellelana Coal Co. v. B. I!t O. R. R. Co .• 62 I.C.C. 269 (1921). 
11. B,II 6- Zoller Colli Co. v. B. 6- O. S. W. R. R. Co •• 74 I.C.C. 433 ('922). 
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distribution rule upon which it was based, as a result of which suit 
a permanent injunction was entered"'" The Supreme Court, on ap
peal, was called upon to decide whether the order was subject to 
review by the District Court, and if so, whether it should be set 
aside.ll7 On the merits the decree of the lower court was reversed, but 
approval was given to the assumption of jurisdiction for purposes of 
judicial review. It is obvious that the real controversy concerned the 
propriety of alternative car-distribution rules, supported, respectively,. 
by the operators of joint mines and of local mines, and that the dis
missal of the complaints was but incidental to the adoption by the 
Commission of one of the alternatives. In effect, then, the Commis
sion's order granted affirmative relief to one of the groups of con
tending litigants. Accordingly, while the Court paused to distinguish 
in a rather formal way the earlier decisions establishing the doctrine 
of so-called negative orders, 118 the compelling considerations in sup
port of the propriety of judicial review were found in the facts of 
the proceeding. Said Justice Buder: "The mere fact that the order of 
the Commission dismisses the complaint of shippers against rule 4 

U8 N.", Ri.., Co • •• CA ... p .. k. ". o. Ry. Co., '93 Fed. 460 ('9'3). 
n, Ulliud S.m, y. N.",.JIi • .,. Co., .65 U.S. 533. 539 ('9'4). 
111 "The appelluta contend the order is negative and therefore not subject to review 

by the court. They cite _ 6' Gombl. Co. v. Uniu4 S.IJIe, ••• Hook.,. v. Knopp 
••• and LAAilA VO/loy R. R. Co. v. Uni .. 4 S.m, • ••• In the fint of these cases, 
application wu made by the Procter .. Gamble Company, a shipper and owner of 
tank can, to be relie.ed from paying demurrage charges, in accordaoc:e with demur
nge ruI .. applied by the carrier. The Commissioo dismissed the complain!. & shown 
by the .. port • • • the rea .... fOr cIismissal WI' that the tank can were made subject 
to the demurrage rule~ by an atnngement between the shipper owning the cars and 
the carrier bauling them. The question heIO .. this Court. • • was whether the Com
merce Court had power to exert i .. own judgment by originally in~tiog the ad
midistrati .. fea ...... of the Act to Regulate Commerce, and upon that assumptioo to 
.... t the refusal of the Commission to gnat the relief preyed fOr .. an affirmative 
order. and acxmdingly to pass on i .. eom:ctness. Hook .. v. KrtO" and LAMgA Volioy 
R. R. Co. v. Ullil<l/ S_. were decided on the authority of the _ ". Gombl. C_. The opinion in that cue, when viewed in the light of the .. port of the Com
mission, fUmi.sheo DO support fOr appeUan .. • CODtentiona here. In all of these cases, 
affirmative relief .. ught wu deDied by the Commission. Judicial n:view wu cIeniod 
on that gIOund. The taking of jurisdiction in such cases would involve determination by 
the CO\llll wbether relief denied by theCommissi .... in the exercise of in po~ should 
be gnated. • • • The authority confem:d upon the Commerce Court • • • wu ...aed 
in the District Co\llll • • • and, Uke the authority previously exercised by the Federol 
Circuit ~ is confined to determining whether the Commission', omer oiol .... 
the Constitution. or ..-. the po_ delegated by .... tu ..... is an exercise of power .. ubi....., .. Wtuall1 to transoond the authority 00IIfened. • 11M. pp. 53H40-
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does not make it a negative order. That rule, promulgated during 
federal control, was continued in eJfect upon the recommendation of 
the Commission until it decided, June 21, 1921, that the rule was un
duly prejudicial to joint mines and unduly preferential of local mines, 
and that the carriers should distribute cars to joint mines on the basis 
of the 150 per cent. rule. The Commission refrained from making an 
order that the rule be filed as a tariff schedule, but announced that it 
expected the carriers promptly to amend their car service rules to 
conform with its findings. Accordingly, the carrier ceased to apply 
rule 4 and applied the 150 per cent. rule in its place. When the case 
was reopened before the Commission, the contest was between the 
operators of local mines attacking the 150 per cent. rule and the 
operators of joint mines supporting that rule and objecting to rule 4. 
The Commission reversed its former findings and decided in favor of 
rule 4 and dismissed the complaints assailing that rule. The order 
expressly includes the findings and conclusions stated in the report. 
It is not merely negative. Clearly, the order permits and authorizes the 
carriers to apply rule 4. If that rule is illegal, as alleged, such permis
sion and authority will not sustain it, and suit will lie to set it aside. 
. . . Plainly it was the intention and purpose of the Commission that 
rule 4 should be applied in place of the 150 per cent. rule. The effect 
of the order is to grant the relief sought by the operators of local 
mines. We hold that the District Court had jurisdiction.""8 

While there can be no question that the courts properly assumed 
jurisdiction in the foregoing proceedings, it is by no means clear that 
the doctrine of the Procter Cr Gamble case is altogether sound in any 
event. In interpreting that case, and those following it, and in dis
tinguishing it from proceedings involving formally negative orders 
in which resort to judicial review has been deemed proper, it has been 
emphasized that the controlling consideration in the Supreme Court's 
refusal to interfere with the Commission's determination was not the 
negative character of the order, but the denial of the affirmative relief 
sought."· The assumption of jurisdiction by the courts under such 
circumstances, it is argued, would be to trespass on the functions of 

1l8/6id., pp. 54O-S4" 
110 See DOtet lOS and u8, 1111"". 
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the Commissioo-to determine whether the relief which had been 
denied by the Commission, in the exercise of its authority, should be 
granted. It is cleat that "a particular exercise of judgment or discre
tion" cannot be compelled through resort to the coutts;lll1 and it is 
equally cleat that in exercising their powers of review, on petition to 

set aside an order of the Commission, the courts are without authority 
to substitute their own judgment for that of the administrative tri
bunal 120 But the mere assumption of jurisdiction by the courts, after 
prcIiminary resort to the Commission, does not involve an original 
adjudication of the administrative question or a necessary interfer
ence with the exercise of legitimate discretion. The purpose, rather, 
is to render possible the prevention of abuse of authority or discre
tion: the judicial inquiry is concerned solely with whether the ad
ministrative determination is based upon a mistake of law or was 
arrived at in arbittary Whion. "It is of course true," said Chief JID
rice White in upholding the validity of judicial review of the Com
mission's orders under the long-and-short-haul clause, ". . . that 
findings of filet made by the Commission within the scope of its ad
ministrative duties must be accepted in case of judicial review, but 
that doctrine _ • . does not relieve the coutts in a proper case from 
cktermining whether the Constitution has been violated or whether 
statutory powers conferred have been transcended or have been exer
cised in such an arbittary way as to amount to the exertion of au
thority not given, doctrines which but express the elementary prin
ciple that an investiture of a public body with discretion does not 
imply the right of abuse but on the conttary carries with it as a neces
sary incident the command that the limits of a sound discretion be 

• .. ,_eo._C .. orWiooJ •• W_II...u.wA .... 260U.s.32 (1!I22). 
Jusboo Braadtio said (po 34): "PuiJioDen ....pt ia Iho: proczeding ID sot uido: Iho: 
__ of Iho: 0ammis1i0a OIl Iho: meri .. ODd ID mmpeI • _ ia tbc:ir 

,,_. The Court of Appeals ....,,,,,, Iho: writ. This ... enw. Maadamus COIIIIDt be 
bad ID mmpeI & ponieular ....a.e of judgment .. _ ..... be usod as • 
writ 01 errar~· ,,,.,.,,.,. Co...w COIa ___ '1'. H""" ~ Co.. 224 
u.s. 474 (1912), lMriroiIIe C_ Co. •• '.C.C. 246 u.s. 638 (1918), ODd K.
CitJ So. RI. Y. '.C.C. 252 u.s. '78 (1920), were ~ III Iho: lint two of 
_ ~ Iho: 0ammis1i0a _, dediao:d ........... jariatiaiaD: ia 
Iho: _ it 'WJOD8I1 ..m...s ID pcrtGrm • tp«i6< ..,." which Coap:ss bad madr: -...,. 

IUSee pp.]90-3920"",.. 
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not transcended which by necessary implication carries with it the 
existence of judicial power to correct wrongs done by such excess.""· 
There are possibilities of such abuse in connection with orders deny
ing the affirmative relief sought, and judicial review of these orders 
would not necessarily infringe upon the functions of the Commission 
any more than the review of orders which grant affirmative relie£ 
There is a large initial exercise of discretion in both instances, which 
is amply safeguarded by the doctrine of primary jurisdiction and by 
the lack of authority in the courts, upon review, to invalidate orders 
which, as contemplated by the Act, are but an expression of the in
formed judgment of the administrative tribunal created for its en
forcement; but there are also matters of law involved which are as 
appropriate for judicial inquiry in the one case as in the other. In
deed, it may be said that every administrative determination of a 
quasi-judicial character, whether the relief sought be granted or 
denied, is based upon a "system of law by which judgment is to be 
controlled,"'" both in substance and by way of procedure, and hence 
may transcend "the statutory powers conferred" or "the limits of a 
sound discretion." Moreover, the denial of relief to one of the parties 
is usually tantamount to the granting of relief to the other, so that 
distinctions as to the character of the order issued tend to assume a 
predominandy formal aspect. In practical effect, under the doctrine 
of the Procter 6- Gamble case, there comes to be an unwarranted 
differentiation between carriers and shippers. In most proceedings 
involving the reasonableness of rates, rules, and practices, for ex
ample, shippers appear as complainants against carriers. If the con
tentions of the shippers prevail and affirmative orders are issued, the 
carriers are safeguarded against abuse through the process of judicial 
review; if, on the other hand, the carriers prevail, the affirmative re
lief sought being denied, the shippers have no recourse to the courts, 
even though the administrative determinations may be based upon 
palpable error. It would seem that nothing in the general nature and 
purposes of the Act necessitates such an outcome, since the domi
nance of the administrative method can be effectively maintained 
through the requirement of preliminary resort to the Commission 

1211nlermounl,,;n Rtne Cues, 234 U.S. 416 (1914), at pp. 490-491. 
1 .. Ibid., p. 485. 
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and the restriction of the powers of review to questions of transcend
ence of authority or abuse of discretion. 

In so far. however. as the express language of the statute creating 
the Commerce Court, as construed by the Supreme Court. confined 
its jurisdiction to cases issuing in affirmative administrative com
mands, the limitation is grounded in the will of Congress and con
tinues to be binding upon the courts. The jurisdiction originally 
vested in the Commerce Court was transferred. upon its abolition. to 
the several district courts of the United States ..... and there has since 
been no change of legislative policy in this sphere. The zone of judi
cial censorship has thus been definitely narrowed. Not only is prelimi
nary resort to the Commission necessary in all matters involving the 
exercise of administrative discretion, but the findings of the Com
mission appear to be clothed with finality in so f3r as they deny the 
affirmative relief sought. 

Tile Grounds of Tudieial Censorship 

When. after preliminary resort to the Commission and the issuance 
of an affirmative order by that tribunal, the courts do assume juris
diction. the question of constitutionality provides the most indis
putable ground for the exercise of judicial censorship. The constitu
tional issue, by its very nature, involves the matter of power. Even the 
most liberal recognition of the finality of administrative determina
tions cannot exempt them from the requirements of due process or 
from the necessity of adhering to the basic delimitation of state and 
federal jurisdiction. Both the power of Congress, in the enactment of 
the controlling statutory provisions, and the power of the Commis
sion, in the exercise of the authority conferred upon it, may be ques
tioned on these grounds. In point of tact, however. there has been an 
almost complete absence of censorship because of constitutional vio
lation in the sphere of the Commission's activities. The writer is 
aware of no important legislative enactment or administrative order 
which has been declared invalid on constitutional grounds. UtI 

10 District Cowt Jurisdic:tioD Ac:t (Oc:tobor ... '9'3), 38 S ...... '9-
... B., _ C......." .... Y. HiIri<o<~. '4. u.s. 547 (.&g.) and Bn>_ Y. W"'~'" 

16. U.s. 59' (.8g6), with ..- 11> the CommissioD·. My difIicullios in the 
matter of compulaory _,. 
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For the most part the issue has arisen in connection with attacks 
upon some of the statutory provisions as such, rather than upon the 
manner of their administrative enforcement; and these provisions, 
ranging over a broad field and effectuating unprecedented centraliza
tion of authority and the progressive subordination of private rights 
to public interests, have been uniformly sustained. The nature of the 
constitutional issues involved in most of the pertinent proceedings 
has been dealt with in some detail in other connections; it will suffice 
at this point merely to refer to a number of outstanding examples. 
The extension of the Commission's jurisdiction to carriers by pipe 
line, though ostensibly impressing private business with a public 
status, has been held to be a valid exercise of legislative power;'" the 
sweeping assertion of federal authority over intrastate rates, as an 
incident to the exercise of plenary power over interstate commerce, 
has received judicial sanction;"· the validity of requiring reports as 
to the hours of service of all railway employees, in the interests of 
safety of operation, has been upheld;"· the attack upon the right to 
exercise regulatory power over the accounts of the carriers on a com
prehensive basis has been held without merit;'·· rate-making au
thority vested in the Commission has been held not to constitute an 
unconstitutional delegation of Congressional power;'" the authoriza
tion to apportion joint rates on the basis, among other things, of the 
revenue needs of the participating carriers, has encountered no ob
stacle in the requirements of due process;'·' the provisions for the 
recapture of "excess earnings," though involving a trusteeship of 
revenues derived from reasonable rates, have been held not to be re
pugnant to the Constitution.'" These and similar judicial determina
tions have served to maintain the integrity of the legislative structure 
for the performance of the Commission's tasks, but they do not bear 
directly upon the character of review of tlte Commission's orders on 
constitutional grounds_ While in all such instances tlte court proceed-

lIf The Pipe Une Carel, 234 U.S. 548 (1914). 
128 Hounon & TerlU Ry. v. U.s., 234 U.S. 342 (1914); Wisconsin R. R. Comm. v. 

C., B. & f). R. R. Co., 257 U.S. 563 ('922); Nelli York Y. u.s" 257 U.S. 59' ('922). 
12> Bill •• & OAiJJ R. R. v.I.C.C .• 22. U.S. 612 ('911). 
1801nIDStale Commeree Commission y. Goodrich Trtmtil Co .• 224 U.S. 194 (Igu). 
1I11ntermoun,." IWe Clllt'S, 234 U.S. 476 (1914). 
111 New Englantl Di,,;noIU CIISt', 261 U.s. 184 (1923). 
188 D.ylOtJ-Grxmt Creek Ry. Y. u.s., 263 U.S. 456 ('924). 
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ings resulted from the exercise of the contested power by the Com
mission, the issue of constitutionality was primarily concerned with 
the question of Congressional authority. 

In very few cases, however, have the administrative orders as such 
been challenged for violation of the fundamental law, and in these 
few cases the Commission's findings have not only been upheld, but 
without such examination of the:; facts as might threaten the finality 
of the Commission's discretionary action. Two illustrations will indi
cate the character of the meager record on this aspect of judicial 
review. 

In the Abandoned Property Case, 1M the Commission, in prescrib
ing a uniform system of accounts and a classification of expenditures 
for additions and betterments, required the carriers to charge the re
placement cost of abandoned property to operating expenses. Among 
the contentions of the carriers was the clainl that this regulation 
would reduce the amount of current net earnings available for divi
dends to the non-<:umuiative preferred stockholders, and that it there
fore constituted a deprivation of property without due process of law. 
The Court declared that even if the regulation should in fact require 
the preferred stockholders to forego current dividends it would not 
amount to an unlawful taking of property, since the inlprovements 
out of which the abandonments arose would increase the prosperity 
of the company and afford better assurance of dividends for the 
future. The classification prescribed was held to be a reasonable exer
cise of the Commission's statutory authority, and hence not subject 
to judicial review. The discretionary element in this authority was 
expressly recognized. "It is further insisted," concluded Justice Pitney, 
"that even the theory upon which the accounting regulations rest 
does not, when analyzed, justifY a charie of abandoned property to 
operating expenses, but at most a charge to profit and loss. The sug
gestion apparendy has force; but, upon consideration, we are unable 
to see that it furnishes ground for judicial interference with the course 
pursued by the Commission. Except for the contention (already dis
posed of) that the value of the abandoned parcels should be perma
nendy carried in the property account as part of the cost of progress, 
it is and must be conceded that sooner or later it must be charged 

... - CiI)o So. 19 .•• U.Jiq 031 u.s. 4>3 ('9'3). 
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against the operating revenue, either past or future, if the integrity of 
the property accounts is to be maintained; and it becomes a question 
of policy whether it should be charged in solido to profit and loss 
(an account presumptively representative of past accumulations) or 
to the operating accounts of the present and future .••• But, did we 
agree with appellant that the abandonments ought to be charged to 
surplus or to profit and loss, rather than to operating expenses, we 
still should not deem this a sufficient ground to declare that the Com
mission had abused its power. So long as it acts fairly and reasonably 
within the grant of power constitutionally conferred by Congress, 
its orders are not open to judicial review."'" 

In the Nelli Castle Interchange Case;'s the constitutional issue was 
disposed of in like manner, without review or disturbance of the 
Commission's findings of mct. The Commission had ordered the 
Pennsylvania Railroad to cease and desist from discrinlinating against 
the Buffido, Rochester & Pittsburgh Railway Company by refusal to 

interchange traffic with that carrier at New Castle, Pennsylvania, 
while interchanging such traffic with other carriers. It was contended 
by the Pennsylvania Company, inter alia, that the Commission's or
der amounted to a taking of property without due process of law, in 
that it subjected the Pennsylvania's terminals to the use of another 
company without compensation. In declaring this contention to be 
invalid, the Court pointed out that the Commission's order merely 
obligated the Pennsylvania Company to receive and transport cars 
over its terminals by its own motive power on a non-discriminatory 
basis, without any attempt to appropriate the terminals of the owning 
company to the use of other carriers, and that the Commission's au
thority, in view of the broad scope of the "transportation" covered by 
the Act, extended to such regulation of terminal &ciIities. "What is 
here accomplished," said Justice Day, "is only that the same trans
portation &cilities which are afforded to the shipments brought to the 
point of connection over tracks used in common by the Baltimore & 
Ohio Railroad and the Rochester Company, shall be rendered to the 
Rochester Company as are given to the Baltimore & Ohio Company 
under precisely the same circumstances of connection for the trans-

'''Ibid •• pp. 451>-457. 
118 PmfU'JI ... i6 Co. Y. u.s .• 236 u.s. 35' ('9'5). 
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portation of interstate tra1lic. All that the Commission ordered was 
that the Company desist from the discriminatory practice here in
volved, and in so doing we think it exceeded neither its statutory 
authority nor any constitutional limitation. • • :'IST 

Judicial review of the Commission's orders has been concerned 
primarily with the meaning and scope of the statutory provisions 
under which administrative action was taken; but in this sphere also, 
as in connection with constitutional issues, censorship has been 
grounded in want of power rather than in the manner of its exer
cise. Statutory construction has been appropriately recognized as in
volving matters of law reserved for the final determination of the 
courts, and it has served as a basis both for denying essential powers 
and for validating far-reaching assertions of administrative authority. 
In so far as the mere language of the statute has sufficed to fix the 
bounds of the Commission's jurisdiction, there has been no disposi
tion on the part of the courts to examine the record or to review the 
findings of fact; where, on the other hand, errors of interpretation 
have been found to spring from a diSlegard of generally applicable 
rules of law, or where questions of &lbitrary performance have &lisen, 
it has often been found necessary to consider the factual basis of the 
Commission's findings, as a means of determining the real nature of 
the authority sought to be aerted by the administrative order. In 
both situations, however, the Supreme Court has purported to con
fine itself to issues of power, rather than to substitute its judgment, 
in matters of policy, for that of the administrative tribunal. In other 
words, judicial review, as will appear, has almost inv&liably served 
as a safeguazd against the abuse of administrative authority, and· not 
as an independent source of authority in the courts for molding the 
character and direction of the regulatory process. 

There are many instances in which administrative orders have been 
invalidated for want of the statutory authority sought to be exercised. 
Some of these denials of authority, when judicially decreed, seriously 

'" 16i1l. pp. 371-37" s.e, 01"" u..u. '" Nos". R. R. Y. u.s. '38 u.s. I (1915). 
PriG< III .... ckcUion of .... SUprane Coun in Ollio v.u.,. Co. Y. B<Io d __ ,II. 
'53 u.s. .87 (Igao) ..... CODStimtiooality of orden of stale CIOIIIIDissiou _ .... due 
...-sa d .... _ lilmrioe _ without independent judicial _entioD of 
the findiaas of &c:t. See /oIm DickiDIDII, A~ 1-.... s.,....., 0/ 
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crippled the Commission. When, for example, it was held, under the 
original Act to Regulate Commerce, that Congress had conferred no 
power upon the Commission to prescribe rates for the future,'·· the 
most essential basis for the affirmative development of administrative 
control was removed, and the status of the Commission was largely 
transformed into that of a mere investigatory body."" And there have 
also been similar judicial determinations with regard to more re
stricted assertions of power. In a great variety of circumstances the 
Commission's orders have been held invalid because beyond the scope 
of its statutory authority: because its power to require switch connec
tions with lateral branch lines could be exercised only upon applica
tion of shippers, as explicidy provided by the statute;14. because its 
authority to establish through routes, under the 19<JIl legislation, was 
expressly conditioned by the proviso that "no reasonable or satis
factory through route exists";14' because the jurisdiction over railroads 
conferred by the Act does not extend to interstate street railways;'" 
because neither the x887 statute nor the x9<Jll amendments vested 
power in the Commission to require carriers to provide and furnish 
tank cars;"· because its authority over abandonments, as conferred 
by the 1920 legislation, did not clothe it with power "over the dis
continuance of the purely intrastate business of a road whose situa-

.. 8 C;n., N. O. & Tez. Poe. Ry. v. I.C.C., ,62 U.S. ,84 (,896); In""ll. Com· 
merce Commistion v. RIIilway CO'i 167 u.s. 419 (1897). 

189 See. also. Inlnnate Commerce Commission v. Alabamo MiJltnul Ry. Co., 168 
U.S. '44 (,897). In a dissenting opinion, Justice Haslan said (p. ,,6): ''The Commis
siOD was established to protect the public against the improper practices of transporta~ 
tion companies engaged in commerce among the several states. [t has bee.o left, it is 
aue, with power to make reports, and to issue proteslS. But it hu been shorn, by judi~ 
cial interpretation, of authority to do anything of an effective character." 

uo InterllQU Commnv:e Commission v. D., L. 6- W. R. R.o 216 U.S. '31 (1910). 
u1lnkrnau Commt!f'ee Commission v. Nor. Ptle. Ry., 216 U.s. 538 (1910). The 

Court construed the proviso as jurisdictional in character. Said Justice Holmes (p. 544): 
"We are of opinion ... that the Commission had no power to make the order if a 
reasonable and satisfactory through route already existed. and that the existence of 
such a route may be inquired into by the courts. How far the courts should go in that 
inquiry we need not now decide. No doubt in complex and delicate cues great weight 
at least would be attached. to the judgment of the Commission. But in the present 
instance there it no room for d.iJference as to the facts, and the majority of the Com· 
mission plainly could not and would not have made the declaration in their order that 
there was no such through route, but for a view of the law upon which thU court mUA 
paSl." 

... Om.h. Sire., Ry. v.I.C.Coo 230 U.s. 324 ('913). 
1068 United SIIIIeI v. petJnsylwaitl R. R. Co., 242 U.S. 208 (1916). 
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tion and ownership • • • are such that interstate and foreign com
merce will not be burdened or affected by a continuance of that 
business";l" because the emergency service powers, under the Trans
portation Act, did not authorize the issuance of a summary order 
requiring a terminal carrier to perform a switching service for con
necting carriers.l411 In all such instances, however, the judicial process 
does not direct itself to the wisdom or expediency of the administra
tive action under attack, and there is little occasion, upon review, to 
look beyond the language of the statute and such circumstances sur
rounding its enactment as may disclose or clarifY the Congressional 
intent. The courts are concerned, in these situations, with the mean
ing and scope of the legislative provisions, rather than with the facts 
or reasoning which support the particular administrative findings 
and orders. 

Statutory interpretation is undeniably a matter of law, and the 
determinations of the courts in this direction have but served, pro
gressively, to carve out the precise metes and bounds of the Com
mission's power and to place the superstructure of administrative 
performance upon solid foundations. Where denials of power, as a 
result of judicial construction, have left serious gaps in the Commis
sion's functioning jurisdiction, there has been almost invariable resort 
to the Congress for relief; with the ultimate reestablishment of the 
authority sought to be exerted. Thus, for example, the express dele
gation of mandatory rate-making power in I!)OO and the rehabilita
tion of the long-and-short-haul clause in 1910 elfectively removed the 
major early difficulties encountered by the Commission because of 
adverse judicial interpretation of the substantive provisions of the 
Act; and ample evidence has been presented in earlier pages of a like 
Congressional response in many less significant directions. The domi
nance and elfectiveness of administrative control have been subjected 
to little hampering inBuence of a pertnanent character because of 
judicial determinations denying the existence of the statutory au
thority under which the Commission has purported to act. Indeed, 
when the legislative structure as it now exists is viewed as a whole, it 
is rather strikingly manifest that the Commission's own interpreta-

"" T_ .. ...... T._ R. R. Co. >" u.s. _ 0,8 (,gu). 
I .. P..n.1I1. Co. •• u.s • • 63 u.s. ,28 (19)4). 
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tions of the nature and breadth of its statutory authority have been 
generally sustained. Once the intent of Congress to clothe the Com
mission with positive powers of control was clearly evinced by the 
amendments of 19'J6 and 1910, the validity of its far-reaching activi
ties was repeatedly upheld as in full conformity with legislative con
templation,14ft and the scope of judicial interference progressively 
narrowed;1" and, by way of extension of this liberal attitude, the 
"new departures" introduced by the Transportation Act of 1920 have 
been uniformly interpreted as fully justifYing the Commission's un
precedented assertions of power.148 In so fiu- as judicial review has 
been confined to the problem of statutory construction in the narrow 
sense of interpreting the meaning and scope of the legislative provi
sions as such, the Commission has found itself relatively free to pur
sue its regulatory tasks without hindrance. 

But the Commission's orders may be attacked for want of con
formity to statute conceived in a much broader sense. While the 
general type of authority sought to be asserted is recognized to have 
been conferred upon the Commission, the mode of its exercise may 
be alleged to be illegal. In other words, the courts may be petitioned 
to invalidate administrative determinations which, though formally 
within the scope of the delegated authority under which they purport 
to have been made, constitute, in substance, a transgression of that 
authority. Such transgression, which may spring from mistakes of 
law or from the absence or .disregard of evidence, is deemed to 
amount to abuse of discretion or arbitrary action. Appeal is here 
made, not merely to interpretation of the express language of the 
statute, but to the exercise of powers by the courts which are regarded 
as "of the essence of judicial authority, and which ••• may not be 

us See, for example, Inlersta/4 Commert:e Commission v. Louis. 6' NIlI". R. R.o 221 
U.s. 88 (1913); lnurmo •• IIli. /ale Cam, '34 U.S. 476 (1914); HOIUIotJ & Text" 
Ry. Y. U.s., '34 U.S. 34' (1914). 

14-7 See, for example, Texas 6- PM.'. Ry. v. A.bilm~ Col101l Oil Co., 204 U.s. 426 
(1907); Procter 6- Gtlmble Co. v. U.s., 225 U.S. 282 (1912); InterSlllle Commer" 
Commission v.IU. Cem, R. R .• 215 U.S. 452 (1910); 1"It:rSlllle Commeree Commission 
v. Union Ptldfic It Ro, 2.2.2 U.s. 541 (1912); Uniled SIQJeS v. I..tnRs. 6' NIlS},. R. R., 235 
U.S. 314 (1914). 

1408 See, for ezampIc, WisrotUi" R. It Comm. v. C., B. 6' O. R. R. Co., 257 U.S. 
563 (1922); Nelli Engltm4 [)jllisio", Cllle, 261 U.S. 184 (1923); DtzylOn-Goose Cruk 
Ry. v. U.s., .63 U.S. 456 (19'4). 
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curtailed, and whose discharge may not be • • • avoided:"'· The 
question of conformity to law, rather than of conformity to statute in 
the narrow sense, comes to be the controlling issue, for the solution of 
which it becomes necessary for the courts to examine the evidence 
and review the findings. Because the character of the administrative 
orders as such is thus subjected to censorship, it is in this aspect of 
the reviewing process, though nomina1ly confined to "questions of 
law," that the principal opportunities arise for judicial interference 
with the exercise of administrative discretion; but it is noteworthy 
that even in this sphere, despite the indeterminateness of the category 
of "questions of law," the courts have generally refrained from sub
stituting their judgment for that of the Commission. 

The nature of the grounds upon which the Commission's orders 
have been invalidated will become clearer if we first note the extent 
to which its administrative findings are hcld to be final Recognizing 
that the tasks of regulation have been vested in the Commission and 
that judicial review is restricted, essentially, to the issue of legal 
power, the courts have declined to assume jurisdiction over all deter. 
minations involving the exercise of administrative discretion. Such 
determinations have been treated as "questions of fact," to be freely 
and finally established by the Commission in its application of the 
general standards laid down by statute. The problem has arisen most 
frequently in connection with controversies as to whether rates and 
practices arc unreasonable or unjustly discriminatory. The Commis
sion's findings in such proceedings embrace not only the primary, 
objective, or evidentiary facts disclosed by the record, but the conclu
sions drawn therefrom as ultimate facts. In both processes administra
tive judgments are reached. Conflicting or inconclusive testimony 
may necessitate the resolution of doubts as to the evidentiary facts; 
and even if there were no dispute as to the evidentiary facts, the con
clusions drawn therefrom as ultimate facts--tbat the rates or practices 
at issue arc unreasonable or unjustly discriminatory-necessarily 
constitute an expression of judgment. The courts seldom distinguish 
between evidentiary facts and ultimate facts, except that the latter 
category is sometimes referred to as involving, not merely "questions 

, .. ,_ c. __ c .. "'"""'" ~.'u. C<fII. II. R~ 215 U.s. 452, 470 (Iglo). 
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of fact," but "mixed questions of fact and law"; both groups of find
ings are held to be free from judicial interference. In these circum
stances, and assuming the absence of errors of law, judicial review is 
confined to a determination as to whether there is evidence to sup
port the administrative conclusions, regardless of whether the courts 
would themselves reach the same conclusions. In other words, the 
element of judgment or discretion which inheres in the administra
tive method is allowed free play, and determinations which reflect 
such judgment or discretion are clothed with finality. A few illustra
tions of this approach, from the large number that might be pre
sented, will suffice. 

When the Commission's orders condemning as discriminatory the 
practice of the carriers in not counting their own fuel cars in the dis
tribution of equipment to mines in times of shortage were attacked 
in the courts, the reviewing jurisdiction assumed was confined to 
questions of power: as to whether authority to regulate the distribu
tion of cars was vested in the Commission, and as to whether this 
authority extended to "company cars." The Commission's finding of 
discrimination, on the other hand, was held not to be open to judi
cial review. "Power to make the order and not the mere expediency 
or wisdom of having made it, is the question," said the Court, and it 
declined to "usurp merely administrative functions by setting aside 
a lawful administrative order upon our [its] conception as to whether 
the administrative power has been wisely exercised."'" Similarly, it 
was held that the Commission's findings of unjust discrimination 
because of the refusal of carriers to apply carload rates to consoli
dated shipments tendered by forwarding agents were not subject to 
judicial review""' The sole question over which the Court assumed 
jurisdiction was one of law: whether a carrier might make the owner
ship of goods tendered for transportation the criterion by which the 
transportation charge is to be measured. Having answered this ques
tion in the negative, all other differences of opinion, bearing upon 
the existence of discrimination, were held to be based upon "conclu
sions of fact as to which the judgment of the Commission is not sus-

110 lhUJ. 
1I11nterstale Commemf Commistiofl v. INl., L." W. R. R., 220 U.s. 235 (1911). 
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ceptible of review by the courts."m The Commission's affirmative 
finding that the enforcement of the carrier's rule "would give rise to 
preferences and engender discriminations prohibited by the act to 
regulate commerce" was expressly declared to embody a conclusion of 
fact beyond the competency of the courts to reexamine.10• This doc
trine has been repeatedly affirmed in conoection with other practices. 
When, for example, the Commission ordered carriers to desist from 
extending =tain reshipping privileges at a particular junction point 
as unjusdy discriminatory against other localities, and, there being 
no conflicting evidence as to the primary facts, the Commerce Court, 
passing independendy upon the matter of discrimination as a ques
tion of law, enjoined the; enforcement of the Commission's order, 
the Supreme Court said: "In view of the doctrine anoounced [in 
previous decisions] ••• it plainly results that the court below, in sub
stituting its judgment as to the existence of preference for that of the 
Commission on the ground that where there was no dispute as to 
the facts it had a right to do so, obviously exerted an authority not 
conferred upon it by the statute. It is not disputable that from the be
ginoing the very purpose for which the Commission was created was 
to bring into existence a body which from its peculiar character would 
be most fitted to primarily decide whether from facts, disputed or un
disputed, in a given case preference or discrimination existed. • • • 
And the amendments by which it came to pass that the findings of 
the Commission were made not merely prima facie but conclusively 
correct in case of judicial review, except to the extent pointed out in 
the Illi"ois emir. and other cases, ••• show the progressive evolu
tion of the legislative purpose and the inevitable conffict which exists 
between giving that purpose effect and upholding the view of the 
statute taken by the court below. It canoot be otherwise since if the 

111' .... po 251. The o,urt COD.tinued: l-nus at once demonstrates the error com .. 
mill<d by .... lower court in basing ita ck=e ..... ulling .... order of .... Cotnmiaioa 
upon ita approval aod adopioa of .............. ted in the opinion of .... dissenting 
m .... bon of the Commissioa. This I0Il0 .... ....., the ......,. gi .... by the dissenting 
memben, OIla:pt in .. IE u they """'" upOD .... logal propooi_ .. bo"" just .. ted, 
prox=Ied upOD pemises of &ct. which, bo ....... cogent they may bo"" been u a ..... 
Ier of original c:omideratiOD, were BOt 0 ..... to be .. <XJIlSicIe...t by the court beea_ 
they ..... lOIodooed by the opinion of the Commissioo.'" 

'" ,...,~ P. 355. See 01 .. Ut.. 6' 0 .. R. R. ... I'iIcwiN COIIl C~ 31S U.s. 411 
(19l0). UpOD which the Coon spocilically n:licd by -7 of pmedent. 
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view of the statute upheld bdow be sustained, the Commission would 
become but a mere instrument for the purpose of taking testimony 
to be submitted to the courts for their ultimate action."'" 

This doctrine as to the finality of the Commission's determinations 
on "mixed questions of filet and law" has not been confined to pro
ceedings involving carrier practices. It has been applied with equal 
sweep in rate controversies, both on the issue of discrimination and 
on that of reasonableness per S~. At this point a single illustration in 
each £dd will serve our purposes. 

In a highly complicated proceeding involving the question of 
allowances to terminal railroads and rate divisions, the Commission 
found, among other things, that it was not unjusdy discriminatory for 

1154 United SIllieS v. Louis. 6' Nas". R. R.. 235 U.S. 314 (1914), at pp. 320-321. 
Compare also the following: "It is plain that the question whether or not there is at 
any point an additional service in connection with industrial spur tracks upon which 
to base an extra charge, or whether there is merely a substituted service which is sub
stantially a like service to that included in the line·haul rate and Dot received, is a 
question of fact to be determined according to the actual conditions of operation. Such 
a question is manifesdy one upon which it is the province of the Commission to pass . 
. • • We must therefore take the findings of the Commission in the prcseo.t case as to 
the character and manner of use of the industrial spun in Lo. Angele..-that they 
constituted part of the carrier's terminals and that under the conditions there existing, 
the receipt and delivery of goods on these spurs was a like service II compared with 
the receipt and delivery of goods at team tracks and freight shedt-aS conclusions of 
W:t. Assuming that they were based upon evidence, they arc not open to review." 
LoI.Angdel Sunk"i"g CllIe, 234 U.S. 2.94 (1914), at p. 311. "This section [3] forbids 
any undue or unreasonable preference or advantage in favor of any person, company, 
firm, corporation or locality; what is such undue or unreasonable preference or ad .. 
vantage is a question not of law, but of fAct. ••• If the order made by the CornmiJ.. 
lion docs not conuavene any constitutional limitation and is within the constitutiOJlal 
and statutory authority of that body, and not unsupported by testimony, it cannot be 
ICt aside by the courts, as it is only the exercise of an authority which the law vesu 
in the Cornmission." PentuyltlQ"ill Co. v. U.s., 2.36 U.S. 351 (1915), at p. 361. "We 
are of opinion that the Commission was correct in regarding the service in question 
as a like and contemporaneous service rendered under substantiaUy similar circum .. 
stances and conditions. . . . Moreover the determination of questions of fact is by 
law imposed upon the Commission, a body created. by statute for the consideraDon of 
this and like matters. The findings of fact by the Commission upon .uch questioDi 
can be di.turbed by judicial deer.. 001 Y in cases where their action is arbitrary or 
IraDlceDd. the legitimate bouocU of their authority. • • • The practice condemned 
by the Commission • • • was that of absorbing twitching charges only when the lioe .. 
haul carrier competes with the switching line: and refusing to absorb lOCh charges 
when the switching line doea not compete with the line-haul carrier: this the Commis
lion held wu discrimination within the mcan.ing of 12. of the Act to Regulate Com .. 
merce. We find DO occasion to disturb this ruling as arbitrary in character or beyond 
the authority of the CollUlliJoiOOo·' S-"d Air unt! R,. Co ••• U.s., >54 U.s. " 
(1920), •• pp. 6>, 63. 
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the trunk-line carriers to absorb the charges at St. Louis of the T ermi
nal Railroad Association, which was under their control, while con
temporaneously refusing to absorb the charges of the Manufacturers 
Railway Company, an independent terminal carrier controlled by the 
Anheuser-Busch brewing interests."G It was contended that such rate 
difi"erentiation as between the territory served by the Terminal and 
that served by the Railway was in its very nature unlawful, but the 
Supreme Court found no merit in the contention and declined to 
review the Commission's finding. After directing attention to the fact 
that not every discrimination is condemned by the Act to Regulate 
Commerce, but only those which are found to be "undue" or "un
reasonable" or "unjust," Justice Pitney said: "Whether a preference 
or advantage or discrimination is undue or unreasonable or unjust is 
one of those questions of fact that have been confided by Congress 
to the judgment and discretion of the Commission ••• and upon 
which its decisions, made the basis of administrative orders operating 
;11 foturo, are not to be disturbed by the courts except upon a showing 
that they are unsupported by evidence, were made without a hearing, 
exceed constitutional limits, or for some other reason amount to an 
abuse of power •••• In the present case the negative finding of the 
Commission upon the question of undue discrimination was based 
upon a consideration of the different conditions of location, owner
ship, and operation as between the Railway and the Terminal ••• 
The conclusions were reached after full hearing, are not without 
support in the evidence, and we are unable to say that they show an 
abuse of discretion. It may be conceded that the evidence would have 
warranted a different finding; indeed the first report of the Commis
sion was to the contrary; but to annul the Commission's order on 
this ground would be to substitute the judgment of a court for the 
judgment of the Commission upon a matter purely administrative, 
and this can not be done-"11e 

lI·M".fin-. Ry. Co. v. $I. L.. I. M. &- s. Ry. Co.. 21 I.e.e. 304 ('9U). >8 
I.e.e. 93 ('913). 3' I.e.e. 100 (1914). 

""M ... ~ Ry. Co. v. u.s. 246 u.s. 457 ('9.8) •• t pp. 481 ..... 8>. '111e 
Court also .pecifi<:all, Ilega';...! Ibe colll1:nlion that m ........ Illy enor of law in
volved. "The commOll ..., of the St. Louis Termioal bribe toun.en Ir1IIlk Iineo 1IIICI« 
....... ornngement u to oboorp1ion of Ibe terminal cbarges does -. u .... _ of 
I .... en,;tI. Ibe Roil ... ,. wbich bu DO Ir1IIlk line and does terminal switdWJg al ..... 
to preciselylbe lUll. tJeatmeo.t" (po 48». 
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Essentially the same judicial attitude was disclosed in an important 
proceeding involving the validity of an order of the Commission 
which required a reduction of lumber rates in the northwest because 
they were deemed unreasonable.'o, In upholding the order, the Court 
confined itself to the single question "as to whether, in making the 45 
cent rate, the Commission acted within or beyond its power ."'os Be
cause one of the principal contentions urged by the carriers was that 
the order was void because made without evidence, a detailed exami
nation of the record was necessary; but the Court indicated clearly 
that its function was merely to determine whether there was sub
stantial evidence to suppon the order, rather than to weigh the evi
dence and reach an independent conclusion. "In determining these 
mixed questions of law and fact, the court confines itself to the ulti
mate question as to whether the Commission acted within its power. 
It will not consider the expediency or wisdom of the order, or 
whether, on like testimony, it would have made a similar ruling • 
• • • Its [the Commission's] conclusion, of course, is subject to re
view, but when supported by evidence is accepted as final; not that 
its decision, involving as it does so many and such vast public inter
ests, can be supported by a mere scintilla of proo£-but the courts 
will not examine the facts further than to determine whether there 
was substantial evidence to sustain the order ."'09 And after such an 
examination of the facts, it was made manifest that the question of 
rate reasonableness, aside from errors of law and the issue of con
fiscation, must in the very nature of the case be left to the conclusive 
determination of the Commission. In the first place, the evidence ad
duced is necessarily of a varied and complex character. "The reason
ableness of rates," said the Court, "cannot be proved by categorical 
answers, like those given, where a witness may, in terms, testify that 

1151 t"tWII4Ie Commerce Comm;II;01J v. U,,;on Pacific R. R., :au U.S. 541 (Igu). 
1681bid'l p. 546. This was the: very first statement in the opinion of Justice Lamat. 

After comidcring in detail the contentions of the c:arrien--asentially that the Com· 
mission's order wu vitiated by err6rs of law and by the absence of Npporting tcsa· 
mony--hc concluded his opinion as follows: "Considering the case u a whole, we 
cannot aay that the order was made because of the effect of the advance on the lumber 
industry; Jlor because of a mistake of law a. to prcswnptions arising from the long 
continuance of the low rate. when the carrier was earning dividendi; DOl' that there 
was DO evidence to support the finding. If JO, the Commission acted within its power 
and, in view of the statute, iu lawful orders c:anJlOl be CJljoined" (p. 55S). 

16. Ibid., pp. 547-548. 
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the goods were worth so much per pound, or the services worth so 
much a day. Too many elements are involved in fixing a rate on a 
particular article, over a particular road, to warrant reliance on such 
method of proo£ The matter has to be determined by a consideration 
of many facts,"'80 And, even more important, the conclusions drawn 
from such evidentiary facts necessarily require expert judgment of an 
authoritative character. "In this case," said the Court, "the Commis
sion had before it many witnesses and volumes of reports; statistics 
and estimates, including the rates on lumber charged by other roads, 
and those charged by these carriers on other classes of freight. • • • 
With that sort of evidence before them, rate experts of acknowledged 
ability and fairness, and each acting independendy of the other, may 
not have reached identically the same conclusion. We do not know 
whether the results would have been approximately the same. For 
there is no possibility of solving the question as though it were a 
mathematical problem to which there could only be one correct 
answer. Still there was in this mass of facts that out of which experts 
could have named a rate. The law makes the Commission's finding 
on such facts conclusive,"'81 

Aside from the elfect of "mistakes of law," which will be consid
ered in due course, the single limitation upon the finality of the Com
mission's determinations chiefly stressed in the foregoing proceeding 
and previously noted in many others is that the administrative find
ings must be supported by evidence. For the purpose of determining 
whether this requirement has been satisfied, the entire record is open 
to the examination of the courts. Moreover, the negative pronounce
ment that "a mere scintilla of proof" is not sufficient has been de
veloped into ali. allirmativc declaration that the order must be sup
ported by "substantial" evidence. The problem as to the existence of 
such evidence to support an order is thus made to constitute one of 
those "questions of law" which are reserved for the final determina
tion of the courts, as a means of preventing arbitrary action or abuse 
of discretion. Perhaps the most complete statement of the doctrine is 
to be found in a rate proceeding in which the Government contended 
that an order of the Commission based upon a finding that existing 

''''~. P. 549-
'01'6<11. pp. 549-550. 
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charges are unreasonable is conclusive, "even if the finding was 
wholly without substantial evidence to support it:"" Although the 
Supreme Court, reversing the decree of the Commerce Court, sus
tained the Commission's order,'68 it found this contention entirely 
without merit. The very requirement of a hearing not only "con
ferred the privilege of introducing testimony," but "imposed the duty 
of deciding in accordance with the £acts proved," and thereby ren
dered a finding without evidence "arbitrary and baseless";'" and the 
determination of this issue, which presents "a justiciable question" 
under the statutory provision that the Commission's orders "may be 
suspended or set aside by a court of competent jurisdiction," is within 
the proper scope of judicial power!615 "Under the statute," said the 
Court, "the carrier retains the primary right to make rates, but if, after 
hearing, they are shown to be unreasonable, the Commission may set 
them aside and require the substitution of just for unjust charges. 
The Commission's right to act depends upon the existence of this 
fact, and if there was no evidence to show that the rates were unrea
sonable, there was no jurisdiction to make the order •••• In a case 
like the present the courts will not review the Commission's conclu
sions of fact, •• by passing upon the credibility of witnesses, or con
flicts in the testimony. But the legal effect of evidence is a question 
of law. A finding without evidence is beyond the power of the Com
mission. An order based thereon is contrary to law .•• :'1" Accord
ingly, after disposing of the further contention of the Government 
that the Commission may act upon its general information, in the 
absence of formal proof, as nuJ.lif}ring the right to a hearing, the 
Court found it necessary "to examine the record with a view of de
termining whether there was substantial evidence to support the 
order."16't 

11J21nterltflle Commer~ Commission v. Louis. (, NIUIJ. R. R .• 221 U.s. 88. 91 
(1913). 

168 The opinion of the Court was concluded. as follow.: "The order of the Com .. 
mission. restoring a local tale that had been in force for many years, and making a 
corresponding reduction in the through ute. was DOt arbiuary but IUltaincd by 'Ub-
ltantial. though conflicting evidence. The courts cannot settle the con8ia not put their 
judgment against that of the .. "'.making body, and the dccrcc iJ rcvcrocd" (p. .00). 

1" Ibid., p. 91. 
1CS5Ibitl·,P·92. 
180 Ibid. 
lOT/bid., p. 94. An examination of the evidence discloocd much c:on8ict, bu. the 
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On its face, this doctrine, particularly in so far as it establishes a 
requirement of substantial evidence, would seem to alford an op
portunity to the courts to pass upon the record independently and 
thus to render their judgment of the evidence controlling. In point of 
fact, however, while the courts do often find it necessary to make a 
detailed examination of the: record, they do not construe their func
tion of determining "the legal effect" of evidence as embracing au
thority to pass upon "the weight" which shall be attached to the evi
dence. In the very proceeding, analyzed above, in which the requiro
ment of substantial evidence was definitely laid down, the Supreme 
Court not only sustained the Commission's order, despite much con
flict of testimony, but indicated that the Commission's findiogs, when 
supported by evidence, must necessarily be controlling under the 
complex conditions which generally surround the task. of rate mak
ing. "The Commission considered evidence and made findiogs ro
lating to rates which the carrier insists had been compelled by com
petition, and were not a proper standard by which to measure those 
here involved. The value of such evidence necessarily varies accord
ing to circumstances, but the weight to be given to it is peculiarly for 
the body experienced in such matters and familiar with the complexi
ties, intricacies and history of rato-making in each section of the 
country.",88 

A few years later, in a proceeding, involving the same carrier, in 
which the Commission, using the method of rate comparisons, had 
held rates on coal to Nashville to be unreasonable, the Supreme Court 
was called upon "to consider the sharp-cut issue as to whether, as 
matter of law, the Commission's findings of fact sustain its order."'" 
It was conceded by the carrier that the evidence, though conflicting, 
tended to support the Commission's findiogs, but it was insisted "that 
the facts found were insuflicient in law to sustain the orders which 
were madc,"'10 With the issue as thus defined, the Court, in examin
ing the relevant part of the record submitted and the method of rate 
determination employed by the Commission, was apparently enter-

Ooun declined to aubsDlUte its judgment for that of the 00mmissi0D. ''The question 
is wh ....... thole was auhslmtial evideDoe to suppon the _" (po gI). 

'''I,"~ P. gI. 
, .. LotIis. 6' N .... R. R. Y. u.s. a38 U.s. I (,g,,), at p. II. 
uOIllM .. P. 10. 
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ing upon an independent inquiry as to the weight to be attributed to 
the evidence. In reality, however, the result of this independent in
quiry was confined, essentially, to a holding that rate comparisons, 
though inconclusive as to the reasonableness or unreasonableness of 
either the charges under attack or of those by which they are tested, 
"may furnish evidence of probative value."l11 Once this principle was 
established, there remained only the question as to whether there was 
such evidence before the Commission; and upon a finding of such 
evidence, the Court, as in the earlier proceeding, deemed itself fore
closed against passing upon the weight of the evidence or disturbing 
the expert judgment of the Commission:17> "Giving the widest pos
sible effect to the fact that mere comparison between rates does not 
necessarily tead to establish the reasonableness of either, it is still 
true that, when one of many rates is found to be higher than all 
others, there may arise a presumption that the single rate is high. 
And when to that is added the fact that some of the comparative and 
lower rates had been prescribed by the Commission, there was at 
least a prima fade standard which, after allowing for dissimilarity in 
conditions, might be used along with all the other evidence in order 
to test the reasonableness of the Nashville rate .••• The report in 
this case shows that the rate-making body had before it much and 
varied evidence of this character. After considering it as a whole, the 
Commission found that the $I-rate on coal shipped from the Ken
tucky mines to Nashville was unreasonable. In the light of these 
findings we cannot say that the facts, set out in the Report, do not 
support the order ."178 

1711bitl.~ p. n. 
112 Indeed, the Court concluded its discussion of this aspect of the cate by cxprtsl 

approval of iu pronouncement in the earlier proceeding: "And since there is DO con~ 
tention, at this time. that the reduced cale is confiscatory, we can but repeat what was 
said in I",. Com. Comm. v. Louis. II NIUIJ. R. R'I ~2.7 u.s. 88" (p. (6), quoting the 
decl .... tion JCt forth in the text above to the effect tha. the weigh. to he given to the 
evidence is peculiarly for the uibuoal experienced in the inlricacies of rate making. 

lTilbid .• pp. 15-[6. That it is beyond the fimctiODS of the courts to pass independent 
judgment upon the weight of the evidence has been repeatedly af6rmed. In New 
Englantl Divisi ... Cate. 26. U.s .• 84 ('923), /wtice Brandeis aid (pp. 203-204): 
UIt is contended that the order is void. because it is UnJupp>rted by evidence. All 
order of the CommissioD fixiog rates, if UDSUpponed by evideDce, it dearly irava}id. 
. • • The rule mwt, of course, be the same ira respect to aD order fixing divisioDi. 
• • • That the evidence was ample to support the order made. it IhowD ira the opia
iOD of the lower court • • . aDd ira the reports of the Commission. To coDiidcr the 
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That the requirement of substantial evidence has not been carried 
to extremes appears even from those proceedings in which the Com
mission's orders have been invalidated by the courts for want of 
supporting evidence. In practically all of these proceedings there had 
been a complete absence of essential data. This situation is clearly dis
closed. for example, in connection with the annulment of an order 
of the Commission establishing rates on citrus fruits and vegetables 
shipped from points of production in Florida to consumption points 
outside the state.1T4 The Commission had originally found the rates 

weight of the evidence, or the wisdom of the order entered) is beyond our province," 
In Uoikd SI4I<, •• En. R. Co., 280 U.S. g8 (.g2g), it appea«d that the Commission 
had fixed ID all-rail ,.te OIl wood pulp from Hoboken, New Jeney, the port of im
portation, to Garfield, abo in New Jersey. Th. order was attacked on the .. I. ground 
that the shipments were wholly intrastate and hence beyond the Commission's rate
making jurisdictioa; and OIl this ground the District Coun enjoined the eofcm:ement 
of the order. In leVersing this decree, the Supreme Coun said (p. .02)' "The findings 
of the Commiaion, that the broker aCII only as agent and that from the tim. that the 
pulp is put .boanI the .teamer there is a continuing intent that it should be trans
ported to Garfield, ought to hoe been accepted by the District Coun as conclusi.e, 
Ute there was ample evidence to sustain them."' Compare. also, the following p~ .. 
Ilouncements: uThe courtJ will not review determinations of the Commission made 
within the _po of ill powers or .ubstitute their judgment for ill findings and COD

dwiOlll." Urtitel SlIlUt v. New 10fti' Co., 265 U.s. 533 (1924). at p. 54:1. '1n making 
ill d.terminatiODJ the CommissiOil is not hampered by mechanical rules gooeroing the 
weight or effioct of .. idence. • • • There was ampl •• vidence to support the finding 
that the joint through ,. ... regarded as entireties were ....... ble and justified. • • • 
To cnnsider the weight of evidence is beyoad our proYince." W.".,.. CJr.m. Co • •• 
U.S. 27' U.s. 268 (.g26), at p. 27" ''The finding of ..... nablen .... like that of 
undue prejudice, is • determinatioa of • £act by • tribunal 'informed by experienc:e.' 
• • • This Coun has no cnncern with the c:onec:tnesa of the Commissioa·. reasoning. 
with the .. undness of ill conclusiOlll, or with the alleged inconsistency with findings 
made in other proceedings before iL" Vir';oi ... Ry. v. U.s~ 27' U.s. 658 ('926), at 
pp. 66,-666. "If the order of the commiaioa be UIlIUpported by the evidence, it is, 
of mune, ooid. • • • But if the determination of the commiaioa linda substantial 
IUpport in the evidence, the courts will DOt weigh the .. idence nor consider the 
wisdom of the commission', action." Cloi<wgo. R. l. ". P. Ry • •• U.s~ 274 U.s. 29 
('927), at pp. 33-34. "There was ample evidence to support the Commissioa's find
• It is not for courts to weigh the evidence introduced before the Commissioa • • • 
or to enquire into the .. undness of the reasoning by which ill conclusiODJ are reached 
• • • or to q_ the wisdom of the reguiatiODJ which it pr=ibes. • • • These 
are ma ..... left by Congress to the adminimati .. 'tribunal appointed by law and in
formed by experience.'" JIm,.. C. C_,. '74 u.s. 564 ('9'7), .t pp. 580-s81. 
But ... St. L.". 0'1'.0 .. R. Co. v. U.s~ '79 u.s. 46. (Ig:lg), particularly the dis
.... Iing opiniona of Justice Brandeis (pp. 4811-548) and Justi<x: Stone (pp. 5411-553). 
All these holdings u to the weight of the evidence are but • ..- expression of the 
basic doctrine that the Commission'1 legitimate ezertise of judgment or diseretion is 
clothed with finality. 

1161'1 .... EM C .... Lirw Y. U.s. 334 U.s. .67 ('9'4). 
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to be reasonable, but upon supplemental complaint ordered tbem 
reduced. This order, whicb was made applicable to tbe Atlantic Coast 
Line and tbe Seaboard Air Line as well as to tbe Florida East Coast 
Line, tbe appellant in tbe suit, "was based upon wbat was deemed 
to be a cbange in conditions since tbe previous decisions."1TI It ap
peared, however, tbat tbe testimony by which tbe new order was 
supported was confined to changed conditions on tbe lines of tbe 
carriers otber tban tbe appellant. Upon an examination of tbe evi
dence tbe Court fiilled to find "tbe slightest proof tending to sustain 
tbe reduction in rates as to tbe East Coast Line, whicb was made."1'. 
In tbe reversal of tbe decree of tbe Commerce Court, tberefore, which 
bad upheld tbe Commission's order, tbere was mere reliance upon 
tbe fundanlental doctrine tbat an administrative order, to be valid, 
must be supported by evidence. Said Chief Justice White: "While a 
finding of tact made by tbe Commission con=ning a matter witbin 
tbe scope of tbe autbority ddegated to it is binding and may not be 
reCxamined in tbe courts, it is undoubted tbat where it is contended 
tbat an order whose enforcement is resisted was rendered witbout any 
evidence whatever to support it, tbe consideration of such a question 
involves not an issue of fuct, but one of law whicb it is tbe duty of 
tbe courts to examine and decide."17' Such complete absence of neccs-

1T151bid., p. 183. 
178 Ibid •• p. ,86. Undu these circumstances, the rcaI issue was as to the J>lObativc: 

value, for purposes of determining the position of the appellant carrier, of the evideoc:e 
adduced with respect to the other carriers. In the words of the Court: "Did the &eta 
as to the incceased loading which the Commission found to exist in the case of the Sea· 
board Air Line and the Adantic Coast Line IUpport or .... d to support the order as 
to the East Coast Line in the absence of all testimony in the record concerning the 
existence of such fact as to the traffic on that road? 10 other words. the question it, 
Because there was testimony as to the traffic of those roads, caD such testimony be uid 
to tend to establish the same condition on the East Coast Line?"' These questions the 
Court answered io the negative; "Conceding that nom an abstract point of view an 
affirmative answer would have to be given to such question we think such is not the 
case hen: for the following reuo .. : (a) because of the difference in businese carried on 
by the two roads uamed and the East Coast Line, they being not only gatherers of 
the local produa bu. trunk line carricn, (b) because of the difference in the situation 
aod traffic of the two trunk lines uamed and the East Coast Line, as deduced IOlely 
from the peculiar environment and movement of business OD that road JO aptly ltatcd 
in the ••• repom of the Commission"" (p. 187). 

'" Ibid .• p. 18S. See, also, Phil •• & Reading Ry • •• U.s., '40 U.S. 334 ('9,6), 
where the enforcement of an order to cease and desist fiom • discriminatory rate ad .. 
justment wu enjoined, because "the ficts reported afford no foundation for the Com· 
mission·, findiogo"" (p. 34')' There .... DO finding of unjust discrimination agaiolC 
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sary supporting evidence was likewise the controlling ground for the 
.annulment of an order of the Commission authorizing the acquisi
tion of =tain terminal lines at Chicago by the New York Central 
Railroad"'· In the bill seeking to have the order declared void, it 
was alleged that the essential finding that the acquisition "will be in 
the public interest" was wholly unsupported by evidence; and in the 
motions to dismiss, this allegation of tact was admitted. In reversing 
the decree of the lower court, which had sustained the motions to 

dismiss, Justice Brandeis said: "Congress by using the phrase 'when
ever the Commission is of opinion, after hearing,' prescribed quasi
judicial action. Upon application of a carrier. the Commission must 
form a judgment whether the acquisition proposed will be in the 
public interest. It may form this judgment only after hearing. The 
provision for a hearing implies both the privilege of introducing evi
dence and the duty of deciding in accordance with it. To refuse to 
consider evidence introduced or to make an essential finding with
out supporting evidence is arbitrary action. & it was admitted by 
the motion that the order was unsupported by evidence, and since 
such an order is void. there is no occasion to consider the other 
grounds of invalidity asserted by plaintiflS.'·178 Similar situations 
have arisen in connection with orders of the Commission prescribing 
divisions of joint rates. Such an order has been declared void, for 
example, because based upon evidence not legally before the Com
mission;·" and other orders have been annulled because of the ab-

the complainant, and the community declared 1D be prejudia:d was not. party 1D the 
~g. The Commission's order. therefore, was held 1D be wholly unsupported 
by the as=tainod 6. .... But see John Dickinson. op. tit .• at pp. 173-174. 

na CAito,. , •• <rio. COlO • • 64 U.S. '58 (19'4). 
·"'!Hi .. pp. .64-<166. Justice Sutherland, Justice McReynolds, and Justice Sanford 

dissented, but aolely on the ground that the complainants, the chief competitors of the 
Ne .. York Central, weno "without legal srandiog to ouc" (pp. '71-<174) • 

• 10 In Viii,.., S .... , •• A6il ... .,. So. Ry. Co .. • 65 U.S. '74 ('9'4), i. appeared tha. 
the findinp were ponly bued upon data contained in the carricn' annual tcports on 
file with the Commission. Neithes the annual tcporIS .. a whole, DOt the pari> con
taining the data telied upon. were lOrmally pu. in .-rid ..... ; and DO tcl<tcnc:e .... 
otherwiJe .pec:ilically made 1D theoe ...... tiol d .... Tbe order .... held to be .... d. 
under theoe circum ..... ces, because unsupported by C"ridcnce. In the words of the 
Coon: "Tbe mete admission by 10 .dmioistroti .. tribuoal of lo'_ which uoder 
the nd .. of .videoce applicable 1D judicial ~II' would be deemed incompetent 
d ... DOt in .. lida~ ill order. • • • But a findiog without evideoce is beyond the power 
of the Commiooioo. Papen in the Commission's fil .. lie DOt alwayo C"ridcnce in a cue. 
• • • Nothia& CIO be _~ .. evideoce which is DOt inllOdua:d u au<h. • • • Tbe 
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sence of evidence to support essential findingS.' •' In all these in
stances of adverse judicial decrees, the Court was not concerned with 
the character of the administrative determinations as such, nor did 
it attempt to substitute its judgment for that of the Commission. The 
sole question was one of power-as to whether there was evidence 
upon which the order could have been made. The requirement, then, 

objection to the use of the data contained in the annual rcporu is Dot lack of authCII~ 
ticity or untrustworchiness. It is that the carrier. were left without notice of the cvi· 
dcncc with which they were, in fact, confronted, as later disclosed by the finding made. 
The requirement that in an adversary proceeding specific reference be made, is essential 
to the preservation of the substantial rights of the parties. • • • The general notice 
that the Commission would rely upon the voluminous annual reports is tantamount to 
giving no notice whatsoever. The matter improperly treated as evidence may have been 
an imponant factor in the conclusions reached by the Commission. The order must. 
therefore, be held void" (pp •• 88 •• 89. '90). 

181 In Brimstone R. R. Co. v. U.s., 276 U.S. 104 (1928), the challenged order was 
annulled because the Commission had failed to consider, and hence to secure necessary 
evidence for, certain items definitely specified by section 15, paragraph (6), as essential 
to the exercise of its powers over rate divisions. In dfcct, the Commission made the 
necessary investigations with regard to thc short-linc carrier, whose divisions of joint 
rates were reduced, but not with regard to the connecting carriers affected by the order. 
After an examination of the record, the Court felt justified. in concluding: '"The Com
mission cvidently undertook to deprive the Brimstone Company of receipts supposed to 
exceed a .fair return on its property and award the same to connecting carriers without 
evidence tending to show they were in need or had or would receive more or less than 
a fair return from agreed divisions, or that the joint rates themselves were un£air and 
unjust, or that the agreed divisions were 'unjust. unreasonable, inequitable, or unduly 
preferential or prejudicial as between the carriers"" (p. 115). Similarly, in B. & O. 
R. R. v. U.s., '17 U.S. '9' (19.8). it appeared Wt the ColIlJlliuion h2d ordered 
eastern railroads to absorb certain terminal transfer charges on combination through 
rates that had been previously absorbed, as a result of competition, by western roads, 
without evidence to support the conclusion that the established ··practicc" was unjust 
or unreasonable. In declaring the order invalid, Jwtic:c Buder taid: ''Paragraph (6) of 
S I 5 empowers the Commission to prescribe divisions of joint rates, but there must be 
evidence adequate to justifY action. • • • That rule may not be avoided by a broad 
construction of the word 'practice.' The record here contains all the evidence that wu 
submined to the Commission. Its report shows that 'the propriety of divisioDl was 
not the subject of inquiry or investigation.' . • • The same considerations apply in 
determining the reasonableness of the apportionment of revenues derived from com
bination ratc:s as govern the divisions of joint rates. The merits of the changes made 
by the order cannot be determined without a consideration of f8cts substantially simi
lar to tho .. specified in paragraph (6) of irs relating to the division of joint la .... 

The case was not presented by complainants or considered by the Commission on that 
basis. There wu no evidence to show the amount of revenue required to pay operating 
expenses, taxes and a fair return on the property of appellee lines or that their rates 
were not adjusted or were not sufficient to cover the transfer charget in question. There 
was nothing to support a finding that it is or will be unjust or unreasonable for the 
appellee lines to bear the COSf of uansfer of the westbound through traffic. The order 
c:annot be .ustained" (pp. 300, 3°1-3°.). 
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that the Commission's findings must be supported by evidence has 
not restricted its legitimate exercise of discretion; it has been in
variably enforced only in the interest of orderly procedure and as a 
safeguard against arbitrary action. 

But there are other "questions of law" which are even more inti
mately related than the problem of substantial evidence to the "ques
tions of met" which are deemed to be reserved for the Commission's 
conclusive determination. When the courts examine the record to 
determine whether there has been any "mistake of law"-whether 
the Commission has miled to apply or has erred in applying some 
legal principle-they are in effect reviewing the Commission's ulti
mate findings of met. Although it is definitely established that "ques
tions of fact" are for final determination by the Commission, while 
"questions of law" are for final determination by the courts, the dis
tinction between these two categories is not so clear-cut as to pro
vide an automatic guide for delimiting the respective spheres of ad
ministrative and judicial jurisdiction. This is necessarily so, since a 
finding of ultimate met by the administrative tribunal involves a de
cision as to whether the evidence adduced, under controlling legal 
considerations, sums up into what is contemplated by the statute as 
constituting a violation of the established standard. and. on the other 
hand. the enforcement of legal requirements involves a decision by 
the court as to the effect or significance of the evidence upon which 
primary action was based. The Commission, in dealing with "ques
tions of fact," cannot avoid the consideration of "questions of law"; 
the courts, in dealing with "questions of law," cannot avoid the con
sideration of "questions of met." Mere di1ferentiation between these 
two categories, as a guide to the scope of judicial review, tends to 
subordinate the complex realities of the relationship between com
missions and courts to a formalistic rationalization, the chief merit of 
which lies in its simplicity and its symmetry. The causal relationship 
in matters of review which is generally assumed to prevail on this 
basis may be readily reversed-that is, matters which are reviewed 
may be designated "questions of law" and those which are held to be 
free from censorship "questions of mc:t," instead of the line of causa
tion operating from the undoubted character of the question at issue. 
"In truth, .. it has been declared, "the distinction between 'questions of 
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law' and 'questions of fact' really gives little help in determining how 
far the courts will review; and for the good reason that there is no 
fixed distinction. They are not two mutually exclusive kinds of ques
tions, based upon a difference of subject-matter. Matters of law grow 
downward into roots of fact, and matters of fact reach upward, with
out a break, into matters of law. The knife of policy alone effects an 
artificial cleavage at the point where the court chooses to draw the line 
between public interest and private right. It would seem that when 
the courts are unwilling to review, they are tempted to explain by the 
easy device of calling the question one of 'fact'; and when otherwise 
disposed, they say that it is a question of 'law.' Thus, while the reason
ableness of a rate is said to be a matter of fact and not reviewable, yet 
when the rate-fixing body has omitted to take into consideration some 
dement or factor which the court thinks ought to have been included, 
error of law is promptly hdd to have been committed and the power 
of review is exercised."'82 

It is not to be presumed, however, that the line of demarcation 
between "questions of fact" and "questions of law" is in practice 
obliterated, and that the courts, under guise of dealing with matters 
of law, are wont to invalidate administrative holdings which reflect, 
essentially, an exercise of the Commission's discretion. The foregoing 
strictures upon the distinction between the categories of "fact" and 
"law" were directed against its sufficiency, without further analysis, 
to explain the actual course of review, rather than to suggest that it is 
disregarded as a basis of decision and thus serves as an instrument for 
accomplishing illegitimate censorship through indirection. There has 
been ample indication in the foregoing pages that the Commission's 
findings within the scope of its ddegated authority, when supported 
by evidence, are generally clothed with finality. In most comprehen
sive terms, the exercise of judicial review is restricted to the issue of 
legal power; and whether, in declining to disturb the Commission's 
findings, the courts designate them "questions of fact" (or "mixed 
questions of fact and law") or hold them to be free from judicial inter· 
ference because they involve conclusions as to the wisdom or expedi
ency of particular courses of action grounded in judgments on the 
weight of the evidence, there is a clear recognition that the exercise of 

181 John Dickinson. op. til., at p. 55. 
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administrative discretion, in furtherance of the general standards es
tablished by statute, must be deemed to be conclusive. "Questions of 
fact," which, in both their primary and ultimate sense, necessarily 
reHect the judgment of the administrative tribunal, probably compre
hend or describe such findings more apdy than any other category. 
But if abuse of discretion is alleged, problems of due process arise 
the setdement of which is deemed to be of the essence of judicial 
authority; they present legal issues the determination of which may 
necessitate the overriding by the courts of the discretion exercised by 
the administrative tribunal. Assuming the necessary constitutional 
and statutory authority, these "questions of law" embrace not only 
the rule of substantial evidence, but the requirement that there be no 
misapplication of, or f.Ulure to apply, any legal rule or principle which 
is essential to the adjudication of the controversy. In so far as the out
come of the particular proceeding depends upon circumstances and 
conditions which are distinctive of that proceeding, the courts de
cline to interfere, regardless of their own views--that is, such findings 
are deemed to involve "questions of fact," inherendy discretionary 
in character, which are for the conclusive determination of the ad
ministrative tribunal; but in so far as the outcome of the particular 
proceeding depends upon principles of decision which have been or 
may be crystallized into legal rules of general applicability, the courts 
assert their power of censorship, even though the judgment of the 
administrative tribunal appears thereby to be reversed-that is, such 
issues are deemed to involve "questions of law" which are for the 
controlling consideration of the courts. While such judicial determi
nations necessitate a full examination of the facts submitted in evi
dence and of the principles applied to them, they are none the less 
concerned with "questions of law" rather than with fact-finding as 
such. Like the requirement that administrative orders must be su~ 
ported by evidence, they are designed, by their very nature, merely to 
provide safeguards against the abuse of discretion. 

The legitimacy of this exercise of judicial power, despite the usual 
doctrine that administrative findings are clothed with finality, is 
suggestivcly illuminated in the fullowing brief analysis: "On the 
other hand, the courts will overrule administrative discretion when
ever it reaches a result inconsistent with some general proposition of 
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law applicable to the entire class of similar cases. We here uncover 
the real distinction which lies behind the attempts to distinguish be
tween so-<:alled 'questions of law' and 'questions of fact' that have 
everywhere so confused the language of the opinions. Where the only 
ground which a court can give for its difference from the administra
tive body is limited to mere difference of opinion as to some matter 
or matters peculiar to the case, or some difference in inference from 
those matters, then the court should not disturb the opinion or in
ference of the fact-finding body unless the latter is plainly beyond the 
bounds of reason; for the difference is one of discretion, or 'fact.' On 
the other hand, where the ground of difference between court and 
fact-finding body can be isolated and expressed as a general proposi
tion applicable beyond the particular case to all similar cases, the 
court, if it holds the proposition one of sound law, must enforce it by 
overruling the administrative determination. The distinction can be 
illustrated by an example from the law of negligence. Although a 
court believes from the evidence that the way in which the plaintiff 
crossed a railroad track was negligent, still if the jury lind that it was 
not, and if that linding is within the bounds of reasonable inference 
from the evidence, the court may not substitute its own inference for 
the jury's unless it can point out as the ground for its different con
clusion some general proposition equally applicable to all similar cases 
of alleged negligence-as, for instance, that the plaintiff neglected to 
stop, look, and listen. If the court does this, it enunciates a rule of 
law-whether of good law or bad law is not here the question,-but 
in either case a general rule, which requires the setting aside of a 
verdict or administrative determination inconsistent with the rule so 
announced. This is the ordinary way in which rules of law originate 
and develop. As disputes of the same sort become frequent, general 
principles emerge from the particular facts of successive cases which 
are seen to be applicable to the whole class; and the courts pick these 
out as they are observed, and reverse such determinations as run 
counter to them. The freedom of the courts to carry on this process 
must not be interfered with if law is to generate new categories and 
distinctions. It is therefore essential that the whole record of the ad
ministrative proceedings should be open to the inspection of the 
courts, and that they should be free to reverse administrative detertni-
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nations on the basis of any general principles involved which they 
feel bound to regard and enunciate as a rule or principle of laW."I" 

Some of the Commission's orders have been hdd invalid on such 
grounds throughout the course of its history. In one of the earliest 
proceedings which raised such an issue of law the Commission had 
condemned as unjustly discriminatory the issuance of "party-rate 
tickets," whereby each member of a group of given size might travel 
at lower rates of we than those applicable to individual passengers; 
the Supreme Court declared this order to be void because the carrier's 
practice was within the reason for the issuance of commutation, ex
cursion, and mileage tickets, which was expressly authorized by 
statute, and because, unlike the clliferentiation of freight rates on the 
basis of size of shipments, it did not operate to the prejudice of those 
unable to avail themselves of the privilege!81 Of more w-reaching 
consequence were the early judicial determinations as to the legal 
bearing of competition upon findings of undue discrinlination: that 
in condemning the extension of lower rates on imported goods than 
on domestic goods from ports of entry to interior points, the Com
mission erred in not considering foreign competition as a factor creat
ing such dissimilarity of circumstances and conditions as to justifY 
the prevailing rate adjustments;l" that in condemning rate relation
ships as in violation of the long-and-short-haul clause, the Commis
sion erred in not considering competition between carriers subject to 
the Act as a factor creating such dissimilarity of circumstances and 
conditions as to justifY the prevailing rate adjustments.l •• While such 
holdings exerted a controlling inBuence upon significant aspects of 
rate policy. they were grounded in general legal requirements rather 
than in the distinctive findings of the particular proceedings. Prin
ciples of law were established fur the Commission's guidance, on the 
basis of elements common to large groups-of controversies, but with
out infringement upon the legitimate administrative tasks of appli-

''''6M •• t PI' .68-'70. Supporting 100m ........ omi ...... 
... ,_ c ... _ c ............... •. B. & O. R. R., '45 u.s. 063 (.892). 
II. r._ & PtI<. Ry ••• ,.c.c • • 6_ u.s. '97 (.896). 
1l11111tr1M1f' Co .. 1Itnft Co .... i.uio. Y. ~.-",. Alidlall Ry. Co~ 168 u.s. 144 

(,897); 1..owUoi/k R. R. c •. •.• " ...... '75 u.s. 648 (.goo); &sI r ..... Ry. c •. •. 
,.C.C .. 18, u.S •• (,go.); , ..... _ c ... _ c ............... •. CI~. _/ti, Co. 
.8. u.s. -9 (,go.);'_ co.. ....... eo .............. •. 1..owUoi/k R. R., .go u.s. '73 
('903). 
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cation and enforcement. In conformity with this approach, a con
siderable variety of carrier practices which had been ordered discon
tinued by the Commission have been held, as matters of law, not to 
constitute violations of the basic standards prescribed by statute.'"1 
Generally, as in most of the foregoing instances, the mistakes of law 
which serve as grounds for invalidating the Commission's orders are 
intimately related to the processes of statutory interpretation.''' Oc-

181 See, for example, Southern Pacific v. I.C.C •• 200 U.S. 536 (1906); Soulhnn 
Ry. Co, v. St. Lou;s Hay Co., 214 U.S. 297 (1909); United States v. Ball. 6' Ohio 
R. R. Co .• 231 U.S. 274 (1913); Central R. R. Co . •• u.s .• 257 U.S. 247 (1921). In all 
these proceedings, involving, respectively, the propriety of carrier practices in routing 
through shipments, establishing reconsignment charges, granting Hghterage allowances, 
and extending the "creosoting-in-transit" privilege, the Commission's orden were in· 
validated because of mistakes of law. The issue was squarely put by Justice Brandeis 
in the last of these proceedings (at p. 256): "The order cotered by the Commission 
declares that the twenty-three carriers 'in so far as they respectively participate in tariffi 
carrying joint rates' on these forest products • • • subject the American Crcosoting 
Company to undue prejudice and disadvantagei and it directs these twenty.three car
riers to avoid this undue prejudice. • • • In effect the order directs that unless the 
Central and the Pennsylvania establish the privilege at Newark. the twenty· three car
riers must withdraw from all tariffi establishing the joint rates. & to administrative 
orders operating in foJuro, the Commission's findings of fact arc conclusive, subject to 
qualifications here not pertinenti and a finding that the discrimination is unjust is ordi
narilya finding of fact. ••• But the question prescnted here is whether the discrimi
nation found can be held in law to be attributable to the appellants, and whether they 
can be required to cancel existing joint rates, unless it is removed. No finding made by 
the Commission can prevent the review of such questions." 

188 Compare the following from Centrtd It R. Co. v. U.s., 251 U.S. 247 (1921), at 
p. 259: "It is urged that. while the undue prejudice found results dircctly from the 
individual acts of southern and midwestern carriers in granting the privilege locally, 
the appellants, as their partners. make the prejudice possible by becoming the instru
ments through which it is applied. Discrimination may, of course, be practiced by • 
combination of connecting carriers as well as by an individual tailroad; and the CAm
mission has ample power under h to remove discrimination 10 practiced. • • • But 
participation mady in joint rates does not make connecting carriers partners. They 
can be held jointly and severally responsible for unjust discrimination o.o1y if each 
carrier has participated in some way in that which causes the unjust discrimination; 
as where a lower joint rate is given to one locality than another similarly situated. • • • 
If this were not so, the legality or illegality of a carrier's practice would depend, not 
00 iu own act, but on the acts of its connecting carriers. If that rule ,howd prevail, 
o.o1y uniformity in local privileges and practices or the cancdlation of all joint rates 
could afford to carriers the assurance that they were not in some way violating the 
provisions of h. What Congress sought to prevent by that section. as originally enacted, 
was not ditfereD.CCI between localities in transportation rates, facilities and privilege .. 
but unjust discrimination between them by the same carrier or carriers. Neither the 
Transportation Act. 1920. • • • nor any earlier amendatory legislation Iw changed, 
in this respect, the purpote or scope of h." In effect the Coon held that "",bon 3 did 
not provide a remedy for the discrimination found to exist. Sec, also, So. PtIC'i/ic Co. 9. 

I.C.C .. 219 U.s. 433 (191 I). in which a nb: order of the Commission WaJ held to be 
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casionally, however, they arise in connection with determinations 
which are subsidiary to the assertion of acknowledged statutory 
power. Thus, for example, the Commission's order, after extensive 
investigation, requiring trunk-line carriers to cease and desist from 
making allowances to lumber tap lines on their proprietary traffic was 
vitiated, essentially, by the preliminary error of law in holding these 
tap lines not to be common carriers with respect to such proprietary 
traffic.''' The conclusions of fact as such were not questioned by the 
Court; the order was annulled because the tests of common-carrier 
status applied by the Commission, which provided a necessary basis 
for its findings of discrimination, ran counter to established legal 
doctrine.'oo 

These "mistakes of law," as a ground for judicial censorship, can· 
not be confined within any single distinct compartment: they em
brace not only misapplications of general legal principles and fail
ures to consider factors of legal significance, but the problems of 
statutory construction and the questions of sufficiency of evidence 
previously discussed.'" All these "questions of law," upon adverse 
determination, tend to merge into judicial findings of want of power. 
An error of law may keep necessary facts from the record; by the ex
clusion of rclevant elements, it may amount to a disregard of essen
tial evidence; it inevitably results, through misconstruction, in the 
assertion of authority beyond that conferred by statute. Such censor
ship for "mistakes of law," in so far as it rests upon an examination 

10id b<:ca .... , in cond.lIlDing an advance in ra .... i. pn>=ded on the theory that rail
rood companies were ..... ppcd &om increasing ra ... which th.y bad maintained fur 
• considerable period, and henao exa:eded the authority conferted by the ralHDllking 
eecti.ons of the Act. '"While it ia true," said Chief Justice White. ·'that the opinion of 
the Commi.ssion may contain .:ame IeDleIlCeI which, when segregated. &om their COIl" 

..,.~ may gi .. l0III. support to the CDIl .... tioo. tha. the oMu .... based upon a con. 
Iideralion merely of the inlrimic UDJCUODabl ...... of the ra'" which was condemned. 
we tbinIr. whcnthe OpWOIl is considered u a whol. in the ligh. of the condition of the 
_ to which we ba .. mi:md i. clcarly ",ulll tha. it .... based upon the bclU:f by 
the CommiaiOll th,. i. bad the right UDder the law to pto .... the lumber in ....... of 
the Willam .... Vall.y &om the CODliCqUCllCC$ which i. was deemed would arise &om 
a change of the .. "" ..... if tha. change was &om an UDJCUODablylow .. '" which had 
prevailed fur IOIIlC lime to • j .... and ........ bl. charJIC fur the scm .. rendcIed fur 
the IU"",," (p. 449). A mistske of law was clearly the ground of the a,hen. judicial 
decree, bu. i. maai1es1ed i .... f in the aaumplioo of po_ DOt CQII/erred by llalU .... 

.. a TO/' Li .. C_" .34 U.s. • ('9'4). 
lao For • dc1ailed aoalylil of the prececding. see pp. .60-.650 ,.".. 
III Sec pp. •• '''"4"40 43'''"4390 .. ,... 
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of the facts disclosed by the record and of the conclusions drawn 
from them, affords frequent opportunities for judicial interference 
with administrative findings, particularly since general legal rules and 
principles are in constant process of development, on the basis of the 
very findings being subjected to review, and affect future conduct as 
well as past transactions. But there is little evidence, on the whole, of 
any disposition on the part of the courts to transgress the bounds of 
legal issues, however faulty the basis of their adjudication may appear 
in particular instances. Indeed, despite the opportunities for judicial 
interference which spring from the fluid character of legal doctrines 
in this regulatory sphere, it is noteworthy, as indicative of the re
straint exercised by both the administrative tribunal and the courts, 
that relatively few of the Commission's significant determinations 
have been invalidated for "mistakes of law," especially after the Com
mission was clothed with affirmative powers and established as the 
dominant instrument of control by the amendatory legislation of 
1906 and the subsequent Congressional enactments. 

But that there is no rigid line of demarcation between the adminis
trative and the judicial sphere in these controversies, and that the op
portunities open to the courts to overrule "fact-finding" conclusions 
are very rea~ is strikingly illustrated by the decision of the Supreme 
Court in the notable O'Fallon case.'·' In this proceeding, involving, 
as the principal issue, the legality of the methods employed in the 
valuation of carrier property for purposes of recapture of excess 
earnings, the Commission's order was held to be invalid because be
yond the authority granted to it by statute. While the main issue was 
thus one of statutory construction, there was merged with that issue 
the question of what constitutes the law of the land in matters of 
valuation as well as the problem as to how far administrative conclu
sions on the effect of evidence may be upset by judicial decree. Under 
the statute the Commission was required, in ascertaining value in 
connection with the enforcement of the recapture provisions, to "give 
due consideration to all the elements of value recognized by the law 
of the land for rate-making purposes." The Commission declared 
that it had "endeavored to give heed to this direction," and that its 

lU' 51. L. & O·Fallo. R. CO. Y. u.s" '79 U.s. 46. ('929), lDDulling the CommiJ
lion's order ia Ezun l"nJt1J4 0/ 51. Lollis & O'Ftdlo8 Ry_ Co .• 124 I.C.C. 3 (1927). 
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findings of value were based, not upon any formula. but upon a con
sideration of all relevant f3cts. The problem before the Court was 
whether due consideration had been given to current reproduction 
costs, which admittedly constitute one of the elements of value rec
ognized by the law of the land. It appeared not only that the Com
mission had had evidence of current reproduction costs before it, but 
that, in valuing the structural property acquired after June 30. 19140 
atactual cost, and in taking carrier lands at their current market value, 
it had given some efICct to such reproduction costs. It is true that the 
property acquired prior to June 30, 19140 was valued at cost of repro
duction at 1914 unit prices; but this merely meant that the evidence 
of what it wonld cost to reproduce that part of the property at current 
prices, being merely synthetic estimates based on index numbers, was 
not deemed, in light of all the other available evidence, to possess any 
effi:ctive probative force. Despite these considerations, the Commi ... 
sion's order was held invalid. In effect the majority of the Supreme 
Court construed the statutory requirement, in view of its holdings in 
previous valuation decisions which were largely confined to local 
utilities, as making it mandatory upon the Commission to accord 
actual weight to current reproduction costs, under all circumstances, 
regardless of the probative value of the evidence adduced in support 
of the reproduction cost estimates. Under this construction, the Com
mission was held to have disregarded the requirements of the statute 
and hence to have acted beyond its powers. But since neither the ex
press words of the Congressional mandate nor the circumstances 
leading up to its enactment disclose any intent to impose limitations 
upon the Commission's discretionary authority as a fact-finding body. 
this decision appears to involve a sharp departure from the we11-
established attitude of the Supreme Court in matterS of judicial 
censorship of the Commission's determinations. The Commission 
unquestionably "considered" current reproduction costs, though it 
rejected them as to the older portions of the structural property. and 
there seemed to be ample evidence to support the conclusions reached 
as to final singlwum values. The annulment of its order, therefore, 
though nominally ascribed to a "mistake of law." was in efICct a sub
stitution of the judgment of the Court for that of the Commission. 1111 

.1I1a .;... of _ CIIIlSicIonIioo tho posicioot of tho cIisoo:atiDc .m-itr of tho 
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But this treatment of the question of valuation is in no sense typi. 
cal of the prevailing relationship between the Commission and the 
courts. Valuation controversies, even as applied to local public utili· 

Court, consisting of Jwtice Holmes, Justice Brandeis, and Justice Stone, appears to be 
much more soundly grounded. The following from the dissenting opinion of Jwtice 
Brandeis indicates clearly the character of the conBicl between the Court', decision and 
established doctrine in matters of review: "An arbitrary disregard by the Commission 
of the probative effect of evidence would. of course, be ground for setting aside an 
order, as this would be an abuse of discretion, Orden have been set aside because CD

tered without evidencc; or because matters of fact had been considered which were not 
in the recordj or because the Commission excluded from consideration facts and cir .. 
cumstances which ought to have been considered; or because it took into consideration 
.facts which could not legally influence its judgment. But no case has been found in 
which this Court has set aside an order on the ground that the Commission Wled to 
give dfccr: to evidence which seemed to the Court to be of probative force, or aD the 
ground that the Commission had drawn from the evidencc an inference or conclwion 
deemed by the Court to be erroneous. 00 the contrary. finding> of the Commission in· 
volving the appreciation or effect of evidence have been treated with the deference due 
to those of a tribunal 'informed by experience' and 'appointed by law' to deal with an 
intricate subject. ••• Unless, therefore, Congress required the Commission, not only 
to consider evidence of reconstruction cost in ascertaining values for rate making pur~ 
poses under hsa, but also to give. in all C8$eS and in. respect to all property. lOme 
weight to evidence of enhanced reconstruction cost, even if that evidence WaJ not in~ 
herendy persuasive, the Commission was clearly authorized to determine for itself to 
what extent, if any, weight should be given to the evidence; and irs findings should 
not be disturbed by the Court, unless it appears that there WaJ aD. abuse of discretion" 
(pp. 49:>-494). And the argument of Justice Stone, by way of concreu: application of 
established doctrine to the instant proc:ec:ding, is equally persuasive: "'That the Com~ 
mission gave consideration to present reproduction COlts appears not only from its own 
statement. but from the fact that it gave full effect to increased current market valuet 
in determining the value of land and to additions and betterments since June 30. 1914, 
taken at their cost less depreciation. In the light of those considerations which adect 
the present value of appellant's structural property • • ., I cannot say that the Com~ 
mission did not have bcfoxe it the requisite data for forming a uwtwonhy judgment 
of the value of appellant's road or that it failed to give to proof of reproduction COS1: 
all the weight to which it was cntided on its merits •••• I cannot avoid the conclwion 
that in substance the objection, now upheld, to the order of the Commission is not 
that it f3.iled to consider or give appropriate weight to evidenc:e of prescnt reproduction 
cost of appellant'S road, but that it attached less weight to present construction costs 
than to other &cr:ors before it affecting adversely the present value: of the structural 
property •••• This Court has said that present reproduction c:osu must be considered 
in asc:ertaini.ng value for rate making purposes. But it has not said that such evidence, 
when OOly considered. may not be outweighed by other considerations affecting value. 
or that any evidence of present reproduction costs, when compared with all the other 
W:ton affccr:ing value, must be given a weight to which it iI not ennded in the judg~ 
ment of the tribunal 'informed by experience' and ·appointed by law· to deal with the 
very problem now presented. • • • But if 'weight in me legal sense' must be given to 
evidence of present construction a:tSts, by the judgment now given we do Dot lay down 
any legal rule which will inform the Commission how much weigh~ short of its fuJI 
effect, to the exclusion of all other considerations. iI to be givcn to the evideDtC of 
.ynther:ic cosh of constructio.n in valuing. railroad property. If full effect' were to be 
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tics, have engendered sharp con8icts of opinion and have issued in 
little definitive devdopment of guiding principles.1" The O'Fallon 
case was the first proceeding in which the use of the Commission's 
valuations as part of its regulatory process, on a national basis, was 
challenged in the courts, and there is much ground for the belief that 
the Supreme Court's adverse ruling was induced in no small measure 
by the character of the Commission's report-by what the Commis
sion said rather than by what it did-since the report contained a 
vigorous attack upon the reproduction cost theory, and hence lent 
color to the clain1 that "consideration" had not been accorded to 
current construction costs. Justice McReynolds, speaking for the ma
jority, said: "The report of the Commission is long and argumenta
tive. Much of it is devoted to general observations rdative to the 
method and purpose of making valuations; many objections are 
urged to doctrine approved by us; and the superiority of another view 
is stoudy asserted. "186 And Justice Stone, in his dissenting opinion, 
found the following declaration to be justified: "Had the Commis
sion not turned aside to point out in its report the economic fallacies 
of the use of reproduction cost as a standard of value for rate making 
purposes, which it neverthdess considered and to some extent applied, 
I suppose it would not have occurred to anyone to question the va
lidity of its order ."1" It is by no means certain, under these condi
tions, that the doctrine seemingly applied in the O'Fallon case repre
sents the matured conclusion of the Supreme Court in the sphere of 
railroad regulation by the Interstate Commerce Commission. In any 
event, the majority of the Court did proceed on the assumption that 
the Commission's order was vitiated by a "mistake of law." The "con
sideration" of all the dements of value recognized by the law of the 

giYell to it ill all c:uea then. as the Commission points out in its report, the railroads 
oL the COWl..." nluod by the Commission in '920 at Dinet<eD bill.". dollars, would 
ha .. had in thaI ,... a "'pruductioD nl"" oL lOlly bill.". dollars and we would uri ... 
at the _ puado:& thaI the nl"" oL the nilroadJ ma, be fiIr in _ oL ... , 
......... 1 .... which they c:ouJd am a relIIm. If I ......... fidl efI<a may be gi ..... it is 
dilIicull fUr me II> .... bow, wilboul c1eponure &om _blisbod priDciples, the 0Jmmi>. 
sioa c:ouJd be uk<d ... do .............. iI bas .. ..,.dy _ weigh .... e"ricloace guided 
by .. I .... .....,.. amsidenlioDa-« bow. if ....... is e"ricloace upon which its findings ma, ..... _ .... auholilU'" _ judgmenl fUr ..... oL .... CommissioD" (pp. 55C>-55')' 

1 .. See Put I, chap. ii, ...... 4 • 
... Sl.l. " O'FoIl ... R. Co. •• u.s. 279 U.s. 46. ('929), al p. 48$. 
1"/~P.5so. 
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land which is specified in the Congressional mandate appears to 
have been construed tl> require that some actual effect be given to 
current reproduction costs as applied to all property and under all 
circumstances. Within the limits of such construction, however, the 
discretionary authority of the Commission was not expressly denied 
or curtailed. That the meaning of "consideration," as influenced by 
the Supreme Court's previous valuation decisions, was the crucial 
factor in the annulment of the order is evidenced by the following 
from the majority opinion: "The question on which the Commission 
divided is this: When seeking to ascertain the value of railroad prop
erty for recapture purposes, must it give consideration to current, or 
reproduction, costs? The weight to be accorded thereto is not the 
matter before us. No doubt there are some, perhaps many, railroads 
the ultimate value of which should be placed tar below the sum neces
sary for reproduction. But Congress has directed that values shall be 
fixed upon a consideration of present costs along with all other perti
nent facts; and this mandate must be obeyed."'9t Even the majority 
view, therefore, does not in terms repudiate the well-<:stablished 
doctrine that the Commission's findings of fact, when within the law
ful scope of its delegated authority and supported by evidence, are 
not subject to judicial censorship. However unsatisfactory the Su
preme Court's construction of the statutory mandate may appear to 
be, the adverse decision, in the light of such construction, was clearly 
rendered on a "question of law." At most, in other words, the validity 

_ of this particular assertion of judicial authority may be questioned; 
there is no evidence of any disposition, by way of general policy, to 

extend the scope of judicial interference with the exercise of adminis
trative discretion. 

It is manifest from the foregoing extended analysis of the relation
ship between the Commission and the courts, viewed in its entirety, 
that the large measure of discretionary authority which inheres in 
the basic legislative provisions and which finds expression in the 
regulatory processes employed in their enforcement is on the whole 
free from judicial review, both in principle and in practice. The appli
cation of the doctrine of primary jurisdiction constitutes, at the very 
threshold, a clear recognition of the dominance of the administrative 

lOT Ibid •• P. 487. 
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method; and the rationale of the doctrine necessarily confines the 
grounds of censorship to narrow limits. The clliferentiation between 
so-called affirmative and negative orders, with the complete with. 
drawal of the courts from the sphere of control where the relief 
sought has been denied by the Commission, constitutes a further 
significant step toward clothing administrative findings with finality: 
a definite zone of discretion is marked off which is deemed by its 
very nature to be free from the incidence of the reviewing authority 
of the courts. And the grounds of judicial censorship, after the re
quirements of primary jurisdiction and of affirmative relief by the 
administrative tribunal have been fulfilled, are essentially restricted to 
matters of legal power, whether these matters assume the form of 
constitutional violations, errors of statutory interpretation, absence or 
disregard of supporting· evidence, or such other "mistakes of law" 
as may reasonably be deemed to issue in arbitrary action or abuse of 
discretion. While the exercise of reviewing powers by the courts 
necessitates an examination of the record and occasionally involves 
an independent appraisal of its significance, it does not extend, in 
terms of deliberate purpose at any rate, to the substitution of judicial 
for administrative judgment in matters which do not in essence raise 
"questions of law." Under the complex statutory structure, developed 
piecemeal over a long period of years, which now prevails, and with 
the numerous conflicting interests, involving large financial stakes 
and l3r-reaching adjustments of commercial and industrial relation
ships, which come to issue in the performance of the tasks of gov
ernmental control, it is only natural that administrative determina
tions should from time to time be challenged in the courts. It is note
worthy, ho_ver. that such attacks as are made upon the Commi!O
sion's orders have come to be prcdominandy concerned with the 
nature and limits of its statutory authority, and that the adjudications 
which follow but serve, for the most part, to define and clarifY the 
lawful scope of its functioning jurisdiction. Even adverse decrees, 
under these circumstances, tend to &cilitate rather than hamper the 
course of administrative performance, since, through authoritative 
interpretation of the operative statutory provisions, they provide a 
basis fOr essential amendatory legislation, and. in any event, help re
move doubt and difficulty from the execution of recognized powers. 
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But a sharp line is consistently drawn between the necessary and 
legitimate function of the courts in restraining the Commission 
within the bounds of its delegated authority, as supplemented by 
general legal requirements, and that of interfering with its findings 
of fact, by way of expression of judgment upon the weight of the 
evidence ·or upon the wisdom or expediency of particular adjust
ments. Unless the Commission's disregard of orderly processes is so 
flagrant as to constitute arbitrary action or amount to abuse of dis
cretion, its determinations, within the scope of valid statutory au
thority, are entirely free from judicial censorship. In other words, 
under the prevailing matured relationship between the Commission 
and the courts, the judicial restrictions imposed upon the exercise of 
administrative discretion tend to be confined, in all their varied 
manifestations, to questions of legal power.I " 

15. THE MAINTENANCE OF THE COMMISSION·S INDEPENDENCE 

In view of the tremendous scope of the sphere of administrative 
discretion, as contemplated by statute, as exercised in practice, and as 
sustained by the courts, it is a matter of crucial importance that the 
Commission be free from such control by external influences as may 
impair its functioning as an expert and impartial tribunal. Happily, 
throughout the Commission's long history, privott! interests have 
neither sought nor found opportunity for deflecting this tribunal or 
any of its members from the path of disinterested public service. We 
are concerned, rather, with the relationship of various organs of gov
ernment to the performance of the Commission's tasks; but it is 
equally difficult, though the manifestations are much less flagrantly 
inimical to the general good, to discern any valid grounds for public 
interference with administrative independence. The Commission's 

198 It is significant. also. that relatively few of the Commission', determinations arc 
challenged in the couru on any basis. Dwing each of the years 1920 to 1930, for 
example, the formal complaints filed with the Commission (which do not include 
valuation and finance proc:ec:dings) numbered 1040, 1481. U64. 1160, 1343, 1505. 
1524, 1561, 1693. 1520, and 14U, respectively. During each of the same years all the 
proceedings involving the Commission', orders or requirements which wcre institured 
in the courts numbered but 4. 24. 10, la, 10, 15. 14. H. 19. 16, and 22, respectively. 
A",,1I4l Reports: 1920, pp. 37. 50i 1921, pp. 29. 43; 1922, pp. 40, 51; 1923. pp. 30. 43; 
1924. pp. 30, 41; 1925. pp. 34. 47; 1926. pp. 33. 47; I9~7, pp. 65, IS; 19~8. pp. 6~, 
17; 19~5J. pp. 68. 17; 1930, pp. 14, 19. 
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organization and procedure will be treated elsewhere, but it may con
fidendy be declared, in anticipation, that they involve no elements 
which by their very nature are subversive of a high level of perform
ance; and, as is evident in every aspect of the Commission's activities, 
high standards of performance have in filct generally characterized 
its labors, despite the constant multiplication of tasks and accumula
tion of burdens. Yet, in recent years, certain governmental tendencies 
have emerged which are fraught with danger to the maintenance of 
the Commission's independence. With the growing judicial recogni
tion of the dominance of the administrative method of control and 
the resulting enhancement of the Commission's power in the conclu
sive adjustment of &r-f1ung practical affairs, the other major branches 
of government-the executive and the legislative--<lppear, in various 
ways, to have sought to influence unduly the direction of the Com
mission's determinations. We are here dealing with an approach 
which is not always evidenced by outward acts of public record, and 
with borderline governmental relationships which do not lend them
selves to appraisal by reference to precise or dogmatic standards. None 
the less, though great caution must be exercised in questioning the 
propriety or wisdom of legislative and executive action bearing upon 
the Commission's administrative freedom, it will prove helpful to 
examine briefly the character of some of these recent developments. 

The exertion of pressure by the executive branch of the Govern
ment in matters confided to the Commission's jurisdiction may make 
itself felt in two principal ways: first, by seeking to influence the ad
justment of controversies on the horizon or in actual process of 
determination; and second, by seeking to mold the general course 
or direction of regulatory policy through manipulation of the ap
pointing power. Such pressure, however indirect or intangible the 
forms which it may assume, proceeds on the assumption, express or 
implied, that the Commission is part of the national administration 
and hence is a proper medium for the expression of political policy. 
This assumption, it is submitted, is an index of desire rather than a 
statement of filct. While the basic character of the Commission as a 
functioning body is dependent upon all three branches of govern
ment-upon the President, who is charged with making appoint
ments; upon the Congress, by which it was created and through 
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which its powers and duties are conferred; and upon the courts, by 
which its determinations are reviewed and the nature and scope of 
its authority defined-in the actual performance of its tasks, within 
the sphere of its lawful jurisdiction, it is, as now constituted, an in
dependent tribunal. The statutory requirement as to membership, 
specifying that not more than a majority shall belong to one political 
party, is obviously designed to assure, as it has in fact produced, a 
non-partisan body. The controlling legislative standards are of course 
a general expression of political policy, but the large exercise of dis
cretion which they inherendy entail and the orderly processes of 
administration which they expressly contemplate are unquestionably 
a recognition of the need of expert and unbiased judgment by the 
enforcing tribunal. The usual requirement of notice and hearing
which "implies both the privilege of introducing evidence and the 
duty of deciding in accordance with it"'''-is clearly inconsistent 
with the infusion of political influence. While the Commission, in 
the execution of its diversity of powers and duties, is charged with 
the exercise of functions which are closely related to those of all the 
major branches of government, its most significant tasks involve the 
adjudication of controversies and the prescription of courses of action 
for the future. The performance of such tasks necessitates, and has in 
practice been accorded, the same thoroughness of consideration and 
impartiality of decision which are deemed to characterize judicial 
proceedings. The Commission is no more a part of the national ad
ministration-in the sense of being an instrument for furthering the 
particular political ends of the party in power-than is the Supreme 
Court, and executive influence is as manifesdy out of place in the one 
case as it would be in the other. Even a formal change of the Com
mission's status, by way of subordination to the executive branch of 
the Government, would constitute a backward step. The issue has 
been succincdy stated by one of the members of the Commission: 
"What purpose • • • would be served by bringing an independent 
commission within the jurisdiction of some executive department or 
cabinet officer? I can conceive of no purpose except to influence in 
some way the judgment of the commission or to bring it within the 
sway of some administration policy. But plainly, it seems to me, the 

10' C/ti .. ,. lu.m.n CtW • • 64 u.s. .,S, .6, (19'4). 
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cold neutrality of the commission, to use the expression of the Su
preme Court, ought rather to be safeguarded jealously against pre
cisely such extraneous influences. They are as out of place in the case 
of a commission as they would be in the case of a court:'''' In the 
existing situation, certainly, the exertion of executive influence, 
whether directly or through manipulation of the appointing power, 
would constitute an unwarranted intrusion upon the Commission's 
administrative independence. 

The method of exerting direct influence in connection with the 
performance of the Commission's tasks is obviously crude and sub
versive. Political policy may properly express itself in the basic legis
lation; there is no warrant whatever for its assertion in the enforce
ment of that legislation. This has been formally recognized by the 
executive branch of the Government, and on the whole the Commis
sion has been free from this type of pressure. Since 1920, however, 
there have been a number of incidents calculated to embarrass the 
Commission in the free exercise of its powers of control. 

During the Harding Administration, when the Commission was 
struggling with the problem of rate readjustments necessitated by 
the business depression which followed the period of post-war infla
tion, there were unmistakable evidences of attempted executive in
fluence. Relief to agriculture, as one aspect of special rate treatment 
to "basic" commodities, was accepted as an administration policy, 
and its adoption appears to have been urged upon the Commission 
and some of its individual members even by the President himsel£"" 

.oo Commissioner I-ph B. Eastman, "The Place of the Independent CommissiOll," 
TA. c.1IIIilIuiotul _. Vol. u (April, Ig28). pp. g5-'02, at P. 101. 

101 Compare the IOI10wiDjl: '"Within a few montha Ili<:r the Igoo increased nile 

le-.e\ wu eotablished, ....... buainess deptession alfect<d all indusuy throughout the 
<Dun",. • • • Among the industries, .gricu1nue wu the first to fi:e\ the Iiill efIU:ts of 
the deptession. The val_ of agricultuzal prodUCll, Ii"" stock and m .... ,uffi:ted • 
npid decline. Amid the damor fur .. lief and ..... edy. the high level of &.ight ra ... 
wu _phuiaed mote genera1ly than the economic f"""" which wete teally teSpomible 
fur the crisis. It wu the Dry of the middle ."' •• 0 ... agoin. FR:ight .. IS became the 
IarJet of dissatWi.ttioa, altbouP the In ...... te Commer<e CommissioD USUted the 
public that it ___ penuaded that it (high 1.-..1 of fieight ..... ) hu been mote 

than • miDor IioctDr in briDginjr about msu..... But the farm .. wu _ CIOIlYinoed and 
as he repteseIlled. • powerful po1itiea\ group. his mmplaint was Hi .... temgDiti_ 
Hi&h fieight ..... wete llXiaimed u • primary ...... of the deptession by mea high 
in the CIJUIlCiI. of the ao-L Rate teductiou, ..... though dependeut upon teduc-
ing the wop of railrood emplo,.... wu demanded. The President made • p«SOIlal 
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Furthermore, the Commission's determinations in the premises,"·2 
on the basis of thorough investigation and in terms of the mandates 
of existing law, were subjected to sharp criticism by the then Secre
tary of Commerce. Though the Commission is not specifically men
tioned, the tenor of the following can scarcely be misinterpreted: "In 
an era of wide disparity between &rmers' income and that in and of 
industry, the transportation rates have proven to be a heavy burden 
on agriculture. On the other hand, under present conditions railway 
earnings are obviously not large enough to assure railway expansion. 
Some relief both to the railways and the &rmer may be obtained by 
thorough reorganization of the rate structure. Some classes and areas 
of traffic are carried at actual loss; others are carried at lower rates 
than the relative value of the commodities warrant; and a series of 
scientific upward readjustments should be made in some cases in 
order to give the railways and the shippers of primary commodities 
and agricultural produce some relief. The recent reduction of 10 per 
cent in rates on luxuries as well as on primary goods contributed 
nothing to commerce and impoverished the railways just that much. 
The tangled skein of rates seems a mesh in which there is so per
sistent a resistance against every constructive proposal, that we are 
incapable of rescue except by some complete departure in courage ...... 

And during the Hoover Administration there were at least two 
statements issued by the President tending to prejudge matters re
served to the independent determination of the Commission. When 
the Supreme Court rendered its decision in the O'Fallon case,'" from 
which it appeared that the property valuations upon which the rail
roads are entided to earn a fair return would be far in excess of those 
utilized by the Commission in the past, the President declared, for 

call on the Interstate Commerce Commission:' H. B. Vandcrbluc and K. F. Burgess, 
Rm1roIlllI: R41e$-Sn'tIi~lllJagemnJt (1923), pp. 113-114. Although the wrirer is 
not at liberty to disclose the sources of his information, it appears that the President 
urged his views privately upon at least one of the commissioners, and that the desires 
of the Department of Commerce were clearly made known to the Commission. 

2.2 See N";.ntd Liv. Stock Shipper'- League y. d .• T. & S. P. Ry. Co .. 63 I.C.C. '01 
(1921)j Routon Grain. Grain Producu. oJ Hay. 641.C.C. 8S (19~1); Redfl«tl /lJJJe1. 
1922.68 I.C.C. 6,6 ('922). 

2101 Ten'" Annulll Report of the Stat,." of Commnu (Herbert Hoover), 192~ 
p. 24· 

20 .. See pp. 446-450, S'II"." 
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publication: "I am confident that there will be no increase in railway 
rates as the result of the O'Fallon decision."'·' While this comment 
may have been designed, despite its purely prophetic tone, as counsel 
to the carriers, it likewise constituted a declaration of policy for the 
Commission which alone is charged with the duty of passing upon 
applications for increased rates. The weight which might naturally 
attach to the views of the President, particularly in the minds of 
officials subject to presidential appointment, renders such comment 
subdy subversive of the judicial atmosphere which should surround 
the Commission's regulatory processes. This type of influence is ro
Ilected in much more tangible form in the President's statement of 
December 30, 1930, with regard to the four-system merger plan of 
the eastern trunk-line railroads.- The statement from the White 
House constituted the first announcement of the agreement, which 
grew out of negotiations undertaken at the suggestion of the Presi
dent. The plan that had been formulated by the Commission for 
consolidating the roads concerned into five systems'" was declared 
to have met with "objections which apparendy made it an unsolvable 
basis," and no note was taken of the statutory requirement that such 
mergers must be in harmony with the Commission's comprehensive 
consolidation scheme. Despite the President's concluding declaration 
that "the plan, of course, must be submitted to the Interstate Com
merce Commission, who have the independent duty to determine if it 
meets with every requirement of public interest," there can be no 
question that the agreement of the railroad executives was accorded 
his complete support and approval. "It is my understanding," he 
announced, "that the plan provides for the protection of the interests 
of the employes and full consideration of the interest of the various 
communities and carries out the requirements of the law in protto
tion of public interest generally." There was an obvious executive 
prejudgment of an issue of lior-reaching importance, although formal 
action was necessarily left to the administrative tribunal eharged with 
its determination. Under these circumstances, there might well be 
public concern with reference to the maintenance of the Commission's 

... 4 VrtiIH S-, Doily 6g1 (May n, 1929) • 

... 5 VoiW _ Doily 3297 (ll<:c:anbcr 31, 1930). 
lOT C~ 0' R<riIrooU. 159 I.C.C. 522 ('929). 
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independence. The following, among other like comments, from a 
formal statement issued by Senator Couzens, Chairman of the Senate 
Committee on Interstate Commerce, is a reflection of this concern: 
"In view of the President's support of the plan it is questionable 
whether the 'independent duty' of the Commission can be ascer
tained. Everyone knows the power and influence of the presidential 
approval, and evetyone knows that these Commissioners owe their 
positions to the President of the United States, and while it is the 
duty of the Senate to confirm these appointments, no name can get 
to the Senate without first having been selected by the President of 
the United States. There is rapidly growing a public opinion that the 
President determines the action of these independent commissions 
and such opinion will not be dissipated by the issuance of the present 
statement of the President."208 

The Commission's record of performance discloses no grounds for 
belief that it has actually yielded to executive influence in any direc
tion; but the various developments we have noted are none the less 
fraught with grave danger, since even independent action, under 
such circumstances, becomes subject to public rnisconstruction.208 

A like danger to the Commission's prestige and independence may 

.oo S United SIllieS Daily 3313 (January .. 1931). 
101 Anxiety concerning the Commission's continued independence is accentuated by 

the experience in recent yean of other administrative bodies in the Federal Govcrn~ 
ment. The Tariff Commission, while not clothed with extensive adminisuative power, 
was specifically created to Nnction in an expert capacity fot the removal of c:aris:. 
making, as distinct from the formulation of general tariff policy, from politics. But 
objective performance by that Commission, particularly after "'" llexible·tariJf provision 
was thrust upon it to administcf, appears to have been neither encouraged DOt pet
mitted. The views of Professor F. W. Taussig, the Commission', first chairman, are 
typical and informed: ""The appointments by IUCCCSSive presidents to the various COrn
miuioJU [other than the Tariff Commission] have not been made entirdy with. view 
to ability, training. and open·mindedn .... Some regard bat been had to "'" known 
views of the appointees on disputed questions. It u with regret that I am compelled to 

Ita .. my belief that in recent appointroents to "'" Tariff Conuniuion this process bat 
bcca carried to a dangerous and lamentable ex.lrc:mc. The endeavor seems to have been 
to make it not an organization for unbiased inquiry on the facts. but one for preparing 
IUch recommendations u are known in advance to be acceptable to the party and. the 
admi.nistratioD in p>wero" Jfmnic",. Et:01U1flJie Rnkw_ Vol. Iti (March, 1936, Supple .. 
ment), p. 111. Sec, also. Smale Hem"gl on Inl1estigtllion 01 tb, Ttlrifl Comminirm. 
69th Cong. lit s.... pp •• 6, 133. It baa been alleged, funhermore, that the 1CCOIIl

plishmeot of the purpose of making the Commission, in PresideDt Harding's words, 
the "agency of the President in dealing with "'" tariJf problem," .... £acililated in the 
c:aJe of lOme of "'" commiuioners by offen of othor federal pom. by requiring un-
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spring from undue emphasis upon political considerations in the 
choice of personnel. Appointments to the Commission are made by 
the President by and with the advice and consent of the Senate. No 
positive qualifications for office being prescribed by statute, there is 
ample freedom, in the exercise of this executive function, to select and 
approve men clearly capable of performing the difficult and onerous 
tasks with which the Commission is charged; and, in point of fact, the 
personnel of the Commission, despite such unevenness as character
izes all governmental agencies, has on the whole measured up to very 
high standards of public service. The appointment of Judge Thomas 
M. Cooley as the Commission's first chairman has served as an en
during index of the importance of membership on this tribunal; and 

clatod mignaticma bef .... appointment, by creating penona1 oituaticma calcul.tod 10 
muI. in withdrawal &om membenhip on the Commission. CommWioner Costigaa, 
after diJcuJoing ezecutive intorlCrena: in the sugar investigation, declared upon resign· 
ing: "Both &om within and without p1'CISUIe was brought on members of the Com· 
mWion, din:aod IOwan! the destruction of the Commission'. importiality." Lettor 10 
SellaIOr RobiDson, 3 Urlild S_ Doily 115 (March .6, .g2S). The espericnc:e of the 
Peden! Trade Commission hu been oimil .. in many ""peets. With the appointmeot 
in '925 of Commisoioner HumphRy, reduoiDg the zemaining Wilson .ppoin .... 10 a 
miaority. theno wu eft'ected • muked change of policy. most concmely JIWIilest in 
OIl allOred prac:edlft which hu been widely commeoded. hut evideot more signific:andy 
in • narrowed conception of the CommWion', limction. and a broad IDlerance ... poet. 
ing buoineu beh.vior. See N.o.', Bu.,,,. Vol. '5 (July, '927), p. 30; H. R. Seager 
and Co A. Gulick, C..,....,;o. oN TIWII ProM .... (.g2g). pp. 52M2S. I. is mggeo
tive, lOr ...... pl.. that while the HumphRy c:onfinnation was pending. Presiden. 
Coolidge, in auppotting the .ppointmeo. of Chatl .. B. W .... n u AtlDrney-Genelal 
in the lice of opposition hued on the .ppoin ..... c:onnection with sugar in ........ 
committed what .... chanc:torioed in the .,.... u an ''uopn:cedentod action by the 
While HOIIJO in isauiDg a deWue of the Toledo Sugar Company and the Michigan 
Sugar Company in OIl action brought by the Peden! Trade Commission." Now Yor-t 
TiM." Pcbnwy d. 1925. po a. A CDIlttI'Uction which was commonly placed upon these 
de..topmeo .. wu ezprasecl u IOUOWl by SellaIOr Cam:r Glass of VUJinia: "Wheo Mr. 
HumphRy .... appoiDtod a member of the Peden! Trade Commissioo it .... OIl' 

IlOUIlCed, if DOt by the While H ..... spokesman. with quile u much appueot .... 
thority u that aeodemm appoared 10 usum .. that he we put on chi. Commission 10 
hal. i .. iDquioiti......, 10 change the order of i .. acti.m.., 10 n:vo1utionize by ..,. 
atraining i .. methodI of prac:edwe. The ............ _ ..... made that it we the con
oictioD of the I'IaideDt that this and other mmmissions .... uld suhotdiDale theit 
judgmen. 10 the opiniona of the l!ael:ulive; that they properly....., ......, ageDCies .. 
~ the poIiciel of the acIminisIration." C .. rm...l R«aIW, Vol. 6g, po 5.31. 
In _ ~ the ad_ Congn:ssioDal aiticism which .... din:aod againaI: 
the Commission .. poIicieo and....-.a _ ill calcuIatod 10 sustaiD pubIit_ 
in i .. -.. Soo iMII .. pp. .80:0-.808, ~g6., ,.,.5-3054- It would, perhapo. he 
IDa much 10 expect that the 1Ub-teni ... _ cIiscl.-I in c:onaec:tion _ the 

TuilF Commission and the Pedetal Ttade Commission sbould he eoo:apod al ........... 
by the In_II: Oomaaa: Oommiaioa. 
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the established tradition of reappointment of commissioners has con
tributed in marked degree to the Commission's standing as a skilled, 
experienced, and impartial body.210 Because of this very fact that the 
Commission has generally been held in high regard in matters of 
appointment, recent evidences of political manipulation are gready 
disconcerting. 

During the Coolidge Administration there were charges of politi
cal "deals" in connection with the filling of vacancies on the Com-

210 Note the following fcom an address on "The [ntersrate Commerce Commission" 
by Walker D. Hines, before The Association of the Bar of the City of New York, on 
March 27, 1930, at pp. 21--22: "A highly favorable factor in the case of this Commup 

sion is that the practice has been quite general to reappoint commissioners aftCl their 
terms expire, so that a considerably grea[CJ' degree of stability attaches to membership 
on the Commission than is true in many instances of members of similar bodies app 
pointed for short terms. There have been, of course, efforts to appoint commissioners 
for purely political reasons, but these efforts have Dot been very successful, and mere 
political considerations do not seem to have played any considerable pan in the selcc:p 

tiOD of the commissioners. The Act provides that Dot more than six commissioner. 
shall be appointed from the same political party, and when a vacancy comes to be 
filled there is thw no large opportunity to change the politics of the Commission by 
selecting a new man, and the support for the existing member, unless he clearly fall. 
short of the requirements for the work, is likely to outweigh the support for someone 
dse for his place. All these considerations work toward reappointment, and have made 
the Commission • • • far more worthy of confidence than if appointments to it had 
been made, to any large extent, footballs of political activity. In addition to this. the 
Commission seems to have developed oYer many years a good scheme of organization 
and to have built up traditions of internal conference and procedure which have made 
for careful and disinterested work. In addition, the Commission has had increasingly 
great power, and this has brought an increasingly great sense of responsibility. When 
we add to these considerations the fact that there have been. and are, on the Commu.. 
sion numerous individuals who inspire a high degree of confidence in their honesty. 
impartiality and devotion to their tasks, there has developed an atmosphere which pro
motes sincere and disinteresled work." The reappointment, al the end of 1929. of 
Commissioner Joseph B. Eastman, with the support of the vcry inlCtc:sts he had fie· 
quendy opposed and despilC his reputed "radicalism," is the lalesr manifesration of 
the surviving vigor of the tradition of reappointment. No one possessing an intimate 
acquainlaDce with the work of the Commission, regardless of his social. political, or 
economic views, can question the high competence and great service of Commiuioner 
Eastman, extending. on this body. over a period of more than a dozen yean. He hat 
been jusdy characterized as one "who has watched government closely all his life and 
now is himself one of the ornaments of the public service. II and as one who "furnishes 
.triking proof of the extraordinary gifu which government does attract." The recog· 
ninon of the principle involved in his reappointment augon well for the future of 
the Commission. "That Mr. Eastman's reappointment as member of the Intenta[C 
Commerce Commission should have been strongly urged by railroad. whose views 0Jl 

vital issues he has rejected. also proves that, 10 &.r as the public OpinioD which assertI 
itself it sufficiently informed regarding the quality of public work, disinterested ca· 
pacity in government will find support." FdiK Frankfurter, TAe p,J,I" .,,,J lu Go,· 
emmenl (1930), pp. 135-J36. 
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mission, and emphasis upon sectional interests came to occupy a large 
place in the debates on confirmation,211 Whether or not these charges 
of actual "deals" were well grounded, they are indicative of the extent 
to which appointments to the Commission had become involved in 
party politics; questions of personal fitness, which should clearly 

all When, in 1925. Thomas F. Woodlock of New York was named u the IUOo 

ceasor of Commissioner Mark W. Potter, much of the opposition of the southern 
leDaton wu based upon insistence that a representative of the south be placed upon 
the Commission; and when, upon appointment of Richard V. Taylor of Alabama as 
luccessor to Commissioner Charles C. Mc:Chord. this opposition to Mr. Woodlotk. was 
withdrawn, it was openly charged that the Taylor appointmCDt was the result of a deal 
for ICCW'ing lOuthern support for the Woodloclt confirmation. Again, when in 1926 
Cyrw E. Wood. of Pennsylvania was nominated to the Commission, it wu widely 
declared that the Pruident had given Senator Reed of that state the right to uame 
the next ocmmissioncr u the prioc of his support for the earlier Woodlodt appcinbDcnt. 
The latter situation was complicated, furthermore. by the fact that the coal~mioing 
intereltl of Pennsylvania were insisting that a represeo.tative from that state be placed 
upon the Commission because of their di ... tis1action with the Commission'. findings 
in LIIlt, Ctll'go COllI &ue" 1925, 101 LC.C. 513. which was then pending before the 
Commiai.on on fUrther hearing; indeed, there Will considerable opinion that the Presi· 
dent .... atwnpting to inftuenoc the Commission', decision through the Woods ap
pcinbDent. These dcvdopmcnll arc fully rcocrded in the rcpcrts of Senate dehates and 
ocmmittcc hearings. While the Woodlodt confirmation was pending and just afier the 
Taylor appcinbDent, Senator Underwood of Alabama, though he formlily denied the 
allegations of • deal, related how he had received a promise from President Harding, 
just before the latter's death. to appoint a lOutherner to the CommissioD, and how, 
re.pecling Mr, Woodlock, he had ocntended that he "would not vote for the confirm.
tiOll of another man appointed to the commission until the South or the West had 
IOIIlC repmentatio.o. thereon." Senator Watson of Indiana stated that a subcommittee 
of the Committee on mtcntate Cototocroc waited on the Pruident to express the sym
pathy of that body with the southern viewpcint, but he deplored the forcing of the 
Preai.dent', hand; ., do not believe that that is the proper CX)ur5e to punue, but so 
.ympathetic were the members of the committee with the view that when it was pre
II:D.ted we failed to remmmend the confirmation of Mr. Woodlock's appointmenr:."· 
Senator Reed remarked that that was an excellent suggestion for Pennsylvania; he: 
obacrvcd. with regard to the impartiality of amunissioncn, that .... a matter of prac
tical hUtoanity, we know that they speak for the regions &om which they come, if 
only beca .... they unders .... d their needs better"; and he called attention to Pennsyl
'fI.Dia'sutuatioD. in the matter of coal ratcl. CtmgrrujotMl R«onl. Vol. 67. pp. 1252-
1258, On Marcll 230 19'6, before the Senate had voted on the adverse committee re
port on the Woodlodt appcinbDcnt, the following statement was issued &om the WhiIlO 
Howe: "In filling future vacancies on the Interstate CoD'll'llCl'Ce Commission Praident 
Cooli. intend. to give special consideration to the South, the Southwest, and Penn
aylvania, The White Howe discloacd today that the President believed thoac occtions 
arc justified to an extent in contending they have not been aclcquately reproscnted on 
the Commission. The President is making DO public comment on pending hill. ID 
make rcgional reproscntation on COIIIJllission mandatory," Newspapcn repcrtcd the 
swin&inI of ....,.( """" to the support of the Woodlock appoin_t, including dw 
of Senator R«<I, AIb:r _ding the press report into the .-.d, _ WbccIcr of 
Non ..... rcmarlr.cd: uA short time .. a headlinc appcucd in the papcn ... Iing dw 
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dominate in matters of appointment, were unduly subordinated to 
extraneous political considerations. The pursuit of such methods in 
the selection of the Commission's personnel is bound to prove detri
mental to both the prestige and the independence of the administra
tive tribunal. And the sectional issue, as raised, is calculated to pro
duce simi1ar adverse effects. The Commission is a national body, 
con=ned with impartial adjustment of intricate relationships on a 
national basis: the interests of all states and of all sections of the 
country are alike committed to its care. Any theory of state or re
gional representation, by focusing attention upon local needs and 
special interests, appears to be inconsistent with the very nature of 
the tribunal. But even if the desirability, as a matter of policy, of 
having so large and powerful a body as the Commission reasonably 
representative of all major sections of the country were conceded, 
the method of political wirepulling, induced in part by dissatis&Ction 
with the Commission's informed and orderly determinations on 
specific issues, can scarcely command approval. The tactics employed 
tend to generate partisanship in the appointees and to extend the 
influence of the appointing power into the realm of administrative 
performance. In at least one instance during this period, moreover, 

Mr. Woodlock would be confirmed ••• by rea!OD of the W:t thaI southera Demo
crab had entered into a deal with the White House, and DOW we find a statement 
.tating that Republican senaton have entered. into a deal with the White Howe." 
When Senator Reed made formal denial, Senator Wheeler continued: ''I want to make 
the observation that it mwt be apparent that the confirmation of Mr. Woodlock hiogea 
entirely upon the coal situation in West Virginia and Pennsylvania."' Subsequendy, 
Senator Reed declared: "It is with a sense of great gratification that DOW, for the fint 
time, I find that our point has gone home and that great rcgioDl of the United Stata 
will .qot be neglected in the make-up of these important commissiOn!. To say that there 
is a deal gives a sinister aspect which the matter docs not deserve'" IbiJ .• pp. 616.1-
6164. Late in the year the Woods nomination was made, and in January, 19:11. ex· 
tended hearings were conducted by the Committee on Interstate Commerce. Prominent 
participants were Senaton Reed of Pennsylvania, Ncc1y of West Vllginia, and Mc.
Kellar of Tennessee, who were not membcn of the Committee. Some years before. 
Mr. Wood. had been couasd for the Pituburgh Coal Company and the PellllSylvania 
Railroad and still held securities of both companics, and. although he consistcndy do· 
avowed either commitments or predilections respecting matten at issue before the 
Commission, he wu vigorowly opposed. So largoly wu the bearing ooooeroed with 
the Lake Cargo Coal case that Senator Gooding of Idaho was constrained to declare: 
··Well, Mr. Chairman, then it seems to me that the confirmation of Mr. Woods de· 
penda entirely UpoD' the selfish interests of Wesl Virginia and PellllSylvania and Ohio.· 
See H~aringl before Senale Comminu Oil Interll4le Commerce Oil ,,,,, Nomifllllioll of 
Cyrus B. Wood" January 6 to 12, 1921, 69th Cong., :ad Se5I. 
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the established tradition of reappointment, which has contributed 
so largely to the Commission's effectiveness, was not only violated, 
but on grounds which are clearly subversive of the Commission's 
independenoe. The renomination of a commissioner of proved com
petence was rejected by the Senate because of its apparent disagre~ 
ment with a single decision in which the nominee had joined with the 
majority of the Commissionjolll in effect the case at issue was retried 
by the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce, the various parties 
being heard who had appeared in the proceedings before the Com
mission, and little ground for rejection was disclosed other than 
Senatorial dissatisfaction with the resnlt reached."o While there can 

111 The proceeding at issue in the hearings OD the confirmation of Commissioner 
John J. Esch .... lAk. c.,,. C .. lIAkt. 1925. 101 I.C.C. 513 (1925), .. 6 I.C.C. 309 
(1927).10 the original proc:eeding Rlicf was deoied '" the c:omplaining PenDSylvania, 
Ohio, and other uonhern aoal mines; upon fUrther hearing the original findings were 
in pan .. >ened and lOducUons in ra ... on lake car,. aoal ...... made for the northern 
districtl. Commissioner Esch" in VOting with the majority in both cases. had revencd 
his original position. 

III See Hean"" of SftUIk CommiiIN o. 'nlerllllle Comm~ 0" Co"fjrm4liOrJ of 
COIII",unoaer kit, 70th Cong .. lit Sea., February 18, 20, :11. 23. and 24. 1928. The 
... timony, amounting '" .77 ptinted pages. deal. clW:8y with the lAk. Cor,. Coil 
decWona. Senator. NRly of Well Virginia. McKellar and Tyson of Teon ...... Barldey 
of Kentucky, and GI ... of Vorginia, .. _ting ...... ad_sely affi:cted hy the Com
miaion"s second decision, Wa'C present It the hearingsi and the examination was COD" 
dueted in large mea""" by Senatoro Neely and Barldey, assisted by Senator Sackett of 
Kentucky •• member of the COmmi ..... Tbe fRets of the original and supplementary 
reconI and their intorpoetanon by the Commission ....., set befo .. the Commi .... in 
g..a. detail and with much "'petition. ainee Commissioners l!s<h, Ait<hiaou, Campbel~ 
and lOrmer Commissioner Hall ....., confronted with almost identical queanona. Tbe 
purpoae of the oouthern Senatoro was ... ted with candor hy Senator Neely: "We are 
not lighting Mr. Esch·. CXIIlfinnation u • man. We are lighting i. '-use the decisions 
of the oommiuion in which he hu concurred are creating monopolies for the ind ..... 
tries of a:nain ........ the expeoae of similar industries in other ....... Mr. Esch hu 
helped 10 crucify the g..a .... industty of West Vorginia and Kentucky fOr the benefit 
nf the aoal operatoro of Peonsylvania" (p. 118). Senator Barkley placed a aomewhat 
...... der _on upon the issue: "Nobody hu hinted, and nobody would hin ...... 
would he the lim '" ..... t any &UCh hin~t there wu e_ •• any time the sligh .... 
taint upon the penooIi hm>or or ch.- nf John J. Esch. Bu. just as the people nf 
my ..... hi ... right ID pass upon whether my policies II • Member of Con_ car
ried out their will or carried out their in...,tion in aeoding me hen: in palling OIl 

whether I ought '" he n:eleeted, I think the Senau: hu the right'" inquire in", the 
policies of this body and any member nf this body which it hu aated, '" detennine 
wheth .. the membenhip of the body shall he "",tinued or any iodiYicluai member 
mall he reeoofinned" (pp. .10-<171). This view _ finnly oppoaed hy fOrmer Com
miuioner Hall: ''If you find that he wu 6. he certainly ahould he confirmed, unl ... 
you ..., fit '" go fiorther and pmish him '-uae hia judgmem did not aoc:ord with 
YOUR. Now. it __ 10 me • , • it would he proIOundly upsetting ID all the business 
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be no question as to the right of the Senate to scrutinize the record of 
nominees, whether for original appointment or for reappointment, 
the propriety of directing inquiry to specific decisions and distribut
ing reward and punishment in terms of approval or disapproval 
is decidedly questionable. Such procedure is not only unjust to the 
individuals immediately concerned, but it might tend, through its 
possible repercussion upon existing commissioners and future ap
pointees, to undermine the administrative independence of the Com
mission as a body • Under such circumstances extraneous political 
considerations might well come to the foreground in the settlement 
of controversies, with a substantial weakening of the judicial temper 
essential to withstand the pressure of powerful influence or popular 
clamor. If the fruits of thorough investigation, expen judgment, and 
impartial decision are to be achieved, as contemplated by the adminis
trative method of control, there must be no division of responsibility 
in connection with specific determinations.'" 

of this country if those who have to come before the Commission should be given to 
understand that they had a right to appeal either to the Senate or to the House or the 
Congress or the White Housc" (po 188). The same type of criticism was ably preseoled 
by Luther M. Walter, general counsel of the National Industrial Traffic League. The 
issue, as he saw it, was this: "Shall honest officials fail of reappointment or lose their 
offices because litigants arc dissatisfied with their decisions hODeSdy rendered?" "That 
is the question," he continued, "that I think has been presented to you. They may 
sugar coat it in any way they like, but you all know that the opposition to Nt. Esch 
comes alone from the men who Wele parties litigant to the Lake Cargo Coal cases. If 
that decision had been in their favor never one word against Mr. Esch would you have. 
and the National Industrial Traffic League of the United States, with its 300,000 rep· 
resentatives, is here not to see Mr. Esch confirmed, but to sec that you arc not made 
the tools of dissatisfied litigants trying to vent their dissatisU.ction by keeping an ef6· 
clent man from takiog the position that Congress has created. We want the Intcrsra(e 
Commerce Commission to stand above suspicion and when we go there wilh our case 
or somebody elsc"s and present the facts and the law, we would like to feel that there is 
no partiality·· (p. 247). Mr. Walter was followed by R. C. Fullbright of Te .. s, chair· 
man of the legislative committee of the League, and he further emphasized the sub-
versive character of the procedure being followed: "But, gendemeo, if this thing goes 
through, the next time we have a case fot the people of Texas, the people of Texas arc 
going to expect their Scnatort and their Repcescnratives in Congress to espouse their 
cause and to review that decision here" (p. 261). 

116 Compare the following: "At times there has developed in Congress. and espe
cially in the Senate in connection with confirmation of appointments to the Com· 
mission. criticism of .pecific decisions of the Commission. Not unnaturally there 
criticisms have been made principally by members of one House or the other from 
Slates in which there were important busineu interests which were dissatisfied. with 
the decision. in question. I think it is &it to say that in any such controversy the chances 
are nine out of ten, if not ninety·nine out of • hundred, that the right of the matter 
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It is true, of course, that the play of political motives in the exercise 
of the appointing power, which manifests itself occasionally even 
with reference to so august a tribunal as the Supreme Court, is too 
complicated and too individualized to be subject to any precise stand
ards of control; but the recent developments briefly noted with re
spect to the selection of the Commission's personnel are real danger
signals, which, if unheeded, may seriously impair the effectiveness 
of that body in th~ performance of its extraordinarily difficult and 
important tasks. 

Legislative interference with the Commission's independence (as 
distinct from such interference, considered above, as may spring from 
the Senate's participation in the processes of appointment) manifests 
itself in the character of some recent Congressional enactments, and 
of bills, fiilling of enactment, to which serious consideration has been 
given. This legislative activity raises some basic issues as to the domi
nance of the administrative method. 

It is clear that Congress possesses ample power, within constitu
tionallimits, to define the policies which shall guide the Commission 
in the exercise of its authority. The very existence of the Commission 
depends upon Congressional enactment, and both the scope of its 
jurisdiction and the range of its functions and activities have been 
changed from time to time through legislative action. The major 
statutes which constitute the present Congressional charter under 
which the Commission must operate have been the outcome of a 
long evolutionary process. Further far-reaching changes may lie 
ahead; and they would not, as such, interfere with the Commission's 
independence or impair the administrative method. It is entirely 
within the discretion of Congress, for example, as to what the nation's 
future policy shall be with regard to railroad consolidations or with 
regard to regulation of motor-carrier transport. Legislation in both 

will be with the Commi3sioD, with its continuing "" .... of respoDSibility, its traditions 
and .... thocb of work and its equipment lilt obtaiDing IIld appnisiDg the true mean
ing of the situatioo in"'(oed, and CDt ... Iing it in the light of all its in.....t.tiom, 
rather thlll with eon-. with all its limitatinoa lilt dealing with such matters; IIld, 
if iD. one case out of • hundred. or CVCIl one cue out of ten it should tum out that 
Cons- was right and the Commissi .. waa wrong, eYeD thea such inl1:r_ with 
the dixmioo properly -.I in the Commissioo would do the public more harm 
than good through the...wling impairment of the Commissioo .. staDding and its """'" 
of respoDSibility:' Walker D. HiDa, 0,. ciI~ PI'-~ 
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of these directions has been pending for some time, and its enactment, 
under such substantive terms as may finally approve themselves to 
the law-making body, is likely to strengthen rather than weaken the 
effectiveness of the Commission's labors. Even specific limitations 
upon the Commission's general authority are entirely within the 
legitimate sphere of Congressional power, and very many such limi
tations are included in the Interstate Commerce Act and allied 
statutes subject to the Commission's jurisdiction. But the legislative 
structure, as thus developed, has been designed primarily to provide 
a basis for administrative control. The system of state regulation 
through charter agreements and maximum rate laws was superseded 
by commission control, not only because of the greater flexibility of 
the administrative method, as applied in quasi-judicial proceedings by 
continuously functioning expert tribunals, but because of the tend
ency of direct legislative action to reflect unduly the pressure of 
temporary discontent and political influence. In the federal sphere 
the importance of these considerations was recognized from the very 
outset by the establishment of the Interstate Commerce Commission, 
and until the post-war period there was a marked absence of direct 
Congressional regulation. Latterly, however, there has emerged a 
disposition on the part of Congress to interfere with matters already 
intrusted to the control of the Commission, in terms of giving heed, 
through enactments of more or less limited applicability, to the de:
mands of special interests that are politically powerful. Such Congres
sional action, or the threat of its consummation, tends not only to 
undermine the supremacy of the administrative method, but to im
pair the independence of the Commission as a functioning tribunal. 
It involves a partial reversion to regulatory processes which have 
long been discredited; it provides a clear indication to disgruntled 
litigants that relief may be had through resort to politics; it consti
tutes an indirect exertion of legislative influence upon the entire 
course of administrative performance. Brief reference to some of 
these developments will illustrate concretely the character of this 
Congressional tendency. 

We will first consider an enactment which appears on its face to 

be a perfectly appropriate exercise of Congressional authority, by 
way of supplement to the basic statute. By an amendment to section 
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22 of the Interstate Commerce Act approved August 18, 1922>215 the 
Commission was directed, after notice and hearing, to require inter
state carriers to issue interchangeable mileage or scrip coupon tickets 
"at just and reasonable rates." In strict terms this was but a general 
enunciation of legislative policy. The level of the rates to be charged 
was left to the decision of the Commission, and that body was also 
vested with discretion in determining the denominations of such 
tickets, in formulating the rules and regulations which shall govern 
their issuance and use, and in exempting carriers from the operation 
of the requirement "where the particular circumstances shown to the 
Commission shall justifY such exemption to be made." Because of its 
political origin and limited applicability, however, this amendment 
proved a source of difficulty. It was enacted very largely under pres
sure of commercial travelers' organizations, and it sought, through di
rect legislative action, to deal with a single isolated aspect of the prob
lem of passenger fares. The form in which it was adopted was the out
growth of many bills, all of which required the issuance of inter
changeable tickets at very substantial reductions from the standard 
rates, without reference to the effect of such reductions upon the ag
gregate revenue derived from the passenger service or upon the crea
tion of discriminations in that service, in possible violation of the 
basic sections of the Act. These preliminary bills clearly constituted 
a marked departure from the established system of control, since they 
involved legislative rate-fixing for the furtherance of special interests, 
without reference to the reasonableness of prevailing adjustments 
and without the support of special investigation, and since they ig
nored the organic interrelationships which bind together the various 
aspects of the regulatory process. Under these circumstances, although 
the amendment, as adopted, omitted all requirement of reduction 
from regular charges and substituted therefor the usual standard of 
"just and reasonable rates," the Commission found itself effectively 
inftuenced by the general atmosphere surrounding the enactment. 
The issuance of interchangeable scrip coupon tickets, in denomina
tions of $go, at a reduction of 20 per cent from the &c:e value of these 
tickets, was ordered by the Commission,Ole despite the fact that there 

III .2 Stat. 827. 
Il" ___ ~ "'~ :ri<o\<Il_IIi,...,.. 77 I.C.C. :aoo, 647 (1923). 
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was little in the record to support the conclusion that such reduced 
rates were "just and reasonable," and that a preferred class of trav
elers was thereby artificially created.211 In essence the Commission de
parted from its usual orderly processes because it was seeking to give 
effect to what it deemed to be the desire of Congress. "The spirit and 
apparent theory of the law," declared the majority report, "is that 
carriers shall be required to sell such a ticket at something less than 
the standard &re. • • ,'''18 This determination could not withstand 
attack in the courts. "It seems to us plain," said Justice Holmes, "that 
the commission was not prepared to make its order on independent 
grounds apart from the deference naturally paid to the supposed 
wishes of Congress. But we think that it erred in reading the wishes 
that originated the statute as an effective term of the statute that was 

117 Four of the commissioners (Hall, Potter, Daniels, and Eastman) dissented. 04 

the discriminatory character of the majority action, Commissioner Hall said: '"The 
majority recognize that the demand for this ticket comes chicfty from organizatiolll of 
commercial travelers, and that what they seek is a lower late than that paid by other 
travelers who do Dot hold such tickets. In other words the holden of these tickets 
are to be in a preferred class, whatever may be the jwt and reasonable rare paid by 
the public generally. Special privilege dies hard, and the craving for it never dies. But 
I see no good reason why, reading the act as it is written, we should give to it the glOll 
for which these organizations COJltcnd. The 'class' set up by the majority embraces 
only those, and aU those, who have $72 in money available with which to buy $90 in 
scrip. and want to spend the money in that way. There is no other aiterion or deter
mining feature" (p. 214). And CommWioner Daniels, dilfcrcntiating other clwe. of 
travel, was even more specific on this issue: "Commutation service is unique in itt 
large volume, its regularity. and in the delimited area within which it is demanded 
and supplied. The extra service involved in excursion and convention travel is capable 
of close calculation in advance. both as to the revenuc it is likely to yield and as to the 
extent to which special physical provision must be made therefor. Tourisr travel is 
seasonal, is generally for long distances and is also capable of fairly accurate prevision. 
The so..caJ.led additional class of travel which the report says the carrier. must now 
recognize has seemingly no distinctive characteristics. Within the year'. limit the 
travel may be taken at any time, on a.ny train, and for any distance. It may be taken 
in one trip or distributed over as many journeys as the holder desires. Such a preferred 
class of travelers appear. to be artificially and no' naturally created. True, they may 
travel more miles rhan they would do but for the minimum onc·Jifth discount from 
the regular rate of fare. But so would practically all patrons of passenger service in the 
course of a year. 10 abort, the requirements of the amendment do nOl seem to me to 
necessitate, and other section. of the act seem to me to prccJude, the creation of a 
class of traveler. cntided to the privileges herein proposed" (p. .. 8). Finally, Com
missioner Eastman concluded his dissent with the following declaration: "I fear that 
the action taken in this case will postpone the day of • teduetion for the bene6, of 011 
travelers, which is far more to be desired" (p. 221). 

2181bitl.~ P. 20g. 
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passed, and therefore that the present order cannot stand,""· That 
this was a sound construction of the Commission's approach is evi
denced by the subsequent disposal of the proceeding. After further 
hearings, the Commission definitely reversed its original position: 
"Bearing in mind the admonition of the Supreme Court that in ad
ministering the amendment to section 22 We must exercise our own 
independent judgment, we conclude that sound policy dictates that 
the basic f.lre should be the same for all classes of travelers and that 
we should require no departures from this rule, unless it can be clearly 

. shown, as it has been shown in connection with certain commutation 
f.Ires, that we are dealing with a class of passenger business which 
can be so completely segregated that a rate of f.lre di.ffi:ring from the 
basic f.lre should be applied. We find that the basic or standard rate 
of f.lre for one-way tickets is, and for the future will be, a just and 
reasonable rate for the interchangeable scrip coupon ticket we shall 
direct carriers to issue,"uo The origin of the amendment, the purposes 
it was designed to serve, and the course of proceedings under it all 
cast doubt upon the wisdom of this type of Congressional action. 

Perhaps the most outstanding illustration of the new legislative 
approach is provided by the so-called Hoch-Smith Resolution of 
January 30, 19'-5.211 While this resolution directed the Commission to 
undertake a comprehensive rate structure investigation, so that mal
adjustments in rate relationships might be removed, and purported to 
enunciate guiding principles for the setdement of rate controversies, 
its primary objective was to alford relief to agriculture in matters 
of freight rates. This is evidenced by the initial declaration that it is 
"the true policy in rate making to be pursued by the Interstate Com
merce Commission in adjusting freight rates, that the conditions 
which at any given time prevail in our several industries should be 
considered in so f.Ir as it is legally possible to do so, to the end that 
commodities may freely move"; it is clearly disclosed in the culmi
nating direction that the Commission clfect such lawful changes in 
the rate structure as will promote freedom of movement of the prod-

... u.u..t s-• •. N. Y. C""",, II. 11. •• 63 u.s. 603 (19'4). at p. 6u • 

... 1 ......... p<r6I. Mil .. ,. Tid,u I.wnigdlio •• g8 I.C.C. .g8 (lg.,). at p. 312. 
111 43 Stat. 801. For • m"", detailed lDIiysis of tho nature ... d implicatioas of rhia 

_ ......... Put I, pp. 22:r-a35. 
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ucts of agriculture, including livestock, affected by depression, "at the 
lowest possible lawful rates compatible with the maintenance of ade
quate transportation service," Throughout the course of its history 
the Commission, in the enforcement of the basic standards of the 
Act, had been striving to remove the maladjustments toward which 
the rate structure investigation ordered by the enactment was di
rected. Even this mandate of the resolution, therefore, though seem
ingly involving a regulatory requirement of general applicability, but 
constituted an arbitrary expression of want of confidence in the Com
mission, induced solely by the clamor of the agricultural interests for 
relie£ That the effective impetus for the legislation as a whole was 
provided by these special interests appears clearly, of course, from 
the provisions dealing specifically with rates on agricultural products. 
The Commission had investigated such rates in a number of pro
ceedings, during the period of post-war readjustment, and though it 
recognized that the difficulties of the agricultural situation were the 
result of more fundamental causes than the level of transportation 
charges, it had effected considerable reduction of the rate burden.= 
But dissatisfaction continued, and appeal was made directly to Con
gress. The Hoch-Smith Resolution was an attempt to override the 
judgment of the Commission, exercised through orderly processes 
in the light of the established regulatory structure viewed in all its 
interrelationships, and to recognize the special demands of dissatis
fied litigants and their supporters through the exertion of political 
power.'" Moreover, as so often happens in such cases of Congres-

a22 Sec, for example, Ntlliontll uve Slocl( Shippwr Le4gue v, A. T. 6- S. F. Ry. Co .• 
631.C.C .• 07 ('9"); Ilizulon Groin. Groin ProdU&lt, and Hoy, 64 I.C.C. 85 ('9"); 
Reduced Roles, 1922, 68 I.C.C. 676. See. also, RIlle ReduetiolU, 67th Cong., lit Scss., 
House Doc. No. 115. 

12. Compare the following from an address on "The Modero Trend of Railroad 
Regulatioo" by Kenneth F. Burgess, before the St. Louis Railway Club, 00 April 12, 

19"9. at pp. 8-9: "From 1920 through the year 1924 the Interstate Commerce Com
mission and the state commissions heard and decided a Dumber of cases involving the 
demands of farmen for reductions in the rates OD the products of the Wm. ranch and 
orchard. Grain tales were reduced in amounts varying from 15 to 20 per ccot, and 
other rates on the products of agriculture were subjected to large reductions. All of 
these cases were decided upon voluminous records, after careful investigatiO.D.I by the 
regulatory commissions. Yet, in January. ]925. Congrell passed. a Joint Resolution, 
which iI known at the Hoch-Smith Resolution, in which the Interstate Commerce 
Commission was directed to embark upon an entirely new undcttaking. No one yet 
knows exactly what this Resolution mcana, but it did declare that the CornmiuioD 
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sional interference, this political move turned out to be a mere ges
ture. Although the resolution complicated the standards of rate 
making and imposed very onerous tasks upon the Commission, it 
fell far short of providing a clear-cut basis for according the contem
plated relief even to agriculture. Its very terms inhibited effective 
action. The conditions prevailing in particular industries were to be 
considered only "in so far as it is legally possible to do so"; the "low
est possible" rates to be established on the products of agriculture 
were also to be "lawful" rates and "compatible with the maintenance 
of adequate transportation service." Accordingly. while the Commis
sion deemed itself under Congressional order to prevent rate advances 
on agricultural products affected by depression and to require rate rOo 
ductions wherever possible, it was compelled to recognize that the 
resolution "sets no new standards of lawfulness. but provides. in 
effect, that to the extent that there are flexible limits to our [its] dis
cretion. we [it] shall require the maintenance of the lowest rates 
falling within these flexible limits"-in other words. "that agricul
tural products affected by depression shall • • . be included in the 
class of most favored commodities, to such extent, at least, as may be 
~compatible with the maintenance of adequate transportation serv
ice.' " ... But even this restricted construction has been hdd to be un-

mould, with the lea .. practicable delay. put into elI<ct the lowest possible lawful rates 
on the pIOdUCtl of .gricullUle and that in making rates fOr the NIUIe it mould take 
into RtcOunt the present and future conditions of particular industries which ship 
&eigbL Thi.R ... lutioD was rca:ntly described by one of the members of the In ...... te 
Comm .... Commission as undertaking to make the nil .... d •• sort of economic shock
.boorber fOr the country. If it be intelpreted literally it is perfecdy impossible of execu
ti .... because the nilroad commission .. of the NIUIe would bave to become • sort of 
dainoyant. He not only would have to investigate as to the internal conditions of 
eVOlf sort of industry which shipped &eigbt, but he would have to progDOlticate u to 
the NIUIe of industries in ord .. to determine what would be necessary and wise. Sine<: 
this I!.esolution we .... ctecI, the whole proc:<ISC$ of the In ........ Comm..". Commia
lion haw been devoted targely to investigating these economic coDditioas which do IlOt 
c:onc:erD nilrood transportatiDD, except in • remo .. degree. Wh ...... it may finally 
be held to mean, it is perfi:ctly eleal to any stUdent of the situation. that the Hoch-Smith 
Resolution ... in _ • aiticiam by Congress of the judgment of the Commission 
in the cases which it had been deciding on volumino"" r.cords after c:udUl in_liga
tion and was passed upon the oolici .. tiOll of unsuc:ceuful litigants and theit political 
IUpporten." 

"" Groi ... ~ Groi. Proll_ • ... I.C.C. '35 (1927). at p. .64. See. al ... "....n... 
NIIIioIul U .. SIWo\ "sso .•. ". T • .,. S. F. Ry. Co. 122 I.C.C. 60g (1927); C.if. 
ero-,' .,. SIoi"..... ""*<Ii .. LHpe Yo S. P. Co .. 129 I.C.C. '5 ('927). '3' LC.C. 
58. (19'7). 
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duly sweeping.'" Considering the definite issue as to "whether the 
resolution changes the substantive p;'ovisions of existing laws relating 
to transportation rates, and particularly whether rates which would 
be lawful under those laws are made unlawful by it,"226 the Supreme 
Court reached a negative conclusion with respect to all of the stipula
tions of the enactment. Specifically, it found the mandate with regard 
to rates on agricultural products affected by depression to require only 
"lawful changes," as determined by the provisions of pre-existing law, 
and to afford no foundation for according "most favored" treatment 
to the products of agriculture, by way of departure from findings jus
tified by pre-existing law.22' Essentially, however, the impropriety of 
this Congressional interference is grounded in more basic considera
tions than the judicial construction placed upon the; particular terms 
of the resolution. It seems clear that such political enactments, for 
the furtherance of special interests through direct legislative action, 
tend to weaken the system of administrative contro~ and to hamper, 
if not seriously to impair, the independent performance of the Com
mission's tasks. 

'25 Ann Arbor R. Co. v. U,S' I 281 U.S. 658 (1930), holding invalid the Commis
sion's order in Calif. Growerl & Shippers' Prokcti", utlglle v. S. P. Co., 129 I.C.C. 2-5 
(19'7), 13' I.C.C. 58. (19'7). 

a,s/bid .. p. 666. 
127 The Court found that c'the true policy in rate making," as enunciated by the first 

paragraph of the resolution, "is not .new" (p. 666); and that the substantive provisioDl 
of the second paragraph, under which the Commission was directed to make a thor
ough rate structUre invC$tigation. specified matters which "have all been regarded as 
&'ctors requiring consideration under existing laws" (p. 667). A similar conclusion 
was reac.bed with regard to the provisions dealing specifically with rates on agricul
tural products. In the words of Justice Van DevanlU: ''The third paragraph w .. con
strued by the commission as making a change 'in the basic law: as placing agricul .. 
tural produCb in a 'most lavored' class, and as jwtifying • reduction in the rates on 
deciduous fruits moving from California to eastern points, notwithstanding most of 
the carriers 'have not as yet made the Wr return' for which tIsa of the Interstate Com~ 
merc:e Act makes provision as a means of securing the maintenance of an adequate 
uansportation system. Indeed, it is apparent from the Commission', opinions that it 
regarded this paragraph as requiring it to condemn the existing rates as unreasonable 
and unlawful, although, had they been comidered indepcndendy of the paragraph, 
they must have been uphdd as reasonable and lawful under the applicable sec::tioDl 
••• of the existing law," No basil was found for such • corutruc:tion. "The para .. 
graph." laid the Court, "does not purpon to make any change in the existing law. but 
on the contrary requires that that law be given effect. Nor does it purpon to make 
unlawful any rate which under the existing law is a lawful rate. but on the c:onttary 
leaves the validity of the rate 10 be tested by that law. The paragraph requim only 
that -Jawful changes' in the rate struc:ture be madei and we find in it JlO laocOon for 
any other change" (pp. 667-668). 
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One further illustration of this Congressional tendency will suffice. 
The vigorous efforts put forth in recent years to remove the Pullman 
surcharge through direct legislative action, though they have not 
been crowned with success, throw much light upon the subversive 
character of this disposition to substitute political power for adminis
trative judgment. The surcharge as it now operates-whereby 50 per 
cent of the charge for space in sleeping and parlor cars is levied on 
the passenger for the benefit of the rail carrier-was authorized by 
the Commission in 1920 as a means of providing a necessary addition 
to the passenger revenues of the railroads.2SS The need for enhancing 
carrier revenues upon the termination of Federal Control and the 
expiration of the transitional guaranty period was universally ac
knowledged; anp the surcharge was established, by way of supple
ment to the large direct rate increases which were authorized, in exe
cution of the affirmative Congressional mandate with regard to earn
ings imposed upon the Commission by the Transportation Act. The 
rates thus prescribed, including the Pullman surcharge, were made 
applicable to intrastate as well as interstate traffic, and the exercise of 
this authority was sweepingly upheld by the Supreme Court.129 From 
the beginning, in other words, the matter of the surcharge constituted 
an integral part of the process of rate regulation, with special refer
ence to the passenger service. This was made indisputably clear in a 
subsequent elaborate investigation, in response to complaints by an 
association of commercial travelers, as to the propriety of continuing 
the surcharge."so The reasonableness of the charge was upheld be
cause of the railroads' need of the revenue provided thereby, because 
of the higher cost of the service rendered to the Pullman passenger, 
because of the greater value of that service as compared with ordi
nary coach service. In this determination the Commission was but 
exercising its informed discretion in regulating passenger &res. "The 
surcharge • • • ought not to be regarded as an independent third 
charge upon the passenger. It was devised as a simple and convenient 

n.,~ _" '920. 58 I.C.C. 220, '4'. For • mon: detailed ..w,.u of ..,. 
problem of the Pullman IIIIChalJIe, .... pp. 88-g6, ..,... 

no lVimwiIo R. R. C ........ C. B. & O. R. R. c •• '57 u.s. 563 ('9"1) • 
... Cit...,.. fOr _,... ;,. $I..,.., .. Pori.,. C_.95 I.C.C. 469 ('9>5). The 

origiDal pr.-diDg. No. 11567. which dealt with ..,. bnJoder iosuc of the reasoDabI ... 
..... of Pullmaa cIwp. .... 0nI.,. 0/ VrUtel C __ T~ of ;1--' •. 
PtrII_Co. 
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method for computing an addition to the basic passenger fare for 
those who ride in Pullman cars, and is thus equivalent to an increase 
in the rate per mile.""! Furthermore, the Commission found that 
the railroads "earn less per car-mile, on the average, from their Pull
man business than they earn from their coach business, even when 
the surcharge collections and the various financial benefits accruing 
from the existing Pullman contracts are taken into consideration," 
and that "at least there is less warrant for eliminating the surcharge 
than for reducing the basic passenger fare which applies even to travel 
in mixed trains of freight and passenger cars."'" Considerable em
phasis was also placed upon the relationship of the surcharge to the 
reasonableness of the Pullman rates as such, from the standpoint of 
the aggregate burden upon the passenger, and some of the commis
sioners even stressed the necessity of making freight rates the first 
beneficiary of such revenue reduction as was contemplated.... Re
gardless of the particular outcome of this proceeding, then, the in
extricable relationship between the basic passenger fare, the Pullman 
tariff, and the surcharge-indeed, the unity of the entire process of 
rate regulation-was clearly established. Under such circumstances, 
Congressional tampering with the surcharge would constitute a re
version to the method of direct legislative rate fixing, in contradiction 
of" the underlying character of the prevailing system of contro~ with-

.. I Ibid .• p. 478. "'Ibid. 
I •• Note the following from the concurring opinion of Commissioner Lewis 

(pp. 479-480): "Beyond the considerations which arc pretc:nlCd in the majori!)' upon, 
another impresses me. It is that, if the revenues of the carriers are to be reduced lOme 
$35.000,000 to 140,000.000 a year, the cut should Dot be made in behalf of those who 
patronize that part of the transportation service that borden aD the de luxe unless it 
clearly appears that the present rate is unreasonable. There arc fundamental readjust· 
ments for which the $35,000,000 to $40,000.000 should be conserved. In passenger 
transportation., reductions when made should be in the basic 3.6<CDt &re, which would 
apply to Pullman and coach travclcn alike. . • . But other adjustments demand more 
prompt attention than passtnger-&re adjustmenL Reductions aggregating $35.000,000 
to $40,000,000 ia rates 00 basic commodities would oot be iaconsidc:rable." 10 the 
westero district the shrinkage of revenue resulting from the removal of the IUtCharge 
"would cover the removal of the remainder of the Ex PIIT1e 74 i.acrease from coarse 
grains and mill products other than those of wheat, and a 14 per ceot reduction added 
to the 1921 reduction of one-half of the i.nc:reascs of 1920, on wheat, flour, and meal." 
In the eastern district such shrinkage of revenue "if applied to grain and grain products 
•.. would afford • 15 to 18 per cent reduction." As for the southern district: "Prom 
the standpoint of public policy, the South stands in greater need of lower freight rates 
on fertilizer and some basic commodities than of a reduction of charges paid YUf 
largely by nonresidc.nrs who travel in superscrvices aaoss her States." 
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out reference to the organic nature of the regulatory process, and by 
way of political censorship of specific administrative determinations. 
None -the less, the dissatisfied interests have repeatedly resorted to 
Congress for relief since the Commission's adverse findings were 
made; and though the proposal for repeal of the surcharge has not 
thus &r reached the stage of enactment into law, the legislative body 
appears to have lent a willing ear to the petitioners. Hearings have 
been held by Congressional committees, amounting, in effect, to a 
review of the proceeding before the Commission, numerous bills 
providing for the removal of the surcharge have been presented, and 
favorable action has been taken by the Senate .... This procedure may 
well be characterized as "a striking and glaring example" of the re
cent legislative tendency to interfere unduly with the functions of the 
Commission. 

To construe the various developments to which attention has been 
directed as effecting a destruction of the Commission's status as an 
expert and independent tribunal would constitute a serious distortion 
of the facts. Neither executive nor legislative inBuence has been 
exerted in such measure or has proceeded to such extremes as in fact 
to undermine the dominance of the administrative method of control 
or impair the judicial temper with which the difficult tasks of regu
lation must be performed. The Commission remains the outstanding 
administrative body of the federal governmental establishment, in 
the high quality of its labors as well as in the great sweep of its 

... Bill. to .bolish the Pullman surcharge began to be introduced during the 67th 
Co.,..... earl, in '921; and during the Dex. CoD!!"," •• ery large Dumbez .ppeared. 
On March 20. 19~ it was said that "lOD'lething like 117 bills have been inuoduc:ed in 
Con_ to accomplish this purpose." e •• ,.....,;OII. R=mI. Vol. 65. P. '924. No 
action. was taken. however, until after the Commission'. decision in Clurps fOr PM
.... ,....;" SIHpi.,1 .. 4 PIII'I ... Cor,. 95 I.C.C. 469 ('925). S. 862. pro.iding fOr the 
abolition 0( the surchargw:, was then attached. as I "rider" to the independent oflic:es 
appropriation bill (H.ll. 11505). and .... passed b, the Sen .... 56 to 8. 00 Februuy 
13. 1912,. Public hearings on the amendment were held by the House Committee on 
In_ta .. and F=ign Commeroe, February .8 to 2 •• aod the Committee decided ad
veneI, b, a vo .. of .6 to .. Iargel, boca .... of the undaitability of Congressional inter
I<rence with .... making and boca_ of the opposition of the agricultural in_ On 
February 2', 1925. the House defeated. the "rider" by • vote of 255 to 124. The Senate 
Committee 00 In_ta" Commenz .... bold beatings on S. "43. April 20 to 24. '926, 
and IIill futthc< bills have boeo _ted aiDa: th.t time. See e •• ,....tsitnuII R=mI: 
Vol. 66, pp. 3606-36'4. 4887-49'3; Vol. 67, pp. 627 .. 6288. 67'4. 11609' Vol. 68, 
P. 59'7; Vol. 69. P. 9675. 
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authority. The Commission itself, in conformity with a long tradition 
of intelligent and disinterested public service, has maintained a me
ticulous aloofness from the embarrassments of politics; and these 
standards of competence and integrity and impartiality have been 
reflected in the public confidence with which constandy increasing 
responsibilities have been intrusted to its care. Administrative control, 
under broad legislative policies, through the continuous and flexible 
exercise of discretion, on the basis of thorough inquiry, by a special
ized tribunal "appointed by law" and "informed by experience," con
stitutes the established method of regulation in the federal sphere; 
and it is generally recognized that under this method of regulation 
the complete independence of the adjudicating tribunal must be 
scrupulously maintained. The overwhelming bulk of the Commis
sion's tasks has been, and is being, performed under such a legisla
tive structure, through such administrative processes, and in such 
freedom from interference. The emerging disposition to exen execu
tive influence upon the Commission's determinations, whether di
recdy or through manipulation of the appointing power, and to de
fine the rights of special interests by direct legislative action, virtually 
by way of retrial of some of the Commission's proceedings, is not 
only a quite recent phenomenon, but it has merely touched the 
fringes of the extensive and highly complex regulatory system. The 
dangers which inhere in such an approach are very real, but they 
chiefly con=n the future of the Commission rather than its past or 
present performance. The foregoing analysis of various developments 
which might impair the Commission's independence of action was 
designed to emphasize such trends as are clearly inconsistent with 
the maintenance of the prevailing methods of regulation, despite the 
fact that these trends have not, as yet, crystaIlized into a definite course 
of governmental policy, and that their practical influence, thus far, 
has been largely negligible. Persistence in this new approach, how
ever, or the further extension of these recent tendencies, might seri
ously jeopardize the system of control which has been deliberately 
and laboriously developed over a period of more than four decades, 
and which has constituted, by comparison with all earlier methods, 
the most appropriate and effective instrument yet devised for the 
equitable adjustment of private rights and public interests. It is 
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highly significant that one of the ablest and most experienced Ameri
can students of the problems and agencies of public control has re
cendy found it necessary, by way of conclusion to a careful survey of 
the Commission and its work, to focus attention upon "the para
mount importance in the public interest of both the executive branch 
and the legislative branch of the Government doing everything 
practicable to strengthen the Commission and refraining from any 
impairment of its dignity or sense of responsibility through inter
fering direcdy or indirecdy with its discretion and authority."28G 

16. SUMMAIlY AND CONCLUSION 

An effort has been made in the preceding pages to indicate the 
nature and limits of the Commission's exercise of discretion, as a 
final aspect of the scope of its jurisdiction. The legislative sources of 
this discretionary authority, the administrative processes through 
which it is asserted, and the judicial doctrines under which its prac
tical manifestations are sustained have been analyzed in considerable 
detail; and attention has been directed to certain recent devdopments, 
reJlecting the exertion of external inlluence, which are calculated to 
impair the independence of action essential to the equitable and effec
tive exercise of this discretionary power. It is but necessary to re
emphasize, by way of summary, the more general significance of 
these characteristics of the Commission's formal status and function
ing experience. 

Both the initial adoption and the continued expansion of the ad
ministrative system of regulating public service undertakings, in the 
federal sphere as in the case of the states, has been grounded in the 
pressure of practical need. While the method of judicial enforcement 
of the common-law obligations of public callings may have served 
as an adequate instrument of control under the relativdy simple 
economic conditions which preceded the dawn of modern indll$
tria1ism, it would constitute a virtual abdication of control in the 
public interest under the complex and dynamic relationships result
ing from the operations of the railroad and other utility enterprises 

... Walker Do H~ .,. <it., I'- > •• For • brief IIUl'Y<)' of the entire problem, with 
numerous concrete illustrations of alleged interference, see: L c.. Sorrell. '"Political 
hte-MatiD&." TrrItfic Wwlol. Vol ••• (Oct. >6, Ig>g), PI'- 1.4~I05" 
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of the prevailing industrial era. Judicial regulation, in common-law 
terms, merely provides private redress for private wrong; because its 
processes are prolonged and cosdy, they frequendy are not invoked 
even on this basis; when invoked, they afford an avenue of relief only 
to those who are direct participants in the litigated transactions, re
gardless of the ultimate incidence of the burdens produced by mal
adjustments; they are confined to determining the legal validity of 
past arrangements, without prescribing appropriate courses of future 
action. Since the fundamental objective of government control is to 
maintain proper relationships between these key industries and the 
public, rather than merely to provide private redress by way of in
demnification for past wrongs, some measure of affirmative legisla
tive action was found to be necessary from the very beginning of the 
modern public services. Regulation through special charters and 
franchises, supplemented by more general statutory enactments, was 
deemed to constitute an indispensable minimum of positive govern
mental interference. But the course of experience disclosed unmis
takably the inadequacies of the method of direct legislative regula
tion. The law-making bodies, sensitive to the constant pressure of 
political influence and possessed of no special competence for the in
tricate tasks of public service contro~ were unable to establish au
thoritative relationships between private rights and public interests 
on a just and effective basis; and even where such relationships, nec
essarily of restricted scope. were soundly determined in the first in
stance, they tended to serve as rigid adjustments, unresponsive to the 
changing demands of changing conditions. There was pressing need, 
in these circumstances, for a more comprehensive, a more realistic, 
and a more flexible system of regulation-a system grounded in un
biased inquiry, molded by informed judgment, enforced by special
ized agencies, of expert personne~ functioning continuously. With 
such ends in view resort was had to the administrative method of 
control. The early bodies, of the advisory type. were in due course 
transformed into mandatory commissions, with a progressive exten
sion of their jurisdictional scope and sweep of authority. The func
tions of the courts came to be restricted to tasks of review, performed, 
predominandy, as a means of providing mere negative safeguards 
against abuse of power; the functions of the legislatures came to be 
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confined to the enunciation of guiding policies, without attempt, for 
the most part, to define in concrete terms the complex of rights and 
duties involved in the enforcement of the accompanying legislative 
standards; vast powers were conferred upon the administrative tri
bunals to evolve specific principles and practices in furtherance of 
these general policies, and, on the basis of orderly fact-finding activity, 
to mold continuously and flexibly all of the more significant practical 
relationships between the public and the public service industries. 

The dominant characteristic of this system of control is to be found 
in the broad scope of the discretionary authority which it entails. Both 
procedurally and substantively there is contemplation, at every turn, 
of a large exercise of informed judgment by the administrative 
bodies. In order that their determinations. designed to achieve posi
tive ends, may be based upon the fullest possible disclosures of fact, 
these tribunals are free from hampering procedural restrictions. Com
plaints may be brought by associated groups, both private and govern
mental, as well as by individuals and business units directly con=ned 
in the questioned adjustments; proceedings may he entered upon in 
the absence of complaint, on the initiative of the regulatory bodies 
themselves; in the conduct of the proceedings, there is great latitude 
as to the admissibility of evidence and the significance to be attached 
thereto. In other words, these commissions are endowed with broad 
investigatory powers, instead of being restricted by the artificial issues 
and legalistic requirements which so frequently characterize purely 
judicial inquiries. In conformity with this approach, too, they have 
the assistance of permanent technical staffs and they are often repre
sented by special counsel. And the administrative findings, so arrived 
at, involve the exercise of mixed governmental functions. Contro
versies are adjudicated, and reparations are awarded; courses of ac
tion for the future are prescribed. and conditions are imposed in 
connection with permissive findings; complex and significant bodies 
of mct are as=tained. rules and regulations of diverse character are 
established, statutory violations are investigated, criminal prosecu
tions are instituted. There is a marked blending of judicial, legisla
tive, and executive functions in this regulatory process. and it is ap
plied. in these various aspects, with reference to the same parties, and 
frequently in different proceedings pending at the same time. In these 
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circumstances the workability of the system depends upon the in
telligence and fairness with which the administrative authorities per_ 
form their many interrelated tasks; but the pervasive exercise of large 
discretionary authority is of the very nature of these tasks, not only 
in connection with matters of procedure, but, more significantly, in 
the fashioning of substantive adjusttnents. For the most part the 
legislative policies with the: execution of which the commissions are 
charged are formulated in very general terms, by way of basic duties 
imposed upon the carriers and controlling powers conferred upon the 
regulatory authorities. Standards of action, largely undefined, are 
thus prescribed for both the public service enterprises and the ad
ministrative tribunals, but the proper translation of these standards 
into concrete arrangements, in the light of the complexities of each 
proceeding, the organic character of the regulatory process as a whole, 
and the pressure of constantly changing circumstances and condi
tions, is left to the ultimate determination of these governmental 
bodies, on the basis of their informed judgment. Since the primary 
objective, in most instances, is the protection and furtherance of the 
public interest, which is subject neither to precise definition as a 
general goal nor to automatic realization in concrete terms, the exer
cise of discretion becomes the dominant factor both in the disposition 
of applications, under the enabling powers, and in the adjudication 
of controversies, under the directing powers. The administrative de
terminations come to constitute a series of governmental acts, only 
the general channels of which are charted by the legislatures, and 
the enforcement of which, in the absence of vitiating constitutional 
or legal difficulties, is free from judicial interference. 

The Interstate Commerce Commission was conceived as such a 
discretion-aercising tribunal from the very outset. This is clearly 
evidenced by the generality of the basic standards, still operative, 
established by the original Act to Regulate Commerce. Initially, the 
authority of the Commission was almost entirely confined to the 
sphere of rate control; and for guidance in this sphere, the first three 
sections of the Act merely prohibited unreasonable charges, unjust 
discriminations, and undue preferences. Regardless of whether, un
der the 1887 legislation, the Commission was limited to the condem
nation of existing adjusttnents or could prescribe others in lieu 
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thereof for the future, the enforcement of these prohibitions, necessi
tating the determination of ultimate facts as to reasonableness and 
discrimination, rendered the independent exercise of informed judg
ment indispensable. But this was a mere beginning. As the weak
nesses of the original statute were gradually removed and the au
thority of the Commission progressively expanded by subsequent 
enactments, the element of discretion became, unquestionably, the 
dominant characteristic of the regulatory process. The express dele
gation of directing powers to the Commission provided a highly 
flexible instrument, essentially legislative in character, for molding 
future adjustments; the authority conferred upon the Commission to 

act on its own initiative, as well as on complaint, was a reflection of 
the public nature of the relationships sought to be regulated and of 
the affirmative character of the responsibilities reposed in the estab
lished agency of control; the procedural reforms whereby, with the 
sanction of penalties, the Commission's orders became binding by 
their own terms, constituted an explicit recognition of the primacy of 
the administrative method and served as a basis for withholding the 
powers of judicial review from all determinations of a fact-finding 
or discretionary character. The jurisdiction of the Commission, in 
such terms, was extended to an important group of public service 
undertakings other than carriers by railroad; and in the expansion of 
the range of its substantive powers, the Commission was increasingly 
endowed with vast grants of discretionary authority. 

The development of the original field of rate regulation affords an 
excellent example, even if we but recall a few of its more important 
aspects. The rate-making power, as conferred in 1!j06, was restricted 
to the prescription of maximum rates; by the 1920 legislation the 
Commission was authorized to fix minimum as well as maximum 
rates, and thus, within its discretion, to prescribe the absolute rates to 
be charged. Initially the Commission's authority in rate controversies 
could be invoked only after charges had actually been put into elfect; 
by the 1910 legislation, through the ratc-suspcnsion power, the Com
mission was enabled, within its discretion, to enter upon the processes 
of investigation upon the mere filing of propo=! schedules. During 
the greater part of its history the Commission's authority over gen
eral rate levels was expressly conditioned only by the necessity of 
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observing traditional standards of reasonableness; the 1920 legis
lation enacted a rule of rate-making whicb, though nominally a 
more precise definition of legislative policy, opened up additional 
zones, of broad scope and far-reaching significance, for the exercise 
of administrative discretion. Under the mandates of this rule, the 
Commission is required, for the purpose of maintaining railroad 
credit and providing for the development of an adequate transporta
tion system, to determine and announce, from time to time, what 
constitutes a fair rate of return to the carriers; in the establishment 
of a rate base for its computations of a fair return, it is required, in 
almost complete absence of Congressional guidance, to ascertain 
what value shall be placed upon carrier properties; and it is directed 
to make available the necessary revenue, as thus determined, only 
under the largely undefined conditions of reasonable expenditures 
for maintenance and of honest, efficient, and economical manage
ment. Moreover, as a means of further safeguarding the transporta
tion system as a whole, the Commission is empowered, with like 
resort to judgment and discretion in controlling measure, to regulate 
the disposition and use as between the Government and the railroads 
of excess earnings accruing to individual carriers; to apportion joint 
rates as between participating carriers with primary reference to the 
public interest; to adjust rate relationships as between intrastate and 
interstate commerce and the flow of revenlle resulting from local 
charges in terms of national requirements. 

Nor has this growing reliance upon the exercise of administrative 
discretion been confined to matters of rate control. The affirmative 
approach, with its flexible methods of performance, which is re
flected in these rate provisions has been extended to the field of serv
ice and facilities and to the sphere of organization and finance. Even 
under normal conditions the Commission's powers over car service 
necessitate the concrete application of such general standards as are 
implicit in the requirements of safety, adequacy, and reasonable
ness; under conditions of emergency they authorize summary ac
tion, in complete disregard of prevailing regulations and by way of 
unrestricted subordination of private rights to public interests, with 
reference to such highly significant matters as the common use of 
rolling stock and terminal facilities, the observance of preferences 
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and priorities in the movement of traffic, the routing and distribution 
of shipments as between different carriers. And the control exercised 
over the extent of the railroad plant and service to be made available 
by the carriers is also dominated by the element of discretion: volun
tary extensions and abandonments of road, as well as compulsory 
construction of new lines, are made to depend upon uncharted ad
ministrative findings of public convenience and necessity. Simi
larly, the Commission's enabling powers in connection with intercor
porate rdations and the issuance of securities are overwhdmingly 
discretionary in character. Whether authority is sought for the pool
ing of traffic or of revenue, for acquisitions of control of one carrier 
by another through lease or stock ownership, or for actual consolida
tions of carrier properties, findings of public interest are essential to 
apJ;lroval, and terms and conditions may be imposed under which 
the proposed courses of action may he consummated; and applica
tions to issue securities or to assume obligations must likewise be 
shown to be compatible with the public interest, both as to their 
general purposes and in terms of the specific instruments under con
sideration, and the imposition of conditions is again expressly con
templated. In all these directions, as in numerous other aspects of 
the legislative structure, the Congressional enactments virtually pro
vide a basis for a continuing process of administrative law making 
as applied to particular situations. 

The sweeping exercise of discretion which thus inheres in the 
-legislative mandates is rdlected, in practice, throughout the range of 
the Commission's labors. This has been amply illustrated, in this vol
ume, by the nature of the interrdationships which subsist between 
railroad regulation and the control of allied utilities, and by the 
character of the federal assertion of power over intrastate commerce; 
it will be even more strikingly revealed, in the volume following, by 
the substantive direction of the Commission's activities in the major 
fidds of control-particularly in the valuation of carrier properties 
and in the regulation of extensions and abandonments, intercorporate 
rdations, security issues, rate rdationships, and the levd of charges. 
But entirdy apart from the substance of the Commission's findings, 
the regulative processes employed are characterized by such a high 
degree of Bexibility that the dement of discretion tends to control the 
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disposition of the vast bulk of proceedings. Since the ascertainment 
of facts with regard to both the past and the future, in terms of such 
general standards as justness, reasonableness, fair return, conven
ience and necessity, public interest, and the like, is the Commis
sion's primary objective, precedents are but feebly operative, and 
rights and interests are seldom adjudicated with any degree of defini
tiveness. The outcome of each proceeding is determined by its own 
distinctive circumstances, and opportunities for change or modifica
tion, through rehearings and supplemental investigations, are gen
erally made available as matters of course. This approach springs not 
only from the basic nature of the administrative method, which seeks 
to provide continuous and flexible control by a body of experts in 
the light of specific records developed for its consideration, but also 
from certain important peculiarities which often attach to the Com
mission's determinations. In comprehensive proceedings, like those 
dealing with general rate levels, the Commission frequently issues 
sweeping orders, designed to attain major ends, despite deficiencies in 
necessary data; and even more frequently, as in case not only of gen
eral rate levels but of intrastate-interstate rate rdationships and the 
division of joint rates, it is compelled to act on typical evidence, with
out precise support for the all-inclusive findings which it may promul
gate. In these circumstances the original determinations, which may 
themselves bring maladjustments into being, are necessarily provi
sional in character, at least as far as their full sweep is concerned, and 
subsequent modifications become inevitable. The addition of sav
ing clauses to such orders is not merely a means of providing safe
guards against attack in the courts, but rather a frank recognition of 
the inconclusiveness, on the merits, of the immediate administrative 
findings, and of the essential continuity of the regulative process. Not 
infrequently, furthermore, the Commission voluntarily refrains from 
formal action, despite acknowledged authority in the premises and 
adequacy of record by way of support, in order that the carriers them
selves may have an opportunity, in the first instance, to adjust the 
diJliculties disclosed, just as it has come to permit the state authorities 
to eliminate intrastate-interstate rate maladjustments, despite its own 
unquestioned power to issue direct orders; and often, too, temporary 
action is deliberately taken, in order that opportunities may be 
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afforded for necessary or desirable experimentation. Tbrough prag
matic processes of this character, molded by the requirements of each 
situation as it arises, the Commission, on the basis of continuing in
quiry, is enabled to carry out the policies of Congress in realistic and 
effective fashion, for the achievement of general constructive ends as 
well as the elimination of specific abuses. It operates, within broadly 
defined channels, as an independent governmental agency of eco
nomic control. 

In recognition of the legislative intent as to the dominance of this 
administrative method, the Commission's findings and orders, in so 
far as they are grounded in such necessary exercise of judgment and 
discretion, are clothed with finality. Under the prevailing regulatory 
structure, the courts insist upon resort to the Commission in the first 
place, and they withhold interference with all determinations which 
constitute an expression of discretionary authority. Through the doc
trine of primary jurisdiction they recognize that the judgment of the 
Commission is an essential preliminary to the assertion of judicial 
power; tbrough the doctrine of so-called negative orders they so far 
accept this judgment as to decline, on any basis, to review proceedings 
in which the relief sought has been denied by the Commission; and 
the grounds of judicial censorship of the Commission's affirmative 
orders, whether mandatory or permissive, consistendy exclude all 
matters involving the exercise of administrative discretion. The Com
mission's conclusions on issues of reasonableness, discrimination, and 
public interest, as well as on those raised by such other general stand
ards as guide its concrete findings with respect to past adjustments 
and future relationships, arc deemed to involve questions of fact the 
determination of which is inherendy dependent upon the judgment 
of the tribunal "appointed by law" and "ioformed by experience." 
Since these conclusions are based upon the character of the conflict
ing interests, the nature of the alternative expedients, and the weight 
of the evidence adduced, they are hdd to be entirdy free from the re
viewing processes of the courts. Essentially, judicial censorship con
fines itsdf to the matter of power-that is, the courts arc almost a
clusivdy concerned with legal issues clustering around the problem 
of whether the Commission, in the contested proceedings, has acted 
within the scope of its authority. While these issues assume many 
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forms-involving not only basic constitutional questions and direct 
questions of statutory construction, but inquiries as to whether, be
cause of the absence or palpable disregard of evidence, or because of 
the misapplication or failure to apply controlling rules of law, arbi
trary action or abuse of discretion has resulted-they have not in 
their outcome, with perhaps the notable exception of the valuation 
controversy, infringed upon the sphere of the Commission's legiti
mate exercise of discretion. The courts provide negative safeguards 
against unlawful action; the tasks of positive control are reserved to 
the Commission, and the findings and orders to which they lead are 
free from disturbance. Indeed, under the broad scope of the present 
legislative structure and under the matured relationship between the 
Commission and the courts which now prevails, relatively few ad
ministrative determinations are judicially invalidated on any ground. 
On the whole, the respective spheres of judicial and administrative ac
tivity have come to be differentiated with adequate clearness and 
certainty, and commendable restraint is being exercised by both the 
Commission and the courts. 

There is little questioning today of the desirability of the prevail
ing relationship between the Commission and the courts. Judicial 
review of matters of law is obviously essential. The safeguards pro
vided against unconstitutional assertions of power, whether through 
the Congressional enactments as such or through the administrative 
orders based thereon, are but a concrete recognition in this province 
of requirements which have been deemed fundamental to our entire 
institutional development; and the condemnation of administrative 
holdings which transcend the valid powers conferred is but a means 
of confining delegated functions and their exercise within the bounds 
of statutory jurisdiction. Judicial determinations of this character 
have imposed no unnecessary restraints upon the essential freedom of 
the Commission. They have but defined its jurisdiction on an au
thoritative basis, in conformity with orderly legal processes. And like 
ends have been served by the judicial requirements that findings and 
orders be supported by evidence and that pertinent rules of law be 
not ignored or misapplied. Administrative determinations which do 
not comply with such requirements are vitiated, not because of differ-
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ences in judgment as between the primary tribunal and the courts, 
but because they involve abuse of authority or issue in arbitrary ac
tion. Judicial censorship on these grounds, therefore, which is de
signed to maintain the fundamentals of a regime of law and to ren
der possible its organic development, is likewise restricted to defining 
the limits of administrative power. But while it is clearly necessary 
that judicial review embrace all these matters of legal power, it is 
equally important that it be not extended beyond these limits-that 
the discretion of the Commission be not subordinated to the discre
tion of the courts. For the most part, in this field, regulatory activity 
does not lend itself to the development of concrete legal rules; in 
the enforcement of the general standards established by Congressional 
enactment, resort to judgment and discretion is unavoidable. The 
issue, in these circumstances, is as to whether the conclusions of the 
Commission or those independently arrived at by the courts shall be 
controlling; and weighty considerations, grounded in both principle 
and experience, have led to the resolution of this issue in favor of the 
Commission. Administrative determinations are recognized as con
clusive, to the extent that they reflect a lawful exercise of discretion, 
because through such recognition the system of regulation tends to 
develop on a sounder basis and to be rendered a more effective instru
ment of control. Because of its specialized tasks, expert personnel, 
technical assistance, informal procedure, and continuous investiga
tion, the Commission possesses a competence in its province which 
courts of general jurisdiction, restricted by the traditional outlook 
and machinery of judicial process, can scarcely hope to attain; and, 
as a practical matter, administrative finality avoids the costs and delays 
incident to judicial review, and thereby effectuates the remedial pur
poses of regulatory policy more promptly and with less social friction. 
The general futility of the Commission's efforts during the first two 

decades of its existence, when the enforcement provisions of the 
original Act virtually rendered the courts the agencies of ultimate 
control, disclosed sharply the need of narrowing the scope of judi
cial review to matters of legal power; and the frnitful experience of 
the ensuing years, under the prevailing relationship between the 
Commission and the courts, has amply justified the dominance of 
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administrative authority. The desirability of this delimitation of 
functions has been recognized both by the Congress and by the Su
preme Court, and in no quarter is there counsel of retreat. 

If the institution of any policy of increased judicial control over 
the Commission's exercise of discretion is without sound warrant, 
political interference with its processes and results merits absolute 
condemnation. The exertion of political influence upon the perform
ance of its diverse functions and numerous tasks is entirely incon
sistent with the prosecution of impartial inquiry and the exercise of 
independent judgment, as contemplated by the law-making body and 
as assumed by the courts. Because of the very fact that the sweep of 
the Commission's discretionary authority is so vast in its scope and 
so controlling in its incidence, aloofness from political entanglements 
and freedom from external pressure are indispensable. Such require
ments are so basic in character that one cannot but view with con
cern the recent developments threatening the maintenance of the 
Commission's independence. Interference by the executive branch 
of the Government is an unmixed evil, however subtle and indirect 
its manifestations may be. No one would question the subversiveness 
of direct executive pressure upon an independent tribunal charged 
with tasks of adjudication which involve the adjustment of signifi
cant rights and interests both for the past and for the future; the pre
judgment of pending issues, the denial of reappointment because of 
dissatisfaction with specific determinations of commissioners, and the 
general control of personnel in terms of furthering political ends, 
are equally calculated to undermine informed and disinterested ad
ministrative performance. Political policy has no place in the appli
cation and enforcement of duly enacted Congressional mandates. 
And some of the activities of the legislative branch of the Gov
ernment may likewise prove harmful, although there can be no 
question as to the right of Congress to mold the character of the 
regulatory structure. In so far as the legislative enactments establish 
general policies, by way of supplement or amendment of the exist
ing system of contro~ they but modify or extend the basic charter 
under which the Commission is operating, without impairment of 
the administrative niethod or unwarranted restriction of adminis
trative freedom; in so far, on the other hand, as they are designed 
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to serve special interests, by way of censorship of the Commission's 
specific determinations, they tend to substitute political power for the 
established system of orderly inquiry, in disregard of the organic 
character of the regulatory process, in derogation of the independ
ence of the administrative tribunal, and in reversion to methods of 
control which are inherently unsuited to the complexities of the pre
vailing social and industrial order. While this undesirable intrusion 
by the executive and legislative branches of the Government has not, 
as yet, issued in serious consequences, such developments in this di
rection as have emerged in recent years are sufficiently ominous to 
arrest attention. Only through avoidance of the pitfalls which they 
involve can the full possibilities of independent administrative regu
lation be realized. 
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For general analysis. ICC Table of Conte.olS 

Abandonments, 223-224. 264-2.69, 419-
420. Su also Extensions and abandoD.~ 
m.ents. 

Accounts and reports: complete federal 
control authorized, 216-217; constitu~ 
tionality of proviliom. 418; constitu
tionality of findings, 419""420; of <lee
nie railways, 14-15; of water carriers, 
36-37; of express companies, 64; of 
deeping-car companies, 86-87; of pipe .. 
line companies, 99; of transmission 
agencies, log. treatment of abandoned 
property. 419-420; depreciation ac
counting, log-no. 

AcquisitiODl of control: legislative curtail
ment of atate powers, :118-2.:10; effect 
of adminiltrativc performance: on state: 
jurisdiction, 250-254i ICOpe of c:l.iscra
tion, 359. 483; o:lepbone compllllies. 
118; terminal lines, 437-

Acquisitionl of fic:ilities: authority to Ol

der, US-UBi Dot applicable to express 
compllllie .. 66; scope of dUcretion, 362. 

Act of Maxcb 4. 1915 (locomotive head
lights) •• 07. 

Act of June 10. 1921 (combination of 
telepbone companieI). 118. 

Act to llegula", Commerce: hasic purpoae 
and provisioDS, 3. 480; kind. of rail
_do not di.tinguished, 10; direct juris
diction over water carrien not accorded. 
18; DOt applicable to expn:sa companies, 
6o-63i cwtailment of ltate powena 
22;6, 237. 239; fimction of courts UD
der. 385-397; reparations procedure. 
394-395: CDmID.on-law rights under. 

394""395· 
Administnti .. burdeD, 186-xS7. 
Administnti... disaetion, exercise of: 

basis lAd limitationo, 347'"349; nature 
of admw-ti... method, 349""357; 
legislati.. provisions, 35:1-367; regu
lati.. processes, 36:1-384; relation
obip of the courts, 384""45'; aeneraI 

scope of judicial review, 38S-393; doc· 
trine of primary jurisdiction) 393-406; 
doctrine of affirmative and negative 
orders, 4°6-417; grounds of judicial 
censorship, 417-452; constitutionality) 
417-421; statulOrf construction, 421-
424; arbitrary actioD, 424-450; politi. 
cal interference. 452-477; executive. 
453-465; legislative, 465-475; sum· 
mary and conclusion. 477-489. 

Administrative 6nality. S .. Administra
tive discretion; Judicial review. 

Administrative independence: importance 
of, 45'-453. 475-477. 488;89; execu
tive interference with. 453-465; leg. 
islative interference with, 465-475. 

Administrative method: aeneraI basis of, 
349-350; mixture of governmental 
functions, 350-352; promotion of pub
lic interest, 352-354; resort to flexible 
procedure, 35S-356; exercise of wide 
discretion, 357. 479""480• 

Administrative tribunals. S .. Administra
tive method. 

AJlirmative and negative Oldero, doctrine 
of: dODial. of affirmati ... relief not ..,.. 
viewable. 406;10; orders reviewable 
if only lOrmally negative, 41C>-414; de
sirability of review, 414-417; latitude 
of discretion involved, 4'7. 451. 485. 

Af6rmati.. nature of regulation: as aI' 
fecting control of in_late commerce, 

.88. 33'; and ocope of discretion, 365. 
Agricultural d.pression, in relation to ad

mw-ti .. perfoxmance and l.gislative 
policy. 366, 456-457. 469-47" 

Aitel>isoD, Commissioner. 55. a.. '56, 
3.6.463. 

Allowances to sbippero, primary jurisdic-
tion overl 397-398. 

Andenon, George W. 330. 
Anti-trust la .... relief &om, 21g. 
Appointiog power. manipulation 01; 458-

465. 
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Arbitrary action, judicial restraint of: 
general character. 424-425; finality of 
findings of facc. 425-431, 450, 485i re
quirement of substantial evidence, 431-
439, 486; effect of mistakes of law, 
439-450. 486. 

Assigned caes, 133-143. 
Association of Railway Executives, 184-

,85· 
Assumption of obligations. See Security 

issues. 
Auxiliary transportation .. ciliti .. : generaJ 

basis of control, II8-X20; private cars, 
120-143; industrial railroads, 142-175. 

Baggage: transfer. 8; through checking. 
88-89· 

Barkley, Senator, 463. 
Bauer, John, 233. 
Benton, Joho E., 80, 314. 3[5-316. 
Bill. of lading. raiI·walU. 33. 
Blanket rates: in transcontinental rate 

structure, 52; among lumber tap lines, 
162. 

Block system of express rates, 74-75. 
Boiler Inspection Act;, 221. 

Bradley, Justice, 199.201. 
Brandeis, Justice, 17. 67-68. 141-143. 

115. 203, 205-206, 208, 22:1-223, 223-

224. 239, 263, 268, 269, 311. 379. 380, 

404. 415. 434-435. 437. 444. 448. 
Breach of CODtract, 64-6",. 
Bridges. interstate: construction ot; 203; 

tolls over, 214. 
Burden imposed on interstate commerce: 

as restriction upon exercise of con
current jurisdiction, 206-209; as basil 
for federal regulation of intrastate rates., 

239, 243-246, 288-304. 
Burgess, Kenneth P., 217-218, 360, 366, 

455-456, 470-471. 
Butler, Justice, 203, 204. 

Cable companies. SU Transmission agen· 
ciCi. 

Campbell, Commissioner, 92, 94, 95, 96• 
267, 296, 463. 

Capper, Senator, 100. 
Car distribution, control of: private c:oal 

cars, 131-143; railway fuel cars, 134-
139; judicial review of adjustments, 
397. 402-4°3. 412, 426. 

Car service: defined, 260; provisions not 
applicable to express companies, 66; 
state powers over, superseded, 221; 
federal authority exercised, 259-260, 
33Si 3'10-371; coOperation with states, 
259-260, 317, 318; scope of discretion, 
36,. 48'-483. 

Car Service Act, 123, 129. 
Car Shortage, 131-132. 
Carload rates: 8exibility of mlllUJlum 

weight determination, 369; require
ment of, on consolidated shipments, not 
reviewable. 426. 

Carrier by railroad, meaning of, 5. 60-6" 
152. 

Carriers regulated: significanc:e of range 
of jurisdiction, 3-4; railroads, 5-11; 
water carrier., 17--58; express com

panies, 59-84; .leeping-caI compa
nies, 83-96; pipe-line companies, 96-
105; transmission agencies. 105-u8; 
private cars, 120-143; industrial rail
roads, 142-175i range of powers aer .. 
ci.sed, 179-181; extension by statute, 
20-22, 40-41, 58--s9, 181-182; exten" 
sion through administrative action, 41-
So; exception. to full exercise of pow .. 
en, ,]-10, 16, 1?-18, 31-32, 65-68. 
107-uo; resuaint in interpreting pow .. 
en. 33-36. 60-63. 176-'78; regard for 
substance, rather than form, 21, 100-
102, 158-160. 170-171, 178-]79; in
adequacy of powers, 50-58; future ex .. 
pansion, ]82-]87. 

Certificates of convenience and necessity: 
electric railways, 16; interstate motor 
carrien, 20S--206; railroad exrensioDl 
and abandonments, 22]-22S. 260--269, 
33S; coOperation with states., 3]3; dis
cretion in issuing, 36]-362. 

Charter limitations and federal conttoi, 

'46. 
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Charter •• regulation through. 418. 
Circuitous routing by .. p lines, 114-115. 
Clark, Commissioner. 35. 
ClUSMratl: investigations, 318, 321-3::12. 
Classification: exprcu. 71, 73-74; mes-

sage., 114-117; sc:opc of discretion over, 
362-363; primary jurisdiction over, 

398. 
Clementi, Commissioner, 35. 274. 
Coal cars, 131-143. 397, 402-403, 412-

414. 426. 
Cockrell, Commissioner, 17. 
Coleman, William C., 238. 
Combinations. Su Acquisitions of con

trol; Consolidations. 
Commerce, meaning of; 196. 
Commerce dause. 192, 205, 206. Se~ .uo 

Interstate commerce. Intrutate com
merce. 

Commerce Court Ac~ 389. 408. 
Commissioner of CorporatiOlll, 97. 
Common carnett meaning oJ; 159. 162. 
Common-carricr .tatus: stockyard com-

panie .. 6; wharfage companies. ~; 
transfer companies. 7; expreu COM

paniet. 60-64. sleeping-car companies, 
85-86; pipe lines, 97, 99, 100-104; 

transmission agencies, 105-106; pri
vab:-Clr lines, 123-n4i industrial rail
roaclt, '5'-'53. 156-167. 445. 

Common control, managemen~ or ar
rangement betwoen rail and wator lines, 
17-18, 19-20, 31-50. 

Common·law righ .. and obligatiOlll, >14. 
388-389. 394. 

Commutation uleI, 298. 
Competition: and the fUrther exI<IlSion of 

jurisdicti.... 50-,8. 182-185; rail
water, u instrument or regulation, 17-
18. preaervation or rail-water. 21-31. 

Comprehensi .. finding., pro'lisional char
acter 01; 371-380. 

Compulsory .. tension of lines and ac
quisition of fac:ilities, 360. 

Ooncurreo.t jurisdiction: meaning of, 194, earl, construction inconclusive, 196-
1971 guiding principles _b1W>ed, 
197-400, application to interstate com-

mcree, 200-209;· inclwion of inter .. 
state rates, 20~1 I; exclusion of in .. 
terstate rates, 2X1-214. 

Conferences in dlCcting coOperation with 
state authorities, 308-309, 313, 316-
311, 327. St!t! also Joint hearings and 
conferences. ~ 

Congressional intent: in jwisdiction over 
electric railways, 12; over water car
riers, 11-tB, 31, 33-36, 4!iU over ex
press companies, 62-63, 68; over pipe 
lines, 100-102; over private cart, 125-
128; over allowances to industrial rail .. 
ways, 110; in ·fourth--section relief. 56; 
in dominant federal control over se .. 
curity issues, 249. over intercorporate 
relations, 251-257; over extensions and 
abandonmentl', 222-225, 263, 264-
:&66; over rates, 230-233, 2.36-231, 
243-245; as to scope of judicial review, 
392-393; as to exclusive primary ju .. 
risdiction, 396; as to review of nega
tive orden, 408-410. 

Consolidated shipments, requirement of 
carload rates on, not reviewable, 426. 

Consolidations: extension of federal ju
risdiction, 218-220; exercise of au .. 
thority. '5CHt59; scope of discretion, 
359-"360, 483. CXealtivc interference, 
457-458; express companies, Bli tele
phone companieo, 118. 

Constitutional distribution of power be
twoen ..... and nation: modified by 
Commission"s activities, 191; provisions 
of ConstitutioD. 192-193; the zones of 
authority, 193"""194. organic character 
of comme=, '94-195; basic grounds 
of diftCrentiatiODa 195-196; exclusive 
and Q)ncurrent jurisdiction distin
guiohed. 19,.....0; concurrent jurisdic:
tion over interstate c:ommera:. 200-209. 
ezclulive jurisdi.c:tioa over interstate 

ntes. 209-214-
Constitutionality: not fOr Commission to 

determine, 103; u necessary basis fOr 
review, 417. 486; of' statutmy proft
Iiom, 417-419; of administrative find
ing., 4'9'-42

" 
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Con¢ruoUo.U and a~aonmCDt. See Ex
tensions and aban40JlDlCDts. 

Constntctive station lCfVicc, g. 
ContDiuou~ carriage, ~ meaning in rail .. 

watq' U"anspon, 36: 
~ntio.uous character of regulative proc
~, 367-384, 477-480. 

Contract:· breach of, 64-65; between rail
roads and express companies, 81-84. 
between railroads and ~u11man Com
pany, 85-86; between railroads and 
private-car companies, 130-131. 

Convenience and necessity. See Certifi-
cates of convenience and necessity. 

Cooley, Judge Thomas M., 308, 459. 
Coolidge Administration, 460. 
Coolidge, President, 459, 461. 
COOperation of state authorities: before 

1920, 277, 287. legislative basis, 307-
309; early difficulties, 293, 309-311, 
340-341; plan adopted, 3II-317; ex
tensively employed, 317-318j proce
dure, 313-316, 3IB, 319, 321, 325-
326, 327-329; partisanship in joint 
hearings, 314-31S, 327-329; Commis
sion ultimately dominant, 329-330j 
service and facilities, 2Sg--260, 335; ex
tensions and abandoDDlCDts, 263-264, 
269, 335; comprehensive revisions of 
rate structure, 318-324, 382j specific 
rate proceedings. 302, 304-307. ,3'24-
326, 342-343; advantages, 307-309, 
326-327. 343; alternatives proposed, 
330-331, 

COOrdination: rail and water carriers, S5-
58j all transport agencies. f82-18S. 

Corporate powers and federal jurisdiction. 
2] 7-2] 8, 248, 2S4, 25S-256. 

Costigan, Commiuioner, 459. 
Court of Industrial Relations, 295. 
Cowu. See Judicial review. 
Couzens, Senator, 4S8. 
Cox, Commissioner, 95. 139,267.298. 
Credit of railroads, 364-365. 
Curtis, Jwtice, 198. 

Daggett, S. R., 182. 

Dam; sia~ constructiDn of, over navigable 
wa~~f·196-197. 

Dampges, S .. Rcparalions. 
Daniol~, • t::;Oinrhissionu, 139, 140-]41, 

IJO, 2~1; 468.· 
Day.· Justice, U4, ,162, 208, 217-218, 

42 0-43-]: 
Definiteness, in fixing inb'a5tate rates, 239. 
Delegation of authority to .tate co~ 

siom proposed( 330-331. 
Demurrage charges: private carl, 131, 

407; ~dustrial railroad., 157, ]73. 
Denison Act, 50. 
Departures from published tariffs, and 

doctrine of primary jurisdiction. 401-
4°2. 

Depreciation accounting, 109-]]0. 
Dickinson. John, 349. 3S0-3SI, 384. 421, 

437. 439-440, 441-443. 
Director~Gcnerai of Railroads, 42. 79, 82-

83. 90, 294. 37S. 
Discretion. exercise o£ S~e Administrative 

discretion. 
Discrimination: against perSOI1l and 

places in interstate commerce, 226-243, 
210-287. 30]. 337-338, 342; against 
interstate commerce as a whole, 242, 
243-246, 28'-30], 302-)04, 338-340, 
342; scope of discretion, 363; u basis 
for reparations, 388-389; original re~ 
sort 10 courts denied, 397-400; review 
of Commission's action, 4]2-4]4, 420-
421, 426-427; whether undue, a ques
tion of fact, 429; by electric railways, 
13i by water carriers, 35, 50j by ex~ 
press companies, 71, 72, 1S; by Pull .. 
man Compaoy, 89; by pipe Iioa, 98; by 
transmission agencies, 106-1°7, ]09, 
Ill-II); in car distribution. 131-143, 
412-414, 397-398, 426-421; through 
indwuiaI raiIroacll, '44-175; through 
b'aBic interchange, 420-421; through 
combination of connecting lines, 444j 
through interchaogcable mileage tick
ets. 467-469. See MSO Loog.and-short
haul clause. 

Dissociation of rail and water linea, 20-

3'· 



District Court juriSdiction ·Ac·~ ;8~ .. 417. 
Diversity of (.\)nditiOns;. u"l,asP·tf. con

current jurisdictto~. i9,7-:199\ opr-006. 
Division of rates: ICOpc or,:di.ic«ti.ab.. 365, 

482; pragmatic deter~atiOp..~7g.,.380; 
consideration ofauriet ne~ds. ,,83. 438; 
constitutionality Qf authority; '418; sub .. 
stantial evidenc:e.requked, 437~4a8j be .. 
tween steam and electric railwaY~J IS; 
between. rail-wa~ conoci::tions, 40; 
with industrial railroads, 15:1-153, 16:1-
164i with terminal railroads.· 42.8-42.9. 

Due process. 193. 228, 391, 441. 

Eastman. Commiuioner, 2.6, 40, 43, 44-

45. 47. 48-49. 54, 56. 81-82., 83, 841 
139» 171-172, 2.19. 251, 256-257, 258-
259. 267-268. 292.-2.93. 295. 296, 298. 
299. 30,. 352-354, 372., 454-455. 460, 
468. 

Efficiency. S .. ManagomenL 
Electric railways: subject to COlltrol, 10-

13i street railways excluded. 13-14, ez.. 
ercise of authority over. 14-15; powerl 
inapplicable to. 1S-17; and intrastate 
taleS, 298. 

Elkin, Act, '45. 
Embargoes, 36,. 
Emergency powen: jurisdiction over in

trastate commera::, .:121, 259; ICOpe of 
dilcretioo. 361, 482i limitationa u~ 
423; assignment of coal can under, 
138. 

Emplo,..-s· Liability Act, 67. 68. 
Enfu=ent: under original Act, 386-

387; under Hepburn Act and subse
quent lep_tUm. '49. 387""390; of 
IOparatioo .......... 387""389. 

Esch Car Senia: Act, 123. 129. 
Esch, Cornmjnioncr. 5H6, '56. 463-

464. 
Evidence: ordinary ruI .. UDSUitable, 356; 

prim. facie elIec:t 01; 386. 388; sub
ataotial evidena: 1Oquired, 43' ...... 39; 
fOrmal ",bmiaian """"'"'Y. 437""438. 

Evidentiary fi.CII, 4'5. 

P3 
.'-

Exclusive federal·j~ctioo"l>iinciple of 
uniformity, ·'l:'&:izoo; exq:ptions in 
regulation of interstate comin~ile. 2.0~' .. 
209; applicabiJity.· to intp"state rates, 
209-214. • .... • e:·.. . 

Exclusive primary jurisdiction.:; ,~t lri .. 
mary jurisdiction. 

Executive functions of administrative tri· 
bunals. 35D-352. 

Executive intcrf~ce with administrative 
freedom: mistaken basis. 453-455; 
through direct inSuence. 455-459; 
through manipulation of appointing 
power. 458-465. Ex.,.... companies: relatioo- to railroads, 
58, sg-(iOj construction of original 
Act, 60-63i establishment of control, 
63-li4; acope of control-limitations, 
64-65i extensive investigation. 60.6sr 
70; abuses revealed, 7G-72; rules and 
tegulations prescribed. 72-73; new rate 
structure established, 73-78; subsequent 
modifications, .,8--81; coOperation with 
states in revisioD, 318-320; consolida
tions, 81; contract with railroads. 81-
84; ownership by railroads, 84. 

ExplOSl zones. 7"-17. 
Extensions, 222-223, 261-264. S" 11110 

Extensions and abandonmeotl. 
Extensions and abandonments, control of: 

state powers Clll"t1liled, 22.1-2.25. 423. 
federal audlority czercised. 260-269. 
335""336; cOOpcratioo with Ita ..... 63-
264. 269. 313. 317. 336; scope of dis
eretion, 36'-36 .. 483; pragmarlA: per
fOrmance, 380; ,pur and industrial 
tnc:b, 205; Los Aoge1es oerminaI con
troversy. 224-225; qualified applica
tioo to dectric railways, 16. 

Extreme exercUe of authority: 0""' abon
doaments, 264-265; Dyer intrastate 
ra ..... 88-097. 33B-s40. 

Facilitiesa S« ACXluisiticms of &cilitiesi 
Senia:and&.cilities. 

Fact, 60diDgs of: under original Act, 386; 
under Hepburn Act, 387: in IOparatioo 



cases, 387-389;' finality of; 425-431r:; 
450; substant!al evidence necessary for, 
431-439; rel~o~ship of questions of 
tact and of law, '425, 439-450; mixd 
questions of law and fact. 425-426; 
439-440. See also Questions of facti 
Questions of law. 

Fair return: dependence on intrastate 
revenue, 243-246, 29D-291j discretion 
in determining, 364. 

Federal Control: express rates, 79; express 
contract, 82-83; passenger and Pullman 
fares, 90-gI, 473; transmission agen~ 
cies, 1171 assigned<ar rule, 136, 412. 

Federal Power Commission, 187. 
Federal Trade Commission, 97, 99, 459. 
Ferries, control of, 201-202. 
Field, Justice, 198-199, 200. 
Fifth amendment, 193. 
Finance and management: federal au~ 

thority extended to, 216-220; effect of 
administrative performance on state ju~ 
risdiction, 247-259, 336j scope of dis
cretion, 358-360, 483. 

Fourteenth amendment, 193,205. 
Fourth-section relief: discretion in afford

ing, 363, 381-382, 382-383; denial re~ 
viewable, 410-412; in transcontinental 
rate structure, 52-56. See also Long
and-short-haul clause. 

Frankfurter, Felix. 460. 
Franks, express, 64. 
Free transportation, 63-64. 
Freedom of action. See Legislative man~ 

datesj Regulative processes; Judicial re
view; Administrative independencc. 

Freund, Ernst, 193, 354, 358-359, 387. 
Frozen rates. as effect of federal regula

tion of intrastate charges, 306-307, 

34°-341. 
Fullbrigb~ R. C., 464. 
Puller, Justicc, 199. 

Gas, transportation of, 100. 
Glass, Senator, 459, 463. 
Gooding, Senator, 462. 
Gordon, Hugh, 81. 

Governmental functioDS, mixture of; 350-
352 • 

Grade crossings, elimination of by states, 
208-2°9. 

Granger cases, 210-21 I, 212. 
Grounds of judicial censorship: constitu

tionality, 41'1-421; scope of statutory 
power, 421-424; absence of supporting 
evidence, 424-439; mistake. of law, 
439-450. 

Guaranty period following Federal Con
trol, 145, 473. 

Gulick, C. A., 459. 

Hall, Commissioner. 22. 40, 43, 44, 48, 
139, 170, 171, 256, 278, 463-464, 468. 

Harbor improvements, as exercise of state 
power, 203. 

Harding Administration, 45S-456. 
Harding, Presiden~ 458, 46 •• 
Harlan, Commissioner. 35, 53, 170-171, 

274-275. 
Harlan, Justice, 193. 214-.215, 422. 
Henderson. Gerard C., 390. 
Hepburn Act: rate-making power, 128. 

152, 387. 423, 446, 481j discrimina· 
tion, 145; through routes, 422j proce
dure, 387; express companies, 58; 
sleeping<ar companies. 58; pipe~Jine 

companies, 58, 97, 99; private cars. 
123-128; indwtrial railroads, 149. 152-

'53· 
Highway carnen. See Motor carriers. 
Highways. state control of. as ground for 

controlling interstate commerce, 205-
206. 

Hines, Walker D., 460, 464-465, 477. 
Hoch, Representative, 331. 
Hoch-Smith Resolution: in coOperation 

with state authorities, 317-318. 320-
324; in control of intra.state rates, 338; 
as discretionary policy. 365-366; as ex
ample of legislative interference, 469-

472. 
Holmes, Justice, 29, 30, 102, 193. 203, 

209, 422, 448, 468. 
Hoover Administration, 456-458. 



•• iNp.EX" "; sas , 
Horizontal rate changes. 78-79. 240, S7a- ·.~tercorporate relatio~ See Consolida-

378. "1i0DS. . ' 
Hours of ac:rvicc. c:omtitutionality of regu.. f Interference with aciminiitrative freedom: 

l.tion, 4.8. ' ~xecutive, 453-46':;: logislative, 465-
Houri of Service Act. 220-2.:11, " 475; dangers involved. 475-477. 488-
Huebner. G. G., lb. 489. 
Hughes, Jwtice. 202.. 225. :a:a7-:l33, 234- Interlocking directorates, 359. 

238. Interstate commerce: con~titution.t basis 
Humphrey, Commissioner. 459. of control. 192-196; organic unity of 

Imported good ... pecial raxes OD, 443. 
I.o.cidental cfIect, constitutional doctrine 

oJ; 206-209, 210. 
I.o.dependence of Commission, See Ad· 

ministrative independence. 
Individual r .... and general ra'" cbangos, 

372-380. 
I.o.dwtrial cooditions, in relation to ra'" 

policy: fOllowing '9.0 advances, 374-
376; under Hoch-Smith llesolutiou, 
365-366. 

I.o.dwtrial railroado: nature and fUnction, 
142-144; discriminatory use. 144-148; 
n:gulation before 1906, 149-152.; au .. 
thority conferred. in 1906 and after, 
152-153; denial of allowances and eli .. 
visions, 153-160; judicial n:versaJ.
Tap U'fW C~I, 150-165; .regulation of 
allOwaDcea and divisions, 165-175. ape-
cial situation in lumber industrr-"'P 
lines, 144, 147-148, 150-152, 158, 
• 60-.66, '74-'75. 

Industrial tracks: extenUOD. and abandOD.-
ment, 2°5. 222i payment for use, 428, 

InjunctiOD, U usual method lOr securing 
judicial leview, 387-390, 

Inland WaterwaY' Corporation Act, SO. 
Inspection laws, u exerciae of atate power, 

196. 
Interchange of uaffic:, 420-401. 
I.o.t=hanpble mileage tickelS, U .... 

ample of logis1ativc in...,fCrence, 466-
469. 

I.o.ta<ompany arrangements: in regula. 
tiou of II:rmiaal 6.cili1ics" 9; in dissc>
ciatiou of rail and wa..., 1ines, OI~ 
23-<15-

commercial intercourse. 194-195. limits 
of concurrent jurisdiction over, 197-
2051; exclusiVCJleS$ of federal jurisdic
tion over interstate rates, 209-314. in 
relation to pipe lines, IOXi,in relation 
to transmission agencies, x 10-1 II. 

Interstate rates, federal control exclusive. 

:lO!I-"'''' 
I.o.terurbau railways. distinguished from 

urban and suburban. 140 See IIlso Elec
tricrailways. 

Intrastate commerce, federal control over: 
economic basis, 220. 221, 231-:l32, 

236-237. 244-.245. 331-332; constitu
tional limitations, 192-196; legislative 
and judicial ex.tensicm, 214-246; how 
exercised, 247-307; scope: of discre
tion, 483i finance and management. 
216-:&20. 247-358. 336; service and 
&cili.ties, 220-22.5. 258-269, 335-336. 
taxes and charges, 225-246, a69-307, 
337-343; in establishment of rail· 
wator service, 46-47; summary and 
conclusion. 331-344 . 

Intrastate rates. federal control over: leg
islative and judicial extalSion. :325-
245. 4]8. Mi"IIeSOltl RJJIe CIUeI, 227-
233; S~ CfWl, 233-238; Wif.. 
C'O"";" Plu#rtger Fflnl case, 2.40-246. 
how exercised. 2.69-307; bcfcm: Smft-
pori Clllrl, 270-2.74; Shreveport prin
ciple and its application. 2.74-287. 
.....ping policy under Transportation 
Acta 2.87-30], 374. recent n:suainr. 
301-307. 382.; mOpentioa. with states, 

3°"-3°7, 3'4-3a6, 342-343; discrimi· 
Dation ogaimt pcnoDS and pl __ 226-

:'43. 270-287, 301; ogaimt ~te 
c:ommcra: as a whole, '43""246, .87-



INDEX · 301 , 302-304; of electric raih!ays, 15; 
of express companies, 19-8.0j of pas. 
senger and Pullman. service, ;~U i sum
mary and conclusion, 337-343. 

Investigatory power, 355. 

Jackman. W. T .• 59. 
Johnson, E. R., 182. 
Joint hearings and conferences witK state 

authorities, 309, 313--:317, 325-326, 
327-329. 

Joint rates: scope of discretion, 365; pri
mary jurisdiction over, 397-398; be
tween rail and highway carriers, 7; 
between steam and electric lines, II, 15, 
16; between rail and water lines, 34-
41; of express companies, 67, 8:1; of 
industrial railroads, 165. S~e also Divi
sion of rates. 

Judicial functions of administrative tri
bunals, 350-352, 

Judicial review: function, 384-385; lack 
of legislative guidance, 385-390; prin
ciples enunciated, 390-392; self-deny
ing attitude. 392.-393; doctrine of pri
mary jurisdiction, 393-406; doctrine of 
affirmative and negative orders 406-
411; grounds of censorship, 417-452; 
constitutionality of powers, 417-419; 
constitutionality of findings, 419-421; 
statutory construction, 421-424; arbi~ 

trary action, 424-450; finality of find~ 
ings of fact. 425-431; doctrine of sub~ 
stantial evidence, 431-439; mistakes of 
law. 43g-450; questionable exercise
O'Fallon case. 446-450; summary. 450-
452. 485-488: in jurisdiction over elec~ 
tric railways. 12-14. 17; over railroad 
ownership of boat lines, :18-31; over 
establishment of rail~water SCJ'vice, 42-
43; the traffic being largely intrastate. 
46-47; over acquisitions of &.cilities. 
66; over pipe lines. 102-104; over pri~ 
vate-car lines. 123-124, 12'7-128; over 
distribution of private cars, 136. 141-
143: over indwtrial railway., 155. 160-
165. 166. 175; parties necessary to pro-

ceeding. 44-46; express company not a 
carrier by railroad, 67-68; liability of 
transmission agencies, II 5; meaning of 
police power, 193; distinction, state and 
federal jurisdiction, 195-196; distinc~ 
cion, exclwive and concurrent jurisdic~ 
tion, 196-2.00; doctrine of uniformity, 
201-206; doctrine of incidental effect, 
207-210; concurrent jurisdiction over 
interstate rates--granger cases, 210-
2II; exclusive jurisdiction over inter
state rates-Wabash case, 2II-214; 
control of motor carriers, 182; control 
of intrastate matters: accounts, 216-
217; security issues, 217-218; safety. 
22o-2U; service and facilities, 221; 
extensions and abandonmCJlts, 222-225, 
263; rates, 227-246, 281; Minnesota 
Rate Cases, 227-233; Shreveport Casel, 
233-238; Wisty",sin Pasll!1Jger FtIT'el 
case, 91. 240-246j express rates, 80j co
operation with states, 311. 327; control 
of rate divisions, 37g-380; orders un .. 
der original Act, 386; prima facie evi~ 

dence rule. 388j reparations procedure, 
388-389, 394; interchangeable mileage 
tick.". 4611-469; Hoch.smith Rcsolu-
tion, 472. 

Jurisdictional scope. See Administrative 
discretion; Carriers regulated; Inter~ 

state commerce; Intrastate commerce. 

Knapp, Commissioner, 34, 88. 308. 

Lamar. Justice, 10, 398. 401-403, 430. 
Lane, Commissioner. 60. 69. 137. 
Laski, H. J •• 349. 350. 354. 
Law. questions 01; and judicial censorship, 

425, 43g-450. See also Questions of 
law. 

Legal rules of general applicability, u 
basis for judicial review. 441-445. 

Legislative extension of federal. jurisdic
tion: centralizing tendency, 214-216. 
246-241, 331-334; over finance: and 
management, 216-220; over service and 
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facilities, 220-325. over rates and 

charges, "5-'46. 
Legislative functions of administrative tri .. 

bunals, 350-35', 353-354. 
Legislative intent. See Congressional in

.. nt. 
Legislative interfcrcnc:e with administra .. 

tive freedom: general policiea versus 
specific dctcrminatiODS, 465-466; inter· 
tbangeable mileage tickets, 466-.69; 
Hocb-Smith Resolution, 469-47'; Pull· 
man surcharge, 473-475. 

Legislative mandates, discretionary na
ture: generally mamfest, 357-358; fi· 
nance and management. 358-360; serv .. 
icc and fi.cilitiel, 360-362; rates and 
charge., 36'-366. 

Legislative regulation, diret~ 478. 
Lewis, CommiSlioner, 57-58* 94, 95, 252, 

'96-297, 474-475. 
Liability in tranamissioo of messages, 114-

u6. 
Lighterage allowances, order respecting, 

invalidated. 444. 
Liquor. regulation oJ; as exercise of state 

power, 197. 
Loading mtilities, diffi:rentiatioo of 

charges with respect l<>, 397. 
Local interests, safeguarding of; 250, 257. 

336. SH oIso CoOperatioo of s .... au· 
thorities. 

Local transfer companies, 7-10. 
Locomotive engineers, examination at as 

exercise of state power, 206. 
Locomotive. headlights. state jurisdiction 

OYer,207· 

Long-and-ahort-h.u1 d ..... : distretiooary 
• pplication, 363, 38'-382, 382-383; 
negative order reviewable, 41Q-jf12i 
legal hearing of competition, 443; 
effi:tt of water competition, 51-58; in 
state legislation. 211. 213. oS« til. Dis
crimmation. 

MtChord, Commissioner. 45. 80. h. 95. 
1'10. 256. 27. 275. 30'1-308. 461_ 

McKellar. Senator, 46>. 463. 

McManam;;. Commissioner. 95-96. 
MtReynold~, ~usticc. 209, 399, 437, 449. 

450 • .;-

Mack, Judge, '04. 
Mainrenarice, discretion in determining 

reasonableness of; 364 • 
Managemerit, efficiency of: and control of 

intrastate rates, 297; disaetion in de
termining, 364. 

Mann-Elkins Act: ratc.suspeDsion power, 
90, 481; fourth~SCCtioD amendment. 52, 
4II, 423i through routes with electric 
lines, 16 i control over transmi.ssioD. 
agencies, 106. 

Market competitioo and fourth....:tioo .... 
lie~ 54. 

Marshall, Chief Justice, 195-197, 214. 
Master Car Builders' Association rulea, 

129.131. 
Maximum rates, rate~making power lim .. 

ited to: before 192.0, 481; over water 
carriers, 50. 

Morehant Marine A~ lB. 
Meyer, Commissioner, 55, 251. 308-309· 
Miller, Justice. 2II-212. 213. • 
Milling-in-transit. 151-152, 174· 
Mine ra~ 132-143, 370-371, 412. 
Minimum rate control: established, 481; 

and intrastate rate adjustments, 28:;-
2.88; and transmission agencies, 109; 
not applicable to water c:arricrs, so-s8. 

Mistakes of law, 439-450. 
Mixed questions of law and fact. 4:15-426. 

439""440. SH .u. Questions of &tt; 
Questions of law. 

Motor c:arricrs: mntrol over, 7-10. Ib-
185; limitations upon state power, 205-
206; and railroad rate adjustments, 300 • 

National Associatioo of Rail .... d and 
Utilities Comm,issiouers, 60, 80. 81, 100, 
no, 111.301-308, 309-310. 316. ,318. 
31!b 320, 32.1, 32'. 326, 328. 32~ 330• 

Natiooal Industrial TnlIic: League, 464-
NaNra1 gas, transportation of: I<dera1 

rqul_tioD. 100; Slate COIltrol. 203-204· 

Neely, Senator, 462, 463. 
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Negative orders. See Afticmative and 
negative ordccs. 

Negligence. 64-05. 
Notice and hearing, requirement at; 435-

439.454· 
Notification of intercstod .ta .... 308. 

01f..track stations, 9, 10. 
Organic unity of transportation, 18x-185. 

194, 220,221. 223, 2241 227-229, 231-
232, 244-245, 331-332. 

Out-of-line hauls, 174-X75. 

Panama Canal and transcontinental rate 
structure, 52-58. 

Panama Canal Act: separation of rail and 
water carriers, 20-21; control and cs~ 
tablishment of joint services, 40-41. 

Parlor cars. See SleepingoQC companies. 
Parties necessary to proceeding, 43-46. 
Partisanship in joint proceedings with 

states, 314-315, 327-329. 
Pacty~rate tickets, 443. 
Passenger &.ees: and electric railways, 15; 

and Pullman charges, 87, 96, 473-475; 
and federal-state relationships. 240-

246. 28!)-290 • 

Passenger service, 260. 

Peckham, Justice, 213-214. 
Penalties for violating orders. 387, 388. 
Percentage rate changes, 78--19, 240, 372-

378. 
Per diem reclaims, 148. 173. 
Peterson, Shorey, 183-184. 
Petroleum industry and control of pipe 

lines. 97, 99-100. 
Physical connections. rail and water, 4D

SO. 360-361. 
Pick-up and delivery service: railroad, g-

10; express, 72. 
Pillsbury, Warren K., 351. 355. 
Pilots. state jurisdiction over, 197-198. 

203· 
Pipe lines: reasons for control, 58-59; 

limited exercise, 96-100; constrUCtion 
of &tatutory authority. 100-102; COB· 

stitutionality of authority-Pipe Line 
Cases. 102-105,418. 

Pitney, Jwtice, 208. 419-420, 429. 
Plant .6tci1ities. See Industrial railroads; 

Tap lines. 

Police power, 193. 20HIO. 
Political inBuence. See Interference with 

administrative freedom. 
Pooling, 218, 359, 483. 
PorHo-port traffic: general exemption 

from Commission's control, 31-36; ac
counts and reports, 36-31. 

Potential competition and fourth-section 
relict; 52-53. 

Potter, Commissioner, 43, 133, 139, 251, 
252, 253-254, 299, ,.61, 468. 

Pound, Roscoe, 385. 
Powell, Thomas Reed. 246. 
Power to regulate, meaning at; 196. 
Pragmatic character of administrative per-

formance. See Regulative processes. 
PrccedCD~ minor rale 01; 367-371. 484. 
Prima facie evidence rule: under original 

Act, 386; inapplicable under Hepburn 
Act, 387, 421; in reparations cases, 388. 

Primary jurisdiction, doctrine of: mean~ 
ing, 393; issues where applicable. 393-
400; issues where in.applicabl~ 399-
400, 401-403; based on need of dis
cretionary determination, 403-404; ex
emplifies significance of diJcretionary 
authority, 404-406, 450-451, 485. 

Priorities, 25SJ. 361. 
Private cars: extent and desirability of 

use, 120-121; abuses, 131-123; scope 
of authority over-limitations, 133-
128; rules governing use, 129-131; dis
tribution among users, 131-131; modi~ 
fication of assigned.-car rul~ 13?-141; 
judicial review-Allignetl C .. Cues. 
141-143. 

Private transport facilities, grounds for 
regulation of; u8-119. 

Private-wire telegraphic service, 116-117. 
Procedure: requirements., 351; necessity of 

freedom in, 355-356; discretion in de
termining, 359, 361, 363, 479-480; 
under original Act, 386-387; under 
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Hepburn Act and IUboequcnt legisla
tion. 387-390; doctrine of primary ju
ritdiction, 393 .... 06; direct control of 
intnutatc rates, 293. 34G-341; coOpera
tion with state authorities, 313-316, 
318, 319. 3:11, 32,5-326. 327-]29. 

Proportional rala, nil-water movement, 
3SI. 41. 

Prouty. Commissioner, IS8. 
Provisional order., 373-380. 
Public health, ltate jurisdiction over, 207. 

.. 8-009. 
Public: interest: the concern of .dministra

tive tribunal.. 35:1-354, 480; u re
Iie<ted in legisl.tive DWld..... 357-
367; in rate and reparation orders, dis
tinguished. 387; industries dothed with, 
210. 

Public service commissions. s~ .Ad.miniJ.. 
trative method. 

Public oorviee undertakings, need of .d
ministrative control over, 349-350, 
477-479· 

Publicity. u method of control. 99. 
Pullman oorvice. S.. Sleeping-car com

panie .. 
Pullman oureharge. 8~6. 473-475. 

Quarantine .. gul.ticma, u ezerclse of stale 

power, ao3. 20g. 

Qucstinna of tact, evidenti.ry and ulti
mate, 425; finality of finclinga ... pect
mg, 425-431; relationship to questions 
of law. 43H43. 

Qucstinna of law, constitutionality of 
po ...... 4'7""4'9; constitutionality of 
findings. 4'_'; c:onstructinn of 
... _ 42'-424; nature of arbitrary 
a<lion, 424""425; adequacy of evidence, 
43 ..... 39; rolationship to quosti.". of 
tact, 43H4]; mistakes of law. 439. 
441, 44.1-450; dubious interpretaticm
O·FoIl •• cue. 441>-4500 

Railroad Labor Board, 79. 
Railroad.. place in regulative scheme, 

chid' object of conttal. 3; subject to 

entire range of power, 5; meaning, for 
purposes of regulation, ,. 152; indu
aion of terminal services, 5-10; inc1u .. 
sion of electric railways, 10-1'7; rela
tion to. of control of allic:d utilities, '7-
20. 58-60, 83-86, n8-u9. 144-145. 

Rail-water carriage. 31-5°. 
Railway fuel cars. distribution of, 134-

139· 
Rate base, discretion in determining, 364-

365. 
Rate of return, discretion in determining, 

364. 
Rate schedules, .... pe of discretion. 363; 

primary jurisclictinn on discretionary 
issues, 398-400; but DOt on questiou 
of construction, 399-400; or 0Jl de
panurcs from, 40'-40'; to be filecI by 
water carriers, SOj express companies, 
63-64; pipe-line companies. 99; traIIJ

mission agencies, 107-108; tap lines, 
,65. 

Rate structure: traD5COntincntal. 51-58; or 
express companies, 73-78; of sleeping
car companies. 87-88; of traDsmissiOD 
agencies, XU-II'. Set! also Rates. 

Rate structure invatigation. 317-318, 
320-324. 46g. 

Ra .... control of, basic grants of power. 
52, 387. 411, 422-423. 481; intustate 
ra~ 20g-214; intrastate nta, 225-
246. 26~07; scope of disaetion, 362-
366. 481-482; pragmatic eerciJe of 
authority. 368-3690 372-384; consti
tutionality. 418; BOt reviewable U ID 
6.cts, 430; substantial evidence neeea
suy. 431-4,36; mistakes of law. 444-
445; political in..m....:e. 46 ..... 64-
461>-475; of electric rail",7'> '5; of 
rail-water carriage. 3 ....... 1. SO; of u
press companies, 7~'; of deeping-car 
a>mpanies, 8;>-96; of pipe 1ines, 98-
99. of transmission ~ 111-117. 
m use of priftb:: can. 122-123. 129-

130; i.D. mDIIlI:Uion with industrial nil-
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roads, I 49-175. S~e also Discrimina~ 
tiOD; Division of rates. 

ReappointmCDt, tradition of, 460. 
Reasonably compensatory rates, in COD

struction of fourm section, 54, 363, 
383· 

Rebates, and doctrine of primary juris. 
diction, 401-402. See also Discrimina
tion. 

Recapture of excess earnings: scope of 
discretion, 365; constitutionality, 418; 
and intrastate rates. 244; not appli
cable to electric railways, 16; or express 
companies, 6S; or Pullman Company, 
86. 

Reconsignment charges, 444. 
Reed. Senator, 461, 462. 
Refrigerator cars. See Private cars. 
Regional commissions proposed. 330, 331. 
Regulative processes, pragmatic character 

of: minor role of precedent, 36?-371; 
484; comprehensive findings tentative, 
371-380, 484; typical character of evi
dence, 376-380; provisional character 
of orders, 373-380; value of continu
ing process, 380-382; dominance of in .. 
formed judgmeo~ 382-384. 

Remedial, as against penal, character of 
Act, 62. 

Rentals, for private cars, n:z, U9-131. 
Reopening proceedings, a frequent Deas

siry. 371-382. 
Reparations: distinguished from rate or~ 

ders, 351; at common law, 353; retro~ 
active operation, 369; awards enforce
able only through court action, 387-
388; discriminarory and unreasonable 
rates distinguished, as basis for, 388-
389; primary resort to Commission nec~ 
essary, 393-396, 400; violatioD of in~ 
trastate rate order, 300; breach of con
tract Dot subject to Act, 64-65; faihue 
to provide facilities, 125; liability i.o 
transmission of messages, 114-1 J 6. 

Repeated and unrepeared messages, 114-

u6. 
Reports. See Accounts and reporu. 
Reproduction costs, 447-450. 

Res adjudicata, doctrine of, 367. 

Reserved powees of states, 193, 2.00-2.01, 

229, 333. 
Reshipping privilege, 427. 
Restrained exercise of administrative au~ 

thority: over water carriers. 33-36; ex
press companies, 60-63; allied utilities 
i.o general, 176-178; security issues, 
249'-250, 336; intercorporate relations, 
250-258, 336; intrastate rates, 270-
287, 337-338, 343. 

Restraint of courts in reviewing orders, 

385, 390-393· 
Reynolds, George G.j' 199. 
Robinson. Senator, 459. 
Robson, W. A., 349. 
Routing: scope of discretion, 361; pri~ 

mary jurisdiction over, 398; judicial reoO 
view, 444; disregard of shippers' in~ 

structions, 259. See also Througb routes. 
Rule of rate-making: meaning, 482; not 

applicable to electric railways, ]6j or 
express companies, 65j or Pullman 
Company, 86; scope of discretion, 364-
365; in granting percentage advances 
in ]920, 372-376; in founh-section re
lief, 38]; in tate divisions, 383; in con
trol of intrastate ratel, 2.2.6, 239, 243-
246, 288, 334. 

Sackett, Senator, 463. 
Safety: state jurisdiction over, 206-209; 

state powers curtailed. 22.0-22.1; fed
eral authority exercised, 2.59. 

Safety Appliance Acts, 220-22.]. 

Sanford, )wtice, 437. 
Sanitary regulations, as exercise of state 

power, 209. 
Saving clauses, 291-292. 298-30], 341, 

37], 377, 381, 484. 
Scrip eoupon tiekets, as example of legis. 

lative interfere_ 465-469. 
Seager, H. R. 459. 
Secretary of Commera:, 456. 
SectiOJlal interests, in appointment of 

commissioners, 46]-465. 
Security woes, control of: ..... powen 
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curtailed. "HI8; federal authority 
exercised, :l4kso, 336; scope of dis
cretioD, 358-359. 483. not applicable 
to electric railways, 16; or express cam
panie .. 65-66. 

Service and fB.cllities. control of: state 
powers curtailed. 220-225; federal au
thority exercised, 258-269; scope of 
d.iscrctio~ 360-362, 48:3-483; prag
matic exercise of authority, 370-371. 

Shipping Boatd Ac~ 18. 
Short-hauling: meaning, 39; in rail-water 

routes, 39-40; in express Iransport. 66-
67. 

Side tracks, 105, 22.3. 

Simpson, Sid.u.ey P., 219. 220, 250-a51. 
Sleeping-car companies: c1"", telatioll to 

railroads, 58, 83-8,. 8sa. 515-96; con
traet with railroads, 85-86; _pc of au
thority over-limitation., 86--g6; con
trol exercised, 86-g6; ehatgea for serv
ic:e-surcharge. 87-96. 

SottcII. L. C .• 477. 
Speed of trains, state jurisdiction over, 

208. 

Splawn, Wah ... M. W •• 330. 
SpWI, Henry C., 3. IDS, 34!ih 
Stagecoach c:ompaoY. eontrol of, 7. 
Standatd &eight eontaill .... 10. 
Stare decisis. doetrine of, 367. 368. 370. 
State jurisdiction: reserved powers. 193. 

20D-aOJ, 2251. 233; concurrent with 
federal, rg7-Qog; intenrate rates ex
cluded, .0g-,214; legislative and judi
cial curtailment. 214-247; consti.tutiOD
ality of ord .... 4". s.. <Iso Intrastate 
commer<e. 

State reguiatiOll. S", CoOperation of state 
authoriooj lntrastate commerce; State 
jurisdietiOll. 

Statutory construction: ftStricted to ques
tions of power. 4:U, 48$-486; denials 
of authority • .p1-4213; recognition of 
authori.,.. 4'3"'424. S... <Iso Judicial 
renew. 

Stock cars. S. Private can.. 
Stockyatds, $-6. 
Stone, Justice. 46. 003. 435. 448;49-

Store..d,oor delivery. 9-10, 73. 
Street railways, 10-14, 432. Su tJlso Elec

tric railways. 
Strong, Jwricc, 200. 
Substance, rather than form, emphasis 

upon: in dissociation of rail and water 
lines, :u; in determining common-car· 
rier statw of pipe lines, rOO-IO:l; in 
passing on. allowances to indwtrial rail
roads, ISO, 158-160, 167-171; sum· 

mary, 178-179-
Substantial discrimination as ground for 

regulation. of intrastabe: rates, 302, 304, 
340,341. 

Substantial evidence, requirement of, 431-
439· 

Supply of trains, fedetal regulatioll of, 
260. 

Surcharge, Pullman: traditional we of 
extra passenger ehatges, 88-90; alIirma
tive authorization of surcharge, 9D-9Ij 
administrative reconsideration, 92-96; 
organic relationship to Pullmall and 
other transportation charges, 93-96, 
473-474i attmlpts at Congressional reo 
peal, as example of legislative inter
-.473-475. 

Sutherland, Jwtice, 204, 437. 
Swayne, Justice, 198. 
Switching: ehatgea and allowanoeo, 154-

155, 17:1-173i tracks and conncctions, 
205, 22~ 360, 422. 

Taft. Chief Justice. 206. 2091, :u8, 225. 

.4 .... 46.377. 
Taney. Chief Ju.stic:e, 193. 197_ 
Tank can, 422. S • .uo Private can. 
Tap lines, control of allowances and di-

visions, 144. 141-148, 150-153t 160-
166. 174-175. s.. <Iso Indwtrial rail
roads. 

TarilI' Commission, intetfi:Rnce with, 
458;59· 

TarifIi. s.. Rate schedules. 
Taussig. Pzokssor F. W •• 458-
T .... tion. by ....... of in_te com

mao:. 197. 200, 201. 
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